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Just because you
need it in a flash,
don't expose
yourself!

You've a deadline to meet,
the right CP/M Software pack-
age is needed, the right decision has to
be made; which format, which product,
when can it be delivered, at what price?

You need good advice, and just as
important, you need to talk to some-
one who has a large enough range to be
able to offer honest advice. Someone
who can then deliver on time, someone
whose catalogue is fast becoming the
byword of the software industry.

So don't expose your-
self, talk to Software Limited.

Choice, advice and delivery, all aimed at
meeting your deadline.

Software Limited...
Because there's more to
choose from, we're the
only choice to make.

01-833 1173/6
Software Limited
No, 2 Alice Owen Technology Centre
251 Goswell Road, London EC1

CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

Attractive quantity & dealer discounts available



Everythingyou ever
wanted in micros but didn't

know who to ask
limip,
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SYSTEMS

The 80/20 Solution
Eighty per cent of our customer
needs are satisfied by matching
requirements to packaged
programs and machines.

Business Systems Group
offers a comprehensive range of
packages for both the
Sophisticated User and New User.

Office Systems Group covers
wordprocessing and record
management needs, with single
and multi -workstation systems.

Personal Systems Group
helps managers and professionals
with Micro Aided Management
tools including: financial planning,
modelling, linear programming,
PERT and personal productivity
aids.

Special Systems Group
supplies packages to suit
particular professions and
industries including agencies,
printers, manufacturers,
distibutors, dentists etc.

The Systems Groups Install
complete solutions, arrange
training and hand hold you
through to comfortable operation
of your system.

I Request for:

I Quotation

I Response to tender
I I-1 Course booking

. Li-ij Training information

j General information

The 20/80 Solution
Twenty per cent of our customers
needs are satisfied by tailored
design, programming,
engineering and project
management.

Digitus has a five-year record of
fulfilling small and large
microcomputing projects, e.g.

Technical Projects to take data
from (1) solar heating panels (2)
weighing machines and (3) oil
tankers.

Administrative Projects to
organise (1) 2000 bottles of urine
per week (2) £.1 million of barley
receipts and (3) 6000 graduate
applicants for 27 sites.

Multi -Machine Projects for
(1) the complete computerisation
of a City commodity broker and
(2) a flight information system in
an International Airport to drive
300 information receivers, staff
monitors, passenger displays and
flapperboards.

The Project Groups take turnkey
responsibility and use as many
standard software and hardware
components as requirement and
technical constraints allow.

////
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TRAINING

The 100% Solution
Everyone needs some education
and training in micros. Digitus
modular training programme
provides for executives,
managers, technicians, computer
and office personnel.

Introductory Courses
IC/1 Introduction to Microcomputers
IC/2 Business Systems
IC/3 Information Management
IC/4 Management Aids

Skills Training
ST/5 Fundamentals of BASIC
ST/6 Improve your BASIC
ST/7 Wordprocessing with WordStar
ST/8 DataStar/SuperSort/MailMerge
ST/18 Spreadsheeting with SuperCalc
ST/19 dBase II
ST/17 Introducing Systems Design

Computer Professionals Courses
CPC/9 Hardware for Software People
CPC/10 Operating Systems and Languages
CPC/ I I Communications & Networks
CPC/12 Applications Design & Products
CPC/13 System & Program Generators
CPC/20 UNIX
CPC/2 I Programming in C

Computing Management Seminars
CMS/14 Micro Technology & Strategy
CMS/15 Local Area Networks
CMS/16 Micro DataBase Managers

All courses include practical work
and advice on microcomputers.
Course fees: IC and ST courses £95
per day; CPC and CMS £125 per day
+ VAT, including luncheon and
detailed course notes. You save
El 0 per day by booking more than

t- i4
one day's training at one time,

re I I f) or you can book five days for the

) # 4 4 price of four.

PROJECTS- A

Company

Address

Phone No

Name Position

Requirement

DIGITUS LTD
LADING HOUSE k'

10-14 BEDFORD ST
COVENT GARDEN
LONDON WC2E 9HE
TelephoneI01) 379 6968
Telex 27950 Ref. 3005

En

PCW 1



C0NTENTS

Jonos
Rugged for use on the battlefield
Page 48

Wren
A11000 transportable bargain
Page 72

Coleco Adam
A games console turned micro.
Page 104

BENCHTESTS REVIEWS
JONOS 48
Will we see more of this versatile machine on the
office desk orthe battlefield?
WHICH SPREADSHEET? 61
Will PlannerCalctemptthe business user into
Comshare's net?

WREN 72
Isthe Wren thebusiness bargain?-a complete
system for £1000.

ADAM 104
Isthe Adam just another hypefrom the
companythat broughtyou the Cabbage Patch
Kids?

NUCLEUS 112
Couldthis bethe packagetoturn your BBC
Micro into a beefy business machine?

BROTHER EP44 168
Who needs a typewriterwith the latest printer
for just £250?

REVELATION 176
A database packageto help you dothings your
own way.
ACORN TELETEXT ADAPTOR 216
What happens when you plug in Acorn's
adaptor and turn your BBC Micro into a teletext
terminal for news and weather reports!
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
Become ultra-efficientwith this easy -to -use
database management system.

251

FEATURES
COMPUTER PUZZLES 96
A4D RubikCube should keep you guessing.
Crosswords and slide puzzles too.

TEACH YOURSELF 122
ASSEMBLER
Get more out of your micro with our teach
yourself assemblercourse.
MICRO ANIMATION
COMPETITION
Trythis 3Dgraphics program to inspire you to
enterour micro animation competition.

192

HOMELINK
COMPETITION
Cash prizes forgreat games ideas.

199

NEWBRAIN
SOFTWARE
Getthe low-down on games and business
programsforthe NewBrain.

200

24 -CARAT GOLD
Who can you phone with your
micro?-we tried
outTelecom Gold.

206

PROFILE:
A QUANTUM LEAP
The man behind the Sinclair QL:
David Karlin.

223

THE HISTORY OF THE KEYBOARD 224
What arethe lasting qualities
of the keyboard?
SHARP CONTRAST
Howdoesthe MZ-80A improve on its
predecessor, the MZ-80K?

232

BASICODE
Does BASICODE spell the end of program
conversion?

265

2PCW
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Computer Puzzles
Test you r puzzle -solving abilities
Page 96

24 -Ca rat Gold
Universal telecommunications service
Page 206

NEWSPRINT 13
Thetrue price of multi-usersystems,ACT'sfight
forsurvival, the Spectrum gets a soundbox,
from Oricto Atmos.
NEWCOMERS START HERE 56
Find outwhat it's all aboutwith our friendly
explanation.
COMPUTER ANSWERS 83
Focus on WordStar, Commodore 64, Sinclair
QL, Electron andthe TRS-80 Color Computer.
BIBLIOFILE 88
Forty percent of adults in the UK don't have a
bankaccount-and othergemsfrom this
month's selection of database books.
NUMBERS COUNT
On prime numbersand integer length
arithmetic routines.

9

LEISURE LINES 95
When your micro's in fora service have a go at
these brainteasers.
BANKS' STATEMENT 118
Onesmall step toward standardisation in the
micro industry.
COMPUTER TOWN UK! NEWS 135
Spread of computer know-how at grassroots
level.

TJ'S WORKSHOP 182
Makethe most of your micro with readers' tips.
SUBSCRIPTIONS 208
Unashamed appeal foryour cash.

Profile
David Karlin: the star behind the QL
Page 223

SUB SET 211
Useful subroutinesfor assembler language
enthusiasts.
MICRO CHESS
Acontest between Superstarfrom
SciSys and Novag's Constellation.

220

NETWORK NEWS
Modems, bulletin boards and commercial
networks come under scrutiny.

261

PROGRAMS 298
A BBC miscellany plus VIC 20 tax analysis,
MZ-80 label printer, Atari Pseudo -DOS,
Microsoft Basic inlay cards and gamesfor the
Dragon and Commodore 64.
BACK ISSUES 334
Find outwhatyou've missed and
order it now.

SCREENPLAY
Galaxy of gamesfor Commodore 64, Atari,
Spectrum and Oric owners.

377

DIRECT ACCESS
Includes Packages, Transaction File,
ACC News, Benchmarktests
and Diary Data.

343

COMMUNICATIONS 361
Computer -aided hypnosis can be embarrassing
we hear, plusyour criticisms.
ADVERTISERS' INDEX 367
Alphabetical rundown of all the ads in PCW.

CHIP CHAT 368
Junkiefood, a police user group and other
delicious gossip.
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GO 4th WITH
01 COMPUTERS!

THE APRICOT
START UP
PACKAGEFROM

£1495 VAT

monitor £195 extra

APRICOT

WITH WORDSTAR
The Industry's most successful word
processing package with mailmerge.

AND PRINTER
1;4 TEC FP 1500-25 Daisy Wheel Printer

25 CPs fully Wordstar compatible '"
with optional Sheetfeeder and
Tractor.

.1 compuTiggs
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London95 SWllCT 3SACLDN

TELEX 84575
4 PC4N



SIRIUS

* User training for you and your staff.
* Easily arranged credit terms.
* Sophisticated technical and service

back up.

EPSON RX-80 f t,100 characters per
second, dot addressable graphics,
condensed and double width
printing. Fx-80 160 characters per
second, proportional spacing,
quick forms tear off, and many other
features.

SPECIALOFFER!

WE'RE CENTRAL
AND EASY TO
F/ND!

TAKE ADVANTAGE
OF OUR

COM.PAT,T.TER CLINIC
ROC 101U EXT.66

Any performance or technical question answered
without obligation.

Call us for an appointment,
sales/mail order, or simply
drop in!

01-228 2207
Ell INN I=

Please send me a copy ofI your introductory brochure
and details of the apricot

U

PCW/4/84

Name

Address

Occupation

Southampton House,192-206 York Road, London SW113SA

1111 NO 1111 1111 1111 NI MI

Tel No,

PC W 5



AFFORDABLE
PERIPHERALS.

Opus peripherals are the best buys in the whole
peripherals market -bar none.

Just compare the prices below with anything else
in this magazine. And note just what our prices include:
VAT, all necessary leads, carriage and a full one year's
guarantee.

All products are suitable for use with the BBC and
most other leading Micros. And all are of the very highest
quality -a fact endorsed by the enthusiasm of dealers

all over the country to carry OPUS brands.
WI -I Smith, for example, carry the 3" microdrive,

while John Menzies carry our 5401514" drives and
JVC colour monitors. Spectrum dealers have the 5401
and 5402 drives.

All products offered here, -and many more, are
on display in our showroom. Trade enquiries welcome
and discounts are available for Government and
Educational authorities.

OPUS 3" MICRODRIVE.
Opus 3402 Double Sided 40 Track Drive 1/2 Megabyte Unformatted.
 Twice the capacity on line of other available drives
 200K Single Density -400K. Double Density
 Ex -stock delivery  3ms. access time
 Lowest power consumption -direct drive
 Includes case, leads and utilities disc

 Totally compatible with 51/4" drives
Single Drive.

Dual Drive. £459.95

51/4"JAPANESE DISC DRIVES. SINGLE DRIVE.
Opus 5401 Single Sided 40 Track -250k. Unformatted. Formatted:
100K Single Density 200K. Double Density. £179.95
Opus 5402 Double Sided 40 Track -500K. Unformatted.
Formatted: 200K. Single Density 400K Double Density 1229.95
Opus 5800 Double Sided 80 Track: 1 Megabyte Unformatted.
Formatted: 400K Single Density. 800K Double Density. £259.95
Opus 5802 Double Sided 80 Track -1 Megabyte Unformatted.
Formatted: 800K. Single Density, Switchable 80/40 Track £299.95
 1/2 Height  Includes case, leads and utilities disc  Fast access time  State of the
Art Technology  Ex -stock delivery  Low power consumption.

DUAL DRIVES.
All Dual Drives are metal cased with separate power supply.

\ Opus Dual 540ID. Single Sided 40 Track.
200K/400K. on line £379.50
Opus Dual 5402D. Double Sided 40 Track.
400K/800K. on line. £459.95
Opus Dual 5800 Double Sided 80 Track.

800K./1.6 Megabyte on line.
Opus Dual 5802D. Double Sided 80 Track.

£229.95

£499.95

800K/1.6 Megabyte on line. Switchable 80/40 Track. £599.95

FLOPPY DISCS. DOUBLE DENSITY FILING SYSTEM.
3" Cartridge £5.75 each or £25.95 for 5.
51/4" Discs with full 5 year warranty + free plastic library case.
S/SS/D £19.95 for 10. S/S 80 Track £29.00 for 10.
S/SD/D £23.95 for 10. D/S 80 Track £31.95 for 10.
D/SD/D £26.95 for 10.

8" Discs.
S/SS/D £21.50
S/SD/D £28.50
D/SD/D £29.95

Double Density
filing system.
£120.00



14" RGB JVC COLOUR MONITORS.
High Resolution (580 x 470 pixels) and
Medium Resolution (370 x 470 pixels) Models available.
 Robustly constructed
 Handsome Cream Casing
 RGB Analogue/TTL input
 80 Characters x 25 lines
 EHT: Min: 19.51w MAX 22.5kv
 Supply -220/240v 50/60Hz
High Resolution Model £279.39
Medium Resolution Model £187.39

12" MONOCHROME MONITORS.
Superb units, optimised for high resolution and excellent geometry.
 Sturdy lightweight metal frame
 Easily accessible boards and modules
 Composite video input  Video response 24MHz
 800 lines horizontal at centre
 EHT 13.0kv  Supply 220-240V.
Green Screen £89.95
Amber Screen £99.95

PRINTERS.
EPSON FX 80 F/T £410.00

EPSON FX 100 £549.00
\ UV EPSON RX 80 F/T £315.00

JUKI 6100 Daisywheel £435.00
£13.50Parallel printer leads to BBC

THE ORGANISER DESK.
 Top shelf for Monitor/Printer
 Large Desk Top Area
 Lower shelf for Paper/Book Storage
 Teak Finish  On Castors
 Self Assembly
 Ample room in front of the shelf for

you to sit comfortably
 Assembled Dimensions: H.31" W. 401/4" D. 26" Only £59.95

THE BUSINESS DESK RANGE.
Opus produce a range of 10 Business desks ideally suited for

education, home or the professional user. Illustrated is the Model
10 desk.
 Units are finished in cream and brown
 Sturdy steel underframes  Castors have lockable brakes
 Different models are available to suit many leading computer

systems.
All are on display in our showroom and are available from us or dealers throughout the U.K.
For further details please telephone. Prices start from £100

OPUS SUPPLIES LTD. 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE. GOVERNMENT & EDUCATION DISCOUNTS
cF), 01-701 8668. Opening hours: 9.00-6.00 Monday -Friday. GIVEN. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS GIVEN.
N) 01-703 6155. 9.00-1.30p.m. Saturday. DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.

To: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE. Please I enclose a cheque for S.,
rush me the following: (ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE.)

Quantity Description Price

TOTAL.

Or please debit my credit card
account with the amount off,
My Access/Barclaycard (please tick) No. is

Name_

Address

Tel
o us.

POpus Supplies Ltd.
PCW 10



BBC MICROCOMPUTERS
Model B 347.95
Model B + Acorn Disk

Interlace 408.03
Disk Interface 99.95
BBC Teletext Receiver 195.75
View Word Processor 52.00
Word Wise Word Processor 39.10
Microvitec 14" Monitor 215.00
Kaga Green Monitor 99.95
Beeb Cale
Database
Stock Control
Cash Book Account
Disk Drive 173.95

WORD PROCESSING
PACKAGE
BBC Model B
Disk Interlace
100K Disk Drive
Word Wise
Green Monitor
Printer Cable
Daisywheel Printer 1055.00

Selection of educational, graphic
games software available.

ACORN
ELECTRON

at
173.95

11

VDU's & MONITORS
12" Green Kaga Monitor 99.95
12" Amber Kaga Monitor .... 109.95
12" RGB Monitor (Med Res) 229.95
12" RGB Monitor (High Res) 269.95
14" Micro Vitec Cub Monitor 215.00
20" Sony RGB Monitor 399.00
14" Commodore Monitor 173.95

PRINTERS
EPSON
MX100 FT Type III 429.95
RX80 100cps 80 col 239.95
RX80 FT 100cps 80 col 279.95
FX80 160cps 80 col 259.95
FX100 160cps 132 col 479.95
Apple Dot Matrix 350.50

LETTER QUALITY
SILVER REED
EXP500 Parallel 299.00
EXP500 Serial 329.00
EXP550 Parallel 495.00
Epson LQ1500 POA
Brother HR1 POA
Brother HR15 POA
Brother HR22 POA
Juki 6100 POA

PLOTTERS
Apple Colour Plotter 649.00

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP7470 PC Plotter POA
HP7475 Professional Plotter POA

COMMODORE
Commodore 64
C2N c/recorder
Joystick 206.95
Commodore 64 165.25
Single Disk Drive + Software

173.95
Printer Dot Matrix 173.95
Monitor 14" 173.95
RS232C Interface 30.40
Gorteck and the Microchip 9.99
Simons' Basic 43.50
Assembler Tutor POA

CSE/GCE '0' Level Revision
Software.

WORD PROCESSING
Commodore 64
Disk Drive
Easy Script
Silver Reed D/wheel Printer 669.00

LYNX
at

159.95

SINCLAIR ZX COMPUTER
Spectrum 48K 112.95
ZX Printer 34.80
Interface 17.35

SELECTION OF BUSINESS,
EDUCATION, GRAPHIC GAMES
SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP -32E Pre-programmed 44.26
HP -10C Programmable 46.95
HP -11C Programmable 59.95
HP -15C Advanced Program 79.95
HP -16C Programmable 79.95
HP -12C Financial 79.95
HP -41C Computer 122.80
HP-41CV Computer 173.13
Memory module 18.95
Quad memory 50.67
Extended functions 50.67
Card Reader 125.37
Printer 259.95
Digital Cassette Drive 294.21
HP -75C
Portable Computer 669.95

HEWLETT PACKARD
HP -150 P/COMPUTER
HP TOUCH MAKES
PERSONAL COMPUTING
EASY.

TASHA
Computers

191 Kensington High Street Prices are subject to change
London W8 without notice.

Tel: 01-9381588 Ext. 9 Add 15% VAT.

Send orders with cheque, payable to TASHA. SECURICOR - add
£6.00.

SHARP MX -700
Personal computer capacity has
greatly expanded thanks to Sharp's
high technology. The MZ-711 em-
ploys a high-speed CPU and a large
memory of 64K -byte RAM.
A slim desk for cassette tapes and a
colour plotter printer can be built into
this compact personal computer.
The MZ-700 can be connected to your
home TV for 8 colour display (8
foreground + background)

164.95

11116

Cassette Recorder 34.75
Printer 113.06

Software
Pacman 8.65
Quest 6.04
Castle Quest 6.91
Beginners Chess 8.65
Bug Zapper 6.04
Maze Minder 6.99
Electron 6.04
Music Composer 8.65
Competition 8.65
Fiendish Enigma 8.65
Pascal Language 34.35
Word Processing 25.65
Database 10.43
Non -VAT Accounts 16.96
Easi-VAT 25.65
700 Explained (Book) 5.95
MZ8OP Printer 289.95
Printer Cable P.O.A.

SHARP PORTABLE
COMPUTERS
PC1251 64.95
CE125 79.95
PC1500 Colour 139.95
CE150 Printer 124.95
CE152 (4K RAM) 29.95
CE153 69.56
CE155 8K Battery 78.25
CE158 RS232 130.45

141. I

SHARP PC 5000

E POA

T

THE HITACHI
PERSONAL COMPUTER

The Hitachi Personal Computer can
be connected to a variety of
peripheral equipment, accepts
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL AND
PASCAL programs and produces
high resolution colour graphics and
multicolour text.

Also provides a total maintenance
warranty at your premises to a full
two years.

APPLE
SPECIAL OFFER
for Limited Period

Apple Ile
Disk Drive
W/controller

749.95

Apple Ile 645.00
Kaga 12" Monitor green ... 99.95
Disk Drive 199.95
80 Col + 64K 149.95
Apple Writer 109.95
Multiplan 159.95
Apple Dot
Matrix Printer 379.95
Omnis Database 208.95

Apple III

Asemeto:'
Apple III 256K
Monitor III
System Software 1699.00
Disk Drive 249.95
Profile 5 Megabyte 1299.00
Apple Business Basic 88.00
CP/M Softcard 259.95
VisiCalc Ill

APPLE MACINTOSH
IS

COMING

EPSON HX-20
HX-20 Computer
HX-20 MC Microcassette
HX-20 EU 16K RAM Expansion

EPSON QX10
STARTER
PACK
Includes
 Peachtext
 Peachcalc
 Spellproof Reader
 Mailing List Manager
 RX8OT Printer 1999.00

I am interested in

 Purchasing
 Leasing  Renting
 Apple Ile  Apple III
 Epson QX10  Epson HX20
 Hitachi  Printers
 Hewlett Packard HP150

 Olivetti M20

Name

Company-

Position -

Address:

Tel.

8PCW
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01-242 2803
YOUR FRIENDLY DEALER

Suite 104/105, 16 Baldwins Gardens, London EC1 N 7RJ

MULTI USER SIRIUS
£3

95
LEASE £20 PER WEEK

SHORT TERM RENTALS - REBATE ON PURCHASE

..............

APRICOT
+ 10MB HARD DISK 20 CPS DAISYWHEEL £299
APRICOT

+MON 20 CPS DAISYVVHEEL £1995 -£11.20 p.w.

BEST SELLING BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Wordstar
Superwriter
Multimate
Vision
Peach Text
Word with mouse

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
dBase II £349
Friday £185
Delta £455

Everyrnan
£235 Cardbox
£295
£350

Call
£175
£650

TRAINING SOFTWARE
A.T.I. Power for IBM

PC DOS
AT.I. for WORDSTAR
AT.I. for DBASE II
A.T.I. for SUPERCALC

CODE GENERATORS

Quick Code
DGraph

£473 LANGUAGES
£145 MBasic

BBC Basic(Z80)
'C'

'CIS' Cobol Compiler
CBasic 2
Fortran IV
MS Pascal for MSDOS

£50
£60
£75
£50

£200 CPM 86 - GSX

£200 DRGraph

£215
£95

£185
£425
£105
£285
£270

FINANCIAL PLANNING
Supercalc 2/3
Lotus 1-2-3
Multiplan
Visicalc from

ACCOUNTING

Sage
Pegasus from
Exact from

£60 Pulsar from
£295 Peachtree from

£190
£375
£195
£125

£375
£250
£200
£195
£325

FORMATS: SIRIUS; APRICOT; IBM PC; SANYO MBC 3000; APPLE CPM; SUPERBRAIN; OSBORNE; EPSON; TORCH; APPLE;
ICL PC and DRS; NEC APC and 8000; DEC RAINBOW: MERLIN; HAIR; ALPHATRONIC; TELEVIDEO and many others.

SANYO 16 BIT FROM £3.90 p.w.
FREE WORDSTAR CALSTAR etc

UP TO £500
TRADE IN

FOR YOUR

DSBDRIVE

BBC MODEL B
COMMODORE

SYSTEM S
ON PURCHASE

OF APRICOT
SIRIUS, LISA&

MACINTOSH

NEW ON sinus
MULTI USER/TASKING
CONCURRENT CP/M 86
AND NETWORKING
IBM, SIRIUS AND
APRICOT, WITH 10 MB
HARD DISC
2 USER £1795

HARD
DISKS

for apricot
10 MB £1 099
20 MB £1 499

PRINTERS

DAISYWHEELS
DAISY STEP 2000 20 CPS £289
JUKI 18CPS £399
BROTHER HR 15 £445
SHEETFEEDER £220
NEC PINWRITER 18
PINHEAD MATRIX £599

\-\



Discount Diskettes
at HERTZ COMPUTERS

51/4" DISKETTES PRICE PER BOX OF 10 DISKETTES EXCLUDING VAT
NASHUA WABASH DATALIFE DENNISON DYSAN

Free Ilb box

LOCKABLE DISK PROTECTION

DISK STORAGE

S. Side/S. Den 15.50 15.21 - 21.25
S. Side/D. Den 16.50 17.55 18.45 21.95 23.75 51/4" M35 14.50 M85 17.75
D. Side/D. Den 19.25 18.45 23.40 27.50 30.75 8" F40 17.75 F90 27.00
S. Side/Q. Den(96tpi) 24.50 22.50 24.30 28.95 32.00
D. Side/Q. Den(96tpi)
Reversible

25.75 28.35 31.50 36.50
31.50

38.50- POWER SUPPLY UNIT
MAINSTAY WPC150 £64.00

8" DISKETTES (exc. VAT) 12 months guarantee
S. Side/S. Den
S. Side/D. Den

20.50
21.25

16.87
20.70

21.82
23.62

25.50
27.50

27.50
33.50

Input Voltage
Range

Frequency
Etc

Output
Voltage

Outpur
Power

190-280 50 240 0-150VA

\.. D. Side/D. Den 23.25 24.75 31.95 37.50 39.00 j
1CUMANA 51/4" Disk Drives

Cased and guaranteed for one year, fully compatible with BBC.

SINGLE UNITS
# CS100-40 Track S/S 100K
# CS200-80 Track S/S 200K
# CS400-80 Track D/S 400K

drives include: 2 drive connecting cable, disk formatter & DFS user manual.

exc. VAT
175.00
240.00
320.00

* SPECIAL PROMOTION *
FREE Box of 10 Diskettes

with each twin unit ordered

TWIN UNITS
# CD200-2X40 Track S/S 200K
# CD400-2X80 Track S/S 400K
# CD800-2X80 Track D/S 800K

exc. VAT
335.00
470.00
590.00

(CARRIAGE Please add 15% VAT to total order and
Diskettes (p&p per box) £1.00 Storage Cases (p&) per case) £2.00)
Disk Drives (p&p per drive) £6.00 Power Supply Unit (p&p per unit) £4.50

HERTZ COMPUTERS All products are brand new
472 ST ALBANS ROAD. WATFORD HERTS WD2 5QU I

and fully guaranteed.
TEL: (0923) 35687
Official government, local authority and overseas orders welcome.
NB: overseas orders are shipped at cost price.

I MAIL ORDER ONLY

Product Qty Price

TOTAL.

PCW/11/84

111-11a zwa&mmousiftPill I

* IT'S PC COMPATIBLE

* IT'S PORTABLE (9kg)

* IT'S POWERFUL (16 bit)

* 7" INTEGRAL SCREEN

* 256K RAM, TWIN 51/4"
320K DISKETTE DRIVES

* Includes ALADIN DATA BASE, MS-DOS, BASIC and ASSEMBLER
POWERFUL COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE NOW AVAILABLE

Call in . . . just 2 minutes from Oxford Circus or phone . . .01-580 5522

OXFORD
CIRCUS

w
E
L
L
S

S
T

TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD

OXFORD STREET

S -E COMPUTING LIMITED
LONDON BUSINESS CENTRE
(2nd FLOOR), 77-79 WELLS STREET
LONDON W1P 3RE
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WATFORD ELECTRONICS
33 (PCW) Cardiff Road, Watford, Herts, England

Tel: Watford (0923) 40588. Telex: 8956095

ALL DEVI E FULLY UARANTEED. Send Cheque, P.  .13, Cash, Bank Draft with
Orders. ACCESS/MASTER CHARGE Accepted. GOVERNMENT & EDUCATIONAL
ESTABLISHMENTS OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME. P&P add 75p to all Cash
Orders. OVERSEAS Orders postage at cost. Prices subject to change.

VATALL PRICES ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT. PLEASE ADD 15% TO THE TOTAL
COST INCLUDING P&P. SHOP HOURS: 9.00am-6.00pm MONDAY TO
SATURDAY. AMPLE FREE CAR PARKING SPACE AVAILABLE.
FOR QUANTITY PRICES PHONE WATFORD 0923 40588
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BROTHER HR -15
DAISY -WHEEL PRINTER

An exceptionally high quality Daisy
Wheel printer at the price of a Dot
matrix printer. 18CPS: Bi-directional,
has 3K of Buffer; has clear buffer
facility, Carriage skip movement,
Proportional spacing; underlining;
Bold print and Shadow print. Prints
in two colours; Super and subscript
facility. Impact control facility to vary
pressure on paper for making car-
bon copies. Has Centronics parallel
or RS -232 interface. Connects
directly to BBC Micro. A ribbon
cassette plus a separate red ribbon.
Optional extras: Single Sheet Feed-
er takes up to 150 A4 sheets; &
Keyboard that transforms HR15 into
a sophisticated electronics type-
writer. Attractively finished in Beige.

Special Introductory Offer:

£375
Single Sheet Feeder £199
Keyboard £150

BBC MICRO
BBC Model B £346

BBC MICRO
WORD-PROCESSING

PACKAGE
A complete wordprocessing
package consisting of BBC
Micro Model B; Zenith 12"
Green Hi-res Monitor; twin
cased 200K Teac Drives, the
popular Wordwise word -
processor, Watford's own high-
ly sophisticated 62file DFS in-
terface, world renown Brother
HR15 Daisy Wheel Printer,
Beebplot & Beebcal spread-
sheet Analysis software discs.
10 blank diskettes, 500 sheets
of paper, Manuals and all
cables. All you require is a
mains power point to have it up
and running (we even supply
the mains 4 way mains trailing

socket).

Only: £1350
(P.S. We will alter the pack-
age to suit your particular
requirement. Call in for a

demonstration)

DISC DRIVES
(CUMANA)

(All Droves new Wanton° 51/6" type)

DRIVES WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY
 TEC SlimImo, Uncased, Single Sided, 40 track

51/4", 100K £125

 TEC Cased, Single Sided 40 track, 1001( incl.
Cables £139

 LCS400 MITSUBISHI, cased, Single, 80 track,
Double sided, 400K Cables E199

 LCS400S MITSUBISHI, cased, Single 80 track.
4060 track switchable, Double sided, 400K with
cables £215

 LCD800 MITSUBISHI. cased, Twin, 80 track.
Double sided, 8001( - Cables £375

 LCD800S MITSUBISHI cased, Twin, 80 track
40180 switchable, Double sided, 8001( with cables

£425

CASED DRIVES with POWER SUPPLY

 CS100 TEC Single, 40 track, single sided, 40
track, 100K £165

 CD200 TEC Twin, 40 track, single sided. 200K
£325

 CS200 TEC Single, 80 track, single sided, 2006
£230

 CD400 TEC Twin, 80 track, Single sided. 400K
£430

 CS400 MITSUBISHI Single, 80 track, Double
sided, 400K £299

 CS400S MITSUBISHI Single, 80 track, Double
sided, 40/60 switchable, 400K £340

 CD800 MITSUBISHI Twin, 80 track, Double
sided, 8001( £499

 CD800S MITSUBISHI Twin, 80 track, Double
sided, 4060 switchable, 8006 £550

Carnage on Drives £7 (Secuncon
5174" DISKETTES

(Lifetime Warranty)
Verbatim or 3M
10 Single side DC) C17
10 Double side LID £27

1477 nwnh

Just phone your
order through,
we do the rest.
Tel: (0923) 50234

EPSON
PRINTERS

FX80
10" Tractor/Friction feed, 160 CPS, 11x9
matrix, 137 columns max, Bidirectional,
Logic seeking, proportional spacing, Hi-res
bit Image, Italic & Elite characters,
underlining, subscript & superscript.

Only £345 (£7 carr)

RX80
100 CPS, 9x9 matrix, dot addressable
graphics, Condensed & Double width
printing, Normal, Italics & Elite characters,
Tractor Feed, Bi-directional, logic seeking,
Centronics Interface standard.

Only £235 (£7 carr)

EPSON RX80 FIT
Same as above but has friction and tractor
feed attachment. £259

INTERFACE CABLE
To interface above printers to BBC Micro.

£8

Z80A 2nd PROCESSOR
BOARD FOR BBC MICRO

 Although intended as a BBC add-on, it is totally
stand alone (i.e. Can be used with any RS232
Terminal/Computer).

 Z80A Processor running at 4MHZ (No. wait
states) 641( Dynamic Memory, 161( ROM space.
Disc interface with singladouble density. 4080
track,also another 64K Ram card can be plugged
inside the unit)

 CP'M 2.2 - Not a lookalike, making the CP V
Users Group available to you.

 All BBC screen, sound and OSBYTE facilities
available to the CP/M user.

 Uses a full intelligent terminal emulator to enable
the user to run 99% of all commercially produced
CP/M software with no modifications whatsoever

 Supplied in a standard half height drive case with
integral PSU and finished in the standard BBC
colour.

All this and more
for ONLY £350 + VAT

We stock a wide selection of
BBC Micro Hardware, Software

and Firmware like:
Watford DFS, Beebmon, Screen
Dump ROM, Printer ROM, Dis-
assembler, LOGO, FORTH,
PASCAL, Wordwise, Disc Doc-
tor, Disc Fix, Beebfont, Beeb-
plotter Graphic Tablet, Modem,
Joysticks, Lightpen, Games

Software, Books etc.
Send large SAE for our BBC

leaflet.

ACCESSORIES
 TEX EPROM ERASER. Erases up to 32

ICs in 15-30 min. £33
 TEX EPROM ERASER with incorpo-

rated Safety Switch £35

 Tex Eprom Eraser including the Elec-
tronic timer. £44

 Spare UV lamp bulbs £9
 POWER SUPPLY Regulated, overload

protection.
Variable: 5V to 1.5V @ 4A £38

 C12 Cassettes in Library Cases 40p
 8" Fan fold paper (1000 sheets) £7
 912" Fan fold paper (1000 sheets) £7
 Teleprinter Roll 250p
 UHF Modulator 6MH2 350p
 UHF Modulator 8MH2 450p

CRYSTALS

32768KH 100
100KHz 236
1MHz 275
1.28MHz 392
1.6MHz 392
1.8MHz 395
1.843M 200
2.0MHz 225
2.457M 200
3.276MHz 160
3.2768M 150
3.57594 98
3.6864M 300
4.0MHz 150
4.032MHz 290
4.194304 200
4.433619 100
4.80MHz 200
5.0MHz 160
5.185MHz 300
5.24288 390
6.0MHz 140
6.144MHz 150
65536M 200
7.0MHz 150
7.7328M 250
7.168MHz 160

7.6MHz
8,0MHz
8.0833M
8.86723
9.0MHz
9.375M
10.0MHz
10.7MHz
10.24MHz
12.0MHz
12.528M

16.0MHz
18.0MHz
18.432M
19.968M
20.0MHz
24.0MHz
24.930M
480M
100.0M

200
150
395
175
200
350
175
150
200
175
300

200
180
150
150
200
170
325
175
375

IOC Connectors)

Brock
tyre

Two rows
10 way
16 way
20 way
26 way
34 way
40 way
50 way

PCB Plug
with latch

Strut Angle
Pine Pine

900
130p
145p
175p
205p
220p
235p

99p
150p
166p
200p
236p
250p
270p

Female
Header
Socket

85p
110p
125p
150p
1600
190p
200p

Female
Card-Ed9e
Connectors

120p

195p
240p
320c
340c
3958

RIBBON CABLE
Ways Grey Colour

Pnce per Foot
10 15p 28p
16 25p 40p
20 30p 50p
26 40p 65p
28 55p 80p
34 60p 85p
40 70p 90p
64 120p 1608

JUMPER LEADS Ribbon Cable
Assernbly,DIL Plug (Headers)
Single Ended Lead 24" Long
Length 14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin
24" 145p 165p 240p 325p
Double Ended Leads
6" 185p 205p 300p 465p

12" 198p 215p 3158 490p
24" 219p 235p 345p 540p
36" 230p 250p 375p 595p

IDC FEMALE RECEPTACLE JUMPER
LEADS
24' 20way 26way 34way
lend 160p 200p 260p
2end 290p 370p 480p

OIL SOCKETS

Spin
14pin
16pin
18pin
20pin
22pin
24pin

4way 28pm
300p 40877
525p

Low Wire
Prof Wrap
8p 25p

10p 35p
10p 42p
16p 52p
22p 60p
25p 708
25p 708
28p 80p
30p 99p

OIL PLUGS (Hower)
Solder

14pin 40p
16pin 49p
24pin 88p
28pin 240p
40pin 250p

IDC
99p

106p
170p
290p
265p

VIDEO MONITORS
 ZENITH 12" Hi -Res. Green or Amber

Monitor. 4080 column select switch.
Attractively finished £75

 KAGA RGB 12" Standard Res. Colour
£210

 KAGA RGB 12" Medium Res. Colour
£259

 MICROVITEC 1431. 14" Colour Monitor.
RGB Input Cable included £209

 MICROVITEC 1451 Hi-res 14" Monitor
Incl. Lead £319

 Connecting lead for KAGA £5

AMPHENOL PLUGS
24waylEEEE 475p
36 way Centronics
Parallel 450p

ZIF DIL SOCKETS
24 way 565p
28 way 750p
40 way 799p

EURO (DIN) CONNECTORS
Gold
Fleshed
Contacts
DIN41617
31 way
416128.13
2432 way
41012A C

2,32 way
41612 ABC
3 x 32 way

Female
Strt Angle
Pins Pins

170p

275p

295p

3600

320p

340p

385p

Male
StrI Angle
Pins Pins

220p

240p

260p

175p

285p

300p

395p

EDGE CONNECTORS
TWO ROWS .156"
2x 6 way - 110p
2:02 way - 160p
2x15 way 155p
zoo way 2TOp 175p
2022 way 215p 250p
2x23 way 175p
2ii25 way 285p 275p
2x28 way 190p
2x30 way 310p
2x36 way 360p
2x40 way 3800

D CONNECTORS: Miniature
Male
3 way 15 way 25 way 37 way

Solder 80p 110p 160p 250p
Angle 160p 210p 250p 355p
Pine 120p 130p 195p 295p

Female
Solder 110p 160p 210p 350p
Angle 165p 215p 290p 440p
Pins 150p 180p 240p 420p

Covers 95p 800 OOP 1130

DC 25 way 'D' plug 3850 Skt 4509

PCW 11



UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS AT
LONDON'S NEWEST MICRO SHOP

On the ground floor at Morse you can browse
through the demonstration hall and try out the

TeleVideo TS1605 IBM -graphics -compatible, the
new TeleVideo TPC1 portable, the DEC Rainbow
100 and 100 Plus, the DecMate dedicated word

processor (we have the kit to convert it to a
computer), the Hyperion, the NEC PC8201

hand-held and APC, the Kaypro II, 4 and hard -disk
10, the Hewlett Packard touch -sensitive HP150, the
Epson QX-10 with Multi -Font, the absolutely new

Sanyo IBM -compatibles at sub -£1000 prices, and
the best-selling "4th Generation" Apricot. Packaged
programs like Lotus 1-2-3, dBASE II (we are dBASE
fanatics), Quickcode, Quickgraph, Friday, Wordstar,

Calcstar, Datastar, lnfostar, Reportstar, Zork,
Deadline, Context MBA, Versaform, PFS Write, PFS
File, PFS Report, PFS Graph, Supercalc 1, 2 and 3,

VisiCalc and all the Visi's, Micromodeller,
Turtle -Logo, Norton Utilities, KnowledgeMan,

Superfile, Rescue. Most of these we have in IBM
PC -DOS format, MS-DOS and a few others. Also
accounting software by Pegasus and Compact.

We also have computers, programs and advice for
people to whom the above paragraph is quite, quite
meaningless! Our prices are extremely competitive

and the phone number is 01-831 0644.
But DOWNSTAIRS you'll find our bargain
basement. We have surplus and ex -demo
computers, peripherals and software at

exceptionally low prices. E.g. the
Osborne computer absolutely complete
with two disk drives and the usual bundle
of software from only £399. The Hewlett
Packard HP -83 and HP -87 at less than

ONE THIRD of list price. The lowest
priced Apple Il's and III's its possible to
find. An enormous collection of items,
will be fully listed and priced in next

month's PCW.
Or come and look round!

MORSE
12 PC W

MORSE COMPUTERS, 78 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, WC1



NEWSPR

Strategic

move
A reportcategorising the IBM
personal computer as 'too
expensive to be used by
morethan a fraction of the
office workforce', suggests
that multi-user
microsystems are usually
halfthe price per user.

The report is based on the
US market and, if it had been
made here, itwould have
suggested the same thing
abouttheACTSirius-that
machine being still the
leading office
microcomputer atthe last
count.

StrategicInc, author of the
report, reckons that an IBM
personal computerwith a
local network linking itto
other IBMs in the same office
works out at $3000 to $4000
per head-obviously
including some kind of
bulk -buy discount.

Bycontrast, multi-user
machines such asthose from
Convergent Technolog ies,
Burroughs (the same
machine!), Molecular, NCR,
Televideo, Onyx 'and a dozen
or soother established
suppliers', can put
computing power onto a
familyofdesksfor around
$2000 per head.

Fora report costing $1500,
it has missedthe point by
several feet.

Strategicsuggests (quite
sensibly)that'potential end
users of computersystems
need to be reminded that IBM
is notthe only solution to be
considered, and that other
computervendors are viable
and offer very competitive

NT
New machines from Amstrad and Oric, a sound box for the Spectrum
and a look at the growth in the multi-user market. Guy Kewney reports.
personal computing
alternatives.'

The company quotes itself
as a guinea-pig.'Strategic
itself has been able to save
over $40,000 by installing
Televideoterminals on every
employee's desk, and
connecting them together
via a Molecular Computer
(Multicomputer in the UK)
multi-user microprocessor
system, as opposed to
installing IBM PCs.'

Butthefactthatthere are
cheaper alternativesto the
IBM can't be so much of a
surpriseto Strategic, that
itfeels obliged to part with
the details only in exchange
for $1500!

And to be fair, it isn't. What
the report does contain is a
mass of statisticswhich any
company managerwould
find useful, showing where
users of micro networks have
had problems, and what sort
of costs a re ahead. And it
shows howthe different
manufacturers differ in their
solutions.

But itfailsto notice that
there really isa difference
between the cost of a
computer, and the cost of
selling it.

And the costof selling a
computer in the
minicomputer bracket
includesthecostof paying a
salesman. And salesmen
have to be trained.

The dealers of
Commodore computers can
tell a tale ortwo aboutthis.
Customerswho know what
they are abouttend to ask
irritating questions-
questions like 'Why can't I
just buy a 64 and a hard disk
and an 80 -column adaptor
and that cheap word
processor program and a
cheap printer? They ignore
thefactthatthe dealer would
go busttrying to pay his
salesman's commission out
ofthat sort of deal.

As long asthecost of
'training' is included in the
price, single
microcomputers will cost
morethan a terminal plus a
share in a community micro.

And as long as that is true,

peoplewill buy multi-user
microsfor large
departments.

But one day, when the
typical micro costs roughly
the same as a typical terminal
(and why shouldn't it? It's got
screen, keyboard and some
circuitry), people who want
training will go out and buy it
separately.

And, in the meantime,
Strategic'sconsultants are
quite right, and the
multi-user marketwill grow.

I rather think however we
will see the costs of stand-
alone micros plus network
coming down very heavily.

And we will see a boom in
corporate training.

ECE

Support

for API.
Excitement mounts among

'real' do-it-yourself
programmerswho scorn
Basic and use a
programming language
called A Programming
Language ('APL').

Their language is going to
betied into the BBC Micro -
oncethe Z80 version is
available.

TheAPL User group
announcedthis version at its
Annual General Meeting,
and was expecting quite a
fuss to be made about it,
because it providesfull BBC
graphics.

The price ofthe language is
expected to be around £100,
and the Z80 basic system is
expected to cost under
£2000.

The author ofthe program
isAnthony Camacho:
however, I must warn
readers that the software has
been published by
Acornsoft.

Acornsoft does not sell
software: the company
licenses it on terms that

Delighted though lam to see Micronet win an award, I
have to confess to a wry grin at the award it did win.

The electronic mail and electronic software
distribution side of Micronet is the jam on a very ordinary
Prestel service. As electronic mail, it works- just. As
software distribution, it is improving as the quality of its
stock of programs improves.

'Innovation of the year, even on the top of Prestel, I
might buy. Butthe idea of 'systems innovation'to me
carries too much of a suggestion that there is a sense of
purpose and organisation about it.

Still, there it is: The Recognition of Information
TechnologyAchievement (RITA) team calls Micronet the
systems innovation of the year, and good luck to them.

The photo shows Richard Hease, boss of EMAP (who
put Micronet together), receiving theaward from David
Fairbairn and Ian McNaught-Davis, TV star and
computercompany chief.

V 11



M.D.R.
SAVE ££s -
CONSULT

US!
Whether you're thinking of
buying a micro, peripherals, or
software, for business or plea-
sure - consult us and we will
advise you as to making the
Right Choice.

 If you know what you want,
we can supply all hardware,
software and peripherals at a

GREAT DISCOUNT
(10-20%)

 If we can't help you, we will
give you a

FULL REFUND
Write to us at:

MDR
27 Belleville Road
London SIA111 6QS

- stating what your purpose or
user -problem is, or what par-
ticular piece of Hardware/Soft-
ware you're interested in. Please
enclose a cheque or postal order
made out to MDR for £7.25

THERE ARE NO HIDDEN
CHARGES REGARDLESS OF

THE AMOUNT OF TIMES YOU
USE OUR CONSULTATION OR

PURCHASE SERVICE

We will reply to your letter by
phone or in writing within 10
days, or you will receive a Full
Refund.

M.D.R
Credit Facilities Available mo

AT LAST! A SENSIBLE
PRINTER STAND AT A
SENSIBLE PRICE

Patents Pending.

MI Stands neatly on a desk top. NI Printout stacks tidily in the
tray. MI Supply paper locates underneath the printer - can
stay in its carton for convenience.  Sturdy design, brandy
white finish only.  Discounts for multiple orders.

Accommodates most makes of 80 -character printers
including  EPSON MX80 II MICROLINE 80

Send coupon or telephone for details.

Advanced Resources. St. Gabriels, Much Birch, Hereford HR2 8HY.
Telephone: 10981) 540 262
Please send leaflet and order form for the Advanced Printer Stand.

Name

Address.

State Printer Model PCW 4 /84

CALLING ALL

AQUARIU

USERS!
Now there's a User Group especially for
you. For just £6 or £12 you can join the
AQUARIUS USER club and get a monthly
magazine which gives you all the latest on
your Aquarius, news, facts, and features.

IUSUSER
AQUARIUS USER is packed with information written by experts. It
covers details on new products, and peripherals, reviews on the
atest software, general news about home computers, user tips,
reader offers, competitions, letters and much more.
f you're part of the dawning age of AQUARIUS join AQUARIUS USER
now: AQUARIUS USER LTD, 66 Wymering Road, London W9.

Fame
Address
Postcode
Please enrol me as a member of AQUARIUS USER.

enclose £6 subscription for 5 Issues D or £10 for one year D
payable to Aquarius User Ltd, 66 Wymering Rd, London W9

W 1

Access Card holders ring 01-289 2188 (24 hours)
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screen, and getsversion 3 of
Concurrent CP/M on both
machines.

Concurrent CP/M isset for
April. Demonstrations have
been done already.

In America, lookforward to
whatChuck Peddlewill do
next, having resigned from
Victor last Christmas. He is
no longer rich, down to his
last couple of million dollars.
In terms of launching a new
corporation,that isn't a
peanut. In terms of personal
finance, it should keep him in
the gambling style he likes
fora fewyears. But that isn't
really enough, and I expectto
see him start up a new
machine, soon.

Whether it'll be another
micro, I don't know. I expect
his latest hobby -horse,
communications,to loom
large.

powerfrom the Spectrum.
Cost is £26 including E1
handling chargefrom AGF
Hardware, 26 Van Gough
Place, Bog nor Regis, P022
9BY, or phone (0243) 823337.

11111111111111111

..,...

a credit card reader
In America, every shop

automatically reads
credit card, asks whether

and gets the authorisation

British Telecom and the
from computers,

dial the number is an
least, now, with an
read the card. Details from
(0285)68709.

MEM

Atmos error
Initial versions ofthe new
OricAtmos micro (reviewed
next month), with that lovely
new keyboard, are likelyto be
recalled for a chip change in
the next couple of months.

The new version includes,
among its other
improvements, a tape error
checking algorithm.

Early users reportthatthis
works so well, itfinds errors
in tapeswherethere are no
errors: so before loading a
tape, a program hasto be
loaded to disablethe error
checking program.

Later versions of the
Atmoswill have this
interesting 'feature'
removed, and the error
checking process should
work correctly.

Oric has nowformed a new
jointventure company with
Kenure Plastics-to
manufacture British micros.

The new company, called
M3 (it is sited atthe end of the
M3 motorway), is expected
to make 10,000 units a month
-Oric also expectsto have
to make 20,000 extra units
each month, atother sites.

It's a step in an interesting direction,
for an IBM personal computer.
telephone has one, and the phone
the magnetic stripe, dials the
you're good for more credit,
code.

Thanksto the care with which
Dol protect telephone engineers
getting something thatcan
exercise in frustration. But at
expensive computer, you can
AlloyComputer Products, on MEM

andthatthe

3000.This
serverof
and
astheothertwo.

£8500,
available

Alternative

plans
Having
f40,000
networkwas
pocket

wanted
powerful
Zynar

Price

has

runsthe

spotted
Plan

of

something
than

15Mbytes(and

starts
and

thatthe
4000 local
a bit beyond the

most sma II offices,
company

more
Plan 2000,

launched Plan
offers a central file

up)
sa me software

at around
details are

on (0895)59831.

absolutely prohibit your
making backup copies.

Whetherthe terms under
which it imposesthis licence
are in fact legally enforceable
has yet to be tested.
However, g iven Acornsoft's
known predilectionsfor
taking legal action overthis
matter, customerswould be
well advised notto make
backup copies.

Othersoftware suppliers
attemptto prevent backing
up of programs,too, but tend
to be less draconian about it.

I know of no other case
where a software publisher
has taken this beyond the
mild deterrence stage, into
the High Court, as Acornsoft
has done inthe case of this
publication.

I do not recommend the
purchase of softwarewhich
cannot be backed up, and
neitherwould any sensible
computerconsultant-
especially business
software.

Detailsfrom Inner Product
Ltd, on (01)6734047.

hasfiledforChapter XI
bankruptcy,thefightfor
survival byACT is going to
get nasty.

Forthe most part,the
peoplewho might have been
frightened bythe death of
Victorwere frightened
enough bythe mere
possibility.

Butthere were a lot of
peoplewho reasoned that
'Victor is still selling
machines, in America and in
Europe, and so it must be
making enough moneyto be
a viable business, once it gets
its staffing to a sensible
level.'

Apparently, not. The
former boss of Victor, Chuck
Peddle, wasforced by
Victor's owner, Kidde
Corporation,to retain the
networkof Victor
distributors and the staff.

Theywill saythat itwas
IBM. Itwasn't- it was Victor.

ACT, however, will have to
facethe dismay of people
who really didn't expect this,
and will haveto convincethe
worldthattheSirius really
can be built in Scotland.

Crystal ball -gazing is
profitless: but,forthe record,
!will predictthat ACT's
survival depends more on
howsoon it speeds up the
Apricot, getsthe 'snow' off its

EEE

Come
So much for mytheorythat
the Apple II was
corporation has
worldwide sales
100,0001Ies in

John Sculley,the
pr esidentof Apple,
attributed the salesto
reduction in price
dealer promotion
programmes'.
thatthe$2.5 million
Franklin 'had been
as income.'

Sculleytold
anothercontributing
perhaps as important,

back
dead:
announced
of over

December.

'a
and

He also
paid

included

methat
factor,

the

strong

noted
by

had

MEM

Spectrum

Forthosewho
to heartheir
chirping
Amplisound
extra
the
the
micand
instance.

benefit
other
box.

p

away,the

leads
It
earcables,for

l i fier
liketo be able

Spectrum

box has the
of switching all

in and out of
saves swapping

But itdoestake its

MME

No
Nowthatthebuilder,

kidding
of theSirius,

American
Victor,
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NEWSPRINT
been the announcement of
IBM's'peanuf or PC Junior.

That machinefailed to
impress people who had
been postponing the
purchaseoftheirApple, and
they went ahead with the
Apple.

The resultwas a first
quarter revenue report
showing sales up by 48%
overthe same qaarter last
year-though profits were
heavilydown at$5.8 million
compared with $23.5 million
for lastyear'sfirst quarter.

Sculley insiststhatthe
highfigures aren'tjust a flash
in the pa n.'Wewill sell as
many Ile machines aswe sell
Macintosh machines,this
year,' he said.

MEE

Happy

family
Brother got very excited
about its HR5 printer
because it costs £147.

It also runs off torch
batteries.

But I would say that
printing at 30 characters per
second, using a matrix and a
thermal transfer ribbon with
a life of only 50,000
characters (two medium -size
articles in PCVV),the only
reason to be excited about it
would be that it is pretty
quiet. Buttalkto distributors
Thame Systems on (084421)
5471 if you must have a
portable printer. Or read the
review of Brother's EP44 on
page 168 ofthis issue.

MEM

More

knowledge
Responding to criticism that
MDBSwas'greatfor storing
data, butyou need to be a
programmerto use it', Micro
Data base Systems has
released Knowledgeman
Plus.

The new product is
vaguely reminiscent of Lotus

1-2-3, in that it does more
than the singlefunction of
database (Lotus does more
than spreadsheet).

Where Lotus 1-2-3 is a
spreadsheet with some data
retrieval and some text
editing,this product is a
database, with spreadsheet
and text editing. It also
includes a graphics package,
and a painting package, in
colour.

Tamsyswill be distributing
the productfor 16 -bit micros
using CP/M-86 and MS-DOS
operating systems, and
TamsysdireCtor Patricia
Oldcorn predicts a Unix
version.

The company is also
releasing a version of
Knowledgeman which
software houses can use to
build specialist applications.

It isn't user
programmable, but it does
allowthe useras many
Knowledgeman functions as
are needed forthe specialist
data processing function it
has been turned into.

Details from Tamsys on
(07535)56747.

EMM

QL user group
Quick off the mark: an
Independent QL Users'
Group (IQLUG) has been

formed already.
Thefounders are well

known for organising good
usergroup activities: they
are Brian Pain and Leon
Hellerwho originally set up
the Tandy Users' Group.

Fascinating to see how
quicklythey have become
enthusiastic aboutthe
Sinclair QL.The first
newsletter, Quanta, landed
on my deska weekafter the
launch.

It included information on
the group, a comment on
SuperBasic, a discussion of
the'C' language, and an
introduction to the 68008
processor chip.

The article on 'C' includes a
little program thatturns the
TRS-80 into a terminal on a
phone line, and which, Leon
Heller hopes,will 'probably
run with little change on the
QL, when the Sinclair 'C'
compiler comes along.'

!think it could be fun,
however.

The last item in the little
newsletter is entitled:
'Thirty-two bits indeed! Who
do Sinclair think they are
kidding?'

And it quotes Motorola,
the maker of the chip, as
calling the 68008'a 16 -bit
chip with an 8 -bit data bus.'

I said therewould be
arguments about
8-16-32,didn't I?

Fordetails contact Brian

lt may look like a cable with a big plug on one end: it is
actuallya peripheral for the Spectrum, intelligent
enough to take the contents of the screen, and print them
on a wide range of ordinary matrix printers. Price,
including a Centronics cable, isE45. It also prints,
normally. ZX tprintill is available from Euroelectronics
at26ClarenceSquare, Cheltenham, Gloucester. Phone
(0242)582009.

Pain at 24 Oxford Street,
Stony Stratford, Milton
Keynes, or phone (0908)
564271. No, you don't have to
have a QLto join.

MEE

Not so sweet

Apple
Apple's operating system
'can be protected by
copyrig ht', according to a
legal decision in America.

Franklin made imitation
Apples, and Apple sued on
the groundsthat Franklin
used Apple operating
software. Franklin counter
sued, saying thatApple was
guilty of breaking US laws on
fairtrading.

The decision by a 'third
circuit court of appeal' led to
a judgementthat cost
Franklin $2.5 million, paid to
Apple.

UK users should contact
CKComputers,the Franklin
distributor,for details of how
this might affectthem. Phone
(0934)516246.

MEE

Legal

duplication
Discussing thefactthat most
pirated copies of programs
emergefrom the supplier
and the printer before they
are even released is a touchy
subject, like discussing one's
chronicflatulence ata flower
show.

Nothing daunted, a
Bradford company has
plunged in with reckless
honesty,offering a serviceto
software authors-they
makethe hundreds of
duplicate diskettesthe
authorcan sendto the stores.

That is duplication, not
copying.'The maindanger is
unauthorised copying,'
remarks Jeff Eke, founder of
the company, Discform.

'To protect againstthis, we
check every package's
original authorship', (you

16 PC W



DOT MATRIX PRINTERS BBC MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM BUSINESS SYSTEMS

ALL PRINTERS HAVE CENTRONIC PARALLEL INTERFACE UNLESS
OTHERWISE STATED. ALL PRINTERS HAVE HI-RES. DOT
ADDRESSABLE GRAPHIC MODE. PLEASE SEND SAE FOR
FULL DETAILS.

EPSON
FX 80 160 CPS IT wide Inc & in 1.(/
FX 100 160 CPS 15" wide Inc 6 tract feed
RX80E-T 100 CPS IT wide. Intl &tract lead
ROBOT 100 CPS 10" wide tractor teed
L01500 200 CPS Letter quality printer
8143 RS 23 Interlace for FX and RX printers
8148 RS232 Interlace with 2K butler on. roll
Ribbon Cartridge for R X80 FX80 & MX80
Ribbon Cartridge for F X100 & MX100

STAR
Gemini 10X 120 CPS IT wide Inc 60.11.d
Gemini 15X 120 CPS IS wide frict & Tract
Delta 10 160 CPS. to wide Inc! & tract teed
Detla 15 160 CPS 15" wide rid A tract teed
Radix -10 200 CPS NLO 16K Buller Par &
serial interlace dOwnloadable characters
incredible value at
Radix -15 15" wide version of Radix -10

SEIKOSHA
GP100A 50 CPS t0' wide tractor feed
GP250X 50 CPL 10" wide frac feed ser & pa
GP100VC 30CPS IX wide. VIC 20& 64 inferf
GP500A 50 CPS IX wide tractor feed
GP550A 50 CPS to' wide friction 6 trac1
correspondence quality
GPIOOAS Serial interlace ideal for Spectrum
with microdrive

SHINWA
CP80 80 CPS 10' wide friction & tract feed
Spare ribbon cartridge lor CP80

RITEMAN
Compact 120 CPS 80 col frict & (tact feed

CANON
PW1080A 160 CPS IT wide 27 CPS NLO
24 x 16 metro(
PW1156A 160 CPS 15- wide 27 CPS NLO
24 x 16 matrix

COLOUR PRINTERS
Seikosha GP700A 7 colour 50 CPS printer
Canon P310804 7 colour. 40 CPS ink let printer
CPP40 40 column 4 colour battery operated

ALL OUR PRINTERS HAVE 1 YEAR WARRANTY

£344  VAT £395
£431  VAT £495
£261  VAT £299
E234  VAT 6.269

f29  VAT £33
f60  VAT £69

£7  VAT £7
£12  VAT £13

£200  VAT £229
£295  VAT £339
£327  VAT £375
£414  VAT £475

£431  VAT £495
£518  VAT £595

£156  VAT £179
E196  VAT £225
E174  VAT E199
£187  VAT £215

£234  VAT £269

£174  VAT £199

£187  VAT - £215
E6  VAT £6

£200  VAT £229

£283  VAT £325

£347  VAT £399

347  VAT £399
E391  VAT - £449
f 1 113  VAT= £135

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

JUKI 6100

20 CPS Br -Directional Logic seeking 10 12 15 CP1  PS
Spacing 2K butler bes selling Daisywheel £349  VAT £395
Singer sheet feeder um! £217  VAT £249
Tractor Unit £95  VAT £109
RS 232 Interface £52  VAT L59
Spare Daisywheel £17  VAT £19

BROTHER HR -15
13 CPS Bs -directional 10 12 15 CP1  PS
Keyboard Unit
Single Sheet Feeder Unil
Tractor Unit

DAISY STEP 2000
20 CPS Undrrec trona! 10 12 15 CP1

SMITH CORONA TP1
2 CPS 10 12 CP1 unidirectional

£344  VAT
£139  VAT
£217  VAT
£95  VAT

£395
[159
£249
£109

£260 - VAT £299

£208 VAT £239

PROFESSIONAL
MONITORS

'SANYO
'MICROVITEC
'FIDELITY
°PHOENIX

SANYO
DM8112 12' Green screen 18 MHZ Hi -Res
DM2112 17- Green screen 15 MHZ Monitor
CD3125 14" RGB Normal Res Colour Monitor
CD3117 RGB Medium Res Colour Monitor
C03115 14" RGB High Res Colour Monitor

MICORVITEC CUB
1431 MS 14-- RGB Normal Res Colour Monitor
1451 MS 14" ROB Medlin, Res Colour Monitor
1441 MS 14" RGB High Res Colour Monitor

FIDELITY Colour Monitor
CM14 14 RGB RGBY Composite sound col

PHOENIX
Phoenix High Res 12 Green Monitor
Phoenix High Res 12 Amber Monitor

£86  VAT £99
C66 VAT £75

C173 VAT £199
£286 VAT £329
C391 VAT £449

£173 VAT £199
£321 VAT £369
£417 VAT £479

flE17 . VAT £215

C66 VAT f75
C69 VAT £79

WE ARE AN OFFICIAL BBC
COMPUTER DISTRIBUTOR

DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOMED

Acorn Electron £1991"AcT
WE SUPPLY FREE 30 HOUR BASIC BOOK AND A DUST COVER

WITH EACH COMPUTER

ts is the hest i,e1 320 RAM
ILK ROM 8 modes 01

oxpansions such as disc interlace speech synthr,irer conet into,.
In short it is personal compider Capable of expanding into a snini
business system
BBC Microcomputer Model El £348  VAT
BBC Mod B - disk interface E409 VAT
BBC Mod B - Econel interlace E389 VAT
BBC Mod 0 disk and Econet interfaces £450 VAT
BBC 1000 disk drive £230 VAT

TBBC dual 800sk 6 disk drive
orng 280 2nd

£699  VAT
o c h 280 di

processor 640 RAM and CPN operating
system Free Perfect Sottware
BBC Tetetext receiver iAiigi
BBC cassette recorder and lead
Disk interface kit trree littingi
Mod A to Mod B IJpgrade kit
Filling charge for A lo B upgrade kit
160 memory upgrade kit
Games paddles
12 Monochrome monitor nor cable
Id. Colour monitor loci Cable
User garde
Econet interlace thee fitting)
Sch interface tfree lilting i
BBCeiee disk manual  formatinq disk
Parallel printer cable
BBC word processor iview
BBC Fourth language cassette
BBC Lisp language cassette

C399
£469
£447
E517
£264
£803

£696 VAT £799
£196 VAT £225

£26 VAT £29
£84 VAT £96
£70 VAT £130
£20 VAT C23
£30 VAT £34
£t1  VAT L12

E89 VAT £102
£199  VAT L22
ITO  VAT L10
£60 VAT £69
£47 VAT L54
E30 VAT £34
EIO VAT £11
C52 VAT L59
E15 VAT £17
E15 - VAT £17

APPROVED ECONET SERVICE CENTRE
WE STOCK A LARGE RANGE OF SOFTWARE FOR BBC MICRO

INCLUDING ACORNSOFT BBC SOFTWARE LONGMANS SOFTWARE
PLEASE SEND LARGE STAMPED ArGRF,F0 ENVELOPE

FOR FULL DETAILS

TORCH Z80 2nd PROCESSOR
For only £347 VAT

Torch 2nd Processor Z80 is supplied with perfect writer ,a Powertul Word
Processor) perfect speller (spelling checking program - I should have used
one for making this advert') Perfect Filer (A Database Program) Perfect
Cab (Spread Sheet) It includes 64K memory (Almost 60K availableto user
Fits inside BBC Computer

280 2nd Process Perfect Software
280 Processor Perfect Sof lware - Dual ROOK
Disk Drives

£347 - VAT £399

£695  VAT £799

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

1000/0 BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI
AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES

These droves a..
tormating progrThere are SOMP VI'r oeo or, sic g

DISASSEMBLER Thus ,s 6502 machine code dtSassembler
DUP To copy and rename a file on dr.
FORMAT Formatlng program for 40 6 80 tracks
FREE This utility provides a cloak usage analysis.
MDUMP Enables you to display and modify an part of BBC memory
MERGE Merge a number of text files into one file
RELOCATE Downloads a bes program to &E00
SDUMP Screen dump for EPSON in all graphic modes
VERIFY Verifies every sector on a disk
MENU A flexible menu program

Single drive 100K 40 Irks single Sided £147 - VAT £169
Dual drive 200K 40 Irks single sided
Single drive 200K 40 trks double sided

E286
£173

- VAT - £329
 VAT - £199

Dual drive 400K 40 trks double sided
Single drive 400K BO Irks double sided

£330
£199

 VAT '
- VAT

£379
£229

Single drive 400K 40 80 Irks switchable DS
Dual drive HOOK BO Irks double sided

£217
£382

- VAT
- VAT

£249
£439

Dual drive 80010 40 80 irks switchable DS - VAT £489

Ail above drives are low power slimline ID 3 A typ at 12v and 0 4 A at - 5v
per drivel Normally extra power supply is not required Inc BBC

IeerlIVATEIgIrLIA'84488irrAridn" "T IS NOT
40 Track SS OD disketts 110 Box) £18  VAT £20
40 Track DS, DO disketts (10 Box) £23  VAT f26
80 Track SS DD disketts 110 Box) E28  VAT £32
80 Track DS DD disketts (10 Box) £30  VAT L34
ALL ABOVE DISKETT ARE CERTIFIED EITHER MEMOREX OROETALIFF

YOUR CONTACTS AT AKHTER ARE

DEALER BULK ENQUIRIES
TELEPHONE ORDERS
DEALER ORDERS
BUSINESS SYSTEMS ENQUIRIES
EXPORT ENQUIRIES
ECONET SYSTEM TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
ACCOUNTS
DESPATCH
REPAIRS

HAMAYUN MUGHAL
PAULA HAYES
TONY GLOVER

DENNIS SUTCH
MAHAMAD EDIB
ALAN LAFFOLEY

CARON ANDREWS
PAUL SWIFT

JOHN MAULE

APRICOT - SIRIUS - SANYO
IBM - TEXAS - TORCH

APRICOT 'Portable Executive Computer 16 Bit Micro 256K RAM up to
1 44 megabytes floppy disk storage 3'5" Sony disks Portable brief case
styling Modem with auto dialler loptiOnalt hard disk optional Vast software
library (compatible with Sirius 11
Apricot with Single Drive and Molitor £1690  VAT
Apricot with Double Drive and Monitor and
Free Printer or 2nd Monitor £1890  VAT

SANYO PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER
16 Bit Micro 128K RAM expandable to 25610 Single or Double Disk Drive
built in lull colour graphics (640 x 200 pixels in 8 colours) IBM compatible
Free software. Sanyo MBC 950 128K RAM single drive and free software
Inclucling_Wordslar and Calcstar £699  VAT
Sanyo kfflC555 128K double drive and Iree software including Wordstar
Calcstar Inforstar Datastar etc £899  VAT

SIRIUS 1 Sirius 1 Computer with 128K RAM and 1 2 megabyte Floppy
disc storage including CP M 86 MS DOS and
Microsoft Haw £2195  VAT

Sinus 1
e-LIAltelE16wItlATE2)?:?SF&SaYCrOlgtWsrilgPSPYle Floppy E2S9t:srXT

TORCH
CF500 COMPUTER with colour monitor Includes Twin 4000 disks. Torchnet
Operating System free perfect software (perfeCt writer Pet teM sPeller
perfect talc perfect filer) Torchrnad Plus (Electronic Mall Torch Mars
(Financral modelling with graphics) Torchtel (Viewdata Access System)
Executrve Aid (Menu System,
Datel 600 (Link to outside mainframe seances e
Telecom Golds F2950  VAT

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER
TI 502 Dual 320KB Drives 256K RAM Up to 10 megabyte on board storage
f*'01T"e:h TgZh:rdZagubrlreuew levelOl userr:1 11esstgmu: Allows voice operated tbtardcro
(Optional) Price £2650  VAT

MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS ARE AVAILABLE.

COMPLETE WORDPROCESSING
SYSTEMS

INCLUDING DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
From £695 VAT

SYSTEM )BBC Micro model B Wordwrse. Phoenix monitor. Smith Corona
TP1 Daisywheel Printer. Cassett Recorder  all the necessary cables and
documentation £696  VAT = £79925

SYSTEM 2. BBC Micro model B  Disk Interface Phoenix Monitor. 100K
Single Disk Drive. Wordwise. Smile Corona Daisywheel Printer.
 all the necessary cables and documentation

Price only L1395  VAT = £102925

SYSTEM 3. BBC Micro model B  Disk Interface. Phoenix Monttor, Dual
Disk Drives 200K. Wordwise. Smith Corona Daisywheel Printer  all the
necessary cables and documentation

Price £999  VAT  £1148.85

SYSTEM 4, BBC Micro model B  Disk Interface. Sanyo High -Res Green
Monitor. Wordwise (or view) Jukr 6100 Daisywheel Printer. Single 4001(
Disk Drive  all the necessary cables and documentation

1049  VAT  £1206.35

SYSTEM S. BBC Mod B Micro  Disk Interface Sanyo High R. Green
tvilonitor. Wordwrse (or view) Juki 6100 Daisywheel Printer. Dual Disk
Drive 800K  all the necessary cables and documentation

Price £1195  VAT  £137425

SYSTEM 6. Sanyo l6 Bit IMB pc Compatible Micro 128K RAM Single ET,isk
Drive 1601£ Wordstar Cabo Star Sanyo High Res Green Monitor Juk 6 09
Daisywheel Printer  all cable and documentation

Price Only £1095  VAT - E125925

SYSTEM 7. Sanyo 16 Bit IBM pc Compatible Micro 128K RAM Dual Disk
Drives 3601( Wordstar Calc Star Mailrnerw Int ostar Spetlstar Datastar
Sanyo High Res Green Monitor -lulu 6100 Daisywheel Printer  and all
necessary cables and documentation

Price £1295  VAT = £1489.2S

SYSTEM S. All the components of System 6 but with Sanyo High Res Colour
Monitor and Wordstar with Colour Facilities.

Price £1395  VAT = L1004.25

SYSTEM 9. All the components of System 7 but with Sanyo High Res Colour
Monitor and Wordstar with Colour FaCihtleS

Price £1595 - VAT = £163425

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY PACKAGES WITH COMPONENTS OF YOUR
OWN CHOICE. PLEASE PHONE (0279} 412639 AND ASK FOR
HAMAYUN MUGHAL FOR A PRICE

iNsP 1, 7 A

N
EDI11PUTER OR OUP
28/29 BURNT MILL
HARLOW. ESSEX. CM20 2HU U.K.
Tel. HARLOW (0279) 443521 Telex: 818894 AKHTER G

ORDERING INFORMATION:
We accept official orders from UK Government and Educatron
estableshments Carriage is Free (UK only) for normal delivery It express
delivery is required please add £8 00  VAT per parcel We accpet telephone

All cheques
orders on Bamarcldeay

payable lo
and Acc.s Card please

STRUM
ring (0279ENT)S" 443521 (10 lines)

"AKHTER IN

I Access

LAft
VISA

N.B. ALL VAT INCLUDED PRICES ARE THE CORRECT PRICES. 11111111.0
EXCL. VAT PRICES HAVE BEEN ROUNDED UP TO NEAREST POUND.

OPENING HOURS: MON-FR1 9am-6.30pm. SAT 10am-5pm
We welcome callers. no parking problems.
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have to prove you wrote it!)
'and issue a guarantee
assuring confidentiality and
security of copies' (they don't
make a fewcopiesfor
themselveswhile they're
about it).

Discform makes it sound
unusual. Maybe it is. Every
time I goto a computer club
meeting, I am always
surprised to find people
playing games which
Acornsoft won't even admit
it isthinking of writing.

How does this happen?
Nobody at Acornsoft would
do it, would they?

Discform is on (0532)
451440.

EME

IBM-

compatible

Osborne
Osborne hasfinally unveiled
the IBM-compatible version,
which it hopesto make in the
UK,and sell for £2500.
Probable release, if plans go
ahead,would be around
June/July.

The demonstration I saw
was impressive enough up to
a point. The machine would
load and run any program-
provided itdidn't use the
P -system. Then, quirks of the
IBM Pascal implementation
occasionally baffled it.
'We're still working on it,'
Mike Healy, managing
director of Osborne UK,
assured us all.

Still it did run Lotus 1-2-3
and Flight Simulator, which
often throw other imitation
IBMs.

Osborne has also released
its Disk-Pacwhich upgrades
the original miserly 100k per
driveto a comfortable 400k
each.

The system does make the
box a little morefragile, with
two headsflapping around
insidethe diskettes, needing
to be protected when you
travel.

Irritatingly, you can't read
data off a new quad density
diskette, even off one side of

it (it doesn'twork in discrete
sides)with the original single
density or double density
machines. IBM you can read,
Xerox, you can read.
Osborne, you can't. Grrr. I
haven't meta 'single -sided'
diskettethatwon'tformat
both sides, yet.

DEC

C you later
Not content with charging
you moneyforthe software,
a great many peoplewho sell
language compilers also
wantyou to send them a
share of the money you make
selling you r own programs,
written with their compiler.

This handicap doesn't
apply to DesmetC. The
language C is popularfor two
reasons-first, because it is
the onethat Unix people use,
and second, because it is a
pretty good language.

Atf125, if DesmetC is any
good at all,then it must be
good valuefor users of
Sirius, Apricot and IBM
personal computers.

Going purely on
information provided bythe
distributor, MLH
Technology, special features
includetheabilityto write
programsthat usethe 8087
mathschip (an option on all
three machines) and the
abilityto link assembly
language routines in.

MLH Technology is
contactable in Cheshire on
(0606)891146.

MEE

Special

service
Hoskyns, one of the
best-known names in the
traditional computer
business, reckonsthatthe
main benefitto be gained by
buying microsfrom itself is
the Hoskyns Gold Service.

This involves bulk
discounts on IBM, DEC Apple
and Hewlett Packard micros,
plus printers.

To my mind, however, the

Take a ring network

f4

Pull It out-11.-
4

Add amplifiers to each path

Break the loop at each end so that
stray messages cannot circulate

Use low-cost, twisted pair, telephone -type flea to
accommodate both send and return path

Transmit in both directions at once so that
a break in the network simply results

in two separate networks

Vector LINC: a hybrid network develop.] to
meet the cost, pert ormance and reliability

requirements of companies aaa departments
in large organisations.

Vector once announced a local area network. Guess
what: it linked micros together, not people. So if you
wanted to send a message to somebody, you had to
know which machine they were using.

Now, 'electronic mail'has been added to LINC,
Vector's network. You may wonder whythat wasn't the
first application forLINC, and the answeris: computer
people don't think that way.

Details, for Vectorowners, on M7535)69375.

really interesting side of Gold
from Hoskyns is the 'access
to seminars, product
updates, onsite
maintenance', and also
priority access to Hoskyns
'extensive people and
machine resources.'

This group has its own
range of ITSeries software,
which it modestly describes
as'the first truly integrated
range of personal computer
software specially designed
forthe corporate user.'

It may be true, even though
I've heard theclaim more
than once before.

The heart of the software is
a program called KeepIT,
costing £300, which is 'a
menu -driven relational
database system from
Mathematica,the company
that produced the
world-beating Ramis II
database.'

The other nine packages,
things like CalcITatE270 and
WritIT(£350) can be linked
into Keep IT.

More interestingly, so can

independent software
products like Lotus 1-2-3 and
Spellbinder.

Hoskyns reckonsthatthe
corporate user, buying bulk
orders of personal
computers, currently makes
u p 70% of pc purchases.

DEC

Revenge
An enraged publicist rang on
behalf of Digital Research,
after I reported on
Concurrent CP/M and its
drawbacks last month.

'Didn'tyou compare it with
MS-DOS directly?' stormed
this old friend.

No, I hadn't. 'Why not?'
Becausethe one is
concurrent, and the other is
not. The one lets me do two
things at once, the other
doesn't. 'That's not the
point!' he argued.

No, I suppose it isn't. I
should have mentioned the
small pointthatWordStar
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EPSON
HARDWARE PLUS

Software from the home
of the Deskmaster

series - the major
source for HX-20

Software

0: commodore
64

. HARDWARE PLUS
Accounts. Database
and Toolkit
Software

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ 'Az ZZZZZZZZZZ &wk. ff.:1MZZZZZZZZ ZZZZZZZZ..........
.. Ar A, if. de ardr

INIft

a unique pool of expertise
(ejr

SHARP
HARDWARE PLUS
A wealth of Software
from the originators
of Sharp approved Software for
the MZ700 - also MZ80A.
MZ3541 and PC1500

HARDWARE PLUS
68.000 based Forth.

ImmiminnumEMEMBEIREMMEmorszematmlallinlea
HARDWARE PLUS

Pascal. Forth and much, much more

SIMS 1
apricot

HARDWARE PLUS
Kuma Forth. Mailbox and

much more

PHONE NOW or SEND FOR DETAILS

PANGBOURNE V (073 57) 4335

11 Kuma Computers Ltd.
4°11

hal Unit 12, Horseshoe Park, Horselshoe Road, Pangbourne,

_...1T11\, Telex 849462 TELFAC KUMA
Berks RG8 7JW

COMET: KUMA TELECOM GOLD: KUM 001

ELECTFRONIIC
MAIL BOX
Software. advice. modems and acoustic

couplers from experienced users.

IN E
A great range of Matrix
and Daisywheel.

I Please tick box Er for information required, and send coupon to:

Kuma Computers Ltd., Unit 12, Horseshoe Park, Horseshoe Road,

Pangbourne, Berks RG8 7JW

Har0Wa1P
%0/Twnl. Harlw.,

0 SHARP PC -5000 0 0 APRICOT
0 SIRIUS Li 11] EPSON HX-20

0 SAGE Cl 0 EPSON QX-10

12 SHARP 700 0 0 NEWBRAIN
1:] SHARP A 0 El COMMODORE 64

D SHARP 3541 D
D SHARP PC1500 ci

NAME

ADDRESS

1
I

I:1 I
I

0
0

D ELECTRONIC MAILBOX D
D PRINTERS CI I

POST CODE

use a
micro -computer

ruw



WhichFRINTER f)
What COMPUTER? 

Micro General the specialists for Printer Select'
Contact us for our expert advice on all your Interfacing problems

It's not just a question of plug in and lets go. There are now over 200 different connector
situations. How do you know that your computer will accept the printer of your choice? We at Micro General
do not sell boxes off the shelf. As computer engineers we help you to choose and install the right printer for your computer.

The advice is free and it could save you some embarrassing mistakes- Buy from us for peace of mind.

DEALER/OEM ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ACT APRICOT with a juicy 1.44 M Bytes!*
A superb personal computer that's easy to
use and is fully integrated with powerful
software which is simple and friendly -
REOUIRING NO SPECIAL SKILLS TO USE
IT EFFECTIVELY.

 Powerful 16 BIT multi processor
Architecture
 Memory - 256 Kbytes standard,
expandable to 768 Kbytes
 Portable - with built in 2 LINE LCD
MICR °SCREEN

NEW JACKET -PROTECTED 3.5"
diskettes
 Detachable keyboard with Calculator/
Calendar/Clock
 Superb Software - 1000 existing
packages will run on Apricot.

Mass storage option available 1984 -2 x 3.5"SONY DOUBLE SIDED MICRO FLOPPIES I.44 Mbytes

Complete package
single disk- £1690 includes High Res monitor
twin disk -£1890 includes High Res monitor

BROTHER HR15 DAISY WHEEL
 Diablo code compatibility
 3K Butter
 2 colour printing
 Super & Sub Script
 Auto underline
 Proportional spacing

purarrarrymirm

LOW COST

TRACTOR FEED AND

AUTO CUT SHEET FEED

AVAILABLE

NEW BROTHER HR5 MATRIX PRINTER
 Light and compact  A4 or roll paper
 30 cps - very quiet  Bit image Block graphics

 Thermal or normal paper

£399
032., at

Ceir9ONICS

£156
va t

TRADE or PRIVATE CUSTOMERS take advantage of our

INTERFACING CONSULTANCY
INTERFACES Et CABLES AVAILABLE FOR:

VIC 20
PET

SPECTRUM
ATARI

BBC
APPLE

NEW BRAIN
ORIC

DRAGON
COMMODORE 64

TANDY
SHARP

OSBORNE
SIRIUS
SAGE

and more!

INTERNAL
Et STAND

ALONE

BUFFERS

from
E65 +VAT

SPPIFITER 32 K
Buffer adaptor

£249+vat

EPSON MATRIX PRINTERS

EPSON RX8OT 100 cps £245 +VAT

EPSON RX80F/T 100 cps £285+VAT

EPSON FX80 160 cps £385+VAT

EPSON MX100 100 cps £415+VAT
EPSON FX100 160 cps £499+VAT

MICROLINE LOW COST PRINTERS
 UP to 25% faster thru-put than nearest rival.
 Near letter quality (92/93/84).
 Ideal printer for business systems.
 High Res Graphics (92/93/84)
kficreiii., 80 80 cps 1195 . wt

Abutting 82A 120 cps sus ' 44I

Rlicrehot 838 120 cps E450 .41

I M82A A M83A serial 8 parallel interfaces
are standard)
Minion [14 200 cps E750 441

Rlombet 92 160 cps E415 .4.1

IBM very on avalidslt

Micn6u 93 160 cps 0950 i wt

High speed serial interfaces available

HERMES 612
SWISS QUALITY MATRIX PRINTER
Word processing & data printing up to 400 cps
EPSON COMPATABILITY £1850+VAT

NOW AVAILABLE

HERMES 615

COLOUR

£2400 + vat

MICROLINE 80 for SPECTRUM Microline 80, Interlace and Cable for
your SPECTRUM with SCREEN DUMP Software. 500 Sheets of Listing Paper.

CUMANA

SLIM -LINE DISK DRIVES
Prices include Cable. Format, Diskette. Pow SuP015,

and Manual.

CS100 40 track S/S-£199+VAT
CD400S 40/80 track S/S -
£475+VAT
CD800S 40/80 track D/S -
£599+VAT
DFS - £85+VAT
CUMANA FLOPPY DISK MANUAL
(POST FREE) -£9.00 NO VAT

SPECIAL OFFER
£235 + VAT
(Deliveiy £7 + VAT)

icrio
eneral

.
(Always

call for the best possible pricerr9"' Access Visa
,PCW 4) Unit 25, Horseshoe Park, PANGBOURNE, READING, RG8 7JW Tel: 07357 4466
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underConcurrent, even the
firstApricot version, runs
roughly twice to three times
as fast as the MS-DOS
version.

The episode was
symptomatic of the sudden
upsurge in aggression
noticeablefrom Digital
Research. The company
seems to be smelling blood.

If Steve Jobs, Apple's
founder, is right,there will
be blood. Just before
Macintosh was launched,
Jobs predicted that IBM was
on the pointof dumping
Microsoft.

Histheory isthat PC -DOS is
soon to become an IBM
product, not a Microsoft one,
and that MS-DOS will be
separatefrom, and
noticeably differentfrom,
PC -DOS. And he predicted
that IBM would notsupport
windows, but would write its
own windowing package.

Jobs isn'tthefirst person
to come upwith this sort of
theory: it iswidespread. At
presstime, neither Microsoft
nor IBM had said anything to
confirm the idea. Nor did I
expect them to.

ECM

Concurrent

support
One new supporterfor
Concurrent CP/M is a
software house, Graffcom.

The company sells an
office management package
called 0 -Man, and an
integrated accounting
system, ISBS-F. Both are
nowavailable under
Concurrent.

In a sermon which I
couldn't have declaimed
better myself, Robert Owen,
head of Graffcom, pointed
out sternly: 'It must be
remembered that systems
software, like hardware,
needs good application
software to make it work.'

Manufacturers, he said,
are now beginning to install
and use Concurrent,'but this
is only a halfway house since
you need application
softwareto capitalise on

A sort of rival to the Apricot, the Octopus, appeared in
public for the first time at the Which Computer?Show. It
is like an imitation DEC Rainbow.

Like the Rainbow, it uses both Z80 and 8088(8 and
16 -bit) micro chips, and like theApricot, the
sandpapering and finishing varnish has yet to be applied.

It has one more operating system than the Apricot,
being a multi-user system as well as standalone. If LS1
Computers has built it right, it will be very fast as an
8 -bit machine. And LSI has added its own supervising
operating system to share tasks to the appropriate
processor- this is called Elsie.

If it starts getting dealers, start getting excited.
Details on (04862)23411.

concurrentfeatures.'
He didn't actually say that

there is no software
available, but he came
uncomfortablyclose, and if I
were Digital Research, I
mightwonderwhether I
neededfriendswith quite so
explicit a line in praise.

But embarrassing friends
or not, Owen is quite right:
and at least he has provided
word processor,
spreadsheet, database and
accounting programswhich
really will run concurrently.

Graffcom is on (01) 385
9422.

DEM

Health and

maturity
On another concurrent
stage, it distresses me to
reportthatthe suggestion by
another magazinethat Clive
Sinclair's QL will run those
nice Psion programs all at the
same time is wrong.

Concurrent operating
systemsforthe Motorola
68000family of chips (the

68008 is the one in the
SinclairQL) have been
proliferating-Digital
Research has just been
commissionedto write one,
by Motorola itself.

Butthe Psion software was
written before the operating
system was ready, and
doesn't use it, and is not
concurrent.

Word reaches me that it
will be.

While Psion is busily
converting its business QL
software, Digital Research
has sometimeto catch up, by
writing a product called
Concurrent DOS.

'Written in the "C"
language, Concurrent DOS is
derived from Concurrent
CP/M,' states Digital
Research. 'It provides a CP/M
mode, and an IBM PC -DOS
mode,' the company says.
That is desig ned to let
Motorola run IBM programs
on its own microcomputer,
the VME/10, built around the
68000.

Some people have ignored
this side ofthe news, and
have concentrated, instead,
on thefactthatthe deal
covers Unix.

Unix, unlessweare all

careful,threatensto drag
computing back intothe dark
ages, where all micros have
to pretend thatthey are
dumb appendages to a
remote computer, and can
hardly even changea dot on
their screens.

However, it does look as if
taking Unix seriously is
supposed to be a sign of
health and maturity, and
since Digital Research has
actuallydone a deal with the
bit of American Bell holding
the rightsto Unix, and
intendsto let people move
programsfrom Unix System
Vto other operating systems,
people are naturally going to
saythat Digital Research is
showing signs of health and
maturity.

ECM

Windows on

ICL
Trust ICLto prepare a
microcomputerwith the
latestwindowing version of
Concurrent CP/M, present it
at the Which Computer?
Show, and nottell anybody
thatthey had the operating
software up. They said 'we
will preview our new 16 -bit
computer',which somehow
failed to strikethe necessary
sense of 'wow !' So I didn't
bother looking at it. Only
afterwards, did somebody
from Digital Research pass
the message on. But I gather
that ICL has not actually
implementedthe windows
on its machine.

You can get details of the
new machine on (01)788
7272.

DOE

Ill licence

evasion?
You can watchtelevision on
your new MicroVitek Cub
colour monitor.

That may not sound too
much of a deal, but it does
make it a lot more likelythat
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Calc Result
Turns a Commodore 64

into a powerful professional tool
Thousands of senior managers, sales professionals, scientists, doctors, dentists, business people, barristers,

bankers, accountants and other top professionals have suddenly discovered the value of Calc Result.
Overnight they've transformed their Commodore 64 from a family computer into a powerful,
professional tool.

Ca lc Result is versatile . . . use it to calculate loan
and mortgage payments, forecast budgets, balance cash flow,
monitor stocks and shares, plan personal and corporate
taxation, check expenses, log and analyse all kinds of bills.

elnitrWrefOrm

511

!Al! Sa 51 :Pi
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Ca lc
Result
offers you a new
perspective on
financial planning.
Our 3 -dimensional
spreadsheet sums up
pages of figures
in one easily
understood
financial model.

Calc Result instantly translates figures into
multi -coloured bar charts.

L
OVERHEPERIOD

1 2
ADS 4PAGE

Ca lc
Result
has a built-in
'HELP' function.
This program
actually shows
you how to exploit
its full potential
and versatility.

Calc Result is absolutely accident proof.
A built-in program protects your formulae.

Calc Result Advanced
All functions in Calc Result Easy

plus 32 pages (Three-dimensional
viewing). Page add, window,
split-screen (up to four pages

on the screen at the same
time), and help functions.

Delivered on plug-in
cartridge plus disk.
Requires disk drive.

A
(E9900(inc.VAT)

For more information contact our
Advisory Centre on 0344-778800 or
simply contact your local Commodore or
Lightning dealer, or clip the coupon.

Calc rwould like you to send by return post further information on the

Result Easy
Single page spreadsheet (64 columns x 254 rows).
Built-in graphics. Formula protection, flexible print-out, I
colour conditional functions and mathematical
functions. Delivered on plug-in cartridge. Data storage I
on cassette or disk.

(E4995 (inc.VATD

Handic 64 range.
IName Title

Company

Address

Tel.

I5 Albert Road, Crowthorne
Berkshire, RG11 7LT
Lel: 0344 778800 Telex: 849426 software Ltd

mi Thinking ahead J
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you can plug the monitor into
you rcomputer. Many
monitors require very
specialised signals to
function: the new Cub is very
tolerant.

And, if you plug it into your
videotape recorder, and tune
in a station,you can watch
Call My Bluff.

Let us hope MicroVitek is
preparedforpeoplewho will
try to buythisthing to avoid
paying theirTV licence. It
won't work, but they'll try. 'I
don't have a TV set,'they will
say.

Also,there will be people
who buy a 'computer
terminal' on business
expenses,and plug it into the
video recorder. Tsk, tsk.

Details on (0274) 727274,
and the price is around £250.

REM

Keeping tabs

on Abraham
It is nofun for a shop going
through the cash register
printout or 'till roll' every
evening,feeding the

information into a computer.
So two people now

connectyourmicroto a cash
register direct: Tabs, makers
ofthefannous accounting
programs; and Abraham
Cash & Computer terminals.

Tabs links into Omron
cash registers. Abraham
links a 'Globe' microto a Gold
81 cash register, with
software included. The cash
register and software cost
£1300. Incautiously,
perhaps, Abraham has called
the system the 'Golden
Globe'-I hope he has a
sense of humour.

Details on (0272) 47002.
Tabs is on (0264)64166.

EME

Wren

dependent on

Prestel
You getthree months' free
subscription to Prestel and
Micronet 800 when you buy
the £1000 Wren
(Benchtested in this issue. It

Best news for me at the Which Computer? Show was the
announcement by the established, respected Data
Dynamics, that it had adopted the very good, but
hopelessly underrated Sig -Net micro range.

The Shelton Sig -Net design was three years ahead of
its time when it was launched: only low-keysupport and
marketing has held it back from fame.

Possibly Data Dynamics can boost it onto the UK
scene, if not the world market.

Shelton launched a multi-user version at the Show.
Data Dynamics will not only market, but build the micro
system.

Details on (01)8489781.

will dial the number, log on,
and getyour mail, all by itself.

Honestly, Prism has done
all it can forthe Wren,
building itcompact, pricing it
low, and being safe and
orthodox in choosing CP/M
Plus asthe operating system.
There should be no horrible
surprises.

Butthefuture is not in
Prism's hands. It depends on
Prestel.

Onething you can do with
Prestel, if you are lucky
enough to be included in the
experimental service, is send
telexes. So the Wren can be
used to send telexes.

But it can't receivethem,
notyet. And it ca n't receive
messagesfrom people on
Dialcom/ British Telecom
Gold electronic mail, nor
send messages. And it
cannot send messages
overseas, either.

Word isthat Prestel is
aboutto do all thesethings.

If I were Prism, I would hold
mythumb. And hope that it
all happens soon enough
that gangrene doesn'tset in
first.

ECM

Colourful

future
Thefirstserious alternative
to the Pluto graphics board
may bethe Magus board, for
Sirius, Future Computers,
and IBM PC machines.

It provides very low-cost
colourgraphics at£500, and
is the board chosen by Future
as its built-in colour graphics
unit.

Details on (0225) 60965.

DEM

Pascal

software for

Apricot
Pascal P -system software
will now run on the Apricot.

The Pascal distributor, TDI,

demonstrated a Peachtree
accounting system atthe
recentACTshow, boasting
that 'ittook us onlytwo days
to transferthe five packages
from ourdevelopment Sage
computer (using a Motorola
68000 chi p)to the Apricot.'

The softwarewasn't just
demonstration: it costs £800
forthefull suite.

Details from Peachtree on
(0628)32711, orTDI on (0272)
276447.

MEE

PCW Show

news
Hooray! No more cramming
intothe Barbican exhibition
hall (converted multi-storey
car park)forthe PCWShowl

It is moving to the new
Olympia exhibition hall, in
September. The dates a re 19
to 23 September,and the hall
reallywill be ready by then.

ltstill isthe biggest and
best computer show in
Europe, so cast off your
memories of the amazing
crush of 1983, and make sure
your holiday is a different
week. (Also see Showtime
'84.) Detailsfrom Montbuild
on (01)4861951.

REM

Did he fall or

was he

pushed?
Nobody actually knows
anything aboutwhyJack
Tramiel left Commodore.

He had been given a nice
new red Transam car by his
family, and to their
astonishment, instead of
setting about a day of
meetings with people atthe
Consumer Electronics Show,
he justvanished overthe
horizon.

Speculation which sounds
informedto me suggests that
he was pushed.

Therewas no secret of the
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hostility between Tramiel
and the company chairman,
Irving Gould,who had
considerably more shares.
And Jack Tramiel's
managementstyle annoyed
a lot of executives.

But losing something as
unique asthat management
style can only mean an
improvement in internal
comfort. Theywill come to
regret it. It'll all end in tears.
You'll see.

DEC

Watch this

space
Details ofthe new Amstrad
computerare still hard to
come by (Benchtested next
month). However, it is known
thatthe new machine is
going to be supplied in two
boxes-a keyboard plus
tape deck in one, a monitor

plus power supply in the
other.

So there will be one cable
from screen to wall, and
anotherfrom the keyboard to
screen.

Price is said to be under
£200fora monochrome
machine, butAmstrad boss
Alan Sugarwill release no
details exceptto say 'wa it till
10 April.'

There is also a rumour of a
colour monitor, as an
alternative to green
monochrome, and a very
MSX like Basic (MSX is the
newJapanese standard, as
found on the Spectravideo
micro, Benchtested last
month).

What impressed me,
however, wasthe man heard
boasting in a bar that hetook
a chess program from the
SinclairSpectrum, and had it
up and running on the
Amstrad inside a week.

Word isthat all the big
multiplestores (Rumbelows,

Next time Future Computers starts 3-D television
advertising, I hope it runs 'future advertising'spots, so
that the rest of us have a chance to get our red and green
specs out.

The company has done its best to demonstrate
Softnet on the system, and has proved that Digital
Research still has not quite cracked networks.

And it has put a 120Mbyte hard disk into its IBM
'Thinkalike' box.

Dixon, etc)which carry
Amstrad audio equipment,
are eagerto add this range to
their stocks.

EEC

Computers in

control
Computers in Control, the
BBC's latest micro
broadcasting venture, aims
to show how processing
power can be harnessed to
mechanical devices. The five
part series will be hosted by
Ian McNaught-Davis,
presenter oftheoriginal BBC
Micro programme Making
the Mostofyour Micro.

Although computer
control is a complex
technical subject, the series
is devised to get ideas rather
than theory across, so studio
demonstrations and
practical projects involving
the BBC Micro will be used
extensively. lnputfrom
industry experts will be
combined with outside
material on projects under
development, such as Team
Lotus' workon a
computer -based suspension
system for its racing cars.

Backup in the form of
programme notes and demo
software to be downloaded
through Ceefax will be
provided. The series is in five
parts, and each part is
repeated twice. The days and
times are: firstshowing on
Fridays at 12.30pm, BBC2;
first repeatfollowing on
Thursdays at 11.30pm,
BBC1; second repeat on
Sundays at 12.35pm, BBC1. If
you missed the first
programme on 2 March you
can still see its second repeat
on Sunday 18 March.
Jerry Sanders

ECM

Micro patch
An enterprising patchwork
quilt/computeraddict has
developed a program for
designing patchworkquilts.
Mary Hewson, who wrote

Patbuild, says it enables the
userto construct patterns,
allocate and rearrange
colours and edit and store
patterns on tape. Patbuild is
availablefor the BBC Model B
for£10 from Mary Hewson,
10 Christchurch Bay Road,
New Milton, Hants BH25
7NU.
Margaret Spooner

DEC

Deutscher

MicroFrame
A cheaper, single board
MicroFramewill be on show
atthe Hanover Fair in April -
but it won't havethe Tycom
logo. Tycom has signed its
firsttechnology licensing
deal for the new baby
MicroFrame,which it
designed,with Beta Systems
International. The deal
promises to yield a
MicroFramefor under£2000.

Beta Systems is a
Berlin -based electronics
manufacturer. This isthe first
machine it has attempted as
it majors on floppydisks and
controllers. Beta has plans to
distributethe 8088 -based
microcomputerthroughout
Europe using its own
distribution channels.
Tycom said that it plansto
reimportthe German
M icroFrame, effectively its
second source, andthefirst
machineswill be ready in
April.

For around £1750 the new
MicroFramewill carry its big
brother's bestfeatures in a
half -height system unit. An
8M Hz 8088 with 128k of RAM,
and 4MHz Z80 with 64k of
RAM will offer both MS-DOS
and CP/M as standard-
future developments might
also bring a 68000 plug-in
board and the Unix -alike
Xenix operating system
intime.

The Microfra me's 'heart'
- its multi -purpose bus- is
more or less the same. There
will be a host of interfaces
available as standard:
Eurocard; RS232; serial
keyboard; Centronics
parallel port; and the SASI.
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The easy way out
of the micromaze.

If all Theseus
needed to find his way
out of the maze was a
ball of thread, why
hasn't the computer
industry come up with
something just as
simple to navigate
the micromaze?

At last it has.
Ashton-Tate's book
Through the MicroMaze is as valuable to the
novice computer user as that ball of thread
was to Theseus. It takes you right through the
maze and back out again, arming you with
the knowledge to protect your business
against the evil forces of poor software.

Through the MicroMaze comes with
FRIDAY!, software that demands no prior
knowledge of computers.With FRIDAY!, you
quickly turn your paper files into electronic
files. It handles Mailing Lists, Invoices,
Cheques, Sales, Inventory, Reports and just
about anything that needs to be done.

With FRIDAY!, understanding is
immediate. Through the MicroMaze provides
the first stage in getting a computer to run
your day to day activities. FRIDAY!'s manual
takes up the story with a step-by-step tutorial.
By the time you've worked through that, you
will be running your own applications.

First-rate documentation, simple menus

and masses of help on the screens gives you a
desktop file management system that is both
powerful and easy to use. It works with other
software too - with WORDSTAR, with 1-2-3
and, best of all, with dBASE II. So as your
business grows your investment in computer
software is protected.

If ever there was a complete package
for the beginner it's

I
TM

ASHTON TAI E 
Supported by: Ashton-Tate (UK) Limited,
Cofferidge Close, Stony Stratford, MK11 1BY.
CALL: 0908 568866
Wordstar is the trademark of M tcropro Inc. 1-2-3 is the trademark of Lotus Development
Corp. Inc Friday and dBase II are trademarks of Ashton-Tate Inc

AWARD
1984

For the best user training manual
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The idea of the Data/Voice box is that you don't have to
wire your computerstogether in an office, because there
is a nice intercom system already there.

The system provides networking of a sort for around
f100 per connection, according to builder Xtec.

Case does something equally clever, called Grapevine.
It is supposed to be faster, but more expensive.

Xtec is on (025 126)4222.

With three out of four ports
free,the new MicroFrame
can hook-up directlyto
existing models.

PeterWilliams,Tycom's
marketing manager, reckons
that Beta Systemswill turn
out'no lessthan 10,000 units
in thefirsttwo years'. While
hewas reluctantto givethe
royaltyfigure which Tycom
received, Williams said that
the deal would be worth at
least £250,000 'minimum.'
Paul Walton

DEC

Rainbow

100+ review
Digital Equipment's
enhanced Rainbow,the
100+, is claimedto be a rival
tothe XTversion ofthe IBM
PC.

That 'plus' isthe integrated
5 or 10 Mbyte wincheater
hard disk which DEC has
tucked away inside the
system box ofthe original
Z80 and 8088 Rainbow-
significantly enhancing the
performance and speed of its

progenitor (you can add your
own hard disktoo).

Justto recap,the original
Rainbow-now called the
100A-was launched with
64kof main memory, and
dual 51/4in, 400k, built-in disk
drives. Main memory is now
up to 256k as standard,
expandableto a hefty 896k in
the 100+. And DECtookthe
opportunityof adding some
new ROMs in the 100+,
largelyto add extra
functionalityof the
keyboard.

Field upgrading the
Rainbow 100Ato 100+ can
be bought as a package from
DEC. Itsfield engineers will
do the job for you for £2390
forthe 10Mbyte version, or
the 'special offer' (while
stocks last!) of£1290 for 5
Mbytes.Awinchester utility
program and both operating
systems are bundled in.

A unique featu re of the
100+, useful forthose in a
hurryto run either 8 -bit CP/M
or 16 -bit MS-DOS one after
the other, isthe abilityto
dividethatwinchester disk
intofourseparate partitions.
Switching on the system
brings up a menu -choice of
floppy -disk drivesA, B, C, or

D, self -test option S or
terminal emulation option T.

The winchester disk
arrives set up to offer two
equal partitions of the
CP/M-86/80 operating
system. These are logical
drives E and Fto the system,
allowing the operating
system or an application
program to boot directly.
Alternatively,there is yet
anotheroption to switch to
eitherof the Rainbow's own
installed floppy drives called
Aand B.

In orderto repartition the
winchester, and store the
MS-DOS operating system
orapplications software, it is
necessaryto use the
winchester utility program
(on floppy) supplied by DEC.
However, if you run into any
problems I fclund they were
answered with the most
unnerving courtesy and pace
by DEC's customer service.

Ultimately, thewinchester
might be partitioned in the
following combinations: one
tofourchunks of CP/M; one
tofourchunks of MS-DOS;
one ortwo chunks of CP/M
with the balance being
MS-DOS; orjusttwo
enlarged chunks of MS-DOS
withoutthe original CP/M.
The best of both worlds? It's
more besides.

On the machinewhich I
reviewed DEC had already
Ioadedboth the CP/M word
processing package,
Select -86, and an MS-DOS
implementation of Lotus
1-2-3which it distributes for
the Rainbow. These
occupied two ofthefour
partitions'available on the
winchestef. The voracious
memoryof Lotus 1-2-3 and
some demonstration data
unfortunately meantthat it
was not possibleto load just
MS-DOS alone, and! had to
load operating system and
application together before
exiting back intothe system,
butthis was a small price to
payforthe sheer sim plicity-
and speed-of being ableto
bootan installed application
program.

Another economical
feature of the 100+ isthe free
version ofthe Select -86 word
processing system, found
masquerading as the CP/M

Editor. DEC explains that an
almostcompleteversion of
this deluxe (it should be for
£418)package isfound in the
CP/M menu as the Rainbow
Editor, or RED.

The Benchmarktimings
were impressive as you
mightexpectfrom the
4.815MHz 8088 chip running
Microsoft's MBasic-86
(Revision 5.22 and, hence,
notthe latest) under
CP/M-86/80 Version 1.1). The
MBasicwas running simple
integer data, of single
precision.

BM1 0.9
BM2 5.7
BM3 12.2
BM4 13.4
BM5 14.0
BM6 26.3
BM7 38.7
BM8 31.6

Average 17.8

All timings in seconds. For a
listing of the Benchmark
programs, see 'Direct Ac-
cess'.
Paul Walton

DEM

Language

learning
Tansoft's Linkword series of
language -learning programs
forthe Oricgetsthis month's
most -wanted program
award. Developed by
psychologist Michael
Gruneberg,who now has
contractswith enough
software houses to
implement Linkwords on all
the bestselling home and
business micros, it's an
unprecedented success fora
program that retailsfor
£12.95 -and includes an
audio tape.

Linkwords works by
creating bizarre, zany or just
unusual images out of
English wordsthat sound the
same astheword being
taught. Imagine having a
drunken argument with a
friend aboutwhethertrout is
speltwith four Is. Imagine a
lobsterwith a sense of



dBASE II® is, quite
simply, the best-selling
database management
system made for any
computer, ever.

And because it is so
powerful yet so easy to
use, it has become the
standard for managing
data with a micro-
computer.

Over 150,000 users.
So far.

Doctors and lawyers, accountants and
salespeople, stockbrokers and students,
big businesses and small are all managing
their data better with dBASE II. All over
the country, around the world, users have
found that dBASE II is the best solution to
all their information needs.

Knowledge is power.
With dBASE II, you can quickly and

easily create a full business information
system that does exactly what you need
done. A system that will handle today's
problems yet grow with you.

All of your data is at your fingertips with
dBASE II. Using simple English -like
commands, you add, delete, edit display,
print and manipulate your information.

Once you've decided on what you want
done, you save the instructions so that
even your least experienced personnel
can perform the most complex business
functions with two words: Do Invoices,
Do Payroll, Do anything that needs to be
done.

A legend in its own time.
Already, books have been written about

it Hundreds of independent businesses
are based on it And other microcomputer
programs measure themselves against
dBASE II.

To see why, visit your nearest computer
dealer and ask for a demonstration. Then
take a package home and use it for 30
days. If it's not everything we said it was,
return it and get your money back.

But we think you'll keep it.
Can over 150,000 users be wrong?
For the name of your nearest dBASE II

dealer, contact: Ashton-Tate (UK) Limited,
Cofferidge Close, Stony Stratford
MK11 1BY. Telephone: 0908 568866

ASHTON 'TATS III
dBASE II is a regist .red trademark of Ashton-Tate.

`Ashton-Tate 1983.

A dBASE II User Group has been formed. For further details contact
User Group Secretariat Caroline Tanner on 0908 568866.
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WHAT RESOLUTION
FOR ONLYE230.

4

Our RGB high resolution colour monitors
(580 x 470 pixels) sell for £229.95 (excluding VAT)-a
saving of over S,100 compared to other leading monitors
of similar specifications.

That's a bargain we guarantee you won't see from
any other micro retailer.

We've managed to acquire the sole distribution
rights enabling us to offer these superb monitors at this
unbeatable price.

And just because you're saving on price doesn't
mean you're sacrificing quality. Here's what Personal
Computer News had to say about our monitors.

"There is no doubt that the JVC range of
ECM colour monitors is excellent value for
money... there is no loss in quality ofpicture after
long periods ... remember as more and more
resolution is available with new micros, the need
for a better display will be that much greater."

For those who only require medium
resolution we also have a model (370 x 470 pixels) at
£149.95 (excluding VAT) which is equally excellent value
for Money.

Both units have a 14" screen and are suitable for
the BBC Micro, Spectrum QL, Lynx, Oric, Apple, IBM and

MODEL REFERENCE 1302-2 High Resolution 1302-1 Medium Resolution
RESOLUTION 580 x 470 Pixels 370 x 470 Pixels

C.R.T. 14" 14"

SUPPLY 220/240v. 50/60Hz. 220/240v. 50/60Hz.

E.H.T.
Minimum 19.5kv
Maximum 22.5kv

Minimum 19.5kv
Maximum 22.5kv

VIDEO BAND WIDTH 10MHz. 6MHz.

DISPLAY 80 characters by
25 lines

80 characters by
25 lines

SLOT PITCH 0.4Imm 0.63mm

INPUT: VIDEO R.G.B. Analogue/
TTL Input

R.O.B. Analogue/
TTL Input

SYNC Separate Sync on R.G.B.
Positive or Negative

Separate Sync on R.O.B.
Positive or Negative

EXTERNAL CONTROLS On/off switch and
brightness control

On/off switch and
brightness control

most other leading micros.
And naturally there's a years full guarantee.
Another one of our commitments is to make

certain we deliver your monitor by courier within ten
days of receiving your order.

You can order by filling in the coupon below and
posting to: Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road,
London SE5 OEE. Or by telephoning 01-7018668 quoting
your credit card number. Or, of course, you can buy at
our showroom between 9.00-6.00pm, Monday-Friday
9.00-1.30pm, Saturday.

Now available from John Menzies.

Fro : Opus Supplies Ltd., 158 Camberwell Road, London SE5 OEE71
Please send me:

High Resolution Colour Monitor(s) at
£229.95 each (ex. VAT).

Medium Resolution Colour Monitor(s) at
£149.95 each (ex. VAT).

Connection lead(s) at £6.00 each.
I understand carriage per monitor will cost an extra £7.00.
(N.B. AHigh Resolution Monitor including VAT,lead, and carriage
costs £279.39. AMedium Resolution Monitor includingVAT, lead
and carriage costs £187.39).

I enclose a cheque for £ Or please debit my credit card

account with the amount of 1 MyAccess/Barclaycard

(please tick) no is
Please state the make of your computer

Name

Address

Opus.
Telephone. Opus Supplies Ltd.

PW 12
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Dynatech has launched a program generator that allows
its user to create database application programs without
having any previous computer knowledge. All the user
has to do is define any records or screen layouts he
requires and Home Filewriter will do the rest.

The package is available fordisk versions of both the
Atari and Commodore 64. It costs £39.95

Home Filewriter is the first part of the Codewriter
package and allows the user to create, amend and delete
database entries whetherthey be tax records, club
membership records or home accounts.

For an additional £60 the rest of the Codewriter
package can be bought, along with a backup copy of the
first disk. This additional package adds more
sophisticatedsorting and searching routines, menu
creative software and the facility to create formatted
reports.
Tony Hetherington

humour. Imagine you had a
hairy son holding a
hedgehog. If you've
managed to do all that,
you've learnedthe meaning
of the German words Forelle,
Hummerand the French
erisson.

Grammar is described in
thesameway- it's like
remembering the punchline
of a good joke. You start as an
absolute beginner, and by
the end ofthe program can
copewith,forexample, 'the
pain is in my heart but the
thief is with the telephone in
the ambulance.'

The programs are notable
fortheir absence of graphics.
Gruneberg made it a
condition that software
houseswrite text -on ly
programs-it's important
for usersto form mental
images. This caused three
software housestoturn the
project down on the basis
that programs without
graphics don't sell, but the
signs are thatthey've
dropped a clanger.

Tansoft has launched
French, Spanish, German
and Italian versions, with
Portuguese, Swedish and

Hebrewto come later this
year. However, the first
series only takesyou asfar as
the presenttense: demand
will dictate if or when further
stepswillbe marketed. The
programs are available now
from most computer retail
outlets-or phone Paul
Kaufman on (02205)2261 for
further details.
Jerry Sanders

M EM

Copyright

protection
The Government intends to
provide copyright protection
for computer software,
according toJohn Butcher,
under-secretary of state for
industry.

Speaking atthe Computer
Trade Association awards
ceremony, atthe LET Show
in February, hesaid: 'I know
that piracy of software,
although a relatively new
phenomenon, is causing
concern. The UK software
industry is a valuable part of
the British economy and it is
vital that it should have at its
disposal the means to
prevent illegal copying. The
Government is aware of the

Everybody who rang me up over the past yearsaying 'I
know you can control a robot with the BBC Micro, but
how?' should write to Commotion for details of the
Beasty.

It will drive four 'servos'-electric motors that move
things a precise amount and no further- and costs a
mere £50.

Commotion also sells servos. Full details on (01) 804
1378.

problems and intends, in the
current review of the whole
of copyright law,to put
beyond doubtthat computer
software willenjoy copyright
protection.'

It is hoped that copyright
legislation will be brought
before Parliament in the next
session. However, final
decisions have not yet been
taken on all the issues in the
1981 Green Paper and
among the difficult
questionswhich remain to
be resolved is unauthorised
home taping.

Afurther move to provide
software protection comes
from the Computer Trade
Association which will
inauguratethe Society of
SoftwareAuthors in May, to
be affiliated to it. The
ComputerTrade Association
has also established a
Software Register which
aimsto provide a numeric
coded system for registering
software, similarto
international standard book
numbers. It wi II provide
proof of the origin date of a
piece of software and be a
reliable evidential method if
required in court.
Margaret Spooner

Mapping out

the future
Grid computers has finally
released its Compass
portable micro in the UK.

The machine has been
available inthe States for
sometime and has even
managed to hitch a ride in the
Space Shuttle. Its major
attraction is that it uses a very
new (and very expensive)
plasmaflat panel display.
This allowsthe machine to
display a full 80character by
25 line picturewith none of
the space problems
associated with TV type
displays.

The whole unit measures
only 11.5inswide x 15ins
long x 2ins high and weighs
only 10 pounds. Other
technical highlights include
an 8086,16 -bit main
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HOW MUCH?
EPSON FX80 £315

MX100 £335
ACORN BBC (B) £305
COMMODORE CBM64 £151
SINCLAIR ZX81 £25
We also stock: Juki, Sanyo, Shinwa, Fidelity, B.M.C., Zappler, Olivetti, Oric,
Tec, Oki, Epson, Hermes, Kokusai, Hitachi, Cannon, Riteman, Commodore,
Acorn, Spectravideo, Cumana, C.A.L., Atari, Sinclair + All games and
software, which you can purchase at wholesale price once you become a member
of Computer Consortium. We already have 5,000 members in the USA, we want
a similar number in the UK; in order to help us achieve that we are giving away
over £15,000 in prizes.

1st Prize - IBM PC, value £3,500
2nd Prize - 10 BBC (B), value £3,999
3rd Prize - 20 Commodore 64s, value £4,500
4th Prize - 30 Sinclair Spectrum 48k, value £3,870
Don't delay, send off your application today, with your membership fee of only
£9.95.
You will then automatically be entered in our prize draw competition.
You will receive your membership number, with all the information of product
software, order forms and prices.
All applications for membership and entrance to the competition must reach us
no later than 7th April, 1984.

r 1
, Please enrol me as a member of the computer consortium. Send me my member start pack.i

I enclose a cheque/PO for £9.95
I made payable to COMPUTER CONSORTIUM

I Name

Address

I I

Postcode
Send to Computer Consortium

' 20 Kerris Way, Lower Earley, Reading, Berks.
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Show time '84
With the moveto Olympia 2, PCW Show '84 promises
more spacefor some really exciting features:

'STOP PRESS, STOP PRESS'-an exclusive display of
new products at'The Leading Edge': an absolute must
for visitors seeking the latest launches atthe show.

'Top 20 Games'- your perfect opportunityto try the
top games on the market while choosing which one to
buy.

If you have ideasforfeatures you would liketo see at
the show, we'd liketo hear from you -drop a line to Sue
Holliday at PCW.

Meanwhile, putthe dates and details in your diary
now:
PCW Show, Olympia 2,19-23 September, 1984.

processor supported by an
8087 maths co -processor
and 256k of RAM upgradable
to 512k. Secondarystorage is
provided by 384k of
non-volatile bubble memory
withthe option of floppy or
hard diskstorage. Also
included in the machine is a
1200/300 baud modem with
integral driving software.

Grid describes the
IBM-compatible

(we all knowwhat that
means), but it does run
MS-DOS version 2 as
standard. Bundled software
includes a spreadsheet,
database, word processor,
graphics package and
variousterminal emulators
including IBM and DEC
VT100.

The price hasn't been fixed
atthetime of writing, but
it is likelyto be very
expensive.

Details on (0403)64317.
Pete Brig ht

Logo for the

Atari
Atari has announced a
version of Logofor its range
of micros.

Atari Logo isvery much
graphicsoriented,with unto
four independentturtles,
collision -detection, a
maximum of 128 colours and
joystick capabilities. Atari
claims that the quality of the
graphics allows usersto
createvideo-game quality
animated graphics.

The package includestwo
manuals-an Introduction
to Programming through
Turtle Graphics, and the Atari
Logo Reference Manual-
and retails at£60. A special
deal has been arranged for
schools and colleges,
allowing them to buy an Atari

TheVector4-Sdual processor business micro has an
automatic shift feature which detects different disk
formats.

11111111111111111 ,
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The Microsight image -analysis and Microscale
image -processing -packages (reviewed in PCW, October
1983)are now available for the IBM PC.

The system runs under PC -DOS and requires 256k
RAM. A complete system, hardware and software, is
available from f 1950 plus VAT.

Supplier Digihurst has also announced that the BBC
version now supports a resolution of 256 x 256.

Full details of either are available on (0223)208926.
Surya

600XLwith Atari Logo for an
inclusive price of £175.

Atari Logo recently
reached the final of the
British Microcomputing
Awards 1984 in the Creative
Softwa re category. Details
on (75) 33344.
Surya

EEC

Foreign

letter
writing
Forthe businessman who
wantsto impress hisforeign
correspondents, Longman
has just announced a foreign
language letter -writing
program called Tick -Tack.

The system is based on a
bankof selected sentences,
divided into sections dealing
with such matters as prices,
delivery, insurance and
accounts. Each sentence has
a code-numberwhich is the
same in all languages. You
write by keying in the code of
the sentences that make up
your letter, and the program
convertsthem into the
foreign languagetext.

Researchersthroughout

Europe have checked all the
target language used to
ensure it's absolutely right
forcurrency and idiom: in
fact 151anguag es have been
researched, butthose
available now are French,
German and
Spanish.

For£150 (RRP)you get a
language pair (English plus a
foreign language)on disk,
two hard copy dictionaries
which reproduce the
sentences available, a pair of
commercialword lists
containing a 200 -expression
vocabulary and a
letter -writing guideforthe
chosen target language.

Ifyou knowa bit of the
language already, you can
draft up a letter and then
personalise it by changing a
word or phrase to suit.With a
bitof programming
knowledge as well, you can
expand your disk dictionary
pairtofill the
entire disk.

The programs are
designed to be run from
within word processing
software, and are available
nowforApple II, Ile and III,
IBM PC and Sirius. Contact
MaggiTurfrey on (0279)
34622 for details of stockists.
Jerry Sanders

END
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GAMES MACHINE LTD

Games Machine is a successful company producing
games for home computers.

We are currently looking for good marketable games
for the Commodore 64, Atari, Spectrum and BBC
home computers. Games for other popular micros will
also be considered.

If you believe that you have a good game to sell then
contact us immediately.

Educational programs are also urgently required.

Join us and go places with the royalties you can earn
from your programs.

GAMES MACHINE LTD
Business & Technology Centre

Bessemer Drive, Stevenage
Herts SG1 2DX

Call David Braybrooke
Tel: 0438 316561 (office hours)

01-0462 78249 (evenings)

ir LARGEST

MITIORROWD OF SOFTWARE

RANGE

LIORL IN

OXFORD STREET

We stock the best software for the Atari, BBC,
Commodore 64, Dragon, Oric, Spectrum,
Vic -20, and ZX-81 microcomputers. Also
software for the Texas TI -99 computer and
some imported American software.

* Educational
* Games
* Utilities
* Business Programs

Plus a wide range of peripherals (including
Stack and DK Tronics), computer books, and
many other accessories.

THE COMPUTER DEPT- 27 OXFORD STREET
NEAR TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD TUBE STATION

27/29 Oxford Street
LONDON W1R 1RE

Tel: 01-439 7799

BUILD YOUR OWN EXPERT SYSTEM

liel

BRING YOU

MICRO EXPERT
Micro expert is a general purpose Expert or Knowledge -Based
System. It is widely used by government organisations, commerce,
industry, universities and polytechnics.
It consists of an Advice Language Compiler and a Runtime System
handling fuzzy logic, arithmetic and- bayesian operations. It can
use external functions to, access data bases, monitor plant. take
some action or apply alternative means of inference etc.

Currently running on: -
IBM and DEC mainframes. IBM PC, IBM Displaywriter, APPLE II &

Victor, Sirius. Northstar Horizon. CBM 8096. SAGE II & IV. and
Torch.

Application Areas: -
Fault diagnosis. Decision Support Systems. Models of human
reasoning and many others.

For further information write or phone:

ISIS SYSTEMS LIMITED
11 Oakdene Road, Redhill, Surrey.
Telephone: Redhill (0737) 71327/8

THE BEST IN TV/COLOUR MONITORS

FROM SABA

A 14" colour television, designed for use as a colour
television and a colour monitor, using the Scart socket.
Fitted as standard to all Saba C.T.V. for direct RGB input,
making it suitable for use with the BBC computer and many

others.

£239.95 ino VAT @ 15%
DELIVERY AND INSURANCE £9.50

icon of Chertsew, Ltd.
58 GUILDFORD STREET, CHERTSEY
Tel: 63243

r PLEASE RUSH ME YOUR SABA CATALOGUE

NAME

ADDRESS

IMO aim Personal callers
welcome

Please ask for
written credit

details
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THE DRIVE
FOR ITY

In the rapidly expanding world of computer
peripherals there is one company which
continually leads the field - Cumana.
Whether it is the best Japanese components
used in our top quality designs, the rigorous
training which all staff receive, or the superb
technical service we offer, everything must be
of the highest standard.
Cumana disk drives have an independent
power supply, 12 months warranty, and are
fully assembled and tested before packaging;
and they are now available for the BBC and
Dragon Micros - at unbeatable value for
money prices - from selected branches of
W. H. Smith and Spectrum UK in addition to
Cumana's nationwide dealer network.
For further information on these and other
Cumana products - including dual slimline
disk drives for the BBC Microcomputer -
contact:
Cumana Limited, Pines Trading Estate,
Broad Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH.
Tel: (0483) 503121 Telex: 859380 Dragon is the registered trademark of Dragon Data Ltd.

For further I am interested Interests:
information in Cumana disk Home Use 
about Cumana drives for the Education 
disk drives. BBC/Dragon' Dealer 
please Microcomputer. Business 
complete and 'delete as
return this coupon. necessary

Address

Tel. No
Note: If dealer. please attach this form to your letterheading

PCW 4 84



Small business can now
stop going by the book.

For under 0,000 a small business can now
equip itself with a BBC Microcomputer,a disc drive,
a word processor and printer.

(All tax deductible by the way.)
Once you've parted with that money, you'll

find that business has never been brisker.
Because now, there's a new series of floppy

disc software specially for the smaller business.
It has been developed by Acornsoft, the

software division of Acorn Computers who are
the manufacturers of the BBC Micro.

For only £24.95, each disc can store volumes
of vital bookwork which can be updated and
amended in a fraction of the conventional time.

And there is a disc to cover most aspects of
paperwork and book-keeping.

The Invoicing package.
This program stores details of products, VAT

numbers and, of course, the names and addresses
of your customers. As orders
come in, you simply record
them. Then, when it's time
to invoice, you just press a
few keys and each invoice
or credit note is printed
automatically in seconds.

Allowing for variable terms of trading, the
system calculates and prints discounts. And it
should help to improve your cash flow dramatically.

The Order Processing package.
With this program,

you can confirm your
customers' orders, prepare
and print despatch notes
and make fast analyses of

individual orders or
of all the orders
stored on disc.
The Accounts Receivable package.

Now, it couldn't be easier to keep
your customer accounts under control.

J0 In an instant, you can analyse
debtors, produce
statements, keep

a check on any
credit limit and

calculate VAT out-
put automatically.
Using this package

in conjunction with the invoicing package,
you can also keep tabs on payments received
against payments outstanding.

The Accounts Payable
package.

This package will keep
you fully up-to-date
on how much you

owe and who to. In
addition, it calculates

massomprimes tammamosumaWIWI MMOVIROOMMI Man
VEMMOilm mourausu s
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input VAT and, used with the Accounts Receivable
package, produces instant VAT returns.

It also highlights settlement discounts,
produces remittance advices and provides an
immediate analysis of all creditors.

The Stock Control package.
Touch a few keys and you have instant access

to stock status and auto-
matic analysis by quantity
and value.

Consequently, it's easy
for you to maintain correct
stocking levels, having an
early warning of out -of-
stock situations or the likelihood of over -stocking.

rrywronit.ui AuL

The Purchasing package.
All your suppliers names and addresses go

onto the disc. Then they can be retrieved instantly
for preparing and printing
orders.

All order data can be
recalled in seconds, allow-
ing you to check on orders,
and suppliers invoices and
to record all deliveries.

The Mailing package.
Instead of the shotgun method of sending

mailshots, this package enables you to refine each
mailing down to the customers who are most likely
to respond.

It gives you a rapidly
accessible mailing file of
your customers, according
to any criterion you choose.
Size of company, for inst-
ance, or type of business.

4

Average value of the business they do with you, or
whether they are good or bad payers.

Then, when you are doing a mailing, you
simply choose the group or groups of customers
you want.

At .04.95 each, these packages
could be priceless.

Each package comes with clear instructions
on how to get the program running so that you
can devote much more of your time to more
profitable activities.

If you're a credit card holder,you can order any
or all of the packages by ringing: 01-200 0200
anytime. Or 0933 79300 during office hours.

(By ringing the same number, you can get the
address of your nearest stockist, or full
details of the BBC Microcomputer
system if you don't already have one.)

Alternatively, you can order
the packages by sending the order
form below to: Acornsoft,
do Vector Marketing, Denington
Estate,Wellingborough,Northants
NN8 2RL. Please allow 28 days
for delivery.

I: Credit card holders,
phone 01-200 0200, anytime.
Or 0933 79300, during office
hours.

Acornsoft, do Vector Marketing, Denington Estate,
Wellingborough, Northants NN8 2RL.
Please send me the following business software
packages at £24.95 each. (Code

Acornsoft
PROGRAM QUANTITY TOTAL use only.)
Invoicing SNB 08
Order Processing SNB 12

Accounts Receivable SNB 10
Accounts Payable SNB 13
Stock Control SNB 11

Purchasing SNB 14
Mailing SNB 09

TOTAL

I enclose PO/cheque payable to Acornsoft Ltd. Or charge my
credit card.
Card Number
Amex/Diners/Visa/Access (Delete)

Please send me details of the BBC Microcomputer System D

Name

Address

PW4

Signature

Postcode

Registered No.1524763 VAT No. 215 8123 85

ACORNSOFT



Discover the remarkable NCR

DECISPRI MATE V.
We've taken the best features of the proven

micro -computers on the market Made them
even better. And combined them to make the
NCR Decision Mate V.

For example, we don't think you should
have to choose between 8 -bit and 16 -bit opera-
ting systems. So, with our dual processing system
you can have the benefits of both.

What's more, you shouldn't have to decide
right away whether you will ever need graphics,
networking or large disk capacities. With the NCR
Decision Mate V, graphics are built into every
machine. And networking and large storage

capability can be added if you should need them.
You don't have to juggle lots of components

either. The Decision Mate V has only two. You
simply plug the keyboard into the computer.
And the computer into the wall. And 20 program-
mable function keys mean you can eliminate
boring repetitive tasks.

A relationship you won't outgrow.
When you wantto upgrade your machine

with more memory, more storage or link it with
other micro -computers (even if they are not
Decision Mate Vs) you just plug them in. No
expensive or time -wasting returns to the
manufacturer.

Let's have a heart-to-heart talk.
NCR has been making computers for as long

as there have been computers.
And we've been doing business in Europe

since 1885. We have the experience, the tech-
nology and the service you can depend on.

So take a look atthe NCR Decision Mate V.
We designed it with a heart.

Decision MateV

N C
The personal computer

with a heart.

1
Full facts on Decision Mate V please.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Postcode

Telephone APCW 44

Post to: Independent Marketing Division,
NCR Limited, 206 Ma rylebone Road, London NW16LY.
Or Telephone 01-388 8440.



Ifthe number of computer systems
on the market leaves you totally
bewildered, we don't blame you.

And that's not your only
problem. If you are not very
careful, the system you buy
today could well be obsolete
tomorrow. That's how fast
computer technology is
progressing.

But take heart. There is
one computer system that
won't become obsolete.
Because it is modular in
concept it can be expanded
both inside and outside to
accommodate extra capacity
and new advances-as well as
being able to increase in size
and capability to keep pace
with your own growth or
changing requirements.

You have a choice from a virtually
unlimited range of CP/M compatible
application software. Plus the
support of total dealer back-up.

And, most important, you
won't find that you've bought a
system that suddenly doesn't
meet your needs. The
Communicator offers the
facility to enhance and upgrade
existing models to take account
of new applications.

Comart have also met the
stringent CCTA requirements.
Which means we are Al.
In short, Comart Communicator
systems can keep pace with
both progress and innovation.

So don't get bogged down
with obsolete equipment.
Contact your Comart dealer
for a demonstration now.

The Comart Communicator': One computer
system that won't sink into obsolescence.
What's more, it's British.
At any one ofthe addresses

listed below you can see the
remarkable flexibility of a Comart
Communicator system for yourself.

In under three years, it has
become a complete family of
compatible, fully expandable
microcomputer systems, covering

COMART COMMUNICATOR UK DEALERS
ABERDEEN
Granite Chips
Tel: 0224 22520
BEDFORD
Remdett-Bradley
Tel: 0234 68581

BEDS (AMFTHILL)
M.E. Marketing
Tel: 0525 404262
BEACONSFIELD
Proton Computer Services
Tel: 04946 4910

20 models and including single
user, multi-user and multi-
processing systems.

To become technical for a
moment, there's a choice of 8 or 16
bit processors, up to 1 megabyte of
RAM and a wide range offloppy
and hard disk storage capacities and

add on modules.

BELFAST CHANNEL ISLANDS
Cardiac Services Bell Data Systems
Tel: 02 32 62 5566 Tel: 0481 26662

BIRMINGHAM COLCHESTER
The Byteshop Eurotec Consultants
Tel: 021-622 3165 Tel: 0206 72538

CAMBRIDGE DONCASTER
HiTek Spot Computers
Tel: 0954 81931 Tel: 0302 25159

CAMBS (ST NEDIS) DUBLIN (EIRE)
Westcom Lendac Data Systems
Tel: 0480 217217 Tel; 0001 710226

EDINBURGH
Holden< Microsystems
Tel: 031-5574060

LONDON EC4
Zygal Dynamics
Tel: 01-248 4883

GLASGOW LONDON SW2
The Byteshop Jarogate
Tel: 041-2218202 Tel: 01-671 6321

GLENRCTIFIES LONDON SWII
Computer Services Scotland Darafit
Tel: 0592 773710 Tel:01-3856141

LEEDS LONDON NWI
Holdene The Byteshop
Tel: 0532 459459 Tel: 01-3870505

-COMART COMMUNICATOR SPECIFICATIONS
CPINSeries Symms CPIONISelies Symms

M osors: 8 Bk MAO to 6) 16 Bit 8086

Memory: 641012K bres 256K.1M byte
%kW: 390K or 790K bylediskettes 390K or 790K bre dakeues

5M or 20M byte hard disks 5M or 20M *hard disks
Operating Systems, CP/M,MP/MII&CP/NET, CP/M86,MP0A86

Kulti-processor, I to 5 users I to 8 uscrs

Features common to bothCPIN&CP11101)SeriesSystems
Kcyboard/Thsplay. 105 Key, detached 14' green screen, swiveVtilt,
Expknelon: Intemal -SIO0 cards, mamfrase communications & !mow's,
Expansion: External -packable modules inc. cartridge tape & 8' floppy& bud disks.

CP/M,MP/MI I, CP/M86 MP/MS6 &CPINct arc mrlanarl. of INg.ol Research Inc
VIOA as a tndeaurk of bleg Corp MS-DOS is. trademark of Microsol) Corp. Coman
and*, Coma. logo are trademarks ofComart Ltd

comart
Comart Limited, Little End Road, Eaton Socon,

St. Neots, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire PE19 3 JG.
Tel: (0480)215005. Telex: 32514 Comart G

A mcmber of I he  Comart Group 01Compantes

MANCHESTER
The Byteshop
Tel: 061-2364737

NOTTINGHAM
The Byteshop
Tel:0602 40576
READING
M.E. Electronics
Tel:0734 667663
SHEFFIELD
Hallam Computer Systems
Tel: 0742 663125

SOUTHAMPTON
The Byteshop
Tcl: 0703 334711
STOCKPORT
Alpha Business Computers
Tel: 061 477 7799

SWINDON
Great Western Computing
Tel: 0793 485517
TORQUAY
Conosil
Tel: 0803 24311

WATFORD
Lux Computing Services
Tel: 0921 47367
WILMSLOW
Holdene
Tel: 0625 529486

WORTHING
Ace Computing Services
Tel: 0903 35411



NEW! NEW! NEW!
96 AND LAUREATE

The Keys to low cost Business Computing
CP/M

CP/M is the control program for business systems which
is used more than any other. Usually the price for such a
system, which provides access to a vast range of business
software, is far higher than the cost of the LAUREATE.

..\sN

PERFECT SOFTWARE
This is a range of packages specifically designed for

business needs. There is a spread sheet for financial
forecasts and calculations, a word
processing package for letters and
document production and a filer for
storing, sorting and retrieving ea -.77111111.1111271,

information such as mailing lists. 1

YOUR BUSINESS
Architects to Zoologists, Estate Agents to Warehousing,

Haulage to Publications. Accountants to Retailing, Insurance
to Printing, Builders to Transportation, Containers to
Shipping and Finance to Textile. A Business hardly exists
which cannot make cost effective use of the 96 or
LAUREATE.

BUSINESS MODULES
MODULE I
LAUREATE SYSTEM
Disk Drive I
Disk Drive II
Disk Interface
Parallel Printer Interface
CP/M Master Disk and

Manual
The Suite of Perfect

Software:
Perfect Writer/Speller
Perfect Calc
Perfect Filer

£699.95

Percentage per gear bar thrt

77 711 7V MI 02 Mt OS

MODULE II FOR 96K
96 SOFTWARE PACKAGE
Electronic Typewriter Kit:

Parallel Printer Interface
Word Processing

Programmers Tool Kit:
FORTH
MODER-80
DISK DRIVE I
LYNX D.O.S.

£399.95

Camputers PLC, 33A Bridge Street,
Cambridge CB2 1UW

Tel: Cambridge 315063



DATABASE SYSTEM WORD PROCESSOR

..fil)114110111111

MAILING LIST, INVOICING, STOCK CONTROL, SALES LEDGER,
BOUGHT LEDGER, DIARY, EXPENSES, CHEQUE BOOK!

Now there is one program which can handle all these things
- MAGPIE -

The most powerful Database System for ANY Home Micro!
WORDCRAFT 40 gives you all the powerful Word Processing facilities of an office

system at a fraction of the cost. WORDCRAFT 40 works with any printer and
because it comes on cartridge you can use it with disk or tape files!

SEND FOR FURTHER DETAILS NOW !



EVERY PICTURE
TELLS A STORY.

GP 50A LOW COST DOT-MATRIX PRINTER
5" width roll printer. 40 cps printing speed Graphics capability.

All modes can be intermixed on a single line. Alternative colour ribbons
optional with replacement ink reservoirs.

Available shortly is a dedicated Sinclair Spectrum version. £138.00

If you want to make the most of your micro,
sooner or later you'll need to add on a printer. To help
with preparing and debugging programs for
example. Or preparation of reports. Or cataloguing,
word processing and file listing.

Low Seikosha prices mean you can team up
with the printer you want sooner rather than later.
The wide range interfaces with virtually every
computer from a Dragon or Spectrum right up
to Apple and IBM.

Designs are sophisticated
performance is versatile and reliable
and quality is all you'd expect from
the name Seikosha.

Get hold of the full picture -

ask for a demonstration at one of the
dealers over the page.

GP 550A CORRESPONDENCE PRINTER
Standard dot-matrix and near letter quality

printing. Print speed 50 cps (DP) or 25 cps (NLQ)
modes. 8fonts. £299.00

GP 100VC COMMODORE
EXCLUSIVE DOT-MATRIX
PRINTER

Built exclusively for VIC 20 and 64.
Full graphic printing including all
VIC characters. 30 cps printing
speed Supplied complete with
dedicated cable interface. 1229.00

BBC microcomputer
Y.  iCe  se

.0. 42.

Cr commodore



Sinclair

GP 700A COLOUR PRINTER
4 -hammer impact dot-matrix. 7 basic colours
with 30 colour shades. Unique ribbon arrange-
ment permits multiple colours in one pass.
Graphics dump interfaces for Apple and BBC
Micro available as options. Low noise level.
2489.00

GP 100AS SERIAL
DOT-MATRIX PRINTER

Serial version of the GP 100A. Ideal for
Spectrum with mkrodrive, New Brain
and Lynx. £229.00

GP 500A PERSONAL
DOT-MATRIX PRINTER

A development of the extremely -
popular Seikosha 100A.
50 cps printing speed Full graphics
capability. Paper width adjustable
up to 10". £249.00

SEIKOSHA D G
DRG Business Systems, Peripherals Division, 13/14 Lynx Crescent, Winterstoke Road, Weston -super -Mare, Avon BS24 9DN.

Telephone: 0934 419914. Telex: 414761.



Others may claim to be as versatile
Far from being all things to all men, the Toshiba T300
and T100 Micro Computers uniquely fulfill their
respective roles.

They're the Hi-Fi of the Computing world.
The T300 has a 16 bit 8088 CPU with 192-512

KB RAM and up to 512 KB Video RAM. 51/4" floppy
disks add another hefty 1.2 MB and there's an
optional 10 Megabyte Winchester.

To the initiated, it means the basis for
the kind of computing power to satisfy
the most demanding professional,
business or academic user.

Similarly, the T100, although
ideal for' every day problem
solving and entertainment,
makes use of sister
technology to give high
quality colours graphics on a
precision -built VDU,
alternatively just plug it
straight into your TV via the
T100's PAL adaptor.

To the man in the street, the
T100 is a Personal Computer that
stimulates the user to extend his
interest far beyond the merely
transient pleasure of video games.
It is a respected micro computer
with a powerful Z 80A Central
processor making it suitable for
businessmen and businesses.

SHORT SPECIFICATION T300

CPU: 8088 (16 bit)
STORE: 192-512 KB RAM up to 512 KB Video
DISPLAY: 80 characters X 25 lines, 640 X 500 Dot Graphics,

256 colours
DISKS: 2 X 51/4" floppy disks each with 640 KB,

51/4" internal 10 M Byte Winchester Disk
INTERFACE: Centronic Parallel RS. 232 V.24 I-EEE 488.
DIMENSIONS: 16.5" X 3.9' X 10"
OPERATING SYSTEMS: CP/M 86® MSDOS®
LANGUAGE OPTIONS:
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, PASCAL.

Both are complemented by an exceptional
printer that can print draft quality at a
speedy 192 characters per second or

letter quality at 100 c.p.s. Add to this
12 month's Warranty, nationwide
service and minor details such as full
colour graphics, sleek styling and the
trust that goes with the Toshiba

name -plate and we think you'll agree
that Toshiba technology in
Professional Micros is not just a

poor relation to
mainstream computing.

Find out more about
Toshiba's T300 and T100

-and discover true
versatility in Computing.

Sole UK Toshiba Distributor

SCAN
SCAN COMPUTERS LTD
Chanctonbury House,
Church Street, Storrington
West Sussex RH2O 4LZ
Tel: (09066) 5432
Telex: 87213 SCANDAG

SHORT SPECIFICATION T100

CPU:
Z -80A (4MHz)

STORE:
64K byte RAM. (plus 8K -32K byte
optional pack) Video RAM. 16K byte.
90 character keyboard.

DISKS:
2 X 280 KB Mini Floppy Disks

DISPLAY:
8 colour display with 640 X 200 dot
graphics.

DIMENSIONS:
16.5" X 3.9" X 10"

PERATING SYSTEM:
CP/M®

LANGUAGE OPTIONS:
BASIC, FORTRAN, COBOL, and
PASCAL.

but will they f t your Hi-Fi rack?

I'm tired of the song and dance some manufacturers make about
their Micros. Please send me full details of the truly versatile
Toshiba and the name of my nearest dealer.

Name:

Address:

Telephone:

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA



This man can use...
46 Microcomputers 6 Word Processors

16 Printers 2 Mini Computers

...all without leaving his seat!

Clearway
is a low cost Networking device allowing

ALL minis, micros, printers, mainframes etc.
to communicate with each other.

From £150 per connection (node)
No controller needed.
Easy installation
Connects any hardware device through an RS232 interface
Up to 99 nodes on the same ring
File sharing software available
Enables printer sharing
Has special hunting feature
Other models available
Over 3000 nodes currently installed
Manufactured and supported in UK

Mail the coupon now for full information
Real Time Developments Limited, Lynchford House, Lynchford Lane, Farnborough,

Hampshire GU14 6JA Telephone Farnborough (0252) 546213 Telex 858893 Fletel G

I am interested in Clearway - the low cost Networking device, please
send me details

Name

Position

Address

Telephone PCW/4/84
Send to: Res! Time Developments

Lynchford House, Lynchford Lane, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 6JA
Telephone: Farnborough (0252) 546213 Telex: 858893 Fletel G

II mu gm INN - ono

PUT YOURSELF IN THE
PICTURE HERE.

ENGLAND
AVON

Bristol: Dewco Computer
Services. (0272) 76994.
Weston -super -Mare:
C.K. Supplies. (0934) 418838:

BEDFORDSHIRE
Bedford: Bedford Micro-
computers. (0234) 215015.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
High Wycombe: Kingsley
Computers. (0494) 449749.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Cambridge: Cambridge
Computer Store.
(0223) 358264.

CHESHIRE
Frodsham: Northern.
Computers. (0928) 35110.

CORNWALL
Camborne: Microaid.
(0209) 831274.

COUNTY DURHAM
Darlington: Darlington
Computer Shop.
(0325) 487478.

CUMBRIA
Carlisle: The Computer Shop.
(Carlisle) Ltd 27710.

DEVON
Exeter: Devon Computers Ltd
(0392) 218401.

DORSET
Poole: Densham Computers
Ltd (0202) 737493.

ESSEX
Harlow: Alchter Instruments.
(0279) 412639.

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Cheltenham: The Screen
Scene. (0242) 528979.

HAMPSHIRE
Portsmouth: Advanced Digital
Services. (0705) 823825.

HERTFORDSHIRE
Wa .rd: Computer Plus.
(0923) 33927.

HUMBERSIDE
Hull: The Computer Centre.
(Humberside) Ltd 26297.

KENT
Bromley: Kent Computers
and Communications.
01-464 6533 x 72.

LANCASHIRE
Blackpool: Blackpool
Computer Store.
(0253) 27091/20239.
Burnley: IMO Computer
Centre. (0282) 57411/54299.
Lancaster: Castle Computers.
(0524) 61133.

LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester: Arcade Computers.
Leicester 532991.

LONDON
Eltham: The Advanced
Technology Centre.
01-859 76%.

LINCOLNSHIRE
Grantham:
Computers. (0476 76994.

MANCHESTER
Sumlock Electronics:
061-834 4233.

MERSEYSIDE
Liverpool: Specialist
Computer Centre Ltd
051-236 3499.

NORFOLK
Norwich: Sumlock Bondain.
(0603) 617083.

NOTT1NCHAMSHIRE
Nottingham: Computer
Market. (0602) 58454.

OXFORDSHIRE
Chipping Norton: Cotswold
Computers. (0608)41232.

SALOP
Te rd: The Computer

. (0952) 50466.
SOUTH YORKSHIRE

Barnsley: Comtec.
(0226) 46972.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Stoke-on-Vvnt: Computer
Cabin. (0782) 636911.

SURREY
Croydon: Visonstore Ltd
01-681 7539.
Krr ton -upon -Thames:
Vistonstore Ltd 01-546 8974.

SUSSEX
Wo . Worthing Computer
Centm. 0903) 210861.

TYNE AND WEAR
Gateshead:
(0632) 821924.

WEST MIDLANDS
Birmingham: Specialist
Computer Centre Ltd
021-643 4743.
Coventry: Coventry Micros.
(0203) 58942.

WEST YORKSHIRE
Bradford: Eltec Computers.
(0274) 722512.
Leeds: Mkrocell.
(0532) 449722.

WILTSHIRE
Westbury: Everyman
Computers. (0373) 864644.

SCO7LAND
EDINBURGH

Microworld: 031-2281111.
GLASGOW

Microworld: 041-3321116.
WALES

CARDIFF
CardiffMicros: (0222)373072.

GWYNEDD
Abergele: Abergele Computer
Centre. (0745) 826234.

SEIKOSHA Dirt
PCW43
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" Leaves the Atari, Dr.
and Lynx
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Choosing a home computer is a bit like
playing a video game. The more you play, the
better you get. So you'd expect people who
spend their working life choosing computers
to be pretty good at the game. Quick to shoot
down a fault. Pleased when they find an
improvement.

Recently Which Micro? and What Micro?
tested the Spectravideo SV 318. Here's what
they had to say:

SHIFT

ENTER

"Every home computer coming on the
market tends to be hailed as revolutionary.
For once this really has to be true with the
Spectravideo SV 318."

"The first cheap, high performance
computer..."

"Double precision numbers . . . are ideal
for companies with turnovers under
£999,999,999,999.99."

Spectravideo SV 318: Memory - 32K ROM expandable to 96K, 32K RAM expandable to 144K: Keyboard - calculator type, 71 keys,
10 function keys, bu ilt in joystick/cursor control: Graphics -16 colours, 256 x192 high resolution graphics, 32 sprites: Sound -3 channels,
8 octaves per chan nel: CP/ M. compatibility - over3000 existing software packages: Storage - cassette drive, 256K disc drive capacity:
Suggested retail price - £186.

Spectravideo SV 328: Memory - 32K ROM expandable to 96K, 80K RAM expandable to 144K: Keyboard - full word processor type,
87 keys,10 function keys, built in cursor control: Graphics - 16 colours, 256 x192 high resolution graphics,32 sprites: Sound -3 channels,
8 octaves per channel: CP/ M* compatibility - over3000 existing software packages: Storage - cassette drive, 256K disc drive capacity:
Suggested retail price - £262.

A full range of peripherals are also available **Which Micro Hardware Revue - Spectravideo SV-318 *C3 CP. M is 0 registered trade mark of Digital Reseorch Inc



! on, Commodore 64
for dea Which M c o Dec83

"...a far better job with its keyboard than
anybody else using soft keys."

... most people will notice how easy it is
to produce graphics with the Basic."

"This is a BBC class machine."

"As a computer for the enthusiast it is well
nigh perfect."

"A good micro for tomorrow"

vaIRLITIFIV/DEDiv.

SV318 SV328
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Spectravideo Ltd, 165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LM

Telephone: 01-330 0101. Telex: 28704 MMH VANG

Obviously, they had more to say. And we
think you should have a look at the reports for
yourself to prove that we haven't exaggerated
their independent opinions.

Fill in the coupon today and we'll mail
you the reports as well as a full technical
specification brochure in colour of this
amazing new personal computer or see the
Spectravideo for yourself at most leading
computer stockists.

I-To: Spectravideo Ltd, 165 Garth Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 4LM

I am interested in Spectravideo computers and peripherals. Please
send me the latest reports together with a full technical specification
brochure.

Name:

Address:

Tel. No . STD Code

PCW4/84



In this complex world of business management, success comes easier with the
right software. Faced with the bewildering complexity of microcomputer

software systems now available, you need look no further than Ormbeta.
Ormbeta is the most flexible business software so far developed in the U.K. and

can be found quietly and efficiently satisfying the integrated accounting demands
of all businesses ranging from the mighty worlds of car manufacturing,
shipbuilding, banking, construction right through to the local corner shop.

Systems include Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers, Payroll (with full S.S.P.
accounting), Stock Control, Invoicing, plus specialised packages for Membership
Organisations, Estate Agents, Hotels and Restaurants and Golf Clubs. Written in
UCSD PASCAL Ormbeta software is available for all the most popular micro-
computers. Supplemented by first class dealer support and a genuine hot-line for
all your queries, Ormbeta meets all your follow-up needs.

Now established in over 20 countries worldwide, Ormbeta is the true world
beater.

0 ORMSKIRK COMPUTER SERVICES LTD.
14 Aughton Street, Ormskirk, Lancashire L39 3BW Tel Ormskirk 106951 77043

Telex: 627110 & 628702 CHACOM G Prefix ORMBETA '

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Please send me your full
colour brochure on
Ormbeta

am interested in becoming
a dealer

Please send more details to:

Name

Position

Address

Ormskirk Computer Services Ltd.
14 Aughton Street, Ormskirk.

LI:ncashire, L39 3BW
l
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New Horticultural Hall (Westminster Exhibition Centre)

Thursday to Sunday, March 29 to April 1

Here's your big chance to catch up on all that's been happening
recently in the fast -developing world of the Electron and BBC Micro.
And there's so much new to excite and intrigue you ...

NEW programs from the fertile minds of Britain's leading
software writers - games galore, plus a growing number of new
packages for teachers and for industrial and business users.

NEW hardware add-ons that expand even more the power
and versatility of your micro. Electronics wizards regard both the
Electron and the BBC Micro as a challenge to their ingenuity.
Their latest creations on display at the Electron and BBC Micro
User Show will astound and delight you!

How to get there

741
Bue.ngham

Palace

toe si,dca

St. Jamas Park
Station

°
New
HOrtiCtihural

Horseferry Rd
a 8

School and
College Groups
Entry only £1 per student if bookings are
made in advance. Send your cheque
(made payable to Database Publications)
and SAE to:

Electron & BBC Micro User Show
68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove
Stockport SK7 5NY
Tel: 061-456 8383

 . . .  .101.   .INI   .01.   4111.  

This voucher is worth fl per person
off the normal admission price of
f3 (adults) and fl (children)
(Valid fora mmcimum of 4 people)

Electron & BBC Micro User Show
10am - 6pm, Thursday, 29 March
10am - 6pm, Friday, 30 March
10am - 6pm, Saturday, 31 March
10am 4pm, Sunday, 1 April

New Horticultural Hall
Greycoat Street, London SW1 PCWI



BENCHTEST
Jonos

Aimed at the military as well asthe commercial market, this versatile and
durable 'transportable' is available in a wide varietyofconfigurations.

Peter Bright dons his camouflage and makes his grand attack.
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Military camouflage: the gwerty keys and numeric keypad are dark green and the rest of the keyboard is a paler shade

Before the release of the Osborne, if you
wanted to move a micro, you had to
pack it up and put it in the boot of a car.
The Osborne put the main unit, disks
and keyboard in one box, added a
carrying handle and the portable was
born.

Now everyone seems to be jumping
on the portable bandwagon. Hardly a
week goes by without a new 'portable'
being released.

When I visited Compec last Novem-
ber, I came across a stand showing
what appeared to be yet another
portable. A closer look revealed that it
was called a Jonos and it looked like
anything but another boring portable.

The main claim to fame of the Jonos
is that it's one of the first machines to
use the new Rodime 3.5in 10Mbyte
hard disks. These are very neat drives
which take up less space than the
equivalent floppy drives. The other
main feature of the Jonos is that it's a
bus based machine. This means it can
be supplied in a wide variety of
configurations ranging from a humble
Z80 to a full blown Motorola 68000.

Jonos is trying hard to sell this
machine into military markets as well
as to the more usual business and
engineering users. In order to compete
in these sections, a machine has to be
rugged and capable of enduring hard
use. The Jonos satisfactorily proves its
durability in both these respects.

Hardware
The Jonos is available in two finishes -
either aluminium cased for military/
engineering use or leather-bound for
executive environments. The review
machine was a military version and
arrived complete with olive green
camouflage paintwork.

When it's closed up the Jonos looks
like a big metal box - no vents,
nothing. This makes it quite weath-
erproof which must be a good thing in
the field. It's also possible to run the
Jonos off a 12 volt battery so that it can
be used away from a power source.

The front and rear covers are held in

place by hinges and catches. The front
cover folds down to reveal the
keyboard (a la Osborne) while the rear
cover reveals all the vents, I/O ports
and so on. It's best to remove the back
cover completely otherwise it obstructs
the cables.

As an optional extra, the Jonos is
available with an 80 -column printer.
This can be clipped to the back of the
main unit when it's not in use and then
unclipped when required.

The Jonos is well catered for as far as
I/O is concerned. The review machine
had two RS232 ports (one for a printer
and one for a modem), a Centronics
parallel printer port, and an external
disk interface. The back board also has
markings for an IEEE 488 machine
control interface and two auxiliary I/O
ports.

The overall finish of the machine is
good - it certainly felt very robust. The
only blemish I could see was where the
case had been modified to take the hard
disk. It looked as if someone had
attacked the machine with a hacksaw
and a none too steady hand. (Look
closely at the photos to see what I

mean.)

Inside
The Jonos is a bus based machine- its

Robust and weatherproofcarrying case

core is a common carrier into which a
variety of circuit boards can be plug-
ged. In this case it's the STD bus system.
All the main circuitry is contained on
cards that can be plugged into the 10
slot card cage.

The great advantage of using a bus
system is that it provides the flexibility
to plug in different cards to customise
your system to your needs. This is
illustrated very well by the fact that the
Jonos can be supplied with either a
Zilog Z80A running at 4MHz, or Z8OB
running at 6MHz, an Intel 8088 running
at 8MHz, or even a Motorola MC68000
running at 8MHz. All this is in addition to
the in-built 8085 which controls the
screen and keyboard. If you use the
8088, the Jonos is claimed to be IBM
compatible. As the review machine did
not have this processor I couldn't test
this out.

The review machine was supplied
with a Zilog Z8OB running at 6MHz. The
Z8OB is a souped up version of the old
faithful Z80A which had a maximum
clock rate of 4MHz. When I first looked at
the review model I thought it was going
to be a fairly average 8 -bit machine. I
was wrong -this Z8OB is very fast. This
was first illustrated when I started to
play with WordStar - everything
seemed to be working at double speed.
I then ran the Benchmarks and it raced
through them too. A quick look at the
Benchmark table will show that it's by
far the fastest 8 -bit, and it makes most
16 -bit machines look very sick! The
average would have been even faster
but for BM8 where it let itself down.

Memory is another area where the
Jonos differs from most other 8 -bit
machines. Normally the Z80 can only
directly access 64k of memory (RAM or
ROM), but because the Jonos uses
CP/M version 3 (otherwise known as
CP/M Plus - see 'Systems software'),
it's able to use what is known as 'banked
memory'. The review machine had
128k of RAM divided up into two 64k
pages, one of which was reserved for
CP/M, leaving the other free for the
user. The machine also contains 8k of
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ROM which is a bootstrap for CP/M.

Disks
The Jonos can also be supplied with a
322k RAM disk. This is a board contain-
ing volatile RAM chips which the
machine sees as a floppy disk. This
means that most normal floppy disk
operations can be applied to the RAM
disk. The main use of a RAM disk is to
speed up the execution. For example, a
program like WordStar which makes a
great deal of use of the diskto pull in the
help screens will run very fast on the
RAM disk. Don't forget that if you reset
the machine you will lose your data!

In use, everything worked very well;
the only major annoyance was the
cooling fan which was very noisy. Also,
because it sucks air in at the back and
blasts it out at the front, it can do quite a
fair imitation of a fan heater after it's
been switched on for a while.

The Jonos can be supplied with a very
wide range of disks, depending on your
needs. The basic model comes with
twin single -sided 3.5in Sony micro -
floppy disks. Other options includetwin
5.25in IBM compatible drives, twin
5Mbyte Syquest hard disks-one fixed
and one removable - and a single
Sony microfloppy along with a

10Mbyte 3.5in Rodime hard disk.
The review machine had one 320k

Sony microfloppy and a 10Mbyte 3.5in
hard disk. This is the first time I have
used a machine with one of these new
3.5in hard disks and I am very impress-
ed. If you look at the picture of the front
of the machine, you'll see that the hard
disk actually takes up less frontal space
than the Sony floppy drive. It's hard to
believe that it holds 10Mbytes of data.

Normally, it wouldn't be a good idea
to put a hard disk in a portable machine
because hard disks tend to be fragile.

View from the rear: clearly markedinterfaceports

Inside the machine a spaghetti -like combination of wires

These new disks are supposed to be
much more resistant to shock and are
therefore more suited to portables -
from my experience of the machine,
this is certainly true.

The Sony drives now seem to be
becoming the standard for business
machines. In use, I found the drive
reliable but noisy, clicking away quite
happily to itself in a manner reminis-
cent of the old Sirius disks - it sounds
like a demented chicken.

The ACT Apricot, which also uses
these drives, has a reputation fo, being
slow when accessing the drives under
WordStar. I tried this out on the Jonos
and found the disk accessing fast -
certainly on a par with 5.25in disks.
Under other applications the disk ac-
cess is even faster. It loaded CP/M 2.2 in
0.8 seconds and CP/M 3.0 in eight
seconds (compared with six seconds
from the hard disk).

The only disk problem I encountered
was the automatic shutter mechanism.
These shutters are designed to cover
the magnetic surface when the disk is
not in use. The problem is that on some
disks it's necessary to slide the shutter
back manually, while on others it's
done automatically when you insertthe
disk into the drive. Both
be interchangeable; obviously the
automatic type is best.

Keyboard
The keyboard can be used in a number
of different positions. The recom-
mended method is to hinge it down
with the carrying handle at the back.
This forces the main unit to tilt up,
making the screen easier to see. The
other method is to unhinge the
keyboard completely. This allows it to
be moved around but means that the
screen isn't so easy to read. The
disadvantage is that you can't move the
keyboard very far because it's con-
nected to the main unit by a very short
length of ribbon cable. If the screen is
tilted up it's possible forthe main unitto
slide off the hinges and come crashing
down. The first time this happened I

was worried that the hard disk might be
damaged, but it seems to be made of
old boots.

The keys themselves have to be
tightly packed in order to fit into the
available space. They are divided up
into two main areas: the main qwerty
typing area is on the left hand side with
ten function keys distributed above it;
and the numeric keypad and the cursor
control keys are on the right hand side.
In best army tradition the keys are
coloured in various shades of olive
green. The qwerty keys and the
numeric keypad are dark green and the
rest of the keyboard is a paler shade.
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SOFTWARE CENTRE
CP/M CP/M-86

MICROPRO SOFTWARE SYSTEM
WORDSTAR: Best selling professional Word Processing software; On
screen formatting, Block manipulation, File read/write, Simultaneous
Editing and Printing £295
MAILMERGE: Enhancement for document personalisation and mailing
applications £145
SPELLSTAR: Enhancement for checking spelling and maintaining
spelling dictionaries £145
STARINDEX: Useful package for creation of Table of Contents, Index,
List of Figures. Interfaces to Wordstar to improve document
presentation quickly and easily £116
INFOSTAR: Impressive Data Base system combining the power of
Datastar with the flexibility of Reportstar £295
DATASTAR: Screen based Data Entry, vetting and retrieval system.
Screen formats under user control £175
REPORTSTAR: Powerful report generator, provides much needed
enhancement to Datastar for report production and transaction
processing £210
CALCSTAR: Electronic spreadsheet with interfaces to all MicroPro
products £116 1

NB: Combination prices - WS/MM
£390; WS/MM/SP/SI £495

MSDOS

DATABASE MANAGEMENT
FORMULA II: Unique information management system with excep-
tional capabilities for Application Generation. Multiple files and

indexes, transaction processing, interactive, no programming language
required £495
dBASE II: The most popular of data management systems, very powerful
application generator £437
QUICKCODE: Add-on facility for dBASE programmers to speed development
process by generating dBASE command files £200
dGRAPH: Extremely useful program for graphical representation of dBASE and
user created data files £200
dUTIL: Utility to speed up dBASE execution £69

CARDBOX: Highly popular electronic card index system. Easy to use, with
powerful retrieval facilities - £195

FRIDAY: End user file management system from the authors of dBASE II. File
definition, input and reporting under user control £195
RESCUE: UK written database management system £295
DMS: Well accepted data management system from Compsoft £195

Telesystems Ltd
Microsoft

BASIC Interpreter
BASIC Compiler
FORTRAN Compiler
COBOL Compiler
C Compiler
PASCAL
BUSINESS BASIC
Comp
MACRO ASSEMBLER £149

The Geans, 3 Wycombe Road, Prestwood, Bucks. HP16 ONZ Tel: 02406 6365

LANGUAGES

CP/M MSDOS Digital Research CP/M CP/M-PCDOS
86

£259 £259
£295 £2.95
£369 £259
£549 £549

£365
£259
£440

CBASIC Interpreter £100 £217
CBASIC Compiler £333 £400 £400
PASCAL/MT+ £233 £400 £400
C Compiler £233 £233
PERSONAL BASIC Int £100
CIS COBOL £425 £425
FORMS -2 £110 £110

FILESHARE £250 £425

SUPERSOFT C Comp £185 £185

PRO FORTRAN £220

SUPERSOFT BASIC £200 £200
Compiler
PRO PASCAL £220 £320 £320

1

APPLICATIONS
MULTIPLAN: Exceptional electronic worksheet from Microsoft

£199

MULTI -TOOL WORD: Microsoft's advanced Word Processor
with optional Mouse for added flexibility £275

SUPERCALC: Fast action spreadsheet and planning aid £200

MICROMODELLER: Financial planning system for model
building £250

GRAPHSTAT: Versatile statistics and graphics package for the
Epson QX10, IBM-PC and Sirius £195

ALIAS ACCOUNTS: Fully integrated accounts system with
inbuilt hoOks to dBASE II £1200
ALIAS PAYROLL/SSP: Standalone or integrated system with
optional links to ALIAS accounts each £600

RCS LEDGERS: Sales, Purchase, Nominal ledgers in MBASIC
source code each £300

RCS PAYROLL: Full function, highly used package £500

STATISTICS PACK: Over 25 easily used routines in MBASIC
£120

MATHS PACKAGE: Interactive routines (40+) in MBASIC £120

1

UTILITIES
ASCOM: The most flexible asynchronous communications package available to
the micro world. Interactive, batch, menu -driven. Available for CP/M,
CP/M-86, MS/PCDOS £140
BSTAM: Simple communications program for exchanging files between CP/M
systems £140

TRANSFER: System for exchanging tiles between CP/M systems. Provided with
full 8080 source code £130
CONVMS: Operating system converter. Runs MSDOS programs under CP/M-86

£70
CONVCP: Operating system converter. Runs CP/M-86 programs under MSDOS

£70
SID/ZSID: Disassembler for 8080 and Z80 programs £59
DISKEDIT: Facility for editing disk held data by sector. Invaluable aid £70
IBM-CP/M COMPATIBILITY: Set of programs that enable IBM 3740 disks to be
used on CP/M, permitting transfer of files to/from IBM mainframes £110
SPP: Speed Programming Package for use with Pascal/MT+ £133
XLT86: Converts 8080 assembler code to 8086 £106
EM80/88: Emulator to run CP/M software under CP/M-86 £70
DISPLAY MANAGER: Screen handling productivity aid for Digital Research
compilers £287
ACCESS MANAGER: File handling productivity aid for Digital Research compilers

£200

MISCELLANEOUS
CP/M 2.2: Standard operating system on 8" disk £100
CP/M-86: Standard 16 -bit operating system £167
SUPERSORT: Full function Sort/Merge/Selection package

£145
MSORT: Standalone and COBOL hosted Sort package £143
MAGSAM: MBASIC utility to provide multi -key ISAM file
faciltities £130
TOUCH 'N' GO: Teach yourself keyboard skills £25
MICROSOFT MOUSE: Mouse, interface card and software

£140
OPTIMISER: Interactive Linear Programming package £325
PROSTAR TRAINING GUIDE: Independent instruction on the
use of MicroPro 'STAR' products £30

PLEASE CALL FOR FULL LIST DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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Eprom Programmer
for the BBC Micro
This compact, elegant unit programs 2764 & 27128
eproms and offers the following attractive features.

 high quality, low cost  menu driven software incorporating
the following commands: program, save, verify, testblank,
checksum, select eprom, MOS call, ROM format  optional
conversion from Basic to ROM format  free 2764 eprom
containing programming software - no cassette loading prob-
lems  easy to use 28 pin zero insertion force socket  built-in
voltage converter  integral cable connecting to user port; no
other connection needed  comprehensive documentation
plus one year's guarantee.

This product is available in quantity NOW!
Programmer and data sheet from Softlife Ltd.,

87 Silvertown Way, London Et 6 4AH Tel: 01 474 0330

rt DISKS DISKS
LOWEST PRICES - FAST -DELIVERY ***

PRICE PROMISE
We will Better any lower delivered price advertised in the current issue of PCW. Please Telephone

5.25" DISKS - BOXES OF 10
Prices per Box (f)

1-4 5-9 10-49
1900 1800 17 00
21.00 2000 19.00
29.00 28.00 27.00
30.00 29.00 2800
3600 35.00 34.00

(ISAN
t04 1 S side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
104.10 &side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
104/2D Drside D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
204/1D S CI Dens 96tpi 80Tr
204.20 Daide Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr

VERBATIM DATALIFE (Five year warranty)
MD525-01-HR S side S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
M0550 -01 -HR aside S or D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
M0577 -01 -HR &side D or 0 Dens 96tpi 77180Tr
MD557-01-HR D/side D or ()Dens 96tpi 77/80Tr

10 or 16 hard sectors at same price.
Add £1.25 for Plastic Case

VERBATIM VEREX (One year warranty)
MD200-01 Soft Sector uninitialised

MEMOREX
3431 -HR S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3481 -HR &side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3491 -HR D/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
3504 -HR &side Q Dens 96tpi 80Tr
3501 -HR D.side CI Dens 96tpi 80Tr

BASF (OuallmetrIc) - Special Offer
IX S/side S Dens 48tpi 40Tr
10 S/side D Dens 48tpi 40Tr
2D Diside D Dens 48tpi 40Tr

ACCESSORIES
HCKS Head Clean Kit with Fluid
LC5 525 Library cases EGLY
LB40-5 Lockable Box 40 Cap inc Disk Pen
LB85-5 Lockable Box 85 Cap inc Disk Pen
VCK-5 Verbatim 5 in Head clean kit

VCD-5 Verbatim 5 in H/c disks (per 10)
LB20-5 Compact Ring -Binder 20 Cap
SONY 3.5" DISKS

8" DISKS - BOXES OF 10
Phone for most Competitive Prices for Verbatim, BASF, Memorex. etc. P & P

POSTAGE/PACKING (UK) Total Exc. VAT
5.25 Disks/Clean Kit £1 /Box' (75p/Box 5+ ,50p/Box 10+)
Library Case 50p/Box (35p/Box 5+ ,25p/Box 10+) VAT 15%
Lockable Box £2.5043ox (£2/Box 5+ ,£1/Box 10 +) Total Payable'Add 30p -Box for 1st Class

Please contact us for Quantity Discounts (50 Box) and Trade Accounts.
Official orders accepted from Government and Educational Establishments.

DISKS

1525 1500 14.50
21.50 20.75 19.50
22.00 21.25 20.00
28.00 27.25 2600

14.25 13.75 13.25

14.50 14.25 13.75
14.80 14.50 14.00
20.50 19.75 19.00
23.00 22.25 21.50
2500 24.25 23.25

13.25 13.00 1250
16.50 16.00 15.50
20.00 1925 18.50

1590 15.50 1500
1.90 1.80 1.70

13.50 13.00 12.50
17.50 16.50 15.50

6.40 6.20 6.00
12.50 12.30 12.10
4.25 4.00 3.75

39.00 38.00 37.00

OTY AMOUNT

Name Tel. No.

Address

Access/Barclaycard/Cheque No

r 34 Cannonbury Avenue, Pinner, Middx HA5 1TS
Telephone orders any time - we do the rest - 01-868 9548

Pinner Wordpre
111111KLOWID

LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
8/16 bit SOFTWARE

The comprehensive range includes
WORDSTAR £235 D BASE II £349
SUPERCALC 11/111E190/£275 SPELLING CHECKER £80
WORD PROCESSING £ LANGUAGES £
Spellbinder 290 MBasic 215
Peach Pack* 332 MBasic Compiler
Mutimate 332
Spellstar 134
Maillist 50
Grammatik 85
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Plannercalc 85
Multiplan 170
Lotus 1-2-3 357
D BASE CORNER
FastBase 150
Autocode 195
Guickcode 205
Dgraph 190
Friday 185
Infostar 266
DMS 400
UTILMES
Sid £60, ZSid £76,
Mac £133

C Compiler
Fortran 80/86
Cis Cobol/Forms2
Pascal MT
Pascal MT +*SSP
ACCOUNTING
Pegasus from
Peachtree from
Sage
Exact
Pulsar from
COMMUNICATIONS
Bstam
Crosstalk
Moveit 80/86

235
330
325
399/105
240
350

250
325
375
500
195

130
135

90

*Incl. PeachSpell/Maillist

Please telephone for the LCC

Software Catalogue

FORMATS: Superbrain, Televideo, Sirius, Sanyo, Osborne
Northstar, 8" SD, DEC, Epson OX -10, IBM
ICL, H -P, XEROX, ALTOS, Apricot, NEC-APC & many more

All prices are exclusive of VAT

Looking for an easy -to -use cost effective
File Handling System?

Thank god it's

£185

by ASHTO\ .TAI
Friday will take care of your Files, Reports, Diary,
Mailing and much more. It enables electronic files to
be set up. Reports can be displayed and retrieved fast
from all or part of a file. Friday is fast and versatile. It is
designed for beginners.
Friday enables you to prepare custom reports
to suit your requirements and presentation.
Friday enables you to sort and select any field.
Friday uses on screen prompts and help
menus to guide you through the job
you are doing.

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 12-4 Sat.

01-387 4455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours
Telex: 8953742

If you do not wish to cut out form send order separately
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In use, the keyboard feels good. The

keys have a very positive feel to them
and there is no give in the keybase,
something army touch -typists will
appreciate. The 'F' and 'J' keys have
sculptured tops so that your index
fingers can find them easily. The '5' key
atthe centre of the numeric pad also has
a pimple on the top to make it easier to
find.

Whenever a key is pressed, the
loudspeaker bleeps annoyingly. This
can be switched off by calling a COM file
called 'Mute'.

The keyboard has one or two odd
keys. For example, it has a 'new line' key
and a 'back tab' key which are rather old
fashioned now. The Jonos also tends to
hide some of its keys away. For
example, when I was looking for the '>'
and '<' keys for the Benchmarks, 1

found them right up at the top with the
function keys.

On any machines, the shift and caps
lock keys have LEDs built into them to
showthey're in use. TheJonos does not
use LEDs, instead it prints either SHIFT
or CAPS on the 25th line of the screen.
This is preferable because the user is
more likely to be looking at the screen
than the keyboard when typing.

My only real criticism of the keyboard
is that it can sometimes be uncomfort-
able to use. This is because the outer
casing joins the inner casing just where
the palms of the hands rest, so it's easy
for the join to cut into your hands-very
painful. If I were to use this system for a
long time I'd be tempted to put some
foam rubber over the join.

Screen
On any portable the screen is always a
problem. Space is limited and some-
thing has to give - usually the screen.
The Jonos boasts a 9in (diagonal)
screen which is very easy to read.

The screen dimensions are the stan-
dard 80 characters by 25 lines with the
25th.line being used as a status line. If
you use the high-res graphics option,
the screen can display up to 640 x 250
pixels. It has an etched anti -reflective
surface so that it doesn't glare. This
works very well and is one of the best
anti -reflective screens I've seen. The
only control is one for brightness (a big
rotary knob), but there's no contrast
control. The characters on the screen
are well formed and clear to read.

I have only two gripes with the
display. First, the screen on the review
machine had a slight sway to it. I hope
this is not typical of all the machines.

The second gripe is one I always
seem to be making - no tilt adjust-
ment. The Jonos can either be flat on
the desk or hinged up on the keyboard
and that's it.

Systems software
There is a wide range of systems
software. The choice ranges from CP/M
3.0 and MS-DOS, through BOS/5 and
MBOS/5 up to Unix on the MC68000
board (the idea of a multi-user portable
does seem rather strange).

The review machine was supplied
with CP/M version 3.0 (2.2 was also
available). Version 3 (also known as
CP/M Plus) is the new all -singing,
all -dancing creation from Digital
Research. The main new points are that
version 3 supports banked memory.

used to deal with. DEVICE is much more
flexible than STAT used to be, with the
advantage that you can use it to set
baud rates and XON/XOFF protocols on
the RS232 lines.

CP/M 3 also supports up to 16
different user areas (numbered 0 to 15).
This allows each user to have his own
file directory. It's easy to switch be-
tween directories by typing the number
of the new directory followed by a
colon. For example, to switch to direc-
tory 10 type "10:" CP/M will then
respond "10A>", informing the user
that he's in directory 10. In addition to

The main claim to fame of theJonos is that it's one
of the first machines to use the new Rodime 3.5in

10Mbyte hard disks'

The main effect of this is thatthe normal
memory limitations associated with
8 -bit machines are removed allowing
them to compete with 16 -bit machines
on better terms. CP/M 3 has also
undergone technical modifications, in-
cluding the use of hashing techniques
to improve disk access speed. Another
advantage is that the tedious routine of
control-C'ing the drives, every time you
change a disk, is no longer necessary.

This is the first machine I have
reviewed that uses CP/M 3, and I was
looking forward to having a long play
with it. The trouble is that CP/M 3
manuals seem to be quite rare and
Jonos couldn't supply me with one. As
a result, I was forced to hack around the
system looking for new functions.

In use
When you first boot up CP/M you are
greeted bythe usual 'A' prompt. A quick
look at the utilities will show that most
of the old thvourites are still there, with
the notable exception of 'STAT'. This
has been replaced by two new utilities
called 'SHOW' and 'DEVICE'. SHOW
will provide all sorts of useful informa-
tion about the status of the disks while
DEVICE handles all the logical -to -
physical device assignments that STAT

Benchmarks
BM 1 0.8
BM2 2.5
BM3 6.7
BM4 6.7
BM5 7.2
BM6 12.7
BM7 20.1
BM8 34.4
Average 11.4

All timings in seconds. Fora listing
of the Benchmark programs see
Direct Access'.

the 16 user areas there is also a system
area which can be accessed directly by
any of the users. This area usually holds
the CP/M utilities.

I can't see a great deal of point in
using different user areas. As far as I
know it isn't possible to protect them
(see below), so it would be easy for
someone else to log into your area. The
only justification I can see is that it does
at least allow very large directories to
be split into smaller sub -directories,
making file -finding much more effi-
cient.

Another new feature on version 3 is
password protection for files and disks.
If a password is set, it has to be entered
after the filename. For example, if
WordStar were protected and then
'WS' were to be typed in the normal
manner, you would get a CP/M error
message saying something like "CP/M
error on A: Password error". If you want
the program to run it's necessary to
type "WS:PASSWORD".

If a password is to be set, it's
necessary to use a utility known as
'SET'. This is a very wide ranging utility
which can be used to set drives to
read/write or read only, to initiate time
stamping of files and/or to set pass-
words. To set the password for Word-
Star to 'Wombat', type "SET WS.COM
[PASSWORD+WOMBAT]". Files can
also be set to read only, read and write
or delete only.

In addition to single files, it's also
possible to set a password for a whole
disk. This could be useful for protecting
something like a data disk on a floppy
based machine, but isn't much use on a
hard disk system. A better idea would
be to protect user areas, but as far as I
can tell it isn't possibleto protect just
one user area on a disk. This means that
if a user wanted to protect all his files, he
would have to set up an' individual
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GRAPHICS
DIGISOLVE offer you a way to increase your graphics speed and resolution. Using a high speed graphics
processor, our cards draw lines and characters FAST. The graphics processor works in parallel to the host
machine and gives you the power of using a co -processor specifically designed for graphics. With drawing
rates of up to 1,500,000 pixels per second, lines appear instantly to speed up your plotting.

With the resolution, we offer new possibilities for software and systems, both in monochrome and colour
on a large range of computers.
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COLOUR GRAPHICS CONTROLLER
DIGISOLVE otter you high resolution colour graphics too. Designed to plug into any computer with
a bus host adaptor. The VGP64 gives you 512 x 512 pixels in 64 colours. With its own vector
processor and 384K bytes of memory, your computer can become a sophisticated grahics system.
64 COLOURS or 8 if you insist, not many do! 4096 COLOURS now you can really paint a picture.
384K BYTES of RAM or 768K Bytes with 4096 displayed simultaneously. 2 PICTURE BUFFERS
give you help with animation. GREY SCALE OUTPUT. EXT VIDEO SYNC LOCK available for
making video tapes. APPLE, SAGE, PET, IBM, S100, VME BUS, MULTIBUS all have interfaces
available to make use of our fast hardware. New ones are coming along all the time so give us a
ring if your requirement is not listed.

8 COLOURS £799.00, 64 COLOURS £899.00.
4096 COLOURS £1799.00 + P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Painting and Slide generation, Business graphics, Architectural 3D
design.

APPLE II
DIGISOLVE's Apple II High Resolution Vector Graphics Processor card quadruples the screen
resolution and saves using up your Apple's memory. The enhanced Applesoft support disc
supplied with our card provides powerful graphic functions and simplifies the conversion of existing
software.
512 x 512 pixels resolution. FAST 1,500,000 pixels per second. MEMORY an extra 64K on the
card. TEXT to 85 characters by 57 lines. CURSOR drawing features. SOFTWARE 18 new
functions are added to Applesoft and extra utilities too, all with source listing. OUTPUT to a dot

matrix printer or save images on a disc. PASCAL and TASC Compiles supported too.
£399.00 + P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE PACKAGES: Art and Design, Business graphics, Painting, Slide generation
packages. Architectural design and modelling, Kitchen design and
Visicalc preboots.

VDU BOARD
DIGISOLVE offer you the cheapest way to make a scrolling VDU with our intelligent 80 x 24 VDU
card. With over 50 control functions, the card works up to 19.2K baud.
80 x 24 DISPLAY optional 40 x 24 or 40 x 12.
TRUE DESCENDERS on properly formed characters in an 8 x 12 matrix.
BLOCK GRAPHICS
FULLY SCROLLING display
UP TO 19.2K BAUD via RS232 communications port.
KEYBOARD AND RS232 DATA INPUT
£160.00. (1 off) + P&P + VAT.

COLOUR GRAPHICS TERMINAL
The new FRONTIER monochrome and colour high resolution graphics terminals are fully
compatible with Tek 4014 terminals at an amazing price. The high line rate flicker free monitor and
advanced electronics provide an exceptional graphic display terminal.
512 x 720 DISPLAY, 1K x 1K STORED PICTURE PAN, ZOOM & SCROLL to move the display
about. LOCAL EDITING with macros and software definable character fonts.
PALLETTE OF 4096 COLOURS
FLICKER FREE DISPLAY due to high line rate monitor and advanced electronics working
non -interlaced.
19" SCREEN OPTION AVAILABLE

PRICES FROM £1495.00 + P&P + VAT

CUSTOM DESIGNS

DIGISOLVE have staff dedicated to design consultancy and are helping many industrial users with custom design packages.
Our experience in designing display equipment, character or graphic based, and microprocessor controllers may help you with
your special projects. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require further details.

,=1.
M11.

..111111=IMIMI-. "MIMI

itti ear4011-1w
DIGISOLVE LIMITED
AIRE & CALDER WORKS
CINDER LANE
CASTLEFORD
W. YORKS WF10 1LU
(0977) 513141 (6 lines in), 513382, 510511
TELEX 557661 AGRAM

%APPLESOFT IS COPYRIGHT APPLE COMPUTER  TEK 4010 IS COPYRIGHT TEKTRONIX  SCRIBE IS COPYRIGHT ECOTECH LTD,"
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BENCHTEST
password for each file.

Disk utilities
As it has both a hard disk and a RAM
disk, the Jonos has some good utilities
for formatting and copying disks. The
Format/Copy utility for the Sony drive is
known as 'FORMAT3'. This does the
usual formatting and validating of the
Sony disk, as well as allowing you to
change the interleave factor. This
doesn't normally change unless the
access time has to be improved for a
special set of software.

found on home machines, but I enjoyed
playing it all the same.

Other games were mostly textual and
included the obligatory version of Star
Trek, and an interstellar trading game
that kept me quiet for hours.

Jonos also seems to specialise in
engineering applications software.
From the hardware point of view the
Jonos seems well suited to being
interfaced with machinery. From the
software angle, Jonos can not only
supply standard engineering packages
but is also able to write bespoke

`available in two finishes- eitheraluminium cased
for mi I itary/engineeri ng use or leather-bound for

executive environments.'

The hard disk utility is called 'FOCOR-
OM'. This will happily format and verify
as well as copy files from the floppy
drive to the hard disk, but should only
be used if something nasty happens to
the hard disk.

The RAM disk doesn't need to be
formatted, but files need to be copied
from disk to it. To copy just a few files,
it's best to use PIP. However, it's
possible to copy an entire microfloppy
onto the RAM disk by using a utility
called RDLD. This can either load the
contents of the floppy to the RAM disk
or copy the RAM disk back onto the
floppy. This utility is very fast- I filled a
microfloppy with 320k of files and RDLD
copied itto the RAM disk in 21 seconds. I
then loaded it back onto the floppy
again in 15 seconds.

Applications softwa re
The Jonos is supplied complete with
Microsoft's Multiplan spreadsheet,
Lexisoft's Spellbinder word processor
and Microsoft's Mbasic interpreter.
Jonos is also in the process of im-
plementing Software Limited's range
of applications software, and Multiplan
and Spellbinder are also available. A
quick look at the Benchmark timings
will show that the Mbasic implementa-
tion is very fast, especially when you
consider that it's 'only' an 8 -bit
machine.

One of the user areas on the hard disk
contains a range of games. This is
unusual for a business machine but
isn't as silly as it appears. Games are a
good way of introducing the machineto
new users who might otherwise keep
away from the machine. One of the
nicest games was called Aliens (very
original) which runs in the best Space
Invaders tradition. It seems strange
watching aliens made out of 'O's and
'X's instead of the high-res graphics

engineering software.

Documentation
The documentation consisted of the
biggest ringbinder I have seen in a long
time, containing the basic users guide
and the Mbasic, Multiplan, Spellbinder
and Spellcheck user manuals. These
were all photocopies of the manufac-
turers' documentation.

The main problem, as I said earlier,
was that Jonos wasn't able to supply a
CP/M 3.0 manual. As it turned out this
was not too much of a handicap, but it
was a pity because I hear that this is the
first understandable manual Digital
Research has ever produced.

Prices
These machines aren't cheap - the
review machine would set you back
E4890 which is a lot of money for a
single user 8 -bit machine. Having said
that, you do get a state of the art
10Mbyte hard disk and a 320k RAM disk.
The entry level price for a machine with
two 3.5in Sony drives is £2425 which is
still on the high side. Rememberthat it's

always more expensive to make a bus
based machine than a single board
micro - perhaps better value for
money for the flexibility you gain.

Dual 3.5in Sony drives 2426
Dual 5.251 Mb drives 2625
Dual 5.251.6Mb drives 2695
Dual 5Mb Syquest drives 4295
10Mb 3.5in Rodime and 3.5in Sony 4295

Conclusion
I like this machine - even in its 8 -bit
form it outperforms many 16 -bit mic-
ros. The great advantage ofthe Jonos is
that it's available in so many different
configurations: from the entry level
system with a Z80 processor and twin
Sony drives to a Motorola 68000
machine with hard disks. There should
be a model to fit every user's needs.

I'm not sure how relevant the port-
able aspect is to the average business
user. As far as I can see, the main
advantage of this type of 'portable' is
that it takes up less desk space than a
normal desktop not that it can be
carried around. However, I can see that
the military/industrial version does
benefit from portability.

I think it unlikely that the type of
person interested in this machine will
be worried about the odd few hundred
pounds extra that it costs to buy. If
you're looking for the cheapest
machine on the market then there are
many other 8 -bit offerings that cost a
good deal less.

The Jonos is apparently being aimed
at specialist applications where per-
formance takes precedence over price.
This is emphasised by the fact that
Jonos is looking for applications where
the micro can be incorporated into
other machinery and then sold as
intelligent machine tools.

If you're looking for a high quality
transportable micro where price is not
too important, take a good look at this.

BID

Technical specifications
CPU Either:-

Zilog Z80A running at 4MHz; or
Zilog Z8OB running at 6MHz; or
Inte18088 running at 8MHz; or
Motorola 68000 at 8M Hz; or
Plus:-
Inte18085 to handle screen and keyboard.

RAM Varies according to processor
ROM 8k bootstrap
Keyboard 92 Key qwerty
Screen 80 x 25
I/O Two RS232, one Centronics,

one IEEE 488,two auxiliary I/O,
one auxiliarydisk interface

Operating Systems CP/M version 3.0, MS-DOS, BOS, MBOS, Unix
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Newcomers
start he

The baffling jargon of the micro world can be very
off-putting at first. Life gets easier once you've been

initiated. So here's our user-friendlyansvverto
everything you've ever wanted to knowabout micro

computing but were afraid to ask.

Probably the first thing you noticed on
picking up this magazine for the first
time was the enormous amount of
unintelligible -looking jargon. In the
words of The Hitch -hiker's Guide to the
Galaxy: Don't panic! Baffling as it may
sound, the jargon does actually serve a
useful purpose. It's a lot easier to say
VDU, for example, than 'the screen on
which the computer's output is display-
ed'. This guide is intended to help you
find your way around some of the more
common 'buzzwords' you're likely to
come across in the pages of PCW.

For those completely new to comput-
ing, let's sta rt with the question: What is
a microcomputer? We can think of a
micro as: a general-purpose device in
contrast to a typewriter, which can only
be used for typing; a calculator, for
performing calculations; a filing
cabinet, for filing information, to name
just a few of its functions. A micro can
do all these things and more.

If it's to be of any use, a general-
purpose device needs some way of
knowing what to do. We do this by
giving the computer a set of logical
instructions called a program. The

general term for computer programs is
software. Every other part of a micro-
computer system is known as hard-
ware: 'If you can touch it, it's hardware.'

Programs must be written in a form
the micro can recognise and act on -
this is achieved by writing the instruc-
tions in a code known as a computer
language. There are literally hundreds
of different languagesaround,the most
popular of these being Basic. Basic is an
acronym of Beginners' All-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code. Although
originally intended as a simple intro-
ductory language, Basic is now a
powerful and widely used language in
its own right.

Other languages you're likely to
come across in PCW are Forth, Pascal,
Logo, C and Comal to name but a few.
These are known as high level lan-
guages because they approach the
sophistication of a human language.
You'll also see references in PCW to the
low level languages, assembly lan-
guage and machine code. We'll look at
these in a moment.

The heart of a micro, the workhorse,
is the processor or Central Processing

A schematic view of a microcomputer system

Unit (CPU). The processor usually
consists of a single silicon chip. As with
computer languages, there are a num-
ber of different processors avail-
able, the Z80, 6502, 68000 and 8088
being just a handful (literally!) of the
types in common use. The processor is
nothing magical - it's just a bunch of
electronic circuits. It's definitely not a
'brain'.

As it's electronic, the processor's
circuitry can be in one of two states: on
or off. We represent these two states by
binary (base two) notation, the two
binary digits (known as 'bits') being 0
and 1. It's possible to program compu-
ters in binary notation, otherwise
known as machine code (or machine
language) programming.

Machine code is called a low level
language because it operates at a level
close to that 'understood' by the
processor. Languages like Basic are
known as high level languages because
they are symbolic, operating at a level
easily' understood by people but not
directly understood by the processor.

Between high level languages and
machine code is a low level language
known as assembly language or, collo-
quially, assembler. This is a mnemonic
code using symbols which the proces-
sor can quickly convert to machine
code.

Since everything has to be converted
into binary form before the processor
can make sense of it, we need some sort
of code to represent each character to
be processed by the computer. In order
to simplify communication between
computers, a number of standard
codes have been agreed on. The most
widely used of these codes is the
American Standard Code for Informa-
tion Interchange, ASCII. This system
assigns each character a decimal num-
ber which the processor can then
convert to its binary equivalent.

A program written in a high level
language must be converted into bin-
ary before the processor can carry out
its instructions. We could of course do
this manually, but since this is exactly
the sort of tedious job computers were
designed to do for us, it makes much
more sense to write a program to do it.

There are two types of program to do
this translation for us.

The first of these is a compiler which
translates our whole program per-
manently into machine code. When we
compile a program, the original high
level language version is called the
source code while the compiled copy is
called the object code. Compiled prog-
rams are fast to run but hard to edit. If
we want to change a compiled prog-
ram, we either have to edit it in machine
code (extremely difficult) or we have to
go back to a copy of the source code. For
this reason there is a second translation
program: an interpreter. An interpreter
waits until we actually run (use) the
program, then translates one line at a
time into machine code - leaving the
program in its original high level
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language. This makes it slower to run
than a compiled program, but easier to
edit.

There are two unusual Basic words
you're likely to come across: POKE and
PEEK. When you program in a high
level language, you are normally un-
able to choose in which part of the
machine's memory the processor will
store things. This makes programming
easier as you don't need to worry about
memory locations, but slows down the
program since the processor has to
'look up' addresses for you. Using the
POKE command, however, you can
'poke' a value directly into a desired
memory address. 'POKE 10000,56', for
example, puts the value 56 into mem-
ory location 10000. PEEK allows you to
examine the content of a particular
memory address. If you were to follow
the above poke with 'PEEK (100001', the
computer would respond by displaying
the value 56. POKEing and PEEKing is
normally done to increase program
speed, but may also allow us to do
things which could not be donethrough
Basic.

So far, we have a processor and a
program. Since a computer needs
somewhere to store programs and

data, it needs some kind of memory.
There are two types of memory: Read
Only Memory (ROM) and the badly -
named Random Access Memory
(RAM). ROM is so-called because the
processor can 'read' (get things out of)
its contents, but is unable to 'write to'
(put things in) it.

ROM is used to store firmware, the
name given to software permanently
available on the machine. An interpre-
ter is a typical example of firmware
(stick with it: it gets easier!).

RAM differs from ROM in two impor-
tant ways. Firstly, you can write to it as
well as read from it. This means that the
processor can use it to store both the
program it is running and data (in-
formation). The second important dif-
ference is that RAM needs a constant
power supply to retain its contents: as
soon as you switch the computer off,
you lose your program and data.

There is a type of RAM, known as
CMOS RAM, which requires only a tiny
amount of power to retain its contents.
This is found in portable computers like
the Tandy 100 and the Gavilan MC. It is
usually powered by small ni-cad
batteries so that programs and data are
retained even when the main power is
switched off. At present, CMOS RAM is
extremely expensive and is not likely to
be used in desktop machines for a little
while yet. (CMOS stands for Com-
plementary Metal Oxide Semicon-
ductor).

Memory is described in terms of the
number of characters we can store in it.
Each character is represented by an 8
bit binary number. 8 bits make one byte
and 1024 bytes make one Kilobyte or
1k. 32k, for example, means that the
computer can store about 32000 char-
acters in its memory. If 1024 sounds like

an odd number, remember that every-
thing is based on the binary system,
thus 1,2,4,8,16 . . . 1024 being the
nearest binary multiple to 1000.

While we're on the subject of bits,
you'll often see computers and their
processors described in terms of their
bit power: 8 -bit, 16 -bit, 32:16 -bit and so
on. This is a means of describing how
large a binary number the processor
can handle in one chunk. A binary
number, incidentally, is known - con-
fusingly - as a word. An 8 -bit proces-
sor, for example, can handle 8 -bit
words, that is, up to 11111111 (255 in
decimal). Anything larger than this has
to be broken down into manageable
chunks before it can be processed.

A 16 -bit machine can handle bigger
chunks of data at a time. This means it
can handle ('address') larger amounts

of memory at one time. This is why
most 8 -bit machines have a maximum
of 64k RAM while 16 -bit micros usually
have 128k upwards.

As 16 -bit processors can handle
larger words than an 8 -bit machine,
they ought to be twice as fast. In
practice, however, there is a little more
to it than that. While it may take a 16 -bit
machine half as long to work out that
2+2=4, the actual processing is only
part of the story.

The result of the calculation has to be
placed into the appropriate memory
location, passed to the screen or
whatever is required. The transfers to
and from the processor are often made
in 8 -bit form; this is why you'll hear
people arguing that certain processors
are not 'true' 16 -bit. If the problem has
to be handed to the processor in 8 -bit

form, turned into 16 -bit, calculated and
then the result turned back into 8-bit.for
transfer elsewhere, there may be little
or no saving in time over an 8 -bit
system.

The other factor affecting speed is
that the actual processing may form
only a small part of the overall opera-
tion. A word processor, for example,
spends most of its time passing files to
and from disk and waiting for the user to
type the next character. The processing
itself consumes very little time. And if
you look at the Benchmarks summary
(PCW, December 1983, pp. 238-241),
you'll see some 8 -bit machines beating
their 16 -bit rivals-even in processor -
bound operations like the PCW
Benchmarks.

Returning to the subject of RAM for a
moment, a word of warning: Don't rush

out with your new-found understand-
ing to buy the machine offering you the
most RAM for your money. Quite aside
from the fact that the amount of RAM is
by no means the only consideration
when buying a micro (no matter how
much manufacturers may stress it,
different machines use differing
amounts of RAM for things like
graphics. Always check how much
RAM is actually available to the user for
program storage. Machines which
proudly proclaim '64k' may well leave
you with less than half of this in which to
store Basic programs and data.

There are numerous forms of perma-
nent or back up storage, but by far the
most common are floppy disk, floppy
tape and cassette.

Floppy disks or diskettes are circular
pieces of thin plastic coated with a
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magnetic recording surface similar to
that of tapes. The disk, which is
enclosed in a protective card cover, is
placed in a disk drive. Disk drives
comprise a high-speed motor to rotate
the disk and a read/write head to record
and 'play back' programs and data.

The disk is divided into concentric
rings called tracks (similar to the tracks
on an LP) which are in turn divided into
small blocks by spoke -like divisions
called sectors.

There are two methods for dividing
the disk into sectors. One method is
called hard sectoring, where holes
punched in the disk mark the sectors,
and the other is soft sectoring where
the sectors are marked magnetically.
The reason that disks from one
machine can't be read by a different
make is that each manufacturer has its
own way of dividing up the disk.
Recently, however, manufacturers
have apparently begun to acknowledge
that this situation can't go on forever,
and they are working on making their
disks compatible.

Since the computer needs some way
of organising the disk, we have a
program called a Disk Operating Sys-
tem (DOS), usually known simply as the
Operating System (OS). The operating
system does all the 'housekeeping' of
the disks, working out where to put
things, letting the user know what is on
the disk, copying from one disk to
another and so on. As you might expect
by now, there are lots of different
operating systems available, each with
its own advantages and disadvantages.
The three most popular OSs are CP/M
(Control Program for Micros), MS-DOS
(MicroSoft Disk Operating System) and
PC -DOS (Personal Computer Disk
Operating System). MS-DOS and PC -
DOS, incidentally, are all but identical.

Disks can support what are known as
random access files. That is, you can
randomly choose a point in a file and
the drive head will move directly to that
point. You can then edit the file, and
only the blocks affected will be rewrit-
ten. The rest of the file remains
unchanged.

Floppy disks provide a reasonably
fast and efficient form of secondary
storage and are cost-effective for busi-
ness machines. For home computers,
however, the usual form of program
and data storage is on ordinary cassette
tape using a standard cassette recor-
der. This method of storage is slow and
unreliable, but is very cheap and
adequate for games, for example.

Cassettes can support only serial
access files. That is, whenever a file is to
be edited, thewhole file must be written
back to the tape. This makes certain
applications-word processing being
a prime example - extremely tedious.

Floppy tape drives are a compromise
between speed and cost. They use a
small continuous looptape which, like a
disk, is divided into blocks. Floppy tape
drives rely on serial access files, but by
rotating the tape at high speed and

using the block markers, they can
simulate random access files. The
Sinclair Microdrive is a floppy tape
drive.

Another type of disk you'll see
referred to is the hard disk. This is an
extremely efficient method of storing
large amounts of data. Hard disk
capacity generally starts at around
10Mbytes (10 million bytes) and rises
to . . . well, you name it. Besides offer-
ing a much greater capacity than
floppies, hard disks are more reliable
and considerably faster. They are,
however, much more expensive than
floppy drives.

Since computers need some way of
communicating with the outside world,
we need input and output devices.
Input and output devices include all
manner of things from hard disk units to
light pens, but the minimum require-
ment for most applications is a type-
writer -style keyboard for input and a
TV -like Visual Display Unit for output.
The Visual Display Unit is variously
referred to as a VDU, Cathode Ray Tube
(CRT) and monitor.

The various component parts of

doing it (nothing is ever clear-cut in the
world of micros - you'll get used to it).
Both methods use the public phone
network. The first is known as an
acoustic coupler. This simply plugs into
your computer, and has a receptacle
into which you place your telephone
handset. The acoustic coupler is conve-
nient in that you can unplug it from one
computer and plug it into another one
in a matter of seconds. They are
generally slow, however, and prone to
interference.

The alternative method is to use a
modem. Unlike an acoustic coupler, a
modem is wired into the telephone
system and you should get permission
for this from British Telecom.

A term you'll hear used in connection
with acoustic couplers and modems is
baud rate. The baud rate is a measure of
the speed at which a device can
transmit and receive data. You can
safely think of the baud rate as being
bits -per -second, though the accurate
definition is a little more complex.
Therefore, a 300 -baud modem can
transmit/receive data at the rate of 300
bits (about 50 characters) per second.

Computer -to -computer communications using acoustic couplers.

a computer system (processor, key-
board, VDU, disk drives, and so on, may
all be built into a single unit or they may
be separate, connected by cables.

Take this paragraph slowly and it will
make sense! When a computer com-
municates with an outside device, be it
a printer or another computer, it does
so in one of two forms - parallel or
serial. Parallel input/output (I/O) re-
quires a number of parallel wires. Each
wire carries one bit, so with eight wires
we can transmit 'receive information
one byte at a time (8 bits = one byte,
remember). Serial 1/0, in contrast, uses
a single wire to transmit a series of bits
one at a time (that's why it's called
serial), with extra bits to mark the
beginning and end of each byte.

To enable different devices to com-
municate with each other in this way,
standards have been agreed for diffe-
rent interfaces. An interface is simply a
piece of circuitry used to connect two or
more devices. The most common
stardard serial interface is the RS232 (or
V24) while the Centronics standard is
popular for parallel interfaces.

When two computers want to com-
municate with each other over a dis-
tance, there are again two ways of

A 1200/75 modem means that it
receives at 1200 baud but transmits at
75. Most modems are 1200 75 and
acoustic couplers 300/300. By way of
comparison, saving programs to cas-
sette is normally done at between 300
and 1500 baud.

Finally, communications between
computers is either full or half duplex.
Full duplex is when the machine
receiving the data echoes it back to the
machine transmitting it and says 'This
is what I think you said - is that right?'.
If it's wrong, the section will be
transmitted again. Half duplex is where
no checking is made. If you're ever
unsure of which to use, start with full
duplex. If everything you type appears
on your display twice, then you should
switch to half duplex.

Now that you know the jargon, you'll
excuse me while I go and initiate a file
transfer from secondary memory to
RAM in order to engage in some real
time interactive processing with 32k
8 -bit micro, using a direct entry input
device and cathode -based visual feed-
back system. I never could resist a game
of Pacman.

END
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FREE WORDSTAIt!
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aanyo MBC 55 Series ...from £699
128k  MS-DOS  160k drives

Sanyo MBC 1150 £1695
64k  CP/M  Dual disc drives 320k

Apricot from £1495
256k RAM  315k drives

Osborne from £945

from £411

200k -400k per drive

Epson HX20 & QX10
FREE bundled software with every

disc based system
On site training, servicing and support.

Fraser Associates Ltd.
1 Bristle Hill, Buckingham. Bucks

MK18 lEZ (0280) 816087

EPSON

QX10

PHONE 01-337 4541

CONCORDIA THE EXPERTS
COMPLETE BUSINESS COMPUTER

INSTALLED FOR UNDER £2,000
Yes a complete system, Printer, Computer and programs for
Accounting Spreadsheet and Wordprocessing. We supply spare
disks, paper, dust covers, we even train your staff. Epson high quality
equipment, Peachtree high quality programs (Peachtext, Mail list.
Peachcalc) and Concordia expert help, an unbeatable combination to
get you started. The simple to use QX 10. Ideal for the first time user,
it also has the power and facilities to satisfy the most demanding
expert. The price includes CP,M, MFBASIC twin double sided double
density disk units, high resolution VDU. 192K RAM. a music
generator and interfaces for RS232, Centronic parallel, and a light
pen. Of course the QX 10 has 16 Bit precision, High resolution
graphics, keyboard graphics, and many function keys. It also gives
you 16 type faces to choose from and they all print out on the Epson
printer. This package is really complete, no extras to buy, we even
supply the 13 amp plugs. All you have to do is write the cheque (The
price £1999 plus vat).
This could be the best investment you have ever made.

RING 01-337 4541 NOW.

Concordia (Est 1971), give after sales support
6 CENTRAL ROAD, WORCESTER PARK, SURREY KT4 BHZ

Lite Computers Ltd. is proud to
announce the combination of the
Lite 100 and Palantir, the most excit-
ing word-processing package to hit
the market to -date!

The LITE 100 can be used as a stand-
alone word -processor, as a powerful
8 -bit business computer, or it will
convert your electronic typewriter
into a word -processor without the
need to purchase a printer! A wide
range of application packages are
available to run on the LITE 100 im-
mediately, providing the facility for
word-processing, accounting, stock -
control, etc.

All this at the price of ONLY
f1 ,395.00!!

Why not try PALANTIR for ONLY
£12.00?

If you have an IBM PC, Sirius, Apricot
or LITE 100 we will send you the en-
tire software package so that you can
use all the functions, including print-
ing. Give the software a true test on
your own system and when you buy
the complete package (RRP £265, in-
cluding the mailout facility) we will
refund your £12.00.

We guarantee your satisfaction!

LT Lite Computers Ltd.
Unit 7A, Waldeck House,
Waldeck Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire.

Tel: Maidenhead (0628173133/4
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uninterruptible power
supply
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The COMPLETE solution to your POWER SUPPLY problems with the POWER
BANK . . . "BLACK OUTS" will not affect the operation of your computer system.
Micro Systems, Networks, Hard Disks, Printers, Data Transmissions etc.

*Output derived constantly from self contained sealed for life
batteries.

*Sine wave shaped output - voltage and frequency closely
regulated.

*Genuine "NO -BREAK" unit with continuous output rating of
500-250 & 120VA.

*Much more than a "spike and surge- suppressor.
*Far superior to a voltage stabilizer.
*Overload and short circuit (output) indication and protection.
*Bench or rack mounting (500VA).
*Battery level monitored - mains on - mains off indication.

Manufactured by:- POWER TESTING (SALES) LTD, 23 Talton Road, Hutton, Brentwood, Essex CM13 1TE
Tel: 0277 233188. Telex: 24224MON Ref. 586

Make the most of your micro with these two new books

COMPUTING
WITH THE
ORIC 1
Ian Hickman

This new book is for all users
of the Oric 1 micro. It

complements the Oric
Manual and can be used
alongside it. An introductory
section covers the initial
switching -on and setting -up and is followed by some
simple BASIC programming. Later chapters intro-
duce more advanced BASIC, high -resolution colour
graphics, the sound feature and interfacing, with a
special section on the printer and another on
machine code programming. A number of original
programs are included in this practical guide.

Softcover 160 pages 0 408 01444 X £6.95

Available from all

BBC MICRO
PROGRAMS IN
BASIC
Derrick Daines

A bumper collection of 27
games programs which
utilise the excellent graphics
and colour facilities of the
BBC Micro. The games will
run on the Model B or Model
A with upgrade. Derrick Daines presents
absorbing variety of programs - you can run horse
races, play word games, shoot torpedoes . . even
take on the role of Moses leading his people to the
Promised Land! Each program is introduced with
details of how it works, how to play it, the effects
produced, and a list of variables used.

an

Softcover 128 pages 0 408 01415 6 £5.95

good booksellers

ewnes Technical Books Borough Green, Sevenoaks, Kent TN15 8PH
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BARE

Comshare'strio
Mike Liardet examines three business spreadsheet products from Comshare:
the inexpensive PlannerCalc, the compatible and up-market MasterPlanner,

and the business solutions library.

There's a popular story that old compu-
ter hacks love to recount when mulling
over their pint of real ale on a cold
winter's night, concerning an XYZ
International Mainframe Company.
XYZ sells two versions of a computer-
one cheap and low capacity, the other
expensive and high capacity, and for a
huge fee you can upgrade from the low
to the high capacity. 'Well,' they say,
expansively blowing cigarette smoke
in my face, 'the only difference between
them is a small jumper -lead which
slows the cheaper one down!'

This story springs to mind when
looking at Comshare's two spread-
sheet systems. Comshare offers an
inexpensive spreadsheet, PlannerCalc,
and a compatible up-market product,
MasterPlanner. PlannerCalc (Review,
PCW, May 1983) is obviously intended
as a loss -leader, just to get the users

moving the Comshare way. Then,
when they become frustrated (or 'out-
grow it', in marketing jargon) a simple
upgrade to MasterPlanner should
(hopefully) be the answer to all their
prayers.

In practice, PlannerCalc has all the
feel of MasterPlanner with a random
sprinkling of 'jumper -leads', but does
not hang together very well. I imagine
that many users, frustrated by Planner-
Calc, will be disinclined to opt for
MasterPlanner. They might seriously
consider taking their chances with an
incompatible rival system, on the
grounds that Comshare must have
made an even worse job of the more
complex product. In fact, they would be
wrong to do this, since once Comshare
lets out all those metaphorical jumper-
er-leads (presumably put there by their
marketing strategists), the software

Spreadsheets-a guide
for beginners

Spreadsheet software is useful to
anyone who regularly uses a
calculator.

The VDU screen acts like a
'window'on a large 'sheet' of
numbers- neatlylaid out rows and
columns, occasionally interspersed
with text headings.

Byusing a few quickly learned
keystrokes it is possible to shift the
VDU window to the desired point of
interest. It is possible to enter text, a
number or a 'formula' which can, it
required, be a complex calculation
referring to several other positions

on the sheet. The result of the
calculation is displayed
immediately with automatic
recalculations throughout.
Frequently an alteration on the top
line of a spreadsheet can change
everything from top to bottom in just
two or three seconds-an exercise
that would takeseveral hours by
hand!

Each month, the 'Which
Spreadsheet?' series analyses and
tests a different spreadsheet
system. Further information for
beginners can be found in the
spreadsheet articles in the PCW
February and December 1983
issues.

comes to life and works in the way the
writers intended in the first place.
PlannerCalc actually serves as a poor
advertisement for Comshare's more
up-market product.

The third product under review is a
'business solutions applications lib-
rary', a suite of pre -written MasterPlan-
ner models with accompanying docu-
mentation. MasterPlanner is supplied
with a ring -bound 150 -page manual,
organised into 11 chapters, five appen-
dices and an index.

MasterPlanner is billed as an 'ad-
vanced business planning aid' for
micros. In fact, it's available for three
operating systems: CP/M, MS-DOS and
CP/M86 (as a guideline, my review copy
was for CPV1).

Gettingstarted
MasterPlanner makes use of six
function keys, to move cursor left, right,
up and down, and an 'execute' and
'help' command. Using the installation
program, it's possible to choose your
own keystrokes for these keys. The
documentation always refers to the
'execute' keystroke, and you must
remember what key this represents on
your own VDU.

The disks supplied by Comshare are
not copy -protected, so it's possible to
make working copies using the normal
procedures appropriate to your operat-
ing system.

Once you have MasterPlanner on
your working disks and installed for
your VDU, you simply type 'MP' in
response to the operating system
prompt and off you go! The initial
copyright screen gives the option of
going straight into a 'help' session or
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directly to 'command mode'. Choosing
command mode causes the screen to
clear and display 'status' information at
the top, with a wide empty space in the
middle and a 'command line' at the
bottom. The empty space is reserved as
a window on the spreadsheet itself,
currently empty. The status informa-
tion informs you of the amount of
memory left, the name of the model you
are currently working with, its 'width',
and so on.

One of the most publicised features
of MasterPlanner is its set of 'English' -
like commands. Words like 'LINE',
'COLUMN', 'SUM OF', 'THRU' and
'CALCULATE' figure prominently in
your dialogue with the system, but the
usage of these words is very formalised
and Comshare's claim is about as valid
as the frequent but ludicrous claim that
the Basic programming language is
English -like. Nonetheless, a printout of
the logic of a MasterPlanner model is
eminently readable to the untrained
eye. LINE 10 SALES = 100,200,300,400
causes two things to happen. Firstly,
the word SALES appears at the top left
of the VDU window with the numbers
100, 200 and so on to the right.
Secondly, this text is retained in mem-
ory as part of the 'model'. The model
and its spreadsheet display are main-
tained independently, and it's possible,
by typing the MODEL and RESULT
commands, to switch the display from
one to the other. The use of 10 in 'LINE
10. .' has no connection with the tenth
line of the spreadsheet but is used to
determine the position of the LINE in
relation to others in the model. If we
now type LINE 9 COSTS = 30,40,50,60
the display changes with COSTS at the
top and SALES immediately below it,
because 9 precedes 10. The LINEs are
always displayed in the order they
occur in the model. How do we insert a
line between COSTS & SALES? Master -
Planner to the rescue! We can use line
numbers with decimal places (9.5,
for example). This is very similar to
the way Basic works, and as with Basic
we can change a LINE by simply
retyping it. We can changethe 30 above
to 31 by typing LINE 9 COSTS =
31,40,50,60 which is a tedious way of
changing one digit, so MasterPlanner
also provides an editing facility for
making changes of this nature.

The essence of any modelling system
is in the 'logic' - the way calculations
are performed. With MasterPlanner we

MasterPlanner Scorecard
Easy to learn: ? (poor)
Easyto use: I (passable)
Reliability/

error handling: !! (good)
Facilities: !!! (excellent)

can enter LINE 11 PROFIT = LINE 10 -
LINE 9, or alternatively LINE 11 PROFIT
= SALES - COSTS.

The latter is preferable as it's compre-
hensible and doesn't need any mod-
ification if, for any reason, SALES or
COSTS is moved to another LINE.

MasterPlanner provides a large num-
ber of facilities for building up the logic
of your model and indicates shortcuts
to circumvent excessivetyping. LINE 24
OVERHEADS = 100, 200 FOR 10,300
will set up one 100, followed by ten
200s, and then 300s to the last column
of the spreadsheet. LINE 3 INCOME =
INPUT,30,40 requests the user to type
thevaluefor LINE 3 column 1 every time
a calculation is made. This is especially
helpful for what -if analysis: instead of
entering values for every re-
calculation, the 'KEEP ON' command
will temporarily override MasterPlan-
ner's desire for INPUT. 'KEEP OFF'
reverses its effect.

MasterPlanner also provides a

GROW operation. LINE 38 COSTS =
GROW LINE 3 [COLUMN 1] BY 10%
results in a sequence of values each
10% greater than the previous. In this
case, the first value is that contained in
LINE 3 column 1.

For some models (for example, cash
flow analysis) we need to introduce
'history' data for just a few lines of the
model. With most spreadsheet sys-
tems whole columns need to be allo-
cated for these few values, but not with
MasterPlanner.
LINE 40 SALES (100,200,400) =
350,600,700
LINE 41 GOODIES = .70 * SALES [-1
COLUMN]
LINE 42 OKERS = .20 * SALES [ -2
COLUMN]
LINE 43 SODS = .10 * SALES [-3
COLUMN]

LINE 40 specifies that SALES for the
first three months are 350, 600 and 700,
and that they were 100, 200 and 400 in
the last three months of the previous
period. LINEs 41 to 43 model our
expectations of payments and show
how row calculations can utilise
'offsets'. This model specifies that 70%
of SALES will be paid for by the next
month, thus the first value in the
GOODIES line will be 280 (= .70 *400).
On the other hand, the first value in the
SODS line will be 10 (= .10 * 100) and
the next two values will also be
calculated on the basis of the SALES
'history'.

By substituting 'COLUMN' for 'LINE',
most of the above examples can be
used to build up 'column -logic', but
most modelling tends to require pre-
dominantly line -logic. Most COLUMN
statements are used for assigning
names to columns and the occasional

column total. For example:
COLUMN 1 JAN =
..etc..
COLUMN 12 DEC =
COLUMN 13 TOT = SUM OF COLUMN
1 THRU COLUMN 12

As with LINEs, COLUMNs are
accumulated in the correct order in
the model and always after the LINEs.
In some cases, it isconvenientto allow a
certain amount of LINE calculation to
assign the wrong value to a particular
cell, knowing that a subsequent COL-
UMN calculation will correct it. Con-
versely, it is also possible to protect a
cell from a COLUMN calculation by
prefixing it with a '#'.

Reporting
There are a variety of commands for
controlling the report formats. Many
apply equally to the screen layout
although there are some screen -only
commands, such as split -screening,
which have no effect on reports.

Fig 1 is a complete printout of the
model which produces the report in Fig
2. It provides a general idea of the
extensive formatting facilities available

Heading 1 = MASTERPLANNER
DEMO

Skip2 after Heading 1
Centre Heading 1
Heading 2 = PCWAPRIL 1984
Skip 2 after Heading 2
Centre Heading 2
Line 1.0 REVENUE

=200.,230.,250.,300.,
Underline Line 1.0 With -
Skip 1 after Line 1.0
Line 2.0 OPER'COSTS

= 140., 145., 150., 160.,
Line 3.0 DEPRECIATION =10.
Line 3.5 MISC =25.,30. FOR 2,35.,
Line 4.0 INTEREST =11. FOR 4,
Line 5.0 TAX =15.,16. FOR 2,17.,
Underline Line 5.0 With -
Skip 2 after Line 5.0
Line 6.0 TOTALCOSTS = SUM OF
OPER'COSTSTHRU TAX
Underline Line 6.0 With -
Line7.0 NETINCOME -= REVENUE -
TOTAL'COSTS
Column 1 AUTUMN'1983 =
Column 2 WINTER'1983 =
Column 3 SPRING'1984 =
Column 4 SUMMER'1984 =
Report1 = L:1-7,C:1-4,H:1-2,F:OFF

,R:ON ,W:OFF ,A:ON
Size = 4
Space = 2
Decimals = 0
Width =12
Show =
Significance = 6

Fig 1 Complete printout of report
model
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If you've
invested in an IBM PC
XT or an IBM PC
expansion unit, you're
probably doing
important things with
your computer. Office
work, lots of word
processing or
spreadsheets, even
your whole
company's accounts.
Well done.

Now may we
suggest that you
think ahead to the unthinkable. Your hard disk may never
crash and destroy all its files. Or you may never have a
power failure right in the middle of a critical operation. Or
human error may never intervene to erase vital
information in a single careless flash. But they may!

That's' why we've introduced the Sysgen Image. It lets you
back up all your data - your entire hard disk - on a
handy little tape cassette, in about five minutes. You can
also back up and restore individual files and groups of
files for even greater flexibility.

BONSAI
INTRODUCES THE

TAPE BACK-UP
for your IBM

Personal Computer XT

It's simply
insurance against the
unlikely event that
you'll lose vital data
from your XT's hard
disk. If you can
imagine what would
happen if you
somehow lost all your
letters, cashflows,
invoices, and
addresses, we're sure
you'll agree that at
£899 the Image is very
inexpensive insurance.

Ask your local IBM Personal Computer dealer for a
demonstration. If he hasn't got an Image in stock yet, ask
him to phone Bonsai. Or if you're in London, give us a ring
to arrange a demo at our own showrooms.

Either way, don't wait until your first loss of data
before buying your Image backup.

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
FOR PEOPLE IN BUSINESS.

Bonsai Limited
112-116 New Oxford Street

London WC1A1HJ
01-580 0902

The Sysgen Image is a product of Sysgen Inc. distributed in the U y Bonsai Ltd, IBM,
IBM Personal Computer, and IBM PC XT are trademarks of International Business Machines Corp.
Price quoted is Bonsai's own retail price, exclusive of VAT.
© Copyright Bonsai Ltd 1983.

Personal
Compuler

IBM Authorised Dealer

SYSGENINCORPORATED
Sole UK Distributor.
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in MasterPlanner.

It's possible to specify several lines of
headingsforthe model using HEADING
commands, optionally centering them
(CENTER) and inserting spaces be-
tween them (SKIP). Lines or headings
can be underlined (UNDERLINE), spac-
ing between columns specified
(SPACE), and numbers printed with
decimal places (DECIMALS). These are

spreadsheet system, attempts to move
off the edge of the area result in a
realignment of the display to
accommodate the new destination cell.
This redraw is not as fast as I would like
(see Benchmarks), but not slow enough
to be frustrating.

Like some of the more sophisticated
spreadsheet systems, MasterPlanner
provides a split-screen facility: it also

AUTUMN '83 WINTER '83 SPRING '84 SUMMER '84

REVENUE 200 230 250 300

OPER COSTS 140 145 150 160
DEPRECIATION 10 10 10 10
MISC 25 30 30 35
INTEREST 11 11 11 11

TAX 15 16 16 17

TOTAL COSTS 201 212 217 233

NET INCOME -1 18 33 67

Fig 2 MasterPlanner demo

just a few of the possibilities for
designing a report. Note that a heading
is centred on the page, not over the
columns printed-thus the headings in
Fig 2, printed on 132 -character station-
ery, appear distinctly off-centre in this
example.

Most of the above commands are not
only applied globally, but can also be
written for individual LINEs or COL-
UMNs:
WIDTH FOR COLUMN 10 = 7
DECIMALS FOR LINE 8 = 5
will override the normal display re-
quirements for the LINE and COLUMN
indicated.

The PRINT command is used for
making reports, not resulting in an
instant printout but first presenting the
user with a menu. The user can
optionally exclude parts of the normal
printout, printing direct to disk -file
instead, change paper margins and so
on. These options can be used to enable
draft printouts to arrive that much
quicker with headings excluded, and
for printing models that are too wide for
the printer in stages.

Spreadsheeting& editing
MasterPlanner's normal display is pre-
dominantly a window on the spread-
sheet itself. By pressing the 'execute'
key (control -E on my VDU), MasterPlan-
ner closely resembles an orthodox
spreadsheet system, referred to as
'display mode' in the manual. A cursor
appears over one of the cells, and this
can be moved from cell to cell by
pressing the arrow keys. Like any other

provides a quartering facility, where
four disjoint areas can be on view
simultaneously.

MasterPlanner provides several
alternative methods of editing informa-
tion. One method involves using the
EDIT command applied to a LINE or
COLUMN, which causes the original
entry to be redisplayed on the com-
mand line. With a few keystrokes,
characters can be deleted, added or
overwritten. After pressing the return -
key, MasterPlanner treats the new text
as if it was entered from scratch. There

are also DELETE and COPY commands
for deleting and moving LINEs or
COLUMN's. Unlike most spreadsheet
systems, there is no relative -copy
facility. Normal spreadsheets need to
have relative -replication for copying
formulae typically across several col-
umns, but MasterPlanner does not
work this way - all columns are
handled by a single formula.

It is also possible to edit in display
mode. Move the cursor to the cell to be
changed, press the return key, and
MasterPlanner allows the number to be
edited and redisplays your modifica-
tion. This aspect of the software is quite
ingenious, since the number changed
may have been the result of a calcula-
tion and MasterPlanner also modifies
the underlying LINE to be compatible
with the new display. For example, if
the third column in LINE 55 TAX = LINE
32 * 0.3 is changed to 123.45, then the
LINE becomes LINE 55 TAX = LINE 32 *
0.3 FOR 2, 123.45, LINE 32 * 0.3

There is one method of editing to
which the MasterPlanner manual gives
no prominence. Models can be saved
on disk in either internal or external
formats. If you save a model in external
format, it can be read by a word
processor program and edited in the
normal way. If you work this way, there
is no guaranteethat you are typing legal
MasterPlanner commands, but as most
word processors have a faster inter-
action than MasterPlanner then large
sweeping changes or additions can be
achieved more quickly by working this
way.

Consolidation
Consolidation is needed when we have

DIVISION A

SALES
OVERHEADS
COSTS
PROFIT

1982

100
20
90

-10

1983

200
20

120
60

1984

300
22

150
128

DIVISION B 1982 1983 1984

SALES 200 400 600
OVERHEADS 40 40 44
COSTS 180 240 300
PROFIT -20 120 256

DIVISIONSA&B 1982 1983 1984

SALES 300 600 900
OVERHEADS 60 60 66
COSTS 270 360 450
PROFIT -30 180 384

Fig 3 Merging information into corporate report
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worldof oos.clutter
control

Into a brings
an`On OZ combines sophisticated

management techniques with utter simplicity
to give you total control over your business. Whether it's

for corporate managers, small businesses, line managers, financial
analysts, controllers, sales managers, engineers or investors OZ will change the
chaos,clutter and conflict into simple, effective and total control.

CONSOLIDATION

Managers don't have time to teach their computers about bus iness. With
OZ they don't have to. OZ will actually store your organisation chart as an
organisation chart and all data relationships will be controlled by this
simple chart. So OZ will automatically perform consolidations for you on
any organisation up to 50 units. OZ will make your re -organisations and
mergers as easy as touching a key It can't get much easier than that.

FINANCIAL REPORTS

Description Y -T -D
0/1.1

Budget

Brand X 10 -

Brand Y 15 -5

OZ 20 10

With OZ, the profit and loss forecast is always up-to-the-minute because
OZ will up -date it automatically whenever it's needed. Not only that, but
also the annual budget is always available for comparison at the touch of
a single key.
In addition OZ provides a complete reporting package with indicators
such as: actual vs budget, quarterly actuals and full year forecasts.And as
all reports are presentation-qual ity you can use them immediately Finally,
to back up reports OZ gives you a 3D financial analysis capability so you
can view your information in a way that's precisely relevant to what
you're analysing.

VARIANCE ANALYSIS

Brand X

Brand Z

OZ
Management
Control

Management

111111
SALARIES

Jan Feb
10

10

111111

00 0

Explanation
3/8/83 Hired

technical support
specialist

Business managers must know whethe they are 'on plan: OZ has a
variance analysis system that will assist 'n understanding when and why
performance is 'off the mark' With OZ you can look at variances for all the
line items by month end by department then, at the touch of a key, get
the reasons which explain the variance. OZ gives you complete control
over your costs.

COLOUR GRAPHICS

With just a single keystroke OZ lets you see important trends as a
colourful chart on screen.There is a wide variety of formats and OZ prints
or plots any chart instantly with just one keystroke.

DEALERS
Contact Fox & Geller or one of these distributors for more details:
Softsel 01-844 2040 Midlectron (077382) 6811
Tamsys (Windsor) 56747 Software Ltd 01-833 1173
Pete & Pam 01-7691022 Xitan (0703) 871211 MPI 01-591 6511
Tradesoft 01-6271800 Soft Option (0476) 860171.

To use OZ you must have IBM PC or XT with 256K memory
Retail Price: £330 + VAT.

FOX&GELLER
Fox & Geller (UK) Ltd,17 Wigmore Street, London W1.Tel: 01-580 5816.



CALL MICROCENTRE
FOR CR EMCO

CROMEMCO C 10MP

Cromemco's C-10 personal computer
includes a Z -80A microprocessor with 64K
Bytes RAM, 24K Bytes ROM, high
resolution 12" green phosphor 25 x 80
screen, detached keyboard, 5" floppy disk
drive with 390K Bytes capacity,
communications and printer ports,
terminal emulation, graphical characters,
CDOS operating system and 32K
Structured Basic.

In the C-1OMP we add a software "Super
Pak": a full screen editor, WordStar,
MailMerge, Writemaster, CalcStar and
PlanMaster spreadsheet programs,
Chess game, MoneyMaster financial
analysis and InfoStar data base
management system.

The System One Hard Disk computer, with
an integral 21 Megabyte Winchester hard
disk, includes Cromemco's dual 68000/Z -
80A DPU processor (featured below), with
256K Bytes of RAM and 390K Bytes of
floppy disk storage.

The S-100 bus has eight card slots,
sufficient for expansion utilising
Cromemco's range of interface cards for
high resolution colour graphics, process
control, analogue -digital data conversion
and telecommunications.

A choice of operating systems includes
CDOS, CP/M and CROMIX.

CROMEMCO CPU

CROMEMCO CS -11-102

Cromemco's Dual Processor Unit is the ultimate professional
micro -computer. It combines the flexibility of Z -80A 8 -bit systems
with the speed and versatility of 6800016 -bit technology and an
address space of up to 16 Megabytes of RAM.

The DPU can be installed in several Cromenco computers,
including the CS -1 featured above. For larger applications we
recommend the CS -2, with up to 4 floppy disk drives, each of
390K Bytes capacity, an optional 21 Megabyte Winchester hard
disk, screen and printer interfaces plus a 21 slot S-100 bus -
sufficient capacity to cope with the most demanding industrial or
laboratory requirements.

With over 5 years experience of Cromemco systems, we are Cromemco's leading British distributors.

MicroCentre Cromemco
30 Dundas Street, Edinburgh. 031-556 7354 207 Bath Street, Glasgow. 041-248 2767
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Heading 1 .= DIVISION A
Line 1.0 SALES =100.,200.,300.
Line 2.0 OVERHEADS =20.,20.,22.
Line 3.0 COSTS =90.,120.,150.
Line 4.0 PROFIT = SALES -

OVERHEADS - COSTS
Column 1 1982 =
Column 21983 =
Column 31984 =
Size = 3
Space =2
Decimals = 0
Width = 10
Show =
Significance = 6

Fig 4 Logic for producing
independent reports

several divisions in an organisation and
we need to merge information into one
corporate report (Fig 3 shows reports
on Divisions A and B independently,
and then on A and B combined). Both
independent reports were produced
using the same logic (Fig 4).

The consolidated report is produced
by first loading the Division A model
using the normal MasterPlanner com-
mand. Then the command CONSOLI-
DATE DIVIB reads in the Division B
model and overlays it on the existing
model, adding together values
wherever they coincide. A quick change
to the heading is all that's then needed
to produce the consolidated report.

It is possible to consolidate more
than two divisions by simply repeating
the CONSOLIDATE command, and it's
even possible to 'weight' divisions so
that they don't all make an equal
contribution to the final corporate
report.

Complicated consolidation opera -

Financial Reports
Cash Flow Forecast
Acquisition Appraisal
Financial Gearing
Financial Projection
Leasevs Purchase Analysis
Net Present Value
Mortgage Calculation
Loan Amortisation Scheme
Breakeven Analysis
Depreciation Schedule
Financial Reports
Real Estate Analysis
Banking Forecast
Corporate Valuation
New Product Introduction
Pro Forma Financial Statements
Consolidation-Planning

Forecast

Fig 5 Models contained in business
solutions applications
library

tions may necessitate a long sequence
of commands to be typed in, leaving
room for error (for example, consoli-
dating the same division twice). If
spotted, you will have to start again,
and if not spotted - that's even worse!
Ideally, MasterPlanner should accept
input from command files, where the
entire sequence of commands can be
set up on a file once and for all.

PlannerCalcv
MasterPlanner
PlannerCalc does not have a consolida-
tion command and lacks some of the
powerful file -handling commands of
MasterPlanner. Parts of MasterPlanner
models can be selectively written to
disk files, and it's possible to write
MasterPlanner models or reports to
disk in a format that can be read or
written by other programs, such as
word processors.

MasterPlanner has more formatting
commands, more sophisticated report -

build up some of the more complex
models. This library is analogous to the
TK!Solver packs released by Software
Arts (see TK!Solver review, PCW,
February 84).

The 18 models cover a wide range of
applications (see Fig 5). Each model is
well documented, can be loaded in the
normal way and freely modified.

Fig 6 gives a partial printout of a thirty
year mortgage calculation. It's possible
to build on this model to add mortgage
extensions, tax concessions and so on,
but the basic groundwork is already
done for you.

Conclusions
The Comshare trio of products contains
some very interesting features not
found in any other spreadsheet pro-
ducts, but is somewhat let down by
poor documentation and rough edges
on the actual software design. The
concept of two compatible products
and an applications library is very neat,
and (I believe) unique.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Mortgage 61,000.00
Int rate 0.14
Annual cost 8,711.21 8,711.21 8,711.21 8,711.21
Month cost 725.93 725.93 725.93 725.93

Fig6 Mortgagecalculation(30year term)

8,711.21 8,711.21 8,711.21
725.93 725.93 725.93

ng facilities and a larger capacity for
holding models, and in general I found
the MasterPlanner manual better (or
rather less bad).

As an optional extra there is an
applications library containing 18 diffe-
rent models for use with MasterPlan-
ner, and with a few exceptions, Planner-
Calc also. This library can serve two
purposes - as a source of ready -
worked applications, and also as
tutorial material demonstrating how to

The nearest comparable product
covered in Which Spreadsheet is
Ashton-Tate's 'The Financial Planner'
(PCW, December 83). I certainly prefer-
red MasterPlanner to The Financial
Planner in spite of its poorer docu-
mentation, but the world is still await-
ing a properly engineered marriage of
new spreadsheet technology with old
financial planning techniques. Maybe a
latter-day Lotus will come up with the
goods!

Benchmarks & contacts
These tests were run on a 56k CP,M system with a 2 MHz Z80 processor. 16 -bit
operating system versions should have considerably greater capacity.
Spreadsheet size: 1000columns wide by 5000 lines.
Max column width: 30 characters.
Benchmark 1 (a) Maximum rows accommodated: 70.
1(13) and 1 (c) Recalculation time: 33 seconds(2+ rows per second).
1 (d)Vertical scrolling : 0.3 rows per second.
1 (e) Horizontal scrolling : 0.5 columns per seconds.
Benchmarks2 &3: Nottested.
PlannerCalc: £85 + VAT
MasterPlanner: £245 + VAT

Further information from:
Comshare Ltd
32-34 Great Peter Street
London SW1P2DB
01-2225665
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Now there's a set
to match ourset

At HMV we've just installed the latest ranges of hardware and
peripherals alongside the massive selections of software in our Computer
department. So whatever you need, whether it's a disk drive or a Manic
Miner, or simply some expert advice, you'll know exactly where to find us.

BBC computer
BBC Model B (32K) 399.00
BBC Model BD (with disk interface) 479.00
Acorn .90 DFS (including fitting) 95.00
Cumana Compatible disk drives. (With switched

mode PSU, Manual, Utility Disk and Drive Cable.):
Single 40 track single sided (100K) 209.00
Dual 40 track single sided (200K) 385.00
Dual 80 track single sided (400K) 449.00
Dual 80 track double sided (800K) 559.00
Dual 40/80 switchable

doubled sided (800K) 599.00
Torch Z80 disk pack - 800K Dual Disk

(including fitting) (Z80 card, 64K memory and
Perfect range of software) 850.00

SIR Computers Sideways ROM Board (Mk2) 45.00
Solidisk 32K Sideways RAM Board 54.95
Solidisk I28K Extension for Solidisk 32K 85.00
Ikon Hobbit 'Floppy Tape'

with zero memory option 149.00
Voitmace Delta 148 Joystick Controller 12.95
Ultracalc ROM (BBC Soft Spreadsheet) 74.00
View Wordprocessing ROM 59.00
Word -Wise Wordprocessing ROM 45.00
Gemini serious software from 19.95
HCCS Pascal -T 67.00
ADE Macro Assembler/

Debugging Monitor/Editor 60.00
Disc Doctor ROM 33.95
Computer Concepts Graphics ROM 33.95
BBC Record Keeper 16.10

Adventure International Adventures 9.95
BBC Toolbox Software 21.00
EDG Graphics Package 19.95
The French Mistress educational software 9.95
The German Master educational software 9.95
Hunchback 7.95
Killer Gorilla 7.95
Planetoids 9.95

-Complete range of BBC Soft and Acornsoft
programs

-Complete range of Lothlorian and Level Nine
software

-Selected Program Power and Superior Software
programs

-Most popular Games software
- Complete range of educational software

ACORN ELECTRON computer
Acorn Electron
SIR Computers joystick/printer interface
- Complete range of Acornsoft programs
-Selected Program Power software

SINCLAIR ZX SPECTRUM computer
48K Spectrum
ZX Interface 2 (joystick/ROM cartridge)

Kempston/Cursor compatible
dual joystick interface

Quickshot I joystick and cursor interface
ZX Printer
Hisoft Pascal 4T
Devpac 3
LunarJetman
Manic Miner
Hunchback
The Quill
Valhalla
Scrabble

Longmans educational software
Gemini serious software
ROM cartridge games
-Selected Ultimate, Ocean, Artic and Imagine games
-Most popular Games software
-Complete range of Lothlorian software
-Complete range of educational software

COMMODORE 64 computer
Commodore 64
Commodore C2N cassette deck

199.00
45.00

129.99
19.95

19.95
19.95

39.95
25.00
14.00
5.90
5.95
6.90

14.95
14.95
14.95
7.95

from 19.95
from 9.95

199.00
44.95

The Computer Dept.,Ist Floor; 363
01:
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tion of hardware
tion of software
Commodore 2541 single disk drive

and free software 229.00
Simons basic cartridge 50.00
Graphics editor 5.99
Practicalc spreadsheet software 34.95
Manic Miner 9.95
Hunchback 6.90
Revenge of the Mutant Camels 7.00
The Hobbit 14.95
-Complete range of Dialog software
-Complete range of Commodore and Level 9 software
-Selected Llamasoft, Alligata and Mogul software

VIC 20 computer
VIC 20 starter pack
(including C2N cassette unit)

Memory expansions
I6K standard RAM pack
I6K switchable RAM pack
32K switchable RAM pack
Gridrunner
Krazy Kong
Frogger

-Complete range of Commodore software
-Selected Llamasoft and Mogul software

MEMOTECH computers
MTX 500 (32K RAM)
MTX 512 (64K RAM)
Communications board
32K RAM expansion
64K RAM expansion
I28K RAM expansion
FDX dual drive expansion
-Complete range of Memotech hardware

and software

ORIC software
Hunchback
Zorgon's Revenge
Harrier Attack
The Hobbit
Space Shuttle

Hell's Temple

Dracula's Revenge

-Complete range of Kenema software

139.95

27.95
34.95
49.95
5.00
7.95
5.99

315.00
275.00

60.00
50.00
85.00

160.00
870.00

6.90
8.95
6.95

14.95
7.95
11.99

6.95

DRAGON software
Telewriter Word -processor 49.95
Space Shuttle 7.95
Cuthbert in the Jungle 7.95
Intergalactic Force 7.95
Phantom Slayer 7.95
Whirlybird Run 7.95
-Selected Dragon and Microdeal games

PRINTERS AND MONITORS
Acorn AP100 dot matrix printer 199.00
Epson FX-80 dot matrix printer 410.00
Juki 6100 daisy wheel printer 425.00
Zenith 12" monochrome monitor 89.00
Microvitec med res colour monitor 139.95

ACCESSORIES
Printer cables (all printers) 15.00
Cassette leads (all types) 2.99
VDU screen cleaner 2.99
Quickshot I joystick 9.95
Quickshot 2 joystick 11.95

TAC 2 joystick 18.95
10 C15 blank computer tapes 5.00

BLANK MEMOREX DISKETTES
(with hub -ring re-inforcements)

40 track single sided (box of ten) 19.95
40 track double sided (box of ten) 29.95
80 track single sided (box of ten) 29.95
80 track double sided (box of ten) 37.95

Please note that prices may change without notification.
Ring 01-6291240 to check

availability.

xford Street. (Next to Bond St.Tube
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It's lonely at the top
TULIP SYSTEM®I
of Compudata.

U.K:S TOP 50 DEA

Compudata markets one of the most
powerful and fastest micro computers in the
world.

This is due to the application of an
8086 microprocessor and an 8087 arithmetic
co -processor. The fourth generation is now a
fact; not only is speed important, but also the
ergonomic requirements satisfied. The ease
with which the TULIP SYSTEM® I can be
operated is unparalleled, partly due to the
vast keyboard with its 104 keys. What is
more, TULIP SYSTEM® I can be used with
many types of available software.

Internal memory capacity is 128 k
minimum extensible to 896 k. Floppy disk
units are 800 kb formatted. A 350 Kb unit is
also available for low cost applications. For
high speed and high capacity requirements,
hard disk units, using Winchester techno-
logy, are available in capacities of 5 and
10 Mb.

The 8 standard character sets ensure
maximum flexibility. The colors and the high
resolution graphics make the TULIP
SYSTEM® I unique. Contact your dealer, he
can tell you all about it, or write Compudata.

111111111111.1

Computer  Processor: 8086, 8087 (opt)  Clock: 8 Mhz 
RAM: 128-896 Kb  Serial I/o: RS -232  Parallel I/o:
Centronics comp.  Interfaces: Hard -disk, tape,,lightpen  Fl.
disk controller: 8 inch + 5 1/4 inch  Bufferd Keyboard: 104 keys
Storage  Floppy disk: Dual 51/4 inch; 1.5 Mb  Hard disk -
fixed: 5 Mb,10 Mb Displays Formats: 80 x 25,64 x 31,40 x 25 
Low res. graphics 100 x160  High res. graphics: 786 x 288 (opt)
 Colour: 8  Internat. char. sets: 8 softw. selectable.

rSiend me details of dealership TULIP SYSTEM® I by return. cl
I company 45 blackpool road Ansdell Lytham St. I

name Annes Lancashire. Or direct to: Compu-
I position data by Hambakenwetering 2 5231 DC I

I
town 's -Hertogenbosch The Netherlands Tlx:

Ipostcode 50316 cdata NL Tel: +31 73 422045
liti:l. no. J

cif)
COMPUDATA



FREE

WITH

ORDERS

OF

MINIMUM

5 BOXES

ANY DISK

TYPE

EITHER

1. 5 PLASTIC

LIBRARY

CASES

TO HOLD

10 DISKS

EACH

OR

2. PRESTIGIOUS

MINTER

CLASSIC

GLAMOUR

CALENDAR

WITH SUPERB

COLOUR PHOTOS

BY NARUHITOINUI

STRICTLY
LIMITED

SUPPLY OF
CALENDARS

SO ORDER
EARLY IF

THIS IS YOUR
CHOICE

DISKOTEK
FOR VERBATIM DATALI FE

51/4" DISKETTES
SUPPLIED IN BOXES OF 10

DISKOTEK

P.O. BOX 18

WORSLEY

MANCHESTER

M28 5HA

TELEPHONE:

(061) 799-1427

EVENING AND

WEEKEND

ANSWER PHONE

HAVE YOU A

HIGH QUALITY

CALENDAR

IN YOUR OFFICE?

IF NOT ACT ON

OUR FREE

OFFER

QUICKLY

WE SELL ONLY DATALIFE BECAUSE OF THEIR HIGH
QUALITY AND RELIABILITY

 5 -YEAR WARRANTY
 LIFE UP TO 5 TIMES LONGER THAN OTHER DISKETTES
 ALL INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS MET OR EXCEEDED
 ALL TRACKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

PRICES BELOW EXCLUDE VAT BUT INCLUDE
FIRST CLASS POST (FOR SPEED) AND PACKING

All disks are suitable for both single
density and double density use

Price per
Sector* box of 10

No. of
Boxes

Cost

MD525 single sided 48tpi/40 track Soft/10/16 19.80
MD550 double sided 48tpi/40 track Soft/10/16 25.80
MD 577 single sided 96tpi/80 track Soft/10/16 25.80
MD 557 double sided 96tpi/80 track Soft/10/16 33.80
* Cross out inapplicable sector type. If unspecified, Total Excluding VAT

Soft sector will be sent. 15% VAT
Total Payable

Name Tel.
Address

Post Code

I enclose cheque/P.O. Payable to Diskotek
for the sum of £
For orders of 5 boxes minimum of any disk type tick one of the boxes below
for preference:

 Please send me free of charge 5 plastic library cases
or  Please send me free of charge Mintex 1984 calendar

Strictly cash with orders to:

DISKOTEK
P.O. BOX 18
WORSLEY
MANCHESTER
M28 5HA
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BENCHTEST
Wren

UK com pang Wren Computers has adopted the tried and tested method of
proven technology ratherthan leading edge innovation in the design of its
business micro, the Wren. This £1000 transportable boasts something for

everyone. David Tebbutt reports.

The Wren personal computer sets out
to be all things to all men and,
astonishingly, it seems to have
succeeded.

At first glance it appears to be a
good-looking, compact, transportable
business machine. It has two disk
drives, a proper keyboard and a normal
24 line by 80 column display. It runs a
version of the CP/M operating system
and is supplied with a range of useful
business programs. Look below the
surface and you discover that it has
high resolution graphics and colour
capabilities, although you'd need a
separate colour monitor to take full
advantage of these. Look even deeper
and you'll find a version of BBC Basic
and four sound channels. Finally, you

discover a three month free subscrip-
tion to Prestel and Micronet 800 and a
built-in modem which allows you ac-
cess to these, and other, services.

Adam Osborne, the man who created
the transportable market, once said:
'Those who operate at the cutting edge
of technology shall be sacrificed upon
it.' Wren Computers appears to have
taken this advice to heart. In a sense the
Wren is very traditional because it uses
proven hardware and software compo-
nents but has merged these in what I
believe to be a unique and potentially
sucessful way.

Wren is a new company jointly
funded by Transam and Prism, who
between them designed the machine.
Forthose newto the personal computer

business, Transam is a well established
London dealer and ditributor which
has also designed and sold its own
computers. Prism is probably best
known for its Sinclair distributorship
although it has recently ventured into
the home robot business too. The Wren
is being manufactured by Thorn EMI
and distributed by Prism.

Hardware
The Wren is a very good-looking
machine in terms of size, layout and
colour scheme. It is robust and well
made. The pleasant blend of cream and
dark brown somehow contrives to
make the machine look light. It came as
something of a shock when I picked up
the prototype and found that it weighed
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261b. The production machine is ex-
pected to weigh a more healthy 201b.

The machine is really in two parts,
although you'd have a job to separate
them. The flat base encases an enor-
mous printed circuit board which con-
tains all the central computer circuitry.
The sloping keyboard is mounted at the
front of this base, and a full width
carrying handle at the back. A number
of connectors are visible on the rear
edge of the base. Reading from left to
right, they are: modem, paddle con-
trols, RS232C, winchester, printer and
colour output. A tiny reset button is
tucked between the last two ports.

The top part of the machine contains
a 7in Toshiba flat -faced display screen
and two half -height, horizontally -
mounted 51/4in disk drives. The power
supply lead enters the machine at the
rear of this upper unit. A novel feature of
the Wren is that the entire top part of the
machine slides forward to cover the
keyboard at the front and to reveal the
carrying handle at the rear. A clip -over
cover fits on the front of the assembly
and there is enough space inside for
your working papers and disks. The
telephone and power supply cables fit
nicely under a hinged cover at the rear
when in transit.

The screen displays characters in a
pleasant amber colour on a grey
background. Eight shades may be
displayed or, using an external moni-
tor, eight colours. Most business ap-
plications would use the normal amber/
grey built-in screen. In addition to the
normal 24 x 80 layout, the screen can
emulate Prestel's 24 x 40 characters or
give 256 x 512 graphics pixels (picture
elements or dots). A television adaptor
is available as an optional extra which
would be useful, for example, if you
wanted to get the benefit of Prestel's
colour displays but without the ex-
pense of a monitor.

The screen automatically blanks if
the keyboard is inactive for more than

The enormous printed circuit board is well laid out

ten minutes. (You may vary this dura-
tion between one and 34 minutes with
the CONFIGUR command.) A red light
on the keyboard will remind you that
the machine is still active. The pro-
totype machine wasn't properly ad-
justed, a light band ran down the left
hand side of the screen and the display
was a little 'pin cushiony'. I also noticed
that if column sixteen contained a
character then a single column of the
character matrix would repeat itself in
the first column of the previous row. No
doubt these problems will be resolved
in the production machines. Brightness
and contrast controls are under the
cover at the back of the screen housing.

The disks are very compact units and
they worked well. The catch on each
drive was rather peculiar in use but
Wren assures me that different ones
will be used in the production models.
The only other odd thing I noticed was
that despite all the ventilation space
inside the machine, the top disk drive
did get rather hot. Each 40 -track, single
sided, double density disk has a usable
capacity of 190k and the drives can read

Aesthetically pleasing and hardwearing: the transportable Wren

SuperBrain format disks, something I
found particularly useful because I run
such a machine at home. I transferred a
number of programs to the Wren with
complete success. For some reason,
and I suppose it could be seen as an
advantage, the drive light stays on even
after the motor has stopped.

Moving down to the keyboard, there
is a perfectly pitched set of keys which
at first feel rather toy -like because their
travel is limited. It's like the difference
between a conventional electric type-
writer (remember them?) and a port-
able machine. The keys are not nearly
as proud of their surround as is usual,
but unless you are a real keyboard
connoisseur, I don't suppose this will
bother you. 67 keys are provided,
comprising the normal qwerty set plus
five function keys, two Prestel control
keys (hash and asterisk), home and the
four arrow keys. I don't do much
mathematical work so I didn't feel the
absence of a numeric keypad. Dispens-
ing with the pad is a good way for
transportable computer makers to keep
the width, and therefore the weight,
down.

A light shines on the CAPS LOCK key
when it is locked into position - an
unusual refinement in such a low cost
machine. The function keys may be
accessed in conjunction with SHIFT or
CTRL giving a total of 15 user -definable
functions from these five keys. The
HOME and arrow keys are also user -
definable and there's no reason why
you should not use these as function
keys too. The only restriction is that
they have the same meaning regard-
less of the position of the SHIFT and
CTRL keys. The only really peculiar
thing about the keyboard is that it does
not have a '£' keytop although, as with
many machines, it can be displayed
using the hash sign. In fact, the entire
character set may be redefined and
alternative sets stored on disk.

An autodial modem is included in-
side the machine and using this I had no
problems connecting up to Prestel and
Micronet 800. Prestel transmits at 1200
baud and receives at 75 baud. Although
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BENCHTEST
I didn't try it, the Wren can handle
1200/1200 speeds as well. A supplied
cable connects the Wren to the modern
style of BT (British Telecom) wall
socket. It is even possible to get
application programs to make your
phone calls for you. For this you would
need a double socket - type 600 I

believe-, one for your Wren, the other
for the telephone.

The two DIN paddle sockets can be
used for any type of analogue input to
the computer. Up to six such inputs are
catered for by this machine. The Cen-
tronics parallel printer port worked a
treat and I almost managed to get my
printer working from the RS232C serial
port. I did send stuff down the line but I
couldn't get the handshaking right. I

ended up with gibberish on the paper
and my first disappointment with the
documentation.

At first I had trouble figuring out the
CONFIGUR and DEVICE programs,
both of which are necessary to set up
the serial port. Incidentally, you can get
this port talking at speeds from 75 to
19200 baud. More or less by trial and
error I got all the software tuned up to
my printer's requirements, but then I

discovered that a much needed appen-
dix was missing from the draft manual.
This is the one which is going to explain
what signals are expected on the
various wires at the Wren end of the
RS232C link.

Without that I was stumped and at
10pm on a Sunday evening there was
no way I could be rescued by Prism or
Transam. Get your dealer to show it
working with a serial printer if you're
worried. I'm certain that it will work. A
winchester disk socket promises hard
disks to come and the DIN RGB (Red,
Green, Blue) socket gives splendid
results when connected to a colour
monitor.

Inside
Opening up the machine was simplicity
tself. Two screws hold the metal base

in position. Once removed it was a
simple case of grabbing the carry
handle and sliding the base off to reveal
the enormous PCB. Three more screws
hold this down and their removal
allows the PCB to be swung up (if the
machine is upside down). The board is
well made and very neatly laid out
although there were quite a few extra
wires taped around it. This is often the
case with a prototype machine. I

noticed that all the ports mentioned
earlier are attached to the rear edge of
this PCB and they have no other means
of support. In other words, be gentle if
you tend to plug and unplug printers
and the like regularly.

For the technically minded, the Wren
is driven by a 6MHz, Z8OB processor
which makes it very fast. Most
machines of this type run at 4MHz. It is
delivered with 64k RAM with an option
for 256k and a separate 32k of video
RAM gives the high resolution colour
graphics without robbing the user of
memory. 8k of ROM provides diagnos-
tics which check the machine each time
it is switched on. 50 bytes of battery -
backed CMOS RAM are used to store
the time and date.

The review machine had a grotty
piezo-electric speaker sellotaped to a
couple of the chips. The sound gener-
ator provides three sound channels and
a noise channel. In this respect the
Wren ceases to be a business machine
and begins to feel more like an up-
market home computer. And why not?
Since it's transportable, who knows
what its owners will get up to out of
hours? I suspect that the musically -
minded could have some fun with the
eight built-in envelope shapes. Wren
itself decided to use its sound facilities
to implement a 'bell' which sounds
when invalid keys are pressed - it's an
impressive effort but it sounds ghastly.

The top casing of the machine is even
easier to remove than the bottom. Two
screws hold it in place and when these
are removed a nudge forward and a lift

".

.
\

Neatlydesigned keyboard, even if the keys feel rather toy -like

Integrated and compact disk drives

are all that's required to reveal the
power supply, disk drives, screen and
associated circuitry. Once again this is
impressively constructed and extreme-
ly clean and airy.

Applications software
Transam, joint designer of the Wren,
has been selling computer software for
several years now and it has found
Perfect Software's range of products
particularly popular. Notsurprisingly, it
has chosen three of this company's
products to give away free with each
Wren. Perfect Calc, Perfect Writer and
Perfect Filer give the popular spread-
sheet, word processing and file man-
agement applications. Add to this a
communications package, the CP/M
Plus (alias CP/M 3) operating system,
BBC Basic and Quantec's Executive
Desktop and you begin to see what an
impressive package the Wren repre-
sents.

I didn't try all of Perfect Software -
the review would have taken months. I
did, however, have a look at Perfect
Writer and, despite my known addic-
tion to Spellbinder, found it a very
acceptable package. According to the
manual, Perfect Writer can handle up to
seven documents concurrently with
two visible at the same time. It can
create indexes and help concoct con-
tents pages with the correct page
numbering according to the content of
your document.

Commands are mnemonic and, pro-
viding you know your way around
the keyboard, are easy to find and use.
Letters are used in conjunction with
either the CONTROL or the ESCAPE key
and you will find, for example, that 'F' is
used for forward movements and 'B' for
backward ones. Deletion is done with
'D' and so on. The letter 'A' was chosen
to go to the beginning of things and
Perfect Writer suggests you remember
this by thinking of 'A' being the
beginning of the alphabet. Corny
perhaps, but it works.
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LONDON C P TER  NTRE
NEC
ADVANCED
PERSONAL \
COMPUTER
16 bit 8086 128K RAM
2.4 Mb Disk storage
CP/M86-MSDOS
Green Screen
Colour Display

£1,985
£2 595

LCC SPECIAL BUNDLE
NEC APC RRP £1,985
NEC Dot Matrix Printer RRP £395
Benchmark WP Software RRP £311
Cables RRP £30

£2,721
you pay £1,985

you save £736

COMPUTERS
EPSON QX10 £1,735
TANDY 4 from £1,299
TELEVIDEO 806/816 PHONE
SUPERBRAIN PHONE

PORTABLES
CORONA PC
IBM PC Compatible
256K RAM
Twin Drives £2,295
ZORBA with free 12"
Monitor. Software
worth £800 included £1,395

LAP PORTABLES
NEC 8201 16K £475
EPSON HX20 16K from £402
TANDY 100 8K £433

apricot
256K RAM 16 Bit
Nearly £1,000 Software included

from £1,495

sinus 1
1.2 Mb Disk storage
2.4 Mb Disk storage
10 Mb Disk storage

DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS

£2,195
£2,895
£3,995

STAR DELTA 10 160cps £399
GEMINI 10X 120cps £249
EPSON FX80 160cps PHONE

FX100 160cps PHONE
RX80 160cps PHONE
RX8OFT 100cps PHONE

NEC 8023 100cps £375
TOSHIBA 2100 £1,130
CANON PT1080A Colour Printer £453

DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS
FLOWRITER 1600
TEC F10 40cps
TEC F1500
JUKI 18cps
UCHIDA 18cps

£1,600
£1 350

£450
£399
£399

SHEET FEEDERS
BDT 2 Tray Auto
BDT 3 Tray Auto
BDT Single
Juki Sheet Feeder
Juki Tractor Feeder

£595
£695
£375
£239

£99

SANYOcynkildit 555
wiesammumnimis £999

16 bit 128K Expandable
to 256K. MSDOS. 2 Drives, Monitor
£1,200 software included
(Wordstar, Mailmerge, Spellstar, Supersort,
Datastar, Reportstar, Calcstar)

SANYO 550 £799
16 bit 123K.
MSDOS One Drive Monitor
Software included worth £500
(Wordstar, Calcstar)

HARD DISKS
Hard Disks for IBM PC
Sirius QX10, NEC
10 Mb
15Mb
20 Mb
20 Mb Tape Streamer

PLOTTERS

£1,545
£1,695
£1,995
£1,495

HEWLETT-PACKARD 7475A
6 Pen colour
ROLAND DXY 800/101
6 Pen colour A3
PIXY3 3 Pen colour A4
SWEET P 6 Pen colour
HP7475A Compatible

£1,401

£520
£599

£995

MODEMS/MONITORS
Buzz Box. Direct Connect Modem
Sendata Acoustic Coupler
Philips 12" Green. Hi Res
Taxan 12" RGB Hi Res for IBM

£65
£220

£75
£399

ACCESSORIES
Floppy Disks Printer Buffers
Daisywheels Paper
Ribbons Labels
Cables Computer cleaning kits
Disk containers

SOFTWARE 8/16 Bit
The comprehensive range includes

WORDSTAR £235
SUPERCALC II/III £190/£275
WORD PROCESSING £

Spellbinder 290
Peach Pack' 332
Mutimate 332
Spellstar 134
Maillist 50
Grammatik 85
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Plannercalc 85
Multiplan 170
Lotus 1-2-3 357
D BASE CORNER
FastBase 150
Autocode 195
Ouickcode 205
Dgraph 190
Friday 185
Infostar 266
DMS 400
UTILITIES
Sid £60. ZSid £76.
Mac £133

D BASE II £349
SPELLING CHECKER £80
LANGUAGES
MBasic 215
MBasic Compiler 235
C Compiler 330
Fortran 80/86 325
Cis Cobol/Forms2 399/105
Pascal MT + 240
Pascal MT .f*SSP 350
ACCOUNTING
Pegasus from 250
Peachtree from 325
Sage 375
Exact 500
Pulsar from 195

COMMUNICATIONS
Bstam 130
Crosstalk 135
Moveit 80/86 90

`Incl. PeachSpell/Maillist

Please telephone for the LCC

Software Catalogue

FORMATS: Superbrain. Televideo. Sirius. Sanyo. Osborne
Northstar. 8" SD. DEC Epson OX -10. IBM
ICL, H -P, XEROX. ALTOS, Apricot. NEC-APC & many more

All prices are exclusive of VAT

Looking for an easy -to -use cost effective
File Handling System?

Thank god it's

Pada** £185

by ASHTON -TAI b
Friday will take care of your Files, Reports, Diary,
Mailing and much more. It enables electronic files to
be set up. Reports can be displayed and retrieved fast
from all or part of a file. Friday is fast and versatile. It is
designed for beginners.
Friday enables you to prepare custom reports
to suit your requirements and presentation.
Friday enables you to sort and select any field.
Friday uses on screen prompts and help
menus to guide you through the job
you are doing.

43 Grafton Way, London W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples)
Opening Hours: 10-7 Mon -Fri. 12-4 Sat.

01-387 4455 (4 lines) Telephone Answering Service After Office Hours
Telex: 8953742

014*

4z.
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Co PRI
NEWS

M
A GSL COMPUTING PUBLICATION

ssrs MONTHLY PRICE REVIEW
MICROS
BBC Model B 32K

BBC Model B with D/Interface 32K
BBC Model B with Econet 32K

BBC Model B with Disc & Econet 32K.

MONITORS

£346.96
£407.83
£389.14

. £450.01

Microvitec 14" Colour

Decca 14" Colour

Kaga Green screen 12"

Novex Green & Amber screen

PRINTERS
NEC PC -8023 BE -C dot matrix

Epson FX80 dot matrix
Juki 6100 daisywheel printer .

DISC DRIVES

£215.00
£205.00
£107.00
£105.00

£320.00
£405.00
£399.00

100K Shugart disc drive . £149.95
200K Shugart disc drive . £250.00
400K Shugart disc drive £280.00
Disc drive leads £ 14.47
Torch Z80 disc pack £730.00
Hitach 3" 100K disc drive £180.00

After Sales Service
Our after sales service is second to none.

Our team of highly qualified electronic
engineers, physicists and computer technicians
operating in M.O.D. approved Class 1 clean
rooms are easily able to identify and repair
any computer problems.

UPGRADES
Acorn Disc upgrade Kit £ 85.00
Amcom Disc upgrade Kit £ 95.00
Econet interface Kits . £ 60.82
Speech interface Kit £ 55.00
Wordwise wordprocessor package £ 39.00
Disc Doctor pack £ 35.00

SOFTWARE
Acornsoft £ 8.65
A & F Software £ 8.00
Superior Software £ 6.50
Screendump software Acorn/Software Various:
Monsters, Snapper, Frogger, Painter etc.& other titles
incl. Business & Educational

BEEBSCOPE
Enables the BBC to function as a two channel, large
screen, storage oscilloscope. For scientific, educational
or home use.

£350.00
The above prices exclude carriage and V.A.T.

We are an authorised County Council Dealer

6 Service Centre

GM Monthly
Stock Clearing Offer

ORIC COMPUTER £110.84

We are an official $ Acorn Dealer and Service Centre

Tremendous opportunities for those wishing to become GSL Appointed Dealers
For further details please Contact Rod Lewis on Andover (0264)58744/51699

GSLGSL COMPUTING 2 North Way, Andover, Hampshire
SP10 5AZ Telephone:0264 58744 Telex:47166



BENCHTEST
A nice touch is the 'Yank back' facility

(would you believe control -Y?). This
brings back stuff you've accidentally
deleted. Perfect Writer happily ex-
changed data with BrainStorm (see
PCW January) which I was using to
develop the Benchtest. All in all, I was
impressed with my limited exposure to
Perfect Writer which is more than I can
sayfor my first sessions with WordStar.

I had a go at using the communica-
tions package and I found it excellent. I
live outside London and it was a simple
matter to change the telephone num-
bers of the various Prestel locations.
Getting into Prestel was a doddle too,
but what a disappointment once I was
there! Unless you need bang up to date
information I reckon Prestel is a pain.
Even at 1200 baud it is a bit slow in
operation. It's about 18 months since I
last used Prestel in earnest and I must
say that my impressions have not
improved any. But then again, it is not
expensive to use it occasionally and,
who knows, it might get better.

I turned to Micronet's Bulletin Board
hoping to find inspiration but, no, that
was little better than graffiti. Nerds
were leaving nerdy messages and, I

regret to say, the staff of the service
were adding almost nerdier replies.
Finding that a big turn off, I thought I'd
have a go at the lonely hearts mailbox. It
was funny in parts but was really just
the same sort of drivel but on a different
subject. Still the link worked and for
those of you who need to access Prestel
or who have faith in it improving, you
will encounter few problems using the
Wren as your terminal. I was almost
relieved when I left a magnetised
screwdriver near the comms disk and
zapped the terminal program.

Of course the 1200/1200 link has far
more uses and that is supplied with the
machine too. Domestic users pay £5 per
quarter to belong to Prestel, £8 per
quarter for Micronet and connect time
costs 5p per minute during working
hours (8am-6pm Monday to Friday and
8am-1pm on Saturday). At all other
times there is no access charge. In
addition you will pay the cost of a local
telephone call for the duration of your
connection and, occasionally, you will
want to access a frame which will cost
you money. In these days of electronic
mail,Ithink we're all going to be hooked
into using comms facilities sooner or
later.

The Executive Desktop package was
written by Quantec to Wren's require-
ments. It is an interesting suite of
programs designed to be running on
the user's desk pretty well at all times.
Accordingly it contains many functions
considered essential to a busy execu-
tive's well-being.

The suite is in seven parts: Time
Management, Addresses, Deskfile, Fil-
ing, Calculator, Typewriter and Utili-
ties. At first glance it's horrendously
complicated but, like most packages, if
you take your time and read the
instructions you soon getthe hang of it.

Time management is a diary system
which can cater for appointments,
events and straightforward notes.

Deskfile lets you design forms for
different occasions. For example, you
may have memos, letters, reports,
budget forms or expense claims. With
this system you simply enterthe design
once and every time you want to fill in a
form, call it from this file.

The Filing system gives you an
unusual arrangement of headings so
that you can easily code each document
for filing under a particular heading.

The Addresses file keeps your
addresses in three categories: Busi-
ness, Personal and Places. Since each
directory is limited to 152 entries, this
gives a total of 456 names and addres-
ses online. This means the Deskfile is
limited to 152 pages of information too
but each page could be a different
design. It also means that the diary is
limited to around 30 working weeks.

None of these limits would bother the
average executive. What might bother
him is the effort needed to learn how to
use Executive Desktop fully. The end
product is not as slick as many pro-
grams you see on the market but it is
definitely usable and I must admit that
the more I used it and discovered short
cuts, the more I enjoyed it. Executive
Desktop can even make phone calls for

you and tell you when to pick up the
handset.

Finally, the Calculator facility emu-
lates a simple four function calculator
with memories and the Typewriter
actually lets you use the machine and
printer like a typewriter. This is great for
the swift memo. There were a number
of aspects of the package which could
best be described as untidy but then it
does come 'free' with the Wren and I
really don't think I should complain.

Other programs I ran were Micro-
soft's MBasic and Caxton's Cardbox.
These worked perfectly which bodes
well for other suppliers of standard
CP/M packages. The Wren's compre-
hensive set of graphics characters were
easily implemented to give smart
screen displays. In general the screen
attributes are compatible with the
Televideo TVI 910.

Systems softwa re
A Wren menu is supposed to be on
every disk. This displays the programs
available at any time and, using a
combination of SPACE and RETURN
keys, you can quickly and easily load
and start running the program you
want.

CP/M Plus is a vast improvement on
the old-fashioned CP/M 2.2. It allows
you to work in the old ways but is far
more forgiving of errors and under-
standing of the user's needs. With the
utilities provided you can design new
character sets and switch between
them. You can change the details of the
function keys and access some of the
more arcane aspects of CP/M through

CONFIGUR
COPYSYS
CRAM
DESIGN
DEVICE
DIR and DIRS
DIR (options)
ERASE
FC
GET
HELP
INITDIR
KEYDEF
PIP
PUT
RENAME
SET

SETDEF

SHOW
SUBMIT
TV
TYPE
USER

sets up system characteristics
was SYSGEN
loads different character set
designs new character set
replaces device assignment aspects of STAT
directory and directory of system files
greatly enhanced DIR
as ERA but with confirmation option
formatand copy
cantreat a file as console input
variety of explanatory notes on CP/M Plus
activates time/date stamp capability in directory
defines function and home/arrow keys
good old PIP
diverts console outputto printer or disk
as REN but allows wildcards
setstimeldate a nd file/disk attributes. NOTE:
timestamping reduces the directory size to 47 entries
(from 64)
setsdrive search sequencefor program loading and sets
display modes on and off
displaysdrive information
as old version but accepts parameters and data
switches on TV 40 column mode on CRT or monitor
as old TYPE but with page mode option
as old USER

Fig 7. CP114 Plus overview



THE INDUSTRY STANDARD

At last you can have real print
performance trom your ZX Spectrum with the
Kempston Centronics Interfaces. As the
Interfaces allow you to link your ZX Spectrum
to any of a vast number of printers with an
industry standard centronics input, you can
choose the printer that suits your needs -
from high speed dot matrix to professional
letter quality printers.

We recommend Epsons, NEC, TEC,
Seikosha, OKI Microline, Tandy GPI 15, Star
DP 510, Shinwa, Brother HR15, etc.

011 INTERFACE E - ONLY £55.00
Simply plug in and it's ready to
use. All operating commands

are held in an EPROM so LUST, LPRINT and
COPY can be used at any time without using
up valuable user RAM. COPY will allow the
reproduction of high resolution graphics
with Epson (or derivatives) and Seikosha 80,
100 and 250 Series printers. Print width
selection from 32 characters to full width
depending on printer used.
INTERFACE S - ONLY £39.99

Visually identical to Interface E but
without the EPROM, Interface S also
recognises the LUST & LPRINT commands
and will allow print width selection from 32
characters to full width.

However, software routines will need to
be loaded before use. Full screen dump to
reproduce high resolution graphics is also

possible and supporting software is supplied
to operate this facility with Epson and
Seikosha printers. The software routines that
are necessary to initialise the interface are
held in the printer buffer so valuable user
RAM will not be used up. There is a growing
range of Business/Utility software that
includes these routines. Details available on
request.

Either interface simply plugs into the
ZX Spectrum expansion port or interface and
is supplied fully cased with a one metre
ribbon cable which connects to the printer of
your choice. Full instructions are included
and driving software is supplied with
Interface S.

KEMPSTON CENTRONICS INTERFACE
COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE UTILITIES.
FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM.

FINANCE MANAGER (OCP) - Menu driven
program for all domestic and business
accounting applications. £19.95

ADDRESS MANAGER (OCP) - Simple
index filing system ideal for names, addresses,
etc. Various search facilities. £19.95

FULL SCREEN EDITOR/ASSEMBLER (OCP)
- Allows you to write Z80 assembly code using
standard mnemonics on full screen £19.95

WORD PROCESSOR (TASWORD TWO) -
(TASMAN) A professional word processor
allowing 64 characters per line and
incorporating all usual editing facilities. £13.90

OMNICALC (MICROSPHERE)- The only
spreadsheet wntten entirely in machine code.
The easy and fast way of solving any numerical
problem Ideal for cash flow forecasting to
concrete stress analysis £9.95

NIASTERFILE (CAMPBELL SYSTEMS) -
Filing and retneval system for domestic or
business use. Files can be loaded and saved
independently. Microdrive compatible. £9.95

NOW WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY YOUR
PRINTER.

We've looked at the printers currently
available and have selected what we feel is
best value for money in dot matrix and daisy
wheel printers:
EPSON RX-80 F/T -A dot matrix printer
allowing full graphics dumping and a
choice of printing styles. Speed: 100 C.P.S.
Price £325 Inc. VAT and Delivery
BROTHER HR 15 -A daisywheel printer
ideal for letters, mail
shots, documents, etc. Many typefaces
available by changing daisywheel.
Duplication facility but no graphics. Speed:
Up to 18 C.P.S.
Price £425 Inc. VAT and Delivery

Interface S
Available from

spectrum
COMPUTER CENTRES

WH SMITH
All products direct frona.

HEmp5TonMICRO ELECTRONICS LTD
Unit 30 Singer Way, Woburn Road
Industrial Estate, Kempston,
Bedford, MK42 7AF. Tel: (0234) 856633
Telex 826078 KEMPMI G
All prices include VAT and P. & P.
Overseas orders please add £4.00 P. & P. V
Please allow 7I days for delivery of
interfaces and software, Printers
available within 48 hours.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
WELCOME
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BENCHTEST
plain English commands. For example,
'SHOW' and 'COPYSYS' are more
meaningful alternatives to 'STAT' and
'SYSGEN'. Some things never change
- 'PIP' is the same as it always was.
(See Fig 1 fora summary of CP/M Plus.)

BBC Basic is the supplied language
with the Wren. Although the processor
is a Z80, a special version of the
language has been written by RT
Russell and published by M-Tec Com-
puter Services. It follows standard BBC
Basic but with a few variations to reflect
the facilities available on the Wren. In
particular the graphics, sound, ana-
logue input, clock and direct access to
CP/M facilities are covered by the new
version.

Documentation
Four manuals are supplied - one for
each of the 'Perfect' programs plus a
Wren User Guide. I had a draft User
Guide which lacked an index or dia-
grams but in other respects appeared
complete. Its tone is certainly friendly
and, in places, almost too conversa-

Benchmarks
BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4
BM5
BM6
BM7
BM8
The Benchmarks were run using
interpreted MBasic. All timings in
seconds. Fora full listing of the
Benchmark programs see 'Direct
Access'.

1.2
3.1
7.6
7.5
8.4

15.3
23.8

3.9

tional. For example, 'This may not be
very creative, but you wanted a simple
computer!' Until you get to the heavier
parts of CP/M and Executive Desktop it
is quite a good read. It certainly covers
the ground for an ordinary user. If you
want to get technical or start program-
ming then you will need to buy extra
manuals. A technical guide is available
from Transam and a BBC Basic manual
from M-Tec, its publisher.

Everyone should copy their master
disks before starting to use a new
system. It was interesting to read in the
User Guide that on this system you
need to spend a couple of hours on this
job because it involves reorganising
the distribution of programs as you
copy them to your new disks. I know
that to push a machine out for a

thousand pounds, Wren must have
agonised over whether to use a couple
of extra disks or make life more difficult
for the user. Perhaps kind-hearted
dealers could take note and reorganise
the disks before parting with the
machine. It need only costa few pounds

Alltheusualportspluswinchesterdisksocketpromisesharddiskstocome

and would save a lot of frustration just
at the time the user really needs
encouragement.

The other thing I noticed was that you
shouldn't leave disks on top of the unit
in case the TV tube magnets zap them.1f
that really is a serious risk then it should
be emblazoned on the unit or at least
given more prominence in the manual.

The 'Perfect' manuals supplied with
the review machine were the original
Perfect Software manuals as supplied
with the unmodified product. Perfect is
currently rewriting its manuals for the
Wren versions of its programs. If the
quality of the new manuals is anything
like the existing ones then they will be
large, clear and comprehensive. The
Filer, Calc and Writer manuals together
comprise a massive 940 pages.

The technical manual had not been
finished at the time of the review but I
was given a copy of the BBC Manual as
it is currently supplied for the unmod-
ified BBC Basic. It is definitely a

reference manual and if you need to
learn BBC Basic then you will need to
find a book with a more tutorial
approach.

Prices
There's only one price worth quoting
and that's £1000 plus VAT for the Wren,
Perfect Filer, Perfect Writer, Perfect
Calc, BBC Basic, CP/M Plus, Com-
munications and Executive Desktop.

Additional memory, a carrying case
and the TV adaptor are the only extras I
know of but the prices were not
available at the time of writing.

Conclusions
If you are the sort of person who doesn't
mind proven technology rather than
leading edge stuff then this has got to
be a machine worth considering. At
£1000 (plus VAT) it appears to offer the
best value for a twin disk, full screen
transportable computer. And inside are
plenty of hidden goodies such as the
integral modem, the graphics and the
colour capabilities.

It comes supplied with three popular
business software packages: Quan-
tec's Executive Desktop suite, a com-
munications package; BBC Basic; CP/M
Plus; and a three month subscription to
Prestel and Micronet 800. Most CP/M
packages will run on the machine which
gives the user an enormous range of
ready written applications from which
to choose.

The prototype machine was very well
made and I've no doubt that Thorn EMI
will maintain the same standards, if not
better, in the production models. As I
had a prototype, I noticed the odd glitch
but nothing which rang alarm bells.

My verdict? Good value for money
and pretty, too.

END

Technical specifications
CPU Z80B, 6MHz
RAM
ROM
Display
Keyboard
Disk
I/O

Operating system
Languages
Dimensions

64k (256k option), 50 bytes CMOS
8k
7in flatfaced,amber, 24 x 80,24 x 40, 256x 512
67 keys including arrows, homeandfivefunction keys
Twin half height 51/4in drives, 190k each
RS232C serial, Centronics parallel, six analogue
channels (ortwo paddles),winchester, modem and RGB
CP/M Plus
BBC(Z80) Basic,anyCP/M-based language
235mm x 420mm x 430mm,
470mm with cover
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HOW MUCH USEABLE MEMORY YOU GET

HOW LITTLE USEABLE MEMORY YOU GET

If you saw a computer labelled 32K, 48K or 64K you'd assume
it had a large memory. Right?

Wrong. These figures bear little relationship to the actual
amount of useable memory left once the computer is performing
functions like text, colour, sound and even more importantly, high
resolution graphics.

The Commodore, for instance, claims an "elephantine" 64K
memory, yet uses up 26K producing high resolution graphics.

Under the same conditions, the Dragon 32K leaves 24K of
useable memory, the Lynx 48K just 14K.

And the BBC Micro and Acorn Electron leave the operator
a miserly 9K to play with.

However, there is one computer specifically designed to
cope with these normal working functions as a matter of course.

The new Oric Atmos 48K.
Why, even when you add peripherals like the new micro

disc drive unit and colour printer (see technical details overleaf),
its useable memory is never less than a healthy 37K.

Which not only caters for all the standard applications
you'd expect from any home computer, but also for advanced



WITH THE NEW ORIC ATMOS.

WITH OTHER HOME COMPUTERS.

programming and very sophisticated games.
Talking of games, the new Oric Atmos starts off with a major

advantage over most new computers, since it takes most of the
software already written for the Oric-1.

And like the Oric-1, it has a powerful loudspeaker and
amplifier inside its case.

The same unit, in fact, that prompted 'Which Micro"
(November) to quote ..."At full volume this machine can compete
with most arcade games. Its sound facilities have more in common
with the £400 Beeb, than the rather pathetic beep of the Spectrum.:.'

Yet the Oric Atmos 48K costs a modest £1 70, including all
the leads and adaptors
you need to get it going.

But then what
else would you expect
from a British Company
recognised for offering
so much for so little?

The new Oric Atmos 48K.



Now we've whetted your appetite,
here's something to get your teeth into.

Printer
Technical Specifications

Atmos
Technical Specifications

Micro Disc
Technical Specifications

Printer/ Ball Point Pen,4 colour CPU 6502 A Formatted 160K bytes per side (double

Plotting Memory Choice of 16K or 48K RAM Capacity density as standard)

system
Plotting speed:

Memory
(48K Model)

Minimum 48K RAM, max 64:
16K ROM external control

No. of 40 (80 available as option at a
Tracks future date)

(horizontal) 52 mm/sec (2.05ips) signals allow use of full 64K No. of 16
(vertical) 73 mm/sec (3.08ips) RAM or maybe used externally Sectors

Printer 12 characters per second to increase ROM/RAM Bytes per 256
Speed Language Extended Microsoft basic Sector

Resolution 0.2 mm/step (0.00787 inch) Keyboard Typewriter style and pitch,57 Transfer 250K Bits/Sec

Effective
plotting
range

96 mm (3.804 inch) x axis,
divided into 480 steps. (No limit
in y direction)

keys, standard computer layout,
additional cursor control keys,
autorepeat facil ity, tactile and

Rate
Supports up to 599 files per side,four drives single
or double sided, 40 or 80 track. User definable

Characters 80 or 40 text mode (determined acoustic feedback configuration allows mixing of drive types

per line
Characters
per line
Accuracy
repetition)

by software in graphics mode)
INT (480/n +1) *6)
for0=n=15

0.2 mm max

Display

Text format
Character
set

Output for B&W or colour TV,
RGB output for colour monitor.
40 line x 28 rows
Similar to Teletext format,
standard ASCII double height,

including 5'/4" (five and a quarter inch)
Extensive wild card facilities
Copy allows merging of basic and machine
code files
Utilities
The Utilities are as follows:movement) 0.3 mm max flashing, 80 user definable

distance) 0.5% max (x-axis) characters 1. Backup Copy a whole disc
1% (y-axis) Graphics 240 x 200,8 colours 2. Copy Copy a file to another

Pen life 250 metres (825 feet) Graphic Points, lines, circles 3. Del Delete a file allowing wildcards
Parallel
interface
Temperature

range

8-bit parallel Uses STROBE
and ACKNOWLEDGE

18.3 to 35°C (65 to 96°F)

Facilities
Sound Internal loudspeaker and

amplifier. 3 -Channel sound
synthesiser envelope control,

4. Dir Display directory listing
5. Dry Set the default drive number

6. Format Format and initialise a disc

storage
Humidity

-40 to 71°C (.40 to 160°F)
10% to 80% relative non -

amplitude control 8 octaves,
noise channel

7. Load Load a file (code data or basic)

8. Protect Change protect status of file

range condensing Storage Most cassette recorders via 9. Recall Recall a basic array from a file

Power
supply

Dimensions

Switching power supply input
100 -120 VAC
200-240 VAC
103/4" wide
61/2" deep

Interface

DIN socket 300 or 2400 BAUD.
Disc Drive.
Centronics, expansion port,
Hi-fi, RGB Monitor, UHF TV,
cassette recorder

10. Ren Rename a file

11. Save Save a file (code, data or basic)

12. Store Store a basic array as a data file
13. Sys Change system configuration

21/2" high Other Warm reset to regain control
without clearing program or
data

Prices and data correct at time of going to press.
Specifications on the above models may change without notice.

Available at Dixons, Laskys,Comet,Wigfalls, Rumbelows and all good computer stockists.
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Sinclair QL
I have seen the Sinclair QL
advertisement in your
February issue, I think I'd like
to buy one but two things
worry me. Is it as good as the
adverts say, and if I purchase
it by mail order will I be
letting myself in fora long
wait likethe Spectrum and
the BBC?

Also, how can Sinclair get
awaywith calling the 68008 a
32 -bit processor?
David Campbell, London

Atthetime of writing no-one
has seen a production QL.
The only machines I've seen
were pre -production models
atthe press launch. The
specification certainly looks
impressive. The only
question mark for business
use is the speed and
reliability of the microdrives,
but for £400 who can argue?
Availability looks as if it may
be a problem. Sinclair are
already saying that demand
is exceeding expectation so
I'dtreatthe quoted 28 days
delivery with some
scepticism.

Calling the MC68008 a
32 -bit processor must be
regarded as artistic licence
on the partof the ad -men.
The 68008 actually has an
8-bitdata bus but manyof the
internal registers are 32 -bit.
Motorola (the chip
manufacturerslcall ita 16 -bit
chip, so depending on your
criteria you could call it an 8-,
16 -or 32-bit.You payyour
money and make your
choice.
Peter Bright

11E1EINEIEJ

TRS-80

software
I recently bought a Tandy
TRS-80 Colour Computer for
home use, but I'm finding it
very difficultto locate
suitable software-the
Tandy shops have a limited

SWER
Send your queries to Peter Bright, PCW, 62 Oxford Street,

London W1. Please note that Petercannot answer questions on
an individual basis, so please don'tsend an SAE with your query.

range. Where else can I
purchase colour software?

Also, what is your opinion
of this machine as a 'good'
computer? At present we are
using it as a learning tool for
our children,who are
becoming frustrated when
they seethe wide range of
software availablefor the
more common makes.
D. Sutherland, Merseyside

Official ColourComputer
software is restricted to what
Tandyare prepared to
supply. Veryfewth ird party
software authors have taken
to the machine. The only
independent company I
knowof which supplies
ColourComputer software is
Softek(tel: 01-2401422). All
is not lost, however; you
should be ableto run a lot of
Dragon cassette software on
your machine. The only
problem is predicting which
programsviiill work and
which ones won't. Neither
Dragon nor Tandy will tell
you, so it's simply a question
oftrial and error.

TheColourComputer isn't
the machine [would choose
beca use of the lack of
software. Generally, it's a
better idea to stick with the
mainstream manufacturers
unlessyou have a specialist
need thatthey can't fulfil.
Peter Bright

Graphics

grappling
I am grappling with graphics
on my Commodore 64, but
having problems with POKE.

I understand thetheory of
thething and POKE colour
locations (I think).
However, according to my
handbook if I POKE 1524,811
should get a ball in the
middle of the screen. !don't
-and can't seem to POKE
any other image into any
other location either. What
vital piece of information am
I lacking?

I know from bitter
experiencethat handbook
programs tend not to work
as they should, but this
seems too simple to be
bugged.
Bridget Clarke, Norwich

As with most irritating
problems posed by
computersthe answer is
simple-the only missing
piece of vital information is
how bad computer manuals
can be. When you diligently
POKEd location 1524 with the
correct codeforthe ball it was
indeed printed on the screen
-you couldn't see it because
it was printed in blue on a
blue background. This is
particularlyconfusing as
anything typed from the
keyboard appears in white.
This is an unfortunate
'feature' of the 64 which we
have to live with.

The answer is eitherto
cha nge the colou r of the
screen to RED by the
command POKE 53281,2 or
to printthe ball in a different
colour. The colours that
characters are displayed in
are held in a memory map (or
'array') called the colour
memory map. This, along
with the screen memory map
(whereyou poked the ball) is
the 64's archaicversion of the
PRINTATcommand found
on other micros.

To solve your problems
you should usethe following
subroutineto print any
characters at any screen
position and in any specified
colour:
10000

10010

10020

10030

REM Print AT
subroutine
POKE 1024 + 40*
ROW + COL, COD
POKE 55296 + 40 *
ROW + COL, CLR
RETURN

Obviously, beforeyou use
the routineyou must assign
the required valuesto the
following variable:
ROW- row number
COL - column number
COD - character code

number
CLR - colour number
Tony Hetherington

Extra

printer

speed

I have recently purchased an
ACT Apricot with Wordstar
and an ACT 120 character per
second matrix printer with a
centronics connector. My
problem isthat in Wordstar,
the printer does not operate
at anything like 120 cps: my
estimate is nearer to 40 cps.
Why is this and can anything
be done about it, as I need the
extra speed.
Name and address withheld

Your problem appearsto lie
with the software rather than
the hardware-the Apricot
should easily drive a fast
printer. WordStar is
designed to drive letter
quality daisywheel printers,
which are relatively slow
(even thefastestcan only
manage around 40 cps).
Modern matrix can run much
faster than WordStar was
everdesigned to and this is
where your problem lies.

When WordStar is printing
a document itformats line by
line-the effect is limited
output speed. Unfortunately,
because this is part of
WordStarthere doesn't
seem to bean easy way
around it.

The only solution is to
prepare yourtext as a
non-documentfile,then,
when you wantto printthe
document usethe print to
diskoption to save the
documentas a formated disk
file. Use CP/M or MS-DOSs
Ctrl Ptoturn on the printer
and TYPE theformated
documentfile.

The only problem with
printing thisway isthatyou
losethefancy printing
options associated with a
normal WordStar print. All
you'll get is a straight
printoutofthe document.
Peter Bright
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Ifyou're not sure
where to go from here

with your IBM PC, or want
to know what's available in this

rapidly expanding market, come
and see all the latest developments

under one roof at the 1984 PC
User Show on July 3rd, 4th and

5th, at the Cunard International
Hammersmith, London W6.

Fill in the coupon below
and send offfor your free

tickets today.

All You Need To Know About IBM Personal Comput ' ng

Organised in conjunction with PC User Magazine.

The 19824 PC User Show
Cunard International Hotel, Hammersmith, London W6.

Open July 3rd & 4th - 10am-6pm
July 5th - 10am-4.30pm

See you there.

F -Please send me tickets for the 1984 PC User Show for 1
July 3, 4, 5 (please circle)
Please send me conference details

Name

Company
Position

Address

Tel
Please return completed coupon to: Daniel Evans,
EMAP International Exibitions Ltd., Durrant House,
8 Herbal Hill, London EC1R 5JB. Tel: 01-837 3699.
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A N S E R S
UK101 in

although I make no charge
and invite visitors at their

is perfectly reasonable so
long as you make no charges

Basicll, however, is still
called Basic lion the Electron.

own risk. What liability am I to members. To anyonewho understands

France
and others like myself
actually undertaking?
BG Ledbury, Gloucester

Surya the strangeworkings of
Acorn Computersthis will
doubtless all seem perfectlyEl

Having moved onto greater logical.To me, it seems
things sometime ago, I have Unfortunately, insurance is Electron slightly silly.
an old UK101 computer one ofthose areas where Anyway,the upshot of all
gathering dust. I would like there are no clear-cut this isthat,yes,you should
to give itto a talented but answers. I spoke to two operating have MOS1.0 and Basic 11 on
impecunious young insurance companies about your Electron.
computer enthusiast, but the problem, and both said One last poi ntworthy of
my problem isthatthe said they would needfull details System note: the Electron cannot be
enthusiast lives in France. ofthe individual expanded to a 100%
There are no power supply
problems in France butthe

circumstances beforethey
would be ableto comment.

I own an Acorn Electron, and
although I'm very pleased

BBC -compatible micro,
merelywhat a n Acorn

TV system is not compatible. However,they did confirm with it I've been told that it spokesman described as an
Am I correct in thinking that thatthefirstthing to do is to should have a level 1.00 'equivalent spec'.
it will only be necessaryto contact the company operating system, but when Surya
changethe modulator?If so, covering your ordinary Itype*HELPthe computer

El?EllgEl?can you advise mewhereto household insurance and ask responds with OS 1 -00,
get one? them to find out if you are indicating that I have a 1 .00
Colin Bignell, Littlehampton covered. If the answer is no, OS. Superthen I suggestyou contact a Should I have an 0S1 .00 or
You're rightaboutthe solicitorto seek legal advice. OS 1.20? If !press 'BREAK'
differences between thetwo
standards. We usewhat is

Although no insurance
company will sell you

and type 'REPORT', (C) 1982
Acorn is produced, which

Expander
known asthe PAL standard unnecessary cover, they are indicates a Basic II ROM. If
whilethe French use two in businessto (a) make this is correct and !should I recently boughtthe Super
systems, SECAM and money and (b) protectyou, have an 0S1 .00, can !get an Expander cartridgefor my
PERITEL. sothey are likelyto err on the 0S1 .20 andfit it in the VIC 20.1have written many

Many people have the safe side and recommend Electron? Where arethey programsforthe
sametroubleswhen they additional coverwherethere available and how much do unexpanded version, so is
taketheir micros abroad. The is any doubt. they cost? there any way !can improve
most straightforward Third party cover is Keep upthe good work. my programs with the Super
solution isto send an old PAL normally covered by a George Brown, London E14 Expander?
TV along with the UK101. The minimum premium of Paul Michaelidis, Athens,
onlycompany I know of perhaps£60 or£70, so is an When Acorn launched the Greece
selling its machines in France expensive option. lfyou also BBC Micro it had a temporary
is Oric. The French Oric require cover for accidental MOSwhich was labelled 0.1. When memory expansion is
importersells a kitwhich will damageto machineswhile in When thefull MOS was added to theVIC 20the
convert a 625 -line PAL signal your house,you will have to released, itwas called 1.0 and memory map changes: the
into eitherSECAM or ask your individual members Acorn got itself into trouble valuesyou POKEfor the
PERITELdepending on the to checktheir own policies. If with BBC owners who screen and colour displays
system yourfriend uses. they are not covered itwill be objectedto being charged a alter.Therefore, ifyou want

Further information about cheaperforthem to arrange tenner in orderto receive a to expand a program written
the converter box can be additional cover,which will fully -working machine (the for the unexpanded VIC so
obtained from: probably only cost a few chargeAcorn madeforthe that itwill run in your
Mr. DennisTaiaed pounds peryear on an new MOS). expanded machineyou'll
Zi ordinary household contents Shortlyafterthe release of haveto change every POKE
'La Haie Drielle' and personal effects policy. MOS1 .0, itwasfound to in the program.
BP4894470 Part of the problem with contain a number of bugs: ltwould be ideal if there
Boissy-Saint-Leger insuring computers isthat thesewere supposedly were a machine code
Paris insurancecompanies still corrected and version 1.1 program to alterthese
France apparentlythinkof them as was produced.This didn't addressesfor you, either on
Peter Bright huge,expensive and work either, hence MOS 1.2 itsown oras part of a toolkit,

vulnerable pieces of -a theoretically bug -free butsuch a program doesn't
El ? ? EMU equipment. I was recently MOS. existyetsoyou'll haveto

User group
quoted an exorbitant
premium forcoverfor a
Tandy Mode1100- I think

Meanwhile,Acorn was
also rewriting BBC Basicto
produce Basic II.AII new

changethem one at a time.
To add tothe confusion,

the new addressesyou'll

liability
theywere afraid the valves
would get broken in transit.

BB0Cssiar2eatnhderBeafosircelfli.tted with

M
haveto enterwill vary
depending on the available

Perhapsthe simplest (and When itcameto the memory expansion.
Afterfour months of steady possiblycheapest) solution Electron,Acorn rewrote BBC Consequently, you should
growth a Spectrum user isto ask a solicitorto draw up MOS1 .2 slightlyto produce lookthese up carefully in the
groupnow meets each week a simple disclaimerwhich all theElectron MOS.Asthis documentation provided
in Gloucester. memberswill be obliged to wasthefirst Electron MOS with your expander.

As organiser I'm pleased, sign on joining the club. This release, itwas called 1.0. Tony Hetherington END
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'THE
COMPANY

COMPUTER'
vs

THE
PERSONAL
COMPUTER

Businessman Smith wants a
microcomputer system for his smallish
but buoyant company. He buys a typical
Personal Computer to start things off.
It costs him about £3000.

Businessman Brown, with a similar
problem and a prudent eye on the
future, opts for the SAGE. It costs him
£5500, but it does have 4 times the
capacity and can handle up to 6 users.

In no time, Smith's staff have taken
to computing and want a second
machine - another £3000.

Brown too organises a 2nd work-
station - he only pays £595 for an
additional screen and keyboard.

Both bosses are asked to supply
printers. Smith has to buy two for his
PC's, Brown only needs one because his
SAGE was designed for sharing.



Vital statistics

32 -bit MC 68000
2 million operations per second
256K-1MB memory
Up to 72MB storage
6 users plus printer
Total information sharing
Wide range of applications
SAGE monitor speed
up to19200 baud.
SAGE II from £3130.
SAGE IV from £5850.
SAGE monitor/keyboard from £595.

Please send me the Sage brochure giving details and
I prices/ call me to arrange a demonstration.

Business is good for both com-
panies, but whilst Brown's bill for a 6 user :Name
system is £11,000, poor Mr. Smith has

!Company/organisation
forked out just over £21,000. Address

And his troubles aren't over yet... I

I
Telephone

Because his staff need to share
the company's information, it's going to
cost him at least an extra £4500 to I

network his system together. What's I TD1 S Inmore, his dealer has recommended he
does it with a SAGE! L

THE COMPANY COMPUTER j

PCW171

I

I

I

I

I

I

To TDI Limited, Stork House, 288-292 Hotwell Road,
I Bristol BS8 4NJ. Telephone (0272) 276447



BIBLIOF LE
Linnet Evans'selection from the bookshelf this month features database

management and a revealing biography of wartime code-breakerAlan Turing.

Information Unlimited
Much water has rolled under the silicon
bridge during the thirty -odd years since
Alan Turing's time, as this book bears
witness.

With Information Unlimited, Ian
Sommerville has provided a well-
rounded summary of the state and
status of microchip technology today in
home and High Street. His main con-
cern lies with applications, even more
so with implications: the market forces
that really enable computerised medi-
cal systems, for example, and the
potential effects across the board on
society.

If this sounds rather formal, let me
add that it's written in tidy bite -size
chunks and the kind of light, versatile
style to suit any man and his dog in the
High Street; at the end of each chapter
the author even provides a summary.
It's a nice gesture, even if smacking of
those 0 -level revision crammer cards.

Most of what Sommerville presents
is entirely good sense. A reasonable
coverage, it's also sufficiently up -to-
date to stay valid for a season or two.

wages - will be privileged or smart
enough to sidestep the great god EFT
(electronic funds transfer) for a long
time yet.

There's also the various flies in the
ointment. The cash dispensers around
any shopping centre have always run
dry by 4pm on Saturdays.

Information Unlimited doesn't
attempt to be a whole study of the
subject, though it tries quite often to be
a holistic one. Slightly annoying is the
constant use, when looking to the
future, of 'will' when 'might' or 'could' is
the rightful mode.

But it's food for thought. For exam -
ple, the black economy-the casual bar
job, and so on-could this anarchically
block the whole cashless society fan -
dango? After all, at the end of the line
we'll all be too isolated and lost for
words after being locked up with our TV
monitors for years to be able to barter
window cleaning for tax consultancy.
On Prestel, of course.

INFORMATION
UNLIMITED

The applications and implications
of information technology

IAN SOMMERVILLE

e ,

Even so, he probably underestimates
the unfathomable conservatism of the
Great British public, particularly when
hitting a target such as the cashless
society. Forty per cent of adults in the
UK don't have a bank account, and half
of them - I'll bet my meagre week's

Information Unlimited
Author: Ian Sommerville
Publisher: Addison-Wesley
Price: £6.95

Data Base

Management Systems
Perhaps, if you had a Zenith instead of
an Apple, you might be buying Mr
Kruglinski's book instead of Mr Wads-
worth's (see below). You would then
find yourself with a slightly fatter
volume for the same price, despite the
truly minimalist dollar exchange rate.
You'd very likely already be on the
thought -path to spending a few dollars
more on the genuine branded product.

Before that particular fate -worse-
than,you'd havefound again a neat and
nimble intro to databases in principle.
The author firmly believesthat All Good
Readers Deserve Databases, but since
his scope runs from simple file man-
agement systems upwards, it's a

democratic assumption.
His eye is now turned more to

extended/business usage in the sense
that questions of secu rity, fail -safes and
query languages come before the first
utterance of 'zip code'. Equally, the
reader is guided through the relative
merits of file management, relational
and network/hierarchical DBMS's
(yup!) before the first 'social security
number' shows its chilly face. This

of the book then explores some pro-
prietary systems, all CP/M. Prominent
among these are Condor, dBasell,
FMS -80 and MDBSIII. In each instance,
a full manual -type description is given
along with plenty of comment on the
system's real-time performance -
learning curve, Benchtest timings, and
so forth. You should then be in a

reasonable position to make your own
judgements on these major packages.

A number of other packages are
summarised, but more on the level of
the DBMS overviews that appear in the
glossy monthly business computing
mags. Omitted altogether are Perfect
Filer, now making inroads in this
country, and the UK -grown Superfile.
Meanwhile, The Quad and Selector V
have not, to my knowledge, been seen
on these shores at all (and would
probably be taken for hangover Mod
revival bands if they were).

These are minor criticisms, however,
and shouldn't sully the real purpose of
this business -like but very readable
book.

Data Base A Guide to foUcrocomputer Software

Management Systems

,

.(*.C.M1

,

::.ract iirsx:

section includes notes on some general
points such as access time and disk
capacity, with a sensible sideways
glance at the hardware environment.

With this backdrop, the greater part

Data Base Management Systems
Author: David Kruglinski
Publisher: Osborne/McGraw-Hill
Price: £12.95
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BIB
Database Management

for the Apple
Tubthump time. Why do publishers
need to put a name (and a picture) of the
particular computer on a book jacket?
It's to sell a dedicated title to one group
of dedicated owners, of course. This
then means that all other punters go
elsewhere.

Not that there's anything amiss with
having a Ile on the kitchen table. There's
a lot of them about. Some Apple
owners are going to feel cheesed in any
case about shelling out£13for what's at
root a bumped -up program listing. The
listing - the DBMS - is in Applesoft
Basic, including (not surprisingly) the
odd POKE and CALL. However, there's
ultimately a great deal more that's
general than specific to the great big
red -and -green one.

That apart, Database Management is
an entirely accurate title. Nat Wads -

L worth writes a pithy, punchy and

DATA BASE
MANAGEMENT

...... THE APPLEMMO
HOW 10 xf0,0.01OLD ACC00.4,

.P.OFINVHIlnkNIPPrtalOS
SLHEDLX.P.O.ormtNIS
CSOANIII GY,ECO,OS
Off .11.1 MS
gACKIWNIOR45

Aluf MUOIMONE
115.01t1l0f11.11.
440 t OM O,.
'414 ANI1111.1.100,0 IN

101016ioswer8

personalised intro to the subject of
using your computer to organise and
manipulate information. Enough is
offered on file structures, soft/search
routines and the like to give the
operation some credence for the casual

user. However, he more actively 'sells'
the subject with some real-time illustra-
tions: the perennial glories of house-
hold budgets and mailing lists. He also
spends quite some time checking
through the detail, options and hand-
ling of these and other areas.

Centre stage sits The Listing (that is,
line -by-line documentation), so it
shouldn't be too difficult (given the
correct addressing) to translate it to any
other appropriate dialect. As the author
clearly notes at the beginning, an FMS
scripted for simplicity of workings and
presentation - which is true - will
hardly meet everyone's requirements
for speed and smartness, never mind
any other criteria. But as a DIY kit job it
provides a useful baseline for Higher
Things, and it's got to be a bit of fun as
well.

So the Apple's just jam on the bread.

Database Managementforthe Apple
Author: Nat Wadsworth
Publisher: Hayden
Price: £12.95

Alan Turing: The Enigma
A straw poll among colleagues re-
vealed that, of those who'd even heard
of Mr Turing, not one had much idea of
who he was or what he'd done. Hence
the title of this book, which also refers
punningly to the one project he is
usually known for - breaking the
coded messages generated by the
German Enigma machines.

Alan Turing was born in London in
1912, and died in 1954. He was (not only
by this account) a wayward, awkward
figure: blunt, scruffy, politically naive, a
great lover of the natural world as well
as a mainline mathematician and a fine
amateur athlete. His working career
was as chequered as his private life,
with an exhausting jumble of hostility
and support, triumph and neglect from
start to finish.

The Enigma project, with its utter
urgency (and underfunding and red
tape), was an almighty bootstrap to the
emergence of electronic data process-
ing, culminating in the Colossus. A
backdropto this was a paper that Turing
wrote before the war, On Computable
Numbers, which resurrected an in-
terest of the long -gone Charles Bab-
bage: if you construct a (initially
mechanical) device to handle one set of
mathematical operationsthen it should
be possible to extend this in principle to
handle any set - in other words, to be
universal.

The Enigma is not the first biography
of Alan Turing, that honour going

ALAN
TURING.

THE
ENIGMA

curiously to Alan's mum. It's a substan-
tial book of over 500 pages, a fact which
mitigates Andrew Hodges' rather
annoying love of finding common
themes and imagery at every turn. It's
also a substantial story told with both
freshness and great attention to detail .
Vox -pop quotations are kept to a

minimum, but the author very clearly
followed an immense number of leads
and talked with dozens of colleagues
and contacts.

Hodges judges, I feel rightly so, that a
certain amount of mathematical and
cryptoanalytical background is neces-
sary at certain points to illustrate the
moves in Turing's life. Generally these
are sensibly and sensitively handled
and shouldn't be a problem for non -

mathematicians reading the book,
either as a straight biography or as a
history of computer science. If any-
thing, it might have been helpful to
have a little more straight historical/
political background in the main body
of the book, instead of banking up so
much for the final chapter, the denoue-
ment.

Probably only now is it possibleto tell
this kind of story with anything like the
'truth'. This is not only because wartime
records are now declassified, but also
because we have a quite different
attitude towards nonconformity.

Turing had intimate knowledge of
British and foreign intelligence
methods just a few years earlier. At one
point he had acted, incredibly, as the
sole go-between from this country to
the States. Accepting Turing's
homosexuality today makes possible a
sting in Hodges' scorpion's tail: in
those witch-hunting years, was Alan
Turing a security risk for the British
Government ranking with Burgess and
Maclean?

Whether Turing's death shortly after-
wards, apparently from arsenic poison-
ing, was mishap, suicide or the proof of
some mathematical law of probability,
remains a pure enigma.

Alan Turing: The Enigma is a major
work at any level. Recommended.

Alan Turing: The Enigma
Author: Andrew Hodges
Publisher: Burnett Books
Price: £18.00 (hardback)
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FROGGER - £6.95
This most popular of arcade games has been totally
recreated for the Sharp computer. Superb graphics and
as fast as you like from beginner's level up to 'Super-
human'. Get each of four frogs over the busy motorway,
then hop from boat to raft to log to crocodile until safely
home sitting on a lily pad. Terrific fun.

BACKGAMMON - £7.95
Now available for the MZ-700. this traditional board
game can now he played against the computer. Simple to
follow instructions for the beginner - higher levels
available for the more experienced player
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CHESS - £9.95.
Suitable for the rank beginner through to the more
experienced player, this Chess program may be used in
three different ways.
1. As a referee between two players, checking for valid

moves, CHECK and CHECKMATE situations.
2. As an opponent with 14 levels of intelligence to

match your skills.
3. As a teaching aid when asked to play against itself or

show you the best move if you get into difficulties.
Long games may be saved on cassette for completion at
a later time and a print-out of all moves made is
available.

SOFTWXRE FOR

SPACE PANIC - £7.95
How long can you survive in the multi-storey building
filled with alien bugs. This machine -code programme
accurately simulates the arcade game where you climb
ladders and dig boles to catch the aliens then fill them in
again once they are caught. The red ones must fall
through one floor, the green ones, two floors and white
ones. three floors. Red aliens who have time to dig
themselves out get rather cross and become green.
PANIC!! Joy stick or keyboard control.

NIGHTMARE PARK - £6.95
If you have never played this type of game before, you're
in fora treat. As you make your way along the intricate
pathways to the exit, you are constantly given tasks to
perform or games to play. Each of these must he
successfully completed before you are allowed to
continue. It takes a lot of doing. You must remain quick
and alert at all time ing
graphics and soun

Level Score SUPS

REPTMIT

NIL II In

ICR3 for HELP

XANAGRAMS - £9.95
Not only a terrific spelling test but also a great game. You
are asked to guess up to five words, represented by
blocks on the screen in a crossword format. All the
letters that you need are shown on the right of the
screen in alphabetical order and the computer will give
you the first letter if you ask it nicely. Suits almost any
age with 3 skill levels and from I to 5 words to be
guessed. Really habit-forming!!!

SCORE 0885513 1-4111111811111111.11MIOS 8ARE11,04.1

X C^F-".
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GALAXIANS - £7.95
A high-speed machine -code version of the popular
arcade game where the massed space invaders must he
cleared from the skies. After a few' seconds they will
begin to swoop and dive at you, showering you with
scatter bombs as they go. The game becomes
progressively more demanding as you kill more and
more of the marauding aliens. WIN entertaining -
hours of hie! Joy stick or keyboard control.
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FIGHTER COMMAND - £6.95
A mission flown completely on instruments where you
are pursuing a fleet of ten enemy aircraft fleeing froki
you. They will show on your long range radar screen and
you must manoeuvre your craft to get them within
range of your missiles. If you get too near, they will fire at
you and warp away to safety. You only have one chance
to destroy incoming missiles with your lasers.

Choose your rank in the RAF and you are Mt ediate
sent on a mission to catch and shoot down ten enem
31 iragejets that are fleeing after their attack on your
airbase. You must manoeuvre your plane to get them in
your gun -sights whilst they are weaving about the sky to
avoid being hit. Limited ammunition and fuel available
so efficiency and accuracy are all important to your
completion of the mission. Promotion for the successful
but poor performances can mean you are asked to leave
the air force. Joy stick or keyboard control.

PLUS AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF OVER 100 GAMES,
BUSINESS AND EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR

MZ 700 SERIES -FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE
TOMBS OF KM1NAK - DRAGON CATS ENCOUNTER- FLAME 0,
NIGHTMARE PARK - CHOCK-A-BLOCK - SCOOP - CLUB GOLF -
CHESS - APOCALYPSE - SAFE-CRACKER - GOLD MINER -AT
MOUSE - PARA-SHOOT - TYPE TRAINER - ACE RACER -FNI
1 LAIRS - SNAKER - STARTREK - CHANNEL TUNNEL - COW
MULTI -LINGUIST - BASIC TUTORIAL- SCOOP - WORD INVIDL

S 0 0 TWA

D

`OPIAIN - GLOBAL WAR III - FIGHTER COMMAND-FROGGER
"ANIC - BACKGAMMON - MOON ELITE - CHESS - AD101NCED

DAVS CAE - LIGHTNING PATROL- COMPUT-A-SLOT - SUPE
'E!!! - POLARIS - MIDAS - DOMINATION - INCA GOLD -1!P
AIMS - TYPE TRAINER - MATHS TANK - COUNTER -BLAST -

.AN MATHS - MIGHTY WRITER - BIKER - ET, Id0FiT -J1jUIC
RD PROCESSOR -

8 9 kpole Rading Estate West, Worcester Telephone (0905) 58351(24 hrs



For homehome or business the
IBM compatible

=

Advance _- - =
=

16 Bit Micro -Computer

For the home user start with Model A
with its massive 144K RAM, 64K ROM and

outstanding typewriter style keyboard that
fits within the base unit for portability and storage.

Note the large return key and position of the numeric keyboard. Fast retrieval from
storage and fast action on games is achieved by the use of the Intel 8086 16 bit
micro -processor running at 4.77 MHz.
The Advance 86A runs IBM PC software.
Specification

CPU Type
RAM
ROM
ROM Contents
Languages Included
Type of Keyboard
Keyboard Facilities
Character Set
Method of Display
Display Facilities
Text
Graphics Resolution
Colours Available
Graphics Facilities
Cassette Recorder
Interfaces Included
Sound
Operating System
Printers
Comments

16 -bit 8086 running at 4.77 MHz.
128K or 256K with parity plus 16K video
64K.
Diagnostics, Basic, Cassette 0/S
Basic
Full 84 keys tactile
10 programmable keys
256 in ROM
TV, RGB, Comp/Sync colour or monochrome monitor
Full screen handling, 4 screen paged
80 x 25 or 40 x 25
320 x 200 or 640 x 200
16
Scroll, reverse image
Audio
Cassette port, light pen, joystick, Centronics
Built-in speaker
Built-in ROM
Any using Centronics parallel interface
Hardware and software compatible with IBM PC User-upgradeable
to Model B Provision for 8087 Arithmetic Processor

The business user can upgrade to Model B by adding
the Advance Expansion box containing 2 x 5.25" disc
drives providing 720K storage at £902.18.
The Advance 86 Model B offers the business micro-
computer buyer an IBM compatible disk -based
system with twin drives, with Perfect writer, Calc, Filer
and Speller software (MS/DOS) for only £1250 plus
VAT & Delivery.

Advance 86 Models A & B are designed and marketed
by Advance Technology UK Ltd.
128K expansion £125 + VAT

Delivery within 30 days from receipt of payment.

*Ex VAT.

Advance Technology UK Ltd.
8A Bonney Street, London N7 8HB

01-609 0061
M1111 WM . um

To Advance Technology UK Ltd., 8A Hornsey Street, London N7 8HB

o Please send Model 86A, Micro -Computer & Keyboard I enclose £404.99 including VAT & Delivery.
o Please send Model 86B which includes Model 86A plus Expansion Box & Software. I enclose £1250 plus £187.50 VAT

o 128K expansion £125 + VAT Cheque/Barclaycard/Access No

Name

Address

cw

plus £10 Delivery

Company

Address

ME MM MM 1 MM MM ME MM OM MM MM MM MM MM MM EM MM ME MM ME MM MM MM MM ME MM MM MM UM
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"MUST
To celebrate a full year of satisfied customers:

Our Anniversary Challenge! YOU Judge . . .

Try IANKEY for as long as you like. Test our
claims.
 We guarantee IANKEY is the best way for

you to improve your typing on your micro
 We guarantee IANKEY is as superb value

as any other commercial software package in
the world

 We guarantee IANKEY will increase your
micro's productivity

 We guarantee you will enjoy using
IANKEY

 We guarantee your satisfaction

Show this ad to your friends. Keep it for when you
buy your CP/M or MSDOS micro.

Our unique unconditional guarantee: if
you are not completely satisfied with IANK-
EY, send it back for a full refund. Ask who
else dares guarantee their software for any
computer use.
IANKEY for CP/M 80 still incredible value at £29
(£35.65 including £2 P&P and VAT)
MSDOS/PCDOS/CPM-86 versions £49 (£58.65 in-
clusive)
Take this ad today to your dealer or order direct from IANSYST
Ltd, PCWE, FREEPOST, London N7 9BR. Tel: 01-607 5844 (24
hr answering service). CWO or VISA/ACCESS. Quote your
micro, disk format and operating system.

IIANSYST

You are travelling far
from home looking for good
times around the Universe,
when you are intercepted

by the evil Brutus of the Federation.
Brutus forces you to go and seek the Secret of Life,
the Universe and Everything - known only to the
Fabulous Wanda, a hostess in the Spaced -Out Inn in
Highsville on the planet COPUS. You are teleported
down to Highsville where the Customs man
demands money for Teleport Tax. There is a video
game in the Terminal with 3 credits left.
Now you are on your own and you must decide how
to proceed to Highsville Mainstreet to find the
various establishments to enter and

SKULL 48K SPECTRUM
The object of the game is to collect treasure from a
maze without losing lives and thus to achieve the
highest score possible. Each item of treasure is
worth a number of points, the more treasure
collected, the higher the score. There are a number
of hazards within the maze, pitfalls, trapdoors,
portcullis and wandering SKULLS. The SKULLS
will attempt to guard the treasure by catching you
but you may find within the maze a green cross
which will give you a period of safety during which
you may attack the SKULLS..
Other features of the game are:

Inventory of collected treasure.
Totally random maze generation.
9999 levels of maze.
Score up to 999999.

AVAILABLE AT ALL SPECTRUM SHOPS, HMV, SELFRIDGES, JOHN MENZIES,
LEISURE ZONE AND ALL GOOD COMPUTER SHOPS.

DEALERS PLEASE CONTACT US FOR THE NAME OF YOUR NEAREST DISTRIBUTOR.

NEW RELEASE
THE FABULOUS WANDA AAARGH! CONDOR for Commodore 64

AND THE SECRET OF LIFE
100% fast action machine code. Avoid theTHE UNIVERSE AND EVERYTHING
obstacles and hazards to climb the mountain tofor COMMODORE 64
reach the Spear. Then slay the Condor before it

An adult fantasy carries your bird off!
game with Arcade Action

BARRELDROP! for 48K SPECTRUM
Poor Gordon! His drainpipes are blocked again and
the only way to clear them is to drop barrels down
them. Gordon stands on the top of his roof with 5
barrels. When the game starts he'll roll one down
the roof. Press SPACE to drop it through the roof
accurately into the centre of a drainpipe and you'll
score the number of points in the pipe, which will
start to flash, and Gordon will get the barrel back for
another go. The barrel will be lost if the drop is
inaccurate, or into a pipe already filled, but - Flash
the dog is on hand! If you know you're going to lose
the barrel and you can see Flash peeping out from
the bottom -right corner, press D and Flash will save
it! Once you clean all 5 pipes, you will get a bonus,
but there's a surprise in store before you get the next
set of pipes to fill £5.95

SUPERSNAILS for 16K or 48K SPECTRUM
Snails specially imported from West Africa are
being kept in Dr. Van Winklehoff's laboratory for
genetic experiments. The Doctor has turned them
into a super -breed of snail who now leave behind a
trail of super glue that will trap any snail touching it.
Two of the snails, continually moving and
controlled by the players, escape from their pens
into the laboratory. Unfortunately, only one of the
snails can escape from here into the outside world
without raising the alarm. You must therefore trap
your opponent and then try to escape through the
small door which will then appear.
Features:- Fast Action - 100% Machine Code

Nine levels of difficulty
E5.95 Keyboard or Joystick Control

Please add 50p to cover post and packing.

I enclose a cheque P.O. payable to GAMES MACHINE LTD.. for E

or debit my Access, Barclaycard account no.

Signature

NAME

ADDRESS
VISA 1

EGBERT
for COMMODORE 64

A fast Arcade Action Game
for all the family to play.

Written in 100% Machine
Code for super -fast action!
Egbert works on the
production line at 'LEYSPACE'
It was a comfortable life until
the invasion of the TEBBITES
from the planet TOR. Egbert's union has
been exterminated and the Tebbites have left their
deadly Pets running wild in the workplace. As if that
wasn't enough, the evil invaders have forced Egbert
to take care of an Egg - damaging the Egg will have
fatal consequences for poor Egbert. Egbert is now
on piecework - can he earn a decent wage? Can he
even survive? WARNING! You may get an ulcer by
playing this game.
SIX LEVELS OF SKILLANYBODY WHO CAN DO
LEVEL 6 SHOULD WRITE AND LET US KNOW!

ARITHMETIC FUN -TIME for T199
Elementary addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division exercises providng valuable practice
and drill for young children who are developing
their basic mathematical skills.
Uses colour graphics and sounds to give a good
presentation with the sums appearing in large
letters on a blackboard.
The Computer plays back sums which the child has
difficulty with showing the child the correct
solutions. Uses the basic TI99 console. £5.95

Games Machine Ltd., Business & Technology Centre,
Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Herts. SG1 2DX.

Telephone: (0438) 316561.

QTY.
WANDA
BARRELDROP
EGBERT
SUPERSNAILS
SKULL
ARITHMETIC

TOTAL

SEND TO: -

GAMES MACHINE LTD.
40 Fretherne Road,
Welwyn Garden City,
Herts

92 PC W
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DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED. GAMES AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES WANTED FOR ANY HOME COMPUTERS.
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We've
arrived!
We are ONE TO ONE The service that sends your written correspondence more quickly
and cheaply. From your own microcomputer or word -processor you dial us on your
ordinary telephone line and send us your messages. Our computers will despatch them
as telexes, priority letters, or instant mail, WORLDWIDE.

Telex: The ONE TO ONE Telex service can save the cost of a dedicated terminal and telex line. It's as simple
as typing any message. ONE TO ONE enables you to use your microcomputer or word -processor to send
and receive telexes worldwide, utilising your own telephone line.
Letters: The ONE TO ONE Letter is a high quality message (with no size limitations) in an envelope with
all the urgency of a telegram. You can be sure that it will be delivered next morning in the post - and
opened first!
Instant Mail: For less than the cost of a postage stamp you can send messages instantly to your regular
business contacts, your colleagues in other offices, your clients and suppliers. With our Instant Mail service
we give you an electronic mail box which will store and deliver messages to your instructions. Create your
own communications network!
When you need to send the same message to a number of different destinations - from just one message
we will create your correspondence in a combination of telex, letters and instant mail - according to your
instructions.
Dealer Network: You may already have a micro-
computer or word -processor - if not, don't worry, our
nationwide dealer network will help you choose the best
machine for your business needs. They will also supply you
with a Modem which connects your hardware to the telephone
line so your messages can travel down the line to us. With your
subscription you'll have our easy to use software program with
straightforward instructions and a dealer dedicated to give you
full support.

The ONE TO ONE service is so versatile and
cost effective that any business should use it

regardless of size. For the full facts just
complete and post the coupon or call us on

our Information Line, any day, 8am to
midnight for immediate details. Give

the pigeon a rest - do it today
- and watch yourprofits soar!

-= == IV==
Information Line - 01-730 1155

Please send me further details of ONE TO ONE as well as the location of my local ONE TO ONE dealer.

Name Position

Company

Address

Postcode Telephone

have/have not a micro/word processor which is

Kensington Datacom Ltd, 52 Ebury Street, London SW1W OLU. Telex: 8950511 ONEONEG PC1

PCW93



"WILL THE
NEXT
CLIVE

SINCLAIR
STAND UP
PLEASE:'

INNOVATION... in a word that's what we are
looking for from Software Specialists. We are a
major UK software house with a turnover
exceeding £30 million. Our American subsidiary
has the management resources and the
marketing experience to sell your product, as it
has already demonstrated with our own micro -
based packages in this, the biggest of
all markets.

We are looking to expand our North
American activities and your package could be
just what we are looking for. The criteria we
insist upon are that the software is original,
micro -based and unusual, with the potential
widespread industrial or commercial customer
appeal in the USA that our own products have.

So if you have a dream and it fits the bill, let
us turn it into reality. Send brief details in the
first instance to the address below. All replies
will be acknowledged. Your information will be
treated in the strictest confidence and copyright
will be respected.

USA Opportunities
c/o Janes Moruzzi Associates,

Fenton House,
55/57 Great Marlborough Street,

London W1V 1DD.

New for the 48K
Spectrum

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
FOR ARCADE GAMES
AND OTHER FAST
SPECTRUM PROGRAMS
STUART NICHOLLS

The first book to teach how to use
Assembly Language!!

This book deals with the techniques
of Assembly Language programming
for games and fast moving
simulations. It assumes that the
reader has some familiarity with
Assembly Language Programming.
Content includes keyboard, pixel
movement, hi-res animation,
interrupts, sound, and much more -
all pulled together into useful
programs towards the end of the
book.

* Contains many useful subroutines
and ideas for use in the reader's own
programs.

* Complete machine -code frogger
style game - 'CROSS'

* All Assembly Language Programs
listed in the book can be assembled
directly with the McGraw-Hill
'ZX Spectrum Machine Code
Assembler'

07 0847290 £795

Useful routines to help
you build your own
programs!!

SPECTRUM ARCADE
GAMES ROUTINE
This is a support tape which
contains a selection of Assembly
Language and Machine Code
Routines that will help you produce
arcade -style games programs.

The routines include:

PLOTDEMO, illustrating machine -
code routines for fast screen plotting.

REACTION, demonstrating the
machine -code high speed counting
and scoring system.

MOVEMENT, demonstrating high -
resolution multiple movements.

RND/ DEMO, fast screen graphics,
using a machine -code RAND
function.

SOUND, machine -code routines for
arcade games sounds, including
"white noise" for explosions, gun
shots etc.

CROSS, a full arcade -game using
these techniques - if you like
'frogger', you'll like cross!

*McGraw-Hill Software Support
service available to all purchasers of
software.

07 084730 4 £9.95 inc VAT

SILVER WORTH ITS
WEIGHT IN GOLD!

Order Form Please send me copy/copies of Assembly
Language for Arcade Games

Please send me copy/copies of Spectrum
Arcade Games Routines

111 I enclose £ Signature

Name

Address

Please send further details of books and software in this series 

I k iN webri! McGraw-Hill Book Company (UK) Limited
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 2QL, England

111=mma1.mommummuimmiimmoimma
94 PC W
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NUMBERS COUNT

0.04:0000

Repunits
This month Mike Mudge takes a long look at Repunits and Repdigits

The first part of this month's problem,
although very simple to formulate,
should encourage the development of
certain general integer length arithme-
tic routines. See, for example, DE
Knuth's, TheArt of Computer Program-
ming, Vol 2, Semi -numerical Algo-
rithms, Addison Wesley, 1969; such
algorithms once optimised will prove
invaluable in any future empirical
number theory.

The second part, somewhat tenu-
ously related to the first, is in response
to numerous requests for further prob-
lems relating to Prime Numbers; and is
an opportunity to mention the possible
sinister significance of such numbers in
1984, hinted at by A Berry, The Daily
Telegraph, 9 January, 1984 together
with the paper The Fascinating Hunt for
Prime Numbers by C Pomerance in The
Scientific American, December (1982).
1) Defining a Repunit by Rn = (10"

-1)/9, an integer consisting of a
string of n 1's. The problem is to
factorise Rn completely for a given
n. Thus R2 = 11, R3 = 3.37, R4 =
101.11, R5 = 271.41.

2) Noting that Repdigits (defined in
the obvious way) other than Re-
punits are always trivially compo-
site (not prime), it is known that in
common with Repunits they can
occur as long strings in primes.
Thus R317, 2222222222 2222222222

39, 33333333333333333333 01,
1733333333 3333333333 33,
4444444444 4444444444 51 are all
primes!

Furthermore, 10564 + 10282 1

consisting of 1 followed by 282 0's and
282 9's is also prime.

Find primes containing lengthy Rep -
digits 5,6,7 and 8.

It is likelythat this section will involve
considerable library work and hope-
fully not too much computing, as a
variation on the usual balance between
these two activities in Numbers Count.

A prize of £10 will be awarded to the
'best' entry received by 1 June, 1984.
Please address all entries to Mr MR
Mudge, Room 560/A, Department of
Mathematics, University of Aston in
Birmingham, Gosta Green, Birming-
ham B4 7ET.
Note. Criteria of judgement include
limitations imposed by hardware and
the programming language chosen, so
details of these should be supplied.

The Persistence of an
Integer
Review- November 1983
The Persistence of an Integer provided
a popular challenge: with typical re-
sults to (c) examining powers u p to 29764
radix 3 in about 32 hours of Basic on a
BBC Micro.

Parts (d) and (e) are still very much
closed books and results relating to
them would most certainly be of
interest to myself and to this month's
prizewinner, Mr Alan Prior of 41 Walnut
Tree Road, Shepperton, Middlesex.

Alan used Basic on his Sharp MZ-80A
with 48k and a 2MHz processor, having
first rejected Pascal and Forth: the
former due to the limitations of his
version; and the latter due to lack of
time to become familiar with the
language.

In six hours two minutes (and eight
seconds) he established 2777777
88888899 as the smallest number with
persistence 11 using a program which
handles 78 digit integer input and 255
digit integers internally.

Attempts to find the smallest integer
with persistence 12 have so far been
unsuccessful, although tables of per-
sistence of n for n = (1) 24999, if
extended, may shed light on this
problem, should some underlying pat-
tern be revealed.

The origins of this problem, to the
best of my knowledge, are to be found
in NJA Sloane's The Persistence of
a Number, Journal of Recreational
Mathematics, Vol 6 1973 (pp 97-98).

Note. Submissions will only be re-
turned if a suitable stamped addressed
envelope is provided.

Quickie
If 250 players enter a darts knockout
tournament, how many matches will
have been played by the time the
tournament is finally won?

Prize puzzle
Can you complete the 3x3 grid shown

C P S

S

P

C

here so that the row and column
marked 'P' contain a prime number,
those marked 'C' contain a perfect cube,

LEISURE LINES
by J J Clessa

and those marked 'S' contain a perfect
square.

January prize puzzle
A very mediocre response to the
January puzzle, about 50 entries only.
Perhaps it was more difficult than
usual, or maybe my readers are spend-
ing their time on the puzzles to win the
Apricot.

However, many of those who did
submit entries found quite a lot more to
the puzzle than I realised. Clearly, there
are many solutions, the smallest of
which (with 7 digits) is 1000146, whose
divisors total 2286144 (15122). The
largest is 9998508 which is 50402.

The winner was chosen by a draw,

and the lucky entrant was from Milan,
Italy - Mr Giorgio Vincenti. He only
submitted one solution, 1380527,
whose divisors sum to 11762 but it was
enough to win the prize. Congratula-
tions, Giorgio, your prize is on its way.

Incidentally, solutions should always
be submitted on postcards or the backs
of sealed envelopes. Normally solu-
tions on letters are ineligible for prizes,
but since we forgot to state this in the
January puzzle we let it go by this once.
But don't forget - letters if you want to
correspond, postcards for the puzzle
entries.

PCW 9r



Computer
Puzzles

Tired of completing The Times crossword
in no time at all? Looking forthegreatest mental challenge

since the Rubik Cube?TonyHetherington presents
a new breed of computerprograms designed to test and

tantalise your puzzle-solying abilities.

The claim to fame of computers is their
ability to solve problems and puzzles
thousands of times faster than the
average human. So it is strange to find a
family of programs which enables
computers to set problems for humans
to solve.

Man has been obsessed with puzzles
for generations, ranging from why
toast always falls on the carpet jam side
down to the infuriating Rubik Cube, so
perhaps computer puzzles are just a
natural progression in man's quest to
boggle his mind completely.

It is important to establish the range
of programs mentioned since one
could argue that many of the so called
'adventure games' are little morethan a
series of puzzles. The problem is
confounded by the many solo games
which are little more than simple
puzzles.

In this article I shall attempt to
concentrate on the true breed of com-
puter puzzles: digital developments of
puzzles, usually wooden, which occupy
coffee tables with the sole ambition of
annoying people at cocktail parties.

The main drawback in transferring
brainteasers to computer is that the
hopeful solver only has a screen to stare
at. The absence of something tactile
means that such puzzles must and can
only be solved while the user is in front
of the screen. This is unfortunate since
puzzles enjoy great popularity among
travellers, and it's uncertain that the
same interest will remain in a less
portable medium. Although portable
computers may well be the answer, at
present the gamut of puzzle software is
only available for the more popular and
stationary micros.

What are the advantages a computer
can offer to a resourceful puzzler? The
following reviews illustrate the main
advantage of a digital puzzle-the use
of more than two dimensions. The
three dimensional crossword puzzle,

for example, is easily programmed into
a computer while it istotally beyond the
resources of newspaper presentation.

Computers tend to hide the solution
from 'accidental' glances, therefore
almost eliminating cheating. I say'
'almost', since cheats are a particularly
innovative breed. Besides, at least one
of the puzzles below can be solved with
the aid of a video recorder.

So what should you look for if you
want to buy a computer puzzle? As with
computer games, you should first look
for an original idea that captures your
imagination, otherwise you will tire of
the product rapidly and will feel you
have wasted your money. The puzzle
should use the facilities of the computer
well: the graphics and sound should
enhance the program rather than hin-
der it. It should also be interesting and
challenging while not impossible to
fathom out: only a few eccentrics enjoy
pursuing the unobtainable.

Finally, the program should be good
value for money, particularly as a
computer cassette is about ten times
the price of a standard puzzle book.
Consequently, it is an advantage if the
puzzle is still a challenge after several
attempts.

It is difficult to put a numerical value
to these requirements, but in order to
present meaningful reviews I shall
attempt to do just that. Following each
review is a series of marks, expressed
as percentages. These ratings sum-
marise my opinion of that particular
computer puzzle. Here is an explana-
tion of the scoring:
Novelty: an indication of the originality
of the idea behind the puzzle.
Use of machine: how well the compu-
ter's abilities have been utilised.
Grey matter: a measurement of the
percentage of 'intelligence' required to
solve the puzzle.
Value: taking everything into account,
is it worth the money?

-41111119.-
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Jumbly
Supplier: DK'tronics
Computer: ZX Spectrum
Price: £6.95
Jumbly is the computer version of
those squared -slider puzzles, where
squares are moved around inside a
plastic frame until a picture is formed.

Jumbly has taken this idea and
developed it into an extremely neat
package containing numerous such
puzzles. The reward for solving one
puzzle within a set number of moves is
access to the next. You can jump a few
by guessing the name of future pic-
tures, but in my experience this is a
particularly non-productive pursuit.

Luckily, DK'tronics was kind enough
to furnish me with the names of other
pictures so I could samplethem without
having to work up the hierarchy.

The later ones proved to be impos-
sible, since not only do they contain
animated pictures but some scroll
across the screen. In other words, you
are trying to match continually chang-
ing pieces. To help you, only pieces that
are correctly placed are displayed in full
colour, the others appear in inverse or
only two colours. Be warned, however
- in some screens the entire colour
scheme changes, throwing you com-
pletely off the track.

The graphics, particularly the anima-
tion and screen scrolling, are reason
enough to buy this excellent program.
Novelty 65%
Use of machine 100%
Grey matter 70%
Value 80%

The Ultimate Crossword
Supplier: Alien
Computer: BBC B,Commodore 64 and
Spectrum
Price: £14.95
If you've ever stared with envy at the

commuters who complete The Times
crossword in no time at all between
London and Brighton, then The Ulti-
mate Crossword is for you.

Humble crosswords have been the
source of many ideas as the market has
been bombarded with interacting word
products - from crossword wallpos-
ters to toilet rolls and jigsaw puzzles.
This is not the first corn puter crossword
puzzle, but it does put the computer's
powers to good use as it's a three
dimensional crossword.

The puzzle is 30 normal crossword
puzzles intertwined to form a 15 by 15
squared cube. Fifteen of these puzzles
lie on top of each other and when the
cube is viewed from the side a further
fifteen puzzles are formed. Conse-
quently, as solutions are entered for
one crossword, you will be filling in
letters in the others. A ten letter answer
will affect eleven of the puzzles - the
one containing the word and theten the
word passes through. This means that
you must be sure of your answer before
entering it because mistakes have
drastic effects.

The instruction book supplied with
the program contains all the clues
(approximately 40 per puzzle) and the
coordinates at which the answers
should be entered. These can be
entered in any sequence and changed
at will.

Any crossword puzzle is only as good
as its clues: I only managed to solve ten.
I'm sure this program will provide a
challenge for most crossword buffs.

The only remaining problem is find-
ing somewhere to plug your computer
in on the 08.22 to Kings Cross.
Novelty 60%
Use of machine 70%
Grey matter 95%
Value 80%

Puzzler
Supplier: Shards Software
Computer: Dragon 32
Price: £8.95
Puzzler is another unscramble -the -
picture style puzzle and contains three
different versions with a common
theme. A two-colour picture is display-
ed on the screen for a few moments
before it is jumbled up for you to solve.
By means of swapping pairs of pieces
the picture is unscrambled.

The choice of pictures is disappoint-
ing - only four to choose from. The
graphics are also a let down: fuzzy and
very slow. The different versions must

be loaded in separately, and have the
inspiring titles Puz1, Puz2 and Puz3.

In Puz1, the picture is divided into 12
pieces and a choice of four skill levels
determines the number of swaps avail-
able to solve the puzzle. You are only
given a set amount of time to enter your
move, otherwise the computer will do it
for you. Obviously this time limit is
generous in level 1 of Puz1, but as the
levels rise it becomes a challenging
feature of the puzzle.

Puz2 divides the pictures into 24
pieces and drastically reduces the time
available for entering moves.

In Puz3, one of the swapped pieces
changes colour and this must be
corrected (by swapping it with itself)
before the puzzle can be solved.
Novelty 40%
Use of machine 60%
Grey matter 50%
Value 55%

The Slicker Puzzle
Supplier: DK'tronics
Computer: Commodore 64, VIC 20,
BBC and Spectrum
Price: £6.95
A quick glance at the cover of this puzzle
and you would be excused for thinking
that it's called The Sucker Puzzle, which
is appropriate since you have to be
some sort of sucker to attempt it in the
first place.

The puzzle consists of 16 rows of 16
coloured triangles arranged symmetri-
cally. These are jumbled up by the
computer which moves whole rows
and columns, and it's up to you to
unscramble it within a target set by the
machine.

Should you be successful then a
garbled message is displayed on the
screen. This remains garbled until you
successfully solve a puzzle at level 8
which, believe me, is almost im-
possible.

The rows and columns are moved in
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the Commodore 64 version either by
pressing the required key letter or by
moving the joystick and pressing the
fire button. Each press of the button
shifts a row or column along one piece.
To give you some idea of how the
puzzle's difficulty increases as you go
through the eight levels, level one
requires approximately 10 moves
whereas level eight puzzles must be
solved in around 160 moves.

To make this program completely
irritating the program actually demons-
trates how to solve the puzzle before
you attempt it. This is unfortunately
performed at warp factor six and
impossible forthe human eye to follow,
so in general you're on your own.
Novelty 85%
Use of machine 80%
Grey matter 90%
Value 85%

Romik Cube
Supplier: Romik Software
Computer: Dragon 32
Price: £6.99
No survey of puzzles, computer or
otherwise, is complete without the
inclusion of the Rubik Cube. This puzzle
has been the cause of more brain and
finger mangling than all the others put
together. The computer version ex-
tends the puzzle to impossible limits.
Included in the package are three
offerings: a standard or practice cube, a
time cube and a four dimensional
version.

The practice option is a standard
Rubik Cube and is supplied to enable
you to learn the necessary commands
in order to rotate the faces and thereby
solve the cube.

Once you have mastered the practice
cube you are ready to tackle the time
cube. Initially this seems deceptively
simple, as it only has three colours
instead of the usual six, but whenever
you're about to solve the cube (approx-
imately every 80 seconds), the faces
change colour. The object isto solvethe
puzzle in such a way that it stays solved,
even after a colour change.

When you're ready to move on from
the time cube, either because you've
solved it or you've pounded your
Dragon to death, you should try the 4D
or 'space' cube. The 4D cube is four
standard cubes that must be solved
simultaneously. However, they are
interconnected so if you move a face on
one cube then the same movement will

be performed on the others. You can
also move segments from one cube to
another which may or may not help.
Novelty
Use of machine
Grey matter
Value

80%
70%
75%
70%

Supplier: Sinclair
Computer: ZX Spectrum
Price: £9.95

Flippit is Sinclair's deceptively simple
entry into the mind -boggling market.
The puzzle consists of nine Flippit
pieces which are divided up into three
groups of coloured pieces: red, blue
and green. Each piece has arranged
around its corners 0, 1, 2 or 3 dots, and
the object of the puzzle is to arrange the
pieces so that every row, column and
main diagonal adds up to exactly nine
dots.

To enable you to do this, pieces can
be swapped, turned clockwise and
anticlockwise and even flipped around
any of four axes.

I should warn you that each colour
group of pieces has a unique arrange-
ment of dots and no amount of turning
or flipping will turn a blue piece into a
yellow piece.

Each piece has a single letter code by
which it is flipped and turned through a

series of simple commands. For exam-
ple, AM turns piece A clockwise by 90
degrees. These commands are per-
manently displayed on the right hand
side of the screen, as are running dot
totalsfor each row, column and diagon-
al. These indicators show the difference
between the row total and the required
nine dots: red numbers if there are too
many dots, inverse for too few.

Should you find a correct solution
then all the pieces turn red and the
computer bleeps at you as a reward for
all your efforts.

Flippit can also be played competi-
tively, with the players solving the
puzzle in turn within a target set by the
first player. This is displayed on the
screen alongside the running total of
moves taken.

Should you not only solve the puzzle
but also beat your opponent's target,
you are given the ultimate in Flippit
accolades: red pieces, bleeping noises
and a new colour border!

To add to the excitement, you can
choose between re -running the puzzle
with the same initial piece positions or
starting afresh with shuffled dots-you
can even swap the dots for numbers.

The graphics are sufficiently quick
and smooth so as not to distract the
concentration needed for success. In-
cidentally, don't be too surprised if
Flippitees indulge in strange gesticula-
tions while in the depths of concentra-
tion: they will merely be trying to
determine the resulting dot pattern
after a piece has been flipped.

Although Flippit is enjoyable to solve
and is well implemented on the Spec-
trum, I can't helpfeeling that it would be
more at home on a coffee table in a
more tangible format.
Novelty 50%
Use of machine 55%
Grey matter 50%
Value 50%

'First you have to workout how to assemble the computer, then you solve the
anagrams forthe manual, and finally you have to guess what the puzzle is!'
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How manymi
you try before

Before you buy a micro,
you'll need to ask your-

self some searching
questions.
Exactly why do I

want one?
Do I want my kids to

turn out like Mr. Spock?

Will I get bored in six
months?

Do I want to develop
my taxi into a multi

million transport corporation?

ommodore S X 64
Have I got enough in the bank this

month or do I need credit?
You'll need to ask some equally

searching questions of the salesmen
you're likely to encounter.

First snag.You may find theyknow
less about the machines than you do.

In case you know less than them,
here's a quick grounding in the jargon.

Sinclair Spectrum 48
Computers store information in

the form of a binary code.
A single digit in that code takes up

a byte.AKylobyte is about a thousand
bytes, which is abbreviated to K.

Lynx 128
CommodoreVIC 64

of
A 1K computer would have a

memory big enough to store about 25
lines of text, not really enough to be of
any use.

And not all of that memory would
be available for your use.

Read Only Memory (ROM for
short) is the part of the computer's
memory that you don't have access to.

Instead, it is used to store the
information the computer needs for
its operations.

The memory you're interested in
as a user is RAM or Random Access
Memory.

You use this part of the memory to
load your information onto.

But when you switch the machine
off, it promptly forgets all the inform-
ation you spent ages typing in.

You need to be able to store it
somewhere.

The easiest and cheapest way to
do this is on an audio cassette recorder.

More information can be stored



7,aros should
you buy one?
them.
Dn floppy disks. The normal 53/4" size
:an store more than 100K.

If that information was news to
you, you'd probably be interested in
Tying the Sinclair Spectrum, or the
ktari 600XL.

Both are ideal starter computers,
with 16K memories, and both can be
Ipgraded with add on memory packs
and a wide range of hardware. And,
Host important of all there's already
masses of software available.

You can plug game cartridges
Straight into the Spectrum and with
:he Atari you can start with 'My
Alphabet' and go right through to
TeachYourself Conversational French'.

Add on the optional 64 K memory,
and you'll have a useful small business
computer, complete with software like
Atari Writer for word processing.(You
will also be able to boast that you built
your own Atari 800X).

If you truly have ambitions for
your business, there's the Commodore
3X64 personal computer.

Acorn Electron Atari

It has built-in high resolution
monitor and disk drives, which
means it's transportable, com-
pact and doesn't have spaghetti
problems.

So it makes your business look
smarter before you've even run a
financial planning programme.

Acorn BBC -B
These are just some of the

computers you can have a hands-on
experience with at Laskys.

Prices start at £99 and there's
interest free credit and a very pro-
fessional after sales service.(We know
what it's like having your whole
business depending on the reliability
of a computer.)

As you can see, we've
everything to make it easy for you to
find your way to a micro that you'll be
happy with. Commodore 64

And if you think trying all the
micros in Laskys sounds like a lot of
trouble to go to, it's a lot less hassle than
trying to make do with thewrong micro.

A word of advice about micros:

PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE MONITOR FEATURED UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED



ARAB RAM, the ingenious Saudi invention that converts

your sir-I=.1mir- ZX81 into the First Arabic

Personal Computer in the world.

Do not miss this opportunity send your cheque now.

RUT AM

RAMEZ HALABY & CO.
P.O. BOX: 147, JEDDAH,
SAUDI ARABIA
TEL: 660-4212
TELEX: 402276 AUTORAM SJ
CABLE: AUTORAM JEDDAH
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BUSINESS SYSTEMS
48 JUNCTION ROAD, ARCHWAY, LONDON N19 5RD

TELEPHONE: 01-263 7341
238 THE BROADWAY, MUSWELL HILL, LONDON N10

TELEPHONE: 01-883 3705
ONE SUCCESS ... AFTER ANOTHER

v4"
sinus

TYPICAL SOFTWARE NOW
AVAILABLE ON BOTH

MACHINES

* Sales, purchase, nominal ledgers
* Invoicing and order processing
* Stock control
* Word processing
* Database management

THE 4th generation
personal computer

FEATURES

* Sirius and IBM compatible
* Unique two line MicroScreentm
* MicroScreentm turns into full function

calculator

* Built-in auto dial modem option
* 3.5" disk technology

CALL US NOW FOR A NO OBLIGATION DEMONSTRATION
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Coleco Adam

Sometime ago,Atari realised that it wouldn't take a lot of work to turn
its games machine into a micro. NowColeco, the company which

produced Cabbage Patch Kids, has done the same for its Coleco Vision
home entertainment centre. Surya takes a look at itsAdam computer module.
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There are probably three main routes
into the home computer manufactur-
ing business: the electronics com-
panies like Sinclair which moved natur-
ally into computing; the business com-
puter companies like Commodore
which moved downward into the home
market; and finally the electronic
games companies which have ex-
panded into the home computing
market as we have seen with Atari.
Coleco belongs to the third category.
The company has recently gone the
same way as Atari and produced an
'add-on' system to turn the Coleco -
Vision TV games console into a stand-
ard microcomputer.

A standalone Coleco Adam system is
expected to be available later on this
year. To begin with you will buy the
ColecoVision Computer 'Module' add-
on, which is the product reviewed here.

Hardware
The add-on system presupposes that
you already have the ColecoVision
games console. If you don't have this,
add £150 to the price and become the
proud owner of a games console.

Everything else you need comes in a
single, very large box. It contains the
'memory module', keyboard, daisy-
wheel printer, power -pack, three
manuals, a frame for connecting the
memory module to the games console
together with all the necessary con-
necting leads and a clip -on joystick
holder. The memory module incorpo-
rates a digital cassette drive, and three
cassettes are supplied for use with this.
Connecting the individual units takes
about ten minutes the first time, but is a
two -minute job once you know where
everything goes.

The keyboard is slightly smaller than
an Electron. It is connected to the main
unit via a 75cm long coil cable. The
connector is like a scaled -down tele-
phone jack. The keyboard has 75 keys,
and one of the ColecoVision joysticks
can be clipped onto the right hand side
of the keyboard to provide a useful
numeric keypad too. I liked this
arrangement, since it gives the choice
of an extended keyboard with the
convenience of a numeric keypad, or a
more compact one without.

The feel of the keyboard is spongey.
I've used far worse, but the Adam
keyboard doesn't compare with some-
thing like the BBC. But the layout is well
designed. All the standard keys are
where you'd expect to find them, and
special-purpose keys are sensibly
placed. Cursor -control keys are laid out
in a diamond shape, with the HOME key
in the centre. The six keys dedicated to
the built-in text editor are in a block
above the cursor keys, and the prog-
rammable function keys run across the
top of the keyboard. The keyboard is
colour -coded: the qwerty keys are
white; SHIFT, RETURN, TAB, are grey;
and the programmable keys are black.
The programmable keys are labelled

like splintering bamboo canes'-theSmartWriter printer

using Roman numerals to avoid confu-
sion with the ordinary numeric keys.
The RETURN key is well -placed and
adequately sized.

The system has two reset keys. The
first is the games console reset, which
selects and initialises the ColecoVision
system. The second is located on the
top of the memory module. This
initialises and selects the Adam, auto-
loading whatever happens to be in the
data drive or, in default, dropping into
the built-in text editor. Either reset is
fatal if you are in the process of creating
either a program or text file, but both
are well away from the keyboard and
therefore unlikely to be pressed
accidentally. The Adam's reset switch
has an additional safeguard in that it is
recessed and must be pulled towards
you rather than pressed.

Digital data packs
The data drive differs from a standard
cassette player in two ways: firstly, it
uses preformatted tapes so that it can
simulate random access files; and
secondly it records data in digital rather

than analogue form. It is very similar to
the Ikon Hobbit (reviewed in PCW
January), except that the Adam drive
uses standard -sized cassettes whereas
the Hobbit uses minicassettes.

Unlike the Hobbit or Microdrive
systems, Adam data cassettes are not
formatted by the system but are sup-
plied preformatted by Coleco. This is
less than ideal in that - as with
Microdrives - users are dependent
upon a single supplier: both price and
availability are correspondingly uncer-
tain. Coleco's justification for this poli-
cy is that users would otherwise be
tempted to buy poor quality tapes
which are not data -certified in order to
save money - and then blame the
system when they find that subsequent
loading and saving prove unreliable.

The total formatted capacity of a data
cassette is 500k. On Coleco's estimate
of an average 2k text per A4 page, this
equals 250 pages per cassette - a
respectable capacity even by disk stan-
dards. The system has room for a
second data drive, though this is not
available as yet.
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The data drive has reasonable access

times- a file directory takes about ten
seconds to read in from tape. Second
and subsequent file directories take
only two or three seconds. I assume
from this that the Adam stores the last
directory and tape identifier in RAM and
simply checks whether the tape has
been changed. I say 'assume' since
none of the supplied documentation
comes anywhere near being a technical
reference manual, and details such as
how the system works are obviously
not intended for the likes of you and me.

The memory module and ColecoVi-
sion system together give- according
to Coleco-a total RAM capacity of 80k.
While 64k of this is available to machine
code programs, 'PRINT FRE(1)' in Basic
responds with 28k.

Printer
Coleco is, to my knowledge, the only
manufacturer to supply a printer as a
non -optical part of a complete home
computer system. The policy is an odd
one: the home computer market is a
fiercely competitive one, and this prin-
ter probably accounts for about £200 of
the total price. Though a printer would
be essential to some users and is
always a useful thing to have around, to
most hobbyists a printer is a luxury to
be considered once their bank balance
has recovered from the purchase of the
computer itself. This policy perhaps is
evidencethat Coleco believesthat it can
make its mark on the business as well as
the home market - a bundled printer
would not be out of place in a business
system.

I don't think I'm doing the 'SmartWri-
ter' printer any injustice by saying that it
is apparent from both appearance and
operation that the designers were told
to come up with a printer which could
be produced as cheaply as is humanly
possible. It works. That's the only thing I
can honestly find to say in its favour.
The 'SmartWriter' is slow (8-10cps) and
extremely noisy. It sounds like some-
one splintering about half a dozen
bamboo canes excrutiatingly slowly.
The company comments: 'It's no more
noisy than a typewriter would be.' The
print quality is more on a par with a
cheap electric typewriter than a letter -
quality printer.

The whole system takes its power via
the printer. A single lead connects the
printer to the system unit, carrying
power via the printer to the computer,
and data from the computer to the
printer. The dual-purpose lead is a good
idea. Provided the two sets of wires are
well -insulated from each other - as
they appear to be - it's an effective
method of cutting down on the number
of leads wandering around. The prob-

The 75 -key keyboard: spongey, but well laid -out

lem is that the power goes via the
printer to the Adam, and not the other
way round. This means thatthe compu-
ter cannot be used without the printer
attached. The printer is quite large -
measuring 37 x 35x 14cm - and the
connecting lead is not long enough to
allow the printer to sit underneath the
desk holding the computer. By the time
you've got the games console, memory
module, keyboard, printer and TV onto
your desk, there's not a lot of room for
anything else.

There are no parallel or serial inter-
faces. You have a printer already, of
course, and Coleco promises an add-on
modem, but in either case you either
like the one Coleco supplies or do
without. The only uncommitted inter-
face is the edge -connector at the right
hand side of the memory module,
though if Coleco produces the 64k RAM
pack, modem and disk drive as prom-
ised, this interface is going to be kept
pretty busy.

The display, too, is limited to a TV:
there are no sockets or leads to allow
any form of monitor to be hooked up.
This is a pity, since the Adam's graphics
are quite impressive. It also belies the
idea of the machine being used for
business use: I can't see business users
putting up with the quality of a TV
display.

Software
The Adam has an advantage over most
new machines in that it already has an
established library of games software:
since you have to buy the ColecoVision
games console as part of the system,
you can, of course, run any of the
ColecoVision games cartridges. The
catch is that you are buying games
console software designed to be oper-
ated using a joystick with fire buttons, a

numeric keypad and no more. Conse-
quently, there is no shortage of all -
action, arcade -style, machine code
games with flashy graphics and im-
pressive sound affects, but that's it.
'Donkey Kong' may be fun, but it very
quickly grows tiresome.

The Adam comes supplied with three
pieces of software: a Basic interpreter,
an arcade -style game 'Buck Rogers'
and a text editor built into ROM. The text
editor has a similar name to the printer:
'SmartWord'.

When you switch the machine on, the
system checks for a tape in the data
drive. If the tape is either blank or
contains text files, the system assumes
that you want to use SmartWord. If the
tape is a machine code program, it
loads and runs it. If the tape containsthe
Basic interpreter, it loads this. If there is
no tape in the drive, the Adam defaults
to SmartWord. This is the first justifica-
tion I've seen for the word 'Smart'
which is plastered over practically
everything.

SmartWord
Assuming you have either nothing, a
blank tape or text files in the data drive,
the system calls SmartWord from
ROM. Theprinter resets itself, noisily,
and the 'Adam's Electronic Typewriter'
display appears on the screen.

'Adam's Electronic typewriter' is just
that. You press a character on the
keyboard, and it is immediately printed
on the printer. To enter the full text
editor, you press the ESCAPE/WP key.

Since the 'SmartWriter' screen is
only 36 columns by 20 lines, it cannot
work on the 'what -you -see -is -what -
you -get' principle. It overcomes this
handicap remarkably well, tackling the
problem by displaying both horizontal
and vertical rulers. These rulers indi-
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Over the past seven years, we've got used to solving other peoples' problems.

The chances are we have the answers to your computer queries, too.
We'll suggest the system that will best fit into your business environment,
help you put the pieces together, and show you how data processing
completes the picture.

In other words, pre -sales advice, installation and training, plus full
technical support, are all part of our comprehensive service.

Call us today, and we'll arrange a free demonstration.

NEC

= = =

Authorised Dealer

Telephone or write now

for a free product catalogue:

Interam Computer Store,
FREEPOST,
46 Balham High Road,
London, SW12 OBR.
Tel: 01-675 5325 Telex: 925859

EPSON apricot

11111111rill A BM
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MICROCOMPUTER SPECIALISTS
1 FLOOR. THAMES HOUSE, SOU-EHBANK BUSINESS CENTRE,

140 BATTERSEA PARK ROAD. LONDON SWI I 4NB
Tel 01-622 9373 Telex: 925859
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If your Computer hasn't got a
Printeryou haven't got an

Able System.

ABLE
Systems Lim' edi ADDRESS

UNIT 3, KINGFISHER COURT, NORTHWICH,
CHESHIRE, CW9 7TU TEL: NORTHWICH (0606) 48621/2 I ..

The ABLE printer 40 is the ideal low cost listing Printer compatible
with most parallel output micro computers. Printing up to 40

alphanumeric characters per line in approximately 65
characters per second and graphics,the unit is out- standing
value for a program listing Printer.

ABLE printer 40 features:-
Utilises ordinary 23/4" 'tally roll' paper
 Red/Black replaceable ribbon
 Built in mains supply  Injection moulded case
 On/Off mains switch  Line feed-select, de-
select switch.  Reliable Citizen printer mechanism

 Centronics parallel interface.

For colour leaflet, specification sheet and order form, complete the,
coupon today. Or for immediate action send cheque/P.O.

for £119 inc. VAT. & carriage or telephone 0606 48621

NAME

-TEL

PRINT
Listings 200 LPM (600 Characters -Per -Second)

Data Processing 150 LPM (330 Characters -Per -Second)

Word Processing 80 LPM (180 Characters -Per -Second)

Wordstar compatible
Underlining and Double Height

Forms length switch
(downloadable)

GRAPH ICS

140 Character Sets

6 part copy

Programmable handshake

Speed ins/min Resolution dots/inch

High 27.8 50 x 50
Medium 16.7 60 x 72
Low 8.3 100 x 100

Optional Label/Forms/Barcode processor

The above brief specifications show that the MVP will
replace the Daisy wheel printer, the Serial Matrix
printer, and the Graphics plotter. Speeds for Word
Processing, are 4-5 times faster than Daisy wheel
printers and Bar Code printing is 10-40 times faster
than a serial matrix printer. Whether for a single user, a
multiple user, a network system, for business,
scientific, engineering; the MVP is the Total Solution.

Send for detailed literature and print samples.

TRADE AND END USER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

THE
MICROCOM PUTER

LINE PRINTER

PR I NTRON I X
MUP

THE ONE PRINTER SOLUTION FOR ALL
MICROCOMPUTERS AND MICROSYSTEMS

233 London Road, Croydon
Tel: 01 - 683 0060Tel I UERSAL MI GROPER I PHERALS LTD
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cate the current margin and tab set-
tings, and give a graphical indication of
the current cursor position as it will
appear when it is printed.

When you first enter SmartWord, the
display shows horizontal and vertical
rules, a 72 -character 'current line' win-
dow at the bottom of the screen and the
functions assigned to the programm-
able function keys. You are automati-
cally in a new, as yet unnamed, file. All
you have to do to begin your document
is start typing.

As you enter text, it appears in the
black 'window' at the bottom of the
screen.Thiswindow is designed to look
like a typewriter platen which I tried to
think of as just part of the wonderful
variety of life. It didn't make it any less
silly, but it helped. By default, the
line -length is 60 characters. When you
reach the right hand margin, Smart -
Word automatically wordwraps and
scrolls the text upwards.

Editing is straightforward, and you
can edit any part of the document: the
highlighted window has no signifi-
cance other than to indicate the part of
the document you are working on. As
you use the cursor keys to find the text
you want to edit, the screen scrolls
upwards or downwards until the line to
be edited appears in the window. To
overtype, you simply position the
cursor using the arrow keys and type in
the newtext. The old text is overwritten.
To insert text, you press the INSERT
key. The prompt 'Insert/Type text'
appears on the screen, and text entered
at this point is inserted at the cursor
position. The function key definitions
change to allow you to insert page
breaks and subscript/superscript con-
trol codes. When you press function key
'VI' to indicate that you are 'DONE', the
auto-wordwrap sorts itself out, refor-
matting as necessary.

The procedure for deleting text is
much the same. You position the cursor
and highlight the text you want to
delete. Function key 'IV' toggles the
highlighting on/off, 'V' cancels high-
lighting (so that you can change your

mind) and the DELETE key then per-
forms the deletion. When you press the
DELETE key, it will check by displaying
an 'Are you sure?' prompt. If you press
DELETE to confirm, the deletion is
carried out. If you do not want to
proceed with the deletion, ESCAPE
cancels the command.

Be warned, however! If you press the
DELETE key before highlighting the
text, SmartWord assumes that you
know what you are doing and does not
present the 'Are you sure?' prompt.

If you do accidentally delete text,
though, all is not lost provided that you
realise your mistake before pressing
anything else. For the Adam has that
most wondrous of keys, UNDO! Smart -
Word has two dangerous options:
delete text; and clear text from mem-
ory. When the program performs either
of these operations, the text is not
actually deleted from RAM, but merely
cleared from the screen and marked as
OK to overwrite. The UNDO key simply
removes the 'OK to overwrite' flag and
restores the text to the screen.

Function key 'I' takes you into the
print -format menu. This allows you to
set vertical and horizontal margins,
tabs, line spacing and insert page
breaks. Line spacing is set to single by
default, and stepped up or down in
increments of 1/2 by keys 'IV' and 'V'. The
minimum line spacing is 1, but there
appears to be no upper limit.

Key 'II' allows you to configure the
display to your own tastes. The three
options set the 'paper' colour, the
sound, and change the window. The
default colour is black text on a light
blue background; other options are
black on white, green or grey, and white
on black. The sound option allows you
to select from 'full' sound (a short beep
when each key is pressed, and a 'ping'
for the CR or function keys), 'partial
sound' (pings only!) and, thankfully, no
sound.

The windowing option allows you to
switch off the 72 -character window and
use the whole screen as a window onto
the document. The difference is that in

Technical specifications
Processor Z80
RAM 16k video,

64k storage (28k Basic program storage)
Permanent storage 500k digital data drive
Interfaces Proprietary; non-standard
Interpreter Applesoft Basic

(loadedfrom data cassette)
Expansion Diskdrive; 64k RAM expansion and modem planned

Therewas notimeto do the Bench marks atthe time of writing.
Thesewill be given in a future issue.

the default mode, words wrap around
so that whole lines are visible on the
screen - the second half of the line
appears underneath the first half, and is
reformatted when it is printing. In full
window mode, only a 36 -character
wide section of the line is visible at one
time, and the cursor keys are used to
scroll the screen left and right.

Key 'III' allows you to perform a literal
(that is, ignoring case) search for
specified text, once only or repeatedly.
A 'find -and -replace' option is also
offered. Searching is fairly slow, but not
staggeringly so.

Key 'IV', as we have already seen,
toggles highlighting on/off, while key
'V' cancels highlighting. Finally, key 'VI'
inserts subscript or superscript control
characters. Since the printer is a daisy-
wheel, all this does is to move the roller
1/2 line up or down to print the text.

Loading and saving tiles is both easy
and friendly. The Adam checks that you
have a suitable tape in the drive before
attempting a save, asking you to inserta
tape if necessary. If you are loading a
file, SmartWord gets the file directory
from the tape and asks you to use the
four arrow keys to select the file you
want: If you load a new file while you
still have text in the workspace, Smart -
Word sensibly appends the new file to
the bottom of the existing one.

SmartBasic
A manufacturer producing a new home
machine has a choice of two main paths
when it comes to the Basic interpreter.
The first is to design a completely new
and original one - as Acorn did with
the BBC Micro - and the second is to
use one of the old 'tried -and -trusted'
varieties with whatever modifications
are necessary for the machine in
question, as do most manufacturers.
Coleco took the latter route and came
up with SmartBasic.

SmartBasic bears a great resembl-
ance to Applesoft Basic. The com-
mands, statements and functions
appear to be 100% identical in purpose,
format and syntax - right down to
shape tables, a notable Apple peculiar-
ity. Even the graphics -handling is the
same. I'm quite sure that-with PEEKs,
POKEs and other address -dependent
statements removed-you could show
a SmartBasielisting to any number of
Apple programmers without any of
them suspecting that the listing was
anything but an Apple program. Even
the prompt is an Apple one!

The strange part about Coleco using
such an Applesoft-like Basic is that it
has only gone halfway: the monitor is
different. This means that the memory
addressing is different, and hence any
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ADE is a complete program
development package on 16k ROM for
assembly language programmers.

FISSIET1EUEN A full 6502. 2 -pass MACRO assembler using standard
Mostek mnemonics. It has the facilities you would expect on an assembler for a much larger machine.
Features include MACROS with LIBRARY facilities ; nestable CONDITIONAL ASSEMBLY ; flexible

LISTING OPTIONS ; hex, decimal, binary and ASCII data formats ; full range of ARITHMETIC and
LOGICAL OPERATORS ; symbol table sort and dump ; file chaining ; 29 powerful PSEUDO-OPS.
Source and object programs are kept on disc so NO LIMIT ON PROGRAM SIZE or location.

EDITOR A dynamic TEXT EDITOR with WORD PROCESSING CAPABILITY!
Designed with the programmer in mind to produce both programs and documentation. Features
include SCREEN EDITING and DEFERRED EDIT modes ; MACRO commands ; NO LIMIT on
document size ; sideways SCROLLING ; COLOUR display; full use of FUNCTION KEYS. A fully
STRUCTURED COMMAND LANGUAGE makes this editor THE MOST POWERFUL YET
DEVISED for the BBC Micro.

31131J3311% The renowned SPY DEBUGGING MONITOR! Instantly available
for inspecting, modifying, debugging and dis-assembling machine code programs. Features include'
easy -to -read COLOUR display ; hex, ASCII or DIS-ASSEMBLED display modes ; SINGLE-STEP ;
BREAKPOINT ; MEMORY SEARCH ; DIS-ASSEMBLER and much more!

£60 incl. vat
os, 0 or above

Use with disc or tape

Only £595 + VAT

The HR1
Bi-directional -17 CPS - some
features as below, but without
keyboard and lift off facility.

131Eis complete with a 160 page comprehensive reference manual including tutorial and
reference sections as well as details on how to code your own 'sideways' ROMs. Demonstration/
utilities/macro library disc available in 40 or 80T format. Please specify.

SPY

 DEBUG

 CTRLF

 BRK

 NOCTRLF

 NOBAK

 CLST

 HLST

 XLST

 FTRACE

 TRACE

 WHAT

 AXY

 AMEND

 MAKE

 STAT

 DEDIT

 REFORMAT

 FORMAT

 VERIFY

 WHERE

 MLOAD

 MRUN

£24.15 inc vat

SPY2 is the new comprehensive
debugging monitor, dis-assembler
and disc utility ROM from SYSTEM.

SPY2 encompasses all the superb
easy -to- use facilities of the renowned
SPY debugging monitor, additional
front panel commands, a new set
of powerful disc recovery utilities,
a 'formatter, a relocator, program
trace facilities and a versatile dis-
assembler.

 inspect single step through or die -assemble ANY ROM
single-step through subroutines in one pc

 WNW/claw breakOdint
 colour or black and whits front panel display option

has dump. full or mtelligant diwaseernbly option

 disc sector editor enfb hes and ASCII display
 recover end reformat bed beak
 find wring or hex code on Mac
 unStoPPODIO vet* OM Wily

 find disc apace
 create and mend disc catalogue entry
 download fend run) disc Ma

% The ADE MACRO ASSEMBLER on its
own ROM for only £35 incl. vat.
Use with other text editors/debugging
monitors. J

(Please enclose cash with order or an official order form. '4 j), Dept P 12 Collegiate Crescent, Sheffield S10 2 BA (0742) 682321

THE HR1 THE FINEST PRINTER/TYPEWRITERS MONEY CAN BUY.

THE CROWN RANIER
ONLY £795 + VAT

Compatible with

SHARP

OSBORNE

APPLE II

APPLE III

TELEVIDEO

TANDY

BBC

MIMI
TEXAS 30/30

PET

HEWLETT PACKARD

SUPERBRAIN

SIRIUS

XEROX

IBM

In fact most computers

CROWN RANIER -The leader of all interfaced daisy wheel printeritypewriters: Here's why.

The unbeatable Crown Ranier is the only heavy duty daisy wheel printeritypewriter which runs on a linear motor - no belts or cables to break, stretch or wear - and uses the IBM ribbon and lift off correctors.
The reliability has become legend in these days of expensive electronic typewriter breakdowns.

CENTRONIC - IEEE - RS232 INTERFACES - No external boxes - interchangeable daisywheels - variable pitch - three free daisy wheels - automatic whole line correction - easily copes with standard printed
forms - 195,000 characters per ribbon (at least twice the average character length)- standard lift off correctors -a printer/typewriter at the flick of a switch.

Perfection as a typewriter (now used by local authorities and multi -nationals), perfection as a printer.

Beware of lightweight, low cost machines -these can never give long term reliable service. THIS MACHINE WILL!! The professional machine.

Ask you local computer or office equipment dealer for further information. EX STOCK DELIVERY

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR. TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

fr:\,
56-58 SOUTH ST., EASTBOURNE,

41 IN BUSINESS CENTRE SUSSEX. (0323) 639983.
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The memory module incorporates a 500k digital data -drive

Apple listings involving POKEs, PEEKs,
assembly or machine code will not run
on the Adam, and visa versa. And as
Apple programmers will know all too
well, it is difficult to persuade an Apple
to do anything useful without a fair
sprinkling of POKEs and PEEKs.

The graphics are impressive: the
high-res screen has a resolution of
256x 159 and 16 different colour shades

4:411.41.A.,<x-Azirj
N7,,Nr

The joystick acts as a numeric keypad

available using the standard Applesoft
graphics statements.

There's not a lot I can say about the
Basic. As far as I can see, it's Applesoft
by another name.

Documentation
The documentation supplied with the
Adam is written in an overbearing,
patronising, American style, which I

find infinitely worse than terse, un-
friendly prose. Some of the demonstra-
tion programs in the Basic tutorial
almost defy description, though
puerile and infantile come close.

The authors seem to work on the
principle that if a three -sentence ex-
planation is clear, then a thirty -
sentence one must be ten times as
clear. On the positive side, I don't think
anyone would have any difficulty
understanding how to use the system!

Conclusions
During this review, the Adam was
running continuously for 26 hours. The
power pack grew too hot to touch, but
the machine ran without error perform-
ing a variety of tasks.

In general, I tend to view upgrades to
TV games machines as a less than ideal
way to buy a computer. If the computer

has to adapt to the games machine
rather than the other way about, it is
very easy to end up with a system which
is clumsy, limited and overpriced. The
Adam appears to be neither clumsy nor
limited, though I think it is likely to be
overpriced.

The built-in text editor is an idea
which seems to be catching on among
micro manufacturers. SmartWord is
friendly, easy to learn and easy to use.
As a general text editor for correspond-
ence and similar tasks, it is ideal. Given
an 80 -column monitor output, I think it
would also be suitable for more ambi-
tious tasks. As it stands, the 36 -column
by 20 line display limits its usefulness.
For someone needing an easy to use
text editor for general correspondence
and so on, the Adam could well be a
worthwhile investment for this pur-
pose alone. The data drive does not
compare to a disk system, but is
certainly adequate for home and semi-
professional use.

As an arcade -style games machine, it
is impressive, but then you only need
the games console for this! The only
advantage of the rest of the system is
that you can also load games from
cassette.

As a programmers' machine, Apple -
soft -like SmartBasic is a reasonably
pleasant implementation of the lan-
guage and-thanks to the popularity of
the Apple-there are a wealth of books
available to help you. The graphics
resolution of 256x 159 compares well
with all but the BBC, and the graphics
statements are quite powerful. The
digital data drive, too, is attractive,
offering reasonable access speeds and
reliability.

However, the Adam does have a
number of serious drawbacks. The
main one is the total lack of standard
interfaces, particularly a serial port of
some description. The UK price is as yet
unknown, but is likely to be £600-£700
plusthe cost of theColecoVision games
console (£150).

The BBC, as ever, is strong competi-
tion; a model B with a Hobbit data
cassette and one of the £200 daisy-
wheel printers which have recently
begun to appear on the market gives an
equivalent system for about the same
price. The BBC, however, offers parallel
and serial interfaces, a superior
keyboard and a more powerful and
elegant Basic. You also have a fairly
wide range of single -disk micros to
choose from which with a £200 printer
could cost the same or less.

The Adam should be available in
High Street shops in April or May.
Details from CBS Electronics on (0734)
698188. END
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Nucleus
Is Acorn attempting tojustifythe price of its upgrade Z80 processor for the

BBC Micro by bundling in a comprehensive selection of business software?
Tony Harrington begins his in-depth series by looking at Nucleus, a

package which allows users with no programming knowledge to create
their own database applications.

When Acorn won the BBC contract back
in November 1981, part of the agree-
ment was that it would make available a
business upgrade to future BBC Micro
users. The Z80 processor, due to be
released in late April or May, is that
long -promised upgrade.

At a price of £399, the Z80 box is
designed to offer all users a cheap route
into the vast treasure -house of CP/M-
based programs.

Of course, the real cost of upgrading
your Beeb is considerably more than
this. You will need twin floppy drives
(currently nearly £800), a monitor and a
printer.

This pushes the cost of upgrading the
BBC Model B into a realm where users
are likely to consider buying one of the
many existing business systems in-
stead. After all, for £1500 there is a fair
range of business machines from
which to choose.

To stop such thoughts from entering
their minds, Acorn has put together a
seductive bundle of free software to
accompany each purchase of its Z80
second processor.

One of these packages is Nucleus,the
program generator from Compact
Accounting Services, which won the
Rita Award for the best software
program of the year at the Which
Computer? Show.

The full list of goodies supplied with
the Z80 is shown in Fig 1 (the estimated
retail value of the software is £3000).

Nucleus is the only applications
program to have carved out a name for
itself so far in this country. 'The main
difference between Nucleus and other
program generators is that you don't
need to know the first thing about
programming to use it,' David Parson,
director of Compact, maintains. In
general, Nucleus is accessible to the
beginner. One of the major reasons for
Acorn's interest in Nucleus, according
to Parson, is that it offers a route for
people who have progressed beyond
the rank beginner stage and want to
experiment with more advanced Basic
programming. Hitachi apparently
agrees, since it has boughtthe licensing
rights to Nucleus for its new micro.

The attraction for the fledgling pro-
grammer is that Nucleus -produced
programs can be listed and amended.
Acorn feels that this will allow users to
see how simple programs are written:
the idea is that these programs will
provide them with a starting point, but
this can only be true for certain kinds of
Basic programs.

It is important to realise that Nucleus
is designed to produce business -
related programs. It is not a graphics
generator: it won't write computer
games for you and it won't build a
financial modelling program. What it
will do is build almost any sort of
file -oriented business system. It can
create procedures for adding transac-
tions to files and updating related files,

1. Graph Plan: a spreadsheet financial modellerwith a colour graphics
extension (supplier: Chang Laboratories, US. Digital Research supplies the
colour graphics extension).

2. Fileplan and Mailplan: a database package with mailmerge (supplier: Chang
Laboratories).

3. Memoplan: a word processing package (supplier: Chang Laboratories).
4. Nucleus: a program generator and report writer (supplier: Compact

Accounting Services).
5. Accountant: a businesssystem cum cash book (supplier: Compact).

Languages
6. BBC Basic: runs underCP/M (supplier Acorn).
7. CISCobol (togetherwith Animator): a debugging program.
8. Forms2: an interactive programming aid.
Fig 1. Free software packages and languages supplied with Z80 processor
upgrade to BBC Micro.

and you can carry out a range of
arithmetical operations on data.

Background
A little history might help to clarify this.
Nucleus was designed by Compact to
satisfy two different kinds of demand.
As a program generator running on
16 -bit machines like the Sirius, it was
designed to give Compact dealers a
swift and easy way of 'writing' one-off
applications for customers. Dealers are
continually being asked for such sys-
tems: it could be the secretary of the
local golf club wanting a membership
and handicapping system, or it might
be the local garage wanting a spares
indexing system. In either case, if a

Compact dealer, with minimal training,
could whip up a system in a few hoursto
meet needs as diverse as this, he would
have a powerful sales tool.

Nucleus was designed to be compati-
ble with Compact's standard range of
business software; this means that as a
report writer (or more strictly, as a
program generator capable of writing
tailor-made programs to extract and
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present data from existing data files),
Nucleus gives Compact's existing user
base a way of generating special
reports. Any data file from any Compact
package can be accessed by special
report programs written using Nuc-
leus.

Once Nucleus had been designed
and tested, it occurred to Compact that
there might be a reasonable demand in
the computer market -place for an
easy -to -use program generator cum
report writer. The Acorn and Hitachi
contracts endorse this theory.

BBC Micro users will find that instead
of Nucleus programs being written in
MBasic, as they are in the 16 -bit version,
the language used is Mallard Basic by
Locomotive Systems. This is because
Acorn failed to get what it considered to
be a decent licensing price from Micro-
soft (Acorn, it is rumoured, wanted a fee
of no more than £2 per package but
Microsoft refused to budge below £10,
despite the BBC Micro user base
figures). Acorn asked Locomotive Sys-
tems to write a Microsoft -style Basic -
the result: Mallard Basic.

So what will it do for BBC users? Well,
they can design and write a variety of
applications for which they would
otherwise require a database system
(remember that users will have a free
database package in Fileplan). They can
even write applications programs for
sale to other BBC users. The only size
limitation is that the total field size of
any record should not exceed 250
characters. The limitation on the num-
ber of records in a file is the standard
CP/M limit of 32,000 (of course, at
anything like this level your system will
run so slowly as to be worthless).

As is usual with program generators,
the programs Nucleus produces don't
need Nucleus to run, but they do need a
copy of Compact's Start -of -Day prog-
ram on the applications disk, and they
need Mallard Basic. This is not a

problem though, as tne user gets the
licence to both of these along with his

purchase of the Z80 processor. This is a
good deal, as dealers have to get a
licence from Microsoft and from Com-
pact (for the MBasic and the Start -of -
Day program respectively) for any
Nucleus programs they sell.

Procedure
The procedure for running a program
generated by Nucleus on the BBC is
simple. Switch on the Z80 processor;
load the disk containing the Start -of -
Day program; key 'B' to boot up CP M;
type 'Compact2' to boot up the Start -of -
Day program; type in the date in
response to the prompt which then
appears; and then load up the program
disk and the data disk for your Nucleus -
produced application. Note that you
don't need Nucleus itself at this stage.

Creating a program with Nucleus is
reasonably straightforward, providing
you have a clear idea of the system you
want to produce. There are a number of
steps to be worked through and you are
prompted through each stage by
menus.

Nucleus is a menu -driven package.
All Compact programs have the same
menu structure, starting with a 'com-
pany level' menu. This can be personal-
ised with the user's own name by using
the CMPARMS command on the Start -
of -Day program. The CMPARMS op-
tion is also used to set the printer
parameters, to tell the program what
codes your printer needs to move to
bold face type or to print in condensed
mode (that is, 132 characters on 80
character paper). These parameters are
automatically copied across to any new
program generated by Nucleus. The
company level menu allows multi -
company systems to be built up.

Next is the 'system' menu, which
appears on screen when a level from
the company menu has been selected.

The system level menu for BBC users
is '1 Nucleus- Definition'. Now you get
the main Nucleus menu up on the
screen, which is ordered according to

the sequence you have to follow to
write a program. It looks like this:
Nucleus Definition Program Level

1. Create Nucleus Parameter File
2. Create System Definition
3. Create File Definition
4. Create File Linkage
5. Print File Definition
6. Create Update Program

The BBC version of Nucleus differs
from the 16 -bit version in that the report
writing side of the package has been
moved to a separate disk. The system
level menu on the second disk hasthree
options: 1. Nucleus - Reporting; 2.
Nucleus - Document Writer; and 3.
Nucleus - Letter Writer.

Each of these system options has its
own program level menu. Selecting
option 1 (Nucleus - Reporting, to get
into the report writer) brings up three
choices: 1. Create M/F Print program; 2.
Create Selected Report Program; and 3.
Create Label Print program. In the
Sirius version of Nucleus, these last
three choices constitute options 7 to 9
on the Nucleus - Definition menu
given above.

The pyramid of menus and sub -
menus sounds confusing, but moving
up or down the pyramid is very easy.
Keying 'Return' instead of an option
number automatically takes you to the
next highest level. Hit a couple of
returns simultaneously and you are out
of Nucleus and back to CP M and the
'A>' prompt.

The first two stages (Create Nucleus
Parameter File, and Create System
Definition) don't involve the user parti-
cularly. Option 1 writes the house-
keeping and menu routines to the
program disk in Drive B. Option 2 gives
you a chance to tell Nucleus what your
program is to be called (up to 20
alphanumeric characters). This name
will appear hereafter on the System
Menu whenever you load this program
disk. Nucleus automatically assigns an
option number to all the programs
loaded onto this particular disk (the
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numbers are stored in the parameter
file on the disk). The numbering starts
from 20. Numbers 1 to 19 are reserved
for Compact's business programs.

The actual program creation begins
with option 3: File Definition. You need
to work out the shape (that is, the
number of fields in each record, rela-
tionships between files, calculations,
and so on) in detail before you begin.
Nucleus allows only limited room for
you to change your mind. Each stage of
the program creation has an 'OK
Yes/No?' prompt: if you answer 'Y'
(Yes) then that is what you are commit-
ted to.

Each file created has to be named (up
to 20 alphanumerics). Nucleus recog-
nises two different types of files, master
files and transaction files. The differ-
ence between them is that master files
have a unique key to access each
record. A stock file, where each stock
item has its own stock code number,
would be a 'master file'. You would opt
to create a transaction file whenever a
unique key wasn't appropriate: for
example, if you were designing a sales
ledger file where a number of transac-
tions were to be posted to the same
customer account number.

A program can consist of more than
one file since Nucleus has a facility for
linking files. The next step, after select-
ing thefiletype and naming thefile, isto
work through the 'field definition'
menu.

Afile consists of a number of records,
each of which has a number of fields.
Anyone familiar with database pack-
ages such as dBasell will find the field
definition screen familiar:
DESCRIPTION OF FIELD
TYPE OF FIELD (A, AN, D,)
NUMBER OF CHARACTERS
NUMBER OF LINES
NUMBER OF DIGITS BEFORE POINT
NUMBER OF DIGITS AFTER POINT
ALLOW NEGATIVE VALUES?
MINIMUM VALUE
MAXIMUM VALUE
DELETE PROTECT?

Key fields
The Nucleus manual provides a good,
clear account of what each of these
prompts means and non -programmers
should have little difficulty in using this
to construct their file. Once each field
has been specified, the program needs
to be told which fields will be the key
fields for searching and indexing. A
point to note here is that while you can
specify all thefields in a file as key fields,
the more keyfields you have, the slower
the system runs when you are adding
new records to the finished program.

A useful touch is that you can specify
how many of the characters of a key
field should be used in the key. The

longer the key field, the more memory
space it takes up, so if you were building
a customer address file, for example,
you might decide to sort on just the first
five characters of customer names.

The next stage is to specify the
relationships between any linked files.
The point of linking files is to cut down
on memory overheads (the more com-
pact a program, the faster it will run).
For example, a club with various
categories of membership would find it
convenient to record the membership
as a two character code on the mem-
bers' master file, and to link the code to
a full description of the membership
category, held on a second file. This
means that the category description is
only held once, and not many times
over, against each member's name on
the master file disk. Again, the manual
provides a reasonable guide to the
concept and its application.

There are two more major stages
before the creation of a program is
complete. These are: the setting up of
'update' routines for adding data to a
file; and the creation of reports, to
reveal the contents of your files.

Each update program is given a name
(for example, 'Update monthly sales')
and itthen becomes a numbered option
on the main menu that Nucleus creates
for your program. Designing the up-
date program is guided, as in the file
creation stage, by a set of screen
prompts. The only difficulty is deciding
what maintaining your files is going to
mean in practice.

Nucleus' report writing is fairly flexi-
ble. If you opt to create a detailed report,
Nucleus displays all the fields in the file,
file by file. You work through these files
indicating which fields are to be printed
in the report, what order they're to be
printed in, the fields to be totalled and
what the spacing between fields should
be. There is also the facility to create a
program which will dump your master

file to a printer.
Document Writer is included in Nuc-

leus so that more complex reports can
be created. An example of this type of
report is where invoices or statements
are to be printed. Here you need a
'header' part to the report, giving the
customer name. But you also need a
'transaction' part listing all the items
bought by a particular customer.

Letter Writer is a very limited form of
word processing which simply gives
users the ability to pull information
from data files into text, making the
production of standard letters and
other mailmerge functions possible.

One major criticism of Nucleus in the
past (in its 16 -bit format) has been that
the Report Writer side of the package
only operated with a printer. It was not
possible to design reports which could
be sent to the screen, allowing on-
screen enquiries into files.

BBC Micro users will benefit from
recent improvements to Nucleus which
provide the user with limited screen
enquiries. At the moment, it's not
possible to do selected searches on
screen (these have to be dumped to a
printer), but you can page through
records sequentially starting at what-
ever record number you choose. Since
the whole point about Nucleus pro-
grams is that they can be amended,
users might well want to try writing
their own routines to plug this gap.

Commitment
Compact's David Parson reckons that
the company is committed to including
full screen reporting routines in future
updates of Nucleus. To date, it has
given greater priority to producing a
colour version of Nucleus (as deman-
ded by Hitachi) and to sorting out the
Mallard Basic.
Next month: Accountant

END
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Electronequip
in

Hampshire
Authorised BBC Dealer & Service Centre

SPECIAL OFFERS
PHONE FOR DETAILS

Electronequip is an authorised Acorn service centre and has been an Acorn
dealer since the introduction of the Atom

Our demonstration facilities include 20 station Econet and Trochnet systems

Ref BBC Micros Ex VAT In VAT
ANB01 BBC Model B Micro Computer 348.26 399.00
ANB02 BBC Model B with Econet Interlace 389.14 446.00
ANB03 BBC Model B with Disc Interface 409.14 469.00
ANB04 BBC Model B with Disc & Econet Interface 450.01 516.00

3" Micro Disc
£129.95 (inc VAT)

Disc Interface + Drive
£198.95 (inc VAT)

Micro Disc Drive for the BBC Micro
The Micro disc drive offers a method of low cost quick access to
programs. The drive is essentially a small version of a 51/4 inch disc
drive and offers similar features to the larger drive.
The data is stored on a 3 inch disc, this is enclosed in a protective hard
plastic cassette which features a write protect switch.
The micro drive requires the standard Acorn disc interface, but a new
disc filing system rom. Acorn DFS may be exchanged for the micro
DFS for £12.00. The new micro disc filing system allows 60 files per
disc surface and it can read and write to Acorn DFS discs. Thus if a
51/4 inch and a micro floppy were connected on the same cable files
could be transferred between them.
Capacity: 80.64K bytes Transfer Rate: 125kbit s

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED
LARGE STOCKS - 24 HOUR DESPATCH

Carriage 50p to £3.50

ACORN
CO PUTER

NORDMENDE

14" TV/Monitor £217.00+VAT
Ref Monitors Ex VAT In VAT

MNB1401 BMC 1401 Colour Monitor 225.00 258.75
MNCE37A Cable CE 370A Colour RBG Monitor 199.00 228.85
MNKVIS2 Kaga 12 RGB Monitor Vision II (Medium) 285.00 327.75
MNKVIS3 Kaga 12" RGB Monitor Vision III (Hi) 399.00 458.85
MNM1431 Microvitec 1431 14" Colour Monitor (BBC) 215.00 247.25
MNM1441 Microvitec 1441 High Res 14" BBC Monitor 440.00 506.00
MNM1451 Microvitec 1451 Medium Res 14" BBC Mon 325.00 373.75
MNN1534 Nordmende 14" TV/Monitor 217.00 249.55
MNN3534 Nordmende 14" TVi Monitor with remote con 234.00 269.10
MNN4430 Nordmende 20" Prestige TV/Monitor remote 417.00 479.55
MNN4432 Nordmende 22" Prestige TV/Monitor remote 458.00 526.70
MNN4437 Nordmende 27" Prestige TV Monitor remote 512.00 588.80

"SIDEWAYS" rom board for BBC Micro
No soldering required £38.00 +VAT

EPSON
RX-80 £263.12 +VAT
FX-80 £365.09 +VAT

Printer price includes cable for
BBC and screen dump rom.

ORCH
COMPUTERS :=1-t-:

Perfectly Made in Britain
Ref Torch Computers Ex VAT In VAT

TC301 Torch Work Station (No Monitor) (301) 1244.00 1430.60
TC303 Torch Work Station with TOSCA (No Mon.) 1449.00 1666.35
TC401 Torch Computer twin 400k (new style) 2250.00 2587.50
TC403 Torch Computer twin 400K & TOSCA (grey) 2455.00 2823.25
TC68000 Torch Computer twin 400K Floppy + 68000 3550.00 4082.50
TC68020 Torch Computer 20Mb Hard Disc + 68000 5900.00 6785.00
TCF500 Torch Computer twin Floppies (CF500) 2950.00 3392.50
TCFS500 Torch Computer twin 400K & TOSCA (CH500) 3150.00 3622.50
TCH520 Torch Computer 20Mb Winchester CH520 5650.00 6497.50
TCHS520 Torch Computer 20Mb Hard Disc & TOSCA 5850.00 6727.50
TMC240 Torch Colour Monitor (MC240) 575.00 661.25
TD28DP Torch Z80 Disk Pack 730.00 839.50

Electronequip

Kings Lynn Branch
Tel: 0553 3782

BBC
36-38 West Street, Fareham, Hants (0329) 230670
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ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT ORBIT

ELBUG MIT ELECTRON
IF YOU HAVE AN ACORN ELECTRON OR ARE THINKING OF BUYING

ONE THEN YOU SHOULD JOIN THE ELECTRON USER GROUP.
Members receive 10 copies of the magazine ELBUG each year. ELBUG is devoted EXCLUSIVELY to the ELECTRON
MICRO. It is packed with news, Reviews, Hints, Tips, Programming ideas, Major articles, plus Regular program
features incluing games and useful utilities.

ELBUG, is produced by BEEBUG Publications Ltd., publishers of BEEBUG, the magazine of the National User
Group for the BBC Micro. BEEBUG now has some 20,000 members, and has achieved a high reputation both in
this country and abroad. Acorn and the BBC have both taken out multiple memberships, for example, and our
articles are now syndicated in Australia. (For further details of BEEBUG, see separate advertisement elsewhere in
this issue.)

The formula which makes BEEBUG an invaluable companion for users of the BBC micro will be applied to ELBUG.
By subscribing to ELBUG you gain all the advantages of a single -micro magazine, with no space wasted on programs

and articles for other computers.
Further benefits of membership:

Members' discount scheme with national retailers of software, hardware and books, with savings of up to 25%.
Members' software library with a growing range of titles at special prices for members.

SPECIAL OFFER
SUBSCRIBE NOW, AND GET A FREE INTRODUCTORY CASSETTE CONTAINING 8 TESTED

PROGRAMS FOR THE ELECTRON.
1. SPACE CITY Defeat the invading Aliens with your laser, and save the city.
2. 3D NOUGHTS AND CROSSES Pit your wits against the ELECTRON on a 4 x 4x 4 board.
3. RACER Guide your racing car to victory, avoiding other cars and obstacles on the track.
4. 3D MAZE In this challenging game, you must escape from the maze - The screen displays a 3D view from inside the

maze.
5. PATCHWORK A multicoloured display of continuously changing patterns.
6. KEY SET ROUTINE A program to set up the user function keys.
7. MEMORY DISPLAY An efficiently written utility to diplay the contents of memory (ROM and RAM).
8. CHARACTER DEFINER Define individual graphics characters with this useful utility for use in your own programs.

BEEBMAZE

RACER

SPACE CITY

HOW TO JOIN
To subscribe for one year, and get your free cassette, send £9.90 (payable to Orbit) plus a strong stamped addressed envelope (for the cassette) to:

ELBUG-DEPT 6 PO BOX 109, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS. HP11 2TD
EDITORIAL ADDRESS: Beebug Publications Ltd, PO Box 50, St Albans, Herts. ALL 2AR

SIX MONTH TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION 1.5 ISSUES) UK ONLY £5.90- FREE CASSETTE OFFER STILL STANDS.
Membership outside UK (one year only 1: Eire and Europe £16, Middle East £19, America & Africa £21, other countries £23.
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THE HOME COMPUTER SPECIALIST
II

Sol,

ONE STOP SHOPPING FOR

ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS

MICRO
BBC \ MODEL

£399.00
B Cr

moo'
,..,ommodore

II\

£199.00

6.1.

DRAGON32 £155.00ELECTRON £199.00

ORIC-1
£129.00

S ARP 48K MZ-80A

£399.00

PERIPHERALS
A complete range to build up your
micro system.
DISCS  PRINTERS  JOYSTICKS 
MONITORS  LIGHT -PENS  BUGGIES
 UPGRADE KITS

SOFTWARE
topAll the best sellers from the t

UK and USA software houses onKITS,
cassette, disk and cartridge.
Up to 1,000 titles stocked.

LARGE RANGE OF CASSETTES,
DISKETTES, PRINTER PAPER,
RIBBONS, COMPUTER CARE

DUST COVERS, PLUGS,
SOCKETS, LEADS ETC ALWAYS
IN STOCK.

FOR FRIENDLY ADVICE AND SERVICE CONTACT YOUR LOCAL BRANCH
EASY PARKING AT ALL BRANCHES

EALING LUTON MILTON KEYNES NEWBURY RICKMANSWORTH SUTTON TOLWORTH
114 Gunnersbury 1 Manor Road, Unit 1, Heathfield, 26 Stanley Road, Greystone Works, The 30 Station Road, 230 Tolworth Rise
Avenue, Ealing, Caddington, Luton, Stacey Rushes, Newbury, Berks Green, Croxley Green, Belmont, Sutton, South, Tolworth,
London W5 4HB. Beds LU1 4EE. Milton Keynes RG14 7PB. Rickmansworth, Surrey SM2 6BS Surbiton,
Tel: 01-992 5855 Tel: (0582) 458575 MK12 6HP. Tel: (0635) 30047 Herts WD3 3AJ. Tel: 01-642 2534 Surrey, KT5 9NB.

Tel: (0908) 317832 Tel: (0923) 779250 Tel: 01-337 4317

Acorn Computers Appointed Distributor for the South East. Dealer enquiries invited.
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PACKAGE LEASED FOR
LESS THAN

£16+VAT PER WEEK
INC. 1 YEARS ON SITE

MAINTENANCE

01 Computers has combined Lotus 1-2-3 the
integrated spread sheet information
manager and graphics package which
has revolutionised the Micro Computer
Software Industry with the powerful
DEC RAINBOW.

Because we understand your need for
total reliability 12 months on site

maintenance (max. call out time 8 working
hours) is supplied

FREE with every
system.

d

AUTHORISED

egaoen
PERSONAL COMPUTER DEALER

CALL 01-228 2207 NOW FOR A DEMONSTRATION

01 COMPUTZ,ES
Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SW113SA

TELEX: 8954575 CTCLDN
NE NI

Please send me a copy ofI your introductory brochure
and details of the DEC RAINBOW.

I Name

IAddress

Tel Na

Occupation

Southampton House, 192-206 York Road, London SWII 3SA

MINI Ell ION IM Ell J
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Rapport!
The emergence of a universal standardisation in the corn puter hardware/

software industry is long overdue. Martin Banks prays fora miracle.

Someone sidled up to me recently with
one of those, you know, significant
looks in their eye and whispered: '1984
is going to be the year of interesting
operating system developments, did
you know that?'.

Under the circumstances, I had to
answer that I didn't know what he was
talking about, partly because he was
speaking in Esperanto. This tended to
make the oral/audio communications
interface protocol translation problem
loom just a little large in my life. This
man then wandered off, muttering
something that sounded vaguely dis-
respectful, though I couldn't be sure.

The incident set me to wondering,
however. Although, through the ben-
efit of artistic licence, I did manage to
interpret what the man said, there are a
million occasions every day when two
or more people of different cultural and
language backgrounds fail entirely to
communicate with each other in any
meaningful way.

This is not totally dissimilar in gener-
al principle to what has happened in the
computer business. Each manufactur-
er, for sound business and technical
reasons, has tended to go off and do its
own thing. This has meant that each
brand of computer is different, not just
cosmetically, but fundamentally.

In the microcomputer business the
situation has been, on the surface at
least, different. Apart from the three
early star companies - Commodore,
Apple and Tandy, each of which fol-
lowed the traditional route of produc-
ing machines that were compatible
only with their own - the micro busi-
ness threw up a degree of theoretical
commonality that was surprising, and
which bucked the trend.

The trend bucking was only theore-
tical, however, as anyone who has tried
to stick bits of 'similar' equipment or
software together will have found.

On the hardware side, for example,
the S-100 bus structure rapidly grew up.
Many computers were made to this
hardware 'standard', yet the circuit
boards from one would, more often
than not, fail entirely to work with
another, even though they were 'the
same'. It was no different in software.

There rapidly grew to prominence this
thing called CP/M, the operating sys-
tem to which all self-respecting prog-
ram developers paid considerable de-
ference.

With CP/M there was a degree of
standardisation, in theory at least. A
program written to run under CP/M
would run on any machine that would
run CP/M. Unfortunately, it was never
quite that easy in practice. It depended
which version of CP/M was in use and
what machine it had been prepared for.
In practice, each CP/M was different,
which meant that it could not be
assumed that a program would run on
one computer just because it ran on
another.

The old tradition of separatist de-
velopment had, to all practical pur-
poses, managed to rear its ugly head
once again. The head is still very much
in view, though software technology
would seem at last to be shaping up to
offer a means of knocking it back down
again.

The mention of Esperanto at the
beginning offers some pointer.
Although that language has singularly
failed so far to become the universal
verbal communications medium it was
designed to be, the need for something
like it shows the validity of the attempt.
By the same token, the computer
industry needs its own Esperanto so
that the vagaries of hardware and
software separatism no longer become
important.

Knowing the computer industry as
well as we do by now, it goes without
saying that it has come up with a new
buzzword to cover this particular prob-
lem. This actually falls into a well-
defined sub -set of computer jargon that
has been around for some time - the
Virtuals.

This started with Virtual Memory,
which refers to the ability of a computer
to swap data rapidly into and out of disk
in such a manner to appear as though it
is equipped with a large - virtual -
main memory, when in practice it only
has a small(ish) one. Then came Virtual
Machine, which was a method of
making one computer configuration
appear to a piece of software as though

S

it were a different computer.
This latter was a forerunner of the

latest addition to the virtuals - Virtual
Environment. This type of virtual en-
vironment is one where it matters not a
jot what language an application prog-
ram is written in, or what operating
system it should run under. With oven
ready virtual environment" installed in
your computer, it will run. Sadly, the
availability of such a product is some
way off, but the early signs that it will
be a working, practical reality are
emerging.

If it works, and if it actually does mark
the start ofthe 'something' I feel it ought
to be, then this virtual environment
stuff is likely to prove very interesting to
the millions of users, both existing and
potential, who sit in corners sucking
thumbs when it comes to solving
multifarious and usually stupid operat-
ing problems caused by computers.

The reason it will prove interesting, if
it all works, is that it will no longer
matter about the details of software.
The user will be able to load it into a
machine and its operating system will
sort out what should be done to make
the thing run properly.

No longer will it be necessary for the
user to ensure that a newly purchased
applications program is written to a
specific version number of a specific
operating system, or whether the oper-
ating system, under which the selected
application program label says it has
been written, is the one specifically
available on a particular computer. The
user, who normally has better things to
do than kick the cat because the
software won't run, will only have to
load the disk into the machine- end of
story, start of use for application.

For software developers as well this
should promote a certain degree of
interest. Any method of standardisa-
tion in software, however ghastly,
brings with it the practical possibility of
writing a new application program
once only, and then having the entire
potential market place available. No
more rewriting, tailoring, editing,
changing, modifying et al to fit the
application into each new operating
system/machine environment (there's
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STATEMENT

that word again).
How will this miracle be achieved?

Well, just take a look at one particular
product.

Buy an IBM PC if you will, and then
run PC -oriented applications under the
latest version of Concurrent CP/M from
Digital Research. This will mean that
other, non -PC -DOS programs can be
run as well.

The alternative looks even more

intriguing. You will be ableto purchase,
in theory at least, any computer capable
of running Concurrent CP/M. This is
essentially any of the 8086/8088 -based
machines with a goodly chunk (256k or
more) of memory on board. If it is the
latest Concurrent, then that machine
will also be able to run PC -DOS Version
1.1 applications software. At a stroke,
an IBM -look -alike computer will be
turned into an IBM clone, or pretty

damned near. It's a long way from the
full meaning of 'virtual environment'
but it is a step, I feel, in the right
direction. When even experienced soft-
ware developers get caught out in
the maze of 'which -version -for -what -
machine' permutations (as I have seen
happen before) then it's time some-
thing was done.

0113
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The Alphatronic
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The Alphatronic Personal Computer makes playing, learning
and working more fun, more fullfilling, more rewarding. But
when you put it to work, then it really means business. In
fact it's probably the cheapest way to access business
programmes through CP/M software.

The games first though - enough for the most ardent
player. Some just plug into a socket at the back, with their
own 16K Rom module. Others can be played from virtually
any cassette recorder. There are arcade games to sharpen
reflexes and test imagination. Educational programmes to
increase knowledge, plus chess and other traditional games.

You'll benefit from the learning programs. There are
cassette instruction courses on writing programs in BASIC.
Other cassettes get you and your family off to a flying start
into skills like typing. household budgeting, tax returns and
investment management. And of course there's our own

instruction and BASIC interpreter manual.
Now to business. The Alphatronic PC is unusual in

giving you low-cost access to a complete version of CP/M,
the world's most popular operating system for business
software. You just connect up one or two floppy disc drive
and a printer, then you can run a whole host of new
management programs: office word processing, business
accounting packages and financial planning - the choice
tremendous.

The keyboard is a real delight compared with
competitive models. There are very few confusing multi-
function keys, and a really professional numeric keypad is
included. Six separate keys can be programmed and
indexed for special routines. And the full alphanumeric
keyboard is just like a modern electronic typewriter.

You may recognise the keyboard, because the



means business
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hatronic PC is from Triumph Adler, leading European
nufacturers of business machines, who supply offices in
countries worldwide.

That means real commitment and continuity in
sign, engineering and software support. For instance, TA
ke sure you can get everything you'll need - ribbons,
tionery, disks, upgrading peripherals - from just one

urce.
So you play and learn on the Alphatronic PC, and

joy good value for money. Or you can really make it work
you. Then you'll really see what it's worth.

For you, your family and your business, get your
nds on an Alphatronic PC now.

TA BUSINESS HARDWARE

Please let me know where I can try the Alphatronic PC.

Name:

Address:

Telephone:

TRIUMPH-ADLER
Triumph Adler (UK) Limited, 27 Goswell Road, London, EC1M 7AJ.
Telephone: 01-250 1717 E4
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Addressing refers to how we specifythe location of the

operand, or, the byte or bytes upon which the
instruction will operate. This month we look brieflyatsome

of the addressing modes you need to be familiar with.

Each of the processors we are using has
instructions to enable specified internal
registers to be incremented or de-
cremented. As an example, the 6502
uses INX to increase the value of the X
register by one. The instruction when
assembled results in a single object
code byte. The 'address' of the operand
(which in this case is the X register) is
specified within the 'op code'. This form
of addressing is termed 'implied' or
'implicit'. It is used in instructions such
as register -to -register transfers and
register increment/decrement.

if an instruction uses immediate
addressing, it gets its operand byte/s
from the location or locations im-
mediately following the op code in
memory. One example is in the loading
of constant values into registers or
register pairs.

These instructions, when assem-
bled, result in two bytes of object code
being produced -theop codefollowed
by the data value. As we have seen
previously, the 8080 and Z80 also have
instructions that load register pairs
with 16 bits of data, resulting in three
bytes of object code being produced
when the instructions are assembled-
the op code byte plus the two data
bytes.

Absolute addressing specifies a
memory byte using a full 16 -bit
address. Such instructions, three bytes
long, consist of the op code followed by
the two byte address giving the location
of the operand. POKE address,
value .. . is a typical 'absolute addres-
sing' Basic statement.

In the case of relative addressing,
instead of an address we give a

displacement to be added to the value
already in the program counter. Such
displacements are restricted on 8 -bit
micros because they have to be speci-
fied with one byte.

Up to now, the addressing modes we
have looked at may be regarded as
'static', or to put it another way, once
the program has been written the
memory locations upon which the
various instructions will operate are

fixed, completely defined by the in-
structions you have selected. Com-
puted addressing enables the address
of an operand to be computed at run
time and falls into two categories -
indexed and indirect addressing. This
month we look at indexed addressing
and give you an idea of its usefulness.

Indexed addressing
Indexed addressing uses an address
that is obtained by modifying a speci-
fied 'base address' given in the pro-
gram. The 6502 load accumulator
instruction LDA has several forms of
addressing options including indexed.
The mnemonic form LDA address,X is
an example of absolute indexing using
the X register. The effect is to get the
value present in the X register and add it
to the specified base address. The base
address is specified by you at assembly
time in the same way that you specify
an ordinary 'absolute' address, but the
X register can be used by the program
to compute the offset during program
execution.

As an example, suppose that you
have a table of 20 data items held in
memory and have labelled the lowest
byte location BASE (think of them as
being 'numbered' from zero to 19). The
instruction LDA BASE,X will access the
base value if X is zero, the byte above
this if X is one, and so on. In general, it
will access the X'th data item of the
table:

etc.
4th
3rd
2nd
1st
BASE:

MEMORY
LOCATIONS

It is this location
that is addressed
if the X register
has the value 4.

You've probably used similar ideas in
your Basic programs, for example, FOR
I% = 1 TO 9: PRINT X (I%):NEXT 1%.
When I% = 4 you are referencing X(4).
Indexed addressing is particularly use-
ful for accessing successive data ele-

ments from tables or blocks of data. On
the 6502 both the X and the Y registers
are available as 8 -bit index registers.
The limitation on the 6502 is that X and
Y are 8 -bit registers, so the indexing
offset is restricted. The 8080 processor
has no indexing facilities at all. The Z80
has two 16 -bit index registers but these
are used to hold the base addresses, not
the offset values.

Connect Four game
Let's illustrate indexing by examining
one way to representthe game Connect
Four. The essential details of the game
are that two players have sets of
coloured counters which are dropped
(one at a time by alternate players) into
one of seven columns. The first player
to get four counters in a vertical,
horizontal, or diagonal line wins the
game. We want to look at how such a
game can be represented within a
computer and restrict ourselves to
some simple beginnings:
1) Write a subroutine to set up (clear)

the board representations.
2) Write a subroutine for players'

moves (column number).
3) Write a subroutine to check that

move is valid.
4) Write a subroutine to make the move

on the computer's boards.
5) Write a subroutine to identify change

of player for next move.
To define how we are to representthe

game internally, each player will be
represented on a separate board cre-
ated by seven bytes of memory. Each
byte will therefore constitute one col-
umn of the games board: bear in mind
that the boards are 'twisted sideways in
memory'. The base locations we have
labelled are the 'column 0' bytes. As the
game is played, column 0 is on the left
hand side, column 6 on the right (Fig 1
should help you get the general idea).
We've numbered the seven columns
from 0 to 6 because of the way we'll use
indexing to access them. The six rows,
however, have been numbered from 1
to 6 because the row number then
represents the 'bit position' within the
byte.

The presence of a counter in a certain
position will be indicated by setting the
equivalent bit to 1. Our bytes are eight
bits wide and we'll use the inner six bits
of the bytes. We'll also select one byte
of memory to act as a playerswitch, and
change its value with each move to
identify which player is making a move.
Seven bytes will be used to count how
many 'pieces' have been placed in a
given column, and a further seven
bytes used to identify the position of the
last piece placed in a given column.

We'll discuss the overall ideas in
terms of 6502 coding, but the layout of
the boards and the general principles
will be similar on the Z80; differences
will be discussed, together with any
changes needed after each individual
subroutine discussion.

No indexing facilities are available on
the 8080, so we must look at ways to
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Column 6

Column 5
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0 A 0

0 0

0
-1-

0

I

0 0 0 0 
Co C1 C2 C3 C4 Cs C6

0
Fig 1 How layout of boards in memory relates to the normal 'playing' position of
boards in practice.

PLAYER A 41, PLAYER B

create equivalent effects without
indexed addressing.

Clear memory subroutine - 6502
We will, at the end of a finished
program, use an assembler pseudo
operation to reserve certain memory
locations for use by our program: the
operation is usually called 'reserve data
storage space'. Our assemblers use the
letters DS N to reserve N memory
locations, and in our case, this space
will 'sit' immediately above the actual
program code.

We must write a subroutine to clear
the area of memory assigned for the
boards, and make the initialisations
needed to the switch byte (we'll arbit-
rarily set to zero to indicate player 'A'
and to FF hex to indicate player 'B'). We
initialise the seven bytes starting at the
location labelled ROW$POINTER$
BASE so that they contain the binary
value 00000001, and will be using an
operation called a left shift to push
those single bits from right to left as the
game progresses.

We initialise an area of memory by
loading the accumulator with the num-
ber we wish to store, loading an index
register with the number of bytes to
initialise and then using a loop that
implements indexed addressing to
store the cdntents of the accumulator.

We decrease the index register by one
each time we pass through the loop,
repeating until the index value
becomes zero. Bear in mind that
because we don't branch back once the
index register has become zero, we
must initialise the base location

operations on labels, addresses, and so
on. In Fig 3, we use the instruction STA
BASE -1,X so that the base address
refers to the byte below that, labelled
BASE. In this case, we must set the X
register to the number of bytes we wish
to reference. The equivalent form of the

LDA # value
LDX # n

START: STA BASE,X
DEX
BNE START
STA BASE

Fig 2 Typical 6502 form

;Value we wish to store
;n is the offset value
;This isthe indexed addressing bit
;Decreasethe value in X by 1
;Backfor next byte if X<>0
;This doesthe base location

separately.
The arrangement in Fig 2 is fairly

straightforward, but you may consider
it more convenient if we handle the
base location within the loop itself. In
actual fact we can, by using a typical
'trick' - we reference the byte below

first 6502 example is shown in Fig 3.
In our finished routines we use two

loops, one to initialise the mem-
ory between the byte labelled
COUNTERS$1N$BASE and the top of
board 'B' with zeros, the other to
initialise the seven row -pointer bytes.

LDA # value
LDX # N

START: STA BASE -1,X
DEX
BNE START

Fig 3 Alternative 6502 form

;Value we wish to store
; Number of bytes
;This isthe indexed addressing bit
;Decreasethe value of X by 1
; Back for next byte if X<>0

the base. In practice, we make use of
another facility of modern day assemb-
lers: we can perform simple arithmetic

Clear memory subroutine - Z80/8080
Indexing on the Z80 is implemented
somewhat differently to the 6502. The
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You have a micro and a winchester. Maybe even a
local area network. By now you have probably realised
two things. Backing it up is... well, let's say inconvenient.
And discovering that it wasn't backed up when it went
wrong was... well, stressing. If only you could have a
removable winchester - but they're not generally
available and anyway they're too small for most
purposes.

How about a 200MB removable winchester for
£1800?

Well not quite. In fact it's a 200MB continuous loop
cartridge. And the computer thinks it is a winchester

(same thing almost). So what's the catch?
It is cheap. And it is 200MB. And it is removable. But

it's not as fast. 100MB and 200MB cartridges have
average 'seek' times of 5 and 10 seconds. (When they've
found the data they read/write at disk speeds.) So the
only problem really is that you don't have one. And that's
a problem that's easy to solve!

FEATURES Omninet local area network compatible.
Available for IBM PC, Concept - NOW. Apple - March 1984
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Nottingham. Tel: (0602)412777.
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index registers IX and IY are used to
hold base addresses and not offset
values. The indexed instructions on the
Z80 offer the inclusion of a displace-
ment value within the mnemonic form
of the instruction. As an example, the
instruction LD (IX+ number),value
loads the memory location whose
address is 'IX+number' with the speci-
fied value. When assembled in mem-
ory, the layout of the instruction is as
shown in Fig 4.

BYTE 1
1st OP CODE

DD hex
( <---op code

BYTE 2
2nd,OP CODE

36 hex
values---> )

Fig 4 Layout of indexed Z80 instructions

BYTE 3 BYTE 4
DISPLACEMENT LITERAL

1

number value

successive locations in memory. The
mnemonic INX represents an 8080
register pair increment instruction.

LD IX,BASE
LD C,n

START: LD (IX+0),value
INC IX
DEC C
JR NZ,START

Fig 5 Z80 version 1

;Set up index register IX
;Number of bytes
;Value stored at address in IX
;Increase register IX by 1
;Decrease counter C
;Back for next byte if C<>0

Note that we have an instruction here
with a two byte op code, resulting in a
total instruction length of four bytes.
Let's use this instruction to create a
simple loop to store a constant value in
a set of adjacent locations (see Fig 5).

DCR, however, is a single register
decrement.

We have given versions of the 'clear
memory' subroutine for all three pro-
cessors: each uses two loops to per-
form the initialisations shown in Fig 1.

LD IX,BASE-1 ;Byte below base address
LD IH,TARGET+2 ;HL points to displacement
LD (HL),N ;N is the number of bytes

TARGET: LD (IX+0),value ;Run time modified displacement
DEC (HL) ;Decrease displacement
JR NZ,TARGET ;Back for next byte if displ.<>0

Fig 6 6502 variable displacement implementation

You'll notice that within this loop we
are essentially using the index register
as a 'pointer' to the location in which we
wish to store the data item. We are not
using 'indexing' in the true sense of our
original definition, but are effectively
using the IX register to specify an
address which is then used to store the

At the end of the Z80/8080 routines we
also set B and D registers to zero.
Get move subroutine 6502/Z80/8080
We use a system input routine to collect
a column number in the accumulator.
One immediate problem is that the
ASCII character codes for the numbers
0 to 9 on the keyboard are not the

LXI H,BASE
MVI C,number

START: MVI M,0
INX H
DCR C
JNZ START

Fig 7 8080 version

;Initialise base value
;Number of bytes
;Store "immediate value" at location HL
;Increase HL
;Decrease counter C
;Back for next byte if C<>0

data.
If we wish to implement the variable

displacement found on the 6502, we
use the HL register pair to 'point' to the
byte holding the displacement, and
modify it during execution by using a
DEC (HL) instruction as shown in Fig 6.

The first Z80 example offers some
insight into an equivalent 8080 version.
On the 8080, the HL register pair are
frequently called the 'primary data
pointer', with instructions existing to
retrieve/store data in memory at the
location specified by the current con-
tents of HL. The standard notation for
8080 assemblers is to use the letter 'M'
to signify a byte whose address is
specified by the current contents of the
HL pair. Thus, MVI M,6 will store the
value 6 at a location specified by an
address in HL. The example in Fig 7 is a
direct translation of the Z80 version and
also uses the HL register pair to point to

numeric values of the numbers them-
selves. The values are as follows:

DECIMAL BINARY ASCII VALUE
0 00000000 00110000
1 00000001 00110001
2 00000010 00110010
3 00000011 00110011
4 00000100 00110100
5 00000101 00110101
6 00000110 00110110
7 00000111 00110111
8 00001000 00111000
9 00001001 00111001

To convert the ASCII form to a real
binary equivalent of the input number,

we need to set the upper four bits of the
ASCII form to zero. This can be accom-
plished by using an 'AND' operation.
Essentially, two bytes, one of which is
the accumulator, are compared bit by
bit. If both bits are set to 1 then the
corresponding accumulator bit is set to
1, otherwise the accumulator bit is set
to O. Fig 8 shows the effect on the ASCII
code of the number 9.

The value we compare against is
often called a 'mask'. On the 6502,
several addressing modes are avail-
able with the AND operation. We'll use
an immediate addressing mode to
compare the accumulator with OF hex
( 00001111 binary ). The mnemonic will
thus take the form AND #OFH,with the
'#' sign signifying the immediate
addressing form. Having obtained a
proper numeric representation of the
input character, we store it in the X
register by using a transfer to X register
( TAX !) instruction. We then have the
column number for the user selected
column in the X register.

On the Z80 and 8080 we use similar
AND operations to mask the upper four
bits of the accumulator, but we'll use
the C registers to store our results. The
codefor all three processors is shown in
Fig 9.
Computing offset into board area 6502
The offset into the boards is dependent
on whether player A or player B is being
dealt with. We use the value held in the
switch byte in conjunction with a 6502
instruction called BIT. This is similar to
the AND operation, but the result of the
AN Ding is not stored in the accumula-
tor. It does, however, affect the follow-
ing flags: bit7 is placed into the 'N' flag,
the 'V' flag is set equal to bit six of the
byte being tested and the 'Z' flag is set
or reset depending on the result of the
ANDing. It's a strange instruction but it
turns out to be very useful. We'll use itto
test bit7 of our switch byte, to place bit7
into the N flag. We can then use a
'branch on plus' conditional branch
instruction to either add seven to the
value present in the accumulator (so
that offset refers to board B), or to avoid
doing so. Note: it is the contents of the
byte labelled SWITCH that is being
tested (illustrating an absolute addres-
sing instruction).

Accept for now that it's necessary on
the 6502 to use a 'clear carry flag' CLC
instruction before adding a number to

ACCUMULATOR
OTHER BYTE

RESULT

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
00001111

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

Fig 8 Effect on the ASCII code for the number 9

ASCII "9"
"MASK"

REAL "9"
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Terminal -Typewriter

Analyse your work load - typing or wordprocessing?
Now you can choose the most cost effective daisy wheel for your system.

 CE -60 -A super "new generation" compact typewriter plus the IF -50 interface adaptor,
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6502 Z80 8080

JSR INPUT$ROUTINE CALL INPUT$ROUTINE
AND #0FH AND OFH
TAX LD C,A

Fig 9 Processor codes for results

CALL INPUT$ROUTINE
ANI OFH
MOV C,A

the accumulator. The reasons will be
explained later in the series when we
look at arithmetic operations in detail.
CLC combined with an 'add with carry'
ADC instruction will result in a 'normal'
addition. CLC followed by ADC #7 will
therefore add seven to the value of the
accumulator. The final value in the
accumulator is either the offset re-
quired (column number) for the A
board or the equivalent offset for board
B (relative to the base
BOARD$BASE$A). We copy this value
intothe Y register bythe method shown
in Fig 10.

of the accumulator to the left (think
about this carefully if you find it difficult
to 'picture'). The single bit, after this
instruction has been performed, will be
in the bit position corresponding to the
bit position on the board to be updated
for this move. This representation has
been arranged for reasons that will now
become clear. If it has been shifted to
the bit7 position, the move is illegal
because the column already has six
pieces. How can we tell? The ASL
instruction on the 6502 affects the carry,
the zero and the N flags. The N flag is
used to determine the status of bit,

G$M$1:

BIT SWITCH
BPL G$M$1
CLC
ADC #7
TAY

;N flag set if B's move
;Branch if A's move

;Board B needs additional offset
;Board offset in Y now

Fig 10 Final accumulator value in Y register

Computing the offset into the board
area Z80/8080
As one of several alternatives, we load
the accumulator with the contents of
the switch byte and then add the
contents to itself. This sets or clears the
sign flag which is then used to add, or
not add, the offset for board B. We have
chosen to store the result in the E
register.
Check move is valid subroutine -
6502/Z8018080
On most microprocessors it's possible
to shift bytes and registers to the left or
right. The 6502 has instructions to
perform various shifts and we'll make
use of the instruction ASL, which is an
arithmetic shift left. Our row pointer
bytes are initialised to the value
00000001 binary by the 'clear memory'
coding. If we consider the effect on the
accumulator we can describe the shift
effect diagramatically:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 < initial value of
accumulator

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 < accumulator
after one ASL
instruction

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 < accumulator
after two ASL
instructions

The bit at the right hand side is always
set to zero, the bit on the left hand side is
shifted into the carry. If we use the
instruction ASL A then we perform the
above shift on the contents of the
accumulator.

We want to load the accumulator
with any one of seven bytes, depending
on the value of the X register. We can
do that easily on the 6502 using
indexed addressing. We use the in-
struction LDA ROW$POINTER$BASE,X
followed by ASL,A to shift the contents

because on the 6502 all data movement
and arithmetic instructions will set the
N flag to the value of bit7. The type of
coding we use is shown in the following
example:
LDA ROWS

POINTER$
BASE,X ;Get column image

ASL A ;Shift to left
The Z80 also has shift instructions

available, and the instruction SLA, A will
shift the contents of the accumulator to
the left. With the 8080, shifting as we
have described is not available. We
could use one of the 'rotate' instruc-
tions but these do not affect the sign
flag (the bit7 flag). To overcome this
problem, we choose instead to add the
contents of the accumulator to itself.
This produces the equivalent effect of a
left shift which does affect the sign flag.
Making the move subroutine - 6502
After the 'check move' subroutine has
been performed we'll have an image of
the new move held in the accumulator.
The first step is to store the contents
of the accumulator back in the location
used in the 'check move' subroutine.
We can do this easily by using a 'store
accumulator' STA ROW$POINTER$
BASE,X instruction. Following this, it's
necessary to add the new move into the
appropriate board column. Let's take a
typical example to illustrate the effect
we wish to obtain to 'create the new
move' (see Fig 11).

Another logical function exists called

OR, that tests the accumulator with
another specified byte. It will set any
accumulator bit to 1 if either or both
respective bits in the accumulator or
the other byte specified is set to 1.

The 6502 has an instruction called
ORA which 'ORs' the accumulator with
another specified byte. We're going to
use the instruction in an indexed
addressing form in order to OR the
image of the current state of the column
in question with the new move present
in the accumulator. The updated col-
umn will then be replaced into its
correct memory position by using the
equivalent 'store accumulator' (STA)
instruction. Having done this, we in-
crease the value of the corresponding
numerical count of the number of
pieces in the column. This is achieved
with a single indexed addressing in-
struction INC COUNTER$IN$BASE,X
which increments the value currently in
memory. The combined code to store
the new row position byte, create the
new move in memory and update the
numeric count is achieved as follows:
STA ROW$POINTER$BASE,X
ORA BOARD$BASE$A,Y
STA BOARD$BASE$A,Y
INC COUNTERS$IN$BASE,X
Making the move - Z80/8080
In the clear memory routines we set B
and D registers to zero. Since the
column number and board offset for a
move are held in the C and E registers, it
should be apparent that the value of the
BC pair is C and the value of the DE pair
is E. This has been arranged in order to
use an instruction that will add BC or DE
to the HL register contents. If we load HL
with BOARD$BASE$A, then usethe Z80
instruction ADD HL,DE (DAD D for
8080), we set HL to the value HL+DE. In
our case (DE= E), we are adding the
offset E to the base address in HL which
creates the equivalent of an indexed
addressing instruction.
Changing the 'Player' subroutine -
6502/Z80/8080
We change players by changing the
value of the byte we have labelled
SWITCH. We set it to zero when we
perform the clearing of memory. After
each move we want to change the
value, so that it alternates. We have
seen examples of AND and OR as
logical functions: another logical func-
tion is called 'exclusive OR'. This is
similar to the OR described earlier,
except that if both bits being tested are
high, that is, are 1, then the accumulator
bit will be set to 0 and not 1.

It's indirect addressing next month
plus full listings of all the Connect Four
subroutines discussed here, and the
main block coding needed to run the
programs. END

BYTE . . . ROW$POINTER$BASE,X

BYTE . . . BOARD$BASE$A,Y
RESULT NEEDED IN ACCUMULATOR

Fig 11 Creating a new move

00000100-image of the new move
in the accumulator

00000010<-current column state
00000110- required new state
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PULSAR BLUE
Heaven sent for

IBMusers.
Pulsar, the 16 -bit business software which became a best seller on the Sirius 1

microcomputer is now available for IBM PC users. Already over 10,000
Pulsar systems have been sold, bringing the benefits of true 16 -bit

computing to multinational companies, small businesses and
institutions throughout the UK.

Pulsar Blue is an integrated range of commercial
accounting, office systems, planning and modelling software

from ACT bringing a new dimension to personal computing.
Pulsar Blue is powerful, but friendly. Help routines, concise

documentation and simple menus built in to the programs
ensure that first time users can quickly familiarise themselves with

even the most sophisticated systems. This combination of user
friendliness and powerful processing has made Pulsar the most

successful 16 -bit business software in the country. And its available
from IBM dealers now.

Pulsar Blue -a gift from heaven for IBM users.

The Pulsar Blue Range
Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger
Payroll
Stock Control
Invoicing
Data Analysis
Informer Database
d Base II""

For more information on
Pulsar Blue for the IBM PC

clip the coupon and return to

ACT (Pulsar) Ltd
Freepost

£195
£195
£195
£195
£195
£195
£195
£295
£395

d Graph"" £195
MicroModeller"" £595
Mars" £395
SuperCalc 2" £195
SuperCalc 3'"' £295
(graphics spreadsheet)
Multiplan" £195
Wordstar" £295
Ma ilM erge" £95
Su perWriter"" £295

fs00111r 441,
alt

Please send me
details of Pulsar Blue -

it business software
for the IBM user.

I Please state make of Micro
currently used

Name

Position

Company

Tel
110

indicates registered trade mark. Ownership details on request. All prices exclude,VAT. """ 4400 1""

% Address

Birmingham B16 1BR
or call 021-455 7000



Learning is fun with 011ie Octopus
Top quality
educational
software

Widely used in
schools

Ideal for 4-8 year
olds

BBC Model B
and 161{148K ZX
Spectrum

FREE badge with
every program

Amazing 011ie
(Learning about Numbers)

storm

411

41

411

44

41
41

12

011ie Octopus'
Sketchpad. Drawing
tablet to stimulate
children's creative
abilities, 8 colours. 8
directions of movement.
Build triangles, squares
and circles to enlarge,
reduce and shade in.
With simple On -Screen
instructions.

Amazing 011ie.
Entertaining program to
improve numerical skills
and hand -eye co-
ordination. Move 011ie
Octopus through maze
to catch fish, with
options for basic
recognition and counting
of numbers, addition and
"Beat -the -Clock!"

011ie Octopus'
Sketchpad

L

0
MINEiiv'

SUIT!

Available from selected branches of Boots, and all Storm Software,
leading computer shops. Trade availability from Winchester House,
Websters Software Directory. In case of difficulties, Sherborne, Dorset.
order direct, at £6.95+40p P&P (inc. VAT), from: 0935 813528

111110111WMICROCOMPUTER RENTAL

From Micro -Rent, Britain's top -value specialist in microcomputer rental.

SIRiti?,ER

£200* MONTH

,1111.111111i1171111111111111

 Try before you buy
 Flexible terms to suit your needs
 Immediate delivery of all these

models
 No capital outlay

Micro -Rent is Britain's top -value
microcomputer rental specialist. You
can hire on a short-term basis, try the
leading machines fully in your own
business before deciding which one is
the right choice for your particular
needs.

Micro -Rent is completely
independent of any manufacturer,
and offers expert impartial advice on
all aspects of microcomputer use.

CALL TODAY 01-607 8797
*Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental,excluding VAT.

IIIIVIIRM=CAO RENT

8Thornhill Road, London N1.
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MICROCOMPUTER HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND ACCESSORIES WITH FULL AFTER SALES SUPPORT

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICES
FREE DELIVERY IN THE UK FOR ORDERS OVER £200

CP/M SOFTWARE

ASHTON TATE
D Basel!'
Financial Planner*
Friday*

BYROM
BSTAM*
BSTMS

CAXTON
Cardbox* £145

DIGITAL RESEARCH
Access Manager £182
Access Manager -86* £242
Display Manager £242
Display Manager -86* £304
C Basic £90
C Basic -86 £195
C Basic Compiler £300
C Basic Compiler 86* £360
Pascal MT+ £210
Pascal MT+ 86 £395
PU1 £330
PL/1 -86* £450

FOX & GELLER
d Graph* £170
d Util* £60
Quickcode* £170

MICROPRO
Calcstar* £95
Infostar* £255
Mailmerge* £120
Wordstar* £225
Word/Mail/Spelt* £450
Datastar* £150

MICROSOFT
Basic Compiler* £250
Basic Interpreter* £220
Fortram Complier £310
Cobol Compiler* £475
Multiplan* £168

PEACHTREE
Basic Accounting System
per module £300
Business Management Systems
per module £550
Peachcalc* £80
Peachtext* £155
Peachpack* £300

SORCIM
Supercalc* £105
Supercalc 2* £165
Superwriter* £255

SAGE
Accounting* £350

Most popular machine formats are
available.

£335
£375
£170

£115
£115

SOFTWARE FOR IBM/PC

Please see CP/M listing. All
products with an * will also run on
MS-DOS and PC -DOS and are
priced the same.
DIGITAL RESEARCH

C Basic
CP/M-86 +GSX
Pascal MT+

IUS
Easy Filer £235
Easy Speller II £120
Easy Writerll £185
EasyWrit/Spell/Mail £385

MICROSOFT
Fortram Compiler £235
Flight Simulator £39

LOTUS
Lotus 123 £330

SOFTWORD SYSTEMS
Multimate £309

SORCIM
Supercalc 3 £265

£120
£40

£265

BOARDS FOR IBM/PC

AST RESEARCH
Mega Plus 64K £288
Combo Plus 64K £288

MICROSOFT
64K RAM Card £237
256K RAM Card £600
Mouse £130
Multi -tool Word + Mouse £340
System Cad 64K £290

QUADRAM
Quadboard II 64K RAM £280
Quadlink £495

HOW TO ORDER

MONITORS

(One year warranty)
KAGA

Kaga RGB Vision -I 12" £215
Kaga RGB Vision -II 12" £257
Kaga RGB Vision -III 12" £369

SANYO
Sanyo 12" Hi -Res Green £98

PRINTERS

(One year warranty)

EPSON
Epson RX-80 FT £262
Epson FX 80 £349

JUKI
Juki 6100 £399

MANNSMAN-TALLY
MT 80 £225
MT 160 £449

STAR
Delta -10 £329
Gemini 10X £199
Gemini 15X £329

All products subject to availability.
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital
Research. IBM is the registered
trademark of International Business
Machines.

We cannot list all the
products we carry- please
call for further details.

Simply write to Oryx (stating machine format and disk size), or telephone
01-636 0476 to place an order or make an appointment to discuss your
requirements. Or ring 01-631 4341 without obligation to reach our technical
advice hotline.
Orders will be acknowledged by return of post and goods will normally be
despatched within 7 days. All products are supplied new and are sealed
complete with manufacturers documentation and factory warranties.

All prices exclude VAT and are subject to change without notice.

Oryx Systems (U.K.) Limited, Mappin House, 4 Winsley Street,
London W1 N 7AR.

ORYX- U.S. LEADERS IN TECHNOLOGY -NOW IN THE U.K.
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BBC MODEL a MICRO
UNIQUE OFFER

When you buy a BBC from us, we will give
you a voucher that entitles you to an extra
discount of £30 off any printer or dual disc

drive if purchased within 3 months.

The BBC has become the most popular
Educational Computer in Britain, not on

gimmicks, purely on merit.

AUTHORISED BBC SERVICE
AND INFORMATION CENTRE

BBC DISK SYSTEMS

INCLUDES

CUMANA

Nit
CABLE, FROM SINGLEMANUAL AND
FORMATTING DISK

DUAL

TORCH
Z80 DISC PACK

0,1

800K DUAL DISK DRIVE
.0 ON

64K RAM Z80 SECOND PROCESSOR

FITTED FREE & WHILE -U -WAIT

ECONET SPECIALISTS
LEVEL 1 SYSTEMS
SUPPLIED AND
INSTALLED FROM

APPLE 2e
N

Offers you more
features & capabilities.

64K RAM, expandable to
128K. Upper & lower case text.

8 internal slots for expansion.

AUTHORISED APPLE DEALERS

SYSTEM 1
APPLE 2e 64K

DISK WITH CONTROLLER
80 COLUMN CARD

12" GREEN MONITOR

SYSTEM 3
APPLE 2e 64K

DISK WITH CONTROLLER
ADDITIONAL DISK DRIVE

80 COLUMN CARD
12" GREEN MONITOR

SYSTEM 4
APPLE 2e 64K

DISK WITH CONTROLLER
ADDITION DISK DRIVE ADDITIONAL

BO COLUMN 64K CARD
12" GREEN MONITOR

PRINTER INTERFACE CARD
EPSON RX80 FT PRINTER OR
REMSTAR DAISY WHEEL PRINTER
APPLEWRITER OR
QUICK FILE SOFTWARE

FOURTH DIMENSION
APPLE COMPATABLE
DISK DRIVE WITH CONTROLLER

WITHOUT CONTROLLER

04
ALSO STOCKED

JUKI, MICROLINE, TEC AND ANADEX
PRINTERS

MICROVITEK, KAGA, PHILLIPS AND
FIDELITY MONITORS

VERBATIM DISKETTES

SELMOR DESKS

COMPSHOP WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1978
AND HAS CONTINUALLY OFFERED THE

BEST IN MICRO COMPUTERS TO
DISCERNING CUSTOMERS.

WE SELL ONLY
COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS, AND

THEREFORE CAN OFFER THE SUPPORT
MANY OTHER SHOPS CANNOT.

All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT. Delivery is
added at cost. Please make cheques and postal
orders payable to COMP SHOP LTD., or phone your
order quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS
CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.

IMICIRICARDMM.
VISA

6N
0.03,11.0.

EPSON FX80

Elite, italic, enlarge
& condensed character styles,

160 CPS, proportional spacing, bi-directional, user
defined graphics, Hi-res graphics, Superscript &

subscript

THE WORLD'S
MOST

POPULAR
MATRIX
PRINTER

EPSON RX80 FT

ELITE, ITALIC, ENLARGED, CONDENSED,
SUPERSCRIPT, SUBSCRIPT STYLES, 100 CPS,
HI-RES. GRAPHICS, VARIABLE WIDTH
TRACTOR.

EPSON FX100

160 CPS, 15" CARRIAGE
VARIABLE WIDTH TRACTOR
PLUS ALL FEATURES OF FX80

REMSTAR
DAISYWHEEL

LOW COST
PRINTER/

TYPEWRITER

SERIAL AND
PARALLEL

INTERFACES

CARRYING CASE
FREE

COMPSHOP PRICE PROMISE

WE GUARANTEE
TO MATCH THE PRICE

ON EQUIPMENT
OFFERED FROM STOCK

THROUGH ANY OTHER SUPPLIER.

EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES AND ORDERS
WELCOME. QUOTATIONS GIVEN.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL PRODUCTS

14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, ENS 1QW
(Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line)
Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596
Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday
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ORIC AND SINCLAIR
COMPUTERS

Oric 1 computer 48K £143 (£141) £151. Oric colour
punter £134 (£123) £140. New Sinclair QL Computer
£495 (£455) £475. Sinclair Spectrum48K £131 (£131)
£143. Spectrum 16K £101 (£105) £117. Microdrive £70
(£65) £75. RS232 interface £70 (£65) £75. Blank
microdrive cartridges £8 (£8) £9. 32K memory upgrade
kit for 16K Spectrum (issue 2 and 3 only) £31 (£28)
£30. Fuller Master Unit for the Spectrum including
speech unit, sound synthesizer, amplifier and joystick
port £56 (G6) £62. Fuller full sized FDS keyboard for
the Spectrum with proper space bar £52 (£52) £62.
Spectrum printer interfaces with cables: Centronics
£57 (£53) £58. RS232 £35 (£33) £38. ZX printer with
five free rolls paper £41 (046) £56. ZX printer alone
£36 (£38) £50. Five printer rolls 13 (016) £21. ZX81
computer £45 (£44) £54. ZX81 16K ram packs £31
(£28) £30.

COMMODORE
COMPUTERS
Commodore 64 £204 (£184) £204. Vic 20 £104 (£97)
£117. Convertor to allow most ordinary mono cassette
recorders to be used with the Vic 20 and Commodore
64 £10.95 (£11) £13. Bargain package: cassette
convertor compatible cassette recorder £37 (£38)
£44. Commodore cassette recorder £43 (£44) £50.
Centronics printer interfaces: for Vic 20 £42 (£41) £46,
for Commodore 64 £45 (£44) £50. 1541 Disc Drive
£233 (0209) £234. 1525 Printer £235 (£220) £245.
1526 Printer £350 (£330) £360.

ACORN COMPUTERS
Electron £203 (0209) 0229. BBC Model 0 0404 (WS)
£408. 14" Colour Monitor £228 (£299) £319. Kenda
double density disk interface system for Beeb £139
(£125) £135. We stock the whole range of Cumana
disk drives for the Beeb, e.g. 100K single £230 (£220)
£240. Double 2 x 400K £625 (£560) £580.

PRINTERS

Epson RX80 £306 (0271) £302. Epson RX8OFT £346
(£316) £346. Shinawa CTI CP80 £225 (£218) £2413.
Epson FX80 0440 (£408) £438. Epson MX100;3 £494
(£465) 0495. Oki Microline 80 £213 (£197) £238. Oki
Microline 84 £831. The Ultra 21 combined daisy wheel
and electric typewriter £438 (£415) £445. The brother
EP22 combined matrix printer and electric typewriter
£173 (£166) £186. Juki 6100 proportional daisy wheel
printer £423 (£404) £434. MCP40 colour printer £134
(0123) £140. Star STX80 thermal printer £158 (£143)
£163. Interfaces to run the above printers from
Commodore machines: Vic 20 042 (£41) £46,
Commodore 64 £45 (£44) £50. We can supply
interfaces to run the above printers from Sharp
computers £58 (£52) £55.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
The Computer Export Specialists.

Dept PCW, 32 Goldsel Road, Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ, England.
Tel: SWANLEY (0322) 64851. Nothing extra to pay. All prices are
inclusive. UK prices are shown first and include post and VAT. The
second price in brackets is for export customers in Europe and
includes insured airmail postage. The third price is for export
customers outside Europe (including Australia, etc.) and includes
insured airmail postage. Official orders welcome.

EPSON SEIKOSHA SHINWA STAR OKI TEC JUKI

BROTHER CROWN OLIVETTI C ITOH ZENITH SANYO

BMC FIDELITY MICROVITEC RITEMAN DECCA

MICROPRISM PRISM MANNESMANN TALLY

LOGITEC CANON
DOT MATRIX PRINTERS DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS

Epson RX80/RX8OFT

Epson FX80

Epson MX100/FX100

Epson interfaces from

Logitec FT5000

Shinwa CP80

RITEMAN fits in a briefcase -
Riteman 213
Toshiba 2100 1280
Seikosha GP250X/GP700A 212/337
Seikosha GP500/550 TBA

- Seeing STARS9?
Star DP515 191

Star Gemini 10X/15X 199/305
Star Delta 10/15 330/440
Star Radix 10/15 462/548
Microline 92(P)/83A 385/430

- CANON 160cps NLO 2k buffer -
Canon PW1080A/PW1156A 272/339
Mannesmann MT80/MT160 207/414
Microprism 322

REMEMBER: This is only part of our

extensive and growing range. If you cannot see

what you want give us a call on 0432 2711141!

£

220/250
330

370/425
27

239
186

Brother HR1

Brother HR15/HR25

Brother keyboard & accessories

Daisy Step 2000

Silver Reed EXP 500

Juki 6100
NEC 2010/2030

OTHERS
Olivetti JP101 (P)/JP101(S)
Star STX-80 Thermal

Brother HR-5/EP22/EP44

Canon PJ1080A

C Itoh CX4800 Plotter

MONITORS
Zenith 123E 12" Amber

Zenith 13" 135E Colour Hres
Sanyo DM2112 12" Green

Sanyo 14" Colour Nres

Microvitec 1431 Colour Nres
BMC BM12E 12" Green

Fidelity CM14 14" Colour RGB

£

500
CALL
CALL

244
276

340
650

177/191
120

CALL
374
474

85

372

67

161

195
80

182

Please add VAT at the current rate to all prices. Advertised prices are subject to change without
notice E & OE, and are based on cash with order terms. Next day carriage £8 (+VAT) per box,

postage £1.50 on small orders. Telephone to confirm latest prices. Large SAE (22p postage) for
price list. Callers by appointment only please.

GOLDEN VALLEY COMPUTERS LIMITED
11 Tarsmill Court, Rotherwas Industrial Estate,

Hereford HR2 6JZ
Tel: 0432 271114

cclz 66-ra 9.4
gted 60a4a at .64, &apt, ad
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IBM PC
RAM boards with Asynchronous Serial Port

All boards expandable to 256K

64K +
128K +
192K +
256K +

£180
£220
£265
£305

SIRIUS/ VICTOR
128K RAM £175

(not expandable)

128K RAM £210
(expandable to 384K)

256K RAM £280
(expandable to 384K)

384K RAM £355

TIME KEEPER/CLOCKBOARD
with back-up battery

£99

II/apple 11E & He
Aristocards

Interfaces complete with 4ft cable & connector

Graphics Interface £69 Parallel Interface £64

Serial Interface £69 68000 processor board £320

ALL OF THE ABOVE BOARDS ARE OF THE HIGHEST
QUALITY MADE WITH THE VERY BEST COMPONENTS.
THEY COME WITH COMPREHENSIVE MANUALS FOR

EASY AND SAFE INSTALLATION

ALL PRICES QUOTED IN POUNDS STERLING AND
EXCLUSIVE OF VAT & P + P.

NOW AVAILABLE EX -STOCK AT LOW PRICES

64K DRAM (15Ons)
25+ £3.50 each

GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
ON ALL BOARDS

SIMON COMPUTERS LIMITED
28 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon
Surrey CR0 6AA
England
Tel 01-680 4646

DESIGNERS AND SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY
MICROCOMPUTER BOARDS
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PHILIPS

III II 111111111111111111111111111111

PHILIPS
Every small business
can be a step ahead with
The Philips Portable Computer P2000 C
The P 2000 C goes from desk to desk
providing computer efficiency to many
people in a small company. The
P2000 C portable is easy to move and
can be set up in a flash. And it is easy
to use even if you have never used a
computer before.
A secretary can type with the P2000 C
just as with a typewriter only it's faster,
easier and better. You can organize
your records with it, do forecasts,
projections and estimates, analyze

your costs and prices. The accountant
can do his bookkeeping and billing
and keep track of outstandings. In fact
any business task can be done more
easily and quickly.

Feature Highlights
1 9' screen, 24 x 80 display. 32 KB video

RAM

2.64 KB RAM user memory 256 KB RAM
disk optional

3. Two 5 1/4" floppy drives with up to 640 KB
per disk

4. CP/M' and pSystem- provide access to a
large range of available software

5. Interfaces- serial printer. external floppy
drives, hard disk. data communication.
slave monitor. IEEE -488

' CrTm is a tcnclernn, nt DIgticc Husearc lc Inc

Sysleccn Is ,c traclerndtk ccl Sooft,h MInco,vstencs

P2000 C -
the affordable portable.
With free software.
Plus . Accounts
Packages on Free Trial.
Contact our distributors for a list of
dealers in your area.

Distributors in Great Britain:

Micro Design
Oakfield House
56 Crewe Road, Sandbach
Cheshire CW 11 ONN
Tel.: (09367) 61 231, Telex: 36 690

Kingsway Data Systems
30 Guildford Street
Chertsey, Surrey
Tel.: (09328) 68 911, Telex: 24 667

Midlectron Distribution
Midlectron House, Nottingham Road
Belper, Derby DE5 1JQ
Tel.: (077 382) 6811, Telex: 377879
N.E.C. World Trade Centre
St. Katherine's Dock
London El 9AA
Tel.: (01) 4819 919, Telex: 884671

Dealer enquiries welcome.
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COMPUTER TOWN UK! NEWS

MargaretSpoonerbringsyouthelatestnewsonComputerTowns.

Computer Town UK! receives an in-
teresting variety of correspondence -
see Chip Chat for one amusing exam-
ple. A more serious request comes
from Chelsea College, which is in-
terested in locating any currently avail-
able software in the Health Education
field suitable for a variety of user
groups, such as school groups, home
users, antenatal clinic visitors, and so
on. The work is being carried out for the
Health Education Council.

Since it's possible that some CTUK!
members have worked in these areas, I

am passing on this request to you in the
hope that anyone who has written
relevant software will contact Wendy
Riddle, Development Officer, Chelsea
College, University of London, Bridges
Place, London SW6 4HR.

Wendy mentions that human biolo-
gy, medical matters, life choices and
personal relationships are among the
broad scope of areasthatare of interest.

And now news of the inaugural
meeting of a new Computer Town at
Hayes Library. About 100 peopleturned
up to the delight of organiser Martin

COMPUTER TOWN UK!
CONTACTS
R Shipton
17 Woodlands Avenue
Eastcote
Ruislip
Middx

John Mileham
RACS
147 Powis Street
London SE18 6JN

Mike Sones
Gayton Library
Gayton Road
Harrow
Middx

Ted Ellerton
25 Beachdale
Winchmore Hill
London N21

Bill Gibbings
2 Longholme Road
Retford
Notts DN22 6TU

PeterJ Kiff
2 Ranelagh Grove
St Peter's in Tha net
Broadstairs
Kent CT10 2TE

Peter Stone or
P Strang man
Computing and Maths
Dept
The Polytechnic
Wulfruna Street
Wolverhampton
WV1 1LY

EN Ryan
15 Queens Square
Eastwood
Nottingham NG16 3BJ

Philip Joy
130 Rush Green Road
Romford
Essex

John Stephen Bone
2 Claremont Place
Gateshead
Tyne &Wear NE8 1TL

Andrew Stoneman
135 Birchdale Avenue
Newcastle -Upon -Tyne

Derek Knight or
Bob Carter
Rayners Lane Library
Imperial Drive
Rayners Lane
Middx

John Barton
Ashford Main Library
Church Road
Ashford
Kent

Paul Maddison
Gardenways
Chilworth
Southampton SO1 7JH

Chris Cooper
110Church Road

JMAKilburn Hanwell
(Headmaster) London W7
Shawfield Norden
Community Middle Brian Taylor
School Tonbridge Area
Shawfield Lane Library
Norden Avebury Avenue
Rochdale L12 7QR Tonbridge, Kent

Patrick Colley
52 Queensway
Caversham Park
Village
Reading
Berks RG4 OSI

Andrew Holyer
10 Masons Road
Mannings Heath
Horsham
Sussex RH13 6JP

Vernon Quaintance
50 Beatrice Avenue
Norbury
London SW16 4UN

Martin Haugh
Hayes Library
Golden Crescent
Hayes
Middx

BJ Candy
9 Oakwood Drive
Gloucester GI3 3JF

Roger Shears
181 Woodmill Lane
Bitterne Park
Southampton SO2 4PY

Chris Woodford
31 Hopley Road
Anslow
Burton -on -Trent
Staffordshire

Mike Perry, Steve
Collas or Dave Lee
The Library
Ealing Road
Wembley
Middx HAO 4BR

Haugh. He confessed to being 'some-
what overwhelmed', but expects num-
bers to settle as the merely curious
people drop out. Those attending were
of all ages and both sexes.

A steering committee was formed
and will draw up a programme of
forthcoming monthly meetings, alter-
nating between formal talks, informal
demonstrations and hands-on ses-
sions. A demonstration of Micronet is
planned for the second meeting. A final
request from Martin: 'Any old televi-
sion sets would be appreciated.'

JO Dale
12 Poplar Road
Newtown
Powys SY16 2QS

Vernon Gifford
111 Selhurst Road
Croydon
London SE25 6LH

J G Batch
Central Library
Clapham Road
Lowestoft N R32 1DR

John Byfield
Moonrakers
The Rutts
Bushey Heath
HertsWD2 1 LH

Robin Bradbeer
Polytechnic of
North London
Holloway Road
London N7

Derek Moody
2 Victoria Terrace
Dorchester
Dorset DT1 1LS

R L Saunders
14 St Nicholas Mount
Hemel Hempstead
Herts

Peter Herring
Ordnance Road Library
Ordnance Road
Enfield
Middx

Brigitte Gordon
18 Purbright Crescent
New Addington
Croydon CR0 ORT

Richard Powell
22 Downham Court
South Shields
Tyne &Wear

Peter Earthy
46 High Street
Church Stretton
Shropshire SY6 6BX

Alan Sutcliffe
4 Binfield Road
Woking ham
Berks RG11 1SL

Alan Potten
14 Foxmede
Rivenhall End
Witham
Essex

Keith Taylor
Carter Hydraulic Works
Thornbury
Bradford BD3 8HG

Alan Hooley
21 Bram may Drive
Tottington
Bury BL8 3HS

Ray Skinner
22 Colsterdale Close
High Grange
Billing ham
Cleveland

Computer Town UK! is a rapidly expanding network ofcomputer literacy
centres where members of the public are given free access to all sorts of
computerequipment. This iscou rtesyof those willing to offer
time/resources. You can find a Computer Town anywhere-they're often
in libraries orschools. The aim is to make micros enjoyable and
non -threatening, so axe -grinding of anysort is banned. Guidelines are
available for those interested in starting up their own 'Towns. Write to:
Margaret Spooner, Computer Town UK!, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London
Wi A 2HG. Remember to enclose an A4 SAE for your reply. Please don't
ring for information as Computer Town UK! is entirely a spare time
activity.



FOR THE BBC MICRO
SOFTWARE

TINY PASCAL
Pascal -T is a 16k Eprom program capable of compiling Source Pascal
into a compact and very fastthreaded-interpretive-Code. Full editor and
disc -support are included and the program is supplied together with
comprehensive documentation. PRICE £59.00 + V.A.T.
X CAL
An eXpert Computer Aided Learning package in 16k Eprom and
support disc. No programming skill required to construct learning
'sessions' as the program is 'screen' driven. Facilities include Text
pages, Graphics and Histograms. PRICE £65.00 + V.A.T.

FORTH
FIG -FORTH in 8k Epromtogetherwith manual.PRICE £34.72 + V.A.T.
LOGO -FORTH
A 16k Eprom program introducing this very powerful but extremely
friendly Turtle -Graphics language. Users also have full access to the
Fig -Forth support nucleus. Full documentation is included.

PRICE £59.00 + V.A.T.
M-UTS
Powerful machine code monitor with disc utilities.

PRICE £19.95 + V.A.T.
(Special discounts available for educational establishments for all the

above software)

HARDWARE
Always in stock Printers, Disc Drives IC's etc.

FOR THE EPSON HX20
SOFTWARE
FORTH ROM including full documentation.
HARDWARE
Expansion Unit, Paper, Microcassettes etc.
Retail/Mail Orders/Dealers
enquiries to:
HCCS Associates
533 Durham Road, Low Fell,
Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE9 5EY
Tel: (0632) 821924

£34.72

Please phone for quotes

Retail sales also at:
HCCS Microcomputers
122 Darwen Street
Blackburn, Lancs.
Tel: (0254) 672214

:itti.8eit 8uy lil
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End of Season Sale of Complete Apple Systems
All genuine Apple Branded products Full pre -sale I

d training and post -sale support available I
I ii. APPLE//e64K8UNDLFSvega Apple You II Professional Home Pack Price List Save

Apple //e 64K, Disk Drive & Controller, TV
IModulator and assorted goodies £749 £1220 £471

Business Starter + Apple Printer

lilMonitor, Apple Printer & Super Serial Card £1249 £1870 £621 liApple //e 64K, Disk Drive & Controller, Apple

 Full Business System dI As above, plus second Disk Drive and
80 -column card £1499 £2195 £696 li

1 .1 -APPLE III 256K emus II Basic System liApple /// with high-res Monitor, in-built DiskI Drives and SOS Operating System £1975 £2395 £420
1111Apple /// + Word Processing System

Ili As Basic System plus Apple Daisy Printer and gi
II

Word Processing software £2795 £3898 £1103
I Apple /// Profile System

itAs Basic System plus 5MB Profile Hard Disk £2795 £4190 £1395 it
Prepayment only and subject to availability.

I Special Terms and Prices for Educational, Government, Public I iii
Sectors and PLC's. Call us for IBM PC prices.

10 Essex House iii
Ili George Street - it
I Croydon CRO 1PH e 4Tel: 01-656 8431, 01-680 4484
ik Telex 943763 Computers Limited i
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to see an extensive range of
up -to -date titles at these shops.

'N. 00N AREA
London: Barbican Business Book Centre,
Moorfields.

London: Dillons Q.M.C. Bookshop. Queen
Mary College.

London: Dillons University Bookshop,
Malet Street

London: Imperial College Bookshop.
Imperial College.

London: Modern Book Co. Ltd. Praed Street.

London: W. & G. Foyle Ltd,
Charing Cross Road.

Croydon: Webster's Bookshop.
Whitgift Centre.

Uxbridge: Brunel University Bookshop,
Brunel University.

Watford: Watford Technical Books,
St Albans Road.

LASI
Cambridge: W. Heller Booksellers,
St Tibbs Row.

MIDLANDS
Bedford: Pemberton Bookseller, Mill Street

Birmingham: Hudsons Bookshop, New Street

Birmingham: Midland Educational Co. Ltd,
Corporation Street

Cranfield: Cranfield Bookshop, College Road,
Wharley End.

Coventry: Hudsons Bookshop, Earl Street.

Coventry: Hudsons Bookshop,
Hertford Street

Keele: Students Bookshop,
University of Keele.
Leeds: Austicks Bookshop, Cookridge Street.

Leicester. Bowes & Bowes, Horsefair Street

Leicester: Hudsons Bookshop Ltd.
High Street

Leicester. University Bookshop,
University Road.

Loughborough: Hudsons Bookshop,
Loughborough College.

Nottingham: Sissons Paperback Bookshop,
Milton Street.

Nottingham: Dillons University Bookshop Ltd,
University Park.

Sheffield: Bowes & Bowes, Chapel Walk.

Sheffield: W. Hartley Seed Ltd, West Street

Wolverhampton: Hudsons Bookshop Ltd.
Victoria Street

Nott
Chester. Bookland & Co., Church Street

Liverpool: Bowes & Bowes, Lord Street

Liverpool: Parry Books Ltd, Brownlow Hill.

Manchester: Haigh & Hochland Ltd,
Oxford Road.

Manchester. Sherratt & Hughes,
St Anne Square.

Manchester. W. H. Wilishaw Ltd, John
Dalton Street

Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Thorns Student
Bookshop, Percy Street

Stockport Sherratt & Hughes,
Princes Street

SOWN
Abingdon: Dene Bookshop,
East St Helen Street

Brighton: Garlands Bookshop,
Trafalgar Street
Brighton: Robinsons Bookshop, Bond Street

Crawley: Hooks Bookshops Ltd,
Haslett Avenue.

Guildford: University Bookshop,
University of Surrey.

Guildford: Webster's Bookshop,
Tungate Square.

Kingston-upon-Thames Botes Bookshop,

Oxford: B. H. Blackwell Ltd, Broad Street

Reading: William Smith Ltd, London Street

Slough: Carter & Wheeler Ltd, High Street

Southampton: Bowes & Bowes, Above Bar.

Southampton: Bowes & Bowes
University Bookshop.

Waterlooville: Bay Tree Bookshop,
London Road.

Wokingham: Bates Booksellers,
Peach Street

WEST
University of Bath: Bowes & Bowes
University Bookshop.

Bristol: George's Ltd, Park Street

Exeter. George's Bookshop, Sidwell Street

Exeter. University Bookshop, Stocker Road.

Plymouth: Bookseller, Drake Circus.

Plymouth: George's of Plymouth,
Armada Way.

W ALES
Bangor. Bookland & Co., High Street.

Cardiff: H. J. Lear Ltd, Royal Arcade.

Se 01 LAND
Aberdeen: James G. Bissett Ltd,
Upperkirkgate.

Edinburgh: Bauermeister Booksellers,
George IV Bridge.

Edinburgh: James Thin Ltd South Bridge.

Edinburgh: Kimptons University Bookshop,
Teviot Place.

Glasgow: John Smith & Son,
St Vincent Street

publishers of computing books
for over 25 years



for the latest information on all aspects of computing

Prentice -Hall International

at bookshops throughout the country in April.
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MICROCOMPUTER

UNDERSTANDING

For information on over 400 up-to-date PC and microprocessors titles please
write to Jean Walmsley at the address below for our latest catalogue and order form.

Prentice -Hall '4., PHI 3 International

66 Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 4RG, England
publishers of computing books for over 2.5 years
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DUCKWORTH
HOME COMPUTING

a new series
All books written by Peter Gerrard, former editor of Commodore Computing
International, author of two top -selling adventure games for the Commodore
64, or by Kevin Bergin. Both are regular contributors to Personal Computer

News, Which Micro? and Software Review.

USING THE COMMODORE 64 Peter Gerrard
A complete look at the latest home computer from Commodore Business

machines. Starting with a refresher course in Basic Programming, it moves on
through machine code, before considering in great detail sprites, graphics

and sound. A section on peripherals, and then the heart of the book: an
in-depth look at the chips that make it work, including the 6581 Sound

Interface Device and the 6566 Video Controller Chip, as well as the heart of
the computer, the 6510. The comprehensive appendices cover the full Basic

and Machine Code Instruction sets, as well as several useful reference
tables, and a complete machine code assembler/disassembler listing.

Personal Computer News said: "In this case, we are dealing with a gem of
a book. It deserves a place on the bookshelves of every 64 user whether

beginner or expert."
Available now £9.95

THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO COMPUTERS AND
COMPUTING Peter Gerrard

Written for the person who knows absolutely nothing about computers, this
book introduces you gently to this exciting and fast-moving world. It guides

you through the history of computers into the 1980s and introduces you to
many of the personalities who dictate how computers will develop in the

future. It comes complete with a glossary of computing terms, including all
the often used 'buzz words', and even an 'alternative' computer glossary.

Available now £6.95

Other titles in the series include Sprites & Sound on the 64. 12 Simple
Electronic Projects for the VIC, Will You Still Love Me When I'm 64,

Advanced Basic & Machine Code Programming on the VIC, Advanced
Basic & Machine Code Programming on the 64, as well as Pocket
Handbooks for the VIC, 64. Dragon, Spectrum and BBC Model B.

Write in for a descriptive leaflet (with details of cassettes).

DUCKWORTH
The Old Piano Factory, 43 Gloucester Crescent, London NW 1 7DY

Tel: 01-485 3484

THE TEACH YOURSELF
SPECIALISTS!

Learn the easy
way on your Apple,
IBM, Sirius or
CP/M computer!

TEACH YOURSELF
VISICALC

Just £69 including
postage and VAT for
your own complete L_

training course on
disk. Satisfaction
guaranteed or your
money back within
30 days of purchase.

Also Microcal
Hands-on CP/M £92.00
Hands-on MS-DOS £92.00
Hands-on DBase II £92.00
Hands-on Basic £172.50
Prices include
VAT and postage

TEACH YOURSELF
SUPERCALC

TEACH YOURSELF
WORDSTAR

TEACH YOURSELF
DBASE II

TEACH YOURSELF
USING YOUR IBM

TEACH YOURSELF
USING YOUR APPLE

TEACH YOURSELF
BASIC

TEACH YOURSELF
PASCAL

TEACH YOURSELF
TYPING

Call now or send cheque to:
DATA PROFILE LTD -
189 Hanworth Rd,
Hounslow, Middx TW3 3TT

01-572 0678

EPSON IN BIRMINGHAM

HX-20
PORTABLE
MICROCOMPUTER

06W0.0.1
WOO

,wew000ra440,41
4 ! P PIPPO=

PIen.CEIntr
.0.taziWotak

£402

QX-10
THE HUMAN
COMPATIBLE
BUSINESS MICRO

192Kb RAM,
dual D/D discs,
Hi -resolution
Graphics,
CP/M, BASIC
Full 12 months warranty

£1,735
All Epson printers, accessories and sundries are always available.
Call and see our full range of micro -computer systems and software.

Training and full post sales support is always available.

jaeimna
SUPPLYING THE SYSTEMS - GIVING THE SERVICE

021-643 1609
UNIT 24, LEE BANK HOUSE, HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM B1 1HR

4
TRANSFORMS THE CORNICOORE 64

INTO A FULL-FEATURED AND
PROFESSIONAL DATABASE

SYSTEM! WITH UP TG 1000
CHARACTERS PER RECORD ON UP
TO 4 SCREENS... AND UP TO

128 ITEMS PER RECORD,
DEFINABLE AS KEY, TEXT,

NUMERIC, CONSTANT, RESULT OR DATE... IN FILES CF UP TO 16m CHARACTERS!
SUPERBASE 64 EVEN HAS SPREADSHEET AND CALCULATOR CAPABILITY. CALENDAR

FUNCTIONS, EASY INPUT FROM WORDPROCESSOR/DATA FILES. BOTH MENU-DRIVEN AND
PROGRAM OPTIONS, SORTING/SEARCHING, FULLY DEFINABLE OUTPUTS... SUPERBASE 64
IS ESSENTIAL IF YOU WANT THE MOST FROM YOUR 64! SUPPLIED ON CBM 1541 DISK

WITH EXCELLENT TUTORIAL/REFERENCE MANUAL. OUR PRICE £99.95' £88.00!

VIZAWRITE 64 IS A HIGH-
PERFORMANCE, LOW-COST WORD
PROCESSOR, WITH ON-SCREEN

FORMATTING, THAT TAKES FULL
ADVANTAGE OF THE 64's COLOUR, GRAPHICS AND MEMORY FEATURES... AND SUPPORTS
VIRTUALLY ANY PRINTER! WITH A COMPREHENSIVE AND EASY-TO-FOLLOW USER MANUAL,

VIZAWRITE IS THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL COMPUTER WORD PROCESSOR! AVAILABLE ON
CARTRIDGE (E89795175!), DISK (079.95 US!) OR WITH VIZASPELL (099.95 1851)

VIZAWRITE 64

asteC64 MASTER 64 IS A TOTALLY NEW
CONCEPT... A COMPLETE PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE, THAT'S

AVAILABLE NOW FOR THE CBM 64.
MASTER HAS 85 NEW COMMANDS... AND BASIC IV TOO! PLUS PROGRAMER'S TOOLKIT,
MACHINE CADE MONITOR, BUSINESS BASIC, KEYED DISK ACCESS, MJLTIPLE SCREENS,

USER-DEFINABLE INPUT ZONES, REPORT GENERATOR, 22-PLACE ARITHMETIC. DISK DATA
COMPRESSION, DATE CONTROL, SCREEN PLOT. SCREEN DUMP, AND MORE... EVERYTHING
YOU NEED TO PROGRAM YCUR 64 TO TOP PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS! (0143.75 E1151)

MORE SOFTWARE FOR C01443DCRE 64: SOFTWARE FOR 01443DORE PET/700:

PRACT 1 CALF (DISK/TAPE ) 844.49. L41.50
V 12ASPELL 101510 L49,94 L49.95
DEL COMPILER (DISK) 14-14.44 L109.00
DLL COMPILER ( TAPE ) EWA) L36.95
TOOL 64 (CARTRIDGE) 849-414 L46.95

SUPT RELAY (700/8096) L)14,54) L425.00
SUPERSCRIPT (700) E444-0.0. L425.00
SUPERSCRIPT (8096) bIL54K85. L375.00
SUPERSCRIPT (5000-8000) 1.7416,46 L225.00
MASTER (4000/8000/8096) L849,24. L225.00

PRICES SHOWN ABOVE INCLUDE 15% VAT, AND
ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS.
PLEASE ORDER BY POST OR TELEPHONE, USING
CHEQUE, ACCESS, BARCLAY CARD OR OFFICIAL
ORDER. DESPATCH IS BY SAME-DAY 1ST CLASS
POST. AND FREE (EXCEPT FOR OVERSEAS AND
CREDIT ORDER- FULL PRODUCT INFORMATION
IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST. [REF A27]

IhpLAKESIDE HOUSE. KINGSTON HILL, SURREY. KT2 70T. TEL 01-546-7256
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WAVE INTRODUCES....

FUJI FILM FLOPPY DISKS
WHAT WAVE OFFERS

 no nonsense policy -the highest quality media at the lowest prices, coupled
with the best service and no sales gimmicks.
* all our products carry a unique no strings guarantee -a copy of which will be supplied
with order.
* All 5'/4" Diskettes we supply come in the award -winning "SEE 10" Library box -

easy storage and sensible design.
All prices include postage and packing and are shipped on the day of

receipt.
As an introductory offer, each box contains a voucher entitling the purchaser

to £2 off the purchase of his next box.

WHAT WAVE COSTS

CODE PRODUCT RRP 1-4
BOXES

5-9 10+
MD1D Single Sided 48tpi Soft Sect 24.50 23.00 22.00 21.00

51/4" MD2D Double Sided 48tpi Soft Sect 32.80 30.00 29.00 28.00
MD2D96 Double Sided 96tpi Soft Sect 43.50 37.00 36.00 35.00
FD1S Single Sided/Single Density/Soft Sect 30.70 28.00 27.00 26.00

8" FD2S Double Sided/Single Density/Soft Sect 32.60 30.00 29.00 28.00
FD2D" Double Sided/Double Density/Soft Sect 38.90 36.00 35.00 34.00

Available initialized with 128 byte Sectors Available initialized with 128 or 256 byte Sectors  ' Available initialized with 128, 512 or 1024 byte Sectors
State requirement on order form

compuTER
SUPPLIES

53 HARGRAVE ROAD, MAIDENHEAD, BERKS SL6 6JR
Tel: MAIDENHEAD (0628) 32337

4164111nd
" Computer

Store
112 BRENT STREET,
HENDON, NW4
Tel: 01-202 2272/3/4

APRICOT

otilEcomPul°sN

i.-segoad

SPECIAL VIC 20
STARTER PACK

£139.95
We have the biggest selection
of software for this micro

............ tt,:

FROM £1,495
Including MONITOR AND
FREE PROGRAMS

ORIC 48K £139.95
40 of free software

EPSOM
MATRIX

PRINTERS
RX8OT £279,00

RX8OFT £319.00
* NEW *

Fxaorr £350.00

Atlass6g1

Please despatch by return the following:

SIZE CODE QUANTITY COST

15% VAT

Please send cheque with order TOTAL

(3

Name.. Tel No
Address

FREE
GAME WITH EVERY

COMPUTER
WHILE.

STOCKS
LAST

/-

DRAGON 32 5175.00 COMMODORE
PRINT £229.95

COMMODORE 1541 DISK
DRIVE

COMMODORE £199 95

£229.95

SUMNESS
COMPUIESS-P.t.t.

PRICES
OF sostsess

MICROS
ARE SUBJECT

TO VAT
15%

eitic B £399.00
SPECIAL ZX NEW ELECTRON coming soon £199
SPECTRUM ALL HOME COMPUTER

16K £99.95 PRICES INLCUDE VAT.
48K 5129.95

SINCLAIR ZX PRINTER £39.95
including 5 free rolls of paper

ii
1,......,". , .

MX100FT
£395.00

FX100FT
£495.00

* NEW *

FLOWRITER DAISY
WHEEL PRINTERS

RP1300 £1,230.00
RP1600 £1,645.00

li

COMMODORE 700
from £995.00

* SPECIAL OFFER *
COMMODORE 8032SK

£675.00
COMMODORE 8098SK

£695.00

11.11MEnr
BROTHER CE60
TYPEWRITER WITH
PARALLEL INTERFACE £495
BROTHER HR15 Daisy Printer£445
BROTHER HR1 Daisy Printer £695

ACT SIRIUS 1.2 128K
£2,195.00

ACT SIRIUS 2.4 256K
£2,695.00

ACT SIRIUS 10MG
ACT SIRIUS 10Mb
256K HARD DISK

£3,995.00
(Free otter of printer or photocopier
with some Sirius configurations.

Please call.)
New Apricot coming soon.

W I39
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-1Quality ZX SPECTRUM* Software

HISOFT PASCAL 4T
... I haven't seen any other compiler that could match Hisoft's Pascal" . . . Using the Spectrum Micro - Autumn 1983

"This is a very impressive product . . . of benefit to any Spectrum programmer . . . "David Bolton ZX COMPUTING Aug/Sept 1983
Just two comments from full length reviews of our powerful and virtually full implementation of Standard Pascal. The advantages of using Pascal
are well-known - fast, self -documenting, and above all, structured programs and now, with Hisoft Pascal, you can reap all these benefits on a
wide range of home computers, including the 48K Sinclair Spectrum! Hisoft Pascal produces programs that run typically 40 times faster than
equivalent ZX BASIC programs and, sometimes, up to 1,000 times faster!
Hisoft Pascal supports FOR .. DO, WHILE . DO, REPEAT ... UNTIL, CASE .. . OF, INTEGERs, REALs, CHARacters, RECORDs,
POINTERs, SETs, ARRAYs etc. etc. - it is not a Tiny Pascal but a virtually full implementation of the language allowing the user to develop true
high-level language skills while attaining execution speed close to that of machine code. Complete with a 70 -page manual.
Hisoft Pascal is also available in a variety of disk formats, including sequential FILE handling.

HISOFT DEVPAC 3
DEVPAC is most highly recommended. The documentation is first class." Your Computer May 1983

. if you write programs in machine code, buy DEVPAC - it is the best currently on the market." Adam Denning, ZX SOFT in Which Micro
September 1983
Two comments from reviews of earlier versions of DEVPAC - now we have DEVPAC 3 available: a powerful Z80 assembler with conditional
.assembly, assembly from tape (to enable generation of very large code files), ORG, EQU, DEFB, DEFS, DEFW, DEFM, labels of any length - in
fact all you need for fast (3,000 lines per minute) and powerful assembly programming. But it doesn't stop there: DEVPAC 3 also includes an
incredible debugger/dis-assembler giving you a 'front panel' display of the Z80 system and allowing extensive debugging of your machine -code
program, including single -stepping programs EVEN IN ROM!! Open up the secrets of low-level programming with DEVPAC 3.
Prices:
Hisoft Pascal 4T (ZX SPECTRUM) £25 inclusive

(NewBrain, SHARP MZ700 etc) £35 plus VAT
Hisoft Pascal 4D, many disk formats £46 inc.

Hisoft DEVPAC 3 (ZX SPECTRUM) £14 inclusive
(NewBrain) £25 inclusive

***STOP PRESS*** Hisoft Pascal for the SPECTRUM now comes complete with a Turtle Graphics package
allowing fast and easy production of complex graphic displays.
Hisoft Pascal and Hisoft Devpac also available on ZX Microdrive, please write for details.

*and others

HISOFT PASCAL, DEVPAC

HISOFT
13 Gooseacre, Cheddington

Leighton Buzzard, Beds. LU7 OSR
Tel: (0296) 668995

NOW YOU CAN HAVE THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS WITH THE

INFRASCOPE COMMUNICATOR II
A VERSATILE LOW COST ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

AND A COMPUTER PRINTER - ALL IN ONE!

* Dual purpose Electronic Typewriter and RO Printer
* Adaptable to a wide range of computers
* Incorporates a 2K buffer
* Only approved interface for SCM EC 1100 electronic

typewriter

The electronics expertise of Infrascope has been used to create a
new approach to the dual need for an electronic typewriter and an
RO computer printer resulting in the COMMUNICATOR II. Based
on the Smith Corona EC1100 the machine has a 100 character
daisywheel, 46 character correction memory, 10/12/15 pitch, and
is portable with a free carrying case. The RS232 compatible
interface enables the COMMUNICATOR II to be linked to almost
any microcomputer making it ideal for both the busy office and the
home computer enthusiast. One year guarantee.

COST £447 including VAT and carriage VISA/ACCESS accepted

Write to: INFRASCOPE LIMITED, Longbeck Road, Marske, Redcar, Cleveland TS11 6H0.
Telephone: 0642 472549

lnfrascope is a member of the Weyfringe Group of Companies
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Who on earth
would pay three times

as much for an
accounting pro am

that's only halt
as good?

There's no room for a comedy of
errors when it comes to choosing the
right accounting program.

The wrong decision will produce
a very sad clown indeed.

You can, if you really wish, pay
£1,000 or more for a sprawling, highly
complicated, 4-7 disk monster, with a
manual you can't lift without a course
of weight training, or understand
without a brain transplant.
Alternatively, for just £375, you can
discover the unique simplicity of
SAGE.

SAGE produce an accounting
program which is truly integrated and
uses only one program and one
data diskette.
 Sales and Purchase Ledgers,
 Nominal Ledger,  Cash Book,
 Journal Entries, *Trial Balance,
VAT Return, Monthly and
Annual Accounts, Age Analyses,
 Statements and Audit Trail - every
accounting function you need in one
compact and comprehensive package.
The SAGE program is also widely used
for Incomplete Records Accounting
(without requiring modification). It can
therefore be used by practising
accountants for both functions. Its
efficiency is built on simplicity -and its
simplicity accounts for the price.

The SAGE accounting program is
easy -to -learn and easy -to -use, with a
short, clear and simple manual.

It's fully automatic -which means
no shuffling through the program to

section you need.
It's complete and self-contained -

no expensive modules to buy every
time you need an extra function.

It's suitable for use on CP/M or
MS-DOS machines and has so far
been implemented on Osborne,
Superbrain, Epson QX-10, Sirius,
Victor 9000, IBM PC, BBC/Torch Z80
and ITT with others in the pipeline.

SAGE
nting prog

:

What's more, the SAGE
accounting program has been
successfully tested in hundreds of
installations and is the only system of
its type -is as effective in a one-man
business as in a multi million pound
corporation.

Check it out and we'll turn the
smile the right way up.

Return the coupon and we
will send you more information
and the name of your nearest dealer.

LI Please send me your 8 page explanatory brochure.

 Please arrange for me to have a demonstration.

'I do not yet own a computer/ have a 'Delete as
computer. appropriate

Name

Position

Company

\ddress

Tel.

h2lmm
*11 66-

'MI British Software for British Business

SAGESOFT LTD., Hawick Crescent Industrial
Estate, Newcastle upon Tyne NE6 1AS.
Tel: 0632 761669. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

Our innovation accounts for our price!
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LEVEL 9 ADVENTURESDETAILS
Level 9 Computing specialise in
hugh, pure -text puzzle
adventures with detailed scenery
and a wealth of puzzles. All games
have over 200 locations and a
save game feature, and cost
£9.90 inclusive.

MIDDLE EARTH ADVENTURES
1: COLOSSAL ADVENTURE. A
complete, full size version of the
classic mainframe game
"Adventure" with 70 bonus
locations added.
2: ADVENTURE QUEST.
Centuries have passed since the
time of Colossal Adventure and
evil armies roam The Land. With
cunning, you must overcome the
many obstacles on the road to the
Black Tower, source of their
demonic power, and destroy it.

3: DUNGEON ADVENTURE. The
trilogy is completed by this
massive adventure, set in the rich
caves below the shattered Black
Tower. A sense of humour is
essential!

THE FIRST SILICON DREAM
ADVENTURE

4: SNOWBALL. The first of Pete
Austin's second trilogy. The giant
colony starship, Snowball 9, has
been sabotaged and is heading
for the sun in this giant game with
7000 locations.

THE LORDS OF TIME SAGA
7: LORDS OF TIME. Our

k congratulations to Sue Gazzard
for her super design of this new
time travel adventure through the
ages of world history. Chill to the
Ice -age, go romin' with Caesars
legions, shed light on the Darki Ages. etc. etc.

BBC 32K COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM 48K
LYNX 48K NASCOM 32K ORIC 48K ATARI 32K

Level 9 adventures are available at £9.90 from good computer
shops, or mail order from us at no extra charge. Send order, or SAE
for catalogue, to the address below - and please describe your
micro.

Dept W,
LEVEL 9 COMPUTING

229 Hughenden Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP13 5PG

REVIEWS

Adventures which have a fast
response time, are spectacular in
the amount of detail and number
of locations, and are available to
cassette owners Simply
smashing!" -Soft Sept 83
"Colossal Adventure is included
in Practical Computing's top ten
games choice for 1983: "Poetic
and tough as hell." - PC, Dec 83
"To sum up, Adventure Quest is a
wonderful program, fast, exciting
and challenging. If you like
adventures then this one is for
you" - NILUG issue 1.3

"Dungeon Adventure is
recommended. With more than
200 locations, 700 messages and
100 objects it will tease and
delight!"

- Educational Computing, Nov 83
"Snowball .. As in all Level 9's
adventures, the real pleasure
comes not from scoring points but
in exploring the world in which the
game is set and learning about its
denziens .. this program goes to
prove that the mental pictures
conjured up by a good textual
adventure can be far more vivid
than the graphics available on
home computers."

- Which Micro?, Feb 84
"Lords of Time. This program,
writen by newcomer Sue Gazzard,
joins my favourite series and is an
extremely good addition to Level
9's consistently good catalogue ..
As we have come to expect from
Level 9, the program is executed
with wonderful style - none of
those boring "You can't do that"
messages! Highly
recommended." - PCVV, 1st Feb 84

:nr1010147-014-747X-74771-477/014701010101-4-701-474711-4710g7g-latz

1
Emmanuel St.

for
Hewlett-Packard

Tandy Sirius
Apple Digital

we understand micros

1

Business &
Professional
Tel 0223 65335-4

11E
111111111 Home &

Educational
Tel 0223 358264

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

4
Emmanuel St.

Our new Personal
Computer Centre

specializing in
Home & Educational

Micros

we know computers

1

Business &
Professional
Tel: 0223 65335'4

1111
Home & A

Educational 1.: 0223 586

Cambridge Computer Store
I &4 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge

142 PCW



* BETTER VALUE MAIL ORDER SUPPLIES FOR YOUR MICRO*

TDK DISKS

High grade flexible disks from one of the
world's most famous suppliers. 51/." and 8"
disks, in boxes of 10.

5.25" DISKETTES
M1D-S S/S, D/D, 48 TPI £24.30
M2D-S D/S, D/D, 48 TPI £34.80
M2DX-S D/S, D/D, 96 TPI £45.50

48 TPI suitable for 35 or 40 track operation
96 TPI suitable for 77 or 80 track operation

8" DISKETTES
F1- S128 S/S, S/D
F1 -H32 S/S, S/D
F2D-S1024 D/S, D/D

£27.60
£27.60
£40.10

DISK DRIVE
HEAD CLEANING
KITS

Helps to protect your valuable data, and
minimise expensive downtime and repair
costs. Consists of a flexible jacket, which
receives a pre -saturated cleaning disk.
Each disk is sealed within a foil sachet to
ensure that it contains the right quantity of
cleaning fluid when used. After use the disk
is disposed of, and the jacket is kept for
future use.
Suitable for single or dual head drives.
Please specify 8" or 5.25" disks.

STARTER KIT £7.70
(contains jacket and two cleaning disks)

REPLACEMENT CLEANING KITS £14.80
(pack of 10)

aid

COMPUTER
FURNITURE

Suitable for use with all leading personal
computers. Features a top shelf for monitor/
printer, lower shelf for books, paper and
general storage; large desk top surface at
keyboard height; attractive teak finish, and
castors for mobility.

U.K. Manufacture. Comes in flat pack for
self assembly - full instructions provided.

A further range of more sophisticated units
is available - please ask for details.

THE ORGANISER £55.00
A

DATALIFE DISKS

From Verbatim, the world's leading diskette
manufacturer. Full 5 year warranty. All
minidisks are certified for double density
recording, and are fitted with hub ring
reinforcement as standard.
Prices per box of 10 disks.

5.25" DISKETTES
MD525 S/S, D/D, 48 TPI £18.25
MD550 D/S, O/D, 48 TPI £27.15
MD577 S/S, D/D, 96 TPI £25.55
MD557 D/S, D/D, 96 TPI £34.20
48 TPI suitable for 35 or 40 track operation.
96 TPI suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.
10 and 16 hard sectored versions available
at same prices.

8" DISKETTES
F034-9000 S/S, S/D £26.10
FD34-8000 S/S, D/D £26.60
DD34-4001 D/S, D/D £30.95
32 hard sectored versions available at same
prices.

DISKETTE
STORAGESTORAGE

BOXES

Protect your diskettes and valuable data
from external contamination. Lockable,
portable and secure. Two part box. made
from anti -static ABS plastic. Price includes
dividers and index labels. Capacity 80 disks.

A5 Storage box (for 8" disks) £32.00

A6 Storage box ifor 5.25" disks) £22.00

XIDEX DISKS

The new premier quality standard, against
which all other manu acturers will have to be
judged. All products certified for double
density recording. Now with a lifetime
warranty. Unreservedly recommended.
Prices per box of 10 disks

5.25" DISKETTES
5012-1000 S/S, D/D, 48 TPI £19.55
5022-1000 D/S, D/D, 48 TPI £27.55
5012-2000 S/S, Da 96 TPI £27.75
5022-2000 D/S, D/D, 96 TPI £35.80
48 TPI suitable for 35 or 40 track operation.
96 TPI suitable for 77 or 80 track operation.
10 and 16 hard sectored versions available
at same prices.

8" DISKETTES
8012-1000 S/S, £26.40
8022-1000 D/S, D/D £31.90
32 hard sectored versions available at same
prices.

CTI - CP80
PRINTER

Features: -
Friction and tractor feed as standard
80 c.p.s.
Bi-directional logic seeking.
13 x 9 dot matrix giving true descenders.
Sub and superscripts.
Italic printing and auto underlining.
Condensed, emphasised, expanded and
double strike printing (can be mixed in a
line).
Parallel interface fitted as standard.
12 month warranty.

Print sample available on request.

CP-80 PRINTER £249.00

Optional RS -232 interface £40.00

Special VIC20/VIC 64 interface £46.00

TDK CASSETTES

You know the name and the quality's the
same.15-minute computer grade cassettes
for optimum performance in all standard
microcomputer cassette drives. In boxes of
10.

TDK PC15 £5.90

31r -PRINTER STAND

Suitable for use with dot matrix printers. Lifts
printer sufficiently to enable continuous
stationery to self -stack. Painted steel unit.
Dimensions: 39cm wide

a 28cm deep
x 10cm high

Comes as package which also
contains: -

200 sheets continuous stationery.
1 x 9V2 binder.
1 x highlighter pen.
choice of rubber feet/sticky pads.

PRINTER STAND £19 95

1All prices inclusive of delivery and insurance on British
I KT8 OCIF. Tel: 01-9414068 mainland.

To: DISKPOST, FREEPOST, WEST MOUSEY, SURREY,

Oty Product Price

.£

.£

.£

YOUR NAME

ADDRESS

Tel. No.:

Sub Total £ Please charge to my Visa/Mastercharge/American
Express/Diners Club account.

PC d My card number is
Delivery/Insurance £ FREE

V.A.T. £

TOTAL VALUE OF CHEQUE PAYABLE
TO DISKPOST

Credit Card Orders
Company Orders We welcome Visa, (Barclaycard), Mastercharge, (Access). Diners

I If you are unable to raise cheques without an invoice, please post or Club and American Express. There is no credit card surcharge.
telephone your order to us. We will then forward a pro -forma invoice, Either wnte your card number on your order or telephone your order
for your accounts department to pay against.

DINERS CLUB
INTERNATIONAL

DISKPOST" is the mail order division of the BFI Electronics Group
Europe's largest independent diskette supplier.

to our sales office.

Dhlposvp
FREEPOST West Molesey

Surrey KT8 OQF. Tel: 01-941-4066
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MAGIC
MEMORY is the

application of
micro technology

combined with the
sophisticated

operating techniques
usually only associated

with large mini computer
systems. Literally hours

each week can be saved with
MAGIC MEMORY both by

increased performance with the
micro cache and by not waiting

for printing to finish before being
able to resume working. All this is

available to users from £195 for 64K
up to £595 for a full 512K, from dealers

or direct from DATAFLEX.
More details available from PHILLIP BENGE

or DAVID LOW at DATAFLEX LIMITED on
01-748 4176.

Name:
Address:

I
TEL: PCW/4/84 I
PHONE 01-748 4176 OR SEND BACK COUPON TO

Datoflex Ltd The System Centre 238-246 King Street London W6 ORF I
=1E1 MEM MIMI ME

CommunicationS
After many years of typing letters and placing them in the box
(below left), some people will be surprised to learn that the smart,
black box (right) will help them to perform the same function,
quickly and economically, and do much more.
May we suggest that you use the old-fashioned method (perhaps /
for the last time) in order to discover today's alternative.

Post Box c. 1938
GPO approved

ELECTRONIC MAIL * PRESTEL
 BULLETIN BOARD  TELECOM GOLD
 COMPANY DATA BASES  MICRONET
800  TELESOFTWARE & MICRO TO
MICRO CHAT.

Today's fast-moving business environment
demands instant communication. Tanadata's
smart modem and data communications
terminals will help you take advantage of
all the latest developments in the communi-
cations field. Special terminal and Prestel
Software is available for a number of Micros
to drive the smart modem range-and some
have downloader software also! BBC,
APPLE, COMMODORES, IBM PC, and soon
CP/M MICROS.
For more information fill in the coupon or
clip your letterhead to this ad.

Tandata Marketing Limited, Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL
A subsidiary of Tandata Holdings Plc Telex: 337617 Prestel  799 # Telecom Gold: TAN 001

0 $

Tandata Smart Modem 1984
BT approved

Tandata
Tandata Marketing Limited,

Albert Road North, Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL
Telex: 337617 Prestel 799 # Telecom Gold: TAN 001

I Name

Company

Address

Tel
PCW/4/84

144 PCW



Discount Micros!
SAVE HUNDREDS OF G G Es

Thanks to our massive purchasing power you can now buy at probably
the best prices on Micro hardware/software in the U.K.

1111SIM1S 1.
(2 x 600K Drives)

E _: :77; : . -- == =-. = , E- , :..- -

(2 x 320K Drives)

Iif .:.-g .....---- .t- .1
fflf---5ff E-1--1-7,..4 :I -ff

(Portable Computer)

-

E-1-7-700

£ 1 ,1 99*

il litli---_,
-E-25-20&

£1,799*

-f--2-;895-

£2,395*
,

,IlittittaiR IMO
..vom4- w4F.L.u,
" v'-'. ''' at '

INCLUDING NEARLY £2000
WORTH OF SOFTWARE

FREE!!

-7: :-'S- +10 MB External
z ---.7.I. :;-'L Hard Disk plus

2 x 320 Floppy

,-,--,,-----_,_----_-,3.- Ez----;
Irs7--fg. -r;--74E-3

with 10 MB Internal
4PAW VITUS 1. +10 MB External

Hard Disk plus
2 x 600 Floppy
Disks.

_

Hard Disk

-

t III

Disks

miaow....
;WMig '-

..,

EAbeer E2-'-geCr
-E-4-T2e0- £2,995* £3,895* £2,495*

INCLUDING NEARLY £2000
WORTH OF SOFTWARE

FREE!!

SPECIAL!
OLIVETTI M20

T2,500- £1,995

2000

P\0 0

Other machines on request.
Plus a whole range of software & peripherals.

To place your order for IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY, call Vanessa James on
01-938 1721 (20 lines)

*Offer lasts for limited period only and is subject to change
without notice.

F
Discount Micros Ltd.
7 Kensington High Street, London W8.!

Please send me

0 Price list on 0 Information on 10 Ring me

0 Urgent

Name Title

Company

Address

Postcode

Phone Extension
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Splitscreen display, menus
and matrix, scrolling
without losing row
descriptions,
comprehensive matrix and
file manipulation, flexible
data input.

ANALYSIS AND SORTING
Sort data by row, by
column, in ascending or
descending order, even by
row name Highlight values
meeting specified criteria,
statistics include regression
for forecasting.

JOB AUTOMATION
Compiled job streams
make running
comprehensive systems
quick and easy; options
allow for operator prompts
and choices to be built in.

REPORT WRITER
Compiled for fast production of
formal reports with graphics,
sorting comprehensive
formatting and display facilities.

DATA INPUT
Direct into spreadsheet or from files
built in Encore, or from files external
to Encore. Plus random number
generation and arithmetic on entry.

ENCORE is written by FEROX:
authors of DSSIF - The Micromodeller

-NCCIRE
A COMPLETE PACKAGE

Spreadsheet or Financial
SPREADSHEET Planning

EDIT

A powerful screen text
editor for writing models
and procedures, or letters
and memos.

FINANCIAL MODELLING
Spreadsheet plus
comprehensive procedural
language; IF, THEN, ELSE,
GOTO, and WHILE.
Shorthand models (R3 = R1
+ R2) or in plain English
'Total Cost' = 'Fixed Costs'
+ 'Variable Costs'.

GRAPHICS
'Quick and Dirty' from
spreadsheet or
comprehensively from Exec.
Provides over ten different
chart types. Can be used
with external data files.

EXEC!
A compiled language for
systems writing, includes
formal reports, graphics,
menus, over 100
commands for writing
comprehensive systems,
perfect for consolidations!

See Encore at your IBM Dealer' today
at only £395 + VAT can you afford to
ignore it? Sirius version available soon.

 in case of difficulty contact:
Dataflex Ltd, 238-246 King St.
London W6 ORF, 01-748 4176

_ VALUE - VA L UL a VAL UE_
BASE UNITS APPLE COMPATIBLE ADD-ONS APPLE DRIVE ADD-ONS

Jo
80 COLUMN CARD CPA 4 DISK INTERFACE CPA 6
£57.50+58.62 VAT £47.90+57.19 VAT

v2r49.0° vp.T 80 characters by 24 lines with true descenders. To connect Apple or compatible drive

"j' A- £5°'" 7 x 9 character resolution compatible with BASIC,
PASCAL and CP/M. Modem compatible. Similar to DISK DRIVE CPA 14
Videx. £166.00+ £24.90 VAT

Z80 CARD CPA 3
Top quality Japanese slimline drive with cable.

BASE 64A compatible with Apple cards and £4790 +57.19 VAT
software. Equivalent to App e II plus with extra I6K forms
and new Autostart Monitor. Additional features 128K RAM CARD CPA 20
include ROM based system control program, 69K on £199 00 +.£29.85 VAT
board memory, expandable to 192K. MINI -WRITER Enables user to load 142K program or use as a fast
on board in ROM. 24K system memory. Tiny access disk.
assembler with assembly and disassembly function.
'Upper and lower case characters. Function 16K RAM LANGUAGE CARD CPA1
commands on keyboard. Numerical and cursor £57.50 +£8.62 VAT

VA;

*134.35nO099.-

keypad. Can load 140K diskette program to 192K
user RAM. Staggering value! FORTH CARD CPA 2 CP80 Matrix Printer. 80 cps, bidirectional logic

i57.50 + 18.62 VAT seeking 80 column. Friction and adjustable tractor
''Dealer enquiries welcomed** feed. Hires and block graphics. True descenders.

INTEGER CARD CPA 2A Switchable italic print. Auto underline.
£57. 50 +18.62 VAT

rIIRNICEY OFFERS

.

EPROM WRITER CARD CPA 5
i79. 00 + X11.85 VAT Base 64 unit with monitor, two slim line disk drives

25 VA', Programs 2716, 2732, 2764, 2516, 2532, 2564. Read,
and disk controller for £725.00+£18575 VAT'

£5.°kill.
write, copy, compare. Base 64 unit with monitor, two slim line disk drives

and controller, Z80 card and 80 column card, CP 807 PAL CARD CPA 7
£5750 + 0.50 VAT printer and controller £1,050.00 +£154.50 VAT

II Display your II plus colour text and graphics on MAMA':your home television
le Green 18 MHV high resolution PhIps V7001 Access and Barclaycard accepted.PRINTER INTERFACE CARD CPA 9

x38.32+55.75 VAT Send exact amount including 15% VAT plus 11.50
per board carriage and insurance, or 17.00Parallel printer interface.

IBM software and card compatible PC with multi function colour carriage and insurance for monitors, printers and
display card and two 327k drive at £1,495.00 + £224.25 VAT RS 232 CARD CPA 12 base units OR call at our warehouse at the South

£57.50 +18.62 VAT Bank Business Centre, 400 yards from Vauxhall
Tube Station.

L FCR OWN I
Alphasoft Limited ' Unit 8, South Bank Business Centre, 1 Ponton Road, London SW8 5BL - Telephone: 01-627 4400



THE MEMOTECH COMPUTER
* SUPERB KEYBOARD * 80 COLUMN OPTION
* 16 USER DEFINABLE FUNCTION KEYS
* INCREDIBLY FAST AT 4MHZ
* BUILT-IN ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER
* 32 OR 64K USER RAM
* ALL COLOUR WITH INCREDIBLE SOUND
* INCLUDING FREE SOFTWARE

y', al T aaaa
.43^  frvxv TervIrry.ir.r.r VTaalawaVIIVIataff.f55

PRICES (INC. VAT) MTX 500 32K £275MTX

512 64K £315
THE NEWBRAIN COMPUTER
A - £199.50 + VAT*

fa®

AD - f225 + VAT

NEWBRAIN A OR AD
80 COLUMN DISPLAY
POWER SUPPLY+ UNIT
CASSETTE LEAD
TV LEAD
INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

* FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 1 YEAR

* * FULL CP/M SYSTEM NOW IN STOCK * *
EPSON PRINTERS FROM £229

MONITORS FROM £68

A FULL RANGE OF PRINTERS AND MONITORS IN STOCK
ESPECIALLY FOR THE NEWBRAIN AND MEMOTECH

* TAPE RECORDER MODIFIED ESPECIALLY FOR THE
NEWBRAIN MODEL A AND AD NOW IN STOCK

£29.75 + VAT
ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD

CLOSED SATURDAYS
Open Monday -Friday 9.30am-5.30pm

EXPORT AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MEMOTECH & NEWBRAIN SOFTWARE
* Word Processor Propen 32(4)

now with additional facilities £33.50
* Database £25.50
* Invoice and credit not programme £39.00
* Invoice and credit note review £22.50
* Sales Ledger £34.50
* Stock Control £29.50
* Customer Information File £32.00
* Bank and Cash balance £29.00
* Inventory £29.50
* Mailing List £29.00
* Business Expenses £37.50
* Home Expenses £25.00
* Product Costing £27.75
* Sales Analysis £27.50
* Inventory Analysis £33.50
* Business ratios, for Investment, Sales,

Turnover etc £33.50
* Calculate for Costing, Bidding

(with your mark-up) £29.50
* Mortgage repayments/property investment £21.50
* Address Book £25.00
* Business Ledger £29.50
* Purchase Ledger £38.75
* Producttosting £27.50
* Garage bookings £32.50
* Hotel bookings (for 48 weeks) £35.75
* Pharmaceuticals labelling £38.75
* Appointments Diary £25.00
* Statements (Print out to customers) £39.00
* Pro Calc (financial spreadsheet) £34.50
* PAYE full working pgm £38.50
* Surgery booking system £39.75

VAT @ 15% should be added to each of the above
(Include 90p P&P per program)
Phone for your nearest dealer

Send large S.A.E. for complete range of programs
ELSTREE COMPUTER CENTRE

ELSTREE AERODROME, ELSTREE, HERTS.
Tel: (01) 953 9021/6921

CLIP C4a dER
witi0403

NOW also
available
packaged
with

dBASE..
II

Contact your dealer

CLIP Compressed Library Interchange Program
CP/M CP/M-86 MS DOS MS DOS 2.0 £95.00
 Backs up a Winchester

on to floppies.
 Compresses text or data to

less than half size.
 Large files can span multiple

discs.
 Selective backup or retrieval, on an

inclusive or exclusive basis.
CLIP has no equal in reputation,
convenience, power or economy.
CLIP comes standard with the CIFER
Business Management System, and
with all Winchester systems supplied
by COLT and RML

CLIP offers effortless backup.
You can create new commands using a
menu procedure, and give each command
a name, for later use. To repeat that
command, the name alone is sufficient.
With CLIP's powers of selection and
compression, the user can expect a
four -to -one saving over global copying,
with no effort except to feed discs on cue.
Or, CLIP can select just the new/updated
files and reduce the backup load still
further.

All prices excl. VAT, post free in U.K.
Most popular disc formats from stock.

KEELE CODES LTD
University of Keele, Keele, Staffordshire, U.K. Tel: [0782) 629221 Telex: 36113
Access accepted dBASE II is a trademark of ASHTON-TATE

PCW14 7



Why all other spread
In the early days of micros, the first

spreadsheets appeared, using complicated cell
co-ordinate references to define plans.

This made the most of limited com-
puting power but plans were tricky to write,
and difficult to read later.

Today's micros are much more sophisti-
cated but all the spreadsheets are more or less
the same as they always were. All that is,
except PlannerCalc and MasterPlanner.
Described in a recent university report as
".. . the best spreadsheet package currently on
the Market;' PlannerCalc and MasterPlanner
are true business aids.

Dyed in the wool calc freaks won't like
them but businessmen will.

NEW USERS START HERE
PlannerCalc at .£85.00* is now accepted

as the first choice for people new to financial
planning.

Designed for 8 -bit micros, it boasts the
kind of features that you'd expect to pay twice
as much for. (Buy PlannerCalc's nearest rival
and you'll have to.)

Unlike all other`calc'products
it allows you to enter calculations
in a language you understand.
Plain English.

For example:
LINE I SALES=100 150,175.210

LINE 2 EXPENSES= GROW 70 BY 15% FOR 4

LINE 3 NET= SALES-EXPENSES

LINE 4 CSALES= CUM SALES

COLUMN 5 YEAR-SUM OF COL I THRU COL 4

So it's much easier to use.

It uses the popular "spread-
sheet" approach with a window
that can be rolled in all directions.

Which means you can enter
new figures and rules and

immediately see their effect on every-
thing else in the model.

It comes with
the best manual
on the market and
it's suitable for
most micros with
a TmCP/M 2.2
operating system,
64K of memory,
giving at least 900
cells, minimum
screen width of 80
characters and 2
floppy disc drives.

MUCH MORE POWER,
NOT MUCH MORE MONEY

MasterPlanner is the most powerful
spreadsheet system currently available with
its increased matrix size, 2000-3000 cells on
most 64K micros. (But at £245* it certainly
isn't the most expensive.)

Consolidation of models, allows you to
create separate plans for each department and
then combine them into an overall company

Aberdeen
Mint Ltd

Altrincham
Assaults! Computer
Semmes

Ayuiry
lielmtear Systems Ltd
01755 65956/

Barnsley
Meadme Sent.. Ltd

Bedford
MSC Hand Ltd

Sentient
Cresquest Compel. Sales Ltd
503735:5966:

Birmingham
Computeecount

511211036 5455

TiTTem
Blackburn
KC SIM= kr..
(07541677715

MS hamsSystemsltd
102581676915

Bradford
Camprtte 1.11

(0274) 66 8890

Bristol

Cate: 72127/5184M
(EPOS) Ltd

102

CCE (Europe) Ltd

(04541371088

Transtec Ltd

0279:971467

COMSHARE DEALERS
Cambridge
Business Commestem

ICambndge) Ltd

GS1 Computer Systems

0195-1,81991

Canterbury
Mee 1.01

500951830085

Chatham
*Om Caplets Ltd
06365826080

Cirencester
Teem*. ItestLti

5' 68349

Clevedon
Bard CameNter

Services Ltd
09781878157

Coventry
Iley Busmen Systems Ltd

1090314/3015

Croydon
nap. Mons Systems 1.11
01 6883836

Dublin
Tress* Lid
10001 718591

Edinburgh
Itemise Led

10315556 7354

Easter
WPM

10392136186

Farnham
Electrensmem Ltd

1039911306/0

Fleet
Ilun Bus Ltd
10251414120

Godalming
Crow Man/cement Systemst.
Gosport

Yauntberry Ltd

Hampton Wick
Interim Ltd

Hereford
Ileneysett Camputers ltd
0432 nsrst

Hitchin
*heel Baseless 46111000 Ltd
1462' 50396

London Navan
ochres IN) Ltd S Toole S Ltd

,01:,18417
Car ate liedelkne Consultants

Newmarket

Oaetedale Ltd Tectonics &tsmess Systems Ltd

06381669106

Equinox Computers Ltd

Won Office Systems111/3 Ltd

larrogate

luthouse Compstme Ltd
r.: 149 3834

Nelms Electron:3 Ltd
01 3736607
'Woo Telesystedts Ltd

Holyport ICI
01-2636

System926 Ltd

*Aral Softy. Sernces 01 4593161

,41: RC PAO Ltd

01 606 3252
Horley Sheet Love Ltd

Coputlid 0( 409 1516
102931482206 Sundae Bontlem Ltd

01 750 0505

Tycam Corporation

01 9936401

Malvern
Monism

106845,68.5004''''

Manchester
op Lit
105112364116

Marlow

Frew: LW
506284115606

Melksham

TAs"rn`m

Melton Mowbray

nicivnimx Ltd
10664:6529P

Mold

mcnbC (North Wales) and

10352159489

Huddersfield
Microlovra *tens Ltd
104941411511

Kidwelly

new onicv semen
500695870532

Kingston on Thames
&melt Coodpdteds Ltd

01-3906161

Leamington
Idris Lti
10936730709

Leicester
Cerro Iliententre
50533-546301

Leiorstdr *matte
50533'551869

Lisburn
11111Bectima Ltd
10846213184 3665

Nottingham
lk,ropeople Ltd
:0607616911/

Oldbury
Metset Intents Ltd

Oct ord

Choice Boras Sot..
1049161,291

Fir:74392mumps10268) 8

Richmond
Irate Compute Semmes

04Bf
11

Sawbridgeworth
lemityl Geometers Ltd

077917250.,

St Andrews
C7gutet & churl

Surbiton
Xtompdetturg Ltd
01 390 6674

Sutton
Stztacom Ltd

01 681246,

Swindon
Came Business Systems Ltd

'195 :2

Teddington
Stag tennutals Lid
01 9773289

Telford
Mierebusiness Computers Ltd

5095915076/5

Uxbridge
Aerta013 Ltd

41995' 51 177

Walton on Thames
Femme.22)41692Compeers Ltd
(093

leollhdtdds Ltd
109322148328

Wembley
Nokia (1.110 Ltd

01.900047

Winchester
nodular °Hied System Ltd
1096/155759

Windsor
008 Mims Ltd

5011.

Woodford Green
Pineuded Codtputets Ltd

040,

Yeovil
Oak Coveter Systems Ltd
:0935:77070

COMSHARE
DISTRIBUTORS
London
Solemn Ltd

London
Tr:Meson Ltd

1: 59'1809
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beets are outof date.
plan. Data transfer to word
processing and other systems
lets you incorporate figures in
reports and output to a data
base. It also has extensive
formatting facilities which
means you can produce reports
that wouldn't look out of place in
the board room.

It can store up to 25 stan-
dard reports to run when you need them. It's
got full WHAT IF? analysis and direct
editing of both spreadsheet and logic display.

JUST AS EASY TO USE
All this increased power doesn't mean

you'll need a degree in advanced computing
to understand MasterPlanner.

It works on exactly the same
system as PlannerCalc and models
written on PlannerCalc run without
modification on MasterPlanner.

16 BIT VERSION
A new version of Master-

Planner has been specifically designed
for the 16 bit micros like the Sirius 1
under TMCP/M-86 or the IBM personal using
either CP/M-86 or TMMS DOS 1.1. With a vast
matrix size of over 7000 cells on 128K and
even more with larger memory, you'll at last
be able to make the most of your micro.

ULTIMATE POWER
Fastplan II is the top Comshare micro

planning system.
It's file -based, allowing development of

large scale models; with a staggering 115,000
cell matrix; full financial functions plus back-
wards iteration, file input and output; and
much more. Yet, because it can be menu
driven it is easy to use. For the full story, tick
the Fastplan box when you return the coupon.

OVER 10 YEARS EXPERIENCE
When you invest in MasterPlanner or

PlannerCalc you're not just getting the best
software money can buy.

You're also getting the kind of back up
and after -sales service that only a company
of Comshare's track -record can guarantee.

If you'd like to know more about any
product, call in at your local dealer or fill in the
coupon and send it to us. *Plus VAT and post & package.

Making the computer make sense.
*CP/M and ''''CP/M - 86 are the registered trade marks of Digital Research Inc.
Comshare Ltd., 32 -34 Great Peter Street, London SW1P 2DB. Telephone: 01-222 5665.

I-To: Department PCW/4, Comshare Ltd.. 32-34 Gt. Peter Street, London SW1P 2D13'."
Please send me:

Qty Product Micro Op System Disc Size K AL" npt .

PlannerCalc
@ £99.50

(8 bit only)

CP/M 2.2 8"/54"

MasterPlanner
@ £282.95

CP/M 2.2 8"/544'

MasterPlanner IBM PC MS DOS 1.1 8"/54"
MasterPlanner CP/M-86 8"/51/4"

All prices include VAT and postage & packing TOTAL

Please send me information about Fastplan II

I enclose a cheque/postal order for made payable to Comshare Ltd.

Please debit my Access Card No for E.

Barclaycard No for

Signature

Name

Address

Tel No
Please allow 28 days for delivery. VAT No.238418649. Registered No.980406.

Comshare reserve the right not to accept anvorder,Anv acceptance will be subject toCurnshare's terms and conditions.
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A SELECTION FROM OUR PRODUCT RANGE

High Level Languages
ADA

BASIC INTERPRETER

BASIC COMPILER

BASIC COMPILER V5.3
BUSINESS BASIC COMPILER

C COMPILER

C COMPILER
CBASIC

CBASIC COMPILER

CIS COBOL

COBOL COMPILER
FORTH

FORTRAN

FORTRAN COMPILER

LEVEL -2 COBOL

LISP

mu LISP

muMATH/muSIMP
PASCAL COMPILER

PASCAL MT 

PL/1

Superso
Microsof
Supers°
Microsof
Microsof
Microsof
Supersol
Digital A search
Digital A search

Micro Fo us
Microsof

Supers&
Supersof
Microsof
Micro Focus
Supersof
Microsof

Microsof

Microsof

Digital Research
Digital Research

Low Level Languages
MACRO -80 Microsoft I

PROGRAMMERS UTILS IRASMI Digital Research

Program Development Tools
ANIMATOR

BUG

DISPLAY MANAGER

FTNUMB
LEVEL II ANIMATOR
PDEVELOP

PLINK
PLINK II
PLINK 86

SID

SPEED PROGRAMMING PACKAGE

XLT B6

2510

Micro Focus
Phoenix Software
Digital Research
Micrology
Micro Focus
Phoenix Software
Phoenix Software
Phoenix Software
Phoenix Software
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research
Digital Research

Utilities/System Tools
CLIP

OESPOOL

DIAGNOSTICS II

DISK DOCTOR

DISKED -2

DISK -EDIT

DISKMAN

DISKORG

DISKTOOLS1 IDISKMAN & DISKORGI
DISKTOOLS-2 IDISKTOOLS-t & DISKED

dUTIL (FOR DBASE-Ill

FILESHARE

DEC RAINBOW SERVICE S/W:
Ill Format/Verify Service
121 Autorun Service
131 Function Key Service
SERVICE S/W VOL. I 11. 2 & 31

SYSTEM CHECKER

THE OPERATING GUIDE
UTILITIES I
UTILITIES it

Keele Codes
Digital Research
Supersolt
Supersolt
Slogger Soltware
Supersoft
Slogger Software
Slogger Software
Slogger Software

21 Slogger Soltware
Fox & Geller
Micro Focus
Silicon Valley Corp.

Superset I
Decision Systems
Supersoft
Supersolt

Sorting
MSORT

SUPERSORT

Code Generators
ALITOCODE

FORMS -2

QUICKCODE

SOURCEWRITER

THE LAST ONE

THE LAST ONE-COMPACT

Microsoft
Micropro

Stemrnos
Micro Focus
Fox & Geller
Soltwright
Di. 'Al Systems
D J. 'Al' Systems

tt .4p +#
d \Telecommunications Cont./

Telecommunications/Conversions
BACDEBIT

BACSCOPY

BSTAM

BSTMS

Comley
Comley

Byrom Software
Byrom Software

ICL CO3 EMULATION 'Build Synchro Systems

ICL CO3 EMULATION [Interactive/1 Synchro Systems

ICL CO3 EMULATION 'Interactive & Bulk' Synchro Systems

REFORMATTED CP/M <-)EIEC Microlech Exports

REFORMATTER CP/M (---) IBM Microtech Exports

Word Processing/Text Editing/Editors
CORRECTOR

EDIT -80 V202

MAILMERGE

MEMOPLAN

WORD

WORD WITH MOUSE
PARAGRAB

PEDIT

PMATE

SPELLSTAR

STARBURST
STARINDEX

WORDMASTER

WORDSTAR

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL

IWS MM-i SS STAR INDEX]

Supersoft
Microsoft
Micropro
Chang Labs
Microsoft
Microsoft
Focus

Phoenix
.Phoenix
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro
Micropro

Micropro

Databases/Data Management Systems
DATASTAR
FRIDAY

dBASE II

INFOSTAR

REPORTSTAR

Micropro
Ashton Tale
Ashton Tate
Micropro
Micropro

Financial Accounting
INCOMPLETE RECORDS SYSTEM
NOMINAL LEDGER

OPEN ITEM PURCHASE LEDGER
OPEN ITEM SALES LEDGER

PADMEDE BUSINESS CONTROL SYSTEM
PAYROLL

PURCHASE LEDGER

SALES LEDGER

TIME & COST RECORDING

MPI

Padmede

Padmede

Padmede

Padmede

MPI

Padmede

Padmede
Padmede

Padmede

Financial Modelling/Problem Solving
CAL CST AR

DECISION ANALYST
LINEAR & GOAL PROGRAMMING
MATHSPACK

MICROPLAN

MULTIPLAN
PLANTRAC I

PLANTRAC +

PROFIT PLAN

()STA T

STATSPACK

TKi SOLVER

TKi SOLVER PACKS
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
MECH ENGINEERING

Micropro
Executive Software
[AS
MPI

Chang Labs

Microsoft
Computerline

Compulerline
Chang Labs
Pivotal Software
MPI

Software Arts

Business Applications
JOB COSTING He

POLICY MASTED CS

PRINT ESTIMATION Sol

STOCK CONTROL

Training Aids
CP/M TUTOR

KEYBOARD MASTER

TYPING MASTER

Graphics
rIGRAPH

STATSGRAPH

seltine
A Micro Systems
tware Mgmt

Systems

Padmede

Syntax Software
Anthony Ashpitel
Anthony Ashpitel

Fox & Geller
Supersoft

THE TRUE
LINKAGE
EDITOR
An overlay linkage editor
that can bind together
individually compiled
modules of a programme
into one or more files,
that may be loaded
and executed by
the operating system.

An interactive or batch -link
leader

* Works on CP/M-86, PC -DOS and
MS-DOS, and fully supports the
MS-DOS2 Directory
Tree Structure.

*Is a true 16 -bit overlay linker.

* Can create MS-DOS programmes
under CP/M86 and then pull
these programmes across.

* Under MS-DOS, Plink -86 can be
used with the following languages:

MICROSOFT LATTICE C
FORTRAN
PASCAL
BASIC
COBOL
ASSEMBLER

96Under CP/M86, Plink -86 can be
used with LATTICE C.

*Input to Plink -86 can be
free -format and multi -line.

*Free Catalogue Available *Retailer and OEM Terms Available

ORDER
INFORMATION
When ordering ,uttware please
specify the format you require. All
software items are subject to
VAT. Manuals. when purchased
separately. are not subject to
VAT. Please add 0_75 (plus VAT)
for postage and packing for the
first item purchased. and then
£2.00 for each extra item. For
overseas please add £6.50 for the
first item and then £2.15 for each
extra item required. Most
software in this advertisement is
available from stock. These
details are current as of January
1984 (Telephone at time of
purchase to confirm latest
prices.) All payments must be in
Sterling and drawn against a U.K.
bank. Prices may change without
notice due to fluctuations in the
dollar exchange rate. Please
confirm price at time of ordering.

MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL
LIMITED

THE HOME OF
MICROCOMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Room PL4

Central House,

Cambridge Road.
Barking.
Essex lol 1 8NT.

Tel: 01-591 6511
Telex: 892395
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INTEREST FREE FINANCE*
OVER 12 or 24 MONTHS

ON THE

IBM PC
- -
.7.

- = 7 =

Coliipuler

IBM Authorised Dealer

OFFICE EFFICIENCY MACHINES, BRITAIN'S NO. 1 COMPUTER

DEALER OFFERS YOU TOTAL FLEXIBILITY AND SUPPORT

ON THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER INCLUDING:

 INTEREST FREE CREDIT* (can be arranged on most computers
over £2000* call for quote)

 RENTALS (1 day to 2 years)

 LEASING (2 years to 6 years)

 ON SITE MAINTENANCE (contracts also available on
equipment purchased elsewhere)

 TRAINING (courses held monthly - BOOK NOW!)

The above also available on:

SIMS 1 apricot KA YR .7-M
Portable computer

4WD M

Call our West Condon Showrooms to arrange a
demonstration on 01-741 7381

or
To place your order, call our hot line on
01-748 8404

*subject to status and conditions

To: Office Efficiency Machines Ltd.
150-152 King Street, Hammersmith,
London W.6. Tel. 741 7383/4/5/6

Please send me information/quote on:

 Please ask your sales staff to contact me  Urgent
I have a requirement for  1 system  2-9 systems
 10 or more systems
I will be purchasing within

 1 week  1 month  3 months or more

My budget is £

Name Title

Company

Address

Postcode

Phone Extension
PCW/4/84
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YOU CAN RELY ON

THE COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS

COMPUTERS
BBC B
BBC B with disc interface
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
ELECTRON

COMMODOR 64
ORIC
Awaiting delivery of Sinclair Q.L. and Elan.

Hi I

DISC DRIVES
TORCH Z80 Disc Pack - comes complete with
software - GREAT VALUE!
ZEP 100 Z80 - Already own a twin disc drive?
Then this is all you need.
SINGLE 100K 40 TRACK with integral power
supply
SINGLE 100K 40 TRACK powered from the
computer
SINGLE 200K 80 TRACK with integral power
supply
TWIN 400K '80 TRACK powered from the
computer
TWIN 800K 80 TRACK powered from the
computer
TWIN 800/400K 80/40 TRACK switchable,
powered from the computer
All the above complete with manual, leads &
utilities.

As one of Britain's leading distributors of computer
products and northern area distributor for Acorn, we sell
only leading brands. Qualified electronics engineers are
always on hand to service the vast majority of the
equipment which we sell in the fully -equipped workshops
which are part of our modern sales, service and
administration centre in Bradford.

... ,

4444

,llosegilliffill"

DATA RECORDERS
BBC DATA RECORDERS - complete with lead
for connection to BBC computer
BUSH CASSETTE RECORDERS

MONITORS
FULL RANGE OF MICROVITEC COLOUR
MONITORS IN ALL RESOLUTIONS
NEW MICROVITEC RGB/PAL MONITORS WITH
AUDIO
BBC - green screen monitors
PHOENIX - green screen monitors

PRINTERS
EPSON RX 80 Parallel printer
EPSON RX 80 FT Parallel printer

I

EPSON FX 80 F/T III Printer 160 cps parallel
EPSON FX 100 F/T Parallel printer
BROTHER HR 15 Daisywheel printer- Parallel
with 3K Buff
BROTHER KB 50 Keyboard - connects to
- BROTHER HR 15 printer
SHEET FEEDER-for HR 15
TRACTOR FEEDER - for HR 15
TEC F10-40 Daisywheel printer
CENTRONICS -printer cables
GRAPHIC DUMP ROM -for the BBC computer

Rolls
ACORNSOFT VIEW - Word processor for the
BBC computer
COMPUTER CONCEPTS WORDWISE -
powerful word processor
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COMPUTER CONCEPTS DISC DOCTOR - disc
utilities
COMPUTER CONCEPTS BEEB CALC -
powerful spread sheet for BBC
COMPUTER CONCEPTS GRAPHICS ROM
enables Sprite graphics to be generated
APTL SIDEWAYS ROM BOARD
Plus a wide selection of terminal ROMS

BOOKS
ELTEC STOCK THE WIDEST SELECTION OF
TITLES FOR BBC, SINCLAIR, COMMODOR etc.

Chemical
Analysis

Sphinx Adventure

ACORN : SUPERIOR : IJK : IMAGINE :
MICROPOWER : SALAMANDER : GEMINI :
DOCTOR SOFT
Plus the widest range of Educational software

JOYSTICKS
BEEBSTICK - single high quality joystick
BBC JOYSTICKS - pair of games joysticks
SURE SHOT - single joysticks
SURE SHOT - double joysticks
KEMPSTONE - joystick with interface
SINCLAIR INTERFACE 2 -for use with joysticks

PROTECTIVE COVERS &
CARRYING CASES
AVAILABLE IN POLYESTER COTTON, SOFT PVC
AND HARD PLASTIC, PLUS COMPLETE
COMPUTER AND CASSETTE/DISC DRIVE
CARRYING CASES.

DEALERS

UTILITIES
CLARE: GRAF DISC - on cassette or disc,
computer aided design program
CLARE: THE KEY - utilities for discs
CLARE: SHADOW - cassette back up program
CLARE: REPLICA II - transfer your favourite
programs on to disc
SALAMANDER EGD GRAPHICS PACKAGE-on
cassette or disc

I

GENERAL HARDWARE
SPEECH SYNTHESISER - for BBC computer
TELETEXT ADAPTOR - for BBC computer
MODEM 1000 - for Prestel, Viewdata, etc.
MODEM 2000 - Duplex version
ACOUSTIC COUPLER - for Prestel/Viewdata/
B T Gold
VTX 500 SPECTRUM COUPLER
RH ELECTRONICS LIGHT PEN
SOUND PICK -OFF MODULE
ATPL EProm Programmer
ATPL EProm Eraser
THE PLUG - removes unwanted mains spikes
from entering computer

VIDEO CASSETTES
FOR BETAMAX & VHS
MASTER CLASS - The BBC micro in Primary
Education. Demonstrates some of the uses of
the computer in the classroom.
MASTER CLASS - How to use your computer-
starting Basic 1

MASTER CLASS - How to use your computer -
further Basic 2
MASTER CLASS ELECTRON - The operation
and programming

TORCH NET - Local Area Networking - VERY
POWERFUL!
Torch Net uses the ECONET network standard
developed by Acorn Computers Ltd. for the
BBC Microcomputer.
Torch Net provides advanced but easy to use
facilities above the Econet level which allow
computers running sophisticated business
programs to communicate with each other and
share information.
Torch Net is easily expandable from a network
of 2 Torch computers to a 254 -computer
network.

Write now for full details!

ABACUS COMPUTERS
1 Central Buildings Wharf Street
Sowerby Bridge HX6 2EG

ALGOTEK COMPUTERS LTD.
11 Wood Street Wakefield WFI 2EL
BLACKPOOL COMPUTER CENTRE
179 Church Street Blackpool, Lancashire

CATEL COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.
8 Bower Road Harrogate HG1 IBA
THE COMPUTER SHOP
5 Nelson Street Morecambe LA4 5EF
COMPUTER WORLD
208 Chorley Old Road Bolton, Lancs BL1 3BG

COMPUTER FACILITIES (1982) LTD
Glebe House, Winterton Road
Scunthorpe, S. Yorks.

CHRIS TOWNSEND COMPUTERS LTD.
18 Byram Arcade Huddersfield, Yorks.
DANUM COMPUTER SERVICES
17 East Laith Gate Doncaster DN1 1JG

DAWN COMPUTING LTD.
Unit 5, Boundary Ind. Estate
Millfield Road Bolton BL2 6QY

DONCASTER MICRO CENTRE
Ivy House Farm, Styrrup
Doncaster DN11 8NA

EAST RIDING COMPUTERS
76A Market Street Pocklington, York
EMPIRE ELECTRO CENTRES
783 Leeds Road, Bradford
FLEXIWORDS COMPUTERSHOP
18 Otley Road, Leeds LS6 2AD

GTM COMPUTERS LTD.
864 York Road Leeds LS14 6DX

HOLDERNESS COMPUTER SERVICES
17 Westgate, Partington Hull HU12 ONA

HOLDENS VIDEO & TELEVISION SERVICES
85 Fishergate, Preston PRI 2NJ
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
AND MARKET 6
E3, New Enterprises
S.W. Brunswick Dock Liverpool L3 4AR
JUST MICRO
22 Carver Street Sheffield S1 4FS

NEWSHAM DALBY
238 Kings Cross Road,
Halifax

ELTEC COMPUTERS
Campus Road, Listerhills Science Park,
Bradford. BD7 1HR. Tel: (0274) 722512

PENNINE COMPUTERS LTD.
Somerset House, 5 George Street
Halifax HX1 1HA
SCHOFIELDS (YORKSHIRE) LTD.
Computer Sales The Headrow, Leeds LS1 6LS

SWEETENS COMPUTER SERVICES
48 Fishergate Preston PRI 8AT

TEMPO COMPUTERS
9 Railway Road Blackburn BB1 5AX
TOMORROWS WORLD
15 Paragon Street Hull HU1 3NA

TURNER ELECTRICAL LTD.
47 King Street Bridlington Y015 2DN
YORK COMPUTER CENTRE
7 Stonegate Arcade York YOI 2QQ

YORKSHIRE MICROCOMPUTERS LTD.
28 Ramshill Road Scarborough YOU 2QF
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ost versatile 80 column card available for
the Applell+ /11e. Its 9x1 1 character set matrix is the
largest and sharpest available, giving a crisp clean
display. On -board communications software allows
the Apple to act as a terminal with a wide range of
databases and a number of different machines,
including Apple to Apple communications.
 Character dot matrix is 9 x 11 which provides three;
lines of dots for full descenders on lower case letters.
The full ASCII set of 128 characters is provided.
 Shift key does what you would expect it to do, and
also has a shift lock facility and a visual LED shift lock
indicator.
 Character set also includes twelve additional keys
not normally available on the Apple keyboard.
 This card includes a built in softswitch ie no cable
changes necessary when switching between 40/80
columns and graphics.
 The built in communications software driver gives
your Apple the ability to be used as a true interactive
intelligent terminal to mainframe computers or
communications facilities. Fully compatible with CCS
serial cards and Apple communication cards etc.
 The Vision 80 typeface is of an attractive appearance
and is highly legible due to its large 9 x 11 character
font.
 It supports all Applesoft commands including the
text Window ie Home, Text, GR, HGR, HGR 2, Tab etc. It
has inverse and normal display ie Highlight and
Lowlight in CP/M and Pascal.
 It is possible to change the cursor character to either
a block cursor or an underscore cursor. The speed of
cursor blink can be altered and it is also possible to
re -define the character set with your own personalised
font.
 The card comes complete with demonstration
utilities disc and is simple to install. It also includes a
comprehensive users manual.
 For use with Apple II+, Ile. Supports DOS, Pascal
and CP/M Software. £185, VAT

VISION AWII
For users of the Apple Writer II word processor, the
software on this disc automatically carries out all
necessary preboot procedures to display Apples word
processor output in 80 column format.

118, VAT
VISION 128/256
The Vision 1'28/256 Ramcard is an inexpensive means
of providing up to 256 Kilobytes of additional RAM
main storage for the Apple II, II+, Ile. The card can be
used as a fast scratchpad, supplementing the local
storage of data arrays for application programs that can
utilise this facility directly (eg. Visicalc etc), alternatively
with appropriate utility software support, the card can
be 'masked' to appear as a fast disc storage unit.
The Vision memory expansion is available as a basic
128K card which can be upgraded to 256K RAM as
required. The card, which is fully compatible with the
Vision 80, is fully buffered allowing lower power
consumption and giving greater reliability. The card
also features 6 L.E.D. indicators to indicate the current
bank selected and read/write enabled.

2240, VAT

VISION VCE
This preboot disc for use with the Vision 80 allows
VisiCalc users to see a full 80 columns displayed on the
monitor, it also makes use of the extra memory
available in the Vision 128 (upto 143K in all).

VISION COMBO PACK
Save £40 with this Combo Pack containing: Vision -80
80 Column Text Card; Vision -128 128K Memory
Expansion Card; Vision-VCE VisiCalc Expander
Preboot Disk.

4241. v,Ar

Available from your local dealer or direct from:
Sole European Distributors
PACE SOFTWARE LTD.
92 NEW CROSS STREET,
BRADFORD BD5 8BS.
Tel. (0274) 729306
Telex 51564



pBBC Micro Computer System
BBC Model B £348, B + Econet £389
B + DFS £429, B + DFS + Econet £470

Above prices excl. VAT. Carriage £7.
Model A to Model B Upgrade Kit £75

Installation £15
Floppy Disc Interface Kit £84
LANGUAGE ROMs
BCPL ROM + Disc + Manual £87

WORD PROCESSOR ROMS
View 16K Rom £52
Wordwise 8K Rom £38
Beebpen Rom £29
Carriage £1.50

UTILITY ROMs
BBC Ultracalc £65, Toolkit £20

EXMON £20, Disc Doctor Rom £28
FX Dump £15, Graphics Rom £28

Termi Rom £29

All mating Connectors with Cables in stock.
Full range of ACORNSOFT, PROGRAM POWER
& BUG BYTE SOFTWARE AVAILABLE.

BBC COMPATIBLE DISC DRIVES
These drives are supplied with manual, form disc and
cables.
SINGLE DRIVE: 100K £150; 200K £180`; 400K £195
SINGLE DRIVE with PSU: 100K £185; 200K £260;
400K£240
DUAL DRIVE with PSU: 2 x 100K £330; 2 x 200K* £400; 2
x 400K £420
* These drives are switchable between 40/80 tracks. 40/80 switch
module 1 x 400K and 2 x 400K Drive £32.

DISKETTES
In packs of 10 W = Wabash, M = 3M
40T SSSD W: £15, M: £17.50; 40T DSDD M: £22
80T SSDD W: £24, M: £26; 80T DSDD W: £26, M: £30
BBC FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD
Cleaning Kit with 50 disposable discs £14.50 + £1.50 p&p

CASSETTE RECORDER
SANYO DR101 Data Recorder £34 + £2.50 carriage
BBC Tape Recorder £28.50 + £2.50 carriage
Cassette Lead £3 + £1 carriage
HOBBIT Floppy Tape £135 + £2.50 carriage
HOBBIT Zero Memory Option £25 + £1 carriage
Computer Grade C12 cassette 50p each £4.50 for 10 + £1
carriage

MONITORS
MICROVITEC 1431 14" RGB Std Res £205
MICROVITEC 1431 14" RGB Std Res £215
MICROVITEC 1451 14" RGB Med Res £345
MICROVITEC 1441 14" RGB Hi Res £440
MICROVITEC 2031 20" RGB Std Res £287
KAGA VISION 12" RGB Hi Res £230
KAGA VISION II 12" RGB Hi Res £260
KAGA VISION III 12" RGB Super Hi Res £370
KAGA 12" GREEN Hi Res £106
SANYO DM8112CX 12" Green Hi Res £99
All leads included. Carriage £7

`TIME -WARP'
BBC REAL-TIME-CLOCK/CALENDAR

A low cost unit that opens up the total range of Real -Time
applications. With its full battery backup, possibilities
include an Electronic Diary, automatic document dating,
precise timing & control in scientific applications, re-
creational use in games etc. Its uses are endless and are
simply limited by one's imagination. Simply plugs into the
user port - no specialist installation required - No ROMS.
Supplied with extensive applications software. £29.00

PRINTERS, PLOTTERS & ACCESSORIES

EPSON FX 80 £325
EPSON RX 80FT £250
EPSON FX-100 £450
SEIKOSHA GP 100A £160
JUKI 6100 Daisy Wheel £350
MSP 40 col Printer/Plotter £129
GRAPHICS Plotter £270
GRAFPAD Graphics Tablet £125
Carriage £7

Parallel Printer Lead £10 + £1 carriage
Serial Printer Lead £8 + £1 carriage
Epson Serial Interface 2K £40 + £1
carriage
Epson Serial Interface £25 + £1
carriage
NEC Serial Interface £42 + £1.50
carriage
Epson Paper Roll Holder £17 + £1.50
carriage
FX80 Tractor Attachment £37 + £1.50
carriage
Paper Fanfold 2000 sheets £13.50 +
£2.50 carriage

TORCH Z-80 DISC PACK
Your BBC computer can be converted into a business
machine with the addition of a TORCH Z80 disc pack. The
Torch pack with twin disc drive and the Z80 processor card
greatly enhances the computer's data storage and proces-
sing capability. 280 card comes complete with 64K RAM
and a CP/M compatible operating system. In addition to
BBC owner's user guide and systems disc the package is
supplied with PERFECT software package comprising of
DATABASE, WORD PROCESSOR & SPREADSHEET
and COMANEX a interactive business management game.
Complete Package for £730 + £8 carr.

SMARTMOUTH - SPEECH
SYNTHESISER FOR BBC - The 'infinite
vocabulary' self-contained speech synthesiser unit.
Uses only 5-10 bytes per word - no ROMs required -
simply plugs into the user port. (Has Aux. Audio output
Skt.). Supplied with Demo/Development programs and
simple software instructions £37 + £2 p&p.

I 'WIRELESS WORLD' PROJECTS Semi conductors inc 1.C.s. Transistors, Displays,
Connectors, and Sockets for most projects are stocked by us.

CONNECTOR
SYSTEMS

BBC EPROM PROGRAMMER
A fully self-contained Eprom programmer
with its own power supply, able to program
2516, 2716/32/32A/64/128 single rail Eproms.
* Personality selection is simplified by a

single rotary switch.
* Programming voltage selector switch is

provided with a safe position.
* Warning indicator to show programming

in progress.
* Programmer can read, blank check, prog-

ram and verify at any address/addresses
on the EPROM.

* Simple menu driven software supplied on
cassette (transferable to disc).

* Full editor with ASCII disassembler.
Programmer complete with cables, software
and operating instructions: £89 + £2 p&p.

D CONNECTORS

(Speed Block Type)
St. Pin Recap- Edge

tacles Conn.
10 way 90p
20 way 145p
26 way 176p
34 way 200p
40 way 220p
50 way 235p

65p 120p
125p 195p

1160p 0p
190p

240p

190p 340p
200p 390p

JUMPER LEADS
24" Ribbon Cable with Headers

14pin 16pin 24pin 40pin
Single
End 145p 165p 240p 380p
Double
End 210p 230p 345p 540p

Ribbon Cable with Sockets
20 pin 26 pin 34 pin

lend 160p 200p 280p
2 ends 290p 370p 480p

40 pin

30

AMPHENOL CONNECTORS

36 way plug Centronics
Solder £5.25 IDC £5.25

36 way socket Centronics
Solder £5.50 IDC £5.50

24 way plug IEEE
Solder £5.00 IDC £4.75

24 way socket IEEE
Solder £5.00 IDC £4.75

PCB Mtg Skt Ang pin
24 way £6.00 36 way £6.50

RIBBON CABLE

(Grey/meter)
10 way 40p
16 way
20 way 85p
26 way 120p
34 way 16013
40 way 180p

150 way 200p
64 way 280p

PRODUCTION PROGRAMMER
P8000 provides reliable gang programming of up to 8
EPROMS simultaneously with device sizes up to 16K x
8 bytes.
Devices supported range from 2704 to 27128 in single
and three rail versions. Simple menu driven operation
ensure easy eprom selection and reliable programming
in minimum programming times. £695 + £6 carriage.

D CONNECTORS

No. of WaysMALE
Solder 80p 105p 160p 250p
Angled 150p 210p 250p 365p
FEMALE
Solder 105p 160p 200p 355p
Angled 165p 215p 290p 440p
Hoods 90p 85p 90p 100p
IDC 15 way Plug 340p Socket 400p
IDC 25 way plug 385p Socket 450p

TEST CLIPS

14 pm 375p 16 pm 400p
40 pin E10.30

RS 232 CONNS

(25 way D)
24" Single end Male 115

24"Single end Female £5.25
24" Female -Female -:E10
24' Male -Male E9.547
24" Male -Female .89.50

14 pin
16 pin
24 pin
40 pin

DIP HEADERS

Solder
Type
40p
50p

100p
200p

IDC
Type
120p
140p
200p
225p

EUROCONNECTORS

DIN 41617

21 way
31 way

PLUG SKT

160p 165p
170p 170p

DIN 41612
2 x 32 way St Pin 230p 275p
2 x32 way An Pin 275p 320p
3 x 32 way St Pin 260p 300p
3 x 32 way Ang Pin 375p 400p
1 DC Skt A B 275p

A t- C 350p
For 2 x 32 way please specify spacing
(A + B, A + C)

EDGE CONNECTORS

2 x 6 way
(Commodore)
2 x 10 way
(Commodore)

'2 x 12 way
(Vic 20)
2 x18 way
2 x 23 way
(ZX81)
2 x 25 way
2 x 28 way
(Spectrum)
2 x 36 way
1 x43 way
2 x 22 way
2 x 43 way
1 x77 way
2 x 50 way
(S100conn)

0.1

- 300p

150p -
- 350p- 140p

175p
225p

220p
220p

200p -
250p -
260p -
190p -
395 -
400p 500p

600p -

EPROM ERASERS
UV1T Eraser with a timer and mains indicator. Built-in safety
interlock to avoid accidental exposure to the harmful UV rays. It can
handle up to 5 eproms at a time with an average erasing time of
about 20 mins. £59 + £2 p&p.
UV1 as above but without the timer £47 + £2 p&p.
UV140 up to 14 Eproms £61
UV141 as above but with timer £79

TEXTOOL ZIF SOCKETS

2532
2732
2764-25
27128-3
4164-2

350p
350p
500p

£15.00
450p

RH LIGHTPEN
' The Acorn -approved superior design, with a programmable 'push

tip' switch, status indicator LED and an interface box. Supplied
complete with manual, full software and basic demo programs.
Colour graphics programs will be available separately £39.50

DIL SWITCHES

4 way
6 way
8 way

10 way

70p
100p
130p
150p

BAUD RATE GENERATORS

MC14411
COM8116
47028

700p
800p
750p

CPUs

1802CE
2650A
6502
6502A
6800
6802
68809E
6809
68809
6809E
8035
8039
8080A
8085A
INS8060
TMS9980
8086A
8748

650p
£12

350p
500p
225p
250p
£16

650p
£12
£12

350p
300p
250p
350p

£11
£20
£22
£18

COMPONENTS
RMS9995
Z8
Z80
Z80A
Z8OB
8088

£12
£24.50

300p
400p

£11
£18

SUPPORT DEVICES

2651
6520
6522
6532
6551
6821
68821
6854
68B54

£12
280p
310p
650p
650p
100p
220p
770p
850p

6875
8205
8212
8216
8224
8250
8251
8255
8256
8279
8288
9901
Z80P10
Z80AP10
Z8OCTC
Z8OACTC
Z8OADART
780ADMA

570p
225p
110p
100p
110p

£11.50
350p
300p
£36

440p
£11

£3
300p
350p
300p
280p
850p
£10

TMS9903 £25
TMS9911 £18
TMS5220 £12
2130AS10-0/1 /2/9 900p

CRT CONTROLLER

CRT6545
CRT5027
CRT5037
EF9365
EF9366
6845
6847
TMS9927
TMS9928
TMS9929
MC6845SP
P8275

900p
£18
£18
£36
£36

650p
650p

£18
£20
£16

750p
£27

TFAIINontink: LTD
MAIL ORDERS TO: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW 10 lED

SHOPS AT: 17 BURNLEY ROAD, LONDON NW 10
(Tel: 01-452 1500, 01-450 6597. Telex: 922800)

305 EDGWARE ROAD, -LONDON W2

PLEASE ADD 50p p&p & 15% VAT
(Export: no VAT. p&p sift Cost)

Orders from Government Depts. & Colleges etc. welcome.

Detailed Price List on request.
Stock items are normally by return of post

LISA
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Wren Computers have _just
launched their Executive System.

It's great value at 0,000.
We designed the Wren and
we're demonstrating now

with ex -stock delivery.

We market a comprehensive
range of computers and peripherals

from major manufacturers like
Epson, Texas, Sharp, NEC,

Commodore, Sinclair & ACT.

Whatever the question, you're more
likely to find the answer at Transam.

We recognise that the choice of
microtechnology is becoming overwhelming,
and it's growing all the time.

That's why we're redesigning and
enlarging our showroom to accommodate
one of the widest ranges of business, home
and portable micros.

Doesn't that make the choice
more difficult?

Not with the advice and
expertise available at Transam.

A wide range enables us to
explain, demonstrate and compare
systems and software more
objectively.

We can answer all your questions on
software, peripherals and upgrades and
provide a comprehensive range of books
and manuals to give you more insight at

every level.
Where else could you find all this in

one store?
That's one question we can't answer.

Transam Microsystems Limited
59/61 Theobalds Road London,

WC1X 8SF Telephone: 01-404 4554

/MICROSYSTEMS LIMITED
Transam

156 PCW



Our software division
is continually developing

evolutionary software
to support all our

users requirements.

We design, develop
and manufacture our own

successful range of
computers and

software.

THE computer store.
Phone us today for your FREE copy of our new 36 page products guide.

Access, Barclaycard and American Express welcome. Telephone orders accepted. Opening hours are
9am to 5pm weekdays and 9.30am to 1pm Saturdays. Export enquiries welcome.
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BRAINWAVE SOFTWARE LTD
SOLE U.K. DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE NEWBRAIN COMPUTER IS NOW ABLE TO DELIVER

EQUIPMENT. EVERYTHING AVAILABLE NOW !!

CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DEALER FOR DETAILS

n ew - Most of our software now available on disk - Add £2 to prices

Brainwave is expanding - New Branch NOW open

Special offers for a limited period only :-

FLOPPY DISKS
TOP QUALITY

40 track SS
80 track DS

(Stamp
YOU CANT

£15 for 10
£20 for 10

for details)
BUY CHEAPER

NEW
DISK DRIVES WITH
BUILT IN DISK
CONTROLLER AND
POWER SUPPLY.
(Holds Monitor)

BLANK
CASSETTES

COMPUTER QUALITY

C10
6 FOR £3
+ 15% VAT

NEW
NETWORKING
MODULE -
16 NEWBRAINS
+CENTRAL
EQUIPMENT

HARDWARE Ex VAT
Price

Newbrain A £234
Newbrain AD £260
Disk Controller £135
64K Expansion £220
200K Disk drive(S)*£370
200K Disk drive(T)*£585
400K Disk drive(S)*£415
400K Disk drive(T)*£635
800K Disk drive(S)*£540
800K Disk drive(T)*£835
Network Module £700
Brainbox £30
Eprom £60

*Inc.Controller.Housing,PSU

BRAINWAVE ELECTRONICS

41 NETHER GATE STREET
CLARE

SUFFOLK

13%
DISCOUNT
OFF ALL OUR SOFTWARE
Limited Period only

NEW
" BRAINBOX" our recent addition. Menu
select from any number of programs
up to a maximum of 32K.
ALSO has sound included!
We can put your own programs into
Eproms.

ADVENTURER

A superb 120 location game with
dozens of monsters, lots of
treasures to find.SAVE GAME
FACILITY -MACHINE CODE
CRIBBAGE
All the excitement of the orig.
Accurate play by computer.
CHESS

The original and the best.
NEWBAS (Z80 Assembler)
Our best seller - write your
own arcade games with this
(Tandy Conversion Details Incl.),

BRAINWAVE ELECTRONICS OFFERS
EXTENDED WARRANTY, NEWBRAIN
REPAIRS AND A MAINTENANCE
SERVICK
Send stamp for details

SOFTWARE

Newbas Assembler £40
Brainwriter(wp) £34.50

Eprom £41.40
Directory 2 £20.00

Eprom £27.00
Pages £25.00
Mailist £20.00
Pagelist £10.00
Adventurer £ 9.00
Cribbage £ 5.00
Bomb Battle £.9.00
Star Battle £ 9.00
Chess £13.00
Please add 15% VAT

Enquires to:-
BRAINWAVE SOFTWARE LTD
Tilbury-Juxta-Clare

Halstead
ESSEX

Tel: 0787-237831
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NEW!
dome Computer
)ack

Apple IIE Computer
Disc Drive plus Controller

TV Modulator,
Apple Books, Softvvare

Vouchers
plus Free Apple Sports Bag

ONLY-£759
Ring 01-833 0044 for la,

The market
leaders!...

Attention nPalers!
As a result of demand ATA
UK has been established to
supply dealers, computer
products at attractive prices.

(Dealers only)
(0727) 37327 or (0742) 700802

Export specialists - ring or telex for details

...with recognised professional support

Apple Hardware
Apple Ile
Apple Ile 64K
Disk drive with controller
Disk drive
Apple IIE Monitor
Phoenix hi-res green 12" monitor
Phoenix hi-res amber 12" monitor

Apple III
Apple III 256K including Monitor III,
Disk drive & SOS

Additional 5.25" disk drive
Profile 5mb Winchester

Accessories
80 column card 65.00
80 column card 64K extended 145.00
Numeric keypad We) 85.00
Numeric keypad Ill+1 75.00
T.V. modulator with sound 12.00
Videx Videoterm 80 column card 195.00
Videx Soft Switch (40/80 column) 20.00
Videx Keyboard Enhancer 87.00
Videx Inverse ROM and character sets 18.00
Microsoft Softcard (Z80 CP/M) 220
Microsoft Softcard Apple III1280 CP/M) .... 265.00
Accelerator card 13.6 mHz 6502C & 64K) . 289.00
Joystick (//e) 29.00
System Saver fan & voltage reg. 59.00
Dust cover for Apple II 6.50
Dust cover for Apple II 2 x DD & 12" minitor 9.00
Dust cover for Apple III & Monitor III 11.99

Colour Monitors
Luxor high resolution
25Mhz linear & TTL 499.00
Kaga Denshi medium resolution TTL 325.00
Kaga Denshi low resolution 265.00

499.00
250.00
200.00
125.00

99.00
105.00

1980.00
270.00
1299.00

We also stock the Hantarex RGB monitors, as
recommended by Apple in Europe.

PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND CURRENT AT TIME OF
PRINTING

Interfaces
Apple RS232 Super Serial card 99.00
Apple (FEE 488 card 205.00
Apple parallel interface with cable 99.00
Apple III parallel interface with cable 130.00
CCS 7710-01 RS232 serial interface 109.00
Grappler + parallel graphics interface 105.00
PACT 8 bit A/D converter 115.00
Keyzone 12 bit A/D converter 138.00
PACT 12 channel D/A converter 125.00
ROB card TTL/analog output (programmable) 99.00
RGB card TTL output 85.00

Mackintosh - The Ultimate Business
Machine
* 32 -bit MC 68,000 microprocessor.
* 400 kilobytes 31/2 inch disk.
* The Mouse replaces typed -in computer

commands with a form of communication you
already understand: POINTING.

* 9 inch high -resolution (512x342 -pixel)
bit -mapped display.

* RAM 128 kilobytes.
* ROM 64 kilobytes.
* Completely portable.

Robocom Bit Stik C.A.D. Graphics
System
Robocom Bit Stik 1.1 system 390.00
Robocom Bit Stik 1000 upgrade software 350.00
Robocom Bit Stik 1000 system package 549.00
Plotter driver for A4 and A3 plotters 130.00
Printers & Plotters
Epson

Epson RX80 100 CPS
Epson FX80 160CPS
Epson RX80 FT
Epson FX100 160CPS

Apple
Apple Dot Matrix 120 CPS
Apple Letter Quality Printer

Ricoh
Ricoh 1300 Flow Writer
Ricoh RP1600 Flow Writer
Mannesmann Tally MT160L
Mannesmann Tally MT180L
Plus full range of Centronics
Printers Available.
Plotters

245.00
349.00
265.00
480.00

349.00
1199.00

1150.00
1499.00
449.00
649.00

Hewlett Packard HP7470 750.00
Hewlett Packard HP7475 1A31 TBA 1399.00
Calcomp 8 PEN (A3) 2999.00

WE ALSO STOCK APPLE, HEWLETT PACKARD AND APRICOT

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
For delivery please add
f0-£199 + £5, £200-£1499 £13
f1500 +1 l/2%.

CHEQUES WITH ORDERS
Please allow 10 days for clearance.
PLC's, public sector etc 30 days
credit available on official orders,

subject to 5%
credit charge. vim

ATA - LONDON 4 Albion Hse,
1 Back Hill, London EC1. 01-833 0044
Telex 25102 CHACOM G
ATA - POTTERS BAR
197 High Street, Potters Bar,
Hens EN6 5DA. 0707 57113
ATA - SHEFFIELD 72 Eldon Street,
Sheffield, S1 4GT. (0742) 700802
FREEPOST SHEFFIELD S 1 1AY
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Introducing the PC Express
xpansion card from
ntelligence Research.

PC Express not only
rebles the processing
peed of an IBM PC or
irius/Victor but expands
he memory up to 512K.

Installation is fast and
imple. The card plugs straight
"nto one of the machine's
xpansion slots leaving the
thers available to meet your
future needs.

PC Express is fully
compatible with existing

hardware and
software
and is

AgA' withproducedthe
performance

and reliability for
which our products

are renowned.
Make sure that you get

our brochure. It will
explain why PC Express is the
ost advanced new
nhancement card on
he market.

Currently available for
BM PC, IBM XT,

CT SIRIUS 1, VICTOR 9000.

ntelligence Research Limited
nit 6, Sergeant Industrial Estate
arratt Lane
ondon SW18 4DJ
elephone 01-871 1422
elex 919368 INTSYS

AMOEBA
SOFTWARE

54 WALDEN AVENUE, CHISLEHURST, KENT
Telephone: 01-857 8999

Superb machine code action. Pit your beam against
the 2 beams of the computer. Race your opponent for
the random fuel dumps. For the very strong of heart,
battle to the death in the maze. 9 speed levels. Over
500 Options in this fast moving arena.
48K Spectrum. £5.95

TANK TRAX
A TWO player game to stretch your skill. Destroy your
opponents tank before he obliterates yours. Choose
the battlefield, fire over the mountains or select
foothills and have an eyeball to eyeball confrontation.
Sounds easy, but don't forget as in all real situations
weather plays an enormous part in success or failure.
This game is no exception. The wind must be allowed
for if you have no desire to blow yourself up. Night &
day battles. Kempston Joystick compatible.
Uses all the 48K memory of the Spectrum. £5.95

AMOEBA SOFTWARE

48K SPECTRUM

Soon to be found in all good software outlets.
"Games that grow on you"

If you are having trouble buying your copy send a cheque or postal
order to: AMOEBA SOFTWARE, 54 WALDEN AVENUE.

CHISLEHURST, KENT
Name
Address

I enclose a cheque/P.O for £
LAZE BLAZE Ej TANK TRAX  Please tick choice

telligence Research is a division of Intelligence (UK) PLC PCW 161



THE TENSION MOUNTS,
THE ADRENALIN FLOWS.

THE ADVENTURE BEGINS...
FOR YOUR ZX SPECTRUM

ST Can you discove
the secret of the'Spedofr
Destruction' and defeat the Evil
Warlock. Even with your amazing

powers of transformation the

outcome is still uncertain.

..the name
of the game

Imagine Software Limited,
5 Sir Thomas Street, Liverpool, Merseyside Ll 6BW.

Dealer Enquiries Contact: Cohn Stokes on 051-236 8100 (20 lines).

0

andZP suZAPpersmEno:tho

attackers. Heart stopping
ever increasing intelligent
enters the various
aliens as yo

domains ofour runaway droid
uannpteipmrinahgtiootaner7dssioonf



Put the thrill-Fewertack
into our prrarams with
1311G K! ISCOVERED

81
...UNTIL

ONE DAY HE
19 K. er

GOSH! THIS IS

A-mAZE-IN6

KEVIN iNAS ONCE AN OBSESSIVE,

INTROVERTED
MIDNIGHT

HACKER.. 

,
, ----,-

voWeltcrn
. ..

-,,,,-.............:,

BIG K is the nation's most colourful, fact-filled,

stylish, unusual, obnoxious and irritatingly

well-informed
computer games magazine.

BIG K gives you -
Great games listings for the top micros. Reviews

to drive you insane with excitement.
Technical

know-how to make your fingers itch. Facts to

help you expand your micro and your brain.

FREEC.15 COMPUTER
CASSETTE

WITH EVERY COPY

BIG K- On sale 15th March

PC W 163



Our business is
making sure

your business gets
the right computer...

Deciding which computer system to invest
in can be a real headache. Especially when truly
independent and expert advice seems hard to
come by.

Visit your local dealer and he'll bombard
you with the hard sell for a particular model.
Could it be that his life-or more accurately his
livelihood-depends on the commission he
receives from the manufacturer?

Post off the coupons from all the
computer magazines, and you'll be inundated
with piles of glossy brochures. But do they
really answer all your questions?

There is a way to get expert and

independent advice on hardware-and
software. Talk to Primary Business Systems.

We will talk to you and your staff about
the systems your business operates and make
recommendations for improvement. Should
those recommendations include
computerization, we'll select the right system;
hardware and software (We do not actually sell
either, so the system we choose will be the one
that is best for you, not the one which gives us
the biggest margin).

And in the vital first few weeks following
installation, we can be on hand to offer training
and support.

...and the right software.
The Primary Business Systems service

does not stop there.
Because your business is unique-no other

company has exactly the same computing
requirements-an off -the -shelf software
package may not fulfil your needs.

Primary Business Systems can devise a
software package that will conform
to your current procedures,
and do it in a way
that is perfect for
you and your
business. Complete
and self-contained,
it will be as efficient
and easy -to -use as your
computer allows.

And customised
software need not be expensive.
Our wide experience in the field,

TEL: 04626 2640
PRIMARY
BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
LIMITED

combined with in-house software tools, make a
unique tailor-made program more economical
than you might think.

If you are retailer, publican, or a small
businessman, you can subscribe to the PBS
accountancy bureau. It covers all aspects of your

bookkeeping from Daily Gross
Takings through Expenditure

Analysis to VAT returns and
Trading Accounts.
It's computerization

with the minimum
of fuss and outlay.

If you are thinking
about computerizing

your business and want
some advice you can

depend on, call us or
post the coupon, today.

It's our business.

To: Primary Business Systems Limited, Spirella Building,
Department PCW2, Bridge Road, Letchworth, Herts SG6 4ET.

Please contact me with more details:

n Computer  Customised
Consultancy Software

Name

Position

Company

Address

Accountancy
Bureau

Spirella Building, Bridge Road,
Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 4ET. Telephone



WORLD STANDARD
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*BBC connecting lead supplied.
Other computers (25 -way D etc)
extra £7.00 + VAT
*BT Modular line plug & socket
*Full BT Spec. Isolation Compo-
nents
*Built-in 240VAC power supply
*Plug-in board AA1 gives you
Auto-Answer/Dial-up and number
store from your computer (sub-
ject to software)
*CL1 optional control lead for
Computer software controlled
MODE selection
*Designed & manufactured in
England by Minor Miracles -
leaders in high technology at an
affordable price.
*Specify WS2000 for all uses:
Timesharing, business links or
home computing

POWER ,

TX 0474

CARRIER

ON LINE

1200117(-75TX

a
b

75Rx-1700TX

ON LINE

t Of At

MODEM WS2000

.0100
ANS

OR16--Ntuu,/

fr 
*200

COP
*

ANTBpdf01L

'-Test
ORIG

WIDE

WS 2000
MODEM

£99.95
EXCL.

FORA LIMITED
PER100 ONLY

CCITT (UK-Euro) Standards
*V21 300 Baud Full Duplex Ori-
ginate & Answer
*V23 600 Baud Half Duplex
*V23 1200 Baud Half Duplex
*V23 1200/75 Baud Prestel etc.
BELL (USA) Standards
*103 300 Baud Full Duplex Ori-
ginate & Answer
*202 1200 Baud Half Duplex
*202 1200/75 Baud
*Link to Micronet/Prestel adap-
tors In "reverse" 75/1200 Mode
*RS232 port: DTR, RTS, CTS,
DCD, TX Data, RX Data
*BBC Terminal listing supplied.
Other computer software avail-
able, including Micronet and
Computer Concepts DEC VT100
emulator on BBC!

PROFESSIONAL DATA COMMUNICATIONS AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

mran PO BOX 48
IPSWICH 4

LESIP4 2AB

(0473) 50304
OXISISISM

WS 2000 MODEM £99.95 + £18.05 VAT/P&P = £118.00
AAI AUTO DIAL/ANS. BOARD £39.00 + £5.85 VAT = £44.85
CLI OPTIONAL CONTROL LEAD £9.50 + £1.42 VAT = £10.92
ORDER NOW OR PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR DETAILS

/he ata SIMI?
6 CHATTERTON ROAD

BROMLEY
KENT

for the BBC MICRO
OFFICIAL ACORN DEALERS

WIDE SELECTION OF SOFTWARE
AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT

INCLUDING

EPSON, NEC, SEIKOSHA
PRINTERS

ZENITH, CABEL
MONITORS

CUMANA
DISC -DRIVES

BOOKS AND CABLES AVAILABLE
plus our personal advice service

MACHINES DELIVERED & SET UP
IN YOUR HOME

PHONE 01 460 8991 (9.30 - 5.30)
ORPINGTON 26698 (Evenings)

(CLOSED WEDNESDAY)

ENHANCE YOUR ATARI* 810
HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT

Speed up program development, loading, execution, and copying time by reading
disks up to 3 times faster. Complete compatibility with existing software, with
faster disk initialization, and reduced wear on the disk drive mechanism. No
soldering or trace cutting required, complete installation instructions included,
or contact your dealer. Diagnostic program included.

SOFTWARE ENHANCEMENTS (require HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT)

HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM

Guaranteed to produce executable backup copies of any disk which can be read
with a standard ATARI 810* disk drive. Backup those important disks in your
library or use HAPPY BACKUP for small scale software production. Com-
pletely automatic duplication of format and data content of the source disk.
Single and multiple drive versions available. Backup copies will work on a drive
without the enhancement.

HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM

Combines self booting programs which reside one per disk into one disk with
many self booting programs using the HAPPY COMPACTOR file structure.
Programs are then executed from the self booting HAPPY COMPACTOR
menu, and may later be extracted back onto a single disk. Compacted programs
disk will execute only on a drive which has the HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT.
Pays for itself by reducing the number of backup disks you need, in addition
to the added convenience.

HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM

User friendly program to generate source disks with custom track format.
Format is specified on a per track basis. Examples of usage and interpretation
of results are included. This system requires a more advanced level user.

HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT WITH SINGLE DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP $249.95
MULTIPLE DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM $ 49.95
HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM $ 49.95
HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM $ 99.95
CALL OR WRITE FOR ORDE RING INFORMATION. Sorry, no COO or
Lredo cards accepted ljealers may rnqurre, send letterhead.

HAPPY COMPUTING
P.O. Box 32331
San Jose, CA 95152
(408) 251-6603

'ATARI BUJ rs a trademark ul ATARI Inc
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HIGH QUALITY GREEN SCREEN

VIDEO MONITORS
CHECK THESE FEATURES.-

 ANTIGLARE SCREEN

 P31 GREEN FOR MINIMUM FATIGUE

 VIDEO RESPONSE 10Hz - 22MHz + 3db

 SUPERB RESOLUTION-UP TO 132
CHARS/LINE

 EXCELLENT GEOMETRY/LINEARITY

 HIGH STABILITY

 230 VOLT 50Hz MAINS OPERATION

 COMPOSITE VIDEO 0.5/2.0V INPUT

 FLICKER FREE DISPLAY

 9" MODEL HM911

181

£87

Designed for use with Professional and
Personal Microcomputers where a high
resolution display is required. Ideal for
applications requiring 80 column mode
or higher, high resolution graphics, etc.

 9" MODEL HM910

 12" MODEL HM123

ADD £5
Carriage/Postage

THE LOWEST PRICE ANYWHERE
FOR A PC WITH THESE
FEATURES LOOK AT
THE SPEC. OF THE AMAZING
UNITRON 2200....

ADD £9 Carriage/Insurance

Dual processors - 6502 and Z80

 64K of RAM
 24K ROM with softswitch control
 Selectable 80 or 40 column text display

 Detachable keyboard
 Apple® II -compatible

CP/M®compatible

 High and low resolution graphics
capabilities

 Two disk I/O for your disk drives
 Game paddles/cassette/video interfaces

Prices exclusive of VAT
Same day despatch. Access welcome.

CHILTERN ELECTRONICS
HIGH STREET, CHA LFONT ST. GI LES, BUCKS. HP8 4QH
TELEPHONE: 02407 71234 TELEX: 262284
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NOW AVAILABLE: -640K Dual Disk Unit
-High Speed Digital Cassette Recorder
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DATA
APPLICATIONS
TEL (0285161828 2588 TELEX43605 BECHAMG.LTD16b OYER STREE CIRENCER,GLOS GL7 2PF

PCW, Dec 83 issue,
misinformed. The DAI Micro-
computer is consistantly
forming the basis of many
Industrial Control & Auto-
mation solutions. The extra-
ordinary colour graphics
capability is ideal for over
forty Training Simulators

ordered by the Royal Air Force and Royal
Navy. In addition to the DAI, we also
offer a range of versatile modular & turnkey
micros, software & engineering support for
applications in Production Automation, Auto-
matic Testing & Industrial Process Control.
DAI is most certainly alive and well.
Why not enquire about our whole range
of services?

INDUSTRIAL MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS

Post to: DATA APPLICATIONS LTD.,
16b Dyer Street, Cirencester, Glos. GL7 2PF.
Please send me details of: (Please Tick)
0 Industrial Automation 0Automatic Testing
0 Industrial Process Control °Colour Graphics

I0 OEM Microcomputer Hardware OCustom Design
Name
Position
Company
Address ,f

(..)
a_Tel No
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Brother EP44
The Brother EP44 is an electronic typewriter, text editor, computer printer,
calculatorand serial terminal all in one. At under£300, Surya wondered

whether it was all too good to be true.

When I saw the Brother EP22, I thought
it looked rather impressive. It was an
electronic typewriter with a 15 -

character 'type -ahead' buffer, and it
had an RS232 interface to enable it to be
used as a computer printer. It could also
store up to 4k of text in RAM for printing
later, enabling it to be used as a simple
portable text editor. Being cheap
(£220), compact and battery -operated it
seemed like a useful idea, and I made a
mental note to take a closer look at one.

As things turned out, this didn't
happen until the 1984 Which Compu-
ter? Show, by which time Brother had
produced a new model: the EP44. The

EP44 does everything the EP22 does,
except that the 44 is capable of trans-
mitting data through the RS232 port as
well as receiving it. In addition to being
a typewriter, printer, text editor and
calculator, it can also be used as a serial
terminal. And the price? It retails at
£253.

Hardware
The 44 has a non -impact, dot-matrix
print mechanism capable of use with a
ribbon onto normal paper, or without a
ribbon onto thermal paper. If a 'non -
impact'. dot-matrix printer sounds like
a contradiction in terms, it's not. The

ribbon is 'burnt' onto the paper rather
than hammered through a ribbon, as is
usual with dot-matrix printers. The
display is a 15 -character LCD window,
adjustable for viewing from different
angles.

The lid covering the keyboard and
display simply lifts off, revealing a
full-sized, standard, qwerty/type
keyboard with two shift keys, a shift lock
(not a caps lock) and a full-sized space
bar. There is also a key marked '2nd
shift': this gives access to an alternative
character set comprising a varied
assortment of accents, foreign letters,
currency and mathematical symbols.
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The EP44 is attempting to perform
three different tasks. Firstly, it's a

straightforward portable typewriter.
Secondly, it operates as a computer
printer and thirdly, it can be used as a
dumb terminal.

Typewriter
The EP44 comes complete with an
instruction manual, a connections
guide book, two packs of paper, a sheet
illustrating the correct way to insert the
ribbon cartridge and - a welcome
surprise -a set of batteries. Since the
44 can use a ribbon or print without one,
Brother supplies both thermal and
ordinary glossy paper.

The first time you use the machine,
you will have to insert the batteries and
ribbon cartridge. Thereafter, all you
have to do is remove the lid, switch on
and feed in a sheet of paper.

Typewriters fall into three classes:
manual,. electric and electronic. The
difference between the last two is that
an electric typewriter is a mechanical
machine using an electromagnet to
strike the paper. An electronic typewri-
ter, in contrast, is capable of simple
formatting, storing small amounts of
often -typed text (perhaps your
address) and will normally have a
'type:ahead' buffer. The Brother EP44 is
electronic, and offers some features
normally reserved for large desk -top
typewriters.

To use the machine as a standard
typewriter, the three -position switch
labelled 'NP CP DP' is set to DP (Direct
Print). Everything you type is then
immediately printed, the characters
being simultaneously displayed on the
15 -character LCD screen (the LCD
screen is needed since the print head
obscu res the last few characters typed).

In this mode, the only clever thing the
44 does is to perform carriage -returns
automatically by detecting the right
hand margin and waiting for the next
space. When you type the space, it does
a carriage -return instead. This is useful
for people like me who get so engros-
sed in what they're writing that they
forget to hit the carriage -return, in spite
of warning bells or bleeps. The feature
is toggled on and off by holding down
the blue 'CODE' key and pressing '4'.

The margin setting on the 44 allows
you to exceed the right hand margin by
six characters. If you need to go any
further, you have to press the margin -
release key. The six -character limit
made me aware of just how many
seven letter words there are in the
English language!

In direct print mode, there is no
method of correcting characters other
than the old Tipp -Ex and backspace
routine. The Brothertherefore supports
a correct -before -printing (CP) mode.

In CP mode, the characters appear on
the LCD display as they are typed but
are not printed on the paper until 15
characters later.

When you type 'The quick brown fox',
the letter 'T' is printed as you type the

I , I
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Print quality in either ribbon or thermal form is extremely good

space after 'brown', enabling you to
correct any immediately obvious errors
(spelling mistakes) before they are
printed. This is called a 'type -ahead'
system, since you are typing 15 charac-
ters ahead of the typewriter.

The editing facilities offered in CP
mode are impressive. As well as the
obvious destructive backspace, you
can go back and delete forwards,
overtype and insert. Let's suppose that
you were writing a letter to Mr Smith
and had just typed 'Further to our
conversation this morning'. You would
then decide that Mr Smith might not
remember the conversation without
prompting, and might want to rewrite
the opening to read 'Further to our
conversation about the EP44 this morn-
ing'. To do this, the cursor -left key is
used to move the cu rsor to the 't' of 'this'
and the 'INSERT' key is pressed. The
cursor changes shape as a visual
reminder that you are in insert mode
and you can type in the additional text.
When this is done, you press 'INSERT'
once more to switch it off and use
cursor -right to return to your previous
position. The delete function works in a
similar way.

Although the 15 -character type -
ahead buffer is useful, the text to be
correct will often be more than 15
characters back. For this reason, there
is a 'line -by-line' (L/L) print option in CP
mode, which is toggled on and off by
CODE -7. With the L/L facility on, the 44
does not begin printing until you reach
the end of the line and you (or the 44, if
the automatic carriage -return option is
on) press the carriage -return. Until
then, you can edit anything on the
current line, giving you a type -ahead
buffer of anything up to 80 characters
(the maximum column width).

Other facilities available in CP mode
are 'right -margin flush' (RMF) toggled
by CODE -5, and centred (CTR) toggled
by CODE -6. With RMF on, the text is

printed flush with the right-hand mar-
gin instead of the left. With CTR on, the
current line is centred midway between
the two margins. RMF is useful for
printing your address at the top of a
letter, and centred text good for head-
ings.

One of the continual problems of
business correspondence is the need to
keep copies of almost everything. With
the 44, this is a problem no more. The
machine has 4k of RAM built in and can
store a three page letter in memory as
it's typed. To do this, you simply press
CODE -N for New text. Everything typed
after this (or rather up to 4k's worth) will
be stored in RAM as well as printed.
When you have finished the letter,
remove the printed letter, insert a fresh
piece of paper and press CODE -P to
Print the contents of RAM - an instant
copy. You can repeat this process when
required if several copies are needed.

The 44 has a built-in calculator. Its
typewriter keyboard has all the stan-
dard mathematical functions but there
is a special keypad at the top right hand
corner with +,-,/,x,% and = signs. If
you use the keypad when typing a line
such as '25+25+50+100', the Brother
will calculate and print the result when
you press the equal key. If you want to
print these functions without perform-
ing a calculation, you use the standard
typewriter keys instead of the calcula-
tor keypad.

The calculator is more intelligent
than I first realised. As well as inserting
carriage -returns in between figures
without affecting the calculation, it will
also insert text. Any non -numeric char-
acters typed in the middle of a calcula-
tion are printed by the typewriter but
ignored by the calculator. This means
you can enter 3500 words x 0.85p per
word = 2975 (the total was printed by
the Brother when I pressed the equal
key). After using cursor -left to insert a
pound sign and decimal point,you then
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have 3500 words x 0.85p per word =
£279.50. Similarly, you can type a
whole column of items and prices while
the 44 keeps a running total.

I have mentioned that the EP44 is also
a text editor. It can be used as such by
placing it into the third mode, NP
(Non -Printing). In NP mode, you press
CODE -IN for new text and move the
selector switch to NP. Up to 4k of text
may now be entered and stored in RAM.
It is not printed as it is entered, so you
don't need to have paper in the machine
at the time.

You can use the cursor -control keys
to move to any point in the document
and then overtype, insert and delete at
will. You can also embed control
characters for underlining, text -
formatting, subscript and superscript,
and print -pause.

If you embed a CODE -S (Stop print) in
the text, the printer will pause at that
point, allow you to insert text if
required, and then carry on when the
CONTinue key is pressed. This allows
personalised form letters to be pro-
duced - simply leave the name and
perhaps an individual greeting line
blank, insert a CODE -S and enter the
desired text when the printer pauses.

Of course, you cannot compare the
limited editing facilities of the 44 with a
microcomputer -based word proces-
sor. The Brother has three major limits.
Firstly, 4k is only 800 words: while this
is perfectly adequate for most business
correspondence, it is obviously of no

The RS232C port enables the machine to be used as a serial printer

use for anything longer than a letter.
Secondly, the 15 -character 'window' is
less than ideal when it comes to
locating a specific piece of text. Thirdly,
the nicad backup battery can only retain
text for an hour when the machine is
switched off.

Printer
The 44 has an RS232C port to enable it
to be used as a serial printer. You also
need a custom -wired RS232 cable
costing £20-30 from a good computer
dealer. Brother supplies a connecting
applications guide which details the
necessary wiring details and com-
munications protocols for the Apple II,

A protective lid with carrying handle slips over the keyboard

Atari, Commodore 64/VIC 20, TI -99/4A,
TRS-80 Model 100, Epson HX-20, NEC
PC -8201 and 8801, Sharp PC1500 and
the Sord M223 Mk III. It can be used with
other computers provided they support
serial access, but I suggest you talk to
Brother's technical support depart-
ment if your machine is not listed. I

tested it as a printer using a Model 100.
The EP44 is attractive to users of

'lap -held' computers since the printer is
as portable as the computer. Easily
carried and running on batteries, it
frees portable users from the need to
return to their home/office in order to
print a file or get a hardcopy listing of a
program. Perhaps the people who
would benefit most from this are
travelling sales representatives. It's
impressive to be able to dial your office
from the customer's home or office and
obtain latest prices, place orders and so
on - but it's much more impressive to
be able to produce a neat printout on
the spot for the customer to keep.
Lugging your average office printer
around the country is no joke, so the 44
will fill this need nicely.

The print quality in either ribbon or
thermal form is extremely good: there
is very little difference between the two.
In thermal form, of course, you need to
use thermal paper. This is relatively
expensive (£4.88 per 100 sheets) and
the pack supplied with the machine is
single -sheet rather than continuous
form -feed stationery. This is of little
consequence when the 44 is used as a
typewriter, but single sheets are incon-
venient when using the machine as a
computer printer. Roll paper is also
available, and is suitable for listings.

The way in which the 'paper -end'
detector works makes it easier to use
single sheetsthan it is on some printers.

Once you have the necessary cable,
the 'NORMAL/TERMINAL' switch
should be set to terminal. The message
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HOW TO MAKE
A GOOD THING BETTER

* Save hundreds of
pounds with a more informed choice of software

* Keep abreast of the latest developments
* Exchange views and information with other Club

Members
* Bi-monthly newsletters * Regular seminars

* Courses * Discounts on accessories supplied
* Telephone advice Hotline for Members

FREE 20% discount vouchers to User Club
sponsored seminars and courses

r mit we MMMMMMMM ma on an um In
To SIRIUS USER CLUB. Enterprise House, Gordon Street, Luton,
Beds LU1 2QP (Tel: 0582 412214)
Name Address:

Tel.
I would like to know more about the Sirius User Clubs/ enclose cheque for £69 as my
1st year subscription to the Sirius User Club/I wish to save £11.50 and pay by
Banker's Order the reduced rate of £57, 50 p a.

BANKER'S ORDER
To the Manager,

Mal

Bank (your Bank)
Branch address

YOU/ Account No.

Please pay to Na sonar WFSTAMNIStEn Bask. George Street, Luton,- Sorting Code No
60 13 28 -for the account of Sirius User Club (6389 39 83) the sum of £57 50 on date
of receipt and thereafter on the same date each year unless cancelled by me Please
debit my account.
Signed Date
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8th Seminar on Catcam Graphics
16th APRIL - LONDON

30th APRIL - MANCHESTER

a good deal
more for such
a lot less!

* Apricot with 10Mb
* Daisy wheel printer
* Fully integrated sales, purchase &

nominal ledger programs
* Word Processing
* Supercalc
* One year's

warranty
* Two days training

£3995 + VAT

aPriitol

I'd like to know more about your good deal.

Name

Address

Tel.
PCW 4

the
byte
bank

191 Nine Mile Ride
Finchampstead
Wokingham
Berks.
Tel. (0734) 734756

INCREASE YOUR SYSTEM'S
SPEED WITH ONE SIMPLE

PLUG IN UNIT

INTERFACES
IEEE TO PARALLEL EXCLUDING P.S.U. IF1200 £49.50
IEEE TO PARALLEL 1E1210 £52.50
IEEE TO RS232 IF1310 £59.96
PARALLEL TO RS232 IF2310 £59.96
RS232 TO PARALLEL 1E3210 £52.46
CBM 64 TO PARALLEL IF3210 £44.96

PRINTER BUFFERS
EXTERNAL SPOOLERS (MAINS POWERED)
INPUT OUTPUT
PARALLEL PARALLEL 8K BIF2210 £59.96
PARALLEL PARALLEL 16K BIF2210 £67.46
PARALLEL PARALLEL 32K BIF2212 £74.96
PARALLEL PARALLEL BIF2213 £97.46
PARALLEL RS232 8K BIF2310 £74.96
PARALLEL RS232 16K BIF2311 £82.46
PARALLEL RS232 32K BIF2312 £89.96
PARALLEL RS232 64K BIF2313 £112.46
RS232 RS232 8K BIF3310 £74.96
RS232 RS232 16K BIF3310 £82.46
RS232 RS232 32K BIF3312 £89.96
RS232 RS232 64K BIF3313 £112.46
RS232 PARALLEL 8K BIF3211 £82.46
RS232 PARALLEL 32K BIF3212 £89.96
RS232 PARALLEL 64K BIF3213 £112.46

INTERNAL SPOOLERS FOR EPSON PRINTERS
PARALLEL 8K SPOOLER BIF2220 £44.96
PARALLEL 16K SPOOLER BIF2221 £52.46
PARALLEL 32K SPOOLER BIF2222 £59.96
PARALLEL 64K SPOOLER BIF2223 £82.46

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

IBEK SYSTEMS
437 STONEY STANTON ROAD,
COVENTRY, WEST MIDLANDS

TEL: 0203 661162

ARMADA
GROUP SYSTEMS

COMMODORE 64

DISK BASED SOFTWARE

ARMADA HOME INVENTORY £28.50

ARMADA ADDRESS BOOK £26.75

ARMADA CHEQUE BOOK £29.50

ARMADA STAMP COLLECTOR £29.50

ARMADA COIN COLLECTOR £29.50

(ALL ORDERS 90p P&P)

EXPORT AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ENQUIRE AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM:

ARMADA GROUP SYSTEMS
8 ACCOMMODATION RD, MILL HILL NW7 3QG

Tel: 01-959 8363
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FACIT
NO PRINTER PROBLEMS

-ONLY SOLUTIONS.
With our reputation for product design and development, Facit are

dedicated to providing intelligent solutions to any data problem that arises.
The Facit 4512 where options are standard is no exception. The Facit 4512

is a versatile 140 CPS, 132 column serial matrix printer. Among its many
standard features are selectable Facit or IBM /EPSON protocols. These are
enhanced by the optional IBM character generator, enabling the Facit 4512 to
fully utilize the IBM personal computers extensive graphics set. These include
96 character national sets, near letter quality, high resolution 2 pass (18 x 17)
mono or proportional spaced font.

In addition, its 64 block graphic Viewdata (Prestel) compatible
characters, and 7 or 8 pin graphic mode enables a 1:1 aspect ratio and three
different resolutions, thus ensuring more complete control over the dot pattern
by the data source.

Further details of how the Facit 4512 can provide the solution to all your
business, text and graphic requirements, are available from Facit or one of our
authorised distributors.

So when comparing data peripherals think Facit - the intelligent
solution to all your data problems.

FACT
Facit, Maidstone Road, Rochester, Kent. ME1 3QN.

Telephone Medway (0634) 401721/7

Authorised Facit
Data Products
Distributors

Access Data
Communications Ltd
Uxbridge,
Middx.
0895 59781

Computer Peripheral
Services Ltd
Newport,
Gwent.
0633 65606

Crowhurst Office
Equipment Ltd
Leeds.
0532 501312

Dovetail Computers&
Peripherals Ltd
Brighton,
Sussex.
0273 422454

Hi-Tek
Distribution Ltd
Cambridge
0954 81931

Merit Computers Ltd
Wigan,
Lancs.
0942 495821
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'OFF LINE' appears on the display.
Pressing the 'MODE' key allows you to
configure the Brother to whatever
communications protocols your
machine prefers. The default protocols
are 300 -baud, 8 -data bits, no parity,
carriage -return and line -feed on receipt
of CHR$(13), XON. These are easily -
changed, however.

The applications guide recommends
300 -baud for use with a Model 100;
when I tried this, the 44 could not quite
keep up - it missed characters occa-
sionally. But occasional or not, missed
characters are unacceptable even for
rough text printouts, and can cause real
headaches when generating hardcopy
program listings. I switched to 110 -
baud which worked perfectly. When I
informed Brother of the problem, it
suggested that low batteries might be
the problem - the 44 needs more
power as a printer than as a typewriter,
and the 'battery -low' indicator on the
review model was set for typewriter
mode (this problem has now been
corrected). I tried again at 300 -baud
with new batteries, but found the
300 -baud transfer only worked with
new batteries. A mains adaptor would
be a good idea when using the 44
inside, but doesn't help when printing
files away from a mains power supply.
110 -baud, though, is acceptable on
these occasions.

Resetting the Brother's communica-
tions protocols is straightforward. The
MODE key is used to advance to the
next parameter, while the CR key steps
through the available settings.

The 44 allows single, one -and -a -half
or double line spacing to be hardware
set, but the left and right margins must
be software set when in terminal mode.
Since the Model 100 TEXT program
does not allow margins to be set, it is
necessary to direct text output through
some form of formatting program
when using this or the NEC.

When the 44's 'paper -end' switch is
triggered, printing is suspended and
the message '# PAPER EMPTY'
appears on the LCD display. If you press
the CONT key at this point the next line
will be printed, and printing will halt
again with the same message. This
allows you to finish printing the current
paragraph before inserting a new
sheet. Once the new sheet has been
inserted, simply press CONT to con-
tinue printing.

Any single sheet printer is inconve-
nient for anything longer than two or
three pages, so it's possible to use roll
rather than sheet paper. This is particu-
larly suitable for program listings
which do not normally need to be
'paged'. A roll holder is available for £6,
and roll.paper- thermal or ribbon-is
slightly cheaper than sheet.

Wherever special paper is required,
the price of the paper is an important
factor to be taken into consideration:
there's little point in buying a cheap
printer if you can't afford to buy paper
for it! So far as the Brother is concerned,
the paper is not cheap but neither will it
break the bank. Plain paper costs £2.25
per 100 sheets, or £2.87 for a roll
(equivalent to 107 sheets). 40,000 -
character ribbons cost £1.75. Thermal
paper is more expensive at £4.88 per
100 sheets, £4.02 per roll - rather
pricey for rough listings. I found that
ribbon printing gives readable copy on
ordinary Bond paper, though the quali-
ty is not suitable for letters. This is
another reason why the 44 will not be at
home in an office - it doesn't give
correspondence quality on standard
letter -headed paper.

Terminal
With a 15 -character display and/or
printout, nobody is going to buy the
EP44 as a terminal, but if you've
bought the machine as a typewriter/
printer, the ability of the machine to
double as a dumb terminal is a great
bonus.

I logged onto a couple of bulletin
boards using the EP44 as a terminal.
Waiting for the printer to catch up with
the incoming data was slightly irritat-
ing, but it worked perfectly. I took
great pleasure in leaving a message
informing the Sysop of one board that
I was logged onto his board with a
typewriter ...

I wrote part of this review on the
EP44 in non -print mode and uploaded
it later to a Model 100: this gave me a
chance to test both text -editing and
uploading. I quickly discovered that 4k
of text is something less than 20
minutes writing, and it's difficult to
edit a document with only a 15 -

character window. But by printing out
sections and editing from the hard -
copy, it was workable.

The piece of text in question was
well -travelled by the time it reached

Technical data
Electronic thermal/ribbon printer/typewriter
Built-in text editor
4k RAM text buffer
2 -way RS232 interface
Selectable communications protocols with dumb terminal capability

the printed page. It started life at home
on the EP44, was uploaded to a Model
100 in Hyde Park (well, the sun was
out!), and was then further uploaded
at the PCW office (after editing) to a
Torch Diskpack where it took its right-
ful place in this review.

One of the main uses I found for the
machine's terminal capabilities was in
recovering hardcopy of messages left
for me on bulletin boards. This is
easier than the process of download-
ing the message to RAM or disk, and
then printing the file to a printer later.
The Brother functioned perfectly on
TBBS and CBBS boards, as well as
Prestel and Telecom Gold.

Prices
Brother EP44 253.00
Optional soft carrying -case 30.00
Optional roll -paper holder 5.95
40,000 -character ribbon 1.75
100 sheets of thermal paper 4.88
100 sheets of standard paper 2.25
Roll of thermal paper (107 sheets) 4.00
Roll of standard paper 2.87
(107 sheets)

All prices include VAT. Available
from WH Smith, Boots and other large
department stores. Brother can be
contacted on (061) 330 6531.

Conclusions
The Brother EP44 shows great prom-
ise. As a typewriter alone, it is expen-
sive but offers very sophisticated fea-
tures. Its size and weight enables it to
be transported easily. Although the
editing facilities cannot be compared
to a microcomputer -based word pro-
cessor, the 44 is a quantum leap from
an ordinary electronic typewriter.

As a printer, it's aimed pretty
squarely at the home rather than the
business market: the lack of form -fed
stationery alone makes it unsuitable
for most business applications. As a
home printer, it is cheap, produces
high quality output and is compact. As
a companion to a portable computer,
its size and battery -power make it
ideal. The communications protocols
may be a little daunting to an inexperi-
enced user but these will be quickly
learnt, and most users will keep them
on one setting. The fact that the
printer is very quiet in operation may
also be important to all-night hackers
- an ordinary dot-matrix printer can
sound positively deafening at 3am!

I wouldn't expect anyone to buy the
machine primarily as a terminal, but
it's a worthwhile bonus to anyone
needing a typewriter and/or printer.

Brother has packed a lot of features
into a very compact machine at an
equally compact price.

END
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NEW RS 232 &
PARALLEL PRINTER
INTERFACE for ZX

SPECTRUM
Connect to professional
printers with this improved
and cheaper printer interface.

ZX Lprint III interface enables your ZX Spectrum computer (16
or 48k) to print on almost any dot matrix or daisywheel printer
with RS 232 or Centronics input. Just plug in ZX Lprint III and
LPRINT and LLIST commands will work. COPY works without
any additional software on Seikosha 100 & 250, hi-res Epsons,
Star 510, 515, STX 80, Gemini & Delta, Walters WM80,
Shinwa and CTI ... Plus Seikosha GP 700 in full colour. COPY
on other printers coming soon.
And because NO additional software is needed all of your
RAM is free to take Tasword 2 or Kemp Business Accounts,
Viewfile etc.

WORD PROCESSING
HIGH RESOLUTION SCREEN DUMPS

PRINTS SPECTRUM AND USER DEFINED GRAPHICS

flbJUST PLUG IN FOR LPRINT LLIST and COPY

',COMPATIBLE WITH MICRODRIVES & PRESTEL ADAPTOR

[HT ELECTRONICS
El M .1 IM MN IN = IIIN IM = MI = IM = NM IN =

-no
ORDER: To EUROELECTRONICS, 26 Clarence Square, ICheltenham, Glos. GL50 2J P Tel: (0242) 582009

I II
IFrom: Name.

Address: I
I I

IThis order is for: (Quantity) I
I ZX LPRINT Ill at £34.95 I
1

Centronics Cable at £9.95

RS 232 Cable at £9.95

. Tasword 2 at £13.90 I
Please add £1.45 p&p

ICheques/PO payable to Amount enclosed
EUROELECTRONICS Microdrives adaptor for ZX Lprint I and

II £4.50 + 70p p&p
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COMPETITIOrl
1st PRIZE : MICROVITEC CUB 14- SPECTRUM COLOUR

5 x 2nd PRIZE : TRICKSTICK & INTERFACE

40 x 3rd PRIZE : PAINTBOX SOFTWARE

DEALER ENQUIRIES (0382) 88232
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0382 88833
SOFTRICKS, 1 ROWAN PLACE, DUNDEE DD3

MONITOR

OPH
* * PCG EASTER SHOW: SOLIHULL CONFERENCE CENTRE, STAND 23

AITKEN ASSOCIATES

ACCOUNTS
We have a fully integrated accounting
system specifically designed for your
current and future requirements.
The Package includes sales, purchase
and nominal ledgers with optional
budget control available on most
computers supporting CP/M or MS/
DOS operating systems.

RING 0372 378694 FOR DETAILS

DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

Aitken Associates
28 Waterfields
Leatherhead

Surrey ,



for top quality programs

Make learning fun with these top quality educational games!

OP'
Maths
Invaders -
answer the
questions
correctly or
the invaders
will land on you.
4 - 12yrs.
(Spectrum 16/48k,
RBC B, Electron
& Commodore 64).

ATime - learn to tell
the time with this
simple step by step
guide 3-10yrs
(Spectrum
48k. BBC B
Electron )

Money - an intro-
duction to coins and
notes and their use

in shopping
4-10 yrs

(Spectrum
48k)

BO'

Micros for IPI" Railroader-
Children 1. a set of lay track on
four educational games for the screen in
children of 3-8 yrs Excellent any layout you
value (Spectrum 16.48k) want 4-10 yrs

(BBC B. Electron )

Money

Missing Words -
watch the train move
forward when you
type in the
right word
4-10 yrs
(Spectrum
48k )

Identikit -
choose from a

range of features
and build up a face

on the screen.
2 - 8yrs.

(Spectrum 48k,
BBC B, Electron &

Commodore 64).

Spectrum programs only £695 BBC, Electron & Commodore 64 only £7.95
Ask for Stell Software at larger branches of Boots, John Menzies,

and all good computer shops, where most titles are available.
In case of difficulties order direct from Stell Software. Add6OpP&P. Dealers should contact their regular distributors.

Neal litivediat
Stell Software Ltd., 36 Limefield Ave, Whalley, Lancs. BB6 9RT
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Revelation

Peter Bright assesses Revelation, a sophisticated database and applications
generator utilising a Pick -like operating system. This easy to use but

expensive system may well find its niche in the medium-sized business market.

The advent of 16- and 32 -bit micros has
opened the door to minicomputer
software on small machines. The most
obvious example is the use of Unix on
the new breed of 'supermicros'.
Another is Pick which is an operating
system/database manager. It is usually
found on multi-user systems but I've
been testing an implementation on the
IBM PC.

Called Revelation, a complete Pick -
like operating environment with data-
base, it was designed by Cosmos Inc in
the USA. It is imported into this country
by Doncaster -based Interactive Data
Machines ('IDM').

Pick was conceived back in the 1960s
by Dick Pick, and its major selling points
are that it provides some very powerful
database management tools and is
easy to use.

In use
To run Revelation you need an IBM PC
XT with a 10Mbyte hard disk, at least
500k of RAM and an Intel 8087 maths
co -processor chip-that little lot adds
up to quite a hefty system. The pairing
of the IBM's 8088 main processor with
the additional 8087 maths co-processo r
greatly enhances the computing power
of the IBM PC, especially in the case of
floating point arithmetic. This com-
bination is known as the iAPX88/20.

IDM will supply the 8087 as part of its
Revelation package - you just plug it
into the socket next to the main 8088
processor. The only points to watch are
that you don't bend any pins and that
you remember to plug the chip in the
right way round.

The software is equally straightfor-
ward to install. It is supplied on two
floppy disks which are copied onto the
hard disk. If your IBM is running version
2 of PC -DOS you will also need to create
a new directory.

Revelation can be called from PC -
DOS simply by typing "REV". This
produces the main copyright screen
which gives dire warnings about soft-
ware theft, promising a reward of $500
for the successful prosecution of 'viola-
tors'. This is strange when you consider
that the system isn't copy protected.
The only protection is that each copy
has a serial number matching a little

stick -on label which is fixed to the
machine. If the numbers don't match
then the software must have been
stolen.

In order to perform any useful tasks
you must tell the system which user
account you wish to work on (an
account is a way of grouping files
together). For example, each user can
have his own account or there may be a
different account for each application.
Accounts can also be password pro-
tected, in which case you'll need to
enter the account name followed by the
password: you have three attempts at
getting the password right. Absolute
beginners use an account called SYS-
PROG, containing tutorial files for use
with the user manual.

New accounts can be created by
using the 'CREATE -ACCOUNT' com-
mand followed by the new account
name.

The first time I tried to enter 'SYS-
PROG'the machine wouldn't acceptthe
input, because I typed it in lower case
and the machine was looking for upper
case. This is a dead giveaway that the
system hails from unfriendly minis. No
self-respecting piece of 'friendly' micro
software would be case -dependent.

After you have successfully entered
the account name, the machine dis-
plays a 'Welcome to Revelation' mes-
sage and then attaches all the files used
by your account. It will then display a':'
-the standard Revelation control level
prompt.

System commands
Revelation has all the tools and utilities
normally found on any operating sys-
tem. Some, such as essential disk
utilities, are not dealt with here because
of lack of space. I'll deal with the Basic
compiler later.
COPY. This does all the normal file
copying. It also copies files between
Revelation and PC -DOS formats (very
useful when you're trying to bring over
old PC files).
CREATE -FILE. Unlike most other micro
operating systems, Revelation applica-
tions won't open their own new files.
Before you start you must create the file
by typing CREATE FILE followed by the
filename, followed by an estimate of

the number and average size of the
records it will contain.
PC and EXIT. These utilities allow you to
call PC -DOS commands. Typing 'PC'
will take you back to the PC -DOS
command line complete with the 'A'
prompt. You can then execute PC -DOS
commands, and to re-enter REVELA-
TION you simply type 'EXIT' to get back
in the REVELATION command mode.
EXECUTE and RETURN. The EXECUTE
command allows you to suspend what
you're currently doing, do something
else, and then come back and carry on
where you left off by using the RETURN
command. This is useful if you forget a
vital piece of information when half
way through editing a Basic file.

File and database
structure
One of the major advantages claimed
for Revelation is that it supports vari-
able length records. In general, micros
can only support fixed length records
where a fixed amount of file space is
allocated for each record. The problem
with this approach is that when you are
allocating the space you must budget
for the longest possible record even if
the majority will only be half as long.
The result is a great deal of wasted disk
space. The advantage is that fixed
length records are very easy and quick
to manipulate.

Variable length records only take up
the amount of space needed by each
data element. Different data elements
are separated by special characters so
that the machine can tell where one
ends and the next begins. It makes
much more efficient use of disk space
but is difficult (and slow) to manipulate.
One of the reasons for the addition of
the 8087 is to speed up calculations for
disk access.

Disk access efficiency is further en-
hanced by the use of cache memory : up
to the last nine frames that have been
read off the disk can be stored in RAM. It
reduces the number of disk reads
because it's likely that the information
required will be in RAM. As RAM access
speed is much faster even than a hard
disk, the response time of the machine
is faster. The amount of RAM available
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for cache memory varies according to
the other current demands.

Revelation also uses a hashing algo-
rithm which allows direct record acces-
sing to increase disk access speed. The
combination of the two makes for a fast
system.

Revelation hasthree key parts geared
to database management/applications
design: R/Design, a database builder;
R/List, which interrogates the data-
base; and R/Basic, which is a version of
Basic geared to database manage-
ment.

R/Design
R/Design is made up of ten different
functions covering all aspects of data-
base creation. All the options are
presented in menu format.
DEF: the first stage in creating a new
database. All it does is create the
datafile. Input takes the form of a
filename followed by a 'Q pointer'
which allows synonyms to be set up for
the datafile. You also input the name of
the file owner and the approximate
number of records and fields which are
to be retained by the file. The system
will be quite happy with a rough
approximation for the last two items.
BUD. Revelation relies heavily on the
idea of the data dictionary. For every
datafile there is a dictionary, holding
information on the size, length and type

of each field plus system data for the
retrieval of each record. Bud sets up the
dictionary.

When Bud is selected the screen
displays a list of headings. The first is
the name of the datafile to which the
dictionary relates - this is always the
same as the name defined in DEF.

The remaining entries relate to the
type of data contained in each field. All
the information has to be entered
separately for each field.

One of the most interesting features
here is that the value of a field can be the
result of any piece of R/Basic code. It's
conceivable that you could enter a
small basic program as the formula,
which will allow very complex formu-
lae to be built up.
PGMR. After the data dictionary has
been designed, you start to build the
program to enter data onto the data-
base.

PGMR asks for the program name
and the file to be accessed. The actual
program can be in one of three forms:
R/List for simple database queries;
Interpreted for simple database acces-
sing; and R/Basic code for more com-
plex applications. If R/Basic is chosen
then the program generator will need to
be used.
SEL, SCR.GEN and SCR. These define
how the data entry screen will look.
SEL selects the fields to be displayed

on the screen. SCR.GEN will generate a
standard entry screen based on the
output of SEL. SCR allows you to take
the standard screen, move items
around and generally customise it.
ENTER. Now you're ready to start
entering data onto the database. For an
interpreted program this is done with
the ENTER function. If you are using a
R/Basic compiled program, then you
only need to call the program.
R/Basic program generator: -
Included with Revelation is the best
code generator I've seen - it produces
excellent R/Basic code. The generator is
called by entering GEN from the
R/Design main menu. It takes its in-
formation from the definition set up in
the previous R/Design stages.

Basic code generators have been
around for many years. Perhaps the
most famous is 'The Last One' which
was launched in a blaze of publicity in
1981. The problem with most code
generators, however, is that the code
produced is almost impossible to read.
The machine may have known what it
was doing, but if you try to alter the
code manually you're in for a long job.
Revelation produces clear, easy to read
listings. It uses meaningful variable
names rather than the meaningless
'A$=' approach. It even puts REM
statements into the listings so that it's
easy to tell what's going on. It's

Sample output from GEN
0001
0002
0003

0056 .0aMIPT.FOR="
0057 LAST.PROMPT="
0058 ITEM.RDES="

0004 CONFIDENTIAL -- THIS PROGRAM IS PROPRIETARY AND IS NOT ID 0059 DATA.I0="
- I BE USED 0060 VALUE.NO="

0005 OR DISCLOSED TO OTHERS, NOR IS IT TO BE 0061 PROGRAM="
COPIED 0062 DIS.VAL="

0006 WITHOUT THE EXPRESS WRITTEN PERMISSION OF 0063 WORK."
0007
0008

PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD 0064 STD. PATRN. FLAG
0065 DEPTH.FLAG="

0009 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED UNDER COPYRIGHT LAWS. 0066 DUP="
0010 0067 REST.OF.SCR="
0011 PROGRAM : FROG 0068 PROMPT.NMS.-
0012 0069 PROMH.BODIES="
0013 NAME : PETERS PROGRAM 0070 COLM.INCR="
0014 0071 ROW.INCR="
0015 TYPE : ENTRY 0072 DONT.DISPLAY="
0016 0073 IN.SCREEN="
0017 DATE : 09 FEB 84 0074 ERROR.SPC="
0018 0075 CLR.SPC="
0019 AUTHOR : PETER BRIGHT 0076 WINDOW. ACT="
0020 0077 WINDOW.CNT="
0021 DESCRIPTION TEST PROG 0078 WINDOW. OP="
0022 0079 SAVE. VALUE="
0023 0080 SCREEN="
0024 0081 FORMULA. ANSWER="
0025 0082
0026 COMMON VARIABLES USED BY R/DESIGN AND GENERATED PROGRAMS 0083 * STANDARD VARIABLE DEFINITIONS
0027 0084
0028 OMMON FILE.RDES 0085 EQU AM TO CHAR(254) ;I ATTRIBUTE MARK
0029 OMMON PROMPT. FOR 0086 EQU VM TO CHAR(253) 1* VALUE MARK
0030 OMMON LAST.PROMPT 0087 EQU SVM TO CHAR(252) 1* SUBVALUE MARK
0031 OMMON ITEM.RDES 0088 EQU DELIM TO CHAR(247)
0032 OMMON DATA.I0 0089 EQU BEEP TO CHAR(7) ;* MAKES TERMINAL PEEP
0033 OMMON VALIJE.NO 0090 CLR=Q4-1)
0034 OMMON PROGRAM 0091 EQU CANT TO "CAN'T OPEN FILE "

0035 OMMON DIS.VAL 0092
0036 OMMON WORK 0093
0037 OMMON STD. PATRN.FLAG 0094
0038 OMMON DEPTH.FLAG 0095 * OPEN ALL FILES
0039 OMMON DUP 0096
0040 OMMON REST.OF.SCR 0097 OPEN ",'TEST' TO FILE.TEST ELSE PRINT CANT : 'TEST' ; STOP
0041 OMMON PROMPT.NMS 009B OPEN ",'RDES' TO FILE.RDES ELSE PRINT CANT 'PDES' ; STOP ; *

0042 OMMON PROMPT. BODIES - - , SCREEN FILE
0043 OMMON COLM.INCR 0099 OPEN 'DICT','TEST' TO ODICT ELSE PRINT CANT : 'DICT TEST' ; STOP
0044 OMMON ROW. INCR 0100 *
0045 OMMON DONT. DISPLAY 0101 ******** * ********** * ******************* ***************************
0046 OMMON IN. SCREEN 0102
0047 OMMON ERROR.SPC 0103 *
0048 OMMON CLR.SPC 0104 t DATABASE FILE LAYOUTS
0049 OMMON WINDOW. ACT 0105 *
0050 OMMON WINDOW.CNT 0106 *
0051 OMMON WINDOW.OP 0107 *
0052 OMMON SAVE.VALUE 0108 * (TEST)
0053 OMMON SCREEN 0109 *
0054 OMMON FORMULA. ANSWER 0110 EOU TESTSTEST1 TO 0
0055 0111 EQU 7E9101E872 TO 1
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Our monitor at £69.00 Apple's monitor at £149.00

Order from your Dealer now
Of course our monitor mice Armies}
is made in the Far East.
Technical improvements excepted

O M

Thats right a good quality 12"
green screen monitor for only
£69.00 - it is fully supported
by U -Microcomputers and
available through your local
dealer.
Technical specs: 12 green
screen, 90 deflection,
composite video input, 15 MHz
bandwidth.
Use it with Apple, BBC micro
or with most of the
popular micros.

To order:
5-1020 U -VIEW 12 green monitor.
Prices exclude VAT 8 delivery

£69.00

U -Microcomputers Ltd
Winstanley Industrial Estate, Long Lane,
Warrington, Cheshire WA2 8PR
Tel 0925 54117 Telex 629279 UMICROG

I( M///M X1111///111113(M///111DEM///1111111C

Upgrade Kit
8x 64k. Fit the
chips and slide
the switch. £40
Standard 80
column card
for aux slot
of Ile
£50

80 column cards
Expandable at the flick of a switch (forne)

Extendable 80 column card for aux slot
Full 80 column features but supplied without 64k RA
To upgrade plug in 8 x 64 chips (available
from Keyzone £40 )
and slide the switch
£60

FiGncolourwpCard
For Apple3C &Ile

Fully extended
80 column card for aux slot

With 64k RAM. Ready for use £89

Smallest,quietest fan for
Apple. Mains suppressor
fitted. Powers up Apple plus
1 external equipment socket.
(plug supplied free)Optional
4 way socket with plugs
(Turnkey boot system) £8 '50

on coolie fan

Spectrogram
read and write registers, which can
be software programmed, giving
new scope to standard Apple graphics facilities.
Text and background of 16 colours.Foreground
colours can be hidden within the background colour
- Animation can be achieved with just a few simple

pokes. Apple colour in prom is the
default condition of the card.
Redefined colours are stored in
ram of up to 255 user
defined colours.

-CHA/D ANNE

CONVERTER
8 Bit £100-00
10 Bit £110-00
12 Bit £120-00

£120-00

LEAD PACKS It er siazveasilable)

3LP26 - 3 x 2m leads for parallel £25
3LP20 - 3 x 20 pin/26 pin Conversion

leads £28
3LS252 - 3 x 2m D type Each end £34
3LS255 -3 x 5m D type Each end £39
MP1 DC Mains Pack for Parallel £6.50

Card for slot 3 of Apple JC/Ile
Uses 6845 screen coot roller
U L case text line graphics
Normal inverse out
£120

iket et 3
ics A MICROS

V Sr To 1PRINTER

Opposite to
Printersharer.

Useful for sending print
data to letter quality or
dot matrix or plotter

peripherals. £64.00

Printer Changer

so Parallel printer card
supplied as standard

with graphics firmware for
Epson £60.00 (with lead)

Serial printer card for any
printer. Low cost. easy to use
send only card. Baud rates
printed on card. £63.00

Communications card. Full
features including 7 spare
firmware pages.

Parallel Solid state
switching eliminates the
problems of plugging and
unplugging short printer
leads. May be used in

multiples allowing an unlimited
number of computers the use of
one printer. £59.00
Serial Each input/output
has a send/receive
changeover
switch. £69.00

1MICRO To 3 PRINTERS/PLOTTER

All prices
exclusive of

postage and VAT

P&P per card £1-00
plus VAT
Other items £1-50 plus
VAT

KEYZONE LTD. All Kevzone products ,-,re
designed and manufac

U14. REGENERATION HOUSE. tured in the UK and are
SCHOOL ROAD. PARK ROYAL. LONDON NW10 6TD supplied fully tested to Vie
TELEPHONE: 01-965 1684/1804 TELEX: 8813271 highest standards
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SPRING
OFFER

I:Jesup/ace Net inc VAT Car Csscrpton Net Inc VAT Can

Disk DrOss BBC Compatible Algotek toolka n Eprom f22.00 £25.30 50p
Canon:- A to B upgrade kit
55ide 40 lack 1001/ £169.00 £194.34 f3 (fitting £3000) £87.39 £100.50 £1
D/Side 40 lack 20011 f206.70 £237.71 f3 Disk interface kit
05ide 80 lack 40011 £259.20 £298.08 £5 (fitting included) f95.00 £109.25 f 1
SiSide 40 lack with New basic N non £19.00 £44.85 f1
P50 100n £183.32 £210.82 f3 6502 second processor f 195.00 £224.25 f1
D/Side 40 lack with 280 second processor (347.17 £399.25 £1
1/50 2006 f226.82 £260.84 £5 Database £17.35 £19.95 50p
D/Side 80 lack with 5tockcontrol 21735 £19.95 50p
Pal 40061 £286.82 £329.84 £3 Commercial Accounts £17.35 £19.95 50p
5/Side 40 hack Dual with Wordpro £17.35 £19.95 50p
PSU 2006 £354.85 £585.08 f6 Database £20.83 £23.95 50p
Dr5ide 40 lack Dual with Wordpro £20.83 £23.95 50p
P50 4008 £42185 £485.13 f6
05ide 80 lack Dual with Edurahonal:
1/50 8001{ £526.85 £605.88 f6 0604 £6.04 £6.95 50p
Price for Canon Drives include al cables and Where £6.04 £6.95 SOp
Formatting dish. Constellation 16.04 £6.95 .50p
Torch ZENO disk pack £730.00 £859.50 f6 Junior maths pack £6.04 £6.95 .50p

Physics £6.04 16.95 .50p

Daisy Wheel Prin8y
EX!" 500 f299.00 £345.85 f9

Chemistry
Barrage

£6.04
£6.91

£6.95
£7.95

.50p

.50p

EXP 550 £465.00
EXP 770 £795.00

£534.75
£914.25

f9
f9 Educational Cassette.

Colour monitor 81 TV in one:

Peeko Computer
Algebraic Manipulation

£8.65
£8.65

£9.95
£9.95

50p
.50p

With remote: Creathe Oraphics £8.65 £9.95 .50p
14" Ferguson model 37041 £275.00 £516.25 f9 lee of Prod edge £8.65 £9.95 .50p
16" Ferguson model 3781 £313.00 £326.25 £10 Oraphs & Charts £8.65 £9.95 .50p
20" Ferguson model 37101 PRICE OM APPLKATION BBC Early (earring £8.70 £10.00 .50p

BBC Music £6.70 £10.00 .50p
Computers: BBC Drawing £8.70 £10.00 .50p
BBC micro model A f260.00 f299.00 £7 BBC Painbng £8.70 £10.00 .50p
BBC micro model B £546.96 £599.00 f7 BBC The Compt Prog Vol 1 £8.70 £10.00 50p
BBC micro model 13 with BBC The Compt Prog Vol 2 £8.70 £10.00 .50p
ECOMET £387.83 £446.00 f7
68C micro model B with Educahonal Dish:
ECONET t DES £448.70 £516.00 f 7 Missing Signs .£13.35 £13.35 SOp
ELECTRON £173.04 £199.00 £7 Word Sequencing /13.55 f13.35 50p
Telex adaptor £225.00 £258.75 f2 Sentence Sequencing f15.35 £13.35 50p
Prsstei adaptor f69.95 £80.44 f2 Word Hunt £13.35 £13.35 50p
WoKkune word processor £39.00 £44.85 £1 Number Balance £13.35 £15.35 .50p

Many more educational programmes on request.immin ..... on um min min 111111
IBe light years ahead of the competition and contact Algotek, Wakefield now.

Please supply me with

I
MIA/ f
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or. hole rr your r1411110Wr-i

(Send to:
Algotek Computer Co Ltd.,11 Wood Street,
Wakefield WF1 2EL Tel: 0924 3695551. - ims
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Algotek
COMPUTERS

Wakefield

iTlfiP 80 Systems Ltd
MODULAR COMPUTER SYSTEM

CPU

Central Processor Unit

64k Dynamic ram
Full memory mapping
2 Fully programmable serial
channels (RS232)
Parallel keyboard port
16 parallel I/O lines
Uses SIO and CTC
Full interrupt control

Complete B & T £230

VFC

Video/Floppy Controller

80 col. by 25 line display
On board disk controller
Parallel keyboard port
Video switch option

Complete B & T
Video only B & T
Floppy only B & T

RAM

Dynamic Ram Board

64k- 256k On board
32k/64k Paging or full
memory mapping

64k Built and tested
256k Built and tested
Kits available

£214
£110
£115

£150
£285
POA

MPI

Multi Purpose Interface

Mix 8"/5"/3" Disk drives
SASI/Winchester interface
Programmable RS232 channel
Programmable RS485
high-speed multidrop serial I/F
Uses SIO and CTC

Complete B & T £185
FDC & SASI only B & T £145

DISK DRIVES
Boxed TEACs complete with
PSU and all leads etc
Single 55F (1Mb) £344
Dual 55Fs (1Mb) £569
Bare TEAC 55F (1Mb) POA
5Mb Winchester Sys £1350
Larger Winchesters POA

PRINTERS

Epson RX80/FX80/FX100 POA
OKI Microline 82A/83A POA
Shinwa CP80 POA
CI -300 Line Printer POA
Brother HR15/HR25 POA
NEC Spinwriter POA
QUME 11 POA

24 hour lead time on most
peripherals

MAPCOM

Complete computer system

4 Meg Z80A
64k Ram expandable to 1Mb
Twin TEAC 1Mb Disk drives
Integral 12" green screen
80 col, by 25 line display
Programmable keyboard
Runs under CP/M 2.2 and the
new CP/M Plus (CP/M 3)
4 spare expansion slots
Winchesters available

MAPCOM+CP/M 2.2 £1760
MAPCOM+CP/M Plus £2192
(Includes 256k RAM card)
MAPCOM+CP/M 2.2+Winc

POA

HOBBYIST STARTER PACK

Includes CP/M & MAPPEN
£999

Ring now for full details

MONITORS

Philips 12" green £86.50
Microvitek 14" Colour £250
Novex 14" Colour £230

SUNDRIES

6 Slot card frame ass £60
6 Slot backplane £8
Switch mode PSU £75
8 Bit ascii keyboard £99
77 Way edge connector £4.30
Box 10 51/4" DSDD £22
Box Dysan 204-2D 96tpi £51

SOFTWARE

CP/M 2.2 £110
CP/M Plus (CP/M 3) £257
MAPDOS (Nascom + VFC)

£40
MAPPEN CP/M word proc.£50
MAPPEN Maxifile ov.lay £20
MAPPEN Spooler ov.lay £20
Wordstar £295
Mailmerge £145
Spellstar £145
Datastar £175
I nfostar £295
Supercalc £125
Supercalc II £199
dBase II £438
Cardbox £155
C Basic £110
Basic 80 £241
Basic Compiler £272
Macro 80 £138
and many more

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

Sales invoicing £249
Sales ledger £249
Purchase ledger £249
Nominal ledger £249
Stock system £249
and others

All prices exclude postage, packing and VAT
Dealer and OEM enquiries welcome

MAP 80 Systems Ltd.
1 Windsor Street, Chertsey, Surrey

Tel: Chertsey (09328) 68044
Or call in and see us at the Chertsey Computer Centre
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comparatively straightforward to
customise the code after it has been
generated.

When the generator is called it asks
fora filename in which the program is to
be stored and then proceeds to create
the program. The amount of time it
takes depends upon the complexity of
the database you are trying to create. I
tried it on a fairly simple database and it
took 11 minutes to generate 360 lines of
R/Basic code.

I only encountered one problem
when using the generator. This occur-
red when I tried to generate a very large
program. The machine thought about it
fortwenty minutes and then exited with
an 'Out of String Space' error. IDM
explained that the minimum amount of
RAM a system should have is 500k. My
IBM only had 320k so the generator
simply ran out of memory.

R/Basic
R/Basic is a highly stylised version of
the language. It's also compiled rather
than interpreted which makes it even
more unusual in the micro world.

I showed an R/Basic listing to the
Programs Editor and he thought it had
more tham a hint of Cobol about it. This
is especially true of the listings pro-
duced by GEN. One of the most obvious
differences is that line numbers are
used purely for reference. All GOTOs,
GOSUBs and so on are addressed to
labels rather than line numbers, so
instead of saying GOTO 10, you would
say GOTO TOP or GOTO HEAVEN.

This looks like a very powerful
implementation of Basic. As you would
expect, most of the extended features
relate to handling complex file struc-
tures, but because of the 8087 maths
chip it should be possible to handle
complicated arithmetic very quickly.

Since it's a compiled language, get-
ting an R/Basic program to run can be
quite time-consuming. The line editor
has to be called to create the program
file, then you have to save the program,
compile it and run it. The editor is a fairly
standard line editor and it really isn't up
to standard in comparison with modern
editors.

The way programs are stored is
interesting. Usually you have a sepa-
rate disk file for each program, so you
might have two files called PROG1 and
PROG2. In Revelation, you only have
one file which you might call BP,
containing all your Basic programs as
records. PROG1 and PROG2 would be
two records within the file BP: this may
seem strange but it works well enough.

Before a program can be run for the
first time it must be compiled, which is
done by using the Basic command
followed by the filename and program

name. To compile PROG1 you say
BASIC BP PROG1. The compiler will
then print a series of asterisks on the
screen to show that it's doing some-
thing useful. Assuming the compilation
was successful, the program can be run
by typing RUN BP PROG1.

R/List
Now that you've introduced the in-
formation into your database, it might
be a good idea to find a way to retrieve
it. There are two ways of doing this. The
first is to write an R/Basic program -
R/Basic is normally used to produce all
your standard monthly reports. The
second method is to use R/List, a query
language useful for producing one-off
ad hoc reports.

The most commonly used verb in
R/List is the LIST command. This
displays the contents of any file in any
order. At the most fundamental level,
you might say LIST CUSTOMERS
COMPANY PHONE. This will look in the
CUSTOMERS file and display all the
company names and phone numbers
contained in the file.

One major advantage of R/List is that
it understands English -like phrases. For
example, you could type LIST CUS-
TOMERS WITH CITY BETWEEN 'A'
AND 'M' OR WITH ZIP UNDER 30000
and the machine will print all the
customers who conform to those
criteria. The system can also under-
stand words like YESTERDAY, TODAY
and TOMORROW, and can be made to
ignore words such as THE to allow
queries to read better. If you don't like
the words the machine responds to,
they can be altered by editing one of the
system files called VOC. This makes
R/List very flexible.

R/List also has a powerful sort option.
On typing in LIST CUSTOMERS BY
STATE BY CITY, for example, it will sort
on the state and city fields. Any number
of fields can be sorted but it does take
rather a long time.

Fields are totalled in one of two ways.
You can either use the TOTAL on its
own to give a total at the bottom of the
column, or it can be used in conjunction
with the BREAK -ON command. If the
BREAK -ON feature is used, a total will
be produced every time the value of a
specified field changes, which is useful
where you need to show sub totals by
department.

Documentation
Revelation is supplied with two instruc-
tion manuals. One contains an intro-
duction to the system plus tutorials for
R/List and R/Design. The second
manual covers R/Basic. Both look like
large paperback books and consist of
photocopied pages.

I was impressed with the R/List
tutorial - the left hand page contains
instructions and the right hand page
shows what should be happening on
the screen. It was very easy to work
through the examples checking that
what appeared on the screen matched
the examples. However, as I worked my
way through the tutorials I became
more frustrated that the required in-
formation wasn't in the book or was
hiding away at the bottom of the page.
My opinion of the manuals now is not
very high. They were fine when I was
starting out, but as I progressed they
were of little help.

Conclusions
Revelation is a sophisticated package:
any product requiring a minimum of
500k of RAM, a hard disk and a maths
co -processor must be fairly complex.

IDM asked me not to categorise the
product because it feels that it goes
beyond the boundaries of normal
database classification, and I have to
agree on that point. Revelation is an
operating system, database and ap-
plications generator all rolled into one. I
suspect that most people will use it as
an applications generator. It's very easy
to design a file and then generate the
R/Basic programs to input data and
produce reports.

R/Basic will look very strange to
anyone who is used to the more
traditional Microsoft style of Basic, but
it's extremely powerful. When com-
bined with the in-built code generator it
allows sophisticated programs to be
produced quickly.

R/List contains features for produc-
ing ad hoc reports. Its major advantage
is its ability to understand English -like
phrases.

All in all I was very impressed with
Revelation. The Pick approach of com-
bining powerful database handling
facilities with a friendly and (compara-
tively) easyto use operating system will
become very popular.

Although Revelation is not a full
implementation of Pick, it packs a great
deal of power into what is a fairly
mundane machine.

It's more difficult to predict who will
use Revelation. The price of £1330
makes it one of the most expensive
single user database products on the
market and its power means that it will
only be used to the full in complex
applications. The main demand will
come from medium to large companies
who use a mini or mainframe for most
of their major database work but who
also have a need for powerful depart-
mental databases.

END
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Spectrum

Helpscreen
'Helpscreen' simulates a
help key on the 48k ZX
Spectrum.The program
allows a screen of
information to be saved into
memory. The information
may then be recalled at any
time by pressing the 'Symbol
Shift' and 'Space' keys
together. Once the
information has been
examined the computer will
return to its previoustask on
pressing the keys again.

The program has been
written in machine code
using the Articassembler. It
consists offour routines,
save and activation, interrupt
service, deactivation and
display. The program is
loaded at location 50431 and
extendsto 64469. Included in
this memory allocation are
two areasforstoring display
and attribute files: 50646 to
57557 (SCREEN1) and 57558
to 64469 (SCREEN2).

The save and activation
routine is used to save a
Helpscreen picture. It
consists of moving the
currentdisplay and attribute
files to the location
SCREEN1,then it activates
the interruptservice routine.
Activation consists of
loading a pointer into the
interruptvector and setting
interrupt mode 2. An
alternative entry point may
be used to activate the
routine without saving the
screen. This allows a
Helpscreen to be read into
SCREEN1 from tape.

Once activated, the
interruptservice routine is
called wheneverthere is an
interrupt (50 times per
second). The routine
commences by checking to
see if the keys are pressed. If

they are not pressed then a
RST0038 instruction is
executed which allowsthe
ROM to scan the keyboard,
then a return is executed. If
the keys are pressed, the
currentdisplay and attribute
files are moved into
SCREEN 2, then the
Helpscreen istransferred to
the screen. The program
waitsfor the keysto be
released and pressed again;
atthis pointthe original
screen is restored then a
furtherwait is made until the
keys are released, atwhich
point a return is executed.
Thedeactivation routine
must be used before
overwriting any memory
locations between 50431 and
64469 otherwise the
machine may crash. This
routine returnsthe processor
to interrupt mode 1.

The display routine may be
used by a program to display
and modify the Helpscreen. It
consists of copying the
Helpscreen into the display
and attributefile area.

The example program,
written in Basic and
including the machine code
in DATA statements, may be
usedto illustratethe use of
the routine. Running the
program will load the
Helpscreen routines and
then draw a wheel. This
screen is stored as a
Helpscreen andthe interrupt
service routine is activated.
The Helpscreen may now be
recalled at anytime by
pressing Symbol Shift and
Space. The program then
draws another wheel. Once
this iscomplete the two
wheels may be displayed
successively by pressing and
then releasing the keys; this
givesthe effect of a rotating
wheel. Pressing 'Capital
Shift' and 'Break'while the
Helpscreen is not displayed
will haltthe program. Listthe

program and then press the
Symbol Shift and Space
keys. The Helpscreen will
then be displayed. Press
again and the listing will
return. RANDOMISE USR
50533wi1l displaythe
Helpscreen to allow
modification. RANDOMISE
USR 50518 will deactivate
the routine.

The Helpscreen may be
used to recall useful
information such as

instructionsfor games. This
information may be recalled
at anytime halting the
current program. When the
program resumes, it restarts
from exactly where it left off.
One usethat I havefound for
it isto make a list ofthe Basic
keywordsand the
corresponding keys for easy
reference when typing
programs in.

Richard Parrott

ORG C4FF
;***************4********
;* HELPSCREEN PROGRAM

 *
; *
; *
; *
; *
 *
; *

SAVE A SCREEN OF DATA
IN MEMORY THEN (IF THE
PROGRAM HAS BEEN
ACTIVATED) PRESSING
SYMBOL SHIFT & SPACE
HILL HALT CURRENT
PROGRAM AND DISPLAY
THE SAVED SCREEN.
PRESSING THE KEYS
AGAIN WILL RESTORE THE
ORIGINAL SCREEN AND
RESUME PROGRAM
EXECUTION.

;************************
RANDOMIZE USE: -
50433 TO SAVE SCREEN

AND ACTIVATE
50444 TO ACTIVATE ONLY
50516 TO DEACTIVATE
50533 TO DISPLAY SAVED

;* SCREEN UNDER
;* PROGRAM CONTROL
************************

;* PROGRAM IS LOADED AT
;* LOCATION 50431 AND
;* EXTENDS TO LOCATION'
;* 64469 INCLUSIVE
 ************************

SCREEN1=E0D5 ;HELPSCREEN
SCREEN2=FBD5 ;SCREEN STORE
MSCREEN=5AFF ;ACTUAL SCREEN

CHECK ;INT ROUTINE
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************************

;* SAVE SCREEN. & ACTIVATE
******k*****************

STORE LD BC, 1B00 ;SAVE
LD DF,SCREEN1;SCEEEN
LD HL,MSCREEN
LDDR
************************
;* ACTIVATE ROUTINE
;************************

ACTIV LD A,C4
LD'I,A
IM2
RET

CHECK DI
PUSH BC
PUSH DE
PUSH HL
PUSH AV
CALL KEYS

;ACTIVATE
;INTERRUPT
; ROUTINE

;INTERRUPT
;ROUTINE
;SAVE
;REGISTERS

;PRESSED?
JR NZ INPUT ;NO CONT
LD BC, 11300 ;YES
LD DE,SCREEN2;SAVE
LD HL,MSCRELN;SCREEN
LDDR
LD BC,1LHO ;DISPLAY
LD DE,MSCREEN;H.ELP
LD ,HL,SCREEN1;SCREEN
LDDR

LOGP1 CALL KEYS ;PRESSED?
JR Z LOON ;YES WAIT

LOOP2 CALL KEYS ;PRESSED?
JR NZ LOCP2 ;NO WAIT
LD PC,1BUO ;YES
LD DE,MSCREEN;RESTORE
LD HL,SCREEN2;SCREEN
LDDR

LOOP3 CALL KEYS ;PRESSED?
JR Z LOOP3 ;YES WAIT
JR RETN ;NO LEAVE

INPUT RST 38
FLTN POP AF ;GET

PCP HL ;READY
POP DL ;TO
POP BC ;LEAVE
EI

RET ;RETURN
;************************
;* DEACTIVATION ROUTINE
;************************

DEACT IM1
RET

KEYS LD
IN

BIT
JR
BIT

RETK RET

BC,7FFL
F,(C)
0,E
NZ RETK
1,E

;PORT NO
;INPUT
;SPACE?
;NC RETURN
;SYM SHIFT
;RETURN

************************
;* DISPLAY ROUTINE
.************************

DISP LD BC,11300 ;DISPLAY

LD DE,MSCREEN;SAVED
LD HL,SCREEN1;SCREEN
LDDR
RET

END
;RETURN

TsLm ***********************

* HELPSCREEN EXAMPLE
************kk*********

10 CLEAR 50430: COSUB 2606
26 LET start=PI/24: GO SUB 100

30

40

50
1000
1010
1020
1830
/12
1040
1050
1060
1070
1990

2600
2016
2026
2030
2046
2350
2060
2076
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2196
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250

RANDOMIZE USE 50433: CGS
LET start=4:: GO SUR 1000
GO TC 50
LET x=128: LET y=83
FOR i=4 TO 30 STEP 4
CIRCLE x,y,i: NEXT i

FOR i=start TO 2*PI STEP PI

PLOT x,y
DEA;', 80*SIN 1,80*COS
NEXT i

RETURN
REM ***********************

* HELPSCREEN ROUTINE
***********************

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

19,197, 1, 0, 27
17,213,224, 33,255
90,237,184, 62,196

237, 71,237, 94,201
243,197,213,229,245
205, 39,197, 32, 50

1, 0, 27, 17,213
251, 33,255, 90,237
184, 1, 0, 27, 17
255, 90, 33,213,224
237,184,205, 89,197
40,251,205, 89,197
32,251, 1, 0, 27
17,255, 90, 33,213
251,237,184,205, 89
157, 46,251, 24, 1

255,241,225,209,193
251,201,237, 86,201

1,254,127,237, 88
203, 67, 32, 2,203
75,201, 1, 0, 27
17,255, 90, 33,213
224,237,184,201

FOR, i=50431 TO 50544
READ j: POKE i,j: NEXT i

RETURN

BBC operating

system

commands
The BBC Micro operating
system commands are those
which startwith an asterisk.

For example, *MOTOR,
*CATor*FX.

The operating system
commands are passed to the
Command Line Interpreter
CCU) when encountered.
TheCLI is vectored, and as a
result it is possible to
interceptthe command line
before it is passed onto the
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CLI.This in turn allows the
userto write his own
commands which can be
invoked either in the
interactive mode or in Basic
programs.

The technique employed is
to place in theCLI Vector
(CLIV)the address of a user
written routinewhich
examinesthe command line
for new commands before
passing unrecognised
commands to the original
CLI. The example listed here
is a simple new command
*CLEAR which sets all
internal variables to zero.
The new command is not
particularly interesting in
itself, but serves to illustrate
the technique.

The program isfully
commented but a few words
of explanation are
necessary.

Lines 90 to 100 set up the
addresses of OSBYTE and
CLIV.

Lines 270 to 350 set up the
break action address. This
meansthatoncethe routine
is installed, it is resident until
the machine is switched off.
Pressing the break key
causesthe routine'install' to
be invoked.

Lines 400 to 500 are the

routine 'install', which sets
CLIVto pointto the routine
'newcliv'.

Lines 590 to 830 are the
routine 'newcliv'. This
routinefirststoresthe X and
Y registers in &F2,&F3. The
CLI uses the X and Y registers
to point to the memory
address wherethe command
is located. The CLI uses
&F2,&F3to hold this base
address of the command
line. The subroutine &E039
(line620) is a subroutine
used bythe CLI to strip
leading spaces and asterisks
from the command. The
routinethen checksto see if
the command is the user's
new command. If it is not, the
X and Yvalues are restored
and the command passed to
the CLI to be dealtwith. If it is,
control is passed tothe code
which executesthe user's
command (lines 940to 1000).

The remaining section of
the program demonstrates
thatthe technique works.

The abilityto create new
commands opens up all sorts
of possibilities to the
machine code programmer;
any favourite utilitycan be
invoked by direct command
ratherthan by CALLing it.
John Hearn

LIST
10 REM Demonstration of new commands
20 REM for the BBC microcomputer.
30 REM
40 REM John Hearn January 1994
50 REM
60 REM Set up Command Line Vector
70 REM and OSBYTE addresses.
80 REM
90 CLIV &208
100 OSBYTE &EFF4
110 FOR 17. = 0 TO 1

120 REM
170 REM Assemble cole at &DOI.
140 REM Change thin address if using
150 REM discs leg to &A00 which is
160 REM normally the cassette work
170 REM space.)
180 REM
190 P%=/..D01
200 I OPT I%

210 \

120 \ start - load break. action
\ address to point to install.
\ ie subroutine install is
actioned after break is pressed

.start LOX *&4C
LOA e&F7
JSR OSBYTE
LOX 0(install AND 255)
LDA 411,8
JSR OSBYTE
LOX 1finstall DIV 256)
LOA M&F9
JSR OSPYTE

240
250
260
:*70

280

300
.10
720
7I0
340
750
360

1110

7.90

400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
490
490

\ install - when break is pressed
\ this routine installs new CLIV

.install LOA CLIV
CMP eCnowcliv AND 255)
BED return
STA cliv
LOA CLIV 1

STA cliv * 1

LOA e(newcliv AND 255)
STA CLIV
LDA DIV 256)
STA CLIV r 1

670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
BOO
810
920
830
840
850
860
970
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1010
1040
1050
1060

500 .return RTS
510 \

520 \ newcliv - this routine checks a
530 \ operating system command to see
540 \ if it is *CLEAR. 14 it is, the
550 \ new command is actioned, else
560 \ the command is passed to the CLI
570 \ to be dealt with.
580 \

590 .newcliv STX &F2 save X
600 STY &F3 \ save
610 LOY IMRE
620 .loop JSR &E039 strip spaces
630 BED exit 5 cr found
640 CMP 11&25 is it a *
650 BED loop \ yes strip it
660 LOX *&00 zero X

STY &/0

\ now check if *CLEAR

.coml

. it

.r1 iv

CMF' command,X
BNE exit
INX
INY
LDA \ get the ne:,
CMP e&OD \ all done'
SNE coral
jMP clear
LDX &E2
LOY &FI
JMP
SRI.

SRI

\ this is the code tor the new
\ command. In thl example the
\ internal variates (Si. to 7%)
\ are zeroed by tic command *CLEAR

\ The internal variables are
\ located at 540) to &468
\ inclusive.

.clear LDA *500
LDX *1,04

.zerovars STA 5400,1
IN%
LPX e&6C
ONE zerovars
RTS

1

REM
REM now put the ne
REM
command - P7.
Scommand . "CLEAR"

.emmnd name in

character

1070 NEXT
1080 REM
1090 REM now call the routine to
1100 REM install it.
1110 REM
1120 CALL start
1130 REM
1140 REM now prove it works!
1150 REM
1160 A7.=1:7%.26
1170 VOU12:PRINT"A7. = ";A%'"Z% = ";Z%
1180 *CLEAR
1190 PRINT -Now AT. ";A%-and Z% = ";7%
1200 PRINT -"To save the assembled code, enter....

SAVE ."NEWCOMMAND.. 0 001 *0070
1210 PRINT"To load save code enter.-- "*RUN ""NEWCOMMND""

Lynx serial port
Little information isgiven by
Camputers relating to the
Lynx'sserial port. The
following data should be of
useto Lynx owners wishing
to hook uptheir machineto
printers, modems and other
computers or peripherals.

The serial facility is
provided by a UART
(Universal Asynchronous
Receiver Transmitter). On
the Lynx,this UART is
arranged to provide a serial
output and accept a serial
input at RS232 compatible
levelscomprising eight data
bits, onestart bit and one
stop bit. There is no parity bit.
Should this data format not

be suitable for your
application, it is possible to
alter it by simple hardware
modifications. The baud rate
(speed at wh ich
transmission and reception
is carried out) can be selected
to be either 2400, 4800 or
9600 bits per second.
Normallythe Lynx will beset
to the 2400bps rate.

To introduce a parity bit to
the data stream on
transmission,and to check
for correct parity on
reception,you should locate
pin 35 ofthe UARTchip (the
UARTistheforty pin package
which is upsidedown
relative to the other two forty
pin packages. On my
machine it is marked COM
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8017, butcould easily be
marked IM 6402 orAY 31013
on yours). Pin 35 is normally
connected to +5V. To enable
parity it should be grounded
instead. If odd parity is
required, pin 39 also should
bechangedfrom its current
+5Vto OV. If even parity is
required, leave pin 39as it is.
The number of bits per
character isset by pins 37 and
38 which are normally both
tied to +5V, selecting eight
bits. Fig 1 shows how to
select other cha racter
lengths. The number of stop
bits to be appended to each
characteron transmission is
set by pin 36.A logic 1 (+5V)
selects two stop bits and a
logic° (0V)selects one.
Norma Ilythis pin istied to OV.
The baud rate is set by a small
plug and socket assembly,
called link 7. It can befound
on the circuit board just
belowthe row of din sockets.
Thereare six pinsonthe male
sideandthesocket joins one
horizontal pair of pins at a
time. When the plug is on the
lowest two pins (as it is
normally)the baud rate used
bythe UART is 2400 bits per
second. Moving the plug to
the middle set of pins gives
4800bps and thetop set gives
9600bps.Although limited to
three speeds, this gives the
port extra flexibility.

On the softwareside, the
UARTappearsastwo distinct
ports. One-&82-is the
data port andthecharacterto
be read orwritten passes
throughthis port. So OUT
&82,50 will put 50 serially
onto pin 1 of the din socket
marked serial atthe back of
the Lynx.PRINTINP(&82)
will display the last character
which was received on pin 3
ofthe din socket. Note that
whileoutput is in 'real-time'
-that is,the character is sent
as soon asthe instruction is
executed bythe processor-
input is not. A serial data
stream on pin 3 of the din
socketwill betaken by the
UARTwhenever it appears
and the character
represented is stored within
the UARTto be read atthe
convenience of the
processor.Thisfacility
meansthatthecomputer can
send and receive data
simultaneously-that is, it
can havefull duplex

operation.
The other port connected

with the UART is port &84.1t
informsthe processor of the
status of the UART. This
information is bit coded and
the port is read only. Of the
eight bits in this port, only
four are used. The others are
permanently one (bits 5,4,3
and 0). Bit 7,the DAV flag,
goeszero when data is
available in the input
register. To avoid over run
(see below) data should
generally be read (through
port &82) as soon after DAV
goes low. Once read DAV will
return to a one until another
character is received. Bit 6 is
the TBE flag. It indicates that
thetransmitter buffer is
ready to receive another
characterwhen zero. So if
this bit is a one, do not try
outputting data. Bit 2, the PE
flag, indicatesthat a parity
error exists in the last
character received. Normally
this bit is a one, but if, as
detailed earlier, your
computer is modified to
check parity, the bitwill go
zero to indicatethe failu re of
the parity check. Bit 1 is the
OR flag and indicates, when
zero, that morethan one
character has been received
since the UARTwas last read
bythe processor. This state is
called over run and can be
avoided by regular checking
of the DAVflag.

Finally, it should be noted
thatthe Lynx serial port is not
a full implementation of the
standard RS232 link. In
particular it does not allow
handshaking between
communicating devices.
Therefore it should not be
takenfor granted thatthe
computercan be linked to
any piece of RS232
equipment, although a little
software can often overcome
difficulties.As proof of this I
can say that I have been using
a daisywheel printerwith my
computerfor several months
now with no problems and
the minimum of software. If
you wish to experiment with
the port I suggestyou first try
the program given in Fig 2. If
you have, orget hold of two
computers,you might liketo
try connecting the two serial
portstogether-OVto OV, In
to Out, and Outto In, typing
the program into both

machines, and running
it. It allows instant
communication between
the two computers.

Alternatively, if you
haven't got two computers,
you can simplyjoin the Out
and In pins on one machine

with a piece ofwire, and talk
to yourself. Proofthatthe
data is actually going
through the portcan be
obtained by simply pulling
outthe wire and observing
the result.
Jon Chalmers

PIN 37 PIN 38 B1TS/CHARACTER
0 0 5
0 1 6
1 0 7
1 1 8

Fig 1

100 VDU 4,14
110 REM **CHECK TBE FLAG**
120 IF NOT(ININ8(0084) BNAND BIN(1000000))

= BIN(1000000)THEN GOTO 120
130 REM **SENDIF ZERO**
140 OUT&0082,ASC(GET$)
150 REM **CHECK DAV FLAG**
160 IF NOT(INP(&0084)BNANDBIN(10000000))

=BIN(10000000)THENGOT0160
170 REM **DISPLAY IF ZERO**
180 PRINTCHR$(INP(&0082));
190 REM **NEXTCHARACTER**
200 GOTO 120

Fig2

Spectrum on

error
I have recentlyfound a way of
simulating the ON ERROR
NEWand ON BREAK NEW
command on the ZX
Spectrum and I thinkthat
other Spectrum owners
might be interested in the
method.

Whatyou do is PEEKthe
two byte system variable,
ERR SP. This gives you the
address on the machine
stack holding the address in
memory to which program
execution jumps after an
error has occurred. Usually
the address held by ERR SP
holdsthe address 4867, but if
you POKE the address held in
ERR SPto 0, when an error
occurs in the Basic program,
or BREAK is pressed, or the
program ends,then program
execution willstart from
address 00, which will have
the same effect as typing
PRINTUSR O. Thiswill reset
thecomputertothe same
state it was in when first
switched on.

Here's a short routine
which should be put atthe
beginning of a program and

will resetthecomputer if
break is pressed, an error
occurs, orthe program ends.
1 >LETerrsp = PEEK

23613+256* PEEK 23614
2 LETerr rtn = PEEK (err

sp)+256* PEEK (err sp+1)
3 POKE errsp,O:POKE (err

sp+1),0
Line 1 PEEKSthe system
variable ERR SP.
Line 2 stores the contents of
theaddress held in errsp and
errsp+1, in thevariable err
rtn.
Line 3 POKEs the address
held in ERR SP, and the
address after itto O.

Once this routine has been
run anyattemptto stop or
end the program will cause a
machine reset. If you wantto
be able to tu rn this effect off
from within a program then
you shouldtype in a routine
such asthe one below.
1000>LETerrsp = PEEK

23613+256* PEEK
23614

1010 POKE err sp,err rtn
-256* INT (err rtn/256)

1020 POKE (err sp+1), INT
(err rtn/256)

Thiswill allowthe program
to be stopped in any of the
usual ways.
AndrewPagin
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SHOCKING NEWS FROM
MICRO MIRACLES..!!

GIGANTIC STOCKTAKING CLEARANCE
(for a limited period)

EPSON FX80 £4.3ft £325 BROTHER HR15 CALL
EPSON RX8OFT Ea.443- £239 APPLE III 128K £2,48 £1395
EPSON RX80 F.2-74 £209 TEC F10-40 £1285 £849
EPSON FX100 Eyo £419 APPLE L/Q PRINTER £1Er0 £995
STAR Easg £199 APPLE MATRIX PRINTER £426 £345
APPLE Ile £(545 £545 JUKI D/WHEEL PRINTER £449 CALL
SHINWA (TYPE II) "SPECIAL" AT £185 IBM PC CALL
BASF DISKETTES 51/4SS/SD £2.,7'5 £1.00 EPSON QX10 256K £1550
TEXAS T1820 £1.340 £899 EPSON HX20 £369
TEXAS T1820KSR £1,580 £995 ACT SIRIUS CALL
RICOH 1600 DL £15 £1190 APRICOT CALL
QUME 5/55 £1,,P35 £995 DISK LIBRARY CASES £1.50

DELIVERY NATIONWIDE AT £5 PER ORDER (DISKS FROM £1)
 Official orders accepted
 Prices exclude VAT and delivery

WHY NOT PHONE FOR SOME MORE SHOCKING NEWS
Tel: No. is: 0962 66191

OR call at our showroom, next to Winchester BR Station

.01144m.
micro miracles
50A Stockbridge Road, Winchester, Hants
S022 6RL England

Screen Photographs of programs
in BEEBUG

i BBC MICRO
REGISTERED REFERRAL CENTRE FOR THE BBC PROJECT

BEEBUG °. BBC MICRO
BRITAIN'S LARGEST SINGLE -MICRO USER GROUP

MEMBERSHIP NOW EXCEEDS 20,000
20.000 members can't be wrong - BEEBUG provides the best support for the BBC Micro. BEEBUG Magazine- now 64 pages including new product guide supplement
- devoted exclusively to the BBC Micro. Programs wi Hints & Tips - Major Articles- News- Reviews- Commentary. PLUS members discount scheme with National
Retailers. PLUS members Software Library. 10 Magazines a year. First issue April 1982 Reprints of all issues available to members.

Jan/Feb Issue: Program Features: Block Blitz, an excellent arcade style game, A Disassembler for the
BBC Micro, the Raybox game, test your powers of deduction, large digital display in mode 7. and
Dancing Lines, an interesting visual demonstration of random numbers. Plus articles on Machine Code
Graphics, the first of an introductory series. Teletext Mode (Part 4) with a set of useful procedures,
protecting your own programs, and an introduction to Forth. Plus review of double density disk controllers,
graphics tablet and new software. Product news, Post bag, Hints and Tips.
March Issue: Program features: Krazy Football game, the Manhole game, requiring quick thought and
fast reaction, Extending ASTAAD, our popular Computer Aided Design Program, The Stonemason,
Multiple Disc Catalogues, a program version of Bach's Cantata No. 147, a program for Printing Your
Own Function Key Labels. Plus articles on Acorn's Latest Developments, Testing Out Your Micro
(Sideways ROMs), Machine Code Graphics (part 2). Compact Function Key Definitions. Plus
Reviews of FORTH for the BBC micro, Memory Expansion Board Review, Software Reviews, Hints
and Tips.

I SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY OFFERJoin by April 15th for your
£1 VOUCHER

exchangeable for software and hardware
The voucher will be mailed to all members

with the May issue of the Beebug magazine.
end £1.00 for SAE for Sample

Membership. UK £5.40 for sic months, E9.90 for one year.
Overseas one year only. Europe £16.00, Middle East £19.00. Americas & Africa £21 .00. Other Countries E23.00.
Make cheque to BEEBUG and send to. BEEBUG Dept 6 P 0 Box 109. Baker Street. KO

Wycombe. Bucks HP1 t 2TD
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COME AND SEE THE BEST DISPLAY OF
SOFTWARE IN THE COUNTRY

ACORN, SINCLAIR, COMMODORE
DRAGON, ORIC & ATARI.

eg SPECTRUM OVER 400 TITLES
BBC B OVER 300 TITLES
COMM. 64 OVER 250 TITLES

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

+ BOOKS & JOYSTICKS
& ACCESSORIES

SEEING IS BELIEVING !

55 St Peter's Court
CHALFONT ST PETER it

Bucks
Tel. 0753 889010

/47,4/OPEN
MON-SAT (All Day)
+ 9.30-12.30pm SUN

KNIGHTS UNBEATABLE SHARP DEALS
DEAL 721+4 £215 76K MZ-700 with built-in cassette
recorder supplied with over £150 worth of software including
FOUR computer languages - BASIC, PASCAL, FORTH and
MACHINE CODE.
PLUS 50 programs to get you off to a flying start: Teach
Tables, Teach Division, Teach Music, Statistical Analysis,
Regression Curve Fitting, Cribbage, Poker, Cosmic, Puck -
man, Vicious Viper, Circus Star, Mastermind, Suicide Run,
Exploding Atoms, Budget Forecasting Accounts etc, and our
special BASIC Tutorial which helps you learn programming.

DEAL 731+4 £326 MZ-700, cassette, languages &
programs as above with the 4 colour printer/plotter built in.
Best value in computers. Why buy a slow micro that is stuck
in BASIC with no printer or cassette?

P.S. WE HAVE SOLD THOUSANDS OF SHARP
PRODUCTS ALL OVER THE WORLD DURING THE

LAST 9 YEARS AND HAVE NEVER HAD TO CHARGE
FOR A SINGLE REPAIR. WE GUARANTEE TO BEAT

ANY COMPETITORS' PRICE ON THE SPOT.
Export customers - all prices are free on board Aberdeen - no
VAT. UK customers get free Securicor delivery but remember to
add VAT.

Knights Ti) &
COWAN HAS

108 ROSEMOUNT PLACE,
ABERDEEN AB2 4YW

Telephone: 0224 630526
Telex: 739169 "KNIGHTS TV"

INCENTIVE PRESENTS...

FOR THE
COMMODORE 64

AND
48K SPECTRUM

ONE OF THE MOST ORIGINAL
Er COMPELLING ARCADE GAMES
EVER PRODUCED !!
E500 WINNER' James Tant from Wokingham
who scored 112,930! !!Ion visiting our offices to
verify his high scoring ability - he scored even
more!)

SPECTRUM 48K £5.50 - COMMODORE
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What they say:
"SPLAT" is one of the most
addictive games I have ever
played on the 48K
SPECTRUM. It is certainly
the most original"

Computer Et Video Games

"Highly recommended"

64 £6.50
Crash Review

TEMPLE
of VRAN THE KET
,. . 04 , TRILOGY

MOUNTAINS OF KET
"A professional game in
a competitive genre,

.. - especially if you want value
"I for money, I can heartily

je- recommend this adventure."
NEW RELEASE HCW REVIEW

TEMPLE OF VRAN

SPECTRUM £5.50
NEW An even greater
challenge just released

SPECTRUM £5.50

1

:..,......'

*****HCW
First get to the mountain...
MOUNTAINS OF KET

48K
TEMPLE OF VRAN

48K

/4 THE HIGHLY
ACCLAIMED GAME OF
ECONOMIC SURVIVAL

BRITISH ECONOMY WITH YOU
THE CONTROLS! HOW MANY

WILL YOU LAST?

STAR RATING HCW 31/1/84*
ck

"B" £6.50 \PIc,0'elj,-
48K £5.50 \4,0,0

1
A GAME Of

GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT

===,

4

0

, 

ICi),:f..)
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*5
BBC
SPECTRUM

From
magnificant
lifes
millionaire!
Buy,
Honest
Representation
residence,
compulsive

MILLIONAIRE
a

little

small

challenges

sell,
Harry,

estate?

Start
Advertise,

+
game

SPECTRUM

humble

Full

many

home
Take

Et

up a Software
Deal

Screen
of your

other features.
that grips

on one
become

Graphic
current

you.
48K

to a

of
a
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with

A

£5.50
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OUR
DEALERS
below.

ORDER

Please
indicated
enclose
or debit

No

Name

Address

INCENTIVE

PROGRAMS
NATIONWIDE.

FORM r3
send me the

by 1st class
cheque/P.O. for
my Access/Visa

ARE AVAILABLE
In case

FROM ALL LEADING
of difficulty please use the coupon

48K SPECTRUM
£5.50 EACH

SPLAT 0
MOUNTAINS OF KET 0
TEMPLE OF VRAN 0
1984 0
MILLIONAIRE 0

COMMODORE40MMODORE

f6.50

SPLAT 0

lino

titles as

post. I

£

Account

BBC BISERIES 11
f6.50

1984 0

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD, 54 London Street,
Reading RG1 4SQ Tel: Reading (0734) 591678
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BUY THE
BEST
BRITISH
COMPUTER
In stock BBC Model A U99 incl VAT

BBC'Model B £399 incl VAT

+ Wordwise Word Processor (needs 1.0 System)

+ Software- Acorn, Bugbyte, Computer Concepts (Logo 2)

+ Joysticks for the BBC + 100K Single Disk Drives

+ Torch BOOK Twin Disk Drives with CPN

Buy British or join (Equivalent to CPM9

the unemployed Reg trademark N tagttal

Just arrived!
Cable Electronics
brand new 14"
colour monitor
£199.50 + VAT

We are happy to
become agents for
the Memory
Computer System
and Ceedata W.P.

PLUS computers, peripherals, printers, software, games, books acrd much, much
more from leading makers at low prices - always available from your local stockist:

TWICKENHAM
COMPUTER CENTRE LTD

ACORN
72 Heath Rd Twickenham Middx TW I 48W 101-892 7896/01-891 16121

DATA -SWITCH
Link two or more micros to one printer, plotter, modem, etc. or vice versa

* ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
* SCREENED, METAL HOUSING
* FULLY TESTED

( * BI-DIRECTIONAL
* 24 -HOUR DESPATCH
* CARRIAGE PAID

DEALER EDUCATIONAL EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

SERIAL DATA: RS2321RS423 V24. 25 way connectors (Female)

Lines 1 to 8 & 20 switched. 24 lines switched common ground.
Model R2 2 way switch £59.95 Model V2 2 way switch £79.95

Model R3 3 way switch £69.95 Model V3 3 way switch £99.95
Model R4 4 way switch £79.95 Model V4 4 way switch £119.95
Model RX 2 way crossover £79.95 Model VX 2 way crossover £109.95

PARALLEL DATA: Amphenol 24 way (1EE488) or Amphenol 36 way (Centronics) connectors.

All 24 lines switched. 35 lines switched - common ground.
Model E2 2 way switch £89.95 Model C2 2 way switch £99.95
Model E3 3 way switch £109.95 ModetC3 3 way switch £119.95

DATA CABLES
24 hour despatch on all cables listed below. Custom cables also made.

SERIAL DATA cables RS232/124. 1 Metre 2 Metres 3 Metres
Lines 1 to 8 & 20. Unscreened. £11.95 £12.80 £13.65
All 25 lines. Unscreened £18.95 £20.65 £22.35
State whether Male/Male. Male/Female or Female'Female required

PARALLEL DATA cables. Fully screened.
Centronics Male/Male. All applications £24.95 £26.35 £27.75
Centronics. IBM PC. £24.95 £26.35 £27.75
IEE 488. Interface bus cable N'A £37.95 N A

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15°. ALL ITEMS CARRIAGE PAID

1...E HOMESTEAD ELECTRONICS
24, OXFORD RD.,DENHAM,

UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX.
Phone (0895) 832375 (24hrs)

FUTURE COMPUTER DEALERS

LONDON W1 Cambridge Data Systems Ltd 01-5801654
WI IBC Ltd 01-580 7752
N8 Heartwood Technology Ltd 01-340 9115
SW2 Jarogate Ltd 01-6716321/2/3
WI Larknet Computers Ltd 01-6361778
WC2 Systemotico Ltd 01-836 9379
N16 Spiro Systems Ltd 01-249 2066
WC2 Visible Systems Ltd 01-240 5675
W1 Bondbest Ltd 01-637 5666
W4 Riverside Systems & Services 01-994 6477
WI DDM (Direct Data Mktg) Ltd 01-834 5096/5061
SW1 Ads Ltd 01-630 5112

AVON Bristol Resource Management
B ristol fransflex

BERKS Reading Raids Office Equip. Ltd
BUCKS Bourne End The Computer Shop

Aylesbury Chiltern Industrial Controls
CAMBS Huntingdon Soles Ltd

Socon Westcom Ltd
KENT Canterbury Aquarius Software Ltd

CHESHIRE Stockport Mellor Comp Conslt Ltd
Frodsham Prosort Ltd
Stockport Encotel North
Stockport Magnetite Ltd
Wilmslow Access Computer Group

CORNWALL Cam borne Bft Systems Ltd
Penzance Charter Software

COUNTY CORK Galway Associated Micros Ltd
COUNTY MAYO Castle Bar Delta Microsystems Ltd
COUNTY NEATH Mayan STS Ltd

CUMBRIA Kendal Microcomputers Ltd
DERBYSHIRE Derby frank Groome Grp of Cos.

DEVON Exeter Eve Computer Services Ltd.
Torquay Priory Computers

DORSET Cranbourne Molpas Allen Pro Syst Ltd
DUBLIN Dublin 14 Encotel Ireland

ESSEX Westcliffe on Sea Alpha Numerica
B rentwood DDM (Direct Oat Mktg) Ltd
Roydon Etafield Ltd

0272-277535
0272-449975
0734-476611

06285-26535
0296-82677

0533-402722
0480-217217

0227-830758
061-449 8101

0928-35110
061-449 0431
061-480 7272
0625-532140
0209 712681

0736-5389
091-87140

094-22632
Navan 28472

09662-4104

0602-301633

0392-217417
0803 38236

072-54611

0001-988931

0702-43304
0277-229379
027979-2505

GLOS Cirencester Amcross Ltd 0285-69171
Cheltenham PRB Comp Sys Ltd 0242-582022
Cirencester Cotswold Computer Centre 0285-4756

GRAMPIAN Aberdeen SCMWComp Sery Ltd 0224-638420
GT MANCH Manchester IBIS Business Info Sys Ltd 061-860 7123

Manchester Integer Comp Sys Ltd 061-798 7307
GWYNEDD Pwilehell CPL Ltd 075-881 2053

HANTS Bishops Waltham Allegro Ltd 04893-6266
Fareham Bombrook Sys Ltd 0329-236545

HERFD &WORC Worcester Medicare 0905-612688

HEWS Bushey Heath Boyd Microsystems Ltd 01-950 0303
Eore'wood Bosys Bus &Admin Sys Ltd 01-953 7303
St Albans Craft Computers Ltd 56-50906

ISLE OF WIGHT Shank iln Systel Software Assoc 0983-866012

JERSEY St Heller Channel Data Processing Ltd 0534-24333
KENT Ashford Abacus Comp Sys Ltd 0233-678666

Maidstone Business Text Ltd 0622-54755
Faversham Fast Ltd 0795-533225

LANCS Blackpool Leisuronics Ltd 0253-27091
B lackpool Blackpool Computers Ltd 0253-27091
Oldham Formula Computer Systems Ltd 061-681 6657
Wigan Digital Computer Services Ltd 0942-321153

LEICS Leicester Leicester Computer Conslts Ltd 053753-3224
Leicester Leicester Micro Centre Ltd 0533-551869

MERSEYSIDE Birkenhead HSCS 051-647 5582

MIDDLESEX Sunbury on Thames Datasotue Ltd 09327-85566
Moines Encotel West 81 63466
Uxbridge Access Data Comm Ltd 0895-59781
Eastcote Octopus Computer Assoc Ltd 01-866 0133
Hampton Software Consultants (UK) Ltd 01-387 4599
North Wembley Aim System Devel Ltd 01-904 8139

MIDLOTHIAN Dalkelth Computerpod 031-6604236
N YORKS York Signal Computers 0904 36578

Leeds Computer Style 0532-444337
NORFOLK Wells Tolimtt Ltd 0328 710810

Norwich Symbol Computer Services Ltd 0603-29581
NORTHUMB Myth ,7,,npoct Business Systems Ltd 06706-M252

OXFORDSHIRE Benson I ifield Software Systems Ltd 0491-35184

OXON Oxford C T Moddison Ltd 0993-73145
Oxford Cotswolds Press Ltd 0865-245145

S YORKS Sheffield Computer Management Sery 0742 667165
STRATHCLYDE Glasgow Microspec Ltd 0236-821473

SUFFOLK Bury St Edmonds Astwood Systems Ltd 0284-60600
Ipswich A R Computers Ltd 0473-214898
Newmarket Database Ltd 0638-667311

SURREY Croydon Nova Micro Centres 681 8620/8633
Guildford Alexander Systems Ltd 0483-34444
Guildford WK Axv-iriates Ltd 0483-37039
KingsfonupoffiTharnes ideal Comp Ltd 01-5494646
Watton-offiThames Infodata Ltd 98-29880
Croydon lvtaytair Computers Ltd01-6883836
Surbdon Canbury Systems Ltd 01-3995614
Richmond Thomeside Comp Conslts 01-940 6345
South Croydon Into Business Sys Ltd 01-660-1177
Wimbledon Cedar Data Ltd 01-946 7856
New Maiden Cedar Data Ltd 01-9496629

SUSSEX Horsham Sussex Microsystems Ltd 0403-68071

TYNESIDE Newcastle Sortfield Ltd 0632-329593
WYORKS Brighouse Computer Revolution Ltd 0484-720314

Osseff Kimberley Computer Servs Ltd 0924-263646
WGLAM Swansea Comcen Technology Ltd 0792-79600

W MIDLANDS Birmingham Pacemaker Computing 021 643 0544
B irmingham Office International Ltd 021-6224681
Wolverhampton Springfield Controls Ltd 0902-29039

W SUSSEX Billinghurst iLenley Instruments Ltd 040381-3441
Chichester xcel Systems Ltd 0243-774892

WILTSHIRE Marieborough Roundhill Comp Sys Ltd 0672-54675

ENCOTEL WEST STAINES, MIDDLESEX 0784 63466
ENCOTEL NORTH STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE 061 449 0431
ENCOTEL SYSTEMS LTD CROYDON, SURREY 01.680 6040

The Future Computer range is distributed in the following countries
WEST GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, NORWAY, CYPRUS, HOLLAND,
FRANCE, SWEDEN, TURKEY, VENEZUELA, DENMARK, AMMAN,
JORDAN, SINGAPORE, USA, THAILAND, GREECE.
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FUTURE EVOLUTION
Built in local area network means you can grow with plug-
in simplicity.

A powerful independent
microcomputer with built in LAN

Stand Alone microcomputer with an
integral Winchester hard disk

Low cost terminal

Network Processor with a
Winchester hard disk

British and beautiful, the new Future Computer
range is the best buy in business micros today.

 Low price -£1875 or less, buys a lot of power.
 Power - 128K to 1 Mbyte as standard.
 Speed - Around 60% faster than other 8088 micros.
 IBM compatible -A perfect IBM 'think alike'.
 'Future Evolution' - Built-in Local Area Netwo?k for

plug-in growth.
 0/S Choice - CP/M86, CCP/M, MP/M86, MS/

DOS

 User comfort - VDU tilts and swivels; separate
keyboard & processor can be slung from desk side.

 Range - From terminals to network processors.

FUTURE
COMPUTER

FX20

SIRIUS°
 Dep:

IBM diag
 2 YE

PRICE £1875 £2395 £2884 Future C
RAM 128K 128K 128K Croydo

Tol: 01-6
Max. RAM IMb 896K 768K(a)

FLOPPY DISK 2 x 800K 2 x 600K 2 x 320K
BENCH MARK
SPEED (b) 21 55 37
LOCAL AREA
NETWORK
BUILT-IN YES NO NO

IBM BUS 2 NO 2(c)

HIGH RESOLUTION
GRAPHICS OPTIONAL INCLUDED OPTIONAL
OPERATING
SYSTEMS

CP/M86 INCLUDED INCLUDED OPTIONAL

or CCP/M(d) INCLUDED NOT AVAILABLE OPTIONAL

or MP/M86 OPTIONAL NOT AVAILABLE OPTIONAL

MS/ DOS OPTIONAL INCLUDED OPTIONAL

BASIC OPTIONAL INCLUDED INCLUDED

WP PACKAGE INCLUDED OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

CP/M80
EMULATION INCLUDED OPTIONAL OPTIONAL

(a) Subject to constraints of expansion lots available
(b) An example timing running PCW benchwork BM7 under Microsoft Basic 86

(c) Three slots of five already used for VDU, floppy disk controller and RAM
expansion.

(d) Concurrent CP/M
CP/M, CCP/M, MP/M TM Digital Research
MS/ DOS TM Microsoft.

THE FX2O MODEL
128K 16 BIT 16MB
DISK STORAGE

The
best
price
for pe' ormance today
UK distributors

ndability - Continuous 'Check Guard'
ostics.

R WARRANTY.
mputers Ltd, 14 Imperial Way,
Airport Industrial Estate, Croydon, Surrey.
6 2233 Telex: 8951921

Encotel Systems Limited 7 Imperial Way Croydon Airport Industrial Estate Croydon
Tel: 01-686 9687 01-680 6040 (six lines) Telex: 8951921 ENCO G

Surrey CRO 4RR

Sirius. is a registered trade mark
of Applied Computer Techniques (Holdings) plc.



1TInN
Micro Animation

This month we bring you news ofthe prizes to be won in our
competition and details of Martin Colbert's image manipulation

program for the BBC Micro. Instead of publishing the complete listing
we are offering readerstheopportunityto receive the entire

program, free, on tape!
The top prizes in PCW's Micro Anima-
tion Competition are microcomputer
systems from Fujitsu, Japan's leading
computer manufacturer. Two FM16S
128k systems complete with software
are waiting to be won together with an
FM7 64k system, the uniquely -styled,
8 -bit machine from the Fujitsu stable.

We're also pleased to announce the
names of the judges who'll be deciding
on the winning entries: Barry Norman,
TV film critic and presenter of BBC
Radio 4's Chip Shop will chair the
panel; he'll be assisted by Roger
Handley, Fujitsu's NW Europe Sales
Manager, Hedley Griffin of Griffin Films
and our own editor, Jane Bird.

,3D graphics produced by
Martin Colbert
In the 'Patterns' article of the March
1982 issue of PCW, Alan Sutcliffe
introduced an algorithm to solve the
'hidden lines' problem in 3D graphics. I
have written a program on my BBC
model B which uses the methods
Sutcliffe described.

The program allows the user to
create simple solid models; save the
data for these models on tape and load
them back at a later date; edit the
model; print out data for the model;
display the model rotated through any
angle about the X, Y and Z axes at any
distance; and create 'sequence' files
so that the program will automatically

display the model in a series of
predetermined positions - the user
also being able to save and load these
sequence files.

Options
To create a new model you must first
decide how many surfaces the model
will have, for example, a cube will have
six. Remember, however, that all sur-
faces are (as described here) single -
sided. If you want your model to contain
a surface which can be seen from both
sides, this must be entered as two
separate surfaces; the only difference
being their signs. You then enter how
many points there will be in each
surface so that one array can be
dimensioned to contain all the points in
a model, and another array to point to
this array to show where the points are
and how many there are for each
surface.

The data must then be entered for
each surface in turn - the sign is
entered first. A surface is negative if it
can be seen from the origin, and is
positive if it cannot: -

surface can only
be seen from this
side - it is positive.

origin

origin

surface can only be seen
from this side - it is
negative.

The coordinates for each point must
then be entered, together with whether
or not the point is connected to the next
one. The X and Y coordinates are as
normal, with Z representing depth. The
program is designed so that if a point is
entered as 200,300,1 and the model is
viewed at a distance of 1000 units, when
the model is drawn (with the origin
redefined to the centre of the screen),
the point will be at the position corres-
ponding to screen coordinates 200,300.
When asked if the point is connected to
the next one, the usual answer wil be
'Y', but for the last point in a surface the
answer will be 'N'. Entering N causes a
point to be connected to the first point
or, if N has already been entered for one
of the previous points in a surface, it will
cause the point to be connected to the
point following the point for which N
was already entered. This allows sur-
faces with windows to be created-for
example, the entry for each respective
point in the diagram (see Fig 1) will be
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Y,Y,Y,N,Y,Y,Y,N, causing point 4 to be
connected to point 1 instead of point 5,
and point 8 to be connected to point 5
instead of point 1.

1

Fig 1

2

Finally, the drawing instructions for
the surface must be entered. These are
based on the triangle -drawing facility
of the BBC Micro. They cause a surface
to wipe out any lines from other
surfaces which are behind it. The letters
used are 'M', 'P' and 'R'. M causes a

MOVE to the specified point, P causes a
PLOT 85 instruction using the specifiea
point and R tells the program that the
drawing instructions are the same as
those for the specified surface. The
drawing instructions for a surface with
four points would be M1M2P4P3, and if
surface 5 of a model has the same
drawing instructions as surface 2, then
for surface 5 you would enter R2. If a
surface has a window then the drawing
instructions cause triangles to be plot-
ted over the 'solid' part of the surface
but leave the window untouched.

When the coordinates for a surface
have been entered, the program calcu-
lates an equation surface plane. At this
point, a division by zero error may occur
due to the method used to calculate the
equation. To rectify this, option 6 from
the main menu should be used to alter
the coordinates of the surface slightly.
Luckily, this rarely happens, and the
best wayto avoid it is neverto enterzero
as one of the coordinates of a point -
use one instead.

When all this has been done for each

1710DEFPROCfindorcler
1720LOCALXX,YX,n,flag,start,pon,poin,val
1730CLS:PRINT'"""Please wait."
1740FORXX=1TOsurf:FORN%=1TOsurf
1750flag=FALSE:pon=pointerVX7.,1):tart=pointer%(XX,0)-1
1760FORn=start+1TOstart+pcm
1770poinx=point7.(Z7.,0):poiny=pointVr4,1):poinz=pointV7.7.,2)
1/SOval=poinxicegua(Y%,0)+poing*egua(r4,1)-1-poinz*egua(r4,2)-1
1790val=val*EVAL(sigrIVYX)+"1")
18001Eval>.1THENf1ag=TRUE
1810NEXT:IFflag=FALSE THEN1900
1820flag=FALSE:pon=pointerX(Y74,1):start=pointerVY%,0) 1

1830FORZ7.=start+1TOstarti-pon
1840poinx=pointV7A,0):poiny=pointV/7.,1):poinz=point74(7%,2)
1S5Oval=poinx*eglia(XX,O)i-poiny*egua(X%,1)+poinx*egua(X7.,2)-1
1860val=val*EVALjsignVX%)+"1")
1870IF-val<-.1THENflag=TRUE
1880NEXT:IFflag=FAI THEN1700
1890tableVXX,YX)="1":60T01910
1900table$(X7.,Y74)="0"
1910NEXT: NEXT
1920count=0:top=1:bottom=surf
1930FORX7.=0TOsurf: markerV Xfl=" " : NEXT
1940REPEAT:f1g=FALSE
1950FORXX=1TOsurf:flag=TRUE:FORYX=ITOsurf
19601F tableS(X7.,YZ)="1"THEN flag=FALSE
1970NEXT:1Fflag=TRUE AND markerVX7.)<>"1" THEN PROCblankrow:flg=TRUE
19SONEXT
1990FORM=1TOsurf:flag=TRUE:FORYZ=1TOsurf
2000IF tableS(Y7.,X74)="1"THEN flag=FALSE
2010NEXT:IFflag=TRUE AND markerS(XX)<>"1" THEN PROCblankcol:flg=TRUE
2020NEXT
2030UNTILcount=surf OR flg=FALSE
2040IFflg=FALSE AND count<surf THEN lit=TRUE ELSE lit=FALSE
200ENDPROC
PROCFind Order

surface, which does not take as long as
you might imagine, the program will
calculate the plotting order of the
surfaces using the method described
here. The program will handle every-
thing including 'frustrated loops': the
only thing it cannot handle is the planes
of two surfaces intersecting each other.
It is left to the user to ensure that this
does not happen.

Main menu option 2 may be used to
save the data for the model as a named
file and option 3 is used to load the data
back again.

Option 4 is used to display the model.
After choosing the foreground and
background colours, you are asked if
you want to create a sequence file. If N is
typed you'll then be asked if you want to
execute a sequence file. If N is again
typed, you'll be asked if you wish to see
the object being drawn. This allows you
to choose between seeing each surface
being drawn until the model is com-
plete or simply seeing the complete
model appear at once after a pause.

Next,the distance at which the model
is to be drawn is asked for. This will
depend on the size of the model but, on
average, entering 500 will give a good
view. Then the rotation of the object is
requested. This is the number of
degrees the model will be rotated about
the X, Y and Z axes, Entering 0,0,0 will
cause the object to remain still.

Following this, the screen will blank
and pressing SPACE BAR will cause the
model to be drawn. At the top of the
screen, a line showing the distance to
the model and its rotation about each
axis will be displayed. The A and Z keys
can now be used to alter the distance,
the left and right cursor keys used to
alter the rotation about the Y axis, the
up and down cursor keys used to alter
the rotation about the X axis and the
DELETE and COPY keys used to alter the
rotation about the Z axis.

Once the required distance and rota-
tions have been set, pressing the
SPACE BAR will cause the model to be
drawn at the new position. To return to
the menu press M.

If you type Y when asked if you wish
to create a sequence file, a series of
positions can be stored which the
computer will later use to display the
model automatically at these positions.
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After typing Y you'll be asked for a
number of frames: this isthe number of
positions you wish to store. The model
can then be displayed in the normal
way. When the model is in a required
store position, pressing the '@' key will
cause the distance and rotations to be
stored in the sequence file. When
you've stored the positions you want
(the number of frames stored is indi-
cated at the top of the screen, in order
to cause the model to be displayed at
the stored positions, return to the menu
and again choose option 4. This time,
use reply 'Y' to the question: 'Do you
wish to execute a sequence?' After
entering the time for which each frame
will be displayed, the computer will
display the model at each of the stored
positions and when the model has been
displayed at all of these, the computer
will start again at the beginning of the
sequence.

Option 7 may be used to save a

named sequence file and option 8 to
load it back again.

Option 5 will print the data for a
model either in paged mode or on a
printer.

Option 6 may be used to alter the data
for a model. This option cannot be used
to alterthe number of surfaces or points
in a model. To do this, option 9 must be
used. This loads a file, making room for
the extra surfaces and points. The user
can then alter the number of points in
existing surfaces and specify the num-
ber of points in any extra surfaces. After
doing this, option 6 should be used to
alter any existing data, if required, and
to add new data for the extra surfaces.

Pressing ESCAPE at any time causes
a return to the menu - this is the only
way to achieve this when the program
is executing a sequence. If the menu is
already being displayed then pressing
ESCAPE will cause the program to end.

The program, with some modifica-

MicroAnimation Competition Prizes

Schools Overall Winner: Fujitsu 16S microcomputer (*)
Individual Overall Winner: Fujitsu 16S microcomputer (*)
SchoolsCategoryWinners: 48kSpectrum, Microvitec colour monitor, Sinclair
Macmillan software
Individual Category Winners: Oric Atmos 48k microcomputer
BestAnimated Sequence: Hantarex high quality colour monitor
Special Category Winner: Fujitsu FM7 microcomputer (*)
Best NewBrain Entry: 200k NewB rain integrated disk drive and controller plus
CP/M disk and licence
Other prizesto be awarded atthe discretion of the judges: Atari 600 XL
microcomputer; two £1001ibraries of microcomputer books; and a host of
software prizesfor all makes of micros
(*) Fujitsu specifications
16S: 128k RAM, 2x320k dou ble-sided, double -density drives,6809 plus Z80A
plus 8086 processors, colour mon itor,CP/M-86, WordStar, Supercalc 2, FBasic,
softwareselection to suit.
FM7: 64k RAM,48kvideo RAM, 6809 and Z80A processors, colour monitor,
CP/M-80, WordStar, Supercalc 1, FBasic, software selection to suit.

Ourthanks to: Fujitsu Mikroelektronic, Sinclair Research, Oric Products,
Microvitec, Hantarex (UK), Brainwave Software, Atari Inc and Century
Publications for their interest and sponsorship of this competition

tion, can be used to create simple
animated sequences of solid objects. A
routine can be inserted at line 595,
which would save the entire screen
memory to disk as a file, if a sequence
were being executed (seq%=TRUE).
When a number of screens have been
saved to disk, a separate short program
can be used to load rapidly each screen
in turn, so producing the effect of
animation.

An alternative would be to store the
equivalent VDU code and data for every
graphic instruction executed (PLOT,
DRAW, and so on during a sequence.
By using a separate machine code
routine to access the VDU codes, you
can then execute them rapidly using an
OSWRCH call, again creating the effect
of animation.

Free offer
Included in this article is a procedure
from 3D solids: PROCFind Order cre-
ates drawing routines. Instead of print-
ing a full listing, we've decided to offer
readers a free copy of the program
instead.

To take advantage of this offer, send
in the logo tab from the corner of this
page plus a blank C15 cassette and a
stamped, addressed, padded en-
velope.

As this is an experimental offer and
we can only speculate as to the
response, be prepared to wait a couple
of weeks before you receive the
program.

Rules & Categories
Due to lack of space we are unable to
printthe competition rules and categor-
ies this month. These will be printed in
the June issue together with the entry
form. The closing date for entries is 15
July, 1984.

Next month: Micro Animation at
Lanchester Polytechnic.

END



Portable Power from Vic's
THE NEW RANGE OF

PORTABLE COMPUTERS
FROM

FREE!
Software worth £1000

All Kaypros come complete with a great
software package- Prof itplan, Word Process-
ing, Microsoft BASIC, CP/M Control Program
Games and more - all FREE.

Introducing the 'Kaypro -a powerful, portable computer series packed with professional
features ... the ultimate in go -anywhere hardware.

Each Kaypro has a big, clear 9" screen with easy -to -view green text. The keyboard with its
responsive, full-size typewriter -style keys, is detachable from the computer itself, and
includes a separate 14 -key rapid -entry calculator -type key pad.

Memory? Quite apart from the computers 64K RAM, the '2' and '4' models feature twin
51/4" disc drives - 191K single -sided for the '2'; 392K double -sided for the '4'. The top '10'
model is the first -ever portable computer to feature a built-in 10 Megabyte Winchester Hard
Disk drive plus a 392K 5" floppy disk - all within the same compact case.

You can see this superb computer at Vic Odden's NOW!

MARK 2
64K RAM / 191K Disk

£ I 395 Plus VAT

WE ARE HERE

co

z
5g. DUO

C: LONDON
At. Si. BRIDGE

avr

/0111411: STATION

MARK 4
64K RAM / 392K Disk

£1695 Pius VAT

MARK 10
64K RAM / 10M Disk

£2595 Plus VAT

AI\==1
e.an.rr.eu spectrum

II Access, Barclaycard 8 Spectrum Chargecard
welcome  Instant Credit - please ask for written
details  Send S.A.E. for other computer bargains

Vic Odden's
of LMIN Midge

6 London Bridge Walk, London SE1
Tel: 01-403 1988

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
For children ages 4 -11

EDUCARE'S
50

Filly high -quality programs
tor primary education

Strongly recommended
by educational

authorities

on ty

ZX81
With

SPECTRUM
SUPPLEMENT

£ 5.95 Pa"'""122 pages

All programs suit IK 1X31

on to

O
MICRO

I Model A end Model B1
WITH COLOUR, SOUND AND

OTHER ENHANCEMENTS
WITH ACORN ELECTRON

SUPPLEMENT
PROGRAMS WRITTEN IN

STRUCTURED FORM

£7. 95 P1 1.0"pr.b::

These programs cover a wealth of basic concepts every child
will meet In primary education. They are produced by professional
educators and have been thoroughly tested in a primary school.
Designed to go beyond drill & practice they promote learning
through interaction and discovery. Programs range .frcm counting
and simple arithmetic to ones dealing with volume, balance and
direction, mostly in form of games. Each program is short but
powerful and comes with full documentation.

ro
EDUCARE

139a Sloane St
London

SWIX 9AY

www alm1.111

Please send_ copies Educarirs 50 on DM Spectrum
_ .copies Educates 50 on BBC Micro

I enclose cheque/postal order for C

Name

Address _

MEMO IWO.= .WMW10 .1MW= 1110. J
Lot your child benefit erly Send now PCW/4/84

DEVELOPMENT HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

E
PERFORMANCE/ COST RATIO

(60 1 ) 467-8048
EPROM PROGRAMMER

Compatible w /all Rs 232 serial interface port  Auto
select baud rate  With or without handshaking 
Bidirectional Xon/Xoff and CTS/QTR supported 
Read pin compatible ROMS * No personality
modules  Intel, Motorola. MCS86. Hex formats *
Split facility for 16 bit data paths  Read, program,
formatted list commands Interrupt driven,
program and verify real time while
sending data  Program single byte.
block. or whole EPROM  Intelligent
diagnostics discern bad and erasable
EPROM  Verify erasure and compare
commands * Busy light * Complete
w/Textool zero insertion force socket
and integral 120 VAC power (240
VAC/50Hz available)

DR Utility Package allows communica-
tion with 7128, 7228, and 7956
programmers from the CP/M com-
mand line. Source Code is provided.
PGX utility package allows the same
thing, but will also allow you to specify
a range of addresses to send to the
programmer, Verify, set the Eprom
type.

MODEL 7316 PAL PROGRAMMER
Programs all series 20 PALS. Software
included for compiling PAL source
codes.

2
Software Available for CPM1 ISIS,

TRSDOS3 M S DO S .4

t. TM of Digital Research Corp.
2. TM of Intel Corp.
3. TM of Tandy Corp.
4. TM of Microsoft.

Post Office Box 289
Waveland, Mississippi 39576

16011.467-8048

$879 stand alone
MODEL 7956

MODEL 7956
GANG PROGRAMMER

Intelligent algorithm. Stand alone,
copies eight EPROMS at a time.
With RS -232 option $1099.

$549
MODEL

7316

Avocet Cross Assemblers are
available to handle 8748, 8751,
Z8, 6502, 680X, r.c.
Available for CP/M and
MSDOS computers. Order by
processor type and specify
kind of computer.

Model DE -4 U/V Products
hold 8, 28 pin parts. High
quality professional construc-
tion.

$1195
MODEL

7324

MODEL 7324 PAL PROGRAMMER
Programs all series 20 & 24 PALS.
Operates stand alone or via RS232.

Model 7128-L1 ,L2,L2A 5239.00
Model 7128-24 $329.00
DR8 or DR5 S 30.00
DR8PGX or DR5PGX 5 75.00
Cross Assemblers $200.00
XASM (for MSDOS) $250.00
U/V Eraser DE -4 S 78.00
RS232 Cables S 30.00
8751 adapter $174.00
8755 adapter 5135.00
48 Family adapter 98.00

$549
MODEL

7228

MODEL 7228
EPROM PROGRAMMER

All features of Model 7128 plus
Auto Select Baud , super fast adaptive
programming algorithms, low profile
aluminum enclosure. Programs 2764
in one minute!

$429
MODEL

7128

MODEL 7128 EPROM PROGRAMMER
Programs and Read:

NMOS NMOS
2508 2758
2516 2716
2532 2732
2564 2732A
68766 2764
68764 27128
8755 27256
5133

CMOS
27C16
27C32
C6716
27C54

EEPROM MPU'S
5213 8748
5213H 8748H
X2816 8749H
48016 8741
12816A 8742H

8741H
8751

PCW195



Buy from the NewBrain Specialist
Please call for prices

NEWBRAIN COMPUTERS ON SPECIAL OFFER
EXPANDED NEWBRAIN SYSTEMS

Printers Epson FX80, RX80, RX80 FT, Shinwa CP80, Juki, Star Delta
10, Daisy Step 2000 etc. Also, the fabulous new FT -5001
from KDC. From £199 + VAT.

Recorder Sanyo DR 101 £39 + £5.85 VAT. Monitors: Sanyo and Teco
"The NewBrain Dissected" by John Braga £8.50 50p P&P (UK)

Program tape £9.95. Book and tape £18.45 (Post free in UKI
"Getting more from your NewBrain" by Andrew Pepper and Michelle Clark £7.50

inc P&P (UK)
Software Technical Manual £30 I2 P&P ILJKi Most Cables now in stock

NewBrain Software Selection
RUFAL (W) Super new adventure. E9.95
BRAINZAP ASSEMBLER (WI An interactive assembler editor opening up the
world of Z80 machine language. £9.95
DARK KNIGHT (WI Graphics adventure game with many levels. £8.00
MONITOR (WI The memory manager. Examine, fill, alter, move dump, save, load,
run, print, convert etc. £8.00
DISASSEMBLER (WI Unravel the secrets of the NewBrain's ROM. E9.95
DATABASE (CI A very impressive new database. E19.95
NEWBAS (B) Powerful machine code assembler. £46.00
LIFE SEARCH (WI (Adventure) Can take two lifetimes to solve! £9.95
BRAINTEXT (WI Easy -to -use and very practical W P. E12.00
STAR TREK (WI Rid the Galaxy of the Klingon menace E9.00
BRAIN CHASE (WI Two new fast -action £9.00
NEWBRAIN INVADERS (WI 'arcade' games. each
SeText Powerful new command -driven W P £33.00

Disk version £43.00
CHESS The Best seller! £14.95
9 HOLE GOLF (WI Random holes. Fairway plus 3-D putting
OTHELLO (WI Classic board game. 3 levels of play.
BRAIN BOX Database with powerful search facilities
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE Please ask for details.
Software suppliers,. B= Brainwave, W = Watkiss Computers, C = Comix-Micro

Please write,phone for full lists of NewBrain hardware & software etc.

NEW! SANYO MBC550/555 COMPUTERS
from £699 + VAT. Call us for more details.

MAIL ORDER - Free delivery UK for orders over £5
Callers by prior appointment only, please

To obtain your NewBrain etc., ring us on Stevenage 10438) 812439
(ACCESS welcome) or send cheque/PO/Access number to:

ANGELA ENTERPRISES
4 Ninnings Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn,

111h44104-lerts AL6 9TD. Tel: Stevenage (04381812439 En1

£7.00
£7.00

£20.00

Membej

Database for the
APPLE II, II+, Ile
£5 buys you a
quality demonstration
'Try it yourself' disk

* Up to 2000 characters in a record
* 50 user named fields in a record
* Up to 1500 records on one storage disk
* Data search on all fields
* Range specification on data search
* Us& designed report and input forms
* Mathematical calculations on fields
* Alphanumerical and date sorting
* Very fast access times
* Comprehensive instruction manual

.., and when you want the real thing
it is £150 + V.A.T. from

CAPRICORN SOFTWARE
3 Broadway Buildings, Elmfield Road,
Bromley, Kent.
TEL. 01-464 4455

Do you own or use two or more computers with incom-
patible disk formats? Then you need our universal

«FILE MOV
This easy -to -use file transfer program enables you to transfer
any type of files - including .COM-, .CMD- and .EXE-types of
tiles - from one computer to another by means of a serial link -
even if they use different operating systems! A special protocol
with checksums and automatic retransmission ensures error -free
file transfers.
Available for CP/M, CP/M-86 and MS-DOS (PC -DOS).
Prices: For CP/M : £ 49.95

For CP/M-86 or PC -DOS (MS-DOS) : £ 69.95
For any two o/s's : 99.95

We also offer the following easy -to -use and well -documented
utilities:

XSUB for CP/M-86 : 39.95
D.SK UTILITY PACKAGE for CP/M (2.2)
Includes disk dump and patch, disk test, dupli-
cation and various file recovery utilities.
"The file recovery aid alone makes it worth the
price.. "-- very well -designed and friendly
human interfaces>, (Microsystems).
TERMINAL for CP/M, CP/M-86 and PC -DOS

: 79.95

(MS-DOS) : 99.95
converts your microcomputer into a powerful termi-
nal. Includes ASCII file upload and download facilities.

Disk Formats available: 8" ss/sd, IBM-PC/XT, DEC Rainbow 100,
Osborne, Zenith hard and soft sector, Superbrain (JR),
DEC -VT 180 (DD), TI Professional (DD), Kaypro II, Access ss/dd,
NEC PC -8001 A, XEROX 820 (SD), Xerox 820-11 (DD), TRS-80,
Mod I (Omikron (CP/M), TRS-80, Mod 3 (MM/CPM),
Morrow Micro Decision.
Include £ 5 per order for handling and shipping. Specify
computer, disk format and o/s.
VISA accepted.

els kkttokoniult 01
P.O.BOX 846, N-3001 DRAMMEN, NORWAY

Tel: *(47) 3 83 15 00

EPROM PROGRAMMER for 12K ATOM
and BBC B

Designed as a low cost practical solution for the serious computer
hobbyist. Program supplied on tape. Plugs into Acorn bus connector on

Atom and into user port on BBC machine.
NOTE - 6522 VIA must be fitted to Atom and BBC machine together

with appropriate external connectors.
NEW MODEL -Will program 2716, 2532 & 2732 on 12K Atom (larger
ROMs if extra memory available). Will program 2716, 2532 2732 &
2764's on BBC Model A and additionally 27128's on the Model B (or
32K 'A' with 6522 fitted).
MENU DRIVEN - it will:
1 Copy from EPROM into memory 3 Verify EPROM against memory
2 Copy from memory into blank 4 Check for blank EPROM

EPROM
Software supplied on tape can also be put into EPROM

Supplied in a sloping box complete with connecting cable,
instructions, standard 28 pin socket

only £35 +VAT p&p £1
or including a high quality textool 28 pin ZIF socket

ONLY £45 +VAT p&p £1
ROM EXPANSION CARD FOR ATOM
Plugs into utility ROM socket inside case. Allows up to 4 off 4K EPROMS

to be software selected. Assembled and tested board.
£13.00 + VAT + 50p p&p

SIDEWAYS ROM EXTENSION RAM/ROM CARD FOR BBC
Allows up to 13 additional ROMS to be fitted OR 16K or RAM + 5
additional ROMs. Provision also for 2 of the sockets to be used to hold
2764's and to simulate a 16K ROM. All address and data lines fully
buffered.

RAM allows programs to be downloaded from disc or tape and run as a
sideways ROM. Any write signal to the sideways ROM area will appear in
the RAM.

Also will allow programs to be developed for subsequent insertion into
sideways ROM.

High quality PTH Board, assembled and tested.
£29.50 + £1 p&p

BUTTERFLY BOARD FOR BBC
Fits into one of the
sideways ROM sockets Orders and further details
and allows a 16K to:
program to reside in two HCR Electronic Services
low cost 2764's to The Industrial Unit
simulate a 27128 ROM. Parker Road
Built and tested Chelmsford
£15.00 + VAT

RICTROINC
Essex CM2 OES

+ 50p p&p
mamas

Tel: (0245) 350188

196 PCW



Link your micro to the High
Street. Use it to make everyday
life so much simpler by bringing
banking,building society and
shopping services directly into
your own home or office.

Homelink makes it all
possible - money transfer,
bill paying, discount
shopping,and 2 -way
communication with other
Homelink users - 24 hours
a day, 7 days a week.

Many popular home computers
(e.g. BBC models, Apple II and
Commodore Vic 20 and 64) can
be linked via a modified
Homedeck which has an RS232
interface. This unit allows
independent access to HOMELINK
through a remote control
keyboard and in addition the
facility to link to the
microcomputer to download
software programs from Prestel
and edit messages off line. The
Sinclair Spectrum 16K and 48K

Key 1 Key 2

Not%-:-,- Building Bank of Scotland

Sole':;, --ebanking Ho king

3 Thomas Cook - Holidays II. Travel

(4> Help sod New Users Section

,e1C01,40, i<1 HOmeitnk
Homelt,k A.,ction k N8S Compefitt^,
reloshoPPI,g

s

can be linked via a conversion kit
- the VTX5000 modem.
Remarkably, the kits can be
FREE* to thousands of micro users.

Transfer E1,000 or your
mortgage to Nottingham Building
Society and when you consider
the time and money that
Homelink will save you, its a
bargain because your investment
will be earning full interest. Find
out more today. Post the coupon.
FREEFONE HOMELINK or Prestel
*444#, or obtain literature from
any Thomas Cook Travelshop.

Some of the things you and your micro can do with Homelink.

 Book holidays  Apply for a loan  Discount shop
 Send and receive  Enter auctions and  Check your bank.

electronic mail competitions mortgage and
savings accounts

Homelink: Four Building Societiesjoined together with British Telecom and Bank of Scotland.

(The London Commercial and the Nottingham, Grantham and Lincoln Building Societies).

Nottingham Building Society, 5-13 Upper Parliament Street,

NottinghamNG12BX.leh(0602)419393.Prestel*444#.
Prestel and the Prestel symbol are trademarks of British Telecommunications

*FREE LOAN of Home Deck with minimum account balance of £4,000 (£2.000 for VTX5000) - excluding
£9.20 per annum maintenance and insurance. Modest weekly charges for lower account balances.

DON'T WASTE A SECOND. Please send me full details of HOMELINK.

NAME

ADDRESS

I POSTCODE TEL
PCW4/84

I HOMEOLINK I
SIMPLY PRESS IT AND GET IT!

FOUR BUILDING SOCIETIES JOINED TOGETHER
Postcouponto,

Nottingham Building Society. 5-13 Upper Parliament Street.
Nottingham NG1 2BX. Or FREEFONE HOMELINK now. BANK OF SCOTLAND



UNBEATABLE tappie VALUE

The Professional
Home Solution

APPLE lle 64K
Disk Drive
with controller

£750

Includes over £300 of
extras

TV modulator colour and sound
3 Apple Books
£100 Training Voucher
Apple Monitor Voucher
Software Vouchers
Micromet Prestel Voucher
Windfall Voucher
Apple Sports Bag

WHILE STOCKS LAST

The Personal
Solution

APPLE Ile
Apple Ile 64K
Disk Drive Unit
80 Column Card
12" High Res
Monitor

£890

Apple Ile
Monitor
Colour Monitor
(RGB and Composite)
Disk Drive

Without
80 col + 64K
Applewriter
Quickfile
Multiplan
80 col card

£599
£90

£199

£200
£150
£119

£60
£175

£50

The Business
Solution

APPLE III
Apple III 256K
Monitor Ill
SOS System Software
with Apple II emulation
built in disk drive

Apple III 256K
Computer as above
plus Profile 5mbyte
hard disk I

I

Applewriter III
Visicalc Ill
Quickfile Ill
(All 3 packages for £295)

£1999

£2800

£130
£170
£ 55

Complete range of invoicing, ledgers
and stock packages available.

THE SUPPORT PACKAGE
 TRAINING -Free half day appreciation course before you buy

-Free one day application training when you buy your Apple from us.

 Full year guarantee on all parts and labour. On site maintenance available.

SIMMONS MAGEE
PRICE PROMISE
We will guarantee to compete with any
advertised price on Apple.

PRINTERS
EPSON RX80

RX80 F/T
FX80

OKI 82A
92

£242
£269
£350

£299
£439

_A

For computerised solutions to business problems contact

SIMMONS MAGEE COMPUTERS LTD
13 YORK STREET, TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 3JZ

018914477 All prices exclusive of VAT
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C0MPETIT10N
Homelink

And now the moment you've all been waiting for. JerrySanders brings you
details of the Nottingham Building Society's games competition for
Homelink, its home banking system, and the great prizes to be won.

The Nottingham Building Society
('NBS') is offering first-class prizes\ in
return for great ideas from PCW
readers. Homelink, the NBS's home
banking system, runs on a 2Mbyte
mainframe computer. At the moment it
has a lot of spare capacity. One of the
ways the NBS plans to fill it, is by
offering Homelink members a com-
puter game option.

This is where you come in. Submit
your idea for a game playable on
Homelink/Prestel-type technology.
Successful games will almost certainly
minimise the amount of 'live' tele-
phone time required to play. You
should also bear in mind that different
kinds of equipment may be used by
Homelink members, ranging from a
'dumb' alphanumeric keyboard with-
out any memory to 16k micros. Other
members will have access to micro-
computers; therefore you might in-
clude options to allow owners of
different kinds of equipment to take
part, or submit an idea for the 'lowest
common denominator' of terminal and

suggest how the use of more sophisti-
cated equipment could permit the
game to be developed.

Possible alternatives would be for
games playable against the main-
frame, by individuals or families, or,
using the mainframe, between partici-
pants in different houses.

The three best ideas submitted by
PCW readers and considered suitable
for implementation on Homelink will be
awarded prizes as follows:
First Prize. £250 investment in the
Nottingham Building Society plus £250
in cash, plus a Tandata Home Deck
providing a full Homelink service.
Second Prize. £250 investment in the
Nottingham Building Society, plus
£100 in cash, plus a Tandata Home Deck
providing a full Homelink service.
Third Prize. £250 investment in the
Nottingham Building Society, plus
£100 in cash, plus a Tandata Home Deck
providing a full Homelink service.

Each prizewinner will receive, in
addition, a free Prestel subscription
and use of Homelink for one year.

You may submit as many ideas as
you wish, but only ideas received
before the closing date of 30 April, 1984
will be valid. The winning entries will be
published in PCW.

No copyrights will be acknowledged
for the basic ideas submitted in this
competition. It is intended that the
software for the winning ideas will be
written by the Homelink computer
teams and used on the Homelink
service as soon as possible. There is no
need, therefore, to submit any prog-
rams to illustrate your ideas unless you
wish to do so.

Entries should include sufficient in-
formation to indicate how the games
would be played on Prestel/Homelink
technology (see last month's PCWfor a
review of the Homelink system). The
address for submissions is Home-
link/PCW Competition, Nottingham
Building Society, 5-13 Upper Parlia-
ment Street, Nottingham NG1 2BX, tel:
(0602) 419393.
Remember the closing date for ideas is
30 April, 1984.
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NewBrain

software
IfJerry Sanders'ever-growing collection ofsoftware is

anything to go by, the NewBrain is alive and well and
showing remarkable versatility. Here he presents a

selection of programs for this long-suffering but
resilient micro.

This month we look at a selection of
software for the NewBrain: programs
have been received from all the major
NewBrain software suppliers. It's sur-
prising how much software is available
for this machine, and encouraging to
note that as far as the software houses
are concerned, the machine is still very
much a going concern.

Othello
Suppliers: Brainwave Software&
Angela Enterprises
Price: £5.75
These two versions of Othello gave me
the opportunity to play the programs
one against the other, and turned out to
be a real contest! Advantages can be
won and lost very quickly, making it an
enjoyable and gripping game. The idea
is to populate an eight by eight grid with
men of your own colour.

Both versions offer three levels of
play, but whereas Angela Enterprises
('Angela') limits itself by offering a 40 or
80 column screen and reverse video if
required, Brainwave bristles with op-
tions worthy of a chess program. Both
contain on -screen instructions but you
can only play againstthe computer with
Angela, whereas Brainwave will play
with itself, with you, or stand idly by
while you and a friend make fools of
yourselves. Moreover, Brainwave lets
you set up positions before starting so
that Othello analysis work can be done.
It also lets you choose who starts:

Angela always goes first, without any
discussion.

Move -plotting times are the same for
both programs, although I'm sure
Brainwave put up its own conquests
faster than mine when I played it.
Thinking times differ though, with
Brainwave taking three to seven
seconds longer: Angela's maximum on
level one was 23 seconds and I beat it.
On level two, the machine's thinking
time goes up to 27 seconds and the
game gets harder. On level three, the
machine first contemplates its chips for
twenty seconds: if it finds a move it
likes, it plays, otherwise ittwitches (yes,

twitches) and allows itself a further 20
seconds thought (my only hope was a
power failure).

The programs use different move -
entry methods. Angela asks for target
square coordinates, but Brainwave
gives you a cross -hair to move with the
cursor keys. Angela acts on your input
immediately (that is, two key strokes
only for each move) but Brainwave
demands a NEWLINE once you're on
target. Although this is more gutsy than
entering a coordinate, it's a lot less
efficient when there are more than a
dozen pieces on the board and your
move is over there.

The Brainwave program loads in
three minutes 40 seconds, much longer
than Angela. Was all the extra used up
in fancy options, or would it hammer
Angela with its superior algorithm?
Angela opened and for ten goes each it
was neck and neck, but Angela got the
upper hand in the end.

The game took an hour and a half to
play. It doesn't prove Angela's super-
iority beyond doubt - what would
have happened had Brainwave
started? Editor Bird wasn't going to be
pleased if I spent another hour and a
half refereeing two psyched -up New -
Brains. Incidentally, cheating wasn't
possible as the score was kept by
Brainwave.

I used Brainwave's position options
to start one game with a piece in each
corner, making any move illegal. The
program responded by crashing out
with an error 28 (illegal switch value)
and returning to Basic. Then - no call

Angela Bra inwave
1. F4 (After me) D6 (See if I care)
2. F3 C6
3. E3 F5

4. F6 D3
5. C3 E6

6. F2 G3
7. H3 Fl ( 1 st edgeto Brainwave!)
8. C5 C4
9. B6 C7

10. C8 (revenge) A6 (The two programs mirror)
11. D7 E8 (Brainwave'sthird edge)
12. G4 D2
13. Cl (mirror) G6
14. E7 E2

15. D1 C2
16. H6 (weeell ) F7

17. B1 G5
18. B4 A3
19. G8 B5 (I could do with a drink!)
20. B3 H5
21. H4( A2
22. H7 D8
23. F8 H2
24. H1 (corner!) G7
25. H8 (another!) B2
26. Al (another!) -Brainwave cannot move
27. B7 A8 (small compensation)
28. A4 A5
29. B8 A7
30. G1 El
31. G2 (Last move: Brainwave loses 47,17)

Fig 1 Othello: Angela v Brainwave
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code, no more Othello except by reload.
If you do reorganise the start positions,
make sure both sides have legal moves
available to them. This reload night-
mare is revisited in Brainwave's Wood-
cutter, also featured here.

Invaders & Brainchase
Supplier: Angela Enterprises
Price: £9 each
At last the NewBrain can call itself a real
computer. Why? Because you can play
Pacman and Space Invaders! These
examples from Angela Enterprises are
true machine code versions, look like
the real thing and give the player real
wrist ache, too. For Atari and Spectrum
freaks used to multicoloured splat!s
and pow!s they will seem tame, but for
NewBrain owners it might be a whole
new experience!

NewBrain Chess 2
Supplier: GFG Microsystems
Price: £15
The Grundy Business Systems Chess
program by CP Software is acknow-
ledged by the few that know and love it
to be a good one. Once again, the tape
GFG Microsystems provided had a
'Copyright Deep Thought' label, but the
Chess 2, once loaded (two minutes 55

seconds), had a CP Software copyright
message on the screen. I loaded Chess
2 into the NewBrain that had lost at
Othello, and Chess 1 (three minutes 15
seconds) into another. At level two of
seven, fast mode for both programs
and with Chess 1 playing white to try
and even things up, Chess 2 still
achieved checkmate.

Although Chess 2 has no documenta-
tion, it appears to have all the features
of Chess 1: play and analyse modes,
seven levels ranging from a five second
response (for beginners) to hour-long
responses. Moves are input algeb-
raically with invalid moves rejected.
Castling and en passant are supported:
pawn promotion is automatic to queen,
but can be altered if required. By keying
'R' during your turn, the programs will
recommend a move which you can
accept or not.

Altogether, two of the best games
programs around for the NewBrain.
What a shame they weren't entered for
the 4th European tournament held
last year.

Woodcutter
Supplier: Brainwave Software
Price: £5.75
A game in which you rush about madly
in forests grabbing gold. Grab enough
and you graduate from pine to birch
and finally to oak thickets. A limited
amount of strategy is required since
you can munch trees that get in your
way, but this scores minus points. The
graphics are good but limited - the
woodcutter figure about-turns as he
weaves left and right through the
forests. The three species of trees
actually look different on screen.

Each level is timed to 80 seconds, and
if you don't reach the required forest
upgrade score you go no further. The
screen redraws itself if you have
another go, taking 20 seconds or 25% of
playing time. Make sure you really want
to stop when you decide you've had
enough. If you say NO when prompted
to play again it really is curtains -
there's no program left to RUN, and
there's no manual to help you.

NewBrain Draughts
Supplier: GFG Microsystems
Price: £15
The label on the tape says 'Copyright
1983 Deep Thought', but the welcome
screen says 'Draughts Master, copy-
right CP Software 1983' - Whoops?

Nine skill levels are offered, together
with the option of full capture search.
After choosing your colour, pieces are
drawn up and the game begins. Make a
move by entering source and target
square coordinates. For example, my
first move was g3 h4, to which the
program responded b6 c5. Unfortu-
nately, after four moves each the
program declared all my moves illegal
and prompted me for new ones, so I
couldn't take the challenge any further.

Word Processors
Brainwriter is Brainwave Software's
word processor. Written in relocat-
able object code, it loads in two
sections: the second (main) part takes
two minutes 47 seconds.

The first menu offers 13 options:
Create document
Load document
Save document
Print document
Display/amend document
Format document
Reformat document
Set printer speed
Search text
Search and replace text
Right justify
Copy
Finish
On selecting option 1, prompts are
issued for left margin (min 2), right
margin (max 80) and number of lines
(max 66).

The document page is bounded at
top and bottom by a rule in traditional
word processor style, but has no
menus. The left and right margins
appear on the rule: if a page is greater
than 25 lines in length scrolling takes
place.

The search function highlights a
found word in reverse video, but takes
note of upper case. If you search and
replace with a longer word, the new
word oversteps the right margin and
the text must be reformatted using
main menu option six, format text.
Option 7, reformat text, is used to
change the format to a new layout. The
search and replace function replaces
all, with no reject option on individual
encounters.

Block copies are enabled between
pages and to the same page: no block is
actually displayed and you are returned
to the main menu once the copy has
been effected. Wordwrap is standard
and efficient.

The tape -based program allows for a
maximum of two and a half pages to be
worked on before saving to tape is
necessary (an EPROM version holds
three pages). The current page number
is displayed on the main menu. Each
page holds a maximum of 66 x 78
characters, or 1000 words. Documents
are known to the program as Page 1,
Page 2 to begin with, but when the save
option is used a name can be given: up
to eight characters are used. The delete
page option is missing on the main
menu. Once you've saved the pages
you are working on, use the create page
option and your previous work will be
automatically erased as the new page is
created.

According to the manual, the stop key
should get you back to the main menu
without saving the text, but my stop key
did nothing. 'Stop'followed by 'escape'
gives you this option.

The program comes with a five -page
buff handbook, and overall it's a good
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simulation of a 16 -bit word processor-
handy to use, with a back-up copy
provided on side two of the tape.

Braintext is a mini word processor
from Angela Enterprises. It loads in one
minute 40 seconds, and offers a nine
option menu:
1. Create page
2. Directory list
3. Load page
4. Display page
5. Print page
6. Save page
7. Delete page
8. Printer installation
9. End

The create page option gives the
choice of a 40 or 80 column page (page
length is initially 33 but may be reset by
altering line two of the program). The
page offered is a blank screen with no
frills: no wordwrap is available, so you
must end a word before the line ends. If
you go over, you lose the first character
of the new line. Control E exits from the
page with a save page option. If you say
yes, you are asked for a header (title).
The number of free bytes is always
displayed on the main menu to give an
idea of how much text can still be input.
Braintext will only load pages created
by Braintext: if you try to load another
word processor's file you get me
message '??? Not a BRAINTEXT
FILE???'.

The printer initialisation option asks
for baud rate, and also asks which
device is to be used (printer or comms),
so the pages can be output on either
(Brainwriter only accesses the printer
port).

No copy option is given on the menu,
but if you display a page and then exit
immediately, choosing to save the
page, you will be given a copy or
replace option. 'Copy' makes a copy of
the page on the next available page
number: 'replace saves the current
page as it now appears on the screen as
the page number displayed.

Many pages can be created, as each
empty 80 column page plus its header
only occupies 13 bytes of memory. The
free -bytes count indicates the amount
of space you have left as each is used.

None of the word processors re-
viewed here use virtual screens. When
you request a page, it types itself out on
the screen as you watch rather than
appearing all at once. Braintext comes
on one side of the tape only. No manual
is supplied, you have to rely on two
sheets of A4 paper. One excellent
feature is the use of control C (for 'cut')
to mark the page end - this saves
memory and paper. Printer control
codes may be embedded in the text and
output prior to printing.

After fiddling with the recorder
volume settings, Propen 32 from the
Elstree Computer Centre loaded in two
parts. Part one offers seven printer
options: Oki, Epson, Star, Walters.
Shinwa, CP80 and Matrix. A further two
and a half minutes loading takes place,
and you are asked for the number of

lines required for a page (max lines 250,
max width 79). These parameters re-
main set for the rest of the session. If
you choose a 39 -wide page you still get
the small characters used on the 80
column wide screen. As soon as the
second parameter is returned you go
into a blank screen (the page): blank,
that is, except for a single prompt
character. This, and the fact that no
menus are offered anywhere during
use, leads to a rather unfriendly prog-
ram after the initial prompt -response
phase.

Unlike the previous two programs,
Propen's text entry and cursor travel
speed are not slower than normal
immediate NewBrain operation. The
functions available are comprehensive
(see Fig 2) but didn't work in my version.
Mr Fish at Elstree confirmed that there
was a bug in some copies of Propen,
but said that anyone who had bought
this version will be supplied (for the
cost of the postage) with a bug -free
updated version which includes some
extra facilities.

Forwarder Computer Resources has
specialised in NewBrain software for
some time in the area of complex forms
processing for industry. It has now
launched some of its range on the
'open' market, including OE(t) and
NewWord. The remarkable thing about
Forwarder's programs is that they are
the first programs for cassette -based
machines to work on the program
generator principle. Each time Propen

is used, you must wait for the printer
specs to be loaded in. With NewWord,
you create a custom designed program
from the generator tape once, and then
use the tailored version thereafter. You
can, however, create more than on
custom version.

The manual recommends starting
with the customised example version,
which I did. On entering RUN, a prompt
OE(t)v.01 appears and you are asked to
fill in the date. After a brief pause, the
prompt Command> appears: type
WORDS or RUN. At this point, the
program begins to operate like a CP/M
system - prompts and file names all
conform to CP/M types. A menu
appears:
Create Document
Print Document
Edit document
Directory
Change Settings
Exit

Selection is by moving the prompt
arrow with the cursor keys. On select-
ing Create Document, the user is
prompted for Output file and Docu-
ment. Output file can be entered (for
example, Myfile) and the system adds
the extension .txt. Like CP/M, the true
filename of a file includes the disk drive
identifier, so by specifying t2: Myfile,
in NewWord, output will be written to
tape port 2. Once these parameters are
entered, you are prompted to set the
tape recorder to record, with a blank
tape in position. On pressing return, the

Feature

Price

Bra inwriter
7

Propen
7

NewWord Braintext
7

Max pages in memory 21/2*** 5* 1** 30*

Set page width YES YES YES 40/80 only

Set page length YES YES YES YES

Auto page number NO NO YES NO

Send printer codes YES YES YES YES

Search YES YES YES NO

Search/replace all YES NO YES NO

Search/replace select NO YES YES NO

Cut and paste YES YES YES NO

User -defined tabs YES YES YES NO

Right justify YES YES YES NO

Centre text NO YES YES NO

Insert system date NO NO YES NO

Word wrap YES YES YES NO

Reformat page YES YES YES NO

Mark page stop NO NO NO YES

On -screen directory NO NO NO YES

Cursor posn. indicator YES NO NO NO

Header Footer line NO NO YES NO

CP/M compatible files NO NO YES NO

NOTES: * Depends on page size
** Automatic tape I,'0

*** 3 in EPROM version

Fig 2 Word Processor Comparisons
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details are written to cassette and the
screen changes to show a header line
and an end -of -page line, with Docu-
ment name and page number also
shown. Pressing newline again erases
the header and leaves the page number
written at the bottom of the page:
typing can now take place. When the
escape key is pressed, the top three'
lines clear (no text is lost, just stored in
memory), the command prompt reap-
pears and commands can be entered.
These include Next (write current page
to tape and clear screen, Print, Docu-
ment (write new header to tape file and
reselect page number to 1), Find, Page
(write page number at specific line and
column), Wipe (clear current page
without saving to tape), Cut, Tabs,
Justify, End and Quit.

A second series of commands oper-
ates at immediate level using the
control key sequence. For example,
word wrap may be set with Ctl R - it's
slightly slower in operation than the
Brainwriter program.

alphabetic sort on field 1: curiously,
this transaction is not documented
in the 9 -page (Grundy Business
Systems) manual supplied. Option 40
allows the creation of a new database,
while 99, the closedown option, is the
gateway to saving your base onto tape.

As a point of comparison, I looked at
another database program received
from Grundy, Solid State Database by
Dean Software. Before the database
manager is loaded (NW1CDBV1.1) you
need to run the SETUP program to
create the database you will work on.
Using two programs gives more space
for manipulating records, and a better
selection of options than the General
Purpose Database from Sum -it.

On running the set up program you
are invited to set up the page details for
the database program. The first ques-
tion asked is: 'Have you read the
manual?' If you answer no, 'MESSAGE
- WELL WE STRONGLY RECOM-
MEND THAT YOU DO!' appears on the
screen and you are locked out of the

. . as faras the software houses are concerned, the machine
(NewBrain) is still verymuch a going concern. '

NewWord Generation Tape comes
with a 40 -page manual and is designed
to be used under 0E(t). Its main
advantage is that since all storage and
access is via tape I/O there is no limit on
the size of documents it can handle. It's
a professional package to the standard
of disk -based word processors, but has
the disadvantage of slow recall time.
NewWord files are CP/M compatible
and can therefore be used if your
system is upgraded to CP/M operation.

A quick word about Forwarder's'
OE(t) (Operating Environment (Tape)).
This isthe equivalent of a disk operating
system utility package for tape based
applications. 18 standard commands
are supported, and it provides a stan-
dard base for applications develop-
ment. It's a novel and original
approach, which will enable NewBrain
usersto capitalise on the machine's two
tape ports. It remains to be seen
whether the slow response time of
tapes against disks makes this environ-
ment a true alternative to a CP/M
upgrade. Tab and margins can be
changed at any time to create multi -
column text.

On to a database now, with Sum -It's
General Database program. The main
transaction menu is split between field
enquiry options and four transactions:
create new database, sort data, add
new data and closedown. I created a
database for my NewBrain software
with five fields, giving an average field
length of 15 characters with up to 250
records - up to 12 fields are allowed.
Once created, the main menu alters so
that the enquiry options match my
fields. Option 20 allows new data to be
entered. Option 30, labelled 'Sort data
in ascending fields', performs a strict

program: no choice but to read the
manual. Almost no choice ... any key
gets you on to question two. Do you
wish to see a sample page? Question
three asks for pages per record (1-10).

Whatever you choose, the next
screen tells you how many records and
fields this size of page will allow: one
page gives 255 records of 10 fields.
Question five asks for a page header of
up to 20 characters: once entered the
record is displayed on screen - any
keys gets you through to the field
naming menu. Fields are limited to nine
characters. Print options for record and
summary print are then offered, includ-
ing printer baud setting menu: you then

through the base at about six seconds
per record: this can be overridden
using the Florward) B(ack) P(rint) and
L(ock printer on) keys. H(alt) resets the
printer lock to off and halts the browse,
which can be repeated using Glo).
Browse direction can be R(eversed):
any other key returns to main menu.

The calculator mode offers six op-
tions: A+ B=C; A- B=C; A*B=C; A/
B=C; A*CONSTANT and SUM OF
FIELD A. Prompts are issued to enable
you to specify the relevant fields:
calculator mode fails if alphabetic data
is in the chosen field.

This calculation mode is a very
attractive feature of the database which
is excellent throughout. The search
option copes with numbers within a
specified range as well as string data.
The facility to reorder fields within a
record means that, in practice, it's
possible to sort on any field, since the
key field will always be the first field on
the first page. Thus, if the database has
been set up with field five as SUR-
NAME, by making SURNAME the first
field on the first page of record one, all
records will be sorted into surname
order. ASCII code order is used, so all
capitals will be sorted before lowercase
characters.

This database is the same as that
marketed by Kuma on behalf of Dean
Software for the MZ-80K, MZ-700 and
Commodore machines. Although the
version I saw came in Grundy Business
Systems ('GBS') packaging, it is now
available from Kuma and I highly
recommend it.

Dean's other NewBrain program,
Solid State Accounts has not been well
received. Dean's managing director,
Peter Nobblett, said that GBS had
altered a line of code before duplicating
the program, with the result that the
program was ruined. The philosophy is
the same as that of the database-run a
SETUP program first to define the

Although the version . . . came in GrundyBusiness Systems
packaging, it is nowavailable from Kuma and I highly

recommend it.'

set up the report from the record order.
Finally you are prompted to assign a
name to the datafile (up to 25 charac-
ters). The set up base is then recorded
onto tape, ready for its input into the
management half of the program
which must now be loaded.

Once in, reload the created base
skeleton: this leads to a nine point
menu:
1. Set up a record
2. Delete a record
3. View a page
4. Calculator
5. Browse
6. Search
7. Print labels/summary
8. Sort file
9. Save data and end program

The number of free bytes is also
given. Option five, browse, scrolls

income and expenditure categories,
save the record type to tape and then
input it to the manipulation program.
The SETUP program appeared to work,
and NW1CACv1.4 (the account man-
agement program) loaded properly, as
did the file cassette. However, when I
attempted to enter data, an error 30
message flashed up and the program
came to a stop with an END OF
PROGRAM message. Peter Nobblett
had told me that I should be able to type
goto 2000 when this happened and get
back in the program: when I did, I

caught sight of the message ERROR 30
IN LINE 2120 before the END OF
PROGRAM message recurred.

GBS are looking to correct this error
so the accounts program may well
re -appear, also through KUMA.

END
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The NewBrain State of Affairs NEWBRAIN OVERSEAS
DISTRIBUTORS
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Take it from us: buying a NewBrain
remains one of the best investments you
can make.
As the Dutch importer, we were well
aware of NewBrain's special features. Now
we produce this tiny computer ourselves,
and our research staff has analysed its lay-
out and system software. And there is only
one conclusion: the NewBrain belongs to
the select group of ingenious British
designs; the machine is a survivor.
Sounds like producer's propaganda?
Sorry, but we know what we're talking
about. Tradecom International is active in
the world of big mainframe computers.
We supply terminals, printers and other
peripherals and adapt them, if need be, to
our clients' requirements.
Designing data communications networks
is another of our specialities; we offer
multi -colour solutions connecting IBM,
DEC, Burroughs and any other protocol
in the book. Our clients rank among the
big multinationals; the names which keep
coming back in the headlines of the stock
exchange pages.
In addition to mainframes, we also know
what minicomputers are all about. We
design and deliver, for instance, a system
custom -designed for medical specialists,
based on the Hewlett-Packard/250
minicomputer.
Tradecom International is no mass-
producer; our products are made to
measure.

The NewBrain fits well in our marketing
philosophy. We don't regard it as a
refined game -machine (although we do
offer the best of these as well). It is,
instead, a professional tool for professional
applications.
Among the applications lies the field of
education. So we've designed the
Masternet, a module which can link up to
15 NewBrains, together with floppy disk
drives, printer, cassette recorder and
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eventual sub -modules - each bringing
into use another 15 NewBrains.
This sophisticated classroom network
allows teaching by computer. The
possibilities are myriad. Using the
Masternet, the teacher can communicate
with one pupil, a group or the entire class
for lessons in more than computer
programming. Geography, mathematics
and more can be laid open to the pupil
using our system.
And we've written a program for language
training as well, which allows the loading
and recording of correct spelling and
pronunciation on the same tape. The
image on the screen can be combined with
instructions from the recorder; a handy
and functional tool for any school.

These examples show the way we see the
NewBrain. It gives the best performance
in a professional environment; a quality
you may benefit from at home.
We don't consider it our job to offer glib
solutions. We provide tools to solve
problems.
So don't expect yet another model from us
every season. We aim for carefully
thought-out extensions and improvements.
(The term of depreciation on your
NewBrain has taken a turn for the better,
dear buyer. Take it from us: you've made
a sound investment.)
Expansion interface, disk controller and
disk drives (200, 400 and 800 Kbyte) are
now available. Standard CP/M1) programs
can be run on your NewBrain. And there
is much more to come.
As you'll understand, reorganisation and
rescheduling is currently the order of the
day at NewBrain. But we'll surmount
these problems and grow.
With a period of rumour and liquidation
behind, it is now 1984: NewBrain's future
has only just begun.

AdavArhin.
Tradecom International B.V.
Hondsdijk 3
P.O. Box 60
2396 ZH Koudekerk a/d Rijn
Phone: (010-31) 1714-4300
Telex: 39466

For the UK
Tradecom Data Products Ltd
Phone: 01-941.3519

I) CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research

Belgium
I.T.C. Belgium
Leopoldplein 6 / 2500 Lier
Phone (010-32) 3-4809813
Telex 32921

Canary Islands
Bricar / Lisandro S. Brito del Am
c/o Prosperidad nr. 5
Santa Cruz de Tenerife
Phone (010-34) 22-279224
Telex 92011

Denmark
Semicap Data APS
Alhambravej 3 / 1826 Copenhagen
Phone (010-45) 1-221510
Telex 15987

Finland
Digital Systems
Kalliolinnate 10 A
00140 Helsinki 14
Phone (010-358) 0-632269
Telex 122754

Greece (Greece & the Middle East)
G.E.I. SA
274 Messogion Avenue
Holargos / Athens
Phone (010-30) 1-6525317
Telex 221312

Middle East dealers
Kuwait
The Information Centre
P.O. Box 26626 / Safat
Telex 46311

Lebanon
Computer Professionals Inc.
P.O. Box 14-6194 / Beirut
Phone Beirut 305717/817891
Telex 22080

Qatar
Business Communications Qatar
P.O. Box 3656 / Doha
Phone (010-974) 325851
Telex 4454

United Arab Emirates
Emirates Trading Co.
P.O. Box 1059 / Dubai
Phone (010-971) 4-470793
Telex 46890

Italy
Microstar SRL
Via Cagliero 17 / 20125 Milano
Phone (010-39) 2-6887604
Telex 315132

Malta
Megabyte Ltd.
P.O. Box 32 / B'Kara
Phone (010-356) 47643
Telex 417

Norway
SATT Electronics A/S
P.O. Box 45 / 6024 Eidsnes
Phone (010-47) 71-90184
Telex 40832

Portugal
Landry Engenheiros Cons.
Rua Tomas de Anunciacao 53 A
1300 Lisboa
Phone (010-351) 1-681344
Telex 43436

Spain
D. de S.E. SA
Comte D'Urgell 118 / Barcelona 11
Phone (010-34) 3-3230066
Telex 97760

Western Germany
Soft- and Hardware Wieseck
Schustergasse 5 / D-6300 Giessen
Phone (010-49) 641-57294

Ehler
Hawesthuderweg 48
2000 Hamburg
Phone (010-49) 40-443265



INTEGRATED
GRAPHICS

FOR THE SIRIUS
FROM MAGUS
Our graphics package

can be used for . .
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COMPLETE
PACKAGE £750

including our graphics kernel, a RAM disk
and an extra 128K RAM or clock and joystick.

All programs produce picture files of similar format
allowing further manipulation by the graphics screen editor.

ASK ABOUT THE APRICOT VERSION
MAGUS COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
4 Cheap Street, Bath, Avon. Tel: (0225) 60965

SOFTWARE AND SYSTEMS
FOR BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

USERS OF THE

NEWBRAIN
OE(t) - operating environment (tape) - a multi-
purpose base program, for use as a utility with a
range of standard commands, and as a base for
application programs.
NewWord - comprehensive, fully interactive word-
processing under OE(t). (Version 1.1 has optional
routine for control of printer features, and new
justification control)
The introductor total price of £29.00 + VAT
(£4.35) for OE(t) and NewWord held until 31st
March.
Formfiller - form design, data entry, and database
reporting under OE(t) to be released shortly.
For details of Newbrain software, hardware, dust
covers, carrying cases, etc. please write to us at the
address below.
If you are a business or professional user of the

SINCLAIR QL
please write if you would like us to include you on
our QL mailing list.

Forwarder Computer 1"-ecsource8 Ltd.
2-10 WHITCHURCH ROAD

PANGBOURNE
BERKSHIRE RG8 7BP

APPLE 32 TECHNOLOGY
"With the mouse, a desktop interface, integrated software
applications, and a high -resolution, multi -window display, the Lisa
represents a new alternative: the office computer made as personal
as possible." Personal Computer World. Benchtest.

Call in for a glass of wine and we'll demonstrate Lisa in action and
show you how she'll revolutionise your business.

LISA 2 SYSTEMS
LISA 2/5 Computer with 5MB Profile Hard Disk £4495
LISA 2/10 Computer with 10MB inboard Hard Disk £5260

SOFTWARE
3.5" Microdisk media
Lisa Operating System £250
Lisa Draw £300
Lisa Project £300
Lisa Calc £225
Lisa Write £225
Lisa Graph £225
Lisa List £150
Lisa Terminal £240
12 month software maintenance
contract £200

(Prices ex.VAt)

Full after sales
service and 1 year
guarantee

Open Mon -
Sal 9.30am-
6.00pm

I I
Join me for a
glass of wine

.-11121111-

THE MICRO COMPUTER STORE

241 Baker Street, London NW1. Telephone: 01-486 7671

PCW 21)5



DIAL -UP DATA
24 -Carat Gold

MennoAartsen bought himselfa Tandy Model 100 with the specific intention of
using it for word processing via a communications service. Here he tells of his

experiences with British Telecom Gold.

Tons of expert writing about computer
communications bear witness to the
fact that making microprocessors talk
to each other is very difficult: even
within one family of micros, differences
are vast. They may be a challenge for
the real computer buff, but the rest of us
have increasingly come to rely upon
services like Prestel, BL's Comet and
Telecom Gold to give the answer to
reliable computer communications. As
long as an RS232 interface is provided,
micros can chat to each other, and even
that can sometimes be dispensed with:
a lowly 16k Spectrum with Prism's VTX
5000 modem will do the job just as
easily as Apple's Lisa.

Satellites
Even Arthur C Clarke never envisaged
the use of satellites as a communica-
tions device enabling two-way traffic
between ordinary citizens. What made
me see the light was the conversation I
had with a Dutch PTT official, who told
me that I was, in fact, accessing my
London Telecom Gold mailbox, via the
Dabas network, from Holland via New
York. Once you've conquered your
amazement, it makes sense, butthink of
it - the most efficient way to talk to
British Telecom's Prime 750 from
Europe is through an Amsterdam satel-
lite uplink, switched back to London by
an ITT Dialcom system via the undersea
cable linking New York and London ...
It puts New York in an entirely different
perspective ...

Don't for a minute think this facility is
only for 'big' business - the eight
minutes connect time I used cost me
12p exactly, on top of the standard
charges. In fact, all ITT Dialcom systems
(just one of the many communications
networks, which happened to be the
first to expand worldwide) are per-
manently interlinked through what is
known as a 'packet switching system',
enabling the user of any member
system to call up any other, as long as
he or she knows the system number. As
a Telecom Gold user, I can talk to any
subscriberto The Source without incur-
ring more than local London call
charges plus BT's computer charges

(currently 10.5p per minute standard
rate and 3.5p cheap rate, plus a remote
connect charge of 30p.

Purpose
But what is the point? It may be fun to
have access to 'computercomms', but
does it serve a purpose? For those of
you who subscribe to Prestel through
Micronet, the answer is probably yes.
Micronet has grown quickly, and its
various communications services,
from the Sympatico dating bulletin
board to Micronet's Helpline are very
busy. Prestel, however, is not neces-
sarily the best medium for communica-
tions- at a sending speed of 75 bits per
second, anything over 20 words takes
an age to transmit. That's where a
service like Telecom Gold comes in; at
baud rates from 300/300 full duplex to
1200/1200, it is all things to everyone: I
use Tandy's TRS-80 portable and an
acoustic coupler to access, but my
office can use the aforementioned
Spectrum just as easily as Philips' new
P2000C transportable on any of the
speeds mentioned.

One of the companies cashing in on
the success of viewdata and network-
ing services is Tandata of Malvern,
Worcs. Theirs is the home terminal
supplied by the Nottingham Building
Society and the Royal Bank of Scotland
forthe Homelink Service on Prestel (see
PCW, p232, March '84). Its new range of
terminals now feature an infra -red
remote keyboard, up to 13 pages of
memory and a full range of interfaces-
UHF and VHF TV, RGB monitor,
RS232C, Centronics parallel and a
cassette port, notto mention an internal
modem and an autodial facility with
multiple number storage.

Obviously, most business micros will
support Viewdata and Videotex in their
standard software packages, but the
latest success story originates in Japan,
where Kyocera Ceramics produces
NEC's PC, Olivetti's M10 and the Tandy
TRS-80 Model 100. All three machines
sport both a text editor and a telecom-
munications package in ROM.
Although they're not much use in their
cheapest version (8k of memory

doesn't last long), the more expanded
models make good comms machines,
especially with Sendata's 300/300
acoustic coupler. In conjunction with
Telecom Gold and a daisywheel
printer, these portables turn into a very
powerful word processor at a fraction
of the price one would ordinarily expect
to pay. The Prism modems with their
Scion software for turning home com-
puters into Prestel or Viewdata termin-
als work well, too, but the transmission
rate of 75 bits per second is a disadvan-
tage for longer pieces of text or
messages.

To see what practical use these
things are, let's first look at what
Telecom Gold does. Currently running
on Prime 750 minicomputers, the
Dialcom package (it calls itself 'Auto-
mated Office Services') provides sub-
scribers with a password -protected
gateway by which they can use the mini
as well as communicate with other
users. Twenty seven such systems are
currently in use in the United States,
while the system also operates in
Australia, Canada, Singapore and
Hong Kong. In Britain, the Dialcom
package (already 10 years old when it
was bought by ITT in November 1982)
runs on three Primes, which currently
serve the whole of Western Europe via
PSS's. The best known exponent of ITT
Dialcom is the American 'The Source',
which is to Americans what Prestel is to
us. The advantage of using a standard
package - even though it is old,
supports no graphics and uses compli-
cated protocols - is that it works. It's
tried and tested: you phone it up and it
does what it's supposed to do. I was
impressed when I first acquired my
mailbox: one set of application forms
sent off, one Tandy bought off the shelf
with only its built-in software, one
telephone call and voila: I was in! But
what do you do if your're in and you've
got bored with mailing friends and
playing poker?

Since there is no standing charge and
a cheap rate is available at night and at
weekends, systems like Prestel and
Telecom Gold can be used efficiently at
low cost. Using a micro enables sub-
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scribers to prepare their material dur-
ing the day, and go online during
cheap rate times. For word processing,
machines like the Tandy are ideal - its
own simple facilities let you do most of
the work, while more sophisticated
functions like right justification,
copying and sorting are available on-
line. Even a long document can be
uploaded within 10 minutes at 300
baud, and since the graphics are
non-existent a TV screen or monitor
isn't a necessity-an eight -line display
will do nicely.

Business users have many more
facilities at their disposal. Telecom
Gold's Infox will allow you to write your
own programs to build and manage a
database, do spreadsheet calculations
and write reports. There is also world-
wide telex access, which allows you to
transmit telexes and telegrams world-
wide from any telephone and give an
instant copy of your output. By the end
of 1983, more than 7000 mailboxes
were in regular use, mostly by the 500
companies that subscribe, but some
even by deaf people who can now use a
telephonefor the first time in their lives.

An estimated 20% of 'System 81',

which is the Prime minicomputer Brit-
ish Telecom makes available to clients,
is used by overseas customers. Elaine
Sharp, customer support executive at
Telecom Gold, put it all in a nutshell: 'I
get to talk to people I would otherwise
never have met,' she says. That argu-
ment is valid for any of the gateway
services: it is as easy to communicate
on Prestel with someone in Cardiff or
Hull as it as on Telecom Gold with
someone in Paris or Berlin. All you have
to do is leave a message on the
electronic bulletin board and someone
will respond. Anything goes, from
selling and buying cars via booking
airline tickets to making a reservation in
a night club (in the Dutch Viditel public
viewdata system).

Efficiency
A very important feature of com-
munications services is the timeshift
they allow. For example, suppose a
reader disagrees with me about some
of the contentions in this article- he or
she will phone me. Now you're never
rude to readers, so you listen and
respond, and lose valuable time.

If the same reader were to leave his

comments in my mailbox (PR0001, by
the way), I could attend to the com-
ments when it suited me, and the reader
could even check whether or not I'd
read the message. He/she could even
carbon copy his/her comments to
like-minded friends (or solicitor) and let
me know. All of a sudden, I'd be in touch
with a group of interested people
(anywhere) and they would be in touch
with me.

I wouldn't advise anyone to try and
do this on a Spectrum (unless they'd
worked out a fast way of transmitting a
carriage return) but it is possible. If you
have any of the other micros, a modem
and some telecomms software, do try.
It's great fun-and a way to talk to PCW
direct. Maybe the modem will do for us
what CB did for truckers - come back?

For the record: this article was
written on a 32k Tandy portable,
justified on Telecom Gold using the
Sendata 300/300 acoustic coupler, took
nearly 10k of memory plus 2.0k for
editing, while online computer time (24
minutes) cost 97p plus an additional
15p in telephone charges.

END
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DON'T WASTE YOUR MONEY BUYING

GAMES SOFTWARE -WRITE YOUR OWN
If.you subscribe to Personal
Computer World this month you will
receive not only 12 issues of the best
micro magazine in Europe just as
soon as it comes off the presses, but
you will also get a FREE copy of
David Levy's book Computer
Gamesmanship, worth £7.95.
Computer Gamesmanship was
written by chess champion and
programming expert David Levy
and it will show you how to create
your own structured games and
baffle yourself with challenges
more demanding than anything the
software companies have thought
up. It is one of the popular series of
books published by PCWin
association with Century
Communications.
To get your copies of PCWand your
FREE copy of Computer
Gamesmanship, all you have to do is
fill in the subscription order
opposite and send it off to us. Lucky
existing subscribers who want to
take advantage of this offer can do
so by just extending their
subscriptions for another year.
DON'TWAIT. GET YOUR COPY NOW - BEFORE THEY RUN OUT

Personal P i Personal 7 Personal Personal
Coin' tee Comte Com I lite] Conoite Compte:

It, foe YOi

wc.rcurk «IT.  1000.

carititel

.. 0.1111.*.o. ban
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A SLIMLINE TONIC
FOR THE

Cumana 51/4 inch slimline dual disk drives for
the BBC Micro are now available from well
known high street outlets, including W. H. Smith,
John Lewis and Spectrum UK, as well as from
Cumana's national dealer network.

BBC I
The dual drives are available in two versions, as
shown, including a 'switchable'. This version
enables either drive to be switched independently
between 40 and 80 track modes.
Each unit has an independent power supply, 12
niiiiiiilikvarnifillifiliffid is fully assembled and

-IVIICRO '

tested before packaging. A drive connecting
al, formatting diskette, power

f i plug are all supplied complete
with the disk drives.

Look out for the distinctive
Cumana packaging in
your high street, today!

 High quality 51/4 inch Japanese dual disk drive

 Cabinet finished in hard wearing BBC beige

ask mock,

The best name in memory
umana Limited, Pines Trading Estate,
road Street, Guildford, Surrey, GU3 3BH.
elephone: Guildford (0483) 503121 Telex: 859380

For further information
Iabout Cumana

dual disk drives
for the BBC Micro,I please complete and
return this coupon.

Interests:

Home Use

IEducation

Dealer

Business

1
Name

I
Address

I

I
Tel. No.

Note: If dealer please attach this form to your letterheading.
PCW 384

INN



THE DYNEER 14CMI
Colour Monitor, pictured

above, offers full IBM PC
compatibility with 16 vivid
colours.

Add to this the special dark
glass, high -contrast CRT. This
gives the user a crisp alpha-
numeric display even in 80 -
column mode, whilst retaining
true colour quality and balance.

Full IBM PC compatibility is
also a major feature of the
12MHI, a 12 inch monochrome
monitor featuring an anti -glare,
P31, dark glass, chemically
etched CRT. This high quality
display incorporates high
resolution - 900 lines minimum
horizontal - with an unbeatable
video amplifier response.

Two more monitors complete
the Dyneer Family - the 14CHI
is a Texas Instruments PC
compatible Colour Monitor
incorporating many features
from the 14CMI, but offering
even higher resolution and
greater band -width.

The 12MHC is a Monochrome
Monitor designed for composite
video input requirements, but
having exactly the same video
attributes as the 12MHI.

And whether it's colour or
mono, every Dyneer Monitor is
built to the highest engineering
standards and features the
Dyneer Hallmarks - Quality,
Reliability, and Unbeatable
Price/Performance.

Ring us, and we'll tell you how.

THE NAME BEHIND
THE PRODUCTS IN FRONT

X- DATA LIMITED, 750 DEAL AVENUE, SLOUGH TRADING ESTATE,SLOUGH, BERKS SL1 4SH.TEL: SLOUGH (0753) 72331

a Dial ercompany



CW SUBSET
This is yourchance to help build a libraryof general-purpose
routines, documented to the standards we have developed
togetherin this series. The documentation enables you to

use the routines, even ifyou don't understand the code. You
can contribute a Datasheet, improve or develop one already

printed ortranslate the implementation ofa good idea from one
processorto another. PCW will pay for those contributions that

achieve Datasheet status. Contributions (foranyofthe popular processors) should be sent to
SubSet, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London Wi A 2HG.

ELEGANT

SOLUTIONS
The problem, given in
November's Sub Set, was to
put graphics dot information
(binary 00 to 11) according to
dot number (Oto 3) in a target
bytewithout disturbing any
information relating to the
other dots. The dot

information and number
were in the least two
significant bits of two
separate bytes. The format of
thetarget byte was:

bit 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

dot 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

There was too big a
responsefor all good entries
to be mentioned. This is a
mixture of the best and most
unusual contributions.

6502
6502 solutionsfollow our
convention of referring to
zero page locations as MO-
MF in the mnemonics and ZZ
in the machine code.

The big decision was
whether to get the
information in the correct

position by processing or by
picking itfrom pre -arranged
tables. Processed solutions
tendedto be shorter but
slower. The best processed
solution (if you sent a better
one, we haven't received it
yet) was from DA Stanford of
Kinross:

Input- MO low bytetarget
address

M1 high bytetarget
address

M2 dot number
M3 dot information

Length -32 T -states- 54to 95
DOT1: LDA M3 ;reform

LSRA ;dot
RORA ;information
PHP ;from
LSRA ;bit
LSRA ;pattern
LSRA ;000000AB
PLP

RORA
STA M3
LDA #$77
LDYM2
BEQINSRT

SHIFT: LSR M3
SEC
ROR A
DEY
BNE SHIFT

INSRT: AND(M0),Y
ORAM3
STA (M0),Y
RTS

;to
;A000B000.
;set maskto 01110111.
;getdot number.
;noshift if dot no. zero.
; move maskand dot
;information to
;correct
;position.

; reset dot data in target.
;get newdot pattern.
;load new pattern intarget.
;return.

A5 ZZ
4A
6A
08
4A
4A
4A
28
6A
85 ZZ
A977
A4ZZ
F0 07

46 ZZ
38
6A
88
DO F9

31 ZZ
05 ZZ
91 ZZ
60

By replacing thefirst 10
instructions of DOT1 with a
4 -byte table and three
instructions, DA Stanford
produced DOT2, one byte
shorter and 15T -states

faster. He doesn'tthinkthis is
aselegant as DOTI , which
raisesthe question many of
you asked: 'What do you
mean by elegant?' These are
the replacement bytes:

DATA: $00 ;reform dot
$08 ;information
$80 ;from bit
$88 ;pattern

DOT2: LDY M3 ;000000AB
LDA DATA,Y ;to
STA M3 ;A000B000

00
08
80
88
A4 ZZ
B9 YY YY
85 ZZ

The most table intensive, and
the fastest solution, was
given by Oscar Burke, writing
from the United Oxford &
Cambridge University Club.

Some speed is achieved by
X already

loaded,which might well be
the case in a complete
application:

* * *

Input-MO low bytetarget
address

M1 high bytetarget
address

M3 dot information
Y index to target byte

address at MO
X dot number

Length -19 + 20 = 39 T -states -43
DOT3: LDAMASK,X ;store maskvalueto clear

PHA ; previous information.
TXA
ASLA
ASLA
ORAM3
TAX
PLA
AND (MOLY
ORAVAL,X
STA (M0),Y
RTS

;X=0000ppii
;mask panto be replaced
;of old screen value.
;insert replacement info
;and storethe result.
;return.

MASK: DB°/001110111,%10111011,
%11011101,%11101110

VAL: DB °/000000000,°/000001000,
%10000000,%10001000

DB %00000000,%00000100,
%01000000,%01000100

DB %00000000,%00000010,
%O0100000, %00100010

DB %00000000,%00000001,
%00010000, %00010001

BDYYYY
48
8A
OA

OA

05ZZ
AA
68
31ZZ
1DYYYY
91ZZ
60

; fordotO

; for dot1

; fordot2

;fordot3
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You canordermore for less!
...at CONWAY

SEIKOSHA COLOUR MATRIX PRINTER
-7 COLOURS
The amazing Seikosha GP700A
prints 7 colours, plus
more than 30 shades! All
colours and shades are
printed in a single pass.
50 characters, 10 lines
per second, printing
direction, character set,
dot graphics, dot pitch,
line spacing, paper feed etc.

At the very exceptional prices of:
Add £8 for P & P and insurance

RIBBONS (Minimum quantity 3)
We sell a wide range of ribbons for
Mini & Micro printers - ask for our full list!

GP700A £449
GP250X £285
GP100A £249

OKI SERIAL DOT MATRIX PRINTER
120 CPS bidirectional,
136 or 230 condensed
characters, line space
programme (selectable)
ruggedly built, trouble
free use, model to suit
your need!
Add fE3 for
P & P and Insurance

OKI Printers are setting
the standard!

MODEL COLUMNS CPS INTERFACING OURPRICE

207.00
332.35
454.25
529.00
500.25
753.25
839.50
626.75
703.80

M8OP 80 80 Parallel inter
M82A 80 120 Serial/Parallel
M92P 80 160 Parallel
M92S 80 160 Serial
M83A 136 120 Serial/Parallel
M84P 136 200 Parallel
M84S 136 200 Serial
M93P 136 160 Parallel
M93S 136 160 Serial inter

TEAC SLIMLINE DRIVES
TEAC 55

DUAL DRIVES CASED
40 TRACK 200K

40/80 TRACK SWITCHABLE 400K
40/80 TRACK SWITCHABLE 800K
DES KIT
P.S.U.

SINGLE DRIVES CASED
40 TRACK 100K
40 TRACK 200K

40/80 TRACK SWITCHABLE 200K
40/80 TRACK SWITCHABLE 400K
Add £8 for P& P and insurance

8" DISKETTES

Single Side/Single Density
Single Side/Double Density
Double Side/Single Density
Double Side/Double Density
51/4" DISKETTES

Single Side/Single Density
Single Side/Double Density
Double Side/Double Density
Single Side/Quad Density 96TP1
Double Side/Quad Density 96TP1

Please add 95p per Box of 10.

"71

I ncl.
VAT

£320
£402
£520
£95
£ 38.80

£166
£230
£199
£257

Excl.
VAT

£278.26
£349.57
£452.18
£82.60
£32

£144.35
£200.00
073.05
£223.48

At Conway Computer Services we can offer you the lowest prices for diskettes,
ribbons, binders and lots more. Just look at our prices!

PAPERAX PETITE SHREDDER
* Available in a range of

colours to match any
modern office.

* Safe and simple to
operate.

* Compact and portable
(8.6Kg).

* Quiet (less than 60
Decibels).

* 5 sheet capacity.
* Four year warranty on

cutting heads.
* 90 watt motor with

electronic overload
protection.

Size: 305mm x 209mm x 133mm
overall size

At the Bargain price of £195 &
VAT= £224.25 inc VAT

Add £8 for P& P and insurance

SONY 3.5" FLOPPY DISK
As recommended for Apricot & all
3.5" disk drives.
Box of 10 - £51.50
Quantity discount available on 5
or more boxes.

Please add 50p per box P& P

PROTECT YOUR FLOPPY
& MINI DISKS
Lockable, secure, with dividers, anti-stat
beautiful smoke & white colour
210 x 240 x 230mrx
£23 00
For 40 Disk

F40

350 x 240 x
230mm £34.50
For 90 Disk /7.

F90

210 x 180 x 165mm
£16.10
For 40 Disk

250 x 180 x 165mm
£21.85
For 90 Disk

8" Disks , 51/4" Disks
C1.95p8p per box ordered

BROTHER DAISYWHEEL
PRINTERS

CPS
HRI 16
HR15 18

PRINT
BUFFER
2K
3K

OUR
PRICE
£570
£431

Please specify if Serial or
Centronics Interface required.
Add £8 for P& P and insurance

SHINWA-CT1
WABASH DATALIFE NASHUA DENNISON CP80 PRINTER

£ £ £ £

23.00 31.75 26.34 31.00
27.60 30.00 27.94 36.25
28.75 35.65 - 39.10
34.50 35.65 29.59 43.70

20.15
23.00
24.75
31.00
36.80

22.65
22.65
32.75
29.65
41.40

C011WAY
COMPUTER
SERVICES
LTD. Tel: (01) 800 1796

19.74
21.39
24.69
31.24
32.89

29.35
29.35
39.10
43.15
52.35

DATA PROCESSING SUPPLIES& PERIPHERALS

39 CONWAY ROAD LONDON  N15 3BB

STAR DELTA -10.
The best value Matrixs printer!
The Star Delta -10 has as
many as 10 functions
including:- 160 CPS Bi-
Directional logic seeking, up
to 136 columns, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12
& 17 characters per inch
PLUS: parallel macro
instruction set and a whole host of
other goodies!

At excellent price of 345

Add £8 for P& P and insurance.

DISKETTE RING BINDERS
New, very attractive Ring
Binder, in black plastic
finish, capable of storing up
to 20 x 51/4 diskettes.
Special Price of £5.75 &
95p P & P Per Binder
Over 10 Binders £5.15 &
£2.50 P&P

JUKI 6100
Amazing Daisywheel
Printer capable of 20 CPS
print speed, all wordstar
features, emulates diablo
protocolours.
JUKI 6100 WITH
2K BUFFER - £415
Add £8 for P& P and insurance

is in

EPSON PRINTERS
MODEL CPS OUR PRICE

RX8OT 100 275
RX8OFT 100 315
FX80 160 415
MX82T 80 330
MX100FT-3 100 470
FX100FT 160 550

Add £8 for P& P and insurance

SIEMENS PRINTER PT88/PT89
Whichever you choose, ink -jet or needle printing mechanism
just look at the features! Bi-directional printing, matrix,
universal paper feeds, programmable character pitch,
8 national character sets, graphic
printing, hor. & vert. tabulation.
PT88-Roll, Fanfold or Single Sheet
paper feed £615

Add £8 for P& P and insurance

With 80 CPS, bi-directional logic seeking 80 column, friction
and adjustable tractor feed, square needles up to 19 x 13
matrix, hi-res graphics and block graphics -
At the low price of £275 inclusive
Please add £8 for P& P and insurance



Agood compromisefrom Glen Slade of Southampton:

* * *

Input-MO low byte target
address
M1 high byte ta rget
address
M2 dot number
M3 dot information

DATNO: BYT $88,$44,$22,$11
DTINF: BYT $00,$OF,$F0,$FF
DOT4: LDY M2 ;choose DATNO byte by

LDADATNO,Y ;value of dot number
PHA
FOR #$FF
LDY #0
AND (M0),Y
STA M4
LDX M3
PLA
AND DTINF,X
ORA M4
STA (M0),Y
RTS

;and store it.
;flip bits a nd AND
;with target byte to
;getthe unaffected
;3 pixels into M4.
;choose DTINF byte byvalue
;of dot information &AND
;with DATNO byte giving
;pixel. insert pixel.
;store newtarg et byte
;and return.

A4 ZZ
B9 YY YY
48
49 FF

A000
31 ZZ
85 ZZ
A6 ZZ
68
3D YY YY
05ZZ
91ZZ
60

Something quite different
camefrom WAnderton of
Hampton. He decided that
the way to change
information within a
composite byte was to rotate
it. As each successive bit is
moved off the end of the

target byte into the carry, it is
changed there atthe correct
stage of the rotation before
being rotated back into the
other end of the byte. This
ingenious method produces
corn pact code at 32 bytes but
is slow:

In put- M2 dot number
M3 dot information

Length -32 T -states- average about 140
TARG: EQU XXXX
DOTS: LDA#$04

SEC
SBC M2
TAX
JSR ROLL
LSR M3
LDX #$04
JSR ROLL
LSR M3
LDX M2
INX
JSR ROLL
RTS

ROLL: RORTARG
DEX
BNE ROLL
RTS

;absolut ad of target byte.
;find position of
;required 1s bit
; in target byte.
; rotate 1 s bit
; intothe carry.
;put new 1s bit
; into the carry.
;ms bit intothe carry.
;new ms bit intothecarry.
;rotatethe
;target byte
;back home
;and return.

A9 04
38
E5ZZ
AA
20 YY YY
46ZZ
A2 04
20 YY YY
46ZZ
A6 ZZ
E8

20 YY YY
60
6E YY YY
CA
DO FA

60

Z80
None of the many Z80 entries
used tables. Getting tired of
counting T -states, we took
timings of the 16 possible dot
position and information
combinations repeated 64k

times at 2MHz. These are the
times shown here.

Colin Hog ben of
Folkestonetried to find the
smallest solution in Z80 code
and did in fact provide the
shortest routine received:

Input-HL = address of
target byte

B = dot number
C = dot information

Length -21 Time -2 minutes40 seconds
DOT7: LDA,10H ;set bit4ofA.

INC B ;increment B so notzero. 04
3E10

CALL DOTA
LDA,B
LD B,4

DOTA: RRCA
DJ NZ DOTA
LDB,A
OR (HL)
RR C

JR C,DOTB
XOR B

DOTB: LD(HL),A
RET

;process low nibble target
;byte. recover bit mask.
;rotate 4timesfor hi nbl.
;rotate bit mask
;Btimes.
;savecopy of mask in B.
;get byte and set bit.
;dowewantthe bit set?
;yes-OK,else
; reset bit.
; put byte back
;and return.

CD YYYY
78

0604
OF

10 FD

47

B6
CB19
3801
A8
77
C9

Several entries rotated the
dot information and the bit
mask in two separate loops.
The secret of achieving
speed was to arrange the
code so thatthey were

rotated in the same loop. The
nexttwo contributions both
dothis. First, the fastest
received from PJ Greaves of
Romsey:

Input-HL = address of
target byte

B= dot number
C = dot information

Length -25 Time -1 minute 39 seconds

DOTE: BIT 1,C
JR Z,SD1
RES 1,C
SET4,C

SD1: LDA,3
SUB B
LDB,A

LDA,OEEH
JR Z,SD3

SD2: RLC

RLCA
DJNZSD2

SD3: AND (HL)
OR C

LD(HL),A
RET

;test msb of info bits.
;go if it's zero
;else, reset it
;and set bit4.
;A= maximum dot number.
;A = 3 - dot number.
;put count in B register.
;BO ifdn 3,1 if dn 2 etc.
;A= mask bits 11101110.
;go ifcount is zero.
;movethe info bits
;andthe mask. Decrement
;count& go if non zero.
; reset old info bits
;and insertthe new.
;store revised target
; byte and return

CB 49
28 04
CB 89
CB E1

3E 03

90
47

3E EE

2805
CB 01

07
10 FB

A6
B1

77

C9

Neitherthe shortest nor the
fastest but a good
compromise came from Paul
Vaclik of Hayes. It could have

been a bit shorter and faster
had it used the B register for
the dot number like most
other entries:

* * *
Input-HL= address of

target byte
C = dot number
B = dot information

Length -23 Time -1 minute 52 seconds
DOT9: RRCB

JR NC,ZERO
RES7,B
SET4,B

ZERO: LDA,OEEH
INCC

LOOP: RRCB
RRCA
DECC
JR NZ,LOOP
AND (HL)
LD (HL),A
LDA,B
ADD A,(HL)
LDIHL),A
RET

;place lsb in bit7.
;jump if bit7 is0.
; place bit 7 in bit4.
;data now in bits4 and 1.
;bit4 and 1 mask.

; rotate data
;and mask
;until
;incorrect place.
;mask out old data.

;place newdata
;in required bits.
;return.

CB 08
30 04
CB B8
CB EO

3E EE

OC

CB 08
OF

OD

20 FA
A6
77
78
86
77
C9
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When you try the FREE SCREEN
CLEANING KIT you're sure to want more
so Personal Computer World have arranged
a SPECIAL OFFER PACK for only
P2.49 (plus 37p VAT and 24p P&P)
AVAILABLE ONLY TO READERS OF
PERSONAL COMPUTER WORLD.
The pack contains 10 SAFECLENS - Anti-
static Screen Wipes.
10 MICROWIPES- Lint free absorbent wipers
To order use the special offer coupon on this
page (offer ends May 31st).

Your VDU Screen may not look dirty, but if you
try the FREE GIFT in this issue you'll be
surprised at the results.
Just look at what is deposited on the
MICROWIPE tissue!
Clean screens will reduce eye strain
and increase accuracy.

Having seen the effect
of dust and grime on a
VDU screen - imagine what
it is doing to the rest of your
equipment!
The MICROKIT comes in a compact
and durable case specifically laid out for
ease of use and contains products carefully
selected to enable micro -computer and wordprocessor
users to keep their equipment in pristine condition.
SAFE 16 KIT CONTAINS:- 1 SAFECLENE AEROSOL - cleaning fluid.
1 FOAMCLENE - an anti -static foam cleanser for cases, especially crackle finish.
10 SAFECLENS SACHETS - for clean screens. 20 SAFEBUDS - for hard to reach area
1 SAFE TAPE - for cleaning tape heads. 10 MICRO WIPES - lint free wipers.
SAFE KIT 17 FOR FLOPPY DISC BASED SYSTEMS ALL THE ABOVE plu:
1 JACKET and 10 CLEANING DISCS.
SAFE 16 KIT: D.N.C.S. CATALOGUE PRICE £15.00 (plus £2.55 VAT )

OFFER PRICE £10.50 (plus £1.57 VAT and £2.25 P&P)
SAFE 17 KIT: D.N.C.S. CATALOGUE PRICE £18.50 (plus £2.77 VAT)

OFFER PRICE £12.95 (plus £1.94 VAT and £2.25 P&P)
 MN MI MI NMI IIIN Ell Ell INIII I= I

You'll find the full range of I YES! Please send me the following UNIT TOTAL

cleaning products (though I (Qty) of PCW Special Offer Packs at £3.10 each (inc VAT & P&P)

not at 30% discount!) plus96 (Qty) of SAFE 16 MICROKITS at £14.32 (inc VAT & P&P)

pages of computer supplies, (Qty) of SAFE 17 MICROKITS at £17.14 (inc VAT & P&P)

furniture and magnetic media tick for catalogue only TOTAL

in the New 1984 D.N.C.S. I
Catalogue. Free on request. Name

I Address
WE'RE ALL YOUR
COMPUTER NEEDS. Please make cheques payable to D.N. Computer Services Ltd.,

D.N. Computer Services Ltd., Truedata House, Green Lane, I and send to Truedate House, Green Lane, Heywood, Manchester OL10 2DY.
Heywood, tvlanchester OL10 2DY Tel: 0706 67567 lh Mi ME MO NM Mii in I. Mi in I
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apricot
1 he t IRST, Fourth Generation Persona

Foremost distributors of the U.K.'s
best-selling ACT Sirius the
Nationwide Dealer Group now
offer the very latest personal
computer product from the ACT
stable-Apricot. Designed and
manufactured in Britain, Apricot is
the first, fourth generation personal
computer- a computer that for
the first time works with you rather
than just for you, hardware and
software co-ordinating perfectly.

Apricot's many unique features
include: a second screen located on
the keyboard, which can be used
without the main monitor to provide
a truly portable briefcase -size
system; a built-in calendar;
calculator and time display;
revolutionary 31/2" diskettes which
are convenient and compact, yet
offer increased storage capacity;
plus full 16 -bit processing, multi-
processor architecture and a power-
ful 256K RAM as standard.

Apricot and Nationwide

Nationwide are one of few specialist
suppliers that can offer an Apricot
system tailored to your exact needs
and provide service and support
facilities literally anywhere in the
U.K.

Nationwide's library of available
software covers everything from
Word Processing, Database man-
agement, Accounting and Finance
(including graphics output) to soft-
ware for specific businesses and
professions. And expert Nationwide
staff will make sure you choose the
software that is just right for you.

If you'd like to talk to Nationwide
about an Apricot computer system,
clip the coupon or telephone The
nearest Nationwide Dealer listed
her,e...there's probably one right on
your doorstep.

NATIONWIDE
DEALER GROUP

Jt' 1L Vitt

Just
£1890*

Bristol
Business World Ltd.
0272 277104
Cambridge
Anglia Business Computers Ltd.
0223 315580
London Central
Spiro Microcomputers Ltd.
01-499 1608
London N, NW, W, SW
Wilson Hughes & Partners Ltd.
0895 53332
Solihull
Taylor Wilson Systems Ltd.
056 45 6192
Surrey
Carville Computer Services Ltd.
0306 881681

Full range of Sirius also available
at the above locations.

Hull
Micro Supplies Ltd
0482 28811
Reading
PPM Micros Ltd.
0734 508787
Southend-on-Sea
Alphanumerica
0702 43304
West Bromwich
Isis Ltd.
021 525 7605

Edinburgh
Holdene Ltd.
031 557 4060
Leeds
Holdene Ltd.
0532 459459
Manchester
Holdene Ltd.
0625 529486
North Wales
Microtec Ltd.
0352 59489

*Price shown is for Apricot with two S/S Disks plus
monitor. VAT excluded.
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Teletext adaptor
Teletext is the television broadcasting viewdata service available free to viewers
with a decoder in theirTVsets. Forthose without this utility, Acorn has produced

an adaptor which converts the BBC Micro into a Teletext terminal. Richard Dearlove
plugged in, watched and waited.

Teletext is the term used to refer to the
BBC and IBA's viewdata service. It's
offered free to viewers equipped with a
decoder in their television sets. The
information is received alongside the
normal television service as digital
information broadcast in the previous-
ly unused top lines of the television
pictu re. It's possible to see this informa-
tion on some older sets as a series of
dots flickering at the top edge of the
screen.

The decoder turns these signals into
readable 'pages', broadcast in rotation:
the service is similar to a computerised
book which is only able to go through
the pages one by one, in consecutive
order. When the end page is received it
cycles back to the start. As in a book,
each page has a number which allows
each one to be called up individually,

but there is a time factor depending on
where the current page is in relation to
the page counter.

Information is displayed in the same
format as that of Prestel. Both have a
display of forty columns by twenty five
lines, in eight colours with simple block
graphics (six chunky pixels make up
one character). The information can
only be displayed in this low resolution
due to the limits placed by a few screen
lines devoted to carrying large
amounts of information. Fortunately
the display is very clear and pleasing to
the eye.

Teletext differs from Prestel in two
main ways. Prestel is accessed by
connecting up a terminal to one of the
many Prestel computers situated
across the country: the connection is
made in the form of a local telephone

call. As the computer is linked by the
telephone network the person acces-
sing the information is able to com-
municate with the Prestel computer,
enabling the user to perform tasks as
diverse as ordering goods and booking
tickets for an airline flight. Using the
telephone network means there is a
charge for the time spent using it, but
there is also another charge for the use
of the Prestel computer. Teletext is
broadcast with the television signal, so
the user is only able to receive informa-
tion; it is thus one-way communication.
This means the service is free.

Hardware
Acorn has produced a box which allows
Teletext signals to be received and
decoded, thereby converting the BBC
Micro into a Teletext terminal. But, as

II IIII 111 1111 21   
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an added advantage, it allows BBC
Micro owners to receive and download
'Telesoftware'. These are programs
broadcast as Teletext information
which the computer receives and trans-
lates in order that they may be saved on
tape or disk and run.

The Acorn adaptor measures
approximately 31cm x 6.5cm x 22cm
and is the same style and colour as the
BBC Micro. The overall effect is very
professional. It connects to the corn pu-
ter by a 34 -way ribbon cable, which is
only long enough to allow the adaptor
to be placed a few inches to the left or
right of the computer. This presents no
problems unless your computer is
placed on a small workspace or is
housed in an add-on box designed for
the tidy storage of your peripherals.
The cable slots into the 1MHz Bus
connector.

insulating material provided. It must be
placed in the socket to the left of the
operating system chip; if not, the
Teletext ROM will be the default operat-
ing system after a hard reset or
immediately after switching on.

Documentation
The documentation comes in the form
of a 73 -page ring -bound manual. It
contains chapters on setting up, load-
ing Telesoftware, the format of Teletext
information, command words, fitting
the Telerom, a large section devoted to
using the adaptor at assembly level and
technical information. Neatly set out in
a similar formatto the User Guide, it has
step by step examples to give confi-
dence to beginners. There is a chapter
on howtofit a 1.0 operating system chip
in cases where it is not already fitted.
After going through some of the

`. . . a box which allows Teletextsignals to be received
and decoded, thereby converting the BBC Micro into a

Teletext terminal.'

The adaptor alone is not enough to be
able to start receiving and decoding
signals: a new ROM must be fitted in
one of the spare ROM sockets found on
the bottom right of the PCB. If there are
no spare ones left, it will be necessaryto
buy an expansion ROM board. The
ROM is described by Acorn as a

Telerom and, in keeping with the BBC
Micro philosophy, is recognised as a
filing system. Care must be taken while
fitting the chip - I managed to bend
two of the pins while holding it with the

Telesoftware I found two commands
not described in the manual, 'Hon' and
'Hoff, which turn the Teletext header,
comprising of current page, date
and time, on and off respectively.
My manual was stamped Issue I, June
1983, so there may be changes in later
editions.

In use
The adaptor must be switched on
before the computer. If this is not done
and Teletext is the default operating

system, the screen will appear blank. To
remedy this, press break. If Teletext is
not the default operating system, then
the screen will say:
BBC COMPUTER 32k
ACORN TFS
BASIC

If the adaptor is not correctly con-
nected or is not switched on, it will say,
after Acorn TFS, 'No Power'. To enter
Teletext, the manual says that pressing
break and 'T' simultaneously will
achieve the desired result. This is not
so: you have to type *Teletext, or the
shortened version, *TE.

The first time you use the adaptor it
won't be tuned in, so a tuning program
is provided in the Telerom. To access it,
press the red function key labelled 'F4'
followed by the channel number, then
the shift key and F4 simultaneously. To
tune in the channel turn the red dials on
the back of the adaptor. When the
channel is nearly in tune a yellow bar
will appear and move along the scale to
show how strong the signal is. When
the bar is as near to 100% strength as
possible, press the space bar. The
process is repeated for each channel.
Care must be taken to get the right
channel on the right dial as each one is
capable of receiving all four signals.

In the area where I live, the BBC1
signal is good but not brilliant, whereas
BBC2 and ITV are very strong. I have no
problem with the latter two channels
but Channel 4 is awful. On certain days,
the signal appears to move around. As
this channel is so difficult to tune into,
it's extremely irritating to have to adjust
the dial each day to receive a mediocre
signal.

Another problem with Channel 4 and

PCW 217



The Art of
Daisywheel
Printing/

The new Juki Model 6100 letter quality daisy wheel printer, has
full features you'd expect to find on a more expensive printer.

It can support word processing and graphic functions, print
20 CPS and use a simple drop -in daisy wheel.

The 6100 has 10112115 pitch, proportional spacing, utilizes IBM
standard Selectric ribbons, has 2K buffer memory, parallel interface
both tractor feed and serial interface are available as options.

That's only the beginning - Best of all, the low -noise Juki 6100
is extremely reliable.

Your can pay more, but you can't buy better than the Juki 6100.

FEATURES:

*20 CPS (max.) print speed *Bold and
shadow printing *Subscripts and superscripts
*Wordstar compatible *Diablo protocols *Auto
Underlining *Standard 2K buffer *1year parts and
labour warranty *Comprehensive user friendly manual

Micro
Peripherals lid
THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD'

69 The Street, Basing, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG24 OBY
Telephone: 0256 3232 (12 lines) Telex: 859669 MICROP G

Call your local dealer NOW for full information on the Juki 6100
Daisywheel Printer or clip this coupon and we'll send you brochures
and print samples.

Name

Address

TeL No

PCW 3
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ITV is that they don't carry status report
signals and are thus difficult to
lock onto properly. When tuning into
Channel 4, I have to ignore the strength
bar because, while the scale may depict
a strength of 100%, on returning to the
pages, the header carrying the page
number and date changes into unread-
able blobs, so this tuning scale is not
totally accurate.

The best way to tune into this difficult
channel is to find the area with the scale
and revert to normal display then tune
the channel in by watching the header
until it becomes as steady as possible,
normally when a regular series of
numbers is displayed in the header.
Unfortunately, the headers for ITV and
Channel 4 pages do not have a corn -

continuously.
I was faced with this problem, and left

the adaptor seemingly trying to load a
program for half a day. Experiments
with aerials and tuning came to no
avail. The next day I went to the PCW
Show expecting an Acorn representa-
tive to be able to give some help. It
transpired that Acorn had also been
having problems; the company's
advice was to change my aerial, but
judging from past experience this was
wrong. When I discovered the real
problem, I rang Customer Services at
Acorn headquarters to explain. I was
informed that they already knew this. I

then explained that I had received an
electric shock from the aerial connec-
tion at the back of the adaptor - Acorn

. as an added advantage it al lows BBC Micro owners
to receive and download "Telesoftware".'

pletely regular series. On each of these
channels, there are two sets of display-
ed page numbers and the header
juggles between the two. On ITV the
numbers are either in the 100s or the
300s, which leads to confusion as to
whether or not the channel is complete-
ly in tune. ITV and Channel 4 pages
always have a 'no check' message in the
bottom right hand corner of the screen
because there is no status report on
which to check for errors.

The signals vary greatly in strength,
so it's a good idea to find the best aerial
position. The Teletext User Guide
suggests moving indoor mounted ae-
rials onto the roof to get a clearer signal.
During the early days after receiving the
adaptor I spent many hours climbing in
and out of the loft to adjust the direction
of the aerial. I wasted my time as
although one day all the channels
appeared to be perfect, the next day
they were weak again. I now settle for a
happy medium. If the Teletext Adviser
were to ask for comments on the
service I would suggest that the Tele-
software pages be duplicated on both
BBC channels to enable people to load
the programs on the stronger of the two
channels.

To many users, the most important
advantage of Teletext will be Telesoft-
ware, but here another major problem
may occur. If the Telerom has not been
placed to the left of the Basic chip, it is
impossible to load Telesoftware cor-
rectly. In order to do so, the user must
initially have been in Basic and Teletext
mode. Normally, when a program is
loading, it scrolls up the screen at
intervals and while waiting for a page it
is replaced by the word 'searching'. If
the chip is incorrectly positioned,
'searching' scrolls up the screen

was very concerned and suggested I

return it to the maker.
A call to Vector Marketing produced a

label for free return postage, but I forgot
to include my manual and fitting
voucher. A week and a half later the
replacement arrived along with
another manual and voucher. The new
adaptor also gave me an electric shock
so perhaps it's not a fault after all!

One quibble with the terminal prog-
ram (the name given to the operating
system entered after typing *Teletext)
is the location of the command used to
dial a page. To achieve this you must
press 'F 0' followed by the page
number. This may sound simple, but
more often than not it's easy to forget to
press the function key, so another
command is entered instead. This
command calls up linked pages which
have something in common and have
therefore been grouped together. In
order that you don't have to type the

*Help followed by any one of these
gives a list of connected commands.
*Help Telesoft prints up a description of
new commands which may be included
in Basic programs. This enables users
to access information such as shares
figures, the headlines, or the daily
recipe, for use within a larger program.

Telesoftware
Every two weeks the programs are
updated: page 701 carries a list and
page numbers of each program. Page
702 carries a description and page 703
contains 'Rem', a fortnightly informa-
tion service.

At the time of writing the programs
are of good quality and are primarily
educational. Each fortnight a different
sorting routine is broadcast to be
included within a user's program.
Other programs have been multiple
choice tests, word shapes and number
problems. A geography program in-
cluded some excellent graphic repre-
sentations of Ordnance Survey sym-
bols on which children were required to
answer questions. There has recently
been a 'Star Trek' program but this was
not included on the list of broadcast
programs.

There is obviously a future for the
system in the educational field as many
of the programs have been written for
the MicroElectronics program. It seems
to be of less use at home for the time
being, unless the programs change
dramatically in content.

Price
Adaptor: approximately £225 inc VAT.
It is available from: Vector Marketing
Ltd, Dennington Estate, Wellingbor-
ough, Northants NN8 2HL. The adaptor
requires a BBC Model B with a 1.0 or
above operating system. A voucher is
supplied to allow the purchaser to
receive a new OS ROM free.

There is obviouslya future forthe system in the
educational field as manyof the programs have been

written for the MicroElectronics program. '
page numbers of these linked pages, all
that's required is to press the cursor
keys in the direction required. At the
moment this facility is not fully im-
plemented but news pages carry sam-
ple links to test this feature out.

The chip also contains a 'help' menu
like that found in the disk filing system
(DFS). If *Help is typed in, the computer
prints:
IFS 1.00

TELETEXT
TELESOFT
OPT

OS 1.20

Conclusions
The question which all potential users
must be asking is: 'Is it value for
money?' If you had ordered the adaptor
two years ago when the price was only
£115, the answer would definitely be
yes. Nowthat the price has been fixed at
£225 it is an expensive buy. However,
with the added advantage of Telesoft-
ware and the extra commands, it is a
useful piece of equipment which will
prove invaluable to many users. I was
very pleased with its ease of use and
scope. 17111
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Superstar
Tony Harrington examines the story behind the reluctant

launch of the Superstar from SciSys and compares it with the
Novag Constellation.

Last year was not a rosy one in the chess
computer industry, at least from the
suppliers' point of view. While the
public took pleasure in the fact that
there were more, and better, chess
computers on the market than ever
before, the large number of different
sets available meant tight profit mar-
gins and hard times for the companies
producing them.

For SciSys, one of the leading sup-
pliers, it was a particularly tricky year.
Its Mark V system, the set that won the
Trevemunde World Microcomputer
Chess Championship in 1981, had aged
somewhat (although it will still beat
most casual players). The Mark VI
module that SciSys intended to be the
natural upgrade path for MarkV owners
found few takers, partially because of
production problems and partially be-
cause it never really proved itself to be
conclusively stronger than the Mark V.

Fortunately for SciSys, Hegener and
Glaser ran into problems producing a
working, bug -free version of the
Mephisto III, and Fidelity dithered over
the European launch of the new version
of its Chess Challenger 9. Unfortunately
for SciSys, Novag moved with great
speed and had its Constellation in the

shops by the end of 1983. Priced at
around £150, the Constellation rapidly
proved itself to be a very successful
machine.

SciSys's answer to the Constellation,
developed through 1983 and launched
at the end of that year, is Superstar. Its
first appearance, in pre -production
form at the Budapest World Cham-
pionships in October last year, was
distinctly ordinary. It came 13th, with
three out of seven points. The fact that
this was the same number of points as
that obtained by the commercial ver-
sion of the Novag Constellation was
little consolation.

Novag, Fidelity and the Mephisto

for second place with five points each.
Against this sort of showing, Superstar,
as SciSys's best offering, didn't prom-
ise much.

But, as Andrew Page, SciSys's Euro-
pean marketing manager points out, no
conclusions about Superstar's
strength should be drawn from that first
appearance.

'You have to consider the back-
ground to our participation in that
event,' he explained. 'We decided in
May last year to develop a new chess
computer to be programmed by Julio
Kaplan.

Originally, we expected a launch date
around October this year. Word got out

Fig ? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Score
Superstar: 1/2 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 51/2

Constellation: 1/2 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 41/2

No of moves 56 81 66 27 22 57 57 67 89 40

people could all point to experimental
versions which displayed great prom-
ise in Budapest. The Fidelity Elite
finished top with six out of seven
points. The Mephisto X (an extrava-
gantly expensive machine costing
around 5000 Deutschmarks), and the
Novag X (due in the shops by July) tied

Micro Chess-a guide for
beginners
Micro Chess covers all the news and
events in the busy world of computer
chess. With new chess programs and
new chess computers appearing all the
time, we evaluate their strengths and
weaknesses as they become available.
We shall be presenting profiles of
programmers, both amateurs and pro-
fessionals, which will cover their
methods and their interest in chess
programming, and we shall be talking
to suppliers and looking at their plans.

Computer Chess affects computer

enthusiasts in two different ways. For
some, the fact that they can now play
chess against either their home compu-
ter or a dedicated chess computer has
opened up the delights of the game. For
others, the real interest is not so much
in playing chess as in trying to build a
chess program. Micro Chess aims to
meet the interests of both.

Chess is a game that can be as
exciting for the beginner as it is for the
grand master. So if you haven't played
before, get yourself a good introduc-
tion to the game - there are dozens in
the bookshops - and get to it. Remem-
ber, with computerchess a game can be
as fast or as slow as you want.

that we were at work on a new version
and Lazlo Lindner, the organiser of the
Budapest tournament urged us to
enter. We told him well in advance of
the event that there was no way we
could get a version of Superstar ready
in time, but he persisted and in the end
we decided, at the last moment, to
allow an early experimental version of
Superstar to compete.'

This version, Page points out, wasthe
twelfth in the development line. SciSys
was already on version 16 at that time,
but although version 16 was better in
some respects, version 12 was deemed
to be more reliable for competition
purposes. Its major weakness was that
the tournament clocks built into the set
were not yet bug -free.

Page reckoned that SciSys intended
version twelve of Superstar to be
entered anonymously. The organisers
overlooked that, and the Superstar
started life under its own name. The
result is that it now has a poor
performance to live down. The main
fact to bear in mind is that as a
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development project, it was barely four
months old on that first appearance.

So how does the finished version of
Superstar now compare to machines
like the Constellation? Part of that
answer has been provided by SciSys. It
asked KK Chang, the second highest
rated chess player in Hong Kong (where
SciSys is based) to carry out a series of
games between Superstar and Con-
stellation. Chang was also asked to
make suggestions about possible ways
of improving Superstar's play and to
comment on its playing style.

Chang supervised ten games, with
Superstar playing on level B2 and
Constellation on level 6; both levels
being equivalent to tournament play at
the rate of 40 moves in two hours,
followed by 20 moves per hour there-
after.

The result table is shown in Fig 1:
Superstar plays the white pieces in all
the odd numbered games.

The openings, incidentally, were
reasonably varied. In order, starting
with game one, they were: Sicilian,
Alekhine's Defence, Queens Gambit
Accepted, Ruy Lopez, Ruy Lopez,
Alekhine's Defence, English Opening,
Dutch Defence and King's Indian De-
fence.

The one factor that emerges from
these games, aside from the obvious
factthatthetwo prog rams seem to be of
approximately equal strength, is that
the longer a game went on, the better
Superstar's chances of winning
seemed to be.

The two programs have very diffe-
rent styles of play. Constellation plays a
relatively more aggressive game in the
opening stages. This paid off in several
of the games, where it caught Superstar
with some sharp play directed at the
enemy kingside. But Superstar is
strong in the endgame (for a chess
computer). It converted some drawn
games into wins by capitalising on one
or two relatively weak end games
moves by Constellation.

With the honours about even in
playing strength, one has to turn to the
features each machine offers. Both are
touch sensitive machines; both have
LEDs down the two axes of the board
and indicate moves by showing the
rank and file of the piece to be moved;
both are pleasantly designed and are
roughly the same size. Superchess
definitely has the more sophisticated
level -setting mechanism, as well as
offering a wider range of playing
conditions. Unlike previous level set-
ting devices, which have basically
involved pressing the 'level' key five
times if you want to play at level five,
with Superstar you only need to press
'level', then the square that corres-
ponds to the mode of play you want.
You can also change levels during play.

Levels Al to A8 are the 'casual play'
levels. They range from a two second
average response time to 10 minutes.
Levels B1 to B8 are rather more
complicated and need to be considered
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Fidelity Elite vs Mephisto Excalibur

individually:
B1 is what SciSys calls 'fast tourna-
ment' mode, 30 moves per hour.
B2 is standard tournament mode, 40
moves in two hours and 20 moves per
hour after that.
B3 is Grandmaster tournament mode,
40 moves in two and a half hours and 16
moves per hour thereafter.
B4 is one hour for the entire game
(though how anyone can know in
advance how many moves have to be
played to meet this criterion is a

mystery to me).
B5 takes two hours for the entire game.
B6 is five minute chess.
B7 is a useful little feature which gives
you 10 seconds per move, with an
acoustic reminder when the 10 second
period is up.
B8 is the analysis mode, where the
machine will continue computing until
you tell it to move.

Levels H1 to H8 are the problem
modes with the level number corres-
ponding to mate -in -one, mate -in -two
and so on up to mate -in -eight. As
Superstar has a replay key, you can step
through all the moves leading up to a
mate in eight once the computer has
found the solution.

This replay key, used in conjunction
with the 'take -back' key, enables the
player to step backwards and forwards
through an entire game. It's a useful
way of recovering a game that you
haven't recorded as you've gone along.
Both Constellation and Superstar have
excellent facilities for setting up prob-
lem positions or adjourned positions.

One point which augurs well for the
future is that plans are afoot for Gary
Kasparov (in London recently to play
his semi-final world championship
match against Victor Korchnoi) to
mastermind an openings repertoire for
a future Superstar module. Page took
Kasparov out to dinner one night and
the net result of their discussions is that
you can expect to see a Kasparov
endorsement of SciSys computers in
SciSys adverts and packaging in the
near future. Kasparov, it seems, was
impressed enough to take one or two
machines back home with him.
Whether the openings module ever
sees the light of day depends on the
gods of the market -place.

Games section
White: Fidelity Elite. Black: Mephisto
Excalibur. World Microcomputer
Chess Championship, Budapest
1983. Vienna Gambit. Notes by David
Levy.

1 e2 -e4 e7 -e5
2 Nbl -c3 Ng8-f6
3 f2 -f4

(An exciting opening dating from
the 19th century, which is now rarely
seen in master chess. It often leads to
lively positions in which one error can
be immediately fatal.)

3 d7 -d5
(The best reply.)

4 f4xe5 Nf6xe4
5 Ng 1-f3 Bf8-e7
6 d2 -d4 0-0
7 Bf1-d3 Be7-h4+

(A wasted move. Correct is 7 . f7 -
f5 8 e5xf6 Be7xf6 9 0-0 Nb8-c6, with
approximately equal chances.)

8 g2 -g3
(Naturally not 8 Nf3xh4 Qd8xh4+ 9

g2 -g3?? because of 9 .. . Ne4xg3.)
8 Ne4xc3

(Forced, otherwise Black loses a
pawn when the bishop retreats.)

9 b2xc3 Bh4-e7
10 Bc1-e3 Bc8-h3?

(Hoping to prevent White from
castling K -side.)

11 Nf3-g5 Bh3-g2?
(If 11 .. Be7xg5 12 Qd1-h5, and if

12 . . h7 -h613 Be3xg5followed by 14
Qh5xh3. This would have offered
roughly equal chances, and Black
ought to have tried this continuation.
The text, however, is an attempt to
justify Black's previous move.)

12 Bd3xh7+ Kg8-h8
13 Qdl-h5 Be7xg5
14 Bh7-e4+ Bg5-h6
15 Be4xg2

(White has won a pawn, and Black's
king is now rather exposed.)

Kh8-g8
g7xh6
Nb8-c6
Nc6-a5
Qd8-d7
Kg8-h8
Kh8-g8

15
16 Be3xh6
17 Qh5xh6
18 Rat -b1
19 Qh6-h5
20 Qh5-g5+
21 Qg5-h6+
22 0-0

(Now White threatens 23 Rfl -f6,
followed by Qh6-g5+ and Rf6-h6
mate.)

22 Ra8-c8
23 Qh6-g5+ Kg8-h8
24 Rfl -f4

(This is just as good. On 24 Rfl -f6,
Black can prolong the game with
24 ... Qd7-e6.)

24 f7 -f6
25 Rf4-h4+ Qd7-f7
26 Rh4xh7+ Kh8xh7
27 e5xf6 Resigns.

Not a great game, but a demonstra-
tion of the Elite's efficiency at capita-
lising on its advantage.

END
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BBC
MICROCOMPUTER

Model B £399.00
Model B & Disk Interface £469.00
Model B & Econet £446.00
Model B & Econet & Disk
Interface £516.00
Teletext Receiver 12225.00
Official BBC Data Recorder £29.95
Official Joysticks £13.00

BBC UPGRADES
t.2 0/S
Basic 11
Disk Interface Kit

E11.50
£32.00
£97.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
Ecconet Interface £70.00
Clock Box (Inc. PSUI £45.00
Terminator Box (Inc. PSUI £35.00
Printer Server Rom £49.00
File Server Level 1 189.00
File Server Level 2 £249.00
10 Station Lead Set £29.00
100M Econet Cable £99.00
Econet System User Guide £10.00

DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS
SHINWA
CP80

80 column, friction and adjustable tractor
feed, bi-directional logic seeking HI-RES
graphics and block graphics sub and super
scripts, condensed and emphasised print,
and underlining vertical and horizontal
tabs, self test, italic print, etc.
Shinwa CP80 F/T £230

MANNESMANN
MT80

High quality 80 column serial dot matrix
printer. Dual density dot addressable
graphics, quick tear facility as standard,
optional sound reduction kit to give an
impressive L55dBa acoustic noise rating.
Ability to handle both tractor -fed fanfold
and single paper.
Special price of f249
EPSON
Epson FX80 F/T

£395
Epson RX80 F/T

£305
Epson FX100 F/T

£499

COP.
RITEMAN MATRIX
PRINTER

SLEEK DESIGN
EXCELLENT
FEATURES,
SUPERB PRINT QUALITY

80 COLUMN FRICTION AND PIN FEED 
120 CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL  HI-RES AND
BLOCK GRAPHICS 9 x 9 MATRIX TRUE
DESCENDERS  NORMAL, EXPANDED,
CONDENSED PRINTING EMPHASISED
AND DOUBLE STRIKE PRINTING 
ITALICS PRINTING AUTO
UNDERLINING SUBSCRIPT AND
SUPERSCRIPTS  INTERNATIONAL
CHARACTER SETS  EASY ACCESS
DIPSWITCHES 1:1 HIGH RES (TRUE
CIRCLES AND SQUARES)  OPTIONAL
TRACTOR UNIT  OPTIONAL RS232C
INTERFACE

£230

STAR DELTA - 10
THE ULTIMATE MATRIX
PRINTER AT UNBEATABLE PRICE

TRUE 160 CPS, ,
80 COLUMN ;,,Vt5
UHR PRINTER
WITH 100%
DUTY CYCLE
AND
UNBELIEVABLE
FEATURES

160CPS BI-DIRECTIONAL LOGIC
SEEKING  STANDARD SPOOL RIBBON 
UP TO 136 COLUMNS  5, 6, 8, 10, 12
and 17 CHARACTERS PER INCH 
DOWNLOADABLE CHARACTER SETS
(UP TO 384 CHARACTERS AVAILABLE) 
MACRO INSTRUCTION SET  PARALLEL
AND SERIAL INTERFACE STANDARD 
STANDARD WITH 81( BUFFER  240 CPS
WHITE SPACE SPEED EMPHASISED
AND DOUBLE STRIKE  SUPER AND
SUB SCRIPTS  COLUMN SCAN BIT
IMAGE GRAPHICS  ITALICS  FRICTION,
TRACTOR AND ROLL HOLDER AS
STANDARD

DAISYWHEELS E395

JUKI 6100
20 CPS max
113 CPS
Shannon text)
10,12, 16 CPI and proportional spacing up
to 220 characters per line, diablo
protocols. Bold, shadow printing and
underlining.
2K Buffer Standard £395

BROTHER HR15

13 CPS. 10, 12, 15 CPI and proportional
spacing up to 165 characters per line,
colour printing, shadow printing,
super/sub script, auto underlining, text
reprinting.
3K Buffer Standard
Brother HR15 £395
Keyboard £160
Sheet Feeder £228
Tractor Unit £109

MONITORS
PHILIPS TP200
Green Monitor
You can use this
latest Philips Green
Monitor for personal
computers, business
computers, control
systems, automatic
test equipment, The
picture quality of the
TP200 means not
only 80 x 24 lines of
information but also
usage for high
resolution graphics.

NOW AVAILABLE
BBC Official 12" GREEN MONITOR 644,4'
RECOMMENDED BY DTI FOR SCHOOLS, s"'

EDUCATION AUTHORITIES & INDUSTRY.
SPECIAL CASING, HIGH RESOLUTION.

AT THE
BARGAIN PRICE

OF 179

14" TV/MONITOR f95

14" TV/
MONITOR

This TV Monitor is not a
modified television as
many TV Monitors are,

ts but a 14" TV/Monitor
which has been
designed to perform
both functions. It has
RGB and Cornposits
video and sound. An
RGB cable for a BBC is
supplied as standard.

'1

With Remote Control £269

MICROVITEC 14"
Colour Monitors
Microvitec 1431 14" Std. Res. £245

Med. Res £395
Hi -Res. £495

* STAR
BARGAIN!

WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE
BBC Model B plus Disc/Interface fitted
view, V.D.U. Green Monitor. Daisywheel
Printer, 200K Dual Disk Drives and manual
and formatting disk.
ONLY 0,329 (incl. all cables)

TCL DRIVES AT

LOW PRICES!
SLIM DISK
DRIVES

TEAC 55A S/S 40 TRACK
100K Single
200K Dual

TEAC 55E S/S 80 TRACK
200K Single
400K Dual

TEAC 55F D/S 80 Track
400K Single
BOOK Dual

Power Supply Unit (Optional)
40/80 Switch ea
MITSUBISHI DRIVES
400K D/S DD Single 12245

Dual £435
ROM EXPANDER
Double your sideway Rom sockets, with
the TCL Rom expander.
Simple to install and very easy to use!
Manufactured using components of the
highest quality!
Extremely reliable! £18.95

£165
£330

£199
1398

£255
£510

£29

WORD PROCESSORS
View Word Processor 159
Word Wise Processor £39

UTILITY SOFTWARE
Screen Dump Rom E17.25
For EPSON, SHINWA, NEC, STAR

NEW TCL MICROGUIDES
The KEYPLATES to make it easy! 6(.7)-46',5'

Microguide KEYPLATES fit neatly over your
computer keys  Gives you an easy to read list of
commands Alphabetically arranged for
immediate access Placed exactly where you
require it as part of your computer keyboard  The
Keyplates, made of durable plastic, have space for
function key notes  Clean -wipe pen for function
key identity is supplied FREE ERROR
MESSAGE BOOK. ALL FOR ONLY £5.95

SURE SHOT
BBC Compatible
KLIK STIK JOYSTICK --
SELF CENTRING
Two Fire Buttons
Single - £17.95
Dual - 134

CABLES - Drive Cables
Single
Dual

£9,50
E13.50

BBC Printer Parallel 113 .50
Serial £25

BBC Cassette Leads f3

FLOPPY DISKS
Floppy Disks in packs of 10
Single sided 40 Track E20
Double sided 80 Track £35

TCL VINYL DUS COVERS
BBC
Printer
Monitor=111

NOW AVAILABLE
THE ACORN
ELECTRON ONLY £1 9 9

Twillstar Computers Limited
17 REGINA ROAD  SOUTHALL. MIDDLESEX  TEL: (01) 574 5271

(OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.)

0,50
£5.50
E4.50

24hr DELIVERY
* ON ALL ITEMS

(subject to availability.)

Rf

ca's°'
.a0

GRAFPAD
Add new
dimensions to your
computer
enjoyment. Create
your own designs.
Complete with
Utility programmes.

£143.75

Amazing value.
Complete unit --
simply plug in -

BOOKS ri/K.
'3, ro's for Beginner's
Advanced Frog tech
ALP on BBC (A VV
Ass Lang for BBC (Sr)
ALP (Macmillan)
Basic (Arnold)
Basic (Mel -Houser
Basic Frogs for BBC
Easy Frogs 101 YOU, ti/,
Expert Guide
Functional Forth
f urther Frogs
Games BBC Computers Play
Gaines for Your BBC
Graphics & Sound (Granada)
In Education.
Introducing the BBC Micro

Al (of ,LaYr0,,Llef dB BuCselfreGa cufi IdeYou

£12.95
Micro Revealed E7.95
Programming the BBC £6.50
Potting Your BBC to Work £4.95
Structured Prog[aminirs) E6.50
Using Floppy Disks £9.95
21 Games for BBL £5.95
30 HOW Basic
30  Progs
35 Educational Progs
36 Challenging Games for
BBC

Hobbit BBC icassettet
Dobbin BBC (book)
Brainteasers for BBC
Best of PCW Software BBC.
Graphics on the BBC
Disk Companion

£6.95
17.95
£7.95
£7.95
£8.95
£5.95
£6.95
£5.95
£5.95
£6.95
£5.95
£5.95
£6.95
£2.95
£6.95
£6.50
£5.95
£6.95

£5.95
£4.95
£6.95

£5.95

£14.95
£5.95
£5.95
£6.95
£6.95

* SERVICE CONTRACTS
TO EDUCATION
AUTHORITIES
AT DISCOUNT

*OFFICIAL ORDERS
FROM DEALERS,
GOVERNMENT
DEPARTMENTS,
COLLEGES AND
SCHOOLS WELCOME

*ALL PRICES
INCLUSIVE OF
VAT

HOW TO ORDER
You may purchase any of the items listed
by cheque made payable to: TVVILLSTAR
COMPUTERS LTD., Barclaycrd or Access.
All you have to do is fill your requirements
on a separate sheet of paper. Post to us
and we will dispatch within 24 hours
subject to availability.
All prices inclusive of 15% VAT.
ADD £2.50 P&P for orders below £150,
OVER, ADD, £8 P&P.

TELEPHONE ORDERS

(01) 574 5271
CREDIT CARD HOLDERS MAY ORDER

BY TELEPHONE. GIVE CARD NO
NAME, ADDRESS & ITEMS
REQUIRED.TCL PCW/4/84
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A quantum leap
Recruited by Sir Clive Sinclair to work on the design and development of the QL,

David Karlin stands foremost among the team of people responsible. Here he talks
modestly to Tony Hetherington about himself, and particularly about his 'baby'.

David Karlin is one of a small group of
people who stand almost unnoticed in
the shadow of Sir Clive Sinclair, but it's
now time for David to step into the
limelight as the man behind Sinclair's
new micro, the QL.

When he joined Sinclair in July 1982
he had a vision of the minimum
machine he would like to find on his
desk: the QL is that machine.

He was born 25 years ago in London
and pursued his education at Cam-
bridge before working for Fairchild in
Singapore and America. He returned to
England in early 1982 to concentrate on
his main interest: chip design.

David is a shy, modest and retiring
man, but he possesses the self-
assurance often found in those who
know exactly what they're doing.

In keeping with his character he
inadvertently applied for and got that
infamous position of 'the world's best
computer designer', the job advertised
at Sinclair Research. He was dealing
with an agency regarding another
position and found himself in an
interview with Sir Clive. The rest is
history.

David was brought in to work on the
QL project leading the development
team as senior computer engineer.
Unlike the Spectrum and the earlier
Sinclair machines, where the original
concept came from Clive, the QL was
more of a team effort. 'It came out of a
melting pot of ideas after a long series
of meetings to thrash out the details.
There was a spec but this was modified
almost every day.' It is characteristic of
David Karlin to undermine his own
influence on the project. Later on in our
discussion he said of the QL: 'It was the
machine I wanted to build, although it
went through various permutations en
route.'

Cost is always a limiting factor in the
design of Sinclair computers, and
David spent six of the 14 months it took
to design the QL reducing the number
of pins on the two customised chips to
reduce drastically their cost.

It's impossible to list chronologically
David's work during this 14 month
period, since he was covering several
areas at once. For example, while he

David Karlin

lt (the QL) was the
machine I wanted to build,
although it went through
various permutations en

route.'
was waiting for a prototype chip to be
built he wrote part of the operating
system. Karlin says that the develop-
ment of the QL was almost trouble free.
In fact, the most difficult problem the
team encountered was how to assem-
ble the case!

Once the cut -down version had been
designed, David had the unusual luxury
of being able to add features to the
machine, such as the 128k standard
memory and the second processor
(8049) to handle the graphics.

The main processor in the QL is the
Motorola 68008 chip, and David is
keen to clear up the confusion this chip
has caused since the QL's launch. 'The
68008 is simply a 32 -bit processor
chosen for the amount of memory it can
address. It has an 8 -bit bus so externally
it appears as an 8 -bit processor. To add
to the confusion it also has some 16 -bit
instructions in its instruction set.'

The omission of a cassette port, 'a
useless addition', coupled with the fact
that the winchester interface is coming
soon means that the success of the Qt.
rests largely on the reliability of the
built-in microdrives. David was quickto

leap to the defence of these stringy
floppies and insists that they have
greatly improved the mechanics since
the early Spectrum models. They have
regulated the motor speed and im-
proved the low inertia mechanism, so
reducing the risk of stretching the high
quality video tape. 'Besides, if anyone
saw inside a winchester (which has an
excellent reliability record) they would
be horrified.'

It is particularly illuminating to hear
David talk about the QL's software,
since his loyalties must lie with the
hardware. Surprisingly, perhaps, he
admits that 'You don't sell hardware,
you sell the ability to use software'.

He's obviously pleased with QDOS
and has absolutely no doubt in his own
mind why the QL has its own operating
system rather than uses one of the
standard systems like CP/M or MS-
DOS: 'All the others are so awful.
WordStar's the best standard software
available, but that's still unfriendly.'
According to David, the problem with
operating systems is the way they are
designed: 'Most are designed to get in
the way of you and the machine. Ours is
designed to help programmers
through features such as multi -tasking
and device independent I/O.'

Potential
David agrees with Sir Clive about the
marketing potential ofthe QL- he feels
it will create its own market. 'The
Spectrum had a piggyback on the ZX81
but the QL will find a new market. It
should appeal to the professional and
business market alike as it offers more
than an intelligent terminal at a fifth or
tenth of the price.'

David is full of fatherly pride for the
QL. Quick to defend any criticism of his
creation (for example, the membrane
keyboard can be finely tuned), he is
unhappy that anyone might want to
attack his 'baby'.

As we all await the first production
models and speculate about the QL's
impact on the market, one thing is
certain. From now on, David Karlin will
be extremely busy. He's currently
involved with production engineering
but after that? 'No comment.'
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Unless you're an efficient touch -typist, the conventional qwerty keyboard can be a frustrating

obstacle in the quest to master yourmicro. Conall Boyle unearths some historical facts and
describes a future vision forthis established means of comm unication.

The keyboard is, quite literally, the
point of contact with your microcompu-
ter. It also represents for many the first
stumbling block. The layout of the keys
is most illogical. How many millions of
first time users have cursed the horrors
of qwerty? And why is the keyboard set
up like that? The simplest explanation,
is that qwerty is the standard typewriter
keyboard layout.

Qwerty is the standard layout
throughout the known universe. Spain
has it, Denmark has it, even Yugoslavia
has it (but Y and Z inter -changed). Even
those alphabets which look strange to
English eyes - Greek, Cyrillic (Rus-
sian), and the like - use a local variant
of the 'standard' keyboard. The only
slight variation to this almost universal
pattern is to be found on German and
related language keyboards, where the
Z and Y are switched.

It would be pleasing to think that this
uniformity was based on widespread
acceptance of the best available prac-

tice. Indeed, ask your average micro-
computer user why such an inconve-
nient layout was chosen. Nine times
out of ten the answer will be: it's the
layout which allows the maximum
speed of typing. Would that it were! The
fact is that the keyboard layout as we
find it today was designed, not to give
the quickest typing speed, but to slow
you down as much as possible.

Beginnings
To discover the reason for designing
the keyboard to be as slow as possible,
we must go back to 1873. In that year C
Latham Sholes (1819-90) finally per-
fected his design for a writing machine.
He signed a contract with the Reming-
ton Gun and Sewing Machine Com-
pany of New York to produce 1000 of
what he called 'Type -writers'. As with
all inventions, Sholes was building on
the efforts of those who had preceded
him.

Nevertheless, his was the first
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Fig 1 Caligraph keyboard

commercially successful typewriter. In
essential detail, the Sholes machine
was similar to the mechanical type-
writer of today.

But to make it work Sholes had to
overcome many hurdles. One of the
most intractable problems he faced
was that of jamming keys. The en-
gineering of the day was just not up to
the task of making a smooth striking set
of keys. At this point, Sholes engaged
the skills of his brother-in-law, a teacher
of mathematics, to design a keyboard
layout. The aim was to ensure that
letters struck one after the other, as far
as possible from opposite sides. After
much experiment, the familiar qwerty
keyboard layout was born.

Sholes was guilty of a monstrous
fraud concerning his qwerty keyboard.
He had the nerve to peddle his machine
as 'scientifically designed'. He omitted
to mention, of course, thatthe keyboard
was designed scientifically to slow you
down!

Of course, Sholes was not the only
inventor working on a machine to
produce writing mechanically. Many
other designs of typewriter, with differ-
ent keyboard layouts, came on the
market after 1873. However, a drama-
tic, and quite unplanned event in 1877
sealed the fate of the chief rival, the
Caligraph keyboard (the layout of this
alternative typewriter is shown in Fig 1).
Instead of the four rows of keys with a
shift for upper-case, the Caligraph had
six rows of keys, with separate upper
and lower-case buttons. The event
which proved Sholes' to be superior
was a speed typing competition. Frank
McGurrin, a touch -typist who used the
Sholes keyboard, challenged Louis
Taub, a Caligraph typist, who used four
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Fig 2 Dvorak keyboard

fingers; the winner being whoever
could copy the most script inside forty
five minutes. The contest became what
we would now call a 'media event'. The
convincing victory of the Sholes type-
writer was widely reported. After that
the reign of qwerty was assured.
Manufacturers quickly changed over to
the now standard layout.

Reform
As time went by, it was realised that
qwerty was not just a poor layout for
speed and convenience, it was prob-
ably the worst possible layout ever
devised. A major conference was held
in 1905 to thrash out a rational alterna-
tive. Although there was little enough
agreement on the proposed keyboard,
it was the teachers of typewriting who
voiced the loudest opposition to any
change. They had spent a long time
learning the existing layout, and were
reluctant to change, whatever benefits
the users might gain.

The next significant development is
attributed to Dr August Dvorak of
Seattle, Washington. In 1932 he
announced his rational keyboard,
which he claimed would increase typ-
ing speed by around 35%. The actual
layout is shown in Fig 2. Despite its
obvious advantages, the Dvorak
keyboard did not catch on. It is still a
contender as an alternative to the
Sholes qwerty keyboard. In the admin-
istration of at least one state in the
United States, the Dvorak (pronounced
Di-vor-ack) keyboard is enforced on all
office machines. Apart from this one

Fig 3 Sinclair keyboard

exception, Sholes' qwerty keyboard
reigns supreme.

Microcomputer explosion
The advent of cheap microelectronics
had many effects. One was to make it
relatively cheap and easy to adopt any
form of keyboard layout. Electronic
typewriters could be re -tooled to the
Sholes, Dvorak, or any other desired
layout. However, most people had
been brought up on qwerty, and
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case-were on lowercase. Sinclair, on
the other hand, adopted his multi-
function key method, whereby a single
key could have up to six different
functions (see Fig 3 for Sinclair
keyboard layout). It is interesting to
note that PET (whose name was
changed to Commodore because 'pet'
means something rude in French!), has
reverted to an absolutely standard
qwerty keyboard. Yet again, Sholes
'scientific' keyboard layout seems des-
tined to win out over all its rivals.

French directory
However, the days of the qwerty
keyboard may yet be numbered. One
interesting proposal has come from
France, where, in an effort to modernise
the telephone system, an online tele-
phone directory is to be made available
to every subscriber. France has about
ten million telephone subscribers,
most of whom do not use a typewriter,
and would be baffled by qwerty. In this
new situation, the decision was made

wanted a familiar layout. This was true
even for machines like card -punches
and VDU terminals, which were used
mainly in the office environment.

The arrival in the mid -1970s of the
microcomputer brought in a whole new
category of keyboard users-the home
computing buffs. With a million com-
puters already installed in homes in the
UK the time must be fast approaching
where most keyboards are attached not
to typewriters, but to microcomputers.

In this whole new ball game, what
keyboard should be adopted? For
Tandy and Apple the answer was
simple-standard qwerty. PET tried a
slight variation: all characters used in
Basic, such as ?,(,)- all normally upper

Fig 4 French telephone directory

to go for an ABCDEFG layout -
alphabetic order, in other words. A
picture of an ABCDEFG keyboard is
shown in Fig 4.

This layout has also been adopted for
the French version of Teletext. This is
not only to make the keyboard user-
friendly; it is also an attempt to distance
it from the typewriter. One of the
problems that's been found with com-
puters to be used by management -
such as Teletext terminals - is the
degrading effect of using a keyboard.

Managers are reluctant to be seen
using a keyboard; as this puts them in
the same category as the office typist!



Whether this attempt to replace
qwerty with ABCDEFG is successful is
now open to some doubt. The election
of a Socialist government saw the
telephone directory project severely
curtailed. It still exists, but only in a
small area of Brittany.

Microwriter
You may have seen Denis Norden
extolling the virtues of an innovative, if
somewhat pricey alternative, method
of setting data into your computer/
word processor. This is based on the
simple binary principle that six switch-
es can give two -to -the -power -of -six
combinations of code (that's 64 charac-
ters). The layout of the Microwriter is
shown in Fig 5. You will notice that the
keys are ergonomically positioned
under each finger, with the thumb
given a choice of two buttons. Charac-
ters are formed by pressing combina-
tions of keys simultaneously.

To operate this device is not nearly as
complicated as it sounds. Mr Norden
assures us that a few hours will convert
us into speedy typists, and if he can do
it . . .! One slight drawback is the price
- around £500 (recently reduced to
£230) and beyond the reach of most
home computing enthusiasts.

Fig 5 Microwriter

Voice input
Remember HAL, the voice controlled
on -board computer in the film 2001, A
Space Odyssey? In the end, HAL got
ideas above his space station and had
to be dismantled. With his dying gasp,
HAL gave us a tinny rendition of 'Mary
had a little lamb'.

The idea of voice input has attracted
much research effort, notably among
the Japanese. After all, speech is how
most of our communication is ex-
ecuted. It seems a natural extension of
this to have voice input to the computer
as well. At present, voice recognition
systems are limited to a modest (circa
256 words) vocabulary. To teach the
computer to respond to these few
words, you have to train it to recognise
your voice. There is still a long way to go
before we have a HAL-like voice input,
capable of decoding normal human
speech.

As well as wondering whether a true
voice input system will ever be possi-
ble, we might ask if voice input is really
worthwhile at all. The implication that
we might do away with writing in
favour of speech would mean the end of
all hard copy. Could we really do
without our bits of paper?

Musical keyboards
The trendy present to have last year
was a Casio VL Tone, which can be
described as a calculator that thinks it's
a piano! Fig 6 shows the layout. For £35
you seta device which plays tunes, a bit
like an electronic organ. You can also
record the notes you play, and play
them back at will. At the flick of a switch
it's a calculating machine, capable of

doing all the usual arithmetic.
There's nothing startlingly novel in

all this, especially for the 'Space Invad-
er' generation. What I find fascinating is
the historical echoes it creates. Re-
member C Latham Sholes, the inventor
of the qwerty keyboard? Prior to
Sholes, there were many attempts to
perfect a mechanical writing machine.
One reason why many of them came to
grief was the impossibility of making a
machine capable of working with the
proposed keyboard. For the Beethoven
generation, the most common
keyboard was the piano. For exactly the
same reason that qwerty was adopted
for computers, early (unsuccessful)
inventors struggled to make a piano -
style typewriter.

Technically, it's now simple to
achieve the early inventor's dream -a
piano -style keyboard - but, as yet, I

know of no manufacturer who pro-
duces such a keyboard.

On the face of it, a typing piano with
one letter on each key would not be very
efficient, worse even than our old friend
qwerty. But sound feedback in the form
of musical notes could be very helpful.
Sound registers with the brain most
effectively - have you ever played
Space Invaders with the sound off? The
bleeps are an essential feature in
creating the excitement. In the same
way, musical typing could be a boon to
typists of all levels.

One aspect of piano playing which is
markedly different to typewriting is the
number of notes/letters struck simul-
taneously. In typing, the letters are hit
one after the other: an essential require-
ment for real-time mechanical type-
writers. On the piano, notes are usually
struck together, in the form of chords.
Taken together with the Microwriter
technology of simultaneous key press-
ing to produce letters, perhaps there is
the germ of a genuine learn -to -play -
the -piano -and -type machine. I await
future developments.

Conclusions
Qwerty has been with us now since
1873. After dominating the keyboard
for 111 years, perhaps the reign of
qwerty is drawing to a close. Who
knows, we may soon be learning to type
and play the piano at the same time!

END
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Fig 6 VL Tone keyboard/calculator
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 Case to hold one drive

 Ribbon cable to connect one drive to BBC Micro

 Power cable to power one drive from BBC Micro

 Switch on rear of case to select 40 or' 80 TPI operation when

FD55F
40 to 80 Track.

Sided.
200K 400K

D8oRlipv2i

HEIGHTusing FD55E or FD55F.

FD55 SERIES
5.25"

DISC

TEA.0 SLIM' citycapacity 40TP1
£130£180

FD55A 40 Track. Double
Sided.

100K
NIA

FD55F
40 Track.

Double Sided.
200K NIA £155r218

FD55E
40 or 80 Track. DoubleeSided.

100K 200K

HANDBOOK
AND FORMATTING DISC

DELIVERY: Up to 28 days.
WARRANTY: 90 days.
TERMS: Strictly cheque with order.
Send to P.O. Box 11, Stroud, Gios. UK GL5 1JN,
or phone through your

VIAccess or Barclay Card number. SA

TO ORDER: ADD CARRIAGE/PACKING/INSURANCE AT £10 (COVERS
NEXT DAY SECURICOR DELIVERY). THEN V.A.T. AT 15% TO TOTAL.
THE ABOVE PRICES ARE VALID UNTIL END OF MARCH 1984.

BBC COMPATIBLE

AND
FLO

DRIVES
PPY DISC SYSTEMS/

 CASE to hold two drives (complete with
blanking panel for use should only one drive
be installed).

 Ribbon cable to connect two drives to
B. B.C. Micro.

 Integral power supply for two drives.

 Switch on rear of case to select 40 or 80 TPI
operation when using FD55E or FD55F.

THIS CASE CONTAINS ALL HARDWARE NECESSARY FOR TWO DRIVES.
JUST1SELECT ONE OR TWO DRIVES FROM1THOSE SHOWN BELOW.

IF YOU SELECT JUST ONE NOW, THE SECOND CAN JUST PLUG IN LATER.

CASES ONLY SOLD WITH DRIVES.

PRINTER AND
PLOTTER -MCP 40

4 colours

 Selectable 40 or 80 characters per line

 Easy to use-simple software commands

 Standard Centronics interface- cables available
for most micros

 Uses 41/2" plain paper

 High resolution-over 100 steps/inch

DIGITALPERIPHERALS LTD. elm:: (04536)ney
Hous71387.e,ChurchTelex

43551.
Street, Stroud, Glos. U.K. GL5 1JN

Cristiecompany

The COLT PC is a brand new, state-of-the-art, enhanced
version copy of the Apple II plus computer. It is entirely
compatible, both in all electrical details and with all
Applesoft, CP/M and Pascal software. (CP/M card required
for CP/M and Pascal). The function keys cover all important
commands in Basic and CP/M.

A full range of peripheral cards, disc drives and other
compatible peripherals is available at competitive prices from
the U.K. contact phone number.

Order with confidence from the original manufacturer.

16 COLO
48K RAM / ////-
10 USER DEFIN YitT
KEYS ////
18 FIXED FU ICCIWKE
NEW STY Ste/Y
FULLY S E1512) CHIPS
DIRECT FROM
MANUFACTURER
AUTO LINE NUMBERING
12 MONTHS GUARANTE
AVAILABLE FROM U.K
COMPANY

The computer will be sent to you Air Parcel Post. Please allow
28 days delivery.

Send a personal cheque for £245.00, payable to
SAPLING DEVICES INC., at P 0. Box 29-437, Taipei, Taiwan.

U.K. CONTACT - PHONE 0924-499500
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way the cobwebs.

PCW/4/84

You know the story, the Micro you
thought would give endless hours of fun soon
becomes a five minute wonder. You get bored
and dump it on the shelf to gather dust.

With the introduction of Micronet
800 you now have access to a vast mouth-
watering menu of facts, figures and fun.

If we said it was a major breakthrough
in microcomputer technology we wouldn't

be going over the top.
Just recently at the Which

Computer Show we picked up
the prestigious RITA award for
Systems Innovation of the Year.

RITA is the 'Oscar' of the
computer industry. Judged and
sponsored by the major forces in
related institutes, associations

and publications.
Incredibly all it costs is just a

pound a week to take up a subscription to
the Micronet system. Plus, for most of you,
a local telephone call whenever you want
to connect up.

Then you've got 30,000 pages at your
fingertips, including Computer News Flashes,
all that -Prestel has to offer, and Micronet's
SwapShop. Where you can buy anything from
joysticks to second-hand computers.

Interact with our daily news update.
You can even take over the world; competing
against hundreds of other subscribers on the
system, in our `Stamet' game.

If we haven't won you over with that
then try downloading our wide selection of
free games and other tele-software.

Naturally, you can run household
accounts, manage businesses, talk to other
subscribers nationwide using the system.

The list is endless and so is the fun.
The only addition you need to connect

with Micronet 800 is a modem unit.
Apart from that all you'll want is a pen

to fill in the coupon for more information.
Then we'll have you linked up in no time.

Before the dust settles,
in fact.

Name

Make/Model of Micro

Address

Please send me the full facts about
Micronet 800.

I Telephone

MICRONET 800. Scriptor Court, 155 Farringdon Road, London ECIR 3AD.
Telephone 01-278 3143.

mu et800
MICRONFT 800. Scriptor Court. 10 Farringdon Road. London ECIR 301). Telephone 01-278 3143.

""Prrstrl and the Prrstcl symbol are trademark, of British Telecommunications.



RING FOR SAMPLE PRINTOUT, FULL
WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON THE

SPECIFICATIONS & LATEST PRICES
PRICE OF STAR OR JUKI PRINTERS

JUKI 6100
4*

*v STAR GEMINI 10X

..t.
,...._,._

...

One Year Warranty
One Year Warranty True Descenders 9 x 9 Matrix

20 CPS : BiDirectional & Logic Seeking 120 CPS Bidirectional & Logic seeking

10, 12, 15 & Proportional Spacing 5,6,8.5,10,12,17 cpi 40,48,68,80,96,136 cpl Italics,

Wordstar Compatible Emphasized, Double strike, Super & Sub Scripts

2K Buffer : 13 Inch Platen Downloadable Character Set (not 515)

Underline : Backspace + Lots more Hi -Resolution & Block Graphics STAR DELTA 10

Centronics Interface Standard
Continuous Underline, Backspace, 160 CPS

RS 232 Interface £54.00 + VAT Extra
Friction or Tractor Feed CENTRONICS AND
Internal Buffer Expandable to 8K RS232 INT. STD.

Tractor Feed £99.00 + VAT Extra RS232 Int. £52.00 + VAT Extra £320 + VAT
Gemini 10X (10" Carriage)

JUKI 6100 £365.22 + VAT = £420.00 £250 inc. VAT
Package for BBC/DRAGON/ORIC
GEMINI 10X + Cable + Delivery +

BBC/ORIC or DRAGON Package BBC Screen Dump Software £270 inc. VAT

JUKI 6100 + Cable + RS232 package also available

24HR Delivery & VAT £440.00 Star DP 515 (15" Carriage) £280 inc. VAT

RING FOR LATEST PRICES

ELECTRON £199.00STAR DP8480
\

- ...-----..-..-.--:----'-'-'....

BBC Micro Model B
BBC Micro Model B with Disc Int.

£399.00
£469.00

Large Range of Accessories including Disc Drives, Printers,
Monitors always in stock.

Printer Cables
BBC to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00

RS232 INTERFACE STANDARD Dragon to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00

7x9 Character Matrix (7 Needle Head) Oric to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £15.00

80 CPS Bidirectional & logic seeking Torch to 36 Way Centronics Type Connector £20.00

5,6,8.5,10,12,17 cpi
40,48,68,80,96,132 cpl Blank C15/ C30 Cassettes Ten for £4.50 ANY MIX

Friction & Tractor Feed: 10 Inch Platen Send SAE for Full Price List

Hi -Res option with Software £10.00/£15.00 VAT INCLUDED WHERE APPLICABLE
DP8480 with RS232 Int. £200 +

£30.00 VAT = £230.00 PHONE/CREDIT CARD ORDERS WELCOME
Postage 50p per order or as stated

Package prices for BBC/Newbrain/Epson HX20 24 HR Securicor Delivery for Printers/Disk Drives £8.00
DP8480 + Cable + Hi -Res + 24Hr Delivery &

VAT = £250.00
(SHOP/WORKSHOP CLOSED MONDAYS)

SERIAL PRINTER CABLES C.J.E.BBC to 25 way D type £9.50 Dept (PCW), 78 BRIGHTON RD

EPSON HX20 to 25 way D type £9.50 WORTHING

NEWBRAIN to 25 way D type £12.00 Microcomputers W. SUSSEX BN11 2EN
25 way D type to 25 way D type £15.00 (0903) 213900
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THE GRAPPLER +
The Most Intelligent Apple
Printer Interface
The Grappler + has become the first name
in intelligent printer interfacing, with
nearly 150,000 units sold worldwide. The
newly revised Grappler + has over 27 built-
in text and graphic features, including
support for the Apple Ile 80 -column and
double Hi -Res screens and special graphic
dumps for Epson's new printers.

The Grappler + is compatible with most
popular dot matrix printers with a simple
flip of a switch. Printers supported include
Epson, Star Micronics, Okidata, Apple
DMP and more. There is also a Grappler +
for IDS printers, with full color printing
abilities. For quality, performance and
compatibility, the answer is the Grappler+.

THE BUFFERBOARD
Ask your dealer about the economical
Bufferboard. Your current system can
now be upgraded to include up to 64K of
buffering.
Epson is a registered trademark of Epson American, Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

c Orange Micro, Inc.1982
All rights reserved.

ACTUAL APPLE II PRINTOUT USING GRAPPLER AND EPSON MX100

With The

rappler +

Pe Orange micro
inc.

NEW! THE BUFFERED GRAPPLER +
The most powerful Apple Printer Inter-
face you can buy.
All the features of the standard Grap-
pler+ now merged with an expandable
printer buffer. The Buffered Grappler +
will store up to 20 full pages of text
data, freeing your Apple for its next
task. Make the most of your Apple and
printer with the Buffered Grappler +.

NEW! THE ORANGE INTERFACE
Over 15 built in text features at a budget
price. The Orange Interface will work
with most all parallel printers, and
includes such features as text screen
dumps, margin sets, page lengths and
more. For real text power, it's the
Orange Interface.

Distributed By:
Pete & Pam-Tel. 706-227011; Tlx. 635740
PETPAM G
Softsel-Tel. 01-844-2040; Tlx. 896396
SOFTSEL G

1400 N. Lakeview Ave.,
Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 Telex: 183511 CSMA
Foreign Dealer Inquiries Welcome



Sharp contrast!
Maurice Hawes compares the Sharp MZ-80A with its predecessor,
the MZ-80K, and provides upgrade tips and some helpful routines

to improve performance.

The MZ-80A is laid out like the MZ-80K,
but with a much improved keyboard.
There are still one or two irritating
features; in particular, the absence of a
SHIFT LOCK key and an ALPHA LOCK
facility. To stay in lower case it is
necessary either to hold down a shift
key, or do CTRL 'A'. Another CTRL 'A'
will unlock the shift. A 'CR' will unlock
the shift under SA -5510, but will not do
so under SP -5025 or any of its exten-
sions, without a special modification
(see below). On the whole, the proce-
dure is rather cumbersome because
when the lock is in operation the whole
keyboard is shifted. This meansthatthe
number keys in the top row produce
their shifted symbols, and all the cursor
keys produce the opposite of what you
would expect.

The GRPH key toggles into and out of
the graphics keyboard mode. This
works very well and gives an excellent
range of graphics characters from the
keyboard. As with the MZ-80K, howev-
er, not all the characters in the
machine's so-called 'ASCII' set are
available from the keyboard. Those that
are available are not always the same as
on the MZ-80K.

Sharp has done nothing to clear up
the confusion caused by its idiosyncra-
tic character and display sets on the
MZ-80K. The MZ-80A 'ASCII' set is
non-standard and the display codes are
different from the 'ASCII' codes. As
neither set is exactly the same as on the
MZ-80K, you may have some problems
on this score when converting prog-
rams from the K to the A.

One of the selling points of the
MZ-80A is that you can have - double -
size memory area devoted to the screen
and scroll the display around in this
area. This could be useful, but I have
found that the display sometimes
becomes jumbled or disappears
altogether when running under 'K' type
interpreters in this mode. Fortunately, it
is possible to switch the machine so
that its screen memory map isthe same
as the MZ-80K's.

However, the double screen -
handling routines do give rise to other
problems. In the 'A' VRAM mode, the
displayed part of the memory does not
always start at D000H. To make room
for the extra pointers needed by the

more complex screen system, such as
PAGETOP at 117D -EH, the 40/80 line
pointers (48 of them) are stored as bits
in six locations, instead of being stored
as 24 bytes in 24 locations as in the 'K'
mode. This means that any screen -
dumping routine which works in the 'K'
mode may not work in the 'A' mode,
and vice -versa. Sharp has fallen into its
own trap here - the new COPY/P1
command in Basic SA -5510 (not avail-
able in SP -5025) does not work on the
MZ-80A when it is switched to its 'K'
VRAM mode, because it picks up the
'address' of the first screen location
from 117D -EH. In the 'K' mode, this is
occupied by line pointers!

There are fairly simple solutions to
the shift lock and screen dump prob-
lems. The shift lock flag (00 for the
upper case and FF for the lower case) is
stored in the monitor work area at
118FH. The appropriate value loaded
into this location in a machine code
program, or POKEd by Basic into
decimal location 4495, will shift the
keyboard permanently, until the flag is
reversed.

As far as screen dumping is con-
cerned, a routine which dumps from
D000H will work successfully in the 'K'
mode, and will also work in the 'A'
mode providing that the display con-
cerned is to a clear screen and has

not been scrolled. I have even managed
to get a routine working which picks up
the 40/80 line pointers in the 'K' mode
and sends full 80 -column lines to the
printer where these appear as two lines
on the screen. This would be very
difficult in the 'A' mode due to problems
locating the correct 'bits' in the line
pointer buffers.

If you wish to modify the COPY/P1
command in SA -5510 so that it always
dumps from D000H, change the code at
33C6-33C8H from 2A 7D 11 to 2100 DO.

MZ-80A monitorROM
(SA -1510)
On account of the different keyboard
layout and the more sophisticated
method of handling the screen mem-
ory, the monitor code for the MZ-80A is
significantly different to that used in
the MZ-80K (SP -1002). Nevertheless,
there is a lot of built-in compatibility in
this area, thanks to Sharp's method of
routing calls to the most frequently
used routines via a jump table which is
in the same location in both monitors.
In this way, most calls to the monitor
will be intercepted by this table and
directed to the correct code, whichever
monitor is being used. This means that
large parts of a machine code program
written for an MZ-80K will be suitable

The MZ-80A's big selling point: a double size memory area devoted to the screen.
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Cramped and unergonomic keyboard on the MZ-80K

for an MZ-80A, and vice -versa.
However, problems may arise when

calls are made directly to monitor
routines which are not in the table. In
such cases there is some chance either
that the routine does not exist in both
monitors, or that it does exist in both
monitors but not at the same location.
The handbook provided with the MZ-
80A (a very much better publication
than the one provided with the MZ-80K)
is a considerable help, as it contains a
complete listing of the SA -1510 moni-
tor code and a lot of other useful
information on the layout and coding of
the keyboard. Armed with this hand-
book and the listing of SP -1002 (which
is still available), I have been able to
solve individual problems. Some ex-
amples are given below, which illus-
trate the sort of problems that occur.

There is one other problem with
SA -1510. The PRNT routine, called at
0012H, does not behave as stated on
p125 of the MZ-80A handbook. Most of
the codes in the range 00-20H are
treated specially, and codes in the
range 60-68H produce video control
effects instead of graphics! Some of the
implications are discussed below as
they arise, but this appears to be a
hardware error.

Monitor/Disassembler
BA00
This very useful program, by Tanswell,
runs without any modification on the
MZ-80A, but with the following rather
disconcerting results:
a) Screen locations which should be
blank are filled with curly brackets.
b) In the 'D' command sequence, any
response to the OPTION request other
than 'T' reverses the video display.
c) The disassembler listing scrolls so
fast that it is impossible to read.
d) Any line of disassembled code
containing an instruction in the range
60-68H will upset the display; for
example, a complete line will disappear
altogether if it happens to contain the
instruction 68H !!

The curly brackets arise from one of
the changes in the MZ-80A 'ASCII' set.
The solution is to change the code at
BBFAH from 80H to 20H.

The video reversal is due to a routine
which sends 00 to the screen if the key
pressed is not 'T'; on the MZ-80K this
prints a blank, but on the MZ-80A it
reverses the display. The remedy is to
change the code at BE9B from OB to OC.

Faster scrolling is normal on the
MZ-80A. My solution here is to build in a
delay routine to cause a pause between
the lines of code as they are sent to the
screen. I chose to make room for this by
shortening the error message in the
printer routine, which is at CD34H. The
code is as follows:
CD34 DB 4EH, 4FH, 20H, 50H, 54H,

52H2ODH; 'NO PTR'
CD3B PUSH HL E5

CD3C LD HL, 2000 210020
CD3F DEC HL 2B
CD40 LDA,H 7C
CD41 OR L B5
CD42 JR NZ, CD3F 20FB
CD44 POP HL El
CD45 CALL 0006 CD0600
CD48 RET C9

The delay may be altered by chang-
ing the value loaded into HL at CD3D-
EH, but I found 2000 to be about right.
The routine above should be called at
BD16H. Change the code therefrom CD
06 00 to CD 3B CD.

Characters in the range 60-68H do not
upset the screen display on the MZ-80K,
but they do on the MZ-80A. There is no
room for code to cut them out exclu-
sively,so I settled for replacing all codes
below 20H and above 5FH by apos-
trophe marks. The changed section of
code is as follows:
BCF6 CP 20H FE20
BCF8 JR C,BCFE 3804
BCFA CP 60H FE60
BCFC JR C,BDOO 3802
BCFE LDA,27H 3E27
BDOO CALL BB72 CD72BB

With the above changes, Monitor/
Disassembler BA00 works perfectly on
the MZ-80A, and I used it to research all
the information here. The effects of

characters 00-1FH and 60-68H, when
sent to the screen, are discussed in
more detail in the next section.

Basic interpreters on the
MZ-80A (SA -5510)
The most surprising feature of SA -5510
(supplied with the machine) is its size. It
has very few extra commands com-
pared with SP -5025, yet the start of the
Basic source text is far higher- 505CH
as against 4806H in SP -5025. Closer
inspection reveals that Sharp has fol-
lowed the pattern of SP -5025 by includ-
ing a large unused area, which is
presumably intended for future expan-
sions. The interpreter code ends at
4231H; the work area does not begin
until 4900H. Thus the unused area is
06CEH bytes long - slightly more than
in SP -5025. Should you ever want more
room than this for extra routines, the
address 505C is stored at the following
locations:
18B4.1958 1 AC8 1AE2 1614 1B1C 1C7E
1 EC2 2D44 2F24 303C 3042 (All in hex)

One new feature of SA -5510 is a

special routine, called at 11 FDH, which
copies the interpreter to tape but
replaces itself with a C9 (RETURN) in
the process. Thus copies cannot be
made from copies.

The extra commands are AUTO,
CHARACTERS, COPY/P1, CSRH, CSRV,
CURSOR, PAGE/P, SPACE$ and
STR1NG$. Full string comparisons are
implemented,though the routine treats
length before content and therefore will
not give a true alphabetic sort unless all
the compared strings are padded out to
the same length. The COPY/P1 com-
mand will not work with the machine in
the 'K' VRAM mode, as explained
above.

Some of the new features of SA -5510
are not fully explained in the handbook,
and others are not mentioned at all. The
most useful of these is the facility to
send control codes using CHR$(0)-(31).
However, as these use the SA -1510
routine at 0012H, there are un-
documented effects in many cases
when such characters are sent to the
screen, as shown below:
CHR$(0) REVERSE VIDEO
CHR$(1) PRINTS RIGHT

ARROW
CHR$(4) SCROLLS

DISPLAY UP ONE
LINE (IN VRAM
MODE 'A' ONLY)

CHR$(5) SCROLLS
DISPLAY DOWN
ONE LINE (IN
VRAM MODE 'A'
ONLY)

CHR$(16) PRINTDOWN
ARROW

CHR$(17) CURSOR DOWN
CHR$(18) CURSOR UP
CHR$(19) RIGHTCURSOR
CHR$(20) LEFTCURSOR
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CHR$(21) - HOME CURSOR
CHR$(22) - CLS
CHR$(23) to CHR$(30) PRINT VARIOUS
ODD GRAPHICS CHARACTERS

Characters omitted from the above
list print a blank on the screen.

Linked with the above, CTRL Q to
CTRL V also have undocumented
effects. These are CURSOR DOWN, UP,
RIGHT, LEFT, HOME and CLEAR
SCREEN in that order.
CHR$(96) - CHR$(104) also produce
undocumented effects, as follows:

CHR$(96) DELETE LAST
CHARACTER

CHR$(97) INSERT
FOLLOWING
CHARACTER

CHR$(98) - CHANGE TO
ALPHA MODE

CHR$(99) - CHANGE TO
GRAPHICS MODE

CHR$1101) - REVERSE VIDEO
CHR$1102) - CARRIAGE

RETURN
CHR$(103) - SCROLLS

DISPLAY UP ONE
LINE (IN VRAM
MODE 'A' ONLY)

CHR$(104) - SCROLLS
DISPLAY DOWN
ONE LINE (IN
VRAM MODE 'A'
ONLY)

Since the 'ASCII' table on p210 of the
MZ-80A handbook shows that codes
60-68H are meant to produce graphics
characters, it would appear that some,
if not all, of the above effects are
unintentional. Moreover, as the effects
stem from the SA -1510 monitor, they
will affect all types of program (as has
been seen already with Monitor/Dis-
assembler BA00); the detailed discus-
sion is put here only because SA -5510
demonstrates all the points very conve-
niently.

Overall, SA -5510 is a definite im-
provementover SP -5025, but still hasto
be classified as rather limited for its
size. The most obvious omissions are
RENUMBER and APPEND; and the data
filing routines are still as SP -5025, and
are therefore very slow compared with
those in some other interpreters avail-
able. Furthermore, machine code seg-
ments written to run under SP -5025,
and calling routines from it, will not run
under SA -5510 because those routines,
even if they exist in SA -5510, will be in
different locations. This problem can
only be solved by referring to complete
listings of both interpreters, and I shall
not attempt to deal with it here.

SP -5025
The SP -5025 interpreter, written for the
MZ-80K, works satisfactorily on the
MZ-80A. It is useful to have SP -5025
available on the MZ-80A, to run prog-
rams written for the MZ-80K, and may
also be useful when memory space is at
a premium. SP -5025, with the exten-
sions written by Gladman, also works

without modification. Extended SP -
5025 may be used in place of SP -5025,
and is more versatile.

Speed Basic
Speed Basic contains several calls and
two conditional jumps to the monitor
which are not correct on the MZ-80A.
Some are to routines that no longer
exist, and some are to routines that
have been moved. The most obvious
problem is caused by a small addition
to the keyboard -handling code, which
makes a conditional jump to a monitor
routine that has been moved. This
means that the moment you attempt to
write anything from the keyboard after
loading the interpreter, it crashes! You
can't even type BYE to get back to the
monitor!

Fortunately the MZ-80A has a reset
switch, so if you load Speed Basic and
then immediately press RESET to get
back to the monitor, you may then load
another program; for example, Moni-
tor/Disassembler BA00 by Tanswell,
modified as explained above to make
the following changes:
1 At 3E19 -3E1 BH, change C2 DE OF to
C2 E5 OE. This is the conditional jump in
the keyboard -handling code referred to
above, to a POPPER routine.
2 At 41D9-41DBH, change CA 62 OA to
CA 5F 03. This is in the code for DUMP
and all it does is jump to the monitor to
pick up POP HL:RETURN!
3 At 3DE8H, change 7C to 20. This puts
the PAUSE control for LIST, DUMP and
SLOW on to the Space Bar (7C is not
available from the 'A' keyboard).
4 Rewrite the SPEED DATA filing
routine at 43C2-43FFH, by changing all
the Monitor addresses below, noting
that some occur twice:
Change 04D4 to 04CB
Change 0733 to 071A
Change 0662 to 06A3
Change 0563 to 0552
Change 0767 to OD3E (twice)
Change 0780 to OD57 (twice)
Change 0466 to 0461
5 The following routine needs to be put
into some space location, and called at
4179H and 419FH:
C5 D5 E5 lA BE 20 OB 05 28 08 FE OD 28
04 13 23 18 Fl El D1 Cl C9

It replaces the SP -1002 routine at
0180H, which has no counterpart in
SA -1510, and is used by the new
keyword handler, and by PRINT @.

If you are using the standard Sharp
printer routine, you can shorten the
long error message at 3CEOH to 'PTR
OFF' and put the above code at 3CE8H.

If you are using a special printer
routine, you may be able to find room in
it to do something similar; otherwise,
raise the start of the Basic source text to,
say, 4850H (PCW, March '83, ppl 78-81)
and put the code at 4806H. Wherever
you put it, don't forget to call it at 4179H
and 419FH!

Those are all the changes. But before
you take a security copy of the modified
interpreter, check for the known 'bugs'
in Speed Basic, at 1BC9-AH (which

should contain 57 45) and at 40C2H
(which should contain 5C).

Speed Basic on the MZ-80A is quite a
powerful tool for its size, since the
features it lacks compared with, say,
Basic Plus 2 are mostly provided by the
MZ-80A itself. Furthermore, the fast
data filing routine as rewritten above
could be used with other interpreters
on the MZ-80A.

Basic Plus
This package, by Hearn, contains a
major rewrite of the MZ-80K keyboard -
handling routine which will not work on
the MZ-80A and would be very difficult
to modify. If this routine is cut out by
reverting to the MZ-80A user handler at
0003H, only two other modifications
are necessary: one to cover a call in the
Basic Plus 2 error -handling routine
which is to a routine that does not exist
in the 'A' monitor; and another to direct
those keywords that are not applicable
to the 'A' to a suitable error message.

You may load Basic Plus on the
MZ-80A and it will not crash. However,
if your copy has been recorded (as mine
was) with the REPEAT function 'on',
you will not be able to enter anything
from the keyboard. Do BYE or a reset,
and then load the Monitor/Disassemb-
ler and carry out the following mod-
ifications:
1 Check the flag at 3DEDH, which

should be 00. Alter it if necessary.
2 At 1ED4-6H AND at 4064-6H,

change CD 90 40 to CD 03 00. This
reverts to the normal MZ-80A
keyboard handler.

3 To sort out the error -display routine,
two steps are required:
a) At 4277-9H, change the code from

CD 99 09 to CD 20 43.
b) At 4320H, add new code as below:

4320 PUSH AF F5
4321 PUSH BC C5
4322 PUSH DE D5
4323 LD B4O5H 0605
4325 LD A,(DE) 1A
4326 CP ODH FEOD
4328 JP Z,OEE6 CAE60E
432B CALL OBB9 CDB9OB
432E CALL 096C CD6C09
4331 INC DE 13
4332 DJ NZ 4325 10F1
4334 JR 4323 18ED

This relocatable code replaces the
SP -1002 routine at 0999H, which has no
counterpart in SA -1510. The area 431B-
43FFH is spare in Basic Plus.
4 Two steps are necessary to direct

unwanted keywords to an error
message:
a) Changethecodeto FO 3F ateach of

the following pairs of locations:
3EDC-DH, 3EDE-FH, 3EE0-1H,
and 3EEA-BH.

b) Change the message at 3FFC-
4013H to:
'Not on the MZ-80A!'

This version of Basic Plus offers
AUTO, display of ERROR position,
PAUSE on listing, LINK ('Progname')
and CLS. It is well worth incorporating
in an 'A' interpreter, but of course it is
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even more useful if used in conjunc-
tion with Gladman's Extensions, to
form Basic Plus 2.

Basic Plus 2
This interpreter is formed by adding a
relocated version of Basic Plus to
Extended SP -5025 by Gladman. Since
the latter runs satisfactorily on the
MZ-80A, the problems are the same as
with the firstversion of Basic Plus, but at
different locations. The changes neces-
sary are as follows:
1 Set the flag at 4806H to 00.
2 At 1ED4-6H AND at 3E91 -3H, change

CD A3 49 to CD 03 00.
3 a) At 4B82 -4H, change CD 99 09 to

CD A3 49.
b) At 49A3-B8H, write in the code

listed at 3b) in the previous
section.
(There is no spare area in Basic
Plus 2 except for that occupied by
the now disused keyboard -
handling routine at 49A3H. This
modification overwrites the be-
ginning of that routine. If you wish
to keep the Basic Plus 2 keyboard -
handler intact for experimenta-
tion, raise the start of the Basic
source text (PCW, March '83, pp
178-81) and put the code in the
space thus created.)

4 a) Change the code to D5 48 at
4C71 -2H, 4C73 -4H, 4C75 -6H, and
4C7F-80H.

b) Changethe message at 48E1-F4H,
to 'Not on the MZ-80A!!'

With these changes, Basic Plus 2 will
work on the MZ-80A and, given the
auto -repeat and numeric pad on the
machine, will lack only the 'Single'
feature.

Enhanced Basic Plus 2
If you have enhanced Basic Plus 2 by the

method suggested, or by any other
method, you must check any added
routines to make sure that they do not
make unacceptable calls or jumps to
the monitor. The chances are that most
of such calls or jumps will be accept-
able, but the only way to be sure is to
check them all to see that they make
sense according to the monitor listing
provided in the MZ-80A handbook,
preferably by cross-reference to a copy
of the MZ-80K monitor listing by
Sharp/Newbear. If a call or jump turns
outto be to the beginning of an SA -1510
routine, it is almost certain to be safe; if
it is not, you must find out what the call
or jump does in SP -1002, and then find
the equivalent routine in SA -1510, or

on many other machines in the same
price range.

Advanced input routine
For some time now I have been using a
version of the advanced input routine
published in issue 6 of Sharpsoft User
Notes as part of a program listing. The
purpose of the routine is to allow input
lines more than 80 characters long to
define the characters that will be
accepted, to disable the HOME, CLS,
BREAK, INSERT and 'QUOTES' keys,
and to limit the effects of the cursor
control keys to the current 'line'

The original version contains a large
chunk of unused code at the end, and I
replaced this in my MZ-80K version

`It is useful to have SP -5025 available on the MZ-80A,
to run programs written forthe MZ-80K, and mayalso

be useful when memoryspace is ata premium.'

copy the SP -1002 code into some spare
location and call it, or jump to it, there.

If you have added routines from
Speed Basic, the necessary changes
are noted above in the paragraph on
that interpreter, but of course you will
have to make allowance for the diffe-
rent location of the code. In particular,
you must look for the call to 0A62H in
the DUMP routine, and you must
rewrite the SPEED DATA filing routine.

I have successfully modified my own
enhanced version of Basic Plus 2 as
described in PCW, March 1983, and I am
using it on an MZ-80A, in conjuction
with a word processing program, to
write the present text. It is a much more
powerful interpreter than SA -5510, and
compares well with the Basics offered

2470 DATA229,197,1,255,0,33,160,206,62,32,205,217,15, 193,225,17,160,206
2480 DATA237,83,12,17,205,151,22:44,205,175,34,205,15,24,205,1,24,213
2490 DATA197,205,154,22,44,205,169,25,205,154,22,44,34,1,72,225,34,10
2500 DATA17,225,67,74,237,91,12,17,213,205,179,9,205,206,11,254,102,202
2510 DATA85,206,254,96,40,61,254,99,40,79,254,98,40,84,254,20,40,91
2520 DATA254,19,40,120,254,18,202,251,205,254,17,202,36,206,197,237,75,10
2530 DATA17,229,237,177,225,193,32,203,18,19,12,205,18,0,16,195,205,179
2540 DATA9,205,206,11,254,102,202,85,206,254,96,32,241,13,12,40,176,62
2550 DATA20,205,18,0,205,12,0,62,20,205,18,0,13,4,27,24,158,62
2560 DATA4,50,3,224,62,1,24,6,62,5,50,3,224,175,50,112,17,24
2570 DATA138,213,197,237,75,12,17,235,237,66,235,193,209,218,83,205,202,83
2580 DATA205,27,4,13,229,33,83,205,227,245,197,213,229,195,149,14,12,5
2590 DATA40,103,19,229,33,83,205,227,245,197,213,229,195,123,14,62,255,50
2600 DATA143,17,195,83,205,28,42,113,17,124,183,40,21,197,1,40,0,37
2610 DATA34,113,17,235,237,66,235,193,62,40,128,71,121,214,40,79,225,195
2620 DATA83,205,62,0,50,143,17,195,83,205,71,121,198,40,79,197,1,40
2630 DATA0,235,9,235,193,229,42,113,17,124,254,24,40,8,36,34,113,17
2640 DATA225,195,83,205,33,83,205,227,245,197,213,229,195,50,14,175,71,197
2650 DATA42,1,72,205,19,38,205,54,36,205,41,24,34,1,72,205,123,25
2660 DATA193,225,205,223,24,205,118,25,205,106,27,157,19,201,58,112,17
2670 DATA254,0,40,9,62,0,50,112,17,62,5,24,7,62,1,50,112,17,62,4,50,3,224
2680 DATA195,83,205,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
2690 IN =52500:LIMIT IN
2700 FORX=52500TO52895: READZ:POKEX,Z
2710 NEXT
2715 P0KE52670,195:P0KE52671,120:POKE52672,206:RETURN
This routine is written to work with SP -5025 and its derivatives, and will not work
with SA -5570
Fig 1

with code which enables me to toggle
from upper case to lower case and back
again using the CAP key, without the
need to do SHIFT/SML. This is a great
help in a word processing program.

When I tried the code on the MZ-80A I
found that my modification applied to
the GRPH key and worked perfectly on
that, but that the cursor control keys
were not functioning correctly, and that
CTRL A was not being accepted to
toggle in and out of lower case. After
some thought I decided to dispense
with the UP and DOWN cursor key, as I
could move around the line without it,
and used it to toggle the keyboard from
upper to lower case and back again. The
key works without SHIFT whichever
case you are in. The code loads 0 or FF,
as appropriate, into buffer 118FH. To
get the LEFT and RIGHT CURSOR key
operating correctly, I altered two calls
to the monitor to suit the MZ-80A (OEAE
to 0E95, 0E90 to OE7B).

The code for the MZ-80A is listed in
Fig 1 in the form of a Basic subroutine.
When loaded, it sits at CD14-CE9FH,
including the NOP's at the end. These
define the end of the usable space for
modifications, as I found after several
unsuccessful attempts to write my
modifications beyond them. The
reason is that the routine uses its own
input buffer from CEAOH upwards!

The routine is called by a Basic line
with the format:

USR(IN),TT$,TT,A$
Where IN=52500, TT$ is a previously

defined string which includes all the
characters you wish to be accepted, TT
is the previously defined line length,
and A$ is the name you have assigned
to the string variable input.

For the record, my changes are in
lines 2580-2600, 2620, 2660-2680 and
2715.

If you wish to examine the code using
Disassembler BA00, lower the limit IN
and all the POKE addresses by, say,



At The Byteshops we've helped countless companies of all shapes
and sizes improve their efficiency by the introduction of

microcomputers. Generally these are required to perform routine
business tasks, but however similar the application, we invariably find
that no two customers have exactly the same requirements. When you
come to us you'll notice our staff are especially interested in finding out
what jobs you require the computer to do- both now and in the future.
We then tailor a system including not only the hardware but the software
and the peripherals to meet your individual needs. We believe this is the
only sensible way to avoid a lot of frustration, disappointment and
unnecessary expense. We're also totally committed to after sales service
including advice and maintenance plans. You'll find a number of top,
evaluated, 'ready to run' systems on this page to show comparative
costs. However, we won't sell one to you - unless you force us -without
asking a few questions first! Pay us a visit soon.

THE WINDOW CLEANER WHO
CAN NOW SEE THINGS CLEARLY
Windowgleam Co. Ltd are a thriving specialist hotel and industrial
cleaning company who are, in a number of ways, typical of many
business customers who contact us. They purchased a Comart
Communicator System four years ago to exclusively look after the payroll
for 30 employees. Previously they had been using an outside bureau -and
the cost savings were immediate. They now employ over 100 staff and
also use the Communicator for Word Processing and Invoicing. They are
now considering adding an Accounting Suite and Financial Planning to
further increase their efficiency. Initially they had little prior knowledge of
computers and purchased from The Byteshop London because the staff
were "very helpful, professional and gave them confidence".

At a glance Comixdat Clieeehte
B.B.C.

Model B
Act

Apricot
IBM
PC/XT

Corned
Communicator

Low cost business use I

Colour graphics
Multi-user
Hard disk storage

Upgradeable

,Expandable
Communications
Transportable

IBM PC's WERE A SHOT
IN THE ARM FOR CYANAMID
Cyanamid of Gt. Britain Limited, one of the fastest growing companies
in the U.K., may not be a name familiar to most people but many will
have unknowingly benefited from their Lederle, Davis & Geck ranges of
pharmaceutical and surgical suture products. As a company with an
annual turnover of £100M, they also manufacture animal and plant
health products as well as speciality chemicals used for example in
effluent treatment.

Alongside an extensive range of real time systems running on
an IBM 3083 Mainframe, there have been several departmental stand-
alone applications developed on IBM PCs. These include Financial
Modelling, Cash Management, and Tax/Dividend Analysis which
previously had been classic 'pencil and rubber jobs'.

Cyanamid have used The Byteshop as their sole supplier of
IBM PCs and have been pleased with the after sales service, which was
not solely confined to hardware. "The staff have also offered practical
solutions to problems and were very good at sorting out software and
technical queries- as well as being a useful source of general
information and consultancy."

DISKETTES
Full range of Dysan 48 & 96 TPI
soft & hard sectored single/double
sided & double density diskettes plus
8" IBM 3740 format & PULSAR 31/2"
Microfloppies stocked. From E1.70 ea.
(Normally sold in boxes of 10)

PROGRAMMERS CORNER
Wide selection of programming
languages, plus utilities and tools
from Microsoft, Digital Research,
Microfocus, Xitanl& Pulsarincl.
Basic, Fortran, Cobol, Pascal,
Assembler, C&PL1.

THE BYTE SHOPS -W
ON GETTING THE R

COMART COMMUNICATOR
With 15 models in the range, there is almost certainly a model which is
exactly right for your requirements. Communicators are competitive with
the best desk tops as a single user system, are perfect for companies
planning to expand and for multi users, nothing else compares. Because
Communicator's are modular, you can add -in extra capacity or add-on
storage and back up units to keep pace with your future needs. There's a
choice of 8 or 16 bit single and multi user systems with up to 1 megabyte
of memory and 40 megabytes of data storage.

COMART
COMMUNICATOR
SMALL BUSINESS PACK
Communicator CP200 8 bit 64K b
RAM WY50 Keyboard/Display 101 key,

14" Green Screen, the new Brother
H R15 Daisy Wheel Printer (E455) inc.
Cables and Diskettes plus WORDSTAR,
WP WORKSHOP, SUPERCALC, FRIDAY
& XBASIC for the complete office
system 2950.00 ex. VAT

TOP OF THE RANGE
COMART
COMMUNICATOR
5 -USER
MULTI -PROCESSING/
MULTI-USER SYSTEM
This allows each user to have their own
dedicated Z80A processor and 64K
bytes of memory. So two users, for
example, could be running word
processing, one accessing databases,
one updating a sales ledger, while the
fifth is preparing budgets using a
financial planning package.
Communicator CP520 MP c/w 1 x

Z80A main and 5 x Z80A slaves, 64K
Byte main memory + 5 x 64K Bytes,
1 x 790K Byte Diskette Drive + 1 x 5"
20 Megabyte Winchester Disk Drive, 12
Serial & 6 Parallel Interfaces. Inc. CP/M
& Multi Processing System Software

6995.00 ex. VAT
To include 5 x WY50 Display Terminals
and Anadex 9501B Dot Matrix printer
and all cables 11,150.00ex. VAT

ACT
APRICOT
Already an outstanding success,
the transportable Apricot offers a
comprehensive specification at
very low cost, making it a perfect
solution for the small
businessman. Noteworthy is
the 'Microscreen', a two line
LCD display with six associated
keys onithe main keyboard. The
Microscreen can display day, date
and time; double as a calculator;
provide labelling selection; serve
as an information entry line or act
as a display window when a full
monitor is not available. Other
features include a 'mouse trap,
256K byte memory expandable to
768K b and Sony 3.5" disk drives
offering 315K bytes of storage
each. Included in the price are
three operating systems MS DOS
2.0, CP/M-86, Concurrent
CP/M-86 together with Microsoft
and Personal BASICs, Supercalc,
Superplanner and Asynchronous
File Transfer Software.*
1495.00ex. VAT
1895.00 c/w twin disk drives &
monitor ex. VAT
 Subject to availability

APRICOT BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Financial Planning
Apricot c/w Dual Disk Drives &

Monitor with SUPERCALC plus upgrade
to SUPERCALC 2 together with
Epson FX100 160CPSIDot Matrix
Printer (E569) 2590.00 ex. VAT
Database Management
Apricot c/w Dual Disk Drives & Monitor
with DBASE II plus Epson FX801160CPS
Dot Matrix Printer (E438)

2799.00 ex. VAT
Word Processing
Apricot c/w Dual Disk Drives & Monitor,
with WORDSTAR Word processing and
Spelling Checker plus Epson RX 80T-
100 CPS- Dot Matrix Printer (E279) for
fast drafts and Brother H R15 letter
quality Daisy Wheel Printer (E455)

3125.00 ex. VAT
Small Business Accounts System
Apricot c/w Dual Disk Drives & Monitor
plus PULSAR Sales, Purchase,
Nominal Ledgers and Invoicing plus
Epson FX100 fast Dot Matrix Printer
(E569) 3250.00 ex. VAT
FREE Systems Implementation
Course with every Apricot System
purchased when you enrol for training
at ACT Training Centres.



 Lotus 1-2-3 - Remarkable
integrated spreadsheet and
information management package
incorporating colour graphics for the
IBM PC 375.00
 Supercalc 2 - Sophisticated, easy to
use financial spreadsheet for in depth
analysis, modelling and forecasting

195.00
 DBASE II - Powerful database
management and applications
generator with optional graphics and
development tools 437.00
 WordStar - Most popular
wordprocessing program, easily
integrated with Mailmerge, Spellstar
Star index and Supersort
enhancements 295.00
 Pulsar Accounts -Complete
integrated business accounting system
includes sales, purchase, nominal
ledgers, data analysis, stock control,
invoicing and payroll -for Apricot and
IBM PC per module 195.00
 Multi -mate - New standard in fast,
easy to use, function key driven
wordprocessing for the IBM PC

350.00
 Cardbox - Simple to use data
retrieval and information management
tool 155.00
 CBASIC - Most widely used
commercial programming language for
business applications development,
interpreter also available 333.00

(CP/M86 400.00)
 Friday - Personal file management
package for the novice with quick and
custom reporting 195.00

SELLING
SOFTWARE

 Graphstat - Up and coming
statistics and colour graphics package
for the IBM PC 195.00
 Multiplan -Versatile electronic
worksheet for the IBM PC 195.00
 IBM Async file transfer - PC to PC

to mainframe communications
package 95.00
 Level II Cobol - Mainframe level II
compiler, well suited for new
applications development: tools and
utilities available 965.00
 Calcstar - Electronic spreadsheet
and financial modelling program -
integrates with Wordstar 116.00
 Infostar -Combines Datastar and
Reportstar for data entry, retrieval, up
dating and report generation 295.00
 BSTAM - Communictions package

for sending and receiving CP/M files
over telephone lines 133.00
 Flight simulator- Full colour game

for both the novice and the potential
fighter pilot on the IBM PC 37.00
 Pascal MT + -Comprehensive
integrated language for developing
production quality software 233.00

(CP/M86 400.00)
 Supercalc 3 - Latest Su percalc
version with colour graphics rivalling
Lotus 1-2-3 295 00
 Micromail - Electronic mail facility
for the IBM PC and Apricot 95.00

Prices include configuration on
machines supplied by ourselves. We
are totally committed to after sales
service and future support.

BBC MODEL B FOR BUSINESS
Particularly since the introduction
of the Torch Z80 Disk Pack, we
have been increasingly supplying
the Model B as part of low cost
business systems. With it's 96K b
standard RAM, ergonomic design
and proven reliability, it's an ideal
choice for any small business
looking for an entry level system.
More than that, its very
compactness means that it can be
transported home and used with
the domestic TV for work or play.
BBC MODEL B
LOW COST BUSINESS
SYSTEM
BBC Modell:1; 12" Monochrome
Monitor; Epson RX80 FT Printer inc.
Cable; Torch Z80 Disk Pack & Interface
inc. Word Processing, Spread Sheet,
Database & Basic Language Software

1599 ex. VAT

FOR EDUCATION AND
THE HOBBYIST
We sell countless Model Bs into the
educational sector and to the hobbyist.
You can count on your local Byteshop
for fast service and the very best
support on the BBC.
BBC Micro Model B 347.00
MONITORS
12" Monochrome Monitor 115.00

; YOU CAN COUNT
IGHT COMPUTER.

IBM/PC
As one of the largest authorised
IBM dealers in the country, you
can come to us in complete
confidence that we will not only
sell you the basic machines but
the software, peripherals
and technical support you
need to get the best out of
them. The IBM PC's versatility
means that it's equally at home in
a small business or as a stand
alone desk top in a large corporate
company linked to a main frame.
Should you require extra
performance or speed, the IBM
PC XT is an obvious choice.

IBM Dual 320K byte Disk Drives, 64K
byte RAM, UK Keyboard and Screen

2509.00
IBM PC Dual 320K byte Disk Drives,
128K byte RAM, UK Keyboard and
Screen 2681.00
IBM PC XT 1 x 320K b Floppy Disk
plus 1 x 10 MB Hard Disk, 128K b
RAM, A SYNCH COMMS, DOS 2.0,
UK Keyboard and Screen 4440.00
IBM Colour Adapter Card plus IBM
Monitor 736.00
IBM Printer inc. Cable 469.00
Epson FX80 Printer inc. Ca ble478.00
Epson FX100 Printer inc. Cable

599.00
See Microserve panel for details of full
maintenance and service facilities for
the IBM PC/XT nationwide.

IBM BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Word Processing
IBM PC, Multi Mate WP Package, c/w
Brother HR15 40CPS Daisy Wheel

Printer (£455) -optional Single Sheet
and continuous Stationery Feeders -
and fast Epson RX8OFT Dot Matrix
printer (£319) 3865.00 ex. VAT
Colour Spread Sheet
IBM PC with 192K b RAM, LOTUS 123,
IBM Colour Adapter Card & Monitor
plus Epson FX100 160CPS Dot Matrix
Printer (£569) and HP7470- 2 Pen
Plotter (£832)for 10 colour
graph/charts and overhead
transparencies 5295.00 ex. VAT

6 pen plotter 1447.00
Information Management
IBM PC XT, 128K b RAM, 10MByte
Hard Disk Storage inc. DBASE II, Epson
FX100160CPS Dot Matrix Printer
(£569) 5475.00 ex. VAT
Accounting System
IBM PC XT, 128K b RAM, 10MByte
Hard Disk Storage c/w PULSAR Sales,
Purchase, Nominal Ledgers, Invoicing
and Payroll. Modules (£975) Anadex
9625 Dot Matrix Printer (£1248)

6695.00 ex. VAT
Printer models with enhanced, con-
densed, double pass modes available.

Microvitec 14" Colour Monitor inc.
Cables 215.00
DISK DRIVES
(Cumana, inc. Format Disk Cable &
Doc)
Single Disk Drive 100K 189.00
Dual Disk Drive 200K -345K 345.00
Dual D/S Disk Drives 800K 469.00
Torch Z80 Disk Pack inc. CP/M
Compatible Op. System 96K b RAM,
Perfect Writer, Perfect Speller, Perfect
Filer, Perfect Calc. Plus Comanex
Business Management Game and
Torchnet Software 730.00
Disk Interface 70.00
PRINTERS
Epson RX80 279.00
BBC to Epson Cable 24.00
VARIOUS
Selection of business, educational,
graphics and games software available
from 3.50
Selection of teach yourself BBC
publications PRICES EX. VAT

Microserve provides a complete range of
servicing and maintenance plans nationwide
for computers such as the, IBM PC
and Communicator plus peripherals from
Epson,Anadex , Qume, Wyse and Volkercraig.
'Microsure' -our speedy nationwide on site
maintenance contract fora 'once only' annual
fee. 'Microswap' -component exchange
service. 'Micromend' - workshop repair and
up grades. 'Microcall' -on site maintenance
and repair

- runs product training
courses for your own service engineers. Call
into your local Byteshop for further details or
'phone 0480 215005 fora Microserve
Information Pack.

PRICE BLITZ AT
BIRMINGHAM
There's an extra special reason for
calling in to see manager Jim
Attfield and his knowledgeable
staff at their new Byte Shop
Business Centre in Hurst St.
Below is a list of equipment in mint
demo condition that they are
offering at sensationally low

prices. We must stress that these
are 'one offs' and available on a
first come first served basis only.

Osborne 80col. Double Density
Model ONLY £500.00

Normal Price £995.00
Volkercraig 414H VDU

ONLY E325.00
Normal price £725.00

Kaga IBM 12" Colour Monitor
ONLY E200.00

Normal Price £335.00
PRICES EX. VAT

All prices exclusive of VAT and
quoted in £ sterling.
Account, leasing and HP facilities
available for companies, educational
establishments and local authorities.
 Barclaycard Visa and moo 22
Access taken inipayment.
 Phone Mail Orders gladly accepted.
Please contact nearest shop for P.P. &
Delivery Rates (Regret no COD).
 Prices and specifications correct at
time of going to press, but are subject to
change without notice E. & 0.E. and

are valid for the cover date life of this
magazine (April '84).
Whilst we carry a vast range of stock,
we cannot guarantee that every item
advertised will be available in each shop.
 Detailed quotations on request.
 Shop opening hours 9-5.30, check
individual shops for Saturday opening.
 Products referred to are trademarksror
reg.trademarks of thelcompany of origin.

:LPL. Centre

THE IE VIE SPIT
Your Specialist Computer Centre

LONDON
324 Euston Road NW1

Tel: 01-387 0505
BIRMINGHAM

94-96 Hurst Street,
Tel: 021-622 3165

GLASGOW
266 St. Vincent Street,

Tel: 041-221 8202
Members of the air Comart Group of Companies

MANCHESTER
11 Gateway House,

Piccadilly, Station Approach,
Tel: 061-236 4737

NOTTINGHAM
92a Upper Parliament Street,

Tel: 0602 470576
SOUTHAMPTON

23 Cumberland Place,
Tel: 0703 334711



4000H and run the subroutine in that
form.

The code will then sit at 8D14H, and
will make sense apart from the first hex
digit of any location reference within
the program, when disassembled
there.

Problems
Keyboard and screen:
There are a few small residual prob-
lems when running 'K'type interpreters
on an MZ-80A. They have already been
mentioned in passing, but are discus-
sed more fully below.
a) Shifted keyboard does not return to
normal on 'CR'
This problem arises because the 'K'
interpreters were not written to cope
with this particular situation. It may be
solved by inserting a very short routine
at the beginning of the main Edit
loop: -
1257 JP XXYY C3YYXX

XXYY PUSH AF F5
+1 XOR A AF
+2 LD (118F), A 328F11
+5 POP AF Fl
+6 LD A,(4565) 3A6545
+9 JP 125A C35Al2

The above routine is obviously re -
locatable, and may be put in any spare
location, the appropriate address then
going in at 1258-9H. This routine will
work with any version of SP -5025
known to date.

In this connection it is worth remind-
ing yourself that the value stored in
118FH when the keyboard is shifted is
FF, not 01 as might have been expected
from MZ-80K experience; and that
location 1170H (4464D) stores the
so-called KANA or graphics flag, the
values of which are 00 (GRPH off) or 01
(GRPH on).

b) Display lost or muddled; INSERT
jams up in first half of 80 -column line.
These problems arose several times
during my tests, but only when I was
using a 'K' interpreter in the 'A' VRAM
mode. In every case I was able to
recover by jumping out of the program,
switching to 'K' VRAM mode, and then
jumping back in again. Clearly, the
problem is caused by the different
screen pointer storage systems refer -

available on the keyboard of the
MZ-80A, compared with the MZ-80K.
This means that in a 'K' program which
requiresthe operation of graphics keys,
you may haveto changethe codeto find
a suitable mode of operation on the 'A'.
This comment applies to all types of
program.
Interface unit and printer
The custom-built interface board is
designed to be fed with +5V from pin 18
of the printer, though it can be modified
to take +5V from the computer. It plugs
straight into the MZ-80A slot. A modi-
fier tape was supplied to enable the
interpreter to send the correct ASCII

The least attractive feature of the
MZ-80A package is its Basic interpreter.
SP -5510 is just a little better than
SP -5025, but that is hardly a recom-
mendation, and the facilities offered by
SA -5510 are very poor for its size. One
can only assume that Sharp must have
plans to offer more facilities in the
space it has left unused. If it does not, it
is hard to see the reason forthe layout of
this interpreter.

The advanced input routine given in
Fig 1 improves any program very
significantly. The ability to type in input
strings up to 255 characters long,
combined with the SHIFT LOCK toggle

The MZ-80A is a pleasantmachine to use, and its
keyboard, though it has its weaknesses, is a great
improvement over its predecessor, the MZ-80K. '

codes for lower-case letters, and con-
trol codes. This modifier will work with
all the versions of SP -5025 mentioned
above. Without the modifier (that is,
running on the Sharp printer routine)
the system worked correctly in upper
case but could not deal correctly with
lower case or control codes. With the
modifiertape loaded, the system coped
with lower case automatically, and with
control characters by special code
sequences. I had no trouble in using
these to select printer character style
and size, and to set various parameters
such astabs and form length.

Conclusions
The MZ-80A is a pleasant machine to
use, and its keyboard, though it has its
weaknesses, is a great improvement
over its predecessor, the MZ-80K. As I
expected, Sharp's superb tape system
behaved perfectly during a month of
very hard use, including a lot of data
filing and re -loading. The 40 -column
video display was clear and steady; the
double -screen memory system is a

good idea, but it is not compatible with
SP -5025 or its extensions, and raises
problems when these interpreters are
used, or when the machine is in the 'K'
VRAM mode.

`In the course of changing the keyboard layout, Sharp
has reduced the numbers ofgraphics and special

characters available on the keyboard of the
MZ-80A

red to above. The simple solution is to
work in the 'K' VRAM mode whenever
you are running under a 'K' type
interpreter. I have the feeling that a
software modification to cover this one
could be difficult.
c) Keys not available on the MZ-80A
In the course of changing the keyboard
layout, Sharp has reduced the number
of graphics and special characters

Sharp seems to have got into a
groove over its own private 'ASCII' set,
and although one can see the point of
compatibility with the 'K', it was an odd
decision to make just a few changes
rather than a clean sweep to the
standard set. There appears to be a bug
in SA -1510, which causes codes 60-68H
to produce control effects instead of
graphics when sent to the screen.

on one key and the disabling of CLS,
HOME, BREAK and 'QUOTES' gives a
professional feel to the machine. And
fast data filing at about three times the
speed of SA -5510 revolutionises one's
approach to data handling.

Crystal Basic 3, when it appears for
the MZ-80A, may well prove to be a
strong competitor. My criticisms of
Crystal Basic 3 on the 'K' were its lack of
precision, and its lack of a numeric
keypad facility. The 'A' has a numeric
keypad. If Crystal Basic 3 forthe MZ-80A
turns out to offer higher precision, in
addition to its already standard fea-
tures of 'line input', fast data filing, a
standard set of ASCII codes for lower
case letters, and a built-in extended
machine code monitor, it could be the
best available. With all these features,
the MZ-80A at its current price level is
an attractive buy.

'K' machine code programs other
than interpreters can be dealt with by
the same general methods as have
been used above to deal with interpre-
ters and the disassembler. In principle,
one must examine the code in detail to
find any jumps or calls to the MZ-80K
monitor which are not correct for the
MZ-80A monitor. This sounds rather
laborious, but in practice one soon
builds up a list of addresses that are
safe, and another list of addresses that
are not, and the process then becomes
relatively easy. Other minor changes,
due to the different 'ASCII' and display
codes or the slightly restricted range of
graphics characters available from the
MZ-80A keyboard will not be necessary
very frequently, and will be quite
straightforward in any case.

The interface card and modifier tape,
supplied by Border Computing and
Programming, offers an economical
and convenient method of using a
parallel -interface printer with the MZ-
80A, if you are not considering other
peripherals such as disk drives.

END
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12th Feb 1984

Dear John,

Just a quick note to let you know that our troubles are over. I've just
discovered an amazing

way to keep in touch with you in the future - it will also make my business
much more efficient.

Last week I spent £195.00 on a computer program called DMS+.
Sue typed your name and

address on to disk, as well as all my other long-suffering
clients.

She added a few details about

everyone,
and now DMS+ will automatically

write to you whenever
I've got something

important to

tell you - such as a special
offer, or a new product that you ought to know about.

DMS+ is a special program that combines a really easy to learn letter writing program
with a

marvellous
record keeping program.

It means
that I can ask my computer to select all my clients who

live in a certain area, or who specialise
in certain

markets, etc.
Then it writes 'personalised'

letters for

me, and even prints the self adhesive labels. In fact, this letter was written by DMS+,
and all I have

to do is sign it! I'm going to use it for my club subscriptions,
various management

reports,
VAT (it

has it's own calculation
program), and probably my

stock file too.

Sue went on one of Compsoft's
training courses the other day. She actually enjoyed learning

DMS+, and tells me that if ever we outgrow
DMS+ we can exchange it for another Compsoft database

program called Delta. This one costs £495.00 but by all accounts
its the most powerful and

sophisticated
database on the market.

So be warned - you're going to find us a lot more
efficient in the future.

Yours faithfully,
/4)

DAVID BROWN,

MANAGING
DIRECTOR

P.S. DMS+
works on virtually any microcomputer.

If you want to know more about DMS+ for your

own use, ring Compsoft on Guildford
(0483) 898545 and they'll send you a complete full colour

guide.

Compsoft Limited, Hallams Court, Shamley Green,
Nr Guildford, Surrey, England CU4 8QZ
Telephone: Guildford
Telex: 859210

CMPSFT0 48 3) 898545
G



Circa 60,000 BC
Like the emperor mammoth, the Columbian mammoth was

also a descendant of mammoths which immigrated to North
America during the Irvingtonian time (which roughly
approximates to the Holstein interglacial in
Europe). It inhabited the south-eastern part of
the USA (South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana)
and may have extended still further south into
Mexico.

It was a large elephant, with curiously twisted tusks.
The Amherst Museum (USA) possesses a whole skeleton
found near Melbourne in Florida.

The Columbian mammoth inhabited warm steppes
with meandering rivers, or the regions round river deltas,
where it lived in the company of horses, bisons, camels
(Camelops), steppe antelopes (Capromeryx), armadilloes
(Glyptodon) and edentates (Northotherium).

It died out at the end of the Pleistocene.

Circa 1984 AD
Unlike the Mammuthus Columbi, DIGIVISION
of Leicester have kept up with progress and
remain very much alive. They have become
known as the leaders in the field of data display
monitors throughout the World, by their
innovative design and manufacture.

The most recent additions to their
extensive range are the 14" PC14 colour monitor
and the 12" PM12 green screen monitor,
designed specifically for the personal computer
user in schools, in the home, in the office,
wherever a personal computer is used.

Success of the DIGIVISION range of
monitors is founded on a simple mechanical
design combined with circuitry that provides
high quality display performance with
unrivalled reliability.

FOR ORDERING PURPOSES ONLY-
FREEFONE-Dial 100. Ask for FREEFONE 4627... . ... .... . .... ... .. . .. .. . . .. . .. ... mi g

For further details complete the coupon and send to DIGIVISION LIMITED, Parker Drive, Leicester LE4 OJP. I
Tel: (0533) 351224. Telex: 341382

I VISA

JI1,...- .. - - - - - - - - - .. . - .. - - - - .. -
Name: Mrs/Miss/Mr
Address



COMPSOFT
THE EVOLUTION OF DATABASE MAN

From the beginning of time man
has been fascinated by his inability
to solve even his simplest problems ...

And man's knowledge was vast.
-And so were his problems. But he
was no nearer solving them ...

As man's knowledge grew, so did
his problems ... and so did his
inability to solve them ...

From the beginning of Delta,man
has been fascinated by his ability
to solve even the most complicated
problems quickly and effortlessly.

Delta is the most comprehensive and sophisticated database program on the market today. Faster and more powerful than ever
before, Delta offers a unique 'three dimensional' file structure. Users can create their own records, sort, select, print reports,
labels and print automatic personalised letters, do calculations, and link to other software including Lotus 123, Multiplan,
Wordstar, Peachtext, etc. Users can design their own 'menu' of options, thus producing dedicated database systems. Delta is
perfect for stock recording, personnel, parts files, clients records, brokers, libraries, Local Authority records, etc, etc, etc.
Available for most business microcomputers with the PCDOS, MSDOS or CP/M operating systems, including the IBM PC,
SIRIUS, APRICOT, XEROX, EPSON, WANG, and many more. Full colour guide, plus technical specification free on request
on Guildford (0483) 898545.

COMPSOFT Ltd., Hallams Court, Shamley Green,

DELTA Nr. Guildford, Surrey GU4 8QZ, England.
Tel: Guildford (0483) 898545

COMPSOFT DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM Telex: 859210 CMPSFT



UNLEASHED
ThePanther

a superb printe at a printable price

The Panther has arrived. A fast, sleek,
good looking printer from DATAC
that's leaving other printers standing.
Just look at the features that make
The Panther the most exciting printer
available today:

 Friction feed and tractor feed for
varying paper widths.

 A Viewdata character set as
standard.

 True one line buffer with
1152 Bytes.

 Precision printhead for sharp

quality printing and durability.

 Bi-directional logic seeking
carriage.

 4,000,000 character life ribbon
cartridge.

 Centronics interface as standard

 Compatible with the BBC Micro
and most micros.

All this plus more for only £278,
+ VAT + p.p.

Place your order today. Complete
the coupon and send to DATAC at
the address below.

The first and last word in printer technology

r
Please rush me my Panther DX109 for which

I I enclose a cheque/Access/Barclaycard

Ell (No ) for £328.70 es=
111Please send me further details of the Panther DX109

Ell would like a demonstration. Please send me details of
my local stockist.

111Please send me details on the range of DATAC printers.

(Please tick box)

Name

Address

Telephone
PCW

24 Hour Express Delivery. P& P charge £9.

DATAC LIMITED, Tudor Road, Al trincham. Cheshire WA14 5TN Tel 061-94 I 2361 Telex, 667822 C HACOM

DATAC LIMITED, Tudor Road, Altrincham, Cheshire WA14 5TN.
Tel: 061- 941 2361. Telex: 667822 CHACOM G



EPSON
QX10

Need increased disc capacity? We have it!
Half height drives fitted giving access to
much greater storage capacity - includes
system disc etc. Twelve months warranty.
QXwith 2 by 1 Mbyte drives (unformatted)

£1,865.00

QX10 with 2 by 1.6 Mbyte drives
(unformatted) £1,965.00

QX10 with 2 by 3.3 Mbyte drives
(unformatted) £2,426.00

64K RAM chip set £54.00
Special offer, buy our increased capacity
OX10 and for £264.00 get a RX8OT Printer,
Peach Text, Peach Calc, and mailing list
manager.

XCOM (Hardware) Limited
648 High Road, London E10 6RN

Telephone: 01-539 4147. Telex: 8954853
All prices + VAT, delivery included.

411 YOU NEED TO CRTit
1440/ME CODE
For the Spectrum /6k 641s,

Test too/s for Spectrum ezmip-si000

.111

F1111 -0-!-.§M
Ins

The ultimate professional tutor and de -bug program.
We wrote this to help us write Machine Code!!
 Test and Display Machine Code instructions as they're written
 Ideal for both the beginner and expert  Fully documented
with 32 page tutorial  HEX: Decimal converter as standard 
PLUS  Character Generator of unbelievable quality!!

Fe screen editor/assembler for Spectrum
The latest and most comprehensive Editor/Assembler
yet produced.
 Full Screen 42 col. input/text editor  Assemble to
screen/printer and or tape  Assemble derivatives DEFM, DEFS,
DEFW, DEFB, DEFL, ORG, EOU, END  Comprehensive syntax
check  Binary, Octal, HEX & ASCII constants  Will even
operate as a simple word processor  Fully documented
instruction book  Plus Character Generator . . plus, many,
many more, all you've ever needed

Master too/ kit for Spectrum
 Re -number facility  Delete copy and move block function 
String search and substitute facility  Variable dump  Cross
reference  Trace function  Real time clock and alarm system...
POST TO OXFORD

Please send L_

£9.95 each, any
l per program.

NAME

......... 11=
COMPUTER PUBUSHING LTD., P.O.BOX 99, OXFORD

Machine Code Test Tool ZX81
Machine Code Test Tool Spectrum
Editor Assembler Tool Kit
2 or more f9.25 (Postage free UK only). Overseas add

ADDRESS
Also available from most branches
of W H Smith and other retailers.
Also from Buffer Micro. Streatham.

ACCESS CARD NO

EXPIRY DATE PCW4

What the competition
hasn't been waiting for.
Latest version of Forth for the BBC
(Is not rehashed Forth 79 Code)

Unique Stack Display Utility
MEM
SOFTWARE
MULTI - FORTH 83

Here's the Forth Eprom for the BBC Micro that makes all others
out of date.

It's Multi -Forth 83 from David Husband who has built his
reputation for Quality Forth products with his ZX81-Forth ROM,
Spectrum Forth -I/0 Cartridge and now New Multi -Forth 83 for the BBC
Micro. This is not rehashed Forth 79 Code, but a completely new
version of the Forth 83 Standard. It's unique in that it Multi -tasks, and
therefore the user can have a number of Forth programs executing
simultaneously and transparently of each other.

Multi -Forth 83 sits in the sideways ROM area of the BBC along
with any other ROMs in use. It is compatible with the MOS, and
specially vectored to enable a system to be reconfigured. It contains a
Standard 6502 Assembler, a Standard Screen Editor, and a Unique
Stack Display Utility.

With this Forth, David Husband has provided the BBC Micro with
capabilities never before realised. And being 16K rather than 8K is
twice the size of other versions. Multi -Forth 83 is supplied with an

for c)BBCMicro

16k Eprom type 27128

Multi -tasking operating system
/for Real -Time use.

extensive Manual (170 pages plus) and at f40+VAT it i5 superb value.
Order it using the coupon adding £2.30 p&p (£5 for Europe, £10

outside) or if you want more information, tick that box instead. Either
way, it will put you one step ahead of the comr,etition.

Please send me Multi -Forth 83 for BBC Micro £40 +VAT De -luxe System Inc Disc 80+VAT.
Cheques to Skywave Software Readers' A/C (or enter Visa No.)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Name

Address

Post code
SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY. FOR I.0 0.5 ONWARDS,
Send to Skywave Software, 73 Curzon Road, Bournemouth,
BH 1 4PV/ Onset, England. Tel' (0202)302385

Mr=
Please send me more information

El Multi -Forth 83
 ZX81 Earth ROM
 Sr. 0 Cartridge

SICSIWEIVP I

SOFTWARL

MULTI -FORTH 83 FOR THE BBC MICRO
Pf \\.14:1



PHILIPS

Be a step ahead with The Philips Portable Computer
P2000 C

 Functions as Stand-alone or Intelligent
Terminal

 Easily installed. Quickly put away when
not in use

 Easy to move
 Dual processor: CPU (64 KB RAM)

and Video (32 KB RAM)

 9" monitor
 Up to 2x640 KB on 51/4" floppy drives

 Hard disk interface

 END USER PRICE FROM f1350
INCLUDING CP/M WORDSTAR, AND
CALCSTAR

P2000 System M. the easy -to -use, business computer

 Functions as a dedicated word processing system
or general purpose computer

 Easy to use

 Very low cost

 High quality 12" monitor

 2 x 140KB Floppy disc drives

 Fast ROM based software

 48KB user RAM plus 16KB ROM memory

 END USER PRICE f1900 INCLUDING W.P.
PACKAGE AND 25 CPS DAISYWHEEL

TO FIND OUT HOW PHILIPS CAN HELP IN YOUR BUSINESS, CONTACT: -

MICRO
DESIGN

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Oakfield House, 56 Crewe Road, Sandbach,
Cheshire CW1 1 ONN
Tel: (09367) 61231 Telex: 36690 Ref: 505



Sotimmior

A BBC WORD PROCESSOR TO REALLY TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF YOUR DISC DRIVE.

tbC Calve*

mEpaNcompuTER
PRODuCt5

" In 35h,Sonm.,

SCRIBE is a word processor which frees the user from the limitations of computer memory. Now it is possible
to create a single document with as many pages as the disc will hold. These are automatically swapped

between memory and disc at the touch of a key without you even knowing it's
happening. This means that your disc is being used in the way it was intended
and not just as a fast cassette. Why go to the expense of buying a disc system
and then use simple software really only designed for cassette?

BE
4G PROGRAM

MANUAL

BIC Compri,

The superb features include:
All functions menu driven no knowledge of the computer system
necessary.

Edit in 80 column mode (40 optional) see it as it's printed!
INCLUDING UNDERLINING.
Create up to 255 pages, right justify, word wrap, insert, delete, move, copy
and centre.
Edit Basic programs, produce and merge basic and text files.

Plus many, many more professional features.
SCRIBE comes in ROM with five minute fitting instructions, printer utilities on
disc and a comprehensive manual. (Currently recommeded for Acorn & Watford
DFS)

PRICE £59.95 (incl. VAT) (Post and packing 60p)

AVAILABLE SOON - a superb database to integrate with SCRIBE or to stand
alone. Create over 2000 records on disc. One record equivalent to a screenful of
information. Find any record in 2 seconds. Format printer output using SCRIBE.
Link screens etc. etc.

MERLIN DISC DRIVES
ABSOLUTE TOP QUALITY Shinon drives - aluminium chassis, head load light, band
stepper motor, silent operation, latest half height dimensions. Guaranteed fully
compatible with the BBC.
40 track, double density specification; systems disc containing formatting routine
plus ADDBOOK - a superb disc based address book program. Create any size
address file up to the maximum capacity of your disc. Also acts as a teaching example
on how to write random access files. Comes with a highly comprehensive manual
plus all cables and connectors. GUARANTEE ONE YEAR!

PRICE 100K single £182.50 (incl VAT) 200K dual £325.00 (incl VAT)
(Securicor delivery £8.00)

ACeore sr.!

MERLIN REAL TIME CLOCK/CALENDAR
Now - highly accurate time and date continuously available on your BBC - timing not interrupted when computer is switched off.
Battery backup, connects to user port. Resolution 0.1 sec. Generates interrupts 1/min, 5 sec, 0.5 sec. Handles leap
years automatically. Day/week calendar, software included for clock display etc.

PRICE £39.95 plus VAT (Post & packing 30p)

S -LOGO
A superbly comprehensive version of this educational asset. This is a graphics version - each instruction controls the movement of a
pen on screen. Each program produces a picture.

Vocabulary of over 50 instructions. 20 pre-set shapes (sprites). Printer screen dump and Program listing. Super
editor. Colour and scale choice. Error diagnosis. Use variables. Use BASIC expressions. Show results of
calculations. Draw on compass -bearings, colour -fill, draw circles etc.

PRICE £19.95 plus VAT (Post & packing 25p)
Includes full Instruction Manual with Teaching examples.

Merlin Computer Products (Bucon Limited)
35/36 Singleton Street, Swann°, SA1 3Qfl Tel (0792) 467980(3Iines)

PCW 245



Anglia Computer Centre
88 ST BENEDICTS STREET NORWICH NR2 4AB

TELEX 975201 ACOMP G

7f SPECIALISTS IN BUSINESS COMPUTERS
1

BUSINESS COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 667032/3 or 21117 Great

APPLE, SIRIUS, Dereham Yarmouth

OSBORNE, ANADEX, NORWICH
IBM*, DEC, EPSON.
* Complete with professional
back-up service*

Thetford Lowestoft

HOME COMPUTERS
Phone (0603) 26002/667031

BBC, DRAGON,
COMMODORE 64,
SINCLAIR, ORIC, LYNX.
* On special offer *
Call for Price EEE

BOOKS AND
STATIONERY CENTRE
Phone (0603) 29652

PROBABLY THE
LARGEST SELECTION
OF COMPUTER BOOKS
IN EAST ANGLIA

ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD WELCOME
*IBM authorised dealer - IBM Personal Computer

tan PC 'W



YOUR INE?

If you own or work with an IB
PC, you will want to read PC

Magazine. And you are probably
eligible to receive it free every

month.

PC Magazine is the result of a
joint venture between VNU

(the publishers of
Personal Computer World,

as well as MicroDecision,
What Micro?, Compute

Answers and Personal Compute
News, to name but a few), and the

publishers of the hugely successful
'PC' magazine in America.

11111Its.

rom May, the latest news and
est reviews from PC

agazine in America will
be complemented by

extensive coverage of the PC
market in Britain, including

compatible hardware and .

software as soon as it is available.
In short, the best from both sides of

the Atlantic.
As a user of the PC, you can

qualify to receive PC Magazine
every month - free of charge. To
guarantee your copy, simply
complete and return the form below
(no postage needed) to:

PC MAGAZINE,
VNU Business Publications BV. FREEPOST 38, London W1E 6QZ

"NE
IN

As the owner/user of an IBM PC, I would like to receive
PC Magazine free of charge each month.

- Name Signature
Company name
Delivery address

.41M1

The Independent Guide to
IBM Personal Computers

Date



New -Sinclair QL
There's no comparison chart,)

The Sinclair QL is a new computer.
Not just a new Sinclair computer,

but a totally new sort of computer -
nothing like it exists anywhere.

It's not just a bit better than this,
or a bit cheaper than that - its a
computer that's very hard to compare
with anything. Just check the features
below - and if you don't agree, take
up the challenge at the end of the
advertisement

If you do agree, there's only
one course of action you can take...
get yourself a Sinclair QL at the
earliest possible moment.

The Sinclair QL has
128K RAM. Big deal?
Several micros offer 128K RAM, or
more, as standard.The 'What Micro?'
table for December 1983 lists over
50 of them - but 40 of the 50 micros
listed cost over f2,500!

The Sinclair QL offers you 128K
RAM for under f400, and an option
to expand to 640K. That's a lot of
bytes to the pound!

The Sinclair QL has
a 32 -bit processor.
Who else?
Under £2,700, nobody. Even the new
generation of business computers,
such as the IBM PC, are only now
beginning to use 16 -bit processors.

At prices like this, the Motorola
68000 family - widely regarded as
the most powerful microprocessors
available-will remain a luxury.

Yet with the Sinclair QL, the
32 -bit Motorola 68008 is available
for less than f400.

You can also be sure that the QL
will not become outdated. 32 -bit
architecture is future -proof.

32 -bit processor architecture, 128K
RAM, and QDOS combine to give
the QL the performance of a mini-
computer for the price of a micro.

Exclusive: new QDOS
operating system
No competition! QDOS sets a new
standard in operating systems for the
68000 family of processors, and may
well become the industry standard.

QDOS is a single -user, multi-
tasking, time -sliced system using
Sinclair's new SuperBASIC as a
command language.

One of its most significant
features is its very powerful multi-
tasking capability - the ability to run
several programs individually and
simultaneously. It can also display the
results simultaneously in different
portions of the screen. These are
features not normally available on
computers costing less than £7,000.

Eleven input/output ports
QL ROM Cartridge slot

2 x Joystick ports 2 x RSI

L
-:

0 0 0 0 O O O 0
O
0

Sig O O O O

0
0 IC= 0

0
0

olo

- Expansion slot

New professional
keyboard
The QL keyboard is designed for fast
input of data and programs.

It is a full-size QWERTY
keyboard, with 65 keys, including a
space bar; left -and right-hand shift
keys; five function keys; and four
separate cursor -control keys - key
action is positive and precise

A membrane beneath the
keyboard protects the machine from
dust (and coffee!), and for users who
find an angled keyboard more
comfortable, the computer can be
raised slightly at the back by small
detachable feet.

10,4 Sinclair, QL, QDOS, QLUB and ZX Microdrive
are trade marks of Sinclair Research Ltd.



£399
'cause there's no comparison!
Advanced new friendly
language - Sinclair
SuperBASIC
The new Sinclair SuperBASIC
combines the familiarity of BASIC with
a number of major developments
which allow the QL's full power to be
exploited.

Unlike conventional BASIC, its
procedure facility allows code to be
written in clearly -defined blocks; ex-
tendability allows new procedures to
be added which will work in exactly
the same way as the command pro-
cedures built into the ROM; and its
constant execution speed means that
SuperBASIC does not get slower as
programs get larger.

2 x Local area network

TV (UHF) Monitor

Microdrive extension slot

Two 100K microdrives
built in
The Microdrives for the Sinclair QL
are identical in principle to the
popular and proven ZX Microdrives,
but give increased capacity (at least
100K bytes each) and a faster data -
transfer rate. Typical access speed is
3.5 seconds, and loading is at up to
15K bytes per second. The Sinclair QL
has two built-in Microdrives. If
required, a further six units can be
connected.

Four blank cartridges are
supplied with the machine.

Included - superb professional software
The suite of four programs is written by Psion specially for the QL and
incorporates many major developments. All programs use full colour, and
data is transportable from one to another. (For example, figures can be
transferred from spreadsheet to graphics for an instant visual presentation.)

Word-processing

Certain to set a new standard of
excellence, QL Quill uses the power of
the QL to show on the screen exactly
what you key in, and to print out
exactly what you see on the screen.

A beginner can be using QL
Quill for word-processing within
minutes.

QL Quill brings you all the
facilities of a very advanced word-
processing package.

Spreadsheet

QL Abacus makes simultaneous
calculations and 'what if' model -
construction easier than they've ever
been. Sample applications are
provided, including budget -planning
and cash -flow analysis. QL Abacus
allows you to refer to rows, columns
and cells by names, not just letters
and numbers. Function keys can be
assigned to change a variable and
carry out a complete 'what if'
calculation with a single key -stroke.

Business graphics

QL Easel is a high -resolution colour
program so easy to use you probably
won't refer to the manual! It handles
anything from lines, shaded curves or
histograms to overlapping or stacked
bars or pie charts. QL Easel does not
require you to format your display
before entering data; it handles design
and scaling automatically or under
your control. Text can be added and
altered as simply as data.

Database management

QL Archive is a very powerful filing
system which sets new standards, using
a language even simpler than BASIC.
It combines ease of use for simple
applications - such as card indices -
with huge power as a multi -file data
processor.

An easy -to -use labelling facility
means that you don't have to ask for
your file by its full name -a few letters
are enough.

New - the Sinclair QLUB
The QLUB is the QL Users Bureau.
Membership is open to all QL owners.
For an annual subscription of f35,
QLUB members receive one free
update to each of the four programs
supplied with the QL, and six
bi-monthly newsletters. Sinclair has
also made exclusive arrangements
for QLUB members to obtain soft-
ware assistance on QL Quill, Abacus,
Archive or Easel by writing to Psion.

The Sinclair QL challenge
If you're seriously considering any
other computer, post the coupon for a
blow-by-blow comparison. We'll take
a published comparison chart for the
machine you're considering (not one
we've created ourselves) and give you
the Sinclair QL figures, detail by detail.

Take action today!
To order by mail
- complete the coupon and send
it to the FREEPOST address below.
For credit card holders it may be
possible to extend your credit limit.
Full details will be sent when we
acknowledge your order.

To order by telephone
- phone Camberley (0276) 685311;
- have your credit card (Access,
Barclaycard, Trustcard) number ready.
It may be possible to extend your
existing credit limit. Please ask our
telephone staff for more details.
Please do not use this number for
other enquiries.

For more information
Phone Camberley (0276) 686100, or
use the coupon to get a QL brochure.
Due to demand, delivery may take
more than 28 days. Your order will be
acknowledged immediately with an
expected shipment date. Remember
that Sinclair offers a 14 -day money -
back undertaking.

Send to: Sinclair Research Ltd, Computer Division, FREEPOST, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3811.
Qty Item Code Item Price f Total £

Sinclair QL Computer 6000 399.00

QLUB membership (one year) 6100 35.00

Postage & packing (any order over f390) 6999 7.95

Please tick the appropriate box-
I enclose a cheque made payable to Sinclair Research Ltd for f

 Please charge my Access/Barclaycard Trustcard Account No. 11111111111111111

Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

Signature

11111_1111111111111
111111111111111111

1111111111111
1111111111111

111111111111111111111111111111111PCW4041
Please send me a chart comparing the Sinclair QL computer with a

 Please send me a Sinclair QL brochure

OQuill, Easel, Archive and Abacus
are trade marks of Psion Ltd. Sinclair Research Ltd, Stanhope Road, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 3P5.



BY NEXT YEAR,
EVEN IBM MIGHT HAVE ONE

This is the Sanyo MBC 555.
The first high performance business

machine of its kind to offer the compati-
bility and versatility of a true16-Bit business
micro for less than £1,000 + VAT*

A revolutionary price for a revolution-
ary machine because with 128K RAM ex-
pandable to 256K RAM, both the twin drive
MBC 555 and the single drive MBC 550 have
an 8 colour graphics capability (640 x 200
dot resolution), an 8088 CPU for high-speed
processing, a Centronics parallel printer
interface and free bundled software.

Add to this the support of a compatible
'EXCLUDING MONITOR.

range of peripheral equipment, a compre-
hensive selection of software and a price tag
of less than £1,000 + VAT (MBC 550 E749+
VAT) and you'll probably understand why
this package is so attractive.

But the real beauty of the MBC 555/550
series is that you don't have to wait until
next year for them.

If you want to see these two innova-
tive machines from Sanyo's proven range of
Micros phone LOGITEK on 0257 426644 or
STC on 0279 26777 or ICARUS on 01-485
5574 or clip the coupon and we'll show you
how to stay one step ahead.

SEE S

Name

Company

Position in Company

Address

Tel. no P.C.W.L

rnRetu to: Marketing Dept., Sanyo Marubeni (UK) Limited,
LSanyo House, 8 Greycaine Road, Watford, Herts.

ANYO THEN DECIDE
ea SANYO



DATABASE
wARE

Information Management
Set up data files and store records simply and efficiently with this new

database from BPI of Texas. Kathy Lang investigates.

Information Management from BPI of
Austin, Texas is distributed in this
country by Thames Computer Systems
and is available on the IBM and Wang
PCs, with other computers planned. It is
based on a package widely available in
the US on the Wang PC, where it has the
name AIMS+Plus and is described as
an applications generator. Information
Management is exceptionally easy to
use for a package with such a wide
range of facilities, and for a while I

almost forgot my dislike of menus. The
good points include intelligent use of
the IBM PC's highlighting capabilities
and consistent use of its function keys.

The basic unit of information within
Information Management is a record
within a file: records are stored in a
fixed format and use a fixed amount of
space no matter what they contain. You
can set up a data file very simply and
the structure can be modified later.
Records can be retrieved through any
field, or a combination of fields, using
some easily constructed rules. Reports
are either the usual columnar type, or
sets of repeated documents such as
personalised letters. Facilities for com-
bining files are limited to the reporting
stage.

Information Management is distri-
buted as a set of three program disks
and a sample data disk,for the benefit of
users with single -sided PCs; those with
double -sided drives can combine the
three program disks into two, with one
being used for designing files and
reports and the other for all ordinary
data operations. Information Manage-
ment distinguishes between the 'man-
ager', who will carry out this design
work, and who has one password, and

the 'operator', who needs a separate
password to gain access to data. Each
file has its own operator and manager
passwords.

The main limits imposed by Informa-
tion Management are shown in Fig 1.
The most noteworthy is the limit on the
length of a field: you must not exceed
76 characters for the combined length
of the data field and its associated
'description', or name. Another impor-
tant limit on floppy disk systems is that
there's no way to use both drives when
changing the structure of a file, so in
practice you are limited to a file half the
size of the capacity of one disk. On the
double -sided drives I used for the
Benchtest, I got close to this limit with a
file containing 1000 records, each of
153 characters.

Setting up a data file for simple
applications is a very straightforward

task. The minimum information you
must specify is the name and the size of
each field. If this is done, then all fields
are assumed to be alphanumeric; that
is, you won't be allowed to do arith-
metic on
displayed in the order entered. The
layout of the record on the screen can
be specified by using a simple version
of the paint -a -screen approach: the
field name and format are displayed,
and the cursor keys are used to move
around a picture of the format to the
appropriate place on the screen. The
Page Up and Page Down function keys
are used to move between screen
pages.

You may define up to nine high-
lighted fields, which is a very useful
feature. Whenever records are display-
ed, they appear one per line with just
the highlighted fields on the screen.

What is a Database?
If you want to process information
which has some form of structure
(such as accounts, personnel records,
job costing), you can use an
off -the -shelf package which will
probably not be quite what you want,
and hard to adapt. Alternatively you
could write a program specially,
which will cost a lot in timeand money
and still contain errors. The third
possibility is to buya data
management package. These
packages allow you to store, process
and report on structured information.

Most of the cheaper packages are
based on a traditional card index,
where each card orset ofcards about

one person, order or item of stock is
stored in a single record, and a group
of like records are stored in a file
(corresponding to the index card box).
Each item which would be recorded
on the card -name, job title, part
number, stock quantity- is stored in
afield within the record. Usually, each
record within one file must have the
same number and size of fields- they
are 'fixed length fixed format' records.

Some more sophisticated packages
can relate several files together, so
that you can process groups of unalike
but related records. The costs range
from £155 fora simple card -index -like
system to nearly£1000 fora complex
package which can be used by several
people at the same time.

PCW 251



DATABASE
Packt e

Maximum file size

Max record size
Max no fields
Maxfield size
Max digits
Max prime key length 38
Special disk format? No
Fi le sizefixed? No
Link to ASCII files? OP

Data types
Fixed rec structure?
Fixed record length
stored?
Amend rec structure? By copying

Reports only Reference Manual
3 Tutorial Guide(max

5)

Reference Card None
Online Help (max 5) ***
Hot-line? £15 pa

AIMS+ 'BPI Data validation
-IM
Disk size Screen formatting
dept
1200 chars
100 Unique keys
75 chars Reportformatting
NS

Link data files?
No. data files open

N,C,D
Yes
Yes

No. sort fields 5

No. keys 1

Max key length 38 chars, 5
fields

Subsid indexes UTD? No subsid
indexes

Fig 1 Summary of facilities

Good

Paint -a -screen,

default format
No
Paint -a -screen,
default format,
letterformat

Store calculated data Input, batch update
Totals& Statistics Totals &sub -totals
Store selection No
criteria
Combining criteria
>1 criterion /field?
Wild code selection?
Browsing methods
Interaction methods

AND
No
String within
Any field
Menu
None
***

This is a good way to see a group of
records together without overwhelm-
ing yourself with information. You have
to decide these fields at the start in the
file design phase, but can amend your
selection later quite easily.

At the design stage you may also
define numeric fields as being based
upon calculations (irritatingly referred
to as 'math'). Validation of fields is of
two kinds: simple type checking on
numbers, dates, and so on, and more
complex definitions such as characters
only and upper case letters only. You
can specify that a field must have a
value; you may also specify that the
value of a field is to be carried over from
the previous record.

You may specify the order in which
the file is to be maintained, which may
be up to five fields in all. When the
whole file is printed or records from it
displayed, this is the order used.

Once the file design has been set up,
you are ready to enter information into
the records. The structure of these
records may still be changed after data
has been entered, but this is a slow
process - you will see the time for
adding one new field to each of my
records in Fig 2.

Data input and updating
When you want to enter or amend
records, you may identify them directly
using the sort key specified when the
file was set up. However, the way this is
handled means that it's important to
keep this key as short as possible, since

you must specify the key exactly; you
can't choose to have a partial match, or
regard upper and lower case letters as
equivalent. If you have chosen a key of
thirty characters or so, it's difficult to
remember it precisely.

There are two alternative approaches
to recalling records for amendment.
You can look through the file in sort key
order, starting at the beginning or at a
record with a specified sort key value.

The alternative is to select a set of
records and then use the techniques
described to find and display the
records to be edited. If you want to edit
the records of all those people who are
due to go on holiday next month, you
can select them, list each record
selected and edit as before.

When records are added to the file, or

amended in a way which affects the
sorted order, the order is not automati-
cally maintained; you may still access
the file in all the usual ways, but records
which have been changed or added will
not appear in their correct place in the
sequence. To reorder the file, you must
do a maintenance sort. This mainten-
ance also expunges all records which
have been marked for deletion; until
then, these records still appear in the
file, and the deletion marker can be
removed if necessary.

Once you have found the record to be
amended, information is enterd by
typing into the appropriate display
fields. You use the cursor arrow keys to
move around between fields, and two
of the adjoining keypad keys to move
between screens of a record. The new
version of the record can be saved at
any editing stage using a function key.
Information Management always asks
for confirmation that a record is correct
before saving it, and allows you to
re-edit if you wish - any changes
already made are preserved. Alterna-
tively, you can abandon the edit
altogether at any time, again using a
function key.

In addition to amending records
directly on the screen, you may set up a
batch update process; for instance, you
can ask for a field to be incremented by
10%, or for a date to be replaced by
'today'. The batch update may be
applied to all records, or to all which
meet a set of selection criteria.

There are two main ways to display
records on the screen: one record per
screen or set of screens, using the
format defined when the file was
created; and one record per line,
showing only those fields selected for
highlighting. In addition, you can spe-
cify that printed reports must be shown
on the screen, so that not only can other
display formats be obtained in this way,
but you can also carry out all Informa-
tion Management's functions without a

BM 1
BM2
BM3
BM4
BM5

Timeto add 1 new record
Timeto select record by primary key
Timeto select record by secondary key
Timeto access 20 records from 1000 sequentially
Timeto access record using wild code

BM6 Timeto index 1000 records on 3 -character field
BM7 Timeto sort 1000 recordson 5 -character field
BM8 Timeto calculate on 1 field per record and store

result in record
BM9 Timeto total 3 fields over 1000 records
BM10 Time to add 1 newfield to each of 1000 records
Timeto import a file of 1000 records

Notes: NT= Not Tested NP=Not Possible

Fig 2 Bench tests

2 secs/record
7 secs/record
NP
6mins7secs
7mins7secsfor 50
records
NP
48mi ns 40secs
21mins45secs

NT
1hr 52mins
44mi ns 50secs
+ BM 7
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EXTEND YOUR BASIC WITH
THESE NEW COMMANDS

INDEX

* File records by name
* Fast retrieval by key
* Fast sequential retrieval
* Balance Tree files
* Cross reference keys

SORT

* Fast sorting
* Comma delimited files
* Fixed length files
* Sorts INDEX files
* Compatible with Wordstar

SCREEN CONTROL

* On line screen design
* Automatic data validation
* Screen editing features
* Adaptable for any VDU
* Memory mapping

as BASIC as
the knife and fork

USE OUR TOOLS FOR NEATER, QUICKER CODE -

All of these tools have been specifically designed for use with
Microsoft BASIC (interpretive or compiled) but can be linked
for other languages. They will run on any CP/M machine with
8080 or Z80 processor. They are all written in machine code
for maximum efficiency and full source code listings are
given in the manuals, with full instructions on how to implement
and install them.

PRICES

INDEX Manual
SORT Manual
SCREEN Manual

£9.95

£13.50

£9.95

Diskettes £50 each, excluding VAT. Standard format,
IBM single sided single density 8". Other formats can be
supplied - enquire for full list.

PI -APPS ASSOCIATES
Dept E FREEPOST EM463 (No stamp)
172 Kingston Road, Ewell, Surrey KTI9 OBR
Telephone 01-393 0233. 24 Hour answering.

Prices include postage b,it for air mail delivery in Europe add 90p (outside Europe add £2.20) per item.
Access and Visa welcome

NOW A TRUE SPREADSHEET, FUNCTION GRAPHING, EQUATION
SOLVING, DIFFERENTIAL PLOTTING, INTEGRAL FINDING, GRAPH
MANIPULATING, MATHS TEACHING PACKAGE IS AVAILABLE

ff(X) dx INPUT a,b -2,-1

INPUT START FOR ITERATION 3

IS ITERATION LIST RECNIREIP N

1/10 ths. 4

ROOT IS AT X = 3.27859456

It's called CARTESIAN and it's more fun than a
game. High resolution graphics and excellent
documentation mean that in a short time you
should absorb most of the concepts relating to
calculus and the solution of polynomials.

Then the real fun starts . . .

FROM

FLITE
software
Findrum, Convoy,
Co. Donegal, Ireland

FOR BBC `139 & APPLE Ile,
CARTESIAN does the following:
* Handles transcendental functions, circles,

ellipses, polynomials
* Graphs function to extremely high or low values

of X axis
* Plots differential curve in conjunction with

primary
* Extracts roots precisely using Newton Raphson

method
* Magnifies curves for fine detail examination
* Determines definite integral (area under curve)
* Solves complex equations
* Brings with it an 18 page booklet which is well

written and explains all the underlying mathema-
tical principles

* Spreadsheet feature allows almost infinate travel
up or down the x axis

Price: Cassette £24.90 Disk £27.75
Includes P&P No VAT on UK or NI orders
Mail Order Telephone (010 353 74) 22286 or 22025
Eire callers dial 074 + last five digits
Barclaycard (Visa) & Access welcome

Dealers who are interested in high quality educational software should write or phone.
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DATABASE
printer if necessary - not a universal
feature among data management sys-
tems. In addition to the display of data
in these normal formats, you can also
ask for display of bar charts.

Printed reports
Information Management provides
two kinds of printed report. Standard
reports show the data in columns; the
format may be a default layout in which
Information Management prints as
many fields as possible in a five -line -
per -record format, orthe format may be
defined by the user using a paint -a -
screen approach as in screen format
design.

In the standard reports, you may
include information from another data
file if you wish. Totals and sub -totals
may be requested; if you are printing
from the main file, then sub -totals will
be calculated as the value of the sort key
changes, while if you are printing from
a set of selected records, then the sort
order specified for that set will be used.
Page -breaks will occur if you ask for
them, after the printing of sub -totals.

Free -format reports are intended for
use in constructing personalised let-
ters. Such a report may contain one
page of up to 88 lines, and within those
lines you can ask for the inclusion of
data fields from the file. Information
Management automatically formats
the report appropriately according to
the amount of information in the data
fields.

Selection
In addition to the exact matching of the
sort key, records can be selected in two
ways. Searches within fields are set up
by filling in on the screen a 'blank' form
showing all the fields in the file. A field
value may be tested for equal to, not
equal to, less than or greater than the
given value; for equality, the test may
be set up in such a way as to give a 'wild
code' facility. For instance, a character
field of four letters can be tested to see if
it has the letter Bin the second position,
and any character in any other position.
If more than one test is used, then all of
them must be passed for the record to
be selected.

If you are not sure which field to test;
for instance, if you are looking for a post

town which may be in any of two or
three address lines, you can use a
global search. This allows you to enter a
word or phrase to be searched for,
without specifying where in the record
to look, so the match will be found
wherever it occurs.

Either of these two approaches in-
volves a complete sequential read of
the data file, which takes several
minutes for a file of any size. However,
once all the records have been read and
the matching records selected, you can
then proceed to carry out operations on
this subset of the records. All of
Information Management's data hand-
ling facilities can be used, so that the
process actually creates a kind of
workbench of records to analyse furth-
er. Although the selected records are
described by Information Management
as being 'in a temporary file', any
changes made to records selected from
the temporary file are recorded on the
records in the main file, so records can
be selected for amendment in this way.

Alternatively, you can use the selec-
tion made as the basis for further
selections; at each stage, Information
Management will tell you how many
records have been stored in the tem-
porary file.

Calculation
Calculations on field values take place
either at data entry or during a batch
update. These calculations involve
other fields or constants or both, and
the usual arithmetic operators, but not
parentheses. It's difficult to see how
precedence of calculation could be
changed, since calculations are built up
using a question -and -answer approach
which does not readily lend itself to
such sophistication. Such calculations
may also use dates, so you can
calculate and store time-lags. Work
fields can be included to allow quite
complex calculations to be built up.

Facilities for aggregation across re-
cords are more limited-you can have
totals, averages, and so on, as part of
printing reports, and display bar charts
of any field, but there are no more
general calculation facilities.

Unfortunately, you cannot write to
more than one file at a time, but
information can be incorporated from

Summary
Package Type

Availability
Price
Manufacturer
Supplier

Data management, menu -driven, fixed format, fixed
length records. Good compromise between power and
ease of useforstraightforward tasks
IBM Personal Computer, Wang PC
£395 (ex -VAT)
BPI, Austin,Texas, USA
Thames Computer Services Ltd, 41 North Road, London
N79DP. Tel: 01-607-5599

several files in a single report.
Each file may be protected, by

password, from changesto its structure
and from unauthorised access to its
information. Separate passwords are
used for authorising design changes
and for authorising data access.

The basic file handling facilities,
deleting and copying, are provided. It is
also an easy matter to get a list of all
available Information Management
files, and to change to process a
different data file. Otherwise - to
format a disk, for instance - you must
use the operating system facilities.

An ASCII text file from another
program or package may be read in to
Information Management using the
File Loader, which is an optional extra. I
used a pre-release version of the
program; the production version
should be faster and more flexible.

User image
Information Management is clearly
aimed at providing reasonably sophis-
ticated facilities to fairly naive users,
and therefore its approach needs to be
simple without being verbose. By and
large, it succeeds in this aim very well as
the package is controlled almost entire-
ly by menus.

Once you have selected and set up a
task, which does not require your
intervention,then Information Manage-
ment will show how it is progressing.
Usually, this involves showing a large
open rectangle on the screen, which
gradually fills with a highlighted block
as the task progresses; when the
rectangle isfilled in,the task is done. For
some tasks, such as the lengthy sort
process, Information Management
also shows the proportion of the task
completed. This is an excellent feature
which I would like to see more generally
provided.

Documentation
Information Management has one
manual which acts as tutorial and
reference guide. It also has a detailed
index, but some of the finer points of the
package-such as the wild code facility
I noted - do not seem to be
documented at all. Nor is there a road
map or a reference summary.

Conclusions
Information Management is a reason-
ably powerful and flexible package,
with a helpful approach which should
prove popular with inexperienced us-
ers. It's a little on the pricey side, but if
you have an IBM or Wang PC and are
looking for a good data management
package which is relatively easy to use,
you should have a close look at this.

END
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commodore

The natural development for
Commodore 64users

If you want to unlock the full potential of your
disk -based Commodore 64, you need Superbase 64
- the complete records -handling system that puts
business -style power and practicality at your
fingertips.

Invoices/Finance & Banking/Membership/
Collections/Recipes/Personal Filing/Stock/
Prospects/Management Accounts/Car Fleet
Records and many, many more!

Superbase 64 solves a host of filing problems
with its easy record formatting, powerful indexing
and sorting, extensive outputting options, and its
`Superbasic' programming capability.
And Superbase 64 comes with a simple -to -
follow manual and audio -learning cassette
so you'll have no trouble getting the
benefits straight away.

Superbase 64 - The complete information
control system for the Commodore 64.

From the authors of Easy Script.

Precision
Software

Precision Software Ltd.
6 Park Terrace, Worcester Park,
Surrey, KT4 7JZ
Telephone: 01-330 7166
Telex: 8955021 PRECIS G

More information on Superbase 64 is available from Commodore
Dealers, Major Retailers or from Precision Software direct.

Complete your Commodore 64 - Complete the coupon
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O+ HAS ARRIVED

In the deluge of computers, at last
there's a ray of light.

The Rainbow 100+ personal
computer. The latest addition to the
Rainbow range from Digital.

It allows you to cope with increasing
business demands by having a more
powerful memory. (Up to 896Kb for the
technically minded.)

It lets you change programmes
from CP/M to MS DOS by simply
pressing a key. (When using the integral
10MB Winchester Disk drive.)

A choice of monitors is available.
High resolution monochromes or colour,

1-2-31s a Trade Mark of Lotus Development Corporation.

for graphics and text.
Lotus 1-2-3 has been added to the

leading range of software that already
covers most types of businesses.

Two days at one of our 25 personal
computertraining courses are included
in the price of £4,200.

As are full customer support,
and twelve month on -site servicing
warranty.

And of course ourtelephone help line.
Call our Customer Information

Centre on 0256 59299 for more about
the new Rainbow 100+.

Think of it as the pot of gold.

d11804
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On the occasion ofthis event
COMPORGAN

themSy Househave pleasure
toinvite you

to the
Kensington

Exhibition
Centre

On
9-13 April 1984.

COMPORGAN
System HouseBudapest,

I., Beg u.35
H - 1 0 2 2

Tel.: 154-050

HUNGARY
TODAYTODAY

Weeka
of Hungarian

Business,
Thchnology

Culture
9-13 AprE1984

EXHIBITION

KENSINGTON
EXHIBITION

CENTRE

99 KENSINGTON HIGH STREL 1, LONDON W8 5TD Opening hours: 10.00 am - 7.00 pm



SPEED UP ANY BASIC PROGRAM
WITH OUR COMPILERS
Up to 40 times speed increase, reduced program size.

BASIC COMPILERS
Petspeed Compiler for 4000/8000 series

GIVE YOUR VIC OR 64 FULL IEEE
AND RS232
Not a cartridge. Compatible with any software.

Interpod: Free-standing interface giving IEEE488
and RS232C capabilities to CBM64/VIC20 £99.95

SPECIAL OFFER
Order 5 or more Interpod and get a free Portspeedl

All prices are exclusive of VAT. There is also a small charge for

post and packing. Dealer discounts are available on all products

£125.00 except the 700 cross -compilers.

Integer Basic Compiler for 3000/4000/8000 series £75.00

CROSS -COMPILERS FOR BASIC
Portspeed: Compiles source on 8000 series to run
on CBM 64 £125.00

X-64: Integer compiler compiling on 8000 series

giving machine code executable on CBM 64 £125.00

B -Port: Compiles source on 8000 series to run on
700/B-128 series £450.00

X-700: Integer compiler compiling on 8000 series
giving machine code executable on 700/B-128 £450.00

Compilers are supplied ex -stock; Interpod supplied 7 -days

ex -stock.

COMMODORE SOFTWARE
Native compilers for the CBM 64 and the 700/B-128 are

available only from Commodore.

Oxford Computer Systems (Software) Ltd.
Hensington Road, Woodstock, Oxford 0X7 1JR, England
Telephone (0993) 812700 Telex 83147 Ref. OCSL

VISA ACCEPTED

NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET

,F7A98,195y

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES
1 Smooth sliding shelf locks in position just where you require it

- and neatly glides away after use.
2 The computer shelf has been designed to allow adequate

'Knee room' for you to sit comfortably, and will avoid
'programmers backache'.

3 Adequate room to position tape recorder, printer, disk -drives,
etc, alongside computer for ease of use.

4 All cables neatly and safely out of sight, while allowing all
units to be permanently connected if desired.

5 Lots of storage space for cassettes, cartridges, books, listing
paper, joysticks, etc.

6 With shelves and doors closed, instantly becomes an elegant
piece of furniture.

7 The lower shelf accommodates all makes of video recorders
currently available.

8 Smart teak effect finish.
9 Supplied as a flat -pack. Very simple to assemble, using just a

screwdriver. Full instructions supplied.
10 Measurements: Height 321/2ins, Width 36ins, Depth 163/4ins.

TERMS OF OFFER UK Mainland Customers only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Money back guarantee if not satisfied
provided the goods are returned undamaged within 72 hours of delivery.

HOW TO ORDER Send Cheque or Money Order for £79.95 to: MARCOL CABINETS, PO Box 69, High Street, Southampton. For
further details telephone: (0703) 731168.
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CFACC
The Best Accounts Programme on the Market

AVAILABLE FOR:

GENERAL TRADERS

MANUFACTURERS

RETAILERS

SOLICITORS

CAR SALES

GARAGE FORECOURTS

ARCHITECTS

POINT OF SALE

* * *
SINGLE OR MULTI-USER

* * *
ARABIC VERSION AVAILABLE

* * *

THE SOFTWARE

REAL INTEGRATION

COMPATIBILITY

THE USER

THE HARDWARE

PRICES

AVAILABLE FROM

MAIN MENU

1 Address Section Stock Reports 16
2 Sales Invoices VAT Statements 17
3 Purchase Invoices Purchase Ledgers & Daybook 18
4 Delivery Note Entry Sales Ledgers & Daybook 19
5 Purchase Order Control Ledger Code Print 20
6 Payments Made Capital Assets 21
7 Payments Received End of Month/Year 22
8 Record Alteration Accountants Section 23
9 Creditors Payroll Section 24

10 Debtors Bank Reconcilation 25
11 Supplier Statements Profit & Loss Account 26
12 Customer Statements Balance Sheet 27
13 Agent Statements Management Financial Reports 28
14 Customer & Supplier Index Change Disks 29
15 Depending on Version Finish Using CFAAC/Make Back-up 30

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

JOB COSTING
INDEXED STOCK

MULTI -CURRENCY

FIFO STOCK CONTROL

MULTIPLE DISCOUNTS
& PLUSSAGE

INTEGRATED CREDIT
CONTROL LETTERS

SALES ORDER & BACK ORDER
CONTROL

INCOMPLETE RECORDS

* * *

'CFACC' is rapidly becoming the industry standard -the one others are judged
by. Prove this by seeing the others first- BUT DON'T COMMIT YOURSELF.

'CFACC' has been tried and tested the hard way, over the last 3 years by real
customers in a real business environment and many modifications have been
incorporated as a result of the feedback obtained.

'CFACC' is designed and written as a complete integrated system. It is not a
collection of individual programmes joined together.

The data file written by 'CFACC' are in a format which can be accessed by
other programmes such as WordStar.

Most people can effectively use 'CFACC' after one day's 'trial and error'
without even having to refer to the comprehensive Users Manual. You only
need to enter invoices, payments and receipts for 'CFACC' to produce
everything on the Main Menu.

'CFACC' can be supplied for any 8 BIT or 16 BIT microcomputer with a
CP/M 86, PCDOS or MSDOS operating system and a minimum of 64K RAM.

From £1,250 for our small business version and from £1,650 for standard
"CFACC".

Our main distributor, "M.E. Marketing Ltd" 9, Woburn Street, Ampthill, Beds.
0525 404262 and from approved dealers.

For further details, take the logical step and contact

MEM Computer Systems, 9 Woburn Street, Ampthill, Beds, MK45 2HP. Tel. 0525/404262
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NETWORK NEWS

PeterTootill gives his summary of what's happening in the
telephone networking world.

There is such an increase of interest in
telephone networking that new boards
are springing up all over the place!
There are a couple more to report this
month, as well as another German
system.

System information
There are a few items to report on the
BBS front this month. Firstly, the
BASUG board had some teething prob-
lems with both hardware and software.
However, all should now be well and it
has been running 24 hours a day on
(0742) 66 79 83 for a few weeks.

The Computer Answers BBS has also
been running 24 hours a day on its
permanent number. That number is
(01) 631 3076. A bulletin board run by a
micro magazine is a very interesting
development, and there are a number
of possible applications including tele-
softwa re. PCW hopes to set up its own
very soon (see box).

CBBS-Surrey is another new CBBS
board. It runs 24 hours a day on (04862)
25174.

Hamburg University has started a
mailbox system. The number is (01 01
49) 40 4123 3098.1 haven't had a chance
to try it myself, but knowledge of
German would be useful.

Multi -mode modems
As most 'micro networkers' will be
aware, there is a fundamental incom-
patibility between the modem standard
used by bulletin boards and that used
by the Prestel system. Prestel (and
hence Micronet 800, Viewfax 258, and
so on) uses the 1200/75 (V23 type)
standard while the majority of other
systems, including bulletin boards, use
300/300 (V21) type. This presents the
prospective modem buyer with some-
thing of a dilemma: which sort of
modem to use. Admittedly, you can use
Prestel at 300 bits/sec, but you lose the
graphics and it's only available on a

London number, unlike normal Prestel,
which is available as a local call in most
parts of the country. One answer is to
choose a multi -standard modem which
will operate in V21 and V23 modes. The
new generation of chips is beginning to
make these accessible to the hobbyist
and business user. Unfortunately, such
a modem with BABT approval still costs
more than a Micronet modem and a
cheap V21 modem together! However,
if demand rises, prices will fall (or is it
the other way round?). I have listed
below details of four readily available
multi -mode modems, and I hope to be
reviewing some or all of them in PCWin
the near future.
Minor Miracles WS2000
This modem covers UK and US stan-
dards including CCITT V21 and V23 and
Bell 103 and 202. An auto -dial, auto -
answer option is also available at
around £35 extra. It costs £99 plus VAT
(£116 inc VAT and postage). Details
from:
Minor Miracles, PO Box 48,
Ipswich IP4 2AB. Tel: (0473) 50304
Microprocessor Applications
MPA2123
This modem also covers UK and US
standards (CCITT V21 and V23, Bell 103
and 202) and includes auto -answer as
standard. It was devised by a couple of
hobbyists, and although they produce
it in limited quantities, they are looking
for a company which would be in-
terested in taking it up and steering it
through the approval process. It costs
£180 (no VAT) plus carriage. Details
from:
T Hutchinson, 41 Ashgrove Avenue,
Banbridge, Co Down BT32 3RG
Tel: (08206) 23996
Dacom DSL 2123
A BABT approved modem providing
full V21 and V23 operation. There is also
a GT version which includes auto -dial
and auto -answer with automatic detec-
tion of whether the call is V21, V23 or

even voice. The auto -dialler will store
up to 32 telephone numbers, each of
which may be up to 18 digits. The DSL
2123 costs £280 plus VAT. The DSL 2123
GT costs £480 plus VAT. Details from:
Dacom Systems Ltd
16 Alston Drive, Bradwell Abbey,
Milton Keynes MK13 9HA
Tel: (0908) 311885
Interlekt Portman
Another UK/US modem providing full
CCITT V21 and V23 standards. Bell 103
and 202 standards are available by
changing an internal link. BABT
approval is expected shortly. An auto -
answer option is available for £15, and
software switching options and rack
mounted versions are also available. It
costs £199 plus VAT plus carriage.
Details from:
Interlekt Electronics Ltd, Reacis House,
Portman Road, Reading RG3 1 LU
Tel: (0734) 589551

Mailbox -80 Liverpool
Regular callers to Mailbox -80 Liver-
pool will have noticed that the board
now has a 'messages to PCW'
section. Any messages can be left on
the board, and will normally be read
by us within 24 hours.

Peter has kindly arranged this
facility, so please do make use of it.
At present, we can receive messages
ONLY on this board, but we are
hoping to set up our own PCW
Bulletin Board running TBBS soft-
ware. In order that we can get an idea
of the interest for this, please let me
have your comments and sugges-
tions - either by writing to me at
PCW, or through Mailbox -80 Liver-
pool or TBBS London. In either case,
please address messages to 'Surya'.

The PCW Bulletin Board would
allow down -loading of PCW pro
grams, message facilities, computer
answers and (possibly) uploading of
program submissions.

CCITT Modem Recommendations

CCITT BT Datel
Reference Service

US Compatible?
Bell Ref. with CCITT

Format:
Speed Full/Half

AsynchronousBits/sec Duplex
or synchronous

0-300 A Full V21 200 103 No

1200
2400

A&S 1-1/F V22
V22bis

1200- 212A Yes at
1200bIs

1200
1200/75

A
A

Half
Full*

V23
V23

600
600

202 Sometimes

* The Prestel 1200/75 type of service is sometimes referred to as 'asymmetric duplex'.
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ETWORK NEWS
Modem Operating Frequencies

Transmit Receive Answer
Frequency ToneSpeed Frequency

Modem Type IBit/s) Duplex 0 1 0 1 Freq
Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz

CCITT V.21 Orig --.300 Full 1180 980 1850 1650
CCITT V.21 Ans <300 Full 1850 1650 1180 980 2100
CCITT V.23 Mode 1 600 Half 1700 1300 1700 1300 2100
CCITT V.23 Mode 2 1200 Half 2100 1300 2100 1300 2100
CCITT V.23 Back 75 450 390 450 390
Bell 103 Orig :5:,.300 Full 1070 1270 2025 2225
Bell 103 Ans -__300 Full 2025 2225 1070 1270 2225
Bell 202* 1200 Half 2200 1200 2200 1200 2025

* Bell 202 has no back channel as such, only a 5 bit/sec on/off signal (387Hz = on,
no signal = off) used for handshaking. (CCITT V22 & Bell 212A do not use single

frequencies like these and cannot be simply included in such a table.)

UK systems run by
commercial organisations,
which arefree at least in
part:

DISTEL. Tel : (01) 6791888.
Run by Display Electronics
(new and surplus electronic
and computer equipment,
components, etc). The
system provides information
about stock lines, credit card
sales, and some message
facilities. 300 baud only at
present. Cost: free. 24 hours.
REWTEL. Tel: (0272) 236628.
Run by Radio and Electronics
World,the publishing side of
Ambit (electronics
components suppliers).
Information on stock lines,
some message facilities,
credit card sales; the latter
onlyfor subscribers. 300
baud only at present. Cost:
limited areasfree, remainder
£10 pa. 24 hours.
MAPTEL. Tel: (0702) 552941.
Run by Maplin (electronic
components and micro-
computers). Provides
information on stock levels,
credit card salesto existing
customers only. 300 baud
only. Cost: free. 24 hours.

Subscriber commercial
systems in the UK:

PRESTEL. Subscribers only:
Prestel consists of a database
made up of individual pages
provided by many different
organisations (not by Prestel
itself). 1200/75 baud service
at local call ratesfor a large
percentage of potential
users. 300 baud service on
London telephone number
only, at present. Cost:
domestic subscribers £5 per
quarter and no time charges
outside peak periods, 80 per
cent of pag es a re free.
Business users: £15 per
quarter and 5p/minute up to

6pm and Saturday
mornings, notime charges
outside these hours (time
charges also applyto
domestic users).
Information: tel: Freefone
2296.

MICRONET 800. An
organisation providing
information within the
Prestel database specifically
aimed at microcomputer
users. Service details as
Prestel. Cost: £50-£75 joining
fee (covers acoustic coupler
and software -for a limited
range of machines at
present) and £8 per quarter
on top of normal Prestel
charges. Information:
Micronet 800, 8 Herbal Hill,
London EC1R 5J B. Tel: (01)
837 3699.

Subscriber business
systems in the UK:

Commercial systems aimed
at business users:

TELECOM GOLD. Info from :
Julie Ireland, 42 Weston

Street, London SE1 3QD. Tel:
(01)403 6777.
COMET. Message handling
system giving user facilities
for leaving and retrieving
messages: costs £30 per
month. Info from: John
Douglas, BL Systems
Limited, Grosvenor House,
Prospect Hill, Redditch,
Worcs. Tel: (0527)28515.
UK networks:
CBBS North East . . . Tel:
(0207)543555. Hours:
2.30pm-gam daily. Hours:
midnight-8.30am Bell (US)
standards.
CBBS South West... Tel:
(0626)890014. Hours: 24
hours daily.
Mailbox -80, Stourport
Tel: (0384)635336*. Hours:
6pm-8am daily (ring -back
system).
Forum -80 Hull . . (Forum -80
HQ)Tel: (0482)859169.
International electronic mail,
libraryfor up/down loading.
Forum -80 Users Group, PET
Users section shopping list
system. Hours: Tues/Thurs

7-10pm; Sat/Sun 1-10pm;
nights, midnight-8am, US
(Bell 103) standards.

Forum -80 London . . . Tel:
(01)902 2546. Electronic
mail, libraryfor down-
loading. Hours: 7-10pm
weekdays; midday-10pm
weekends. Ring and askfor
Forum -80.

CBBS London . . . Tel: (01)
3992136. Facilities:
electronic mail, program
downloading. Hours: Sun
5-10pm.

Forum -80 Milton . . (TRS-80
Users Grou p 80 -Nett) Tel:
(0908)613004. Electronic
mail, library, newsletter,
TRS-80 information system.
Hours: any reasonable time.

Mailbox -80 Liverpool . . .

Tel: (051)428 8924.
Electronic mail, down-
loading,TRS-80 information.
Hours: 24 hours daily.

TBBS, London . . . Tel: (01)
3489400. Hours: daily
9am-lam.

Note: Estelle. Tel : (0279)
443511 V21 (Datel 200);
(0279)441188 (Datel 600);
(0279)441222 (Date11200).
For custom ers of STC
Electronic Services. Office
hours only.

Southern BBS. Tel: (0243)
511077. Messages, down-
loading. Hours: 8pm-2am
daily (ring -back system .

*Ring-backsystem-dial the
number, let phone ring once
and then ring back.

American/Canadian networks
TYPE SYSTEM NAME
Forum 80 HQ System
CBBS HQ System
FBBS
ABBS
ABBS
MABBS
Bull -80
Conn -80

HQ System
Ottowa, Ontario
HQ system
Fort Walton Beach
Alabama
Colour Co mputer

NUMBER
0101.816-8617040
0101.312-545 8086
0101.312-677 8514
0101.613-7252243
0101.703-2552192
0101.904-8621072
0101.205-492 0373
0101.212-4413755

European networks
ELFA ABC -MONITOR 010.468 730 0706

Sweden
ABC-Banken Halmstadt, Sweden 010.463 5110771
ABC- ABCClub of 010.468 801523
MONITOR Sweden
CBBS Gothenburg, 010.463 1 2921 60

Sweden* 010.463 1690754
Helsinki 010.358 0722272

*After receiving thetone and connecting your modem, either type <C/R> or type:
<COM C/R>. The system then asks fora password which is: 'cbbs' in small letters! ! If you
only get'>' when you dial up, the system needs resetting and you type <I> C/R.

NOTES

colour graphicsfor TRS-80
Colour

Half duplex

Passwords required

75/1200 baud
300 baud
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In today's fast moving business world,
your information has to move with you. Over
the past few years there has been an
increasing demand for a totally portable
computer with the ability to meet so many
challenges.

Epson, with over 20 years experience in
designing and manufacturing high quality
printers, have produced the HX-20. a
precision machine with its own rechargeable
power supply that can be used for just about
any task within todays discerning business;
from data capture to word processing, from
card indexing to sales order entry.

The HX-20 with the acoustic coupler
has transformed it from being just another
portable computer into a powerful commun-
ications terminal for sending and receiving
personal telexes, electronic mail and
communicating with other computer systems.

Don't be fooled by its size, the HX-20 has
all the software back-up you'd expect from a
much larger machine and incorporates many
"bigger computer" features - 16k RAM
expandable to 32k with serial interfaces, a full
size typewriter keyboard, it's own built in LCD

screen and a dot matrix microprinter. A microcassette
facility is available as an optional extra.

A complete computer that will either stand on
its own or could be the obvious extension to
your existing system.

More and more people are
finding out just how big the small
compact HX-20 is. Why don't you
find out for yourself - you owe it
to your business.

EPSON
Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.
Epson (UK) Limited, Freepost,
Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR.
Sales Enquiries: Freefone EPSON.
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892.
Telex: 8814169.

FE Please send me full details of the HX-20.

CI Please ask my Epson dealer to contact me.

Name

Position_

Company

Address

L_
Tel:

PCVV 4-221
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Personal Computers from Fujitsu. Japan's Leading Computer Manufacturer.
Think of microtechnology and you think of Japan. The undisputed

leaders and innovators. The home of virtually every world-famous name in the
field.

At the heart of all microtechnology is the computer. And Japan's leading
computer manufacturer is Fujitsu. We make everything from one -chip micros to
large-scale systems.

Now, Fujitsu are launching their personal computers in Britain. And
because we manufacture all our components ourselves, we can offer superb
personal and business systems at competitive prices.

dealers. Dealers who are experienced and well supported. Dealers who wish to ki=1FriWe are making a long term commitment in Britain. And we're looking for 2 4r,,P!, -

make a long term commitment for a solid future.
We're going right to the top. Make sure you're there with us.

FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK 1 Curfew Yard,Thames Street, Windsor, Berkshire SL41SN. Telephone number 07535 50551.
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Basicode
Despite the differences between individual Basic dialects,
virtually every machine supports a minimal subset of this

standard programming language. The Dutch Broadcasting
Corporation, NOS, has used thissubsetto form Basicode,

a computer 'esperanto'. Surya explains.

In 1962 at Dartmouth College a pro-
gramming language was born. In-
tended only as an easy to learn
beginners' language introducing peo-
ple to the concepts of programming,
the language caught on.

The original aim of the language -a
first step to learning Fortran - was
quickly forgotten as it was improved
and developed. An endless succession
of dialects appeared, firstly for main-
frames, then for minis and finally for
micros. Today, that language is the
most widely used programming lan-
guage in existence. Probably more than
any other influence, it is responsible for
turning computer programming from a
specialist and mysterious activity into a
popular hobby shared by millions
around the world. I am, of course,
talking about Basic.

Dartmouth Basic was extremely sim-
ple. It had a total of 30 statements and
commands. Over a period of 22 years it
has been added to, modified and
adapted countless times. The result is
literally hundreds of dialects of what
purports to be the same language.
Some of the differences between
dialects are trivial (PLOT instead of SET,
for example), while others reflect differ-
ences in approach and philosophy (the
Pascal -like structure of BBC Basic
againstthe more down-to-earth style of
many other dialects). But, however
incompatible different Basics may be in
their more sophisticated features
(sound, graphics, file -handling), the
original Dartmouth standard remains
evident in the core of many of the most
popular dialects. It is this core which
forms the basis of Basicode.

Basicode was developed after Hob-
byscoop, a Dutch radio programme
dealing with science and technology,
began broadcasting computer pro-
grams over the air in 1978. These
broadcasts eventually became a regu-
lar weekly feature, broadcasting Apple,
Exidy Sorcerer, PET and TRS-80 soft-
ware. The main problem with this
arrangement was that each broadcast
was aimed at only a tiny minority of
listeners. The non -computerised
majority objected to seven or eight
minutes of loud, unintelligible noise!

Klaus Robers, an amateur radio
operator, hit upon a possible solution.
Given that each of the four machines
supports a common subset of Basic,
why not devise a new interpreter and
broadcast programs in the hybrid
language? To do this, he needed to
devise a method of loading and saving
programs in a standard format, as well
as agreeing an acceptable subset of
Basic. The result was the original
Basicode. Basicode had several teeth-
ing problems and limits, so an im-
proved version, known as Basicode-2,
was developed by Klaus Robers and
Jochem Herrmann. Basicode-2 sup-
ports a much wider range of machines
and is now the standard version for all
Basicode broadcasts. (The terms Basi-
code and Basicode-2 are used inter-
changeably in this feature.)

Successful Basicode-2 broadcasts
have been made regularly since the
beginning of 1983, and listeners from
various parts of Europe - including
southern Britain - report that they
have successfully downloaded Basi-
code programs.

at/ Eight databits

Fig 1. An audiocode byte
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Basicode only attracted widespread
interest in the UK when the BBC began
making Basicode broadcasts in con-
junction with 'The Chip Shop' program-
me on Radio 4. Although the first series
of the programme has now ended, a
second series is planned for later in the
year.

Working Basicode
Basicode has to overcome two prob-
lems before it can be implemented on a
particular machine.

The first problem is that of detokenis-
ing keywords. When you write a Basic
program, the program is stored in RAM
in tokenised form. The line '100 PRINT
A', for example, is not stored as 11
characters. All the keywords in a

program are compacted into keyword
'tokens', which are used because they
are more efficient than the full
keywords in terms of both memory and
execution speed.

When a program is saved to tape, the
micro transfers the contents of the
appropriate part of RAM onto tape in
tokenised form. The problem is that
each micro uses a different set of
tokens: we need to convert these
tokens into a standard code before we
can save them to tape in a standard
form.

The second problem concerns the
signals used to store programs on tape.
Programs are saved to tape in binary
form, '1's being represented by one
pattern of audio cycles, '0's by another.
Each byte must be saved as eight bits
(known as databits - see 'Newcomers
start here' in this issue for an explana-
tion of bits and bytes). Other bits,
known as start and stop bits, are used to
mark the beginning and end of a block.

Again, although the principle is the
same for all micros, different machines
use different baud rates and pitches,
and may also have a different number
of start, stop or checksum bits.

Basicode overcomes the first prob-
lem by converting everything to ASCII
form, the universally accepted code for
communication between computers.
The second problem is solved by
developing a standard 'audiocode'.
Once Basicode-2 has been loaded into
the machine, all loading and saving is
done using the standard code. This
audiocode comprises one startbit
(logic zero), eight databits (the ASCII
byte, least -significant bit first) and two
stopbits (logic 1). Ones are represented
by two cycles of 2400Hz, zeros by one
cycle of 1200Hz (see Fig 1). The overall
pattern of a Basicode program is a

leader (five seconds of stopbit), the
ASCII code for 'start -text' (&82), the
program, a checksum digit (an FOR of
all previous bytes) and a trailer (five
seconds of stopbit). The baud rate is
1200.

END

Next month: how to load and run a
Basicode program and details of Basi-
code-supported machines.

PCW265



If you have been waiting for printer

prices to fall THE WAIT IS OVER !!
SHINWA CTI CP80 IDEAL FOR

SCREEN DUMPS AND PROGRAM LISTING

The most popular 80 CPS Matrix Printer available!
Designed to be Epson compatible, with all
the same features.

* FRICTION & TRACTOR AS STANDARD
* 80 CPS * BI-DIRECTIONAL, LOGIC
SEEKING * TRUE DESCENDERS
* HI-RES BIT IMAGE + BLOCK GRAPHIC
PRINTOUT MODES * SUB & SUPER SCRIPTS
* ITALIC PRINTING * AUTO UNDERLINING
* CONDENSED AND EMPHASISED PRINTING
* EXPANDED AND DOUBLE STRIKE PRINTING
* COMPACT LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN

LASH PRICE
Ex.VAI/E,del.

DAISYSTEP 2000 IDEAL FOR QUALITY PRINTOUT

A new low cost, low noise, fully featured Daisywheel Printer.

* WORDSTAR COMPATIBLE * QUME COMPATIBLE RIBBONS AND
DAISYWHEELS * 20 CPS MAXIMUM * 10, 12, AND 15 CHARACTERS
PER INCH * PLATEN LENGTH: 13" * INTERFACE: PARALLEL -
CENTRONICS, OPTIONAL RS232 * WEIGHT: 9.5 kg.
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LIMITED
Enterprise House, 44 Terrace Road, Walton -on -Thames,

Surrey. KT12 2SD Tel: 09322 42777

80 cols, 80 cps,
friction/tractor feed,

parallel interface

- FOR
USE WITH
POPULAR
MICRO'S

INCLUDING
BBC, IBM etc.

THE KEYAKI 100% GUARANTEE
- Full 1 yr. no quibble warranty
-14 day Money Back Guarantee
-Delivery within 7 days subject to

availability.

Telephone Credit Card Orders welcome.
Personal Collection welcome, Monday
to Saturday - 9.00 am until 7.00 pm.

*Up to f WOO Instant Credit available,
full written details on application.
Repayments quoted are correct at time of
going to press.

To: Keyaki Ltd, Enterprise House, 44 Terrace Road,
Walton -on Thames, Surrey KT12 2SD

T RADE & EDUCATIONAL ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Please send me

Shinwa CT CP80 printers at

£238.85 inc. VAT & £10 Del.

and/or
Daisystep 2000 printers at

£342.35 inc. VAT & £10 Del.

Name

Address

Postcode

Telephone
Tick box for details of Serial Interface options
Tick box for details of Instant Credit up to £ 7 000 ED

I enclose my cheque no. for £
Please charge my Access/Barclaycard Card No.

Signature

4011k
PCW 3



CHEM1PIANT

H &H
N SOFTWARE
PRESENTS 3 NEW TAPES

for the
BBC 32K COMPUTER

to add to their existing range of games
and educational software.

LOONEY LIFT
A new action packed arcade game
graphics, full colour and sound. Keep
jumping, operate the lift and watch
luggage. The alternative is the sack!

with hi-res
your guests
out for the

£7.50

CHEMIPLANT
Another first? A chemical plant simulation. Avoid
explosions, spills and other disasters on your way to
your first million. Plant manual included. Hi-res
graphics.

£7.50

STORY
Electronic storytelling!
First make up some scenes using pictures from the
computer bank or use your own drawing skills. Then
write your story. Up to 7 screens can be displayed,
saved and printed.

£6.50

To get more information about our new and
existing software, ask for a catalogue. Please send

a s.a.e.

*** Disc versions available: please add £1.50 '
Please send orders and cheques/PO to:

H & H Software, Dept S, 53 Holloway,
Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 4TJ.

Tel: 09285 65566

7

RETAILERS
For fast speedy distribution

service contact Drake
Distribution on 0752 671606

We can offer you:
* 24 -hour delivery in UK
* The Best Discounts
* Starter packs available
* All the latest software
* Personal weekly delivery service throughout the

South West
* Export enquiries welcome
* 48 -hour delivery can be arranged

As retailers ourselves we know the titles
that sell. - Phone or write for a price list

now

DRAKE DISTRIBUTION
36 NEW STREET

BARBICAN
PLYMOUTH

ASSEMBLER OR
"C" PROGRAMMERS

MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS
£7 - 14K

Comac Systems plc are developers of Unix
based applications software. We need more
programming staff to cope with demand and
ideally are looking for Unix/"C" experience.
However, if you have sound assembler
experience we want to talk to you. Training
can be arranged.

Comac Systems is a public company with an
international reputation and as such can
offer real opportunity to the right people.
Salary will depend upon experience and
working conditions are first class.
Write in the first instance to: -

Doug Antill
Technical Director

Comac Systems plc
Cavendish House

High Street
Bagshot
Surrey



PRINTER EXTRAVAGANZA
We challenge you to find a better deal!

SHINWA CP80 (DOT MATRIX) £194 + VAT = £223.10
EPSON RX80 (DOT MATRIX) £218 + VAT = £250.70
EPSON RX8OFT (DOT MATRIX) £247 + VAT = £284.05
EPSON FX80 (DOT MATRIX) £324 + VAT = £372.60
EPSON FX100 (DOT MATRIX) £437 + VAT = £502.55
DAISY STEP 2000 (lEA, HAr, , SINAI AIR 0' and SI ['INN rompari5lr

(New low cost - high quality Dasiywheel) . . . £279 + VAT = £320.85
JUKI 6100 £379 + VAT = £435.85
MCP 40 £109 + VAT = £125.35
DYNEER (Daisywheel DW16 Parallel) £299 + VAT = £343.85
DYNEER (Daisywheel DW16 Serial) £329 + VAT = £378.35 STAR DELTA 10 £325
NEW LOW PRICES STAR GEMINI 10x £198
MICROLINE 80 £189 + VAT = £217.35 STAR GEMINI 15x £325 + VAT =
MICROLINE 82A £259 + VAT = £297.85 STAR RADIX 10 £499 +VAT =
FIDELITY 14" COLOUR MONITOR £189 + VAT = £217.35 STAR RADIX 15 £599 + VAT =

 Pee
Na 00,991Q4tee

THE
FABULOUS

STAR
PRINTERS

MANY MORE PRINTERS AVAILABLE - OVER 200 SCI(UK) SUPER BARGAINS
FOR BUSINESS, HOME, PROGRAMMING, EDUCATION, GAMES

SEND NOW FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE
DELIVERY ONCE CHEQUE CLEARED WITHIN 1 DAY BANKERS ORDERS, BUILDING SOCIETY CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS - SAME DAY

ALL ORDERS COVERED BY THE MAIL ORDER PROTECTION SCHEME
EXPRESS DELIVERY BY SECURICOR  AMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME  NATIONWIDE MANTENANCE CONTRACTS ARRANGED

gN1ET.19CAN
111W.N

WE WILL MATCH ANY GENUINE PRICE
SCI(UK) IS NEVER BEATEN ON PRICE

EXPORT ENQUIRIES SCI (UK) SCI (UK) FREEPOST (No Sternpneeded) 0730 63741NO TAX PETERSFIELD HANTS GU32 2BR

DELIVERY AT COST For the lowest Prices of Printers in the UK consult this Advertisement

+ VAT =
+ VAT =

£373.75
£227.70
£373.75
£573.85
£688.85

We have interfaces for all types of
computers, including CBM 64, VIC 20,
APPLE, TRS 80, IBM etc.

BEAT
THAT

DEALER ENQUIRIES
WELCOME

WRITE FOR DETAILS

Micro Computer Disks Ltd
Computer supplies for the end -user

LOWEST PRICES FOR HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCTS

MAXELL FLOPPY DISKS special prices from £20.50 per box
DYSAN FLOPPY DISKS prices from £22.50 per box
MEMOREX FLOPPY DISKS prices from £14.00 per box

Ribbons (over 150 varieties in stock)
Multistrike High Capacity Ribbons £1.95 each!!
Diablo/Qume Daisywheels only £3.95 each!!

NO MIDDLE MEN! NO FRILLS! STRAIGHT FROM THE WAREHOUSE!

0990 23002/3
M.C.D. LTD, WILBURN HOUSE, LONDON RD, SUNNINGDALE, BERKS.

268 PC NV



In-house
training
In VisiCalc,
Advanced VisiCalc,
Multiplan,
SuperCalc and
Lotus 1-2-3.
Have computer -will travel

IBM XT Apple He
Courses conducted by
Nick Levy DMS MBIM MIIM

Lecturer in Managerial
Economics and author of
the VisiCalc Column in the
international computer
magazine Apple User and
regular contributor to the
1-2-3 column in the PC
User.

Training in VisiCalc, Advanced
VisiCalc, SuperCalc, Multiplan
and Lotus 1-2-3 is now available
on an in-house basis.
The fees for one day training
for up to six participants is
£360 or £560 for a two day
session. These fees include the
use of three Apple Ile
computers or one IBM XT
computer provided by
Interface Management.
Training is provided by Nick
Levy, lecturer in Managerial
Economics, author of the
VisiCalc Column in the
r

It3r1Lansien;esnednqicoerse. details of your In-house

Name

.MANAGEMENT
26 Queen Victoria Street, Reading RG1 1TG
Tel: Reading (0734) 475375 Telex: 849021 ...

international Apple User
magazine and regular
contributor to the 1-2-3 column
in the PC User.

How Interface Management in-
house training can be of
immediate benefit to your
organisation:
Companies running two or
more days in-house training on
any of the above packages, are
given assistance in producing
their own financial and
management accounting work-
sheets.
In-house induction training is
also available in word
processing and in using data
base management systems.

To discuss your company's in-house training
requirements in using computers and allied software
telephone Nick Levy on (0734)475375
or fill in the coupon below.

Address

I
.11 MANAGEMENT

PCW 269



080MPUT.TER0 WAREHOUSE FOR 1SCALLERR
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k drives.Fully refurbishe D1A8LO/DRE series 3 2.5 Mb dis
DEC RK05, NOVA, TEXAS compatible.

Front load. Free stand or rack mount E550.00
Exchangeable type (via lid removal) E295.00
me3029 PSU unit for 2 drives E125.00

'DIABLO/DRE 44-4000A/8 5+5 ex stock from E995.00
1000's of spares for S30, 4000, 3200, HAWK ex stock

Plus in house repair, refurbishing service.
Call for details or quotation.

SOLID STAT SWITCHES
Matchbox size solid state switch type IR 02402
enables on off control of 240 V AC loads up to
600 watts, direct from your micro etc. Fully isolated
3-32 v DC input with zero voltage switching.
Complete with data:U.99 + pp
250,000 other relays EX STOCK call for details.

COOLING FANS
Keep your hot parts COOL and RELIABLE
with our range of BRAND NEW professional
cooling fans.
ETRI 99XUOI Dim. 92 x 92 x 25 mm.

finger guard. £9.95.
Miniature 240 v equipment fan complete with

GOULD JB-3AR Dim. 3" x 3" x 2.5" compact
very quiet running 240 v operation. NEW £8.95
BUHLER 89.11.22. 8-16 v DC micro
Miniature reversible fan. Uses a brushless
servo motor for extremely high air flow,
almost silent running and guaranteed 10,000
hr life. Measures only 62 x 62 x 22 mm.
Current cost £32.00. OUR PRICE ONLY
£12.95 complete with data.
MUFFIN -CENTAUR standard 4" x 4" x 1.25"
fan supplied tested EX EQUIPMENT 240 vat
£6.25 or 110 vat £4.95 or BRAND NEW 240
at £10.50. 1000's of other fans Ex Stock
Call for Details Post & Packing on all fans £1.6

EPROM COPIERS
The amazing SOFTY 2. The 'Complete Toolkit'
for writing, copying, modifying, and listing
EPROMS of the 2516, 2716, 2532, 2732
range. Many other functions include integral

. keyboard, cassette interface, serial and parallel
data i/o, UHF modulator.
ONLY £169.00 + PP £2.50
NEW 'GANG OF EIGHT' intelligent Z80
controlled gang bang programmer for ALL
single 5V rail EPROMS. Copies up to 8, 27128
in typ. ONLY 2 MINUTES!! Internal LCD
display and checking routines for IDIOT
PROOF operation. ONLY £395.00 + PP £3.00
Data sheets on request.

COLOUR MONITORS
NOVEX NC -1414 -CL Fully cased brand new
14" colour monitor. Many exacting features
such as RGB TTL and PAL composite video
inputs, Internal speaker and audio amp,
"GREEN TEXT" switch for high def text
applications and matching BBC colour
scheme make this monitor ideal for the most
exacting user. Brand new and Fully Guaranteed
only £199.00 + £10.00 carr.

NOT LINE DATA VASE

DISTEL©
THE ORIGINAL FREE OF CHARGE dial up data base.
1000's of stock items and one off bargains.
ON LINE NOW -300 baud, full duplex CCITTtones, 8 bit
word, no parity. 01-679 18118

MAINS FILTERS
Cure those unnerving hang ups and data glitches caused
by mains interference.
SD5A As recommended by Z X81 news letter, matchbox
size up to 1000 watt load E5.95
L2127 compact completely cased unit with 3 pin fitted
socket. Up to 750 watts E9.99

SAVE

COMPUTER 'CAB'
All in one quality computer
cabinet with integral switched
mode PSU, Mains filtering, and twin fan cooling.
Originally made for the famous DEC PDP8 computer
system costing thousands of pounds. Made to run 24
hours per day the PSU is fully screened and will deliver a
massive +5v DC at 17 amps, +15v DC at 1 amp and -15v
DC at 5 amps. The complete unit is fully enclosed with
removable top lid, filtering, trip switch, 'Power' and 'Run'
LEDs mounted on Ali front panel, rear cable entries, etc.
etc. Units are in good but used condition - supplied for
240v operation complete with full circuit and tech. man.
Give your system that professional finish for only
£49.95 + Carr. Dim. 19" wide 16" deep 10.5" high.
Useable area 16"w 10.5"h 11.5"d.
Also available LESS PSU, with FANS etc. Internal dim.
19"w. 16"d. 10.5"h. £19.95. Carriage & insurance £9.50.

,E250 SUPER PRINTER SCOOP

l: °RO rI& CENTRONICS
739-2

The "Do Everything Printer" at a price that will
NEVER be repeated. Standard CENTRONICS

Illks
parallel interface for direct connection to BBC,

ORIC, DRAGON etc. Superb print quality with full
pin addressable graphics and 4 type fonts plus

HIGH DEFINITION internal PROPORTIONAL SPACED
MODE for WORD PROCESSOR applications. 80-132

columns, single sheet, sprocket or roll paper handling plus
much more. Available ONLY from DISPLAY ELECTRONICS

at the ridiculous price of ONLY E199.00 + VAT Complete with00
full manual etc. Limited quantity -Hurry while stocks last.

099 DRAGON or CENTRONICS 36 way pig £12.50. Spare ribbon
Options. Interface cable (specify) for BBC, ORIC,

£3.00 each. BBC graphics screen dump utility program £8.50.
- ' Carriage and Ins. £10.00 + VAT

,77
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GE TERM/PRINTER
A massive purchase of these desk top
printer -terminals enables us to offer you
these quality 30 cps printers at a SUPER
LOW PRICE against their original cost of
over £1000. Unit comprises of full OWERTY,
electronic keyboard and printer mech with
print face similar to correspondence quality
typewriter. Variable forms tractor unit
enables full width - up to 13.5" 120 column
paper, upper- lower case, standard RS232
serial interface, internal vertical and
horizontal tab settings, standard ribbon
adjustable baud rates quiet operation plus
many other features. Supplied complete
with manual. Guaranteed working E130.00 or
untested E85.047 optional floor stand £12.50
Carr & Ins £10.00.

PROFESSIONAL KEYBOARD OFFER
An advantageous purchase of brand new surplus allows a great OWERTY, full travel,
chassis keyboard offer at fractions of their original costs.
ALPHAMERIC 7204/80 full ASCII 60 key, upper, lower + control key, parallel TTL
output plus strobe. Dim 12" x +5 &--12 DC. £39.50.
DEC LA34 Uncoded keyboard with 67 quality, GOLD, normally open switches on
standard X, matrix. Complete with 3 LED indicators & i/o cable - ideal micro
conversions etc. pcb DIM 15" x 4.5" E241.95 Carriage on keyboards £3.00.

AMISS
I/0 TERBWEAL$

PROM E195 +CAR. + VAT
Fully fledged industry standard ASR33 data
terminal. Many features including ASCII
keyboard and printer for data I/O auto data
detect circuitry. RS232 serial interface. 110
baud, 8 bit paper tape punch and reader for
off line data preparation and ridiculously
cheap and reliable data storage. Supplied in
good condition and in working order
Options: Floor standE12.50 + VAT
KSR33 with 20ma loop interfaceE125.00 +

Sound proof enclosureE25.00 + VAT

SUPER DEAL? NO - SUPER STEAL!!
The FABULOUS 25CPS TEC Starwriter

RANDNEIN AT ONLY E4 + VAT'''.----------,- 7Join the communications revolution with our /
range of EX TELECOM data modems. Made to Made to the very highest
most stringent spec and designed to operate spec the TEC Starwriter
for 24 hrs per day. Units are.made to the FP1500-25 features a
CCITT tone spec. With RS232 i/o levels via heavy duty die cast
a 25 way 'D' skt. Units are sold in a tested , chassis and DIABLO type
and working condition with data Permission print mechanism giving
may be required for connection to PO lines.

standard RS232 25 way 'D' socket. Just 2 wire
connection to comms line. Ideal networks etc. and full control via CPM Wordstar etc.

MODEM 28 "Hackers Special" fully fledged
up to 300 baud full duplex, ANSWER or CALL
modes. AUTO ANSWER. Data i/o via ,offer full DIABLO/OUME

print quality. Micro -
,processor electronics

command compatability

superb registration and

ft_Isaction of its origin1- cost.Complete with data, tested, rea.0 to run at a Many other features include bi directional
NEW SUPER LOW PRICE of ONLY £63.00+ printing, switchable 10 or 12 pitch, full width 381 mm paper handling with upto
VAT + Carr. 163 characters per line, friction feed rollers for single sheet or continuous paper,
MODEM 20-1 Compact unit for use with internal buffer, standard RS232 serial interface with handshake.
MICRONET, PRESTEL or TELECOM GOLD Supplied absolutly BRAND NEW with 90 day guarantee and FREE daisy wheel
etc. 2 wire direct connect. 75 baud transmit and dust cover. Order NOW or contact sales office for more information.
1200 baud receive. Data i/o via RS232 'D' Optional extras'. RS232 data cable £10.00. Tech manual £7.50. Tractor feed
socket. Guaranteed working with data £49.95 W140.00. Spare daisy wheel £3.00. Carriage & Ins. (UK Mainland) £10.00.MODEM 20-2 same as 20-1 but 75 baud

1.41

DATA MODEMS

receive 1200 baud transmit. E130.00
DATEL 4800 aync service. RACAL type
MPS4800 ex TELECOM good condition.
E.195.00 + VAT.
NEW DSL2123 Multi Standard modem
selectable V21 300-300 bps, V23 75-1200,
V23 1200-75 full duplex. Or 1200-1200 half
duplex modes. Full auto answer via modem or
CPU. LED status indicators. CALL or ANS
modes Switchable CCITT or BELL 103
202. Housed in ABS case size only 2.5" x 8.5"
x 9". E286.00 + VAT
For further data or details on other EX STOCK
modems contact sales office.

r ' n 11 m T.
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E0 MONITO
5" CASED Superb little unit made by
HITACHI in ergonimcally designed free
standing case. Very high definition will display
small but readable 132 columns wide! 1 2v DC
opp. @ 800 ma, so ideal for mobile use.
Supplied in AS NEW condition complete with
data. Composite 75 ohm vid inp. Black & White
CRT E4100 or Green CRT MOO
Carr & Ins £5.00.
12" CASED. Made by the British KGM Co.
Designed for continuous use as a data
display station, unit is totally housed in an
attractive brushed aluminium case with ON -
OFF, BRIGHTNESS and CONTRAST
controls mounted to one side. Much
attention was given to construction and
reliability of this unit with features such as,
internal transformer isolated regulated DC
supply, all components mounted on two
fibre glass PCB boards -which hinge out for
ease of service, many internal controls for
linearity etc. The monitor accepts standard
75 ohm composite video signal via S0239
socket on rear panel. Bandwidth of the unit
is estimated around 20 Mhz and will display
most high def graphics and 132 x 24 lines.
Units are secondhand and may have screen
burns. However where burns exist they are
only apparent when monitor is switched off.
Although unguaranteed al: monitors are
tested prior to despatch. Dimensions
approx 14" high x 14" wide by 11" deep.
Supplied complete with circuit 240 volt AC
operation. 01119E45.00 PLUS 59.50 CARR.
24" CASED. Again made by the KGM Co
with a similar spec as the 12" monitor.
Originally used for large screen data
display. Very compact unit in lightweight
alloy case dim. 19" H x 17" D x 22" W. All
silicon electronics and composite video
input make an ideal unit for schools, clubs,
shops etc. Supplied in a used but working
condition.

ONLY E55.00 PLUS £9.50 CARR 6 INS.

SEMICONDUCTOR
`GRAB BAGS

Mixed Semis amazing value contents
include transistors, digital, linear,l.C.'s Macs,.
diodes, bridge recs., etc. etc. All devices
guaranteed brand new full spec. with manu-
facturers markings, fully guaranteed,
50+52.99 100+5119
TTL 74 Series A gigantic purchase of an
"across the board' range of 74 TTL series
I.C.'s enables us to offer 100+ mixed
"mostly TTL" grab bags at a price which two
or three chips in the bag would nnormally
cost to buy. Fully guaranteed all I.C.'s full
spec 100+ E6.90 200+512.30 300+519.50

DEC CORNER
MOSTEK CRT 80E Brand new dual
eurocard, Z80 based VT100 PLUS
emulator with graphics etc E*99.00

. ' BA11-MB 3.5" Box, PSU, LTC E305.00
DLV11-J 4 x EIA interface E.110.00
RKO5-J 2.5 Mb disk drives WOW
PDP1105 Cpu, Ram, i/o, etc. E450.00
RT11 ver. 3B doc kit E70.00
LA38 Decwriter EIA or 20 ma E270.00
KLBJA PDP 8 async i/o E175.00
M18E PDP 8 Bootstrap option E75.00
DI LOG DQ100 RK05 LSI 4 x RK05 disk
controller E450.00
LAXX-NW LA180 RS232 serial interface
and buffer option £230.00
LAX34-AL LA34 tractor feed E55.00
1000's of EX STOCK spares for DEC
PDP8 PDP11 PDP15 & periperhals.
Call for details. All types of Computer
equipment and spares wanted for prompt

CASH PAYMENT

66% DISCOUNTEFUIEEjNNCTTS
Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I.C.'s, Transistors, Relays, Cap's, P.C.B.'s, Sub -assemblies,
Switches, etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because we don't have sufficient stocks of any
one item to include in our ads. we are packing all these items into the -BARGAIN PARCEL OF A
LIFETIME". Thousands of components at giveaway prices' Guaranteed to be worth
at least 3 times what you pay. Unbeatable value!! Sold by weight.
2.5kIs £4.25 + pp £1.25 5kIs £5.90 + £1.80

./

_

10kIs £10.25 + pp £2.25 20 kls £17.50 + £4.75 i

1

 P f.4e-iI

PRICES PLUS VAT
All prices quoted are for U.K Mainland paid cash with order in Pounds Stirling PLUSVAT. Minimum ordervalueE2.00, Minimum Credit
Card orderE/0.00. Minimum BONA FIDE account orders from Government depts., Schools, Universities and established companies
E20.00 Where post and packing not indicated please ADD £1.00. + VAT Warehouse open Mon -Fri 9.30 - 5.30. Sat. 10.15- 5.30.
We reserve the right to change prices andspecifications without notice. Trade, Bulk and Export enquiries welcome.

ri--rr n As ri- 32 Biggin Way, Upper Norwood, London SE19 3XF-CLLL I\ Li/ Telephone 01-679 4414 Telex 27924 [,*



LOOK!
PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR THE

TURBO 90
DAISYWHEEL PRINTER - ONLY E399.00

* 20 characters per second (max.)

* High letter -quality print

* Bi-directional logic seeking

* Takes Qume word processing
daisy wheels and ribbons

* up to 180 characters per line

* 10, 12, 15 pitch
* Proportional spacing
 Centronic parallel and RS232

serial interfaces

* Prints original + 4 copies

* Solid and reliable
* Low noise

1111:110 9 - PROBABLY THE WORLD'S BEST VALUE QUALITY DAISYWHEEL PRINTER

Other printers available are

 Brother
 Daisywriter
 Diablo

Facit
 Juki
 NEC Spinwriters
 Olivetti

PLUS IFNI PC & SIRIUS 1 MEMORY BOARDS
64K - 512K

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL CARL
I I ',r)IN,1 ON 01-741 7381/8

OR TO PLACE YOUR ORDER CALL OUR
HOTLINE ON 01-748 8404

 Primage
 Qume
 Ricoh
 Anadex
 DRE
 Epson

To: OFFICE EFFICIENCY MACHINES LTD.
150-152 King Street, Hammersmith,
London VV.6.

0 Please send me information on the
El Trade Ell End User

Ell Please ask your sales staff to contact me re:

01-741 7383

0 Urgent

 FACIT Name Title

Company Oki Address

Dealer enquiries welcome

Sinus,, apricot 1-61117M ollvetti M20 Telephone
PCW/4/84
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BITTEN OFF LESS

THAN YOU

CAN CHEW?
You'd be doing much better with a fast
selling system to really get your teeth
into?

You're selling personals but
need a really good multi-user system
at the top end? . . .

or may be you're selling mini
systems and need a high
performance well priced alternative?

YES, YES, YES!
Then we've got just what you

need to cure product starvation.
We'll also help you grow fast and
increase profitability margins.

Take a good look at Alpha Micro:
 7 Terminal table top system AM1000

 30 Terminal AM1042E  40 Plus
Terminal AM1092  compatible software

through the range  best operating system in
its class  excellent dealer margins  all the

support you'll ever need

ALPHA MIC
We eat Apples for Breakfast

Call Alpha Micro Dealer Manager, Laurie Bright,
on 0753-821922 for the full story.

Alpha Micro GB is the wholly owned subsidiary of Alpha Microsystems of Irvine, California.

Alpha Microsystems (GB) Ltd, Berkshire House, 56 Herschel Street.
Slough, Berkshire Telephone: 0753-821922

Alpha Microsystems Belgium, Chaussee de la Hulpe 130, Box 14,
1050 Brussels, Belgium Telephone: 660 5093 / 5094



Pro Pascal
goes like Blaises!
Pascal is now recognised worldwide as one of the standard languages for
microcomputers. It is named after Blaise Pascal, a French mathematician
and mystic who in 1644 constructed an "arithmetical machine".

The electronic wonder which is today's microcomputer would make Pascal
jump for joy. And in Pro Pascal, the user of such an arithmetical machine
has a marvellous tool for converting his reliable, well -structured code into
fast, efficient machine programs.

For the serious programmer, Pro Pascal is a passport to the three most
important microcomputer environments: the 8 -bit CP/M world, and
the newer 16 -bit worlds of CP/M-86 and MS-DOS.

The 16 -bit compilers run on 8086/88 -based micros with 70K user RAM
and MS-DOS or CP/M-86; the price of either version is £320 + VAT.
The 8 -bit compiler runs on Z80 -based micros with 50K user RAM and
CP/M or equivalent; the package costs £220 + VAT.

spero
LANGUAGES FOR MICROCOMPUTERS

Prospero Software Ltd. 37 Gwendolen Avenue London SW15 6EP Tel: 01-785 684-8
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Turn those bewildering numbers into pictures with

ESS PLOT 2
26/ 9/1993

18.

z
A

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

A

0
A A

FIRST SIX MONTHS
OF 1.83

o--
MMI

BAR CHARTS
* STACKED BAR CHART
* SIDE BY SIDE
* THREE DIMENSIONAL
* SPLIT AND LINE
* UP TO 20 BARS
* UP TO 6 VALUES EACH

GRAPH PLOTS
* SPLINE CURVE
* BEST CURVE
* BEST LINE
* SHADED LINE PLOT
* SCATTER PLOT
* 6 LINES/CURVES
* LINEAR/LOG/NLOG SCALES

INTERPOLATING SPLINE FIT
:G. 9/1999

a-- rES1

ho-, 3orcco.1 caw, H ESS CONSNJANTS LT0
Fam6FICFC.

7/ 13/19139 TRADE OF USA
7/8/983

IMPORTS

MOTOR CARS

PERCENTAGES
AIRCRAFT 1.74

MOTOR CARS26.48
PNARMACT .51

TELE-COM 6.19
nAckiNN5 1.12

COMPUTERS 9.82
SCIENTIFIC 2.05
NUCLEAR .R 2.73
AGA-MACH. .62

TEXTILES 6.27
STEEL 11.14
METALS 9.45
PAPER 6.65
OTAER 12.16

TRFOF N. stLecrso

PLOTTERS

PIE CHARTS
* UP TO 4 PIES PER CHART
* 20 SLICES PER PIE
* PERCENTAGES
SLIDE SHOW
* FULL SLIDE SHOW FACILITIES
DATA FILES
* STANDARD ASCII DATA FILES
INTER FACES
* COLOUR CARDS eg PLUTO
* A RANGE OF GRAPHICS PRINTERS

HEWLETT PACKARD: GOULD BRYAN: C-ITOH: WATANABE: TEKTRONIX: HIPLOT:
CAL -COMP: NICOLET ZETA: DIGIPLOT: MANNESMAN TALLY: ROLAND.

The package is available on most leading 16 bit Micros including IBM PC and requires MS-DOS and 256K bits of memory.

ESSPLOT 2 £350 DEMO COPY £50
The cost of the demo copy of Essplot 2 is refunded when a full copy is ordered

Please send me information on Essplot 2
My computer is
Please send to
ESS CONSULTANTS LTD
35 CHENEY WAY
CAMBRIDGE CB41UE
Tel. (0223) 351196

Name
Address

Tel
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LEARN TO PLAY
BRIDGE ON YOUR
HOME COMPUTER

Enjoy learning to play bridge with Bridgemaster, a
complete bridge tutor professionally prepared with

world expert Terence Reese.
Listen to the commentary as you are coached step by

step through the game. While you listen you will
learn and play bridge. Bridgemaster contains

commentary and computer tapes and a useful
reference book - everything you need to learn bridge.

"Bridgemaster really does bring the game alive for the
beginner " Soft.

"A really professional program 100% value for
money " Home Computing Weekly.

For the Sinclair ZX Spectrum 16/48K, Commodore 64,
BBC B and Electron - £24.95

Sinclair ZX81 1K/16K - £19.95

BRIDiE
MI41.111E1/

Available from Boots, W H Smith and computer
stores or direct from Bridgemaster, Freepost,

DEPT WM1, PO BOX 163, SLOUGH SL2 3YY.

Prices include VAT, post and packing. Remittances payable to Bridgemaster.



Teach yourself software
in minutes. Not hours.

Insert an ATI training disk,
and presto! Three minutes later,
you're practicing usable skills.
Within an hour, you're proficient.

Even if you're never
touched a computer before.

ATI's self -prompting disk
simulates the actual software
on the screen of your personal
computer. If you have
a question later, the
helpful handbook is set
up to give you the
answer in 15 seconds.

ATI Training
Power is faster because
it's Performance Based.
Instead of taking time
teaching you how a
program works, ATI
shows you how to put
it to work. Right away.

ATI's unique
Performance -Based
Training is widely used
by many Fortune 500
companies, such as
IBM, DEC, Xerox, NEC, and Toshiba. Not
thousands of small businesses.

ATI's training programs operate in
business oriented microcomputer.

Match ATI's selections with your software library,
and order today.
Integrated Software

ATI Training Power makes it easy to learn and use
the powerful new integrated software packages currently
entering the market.

ATI TRAINING POWER

TEACH
YOURSELF

to mention

virtually every

Learn easily with
our simulated
software.
Training disk aid
handbook.

I.

11111111111111111Min

Word Processing
ATI's Word Processing

Series teaches you how to
create, edit, move, and print
text with popular programs,
fast! A must for executives and
secretaries alike.

Database
Management

To get the most out of
your data base, learn to use these
programs fast, with ATI's Database
Management Series.

Financial Planning
What if you could learn to

do a complete "what if" spread-
sheet analysis in less than an hour?
ATI's Financial Planning Series
teaches you this and more. Turn
software packages into powerful
management tools, quickly.

Operating Systems
Learn to prepare, monitor,

maintain, and troubleshoot your
own system like a pro, with ATI's
Operating Systems Series.

Programming
ATI's Basic Programming Series teaches you how to

write, enter, debug, and use programs that analyse
business expenses, organize mailing lists, and more.
Accounting

Now it's easy to put your accounting on computer,
with an outstanding software package and ATI Training
Power to get you (and your bookkeeper) up to speed,
rapidly and cost-effectively.

Please rush me ATI Training Power
each for this software:

Integrated Software
 Lotus 1-2-3

Database Management
 dBASE II-vol. 1 & 2
 EasyFiler

Word Processing
 WordStar-vol. 1 & 2
 EasyWriter II
 Perfect Writer
 Spellbinder
 Benchmark

Financial Planning
 Multiplan
 SuperCalc
 VisiCalc
 Perfect Calc
 EasyPlanner
 Microplan

programs, at S75

Operating Systems
 PC DOS
 MS DOS
 CP/M

Programming
 BASIC
 APPLESOFT BASIC

Accounting
 BPI Gen. Acct.
 Peachtree General Ledger*
 Peachtree Accounts Receivable*
 Peachtree Accounts Payable*
*PC(MS) DOS formats only.

My Disk Drive is:
 SSSD
 DSDD
 SSDD
 DSSD

My computer brand is:

Enclosed is $75 each plus $15.00 shipping

Name Phone (

Street

City State Zip

Mail order form to:
American Training International
3770 Highland Avenue, Suite 201,
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266
Telex: 364412 INTR

ATI Money Back Guarantee
If you're not completely satisfied with how fast you learn with ATI Interactive
Training Programs, simply return it within 3 days for full purchase refund.

ATI Training Power -
The following names are trademarks of the following companies: ATI Training Power, of American Training International; CP/M, of Digital Research; PC -DOS, of IBM; WordStar,
of Micropro; Benchmark, of Metasoft; EasyWriter, EasyFiler, and EasyPlanner, of Information Unlimited Software; MS-DOS, and Multiplan, of Microsoft; dBASE II, of Ashton-Tate;
SuperCalc, of Sorcim; VisiCalc, of VisiCorp., Microplan, of Chang Laboratories; Peach Calc, of Peachtree Software; ATI Training Power, Software Sampler, of American Training
International; Spellbinder, of Lexisoft; Perfect Writer, and Perfect Calc, of Perfect Software; Lotus, of Lotus. © 1983 American Training International.
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JUD

We've taken the risk factor out of buying software!
So much so that we are prepared to refund you the full
purchase price on any of our Apple software products
within 21 days of purchase if you're not satisfied with it!
At present our range includes

Invoice,
This will print invoices and generate information

which can also be used by our Bookkeeper package.
Invoicer will use standard pre-printed forms but we also
include a small utility program which will pre-print
"forms* on blank paper. Invoicer will hold a price list
and customer list in memory (making for very fast
operation with a core of fast-moving lines and good
customers) Much larger lists can also be held on disc.
Items and customers not on existing lists can easily be
entered via the keyboard.

Bookkeeper
An essential package for bookkeeping exercises,

i.e.Sales Day Book with analysis by category, list of
debtors with dates, etc; Purchase Day Book with
analysis; Cash Book; Petty Cash Book; home accounts,
etc. Bookkeeper takes care of VAT calculations and
allows you to produce analysed and selected figures as
and when required, ie management figures, etc.

Access
A superb Apple 11+/IIe database manager (DBM)

Access has all the power and versatility you would
expect in an Apple DBM, regardless of price. It is also
very fast, for instance it will find an indexed item in
approximately 3 seconds, and will retrieve a record
with complex sets of criteria, such as AND, wildcard,
range search, in less than 23 seconds. This package
was previously available for £199.95 including VAT and
even at that price users found it to be good value for
money.

Payroll
This package takes care of Payroll calculations

and record -keeping for the smaller business and will
handle all levels of pay, tax codes (including NT: No
Tax) and National Insurance at standard, reduced,
over pension age, or nil rates, contracted out or not.
Payroll works with batches of 50 employees at a time
and is being used, successfully, by companies with up
to 100 employees, as well as larger organisations, for
confidential processing. Only information which has

I

changed since the last Payroll run need be entered -
employee, tax and National Insurance details are
stored. The Inland Revenue specifications are followed
accurately; no error of calculation has ever been
reported since the first version of Payroll was tested in
1980 Users have found that Payroll is very easy to use
with very little knowledge of computers or payroll
procedures necessary for successful operation. In
addition to all usual calculations, Payroll will compute
gross pay and deductions for a given net pay.

SSP (Statutory Sick Pay)
A free-standing program that will compute

Statutory Sick Pay as required by law. It will compute
SSP for all cases, including the most complex. It is not
necessary to understand about the linking of periods of
incapacity for work, reasons for exclusion from SSP, etc.
All information required by law, and by you, is printed
out at the end of each calculation. Only information
which is actually needed must be entered: for example,
it is not necessary to enter pay details for someone
earning £80 per week plus overtime (the average pay is
obviously above the £65 threshold) SSP is so easy to use
that it is suitable for training staff or even for unusual
cases such as a pregnant employee who has been with
the company for less than 3 months and falls sick while
in custody outside the EEC! This is another of our highly
successful packages where no errors have been
reported.

All our software packages are priced at £75.00
each plus VAT.

You've got nothing to lose, so why not see your
local dealer or contact us NOW for your 21 day trial
packages. If you would like further information ask for
our Apple product sheet.

Hilderbay
Professional Software
Dept AU
8-10 Parkway, Regents Park, London NW1 7AA
Tel: 01-485 1059 Telex: 22870



£49 -00 PR I NTER
INC INTERFACE

PARALLEL

* 12 months guarantee
* Fully self-contained with connectors and

1.5 metre cable
* Plugs into Sinclair OL's RS232C port and
* Drives any CENTRONICS compatible printer

eg Epson Seikosha Juki OKI NEC Shinwa
Star MCP -40 Roland etc etc

To order send name & address with cheque to
MIRACLE SYSTEMS Ltd
6 Armitage Way
Kings Hedges
CAMBRIDGE

Sinclair & QL are trademarks of
C B 4 2 U E Sinclair Research

or



1.1 M1111.

7 CAMBRIDGE ST. HEBDEN BRIDGE  W. YORKSHIRE HX 7 6 LN
Tel: (0422] 845378

HUNDREDS OF TITLES AVAILABLE . SEND SAE FOR LISTS & DETAILS OF SPECIAL OFFERS

OUR Crazy Golf Mr Micro 6.90 5.95 Quasar Voyager 5.99 4.95
SPECTRUM RRP PRICE Punchy 6.90 5.95 Altair 4 7.50 6.50
Jungle Fever A & F
Chuckle Egg

6.90
6.90

5.95
5.95

Grand Prix Driver
Pyramid

Brittania
Fantasy

6.95
5.50

5.95
4.75

Pandora's Box
Humphrey

Mr Micro 66..9900 55..9955

Cassette 50 Cascade
Heathrow Hewson

9.95
7.95

8.50
6.75

Doomsday Castle
German Master A or B Kosmos

6.50
9.95

5.75
8.75

Tribble Trouble
Little Icarus

66..9900 55..9955

Niteflite 5.95 4.95 French Mistress A or B 9.95 8.75 Hustler Bubble Bus 69..9959

Pool CDS 5.95 4.95 OUR Astral Zone Channel 8
85..9755

Kong Ocean
Hunchback

5.90
6.90

4.95
5.95

COMMODORE 64
Damsel In Distress Alligata

RRP PRICE Lander
7.95 6.75 9.95 OUR

Royal Birkdale 6.90 5.95 Brands 7.95 6.75 B BC RRP PRICE
Here Comes the Sun Alligata 7.95 6.75 Blagger 7.95 6.75 Dambusters Alligata 7.95 6.75
Hunter Killer Protek 7.95 6.75 Bug Blaster 7.95 6.75 Lunar Rescue 7.95 6.75
Dungeon Master Crystal 7.50 6.50 Aztectomb Adventure 7.95 6.75 Fruit Machine 5.95 4.95
Hall of the Things 7.50 6.50 Haunted House 7.95 6.75 Monaco 7.95 6.75
Invasion of the Body Snatchers 7.50 6.50 Squash a Frog 7.95 6.75 Cassette 50 Cascade 9.95 8.75
Rommels Revenge 7.50 6.50 Grid Trap Livewire 8.95 7.50 Horserace Dynabyte 6.95 5.95
Quill Gilsoft 14.95 11.95 Jumpin Jack 8.95 7.50 Pool 7.95 6.75
Birds & Bees Bug -Byte 5.95 4.95 Triad 8.95 7.50 Corporate Cumbar 7.95 6.75
Styx 5.95 4.95 Twin Kingdom Valley Bug -Byte 9.50 7.95 Lemming Syndrome 7.95 6.75
Manic Miner 5.95 4.95 Hunchback Ocean 6.90 5.95 Spanish Tutor A or B Cosmos 9.95 8.75
Android Two Votex 5.95 4.95 Mr Wimpy 6.90 5.95

REPLY COUPON

TO SOFT MACHINE: Please rush me the following tapes: SOFT MACHINE . 7 Cambridge St . Hebden Bridge .

West Yorkshire HX7 6LN
1 2 3

Name:

.

4 5 6 Address:

I enclose CQ/PO No for £ Soft Machine is the trading name of Fabstar Computers Ltd.

A.D.S. THE ULTIMATE IN PERIPHERALS FOR THE
SPECTRUM, JUPITER ACE& BBC MICROCOMPUTERS
"Highest quality peripherals at the lowest possible
prices" - that's the philosophy at Advanced Digital
Systems. Our team of highly experienced designers
use the very latest techniques to produce adaptable
home computer peripherals - at a price you can
afford.
 Boards are designed using CADCAM, giving a neat

optimum layout.
 Gold plated connectors are used, wherever

possible, to ensure good electrical contact.
 All products carry a 12 month guarantee.
All units are "Plug in and go".

1 PRINTER INTERFACE 1
Centronics Interface for the Sinclair

Spectrum. £34.50 inc. VAT. Comes complete with
approx 1 metre of cable, centronics plug and
software.
 Software recognises LLIST and LPRINT enabling

Print-outs direct from Basic. Also adaptable COPY
routine for graphics printers.

2 PRINTER INTERFACE 2
Centronics Interface for Jupiter Ace. £39.95

including VAT and Software.
Same unit as the Spectrum Interface but with
adapter card.

3 PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 3 - ZX ACE
Package Using the adapter card and the

Software supplied, the Sinclair ZX Printer can be
connected to the Jupiter Ace. Special Introductory
Offer £9.95 inc VAT.

4 PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 4
ZX BBC Adapter £24.95 inc. VAT.

Enables the connection of Sinclair Peripherals to the
BBC Model B. First Software package included
gives an amazingly cheap entry into printing on the
BBC model B by allowing you to use the ZX Printer
- ideal for listings. Please allow 28 days for
delivery. Unit requires 1.2 Amp power supply: either
the ZX P.S.U. or the equivalent available from us at
£5.95 inc. VAT.

Advanced Digital
MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNERS OF
MICROCOMPUTER PERIPHERALS

9 Bonchurch Road, PORTSMOUTH,

Systems Lt . For International Enquiries (0705) 754160. Prestel Account No. 705-823825 9 Bonchurch Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO4 8RY. wm/2.84

Hampshire PO4 8RY. Telephone (0705) 823825.
Send order to ADVANCED DIGITAL SYSTEMS LTD.,

NTERSPRINTERSPRINTI
Advanced Digital Systems are now able to supply the
following range of printers at amazing prices.

EPSON  FX 80 - £400 MX 100/3 - £453
 RX 80 - £278 FX 100 - £532
 RX 80 FT - £306  TRACTOR FEED
 MX 80T/3 - P.O.A. MECHANISM FOR THE

FX 80 - P.O.A.
SEIKOSHA  GP 100A - £197  TEC BUSINESS

GP 100 VC - £206 PRINTERS -
GP 250 X - £246 P.O.A.
 GP 700A (colour printer) - £399

MANNESMAN  MT 80 with Parallel Interface £270
TALLY  MT 80 with Serial Interface £312
Prices include VAT and delivery by Securicor.

Please send me the items as ticked.
I enclose cheque/order for Total
(Include £1 .00 for post and packaging).

Cheques payable to Advanced Digital Systems Ltd.
Centronics Base Unit for Sinclair Spectrum
£34.50 Inc. VAT & Software
Jupiter Ace Version Base Unit and Adaptor
£39.95 Inc. VAT & Software
ZX Ace Adaptor and Software £9.95 Inc. VAT
1.2 Amp P.S.U. £5.95 inc. VAT
ZX BBC Adapter Unit £24.95 Inc. VAT and Software

EPSON SEIKOSHA
FX 80 - £400 0 GP 100A - £197
RX 80 - £278 0 GP100VC - £206
RX8OFT - £306 0 GP 250 X - £246
MX 100/3 - £453 0 GP 700 A (colour printer)
FX 100 - £532 o - £399
MANNESMAN MT 80 with Parallel Interface £270
TALLY MT 80 with Serial Interface £312

PRINTERS - Inc. VAT & Delivery

Name

Address

PCW 279



ANTE
PROGRAMS

Top Quality Machine Code Games Programs
for All The Home Micros, including:- -

ZX SPECTRUM
COMMODORE 64

ACORN ELECTRON
BBC

DRAGON
VIC 20

OR IC

etc

O 4,00   ,
O 00e
O 4600
tooes
40000_

We also require freelance M/C Programmers.

Write in confidence to:
THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPME

THOR (Computer
Erskine Industrial Estate
Liverpool
L6 1AP

OR TELEPHONE:
051 - 256 7666

We distribute throughout the U.K.,

NT MANAGER NOM

Software) Co. Ltd.

HUGE

U.S.A. and Europe.

III11111111



eb VIDEO\i/ SOFTWARE LIMITED

SOFTWARE FOR
SPECTRUM AND ZX81

OUR POLICY
We aim to create programs which you will keep on using until your
computer wears out. You won't find our programs in the top ten and
you will look in vain for colour adverts and fancy packaging.
Nevertheless we have built up a solid following of discerning users
in all parts of the world. Read the reviews of our programs if you can
find them. We have been consistently praised for quality, originality
and value for money.

WHAT DO YOU GET?
The bulk of our cassettes are now made by the factory which
produced the Horizons tape. Programs are recorded twice and
carry on the reverse side an audio narrative to supplement the
operating instructions. Where appropriate, cassettes are accompa-
nied by a comprehensive and clearly written instruction manual.

48K SPECTRUM
"Day of the Match" £5.00
Fascinating and realistic simulation of an entire football season.
Name your own teams if you wish (English league provided on
cassette). Rate each team from one to nine in various success
categories such as attack, defence, manager. etc. Watch the
season unfold. Includes knock -out cup option.

"Ball by Ball" £5.00
Simulates a test match series or one day international series. Set up
your own teams and pool of players (England v Australia provided).
Rate each player's capabilities as batsman and bowler on a one to
nine scale for qualities such as talent, effort, etc. Pick your teams
and play the match. Electronic scoreboard shows progress of a
match. Full supporting score card and series averages.

"Superplan Generator" £12.00
Spreadsheet type program with variable column width and variable
number of columns. Lets you sacrifice columns you don't need to
get more linos.

"Superplan Pack 1". Business Applications £7.00
Ready-made applications programs for sales day book, purchase
day book, cash book and petty cash book.

"Superplan Pack 2". Home Computing £7.00
Ready-made applications programs for home budgeting, nutrition
tables, car running costs and bank statements.

"Superview" £5.00
Simple but effective information display. Up to 42 pages of text and
low-res graphics. Access pages on demand or run in perpetual
'slide -show' mode. Full facilities to create your own pages and build
up an information library on cassette.

16K SPECTRUM
"Superdraw" £5.00
Create full colour high-res pictures and store them on cassette for
use as titles or background screens in other programs. Or just have
fun doodling and build up a cassette library of your creations. Slide
show option allows you to review pictures stored on cassette.

16K ZX81
Here is a selection of titles still available for ZX81. Send s.a.e. for
illustrates catalogue. These are the ZX81 equivalents of the
Spectrum programs described above. Although similar in concept
the specifications fall short of the descriptions given for the
Spectrum.
"FOOTBALL -LEAGUE" Forerunner of "Day of the Match" £4.00
"TEST -MATCH" Forerunner of "Ball by Ball" £4.00
"VIDEO -PLAN" Forerunner of "Superplan" £7.00
"VIDEO -AD" Forerunner of "Superview" £7.00
"VIDEO -SKETCH" Forerunner of "Superdraw" £7.00

Many independent computer shops now stock our products but we
continue to supply by mail order on an off -the -shelf, immediate
delivery basis. Prices include VAT, post and packing in U.K. Add a
bit for postage if you live in Outer Mongolia. (Note: "Day of the
Match" not available until late October 1983).

VIDEO SOFTWARE LTD.,
Stone Lane, Kinver, Stourbridge, West Midlands.

Telephone: 0384 872462

M.D.R.
SAVE ££5 -
CONSULT

US!
Whether you're thinking of
buying a micro, peripherals, or
software, for business or plea-
sure - consult us and we will
advise you as to making the
Right Choice.

 If you know what you want,
we can get you a
GREAT DISCOUNT

 If we can't help you, we will
give you a

FULL REFUND

Write to us at:

MDR
27 Belleville Road
London SIN1 1 6QS

- stating what your purpose or
user -problem is, or what par-
ticular piece of Hardware/Soft-
ware you're interested in. Please
enclose a cheque or postal order
made out to MDR for £7.25

We will reply to your letter by
phone or in writing within 10
days, or you will receive a Full
Refund.

2 23 1613
M.D.R

PC W 281



IF YOU THINK YOL

WITHOUT

YOU CAN PROF

WITHOUT
On the other hand, you too may have

come to realise that a microcomputer

without software is about as much

use as a car without petrol.

In which case you need to read

SOFT every month.

SOFT is the only micro -software

magazine you can buy. A magazine

you can trust to investigate and

explain the importance of packages

which will help you get the most

from your micro.

SOFT will help if you use your

micro for business. With more

comparative reviews than any other

magazine - of wordprocessors,

databases, spreadsheets, and every

other application - SOFT tells you

whether new really is best or

whether the old standard is still the

one you should go for.

SOFT will help if you use your

micro for education. Whether you're

teaching yourself or your kids, SOFT

examines how well packages live up

to their claims, and assesses which

products really are appropriate for you

and your family.

And SOFT will help if you use your

micro for fun. Unlike some magazines,

SOFT isn't flooded with hundreds of

three -line reviews of boring "zap the

282 PC W



CAN SURVIVE

SOFTWARE,

ABLY SURVIVE

SOFT
Klingons" variations. From Ant Attack

to Zaxxon via Eastern Front and Flight

Simulator, SOFT carries only in-depth

evaluations of games

which deserve to be big

sellers. And SOFT's

reviews are at least as

entertaining as the

games themselves.

From March, SOFT

has been substantially

revamped to report,

review and comment on

even more packages

every month. SOFT is

available at all good

newsagents or, alternatively, you

can use the coupon for a post-free

sample of the latest issue.

Please send me a copy of the latest issue of SOFT. I enclose a cheque/postal

order for 85p made out to Sportscene Specialist Press Ltd.

Name

Address

Please send the completed form with your payment to:

SOFT, Sample Copy Offer, 14 Rathbone Place, London P 1 1DE

Telephone 01-631 1433.

L

1

PC W 283



pro.sione. ,
Pro Clone Ltd. Whitehill House,

IUnion Street, Luton, Beds. LU1 3AN

1
Tel: (0582) 418727.

I
I No fuss, High Quality I
I

Prompt and Efficient

data duplication I
I service I

Cassettes - diskettes

I
Printing - Packaging

I

Data Duplication fast.)
284 PCW .



ACOUSTIC COVERS
Whispering Sound
Sense

Stop the
disruptive effect
of a noisy printer
(Noise reductions
of up to 90%
possible)

Available for all makes of printer

Top quality at very competitive prices
Full range of printers and accessories available
Detailed information available immediately

Please send me information on AWS Acoustic Covers 0
Please send me your Computer & Word Processor Supplies Catalogue 0

Name

Company

Address

Tel No

4naLIS
57 Surbiton Road, Kingston-upon-Thames,

11 Surrey KT1 2HG. Tel: 01-541 1188.

PCW285



SANYO COMPUTERS
The hardware and the software!

Leepesf, ,

ritMliann

The fabulous new Sanyo MBC
550/555 with IBM compatibility,
128/256K Ram, 16 bit (8088),

MS-DOS, choice of colour or
monochrome display. Single

(550) or dual (555) disc drives.
Networking facilities are
available.

Included with the 550 are MS-DOS, Sanyo Basic and Micro Pro's, famous Wordstar and

Calcstar. With the 555 you also get mail merge, spellstar, datastar, reportstar
and supersort!

Call us for details, prices and latest news.

Peripherals

Printers Epson FX80, RX80, RX80 Shinwa CP80, Juki, Star Delta 10, Daisy Step

2000 etc. Also, the fabulous new FT -5001 from KDC. From £199 + VAT.

Recorder Sanyo DR 101 £39 + £5.85 VAT. Monitors Sanyo and Teco

NewBrain Computer and Expanded NewBrain system. On special offer. Call us!

We specialise in NewBrain and Sanyo equipment. Free Delivery (England & Wales)

Callers by prior appointment only, please.
To place your order or for more details.

Ring us on Stevenage (0438) 812439 (Tel. Access welcome)

or send Cheque/PO/Access no. to:

ANGELA ENTERPRISES %
4 Ninnings Lane, Rabley Heath, Welwyn, Member

Herts AL6 9TD. Tel: Stevenage (0438) 812439
286 PC W
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s100
BOARDS
A new series of S100 boards
designed to operate in 8 -bit
or dual 8/16 bit systems, fully
meeting the IEEE 696
specification.

CPU 88 Dual processor board with 4MHz Z80A and 5MHz 8088,
an 8 -bit wide data bus. Either processor can be switched
at any time.

256k DRAM A full 256k of memory with 24 bit addressing and 8 -bit or
16 -bit data path. Self refreshing and bank selectable.

COMBO 1 Designed to handle all I/O and subsidary functions,
2 RS232 with software selectable baud rate, 'Centronics'
parallel output, Floppy Disc Controller, Konan Winchester
Controller interface, Real Time Clock Calendar, software
selectable 8 -bit wide EPROM.

In addition we also offer a 4 MHz Z80A processor board (SBMC), a
Floppy Disc Controller (DFDC), 64k Static RAM (SRAM). 4channel serial
I/O (S104), Motherboards and Card Cages, and a frame (DM8000) to form
a complete system. The DM 8000 is complete with 15 slot Card Cage with
Motherboard, two cut-outs for full height 51/4" drives, and a power supply
capable of handling Winchester Drives.

SYSTEMS
These complete systems are based on the DM 8000 frame and come
complete with 10, 20 or 40 Mbyte Winchester with floppy back up. All systems
have 256k dynamic RAM (expandable) as standard and 2 serial I/O ports.
DM 8100 Dual Z80A and 8088 processors available with CP/M-80

and CP/M-86 or MSDOS.
DM 8200 A full 16 -bit computer, available with CP/M-86 or MSDOS.

For full details please contact: MICRO -DIGITAL Engineering
5 Castlesteads
Bancroft
Milton Keynes, MK13 OPS

or telephone Milton Keynes (0908) 310896

Htitt;K),Dtictuvla Engineering
a &risme, of SOU-IURST COMPUTERS LIMITED

TROJA111---
LIGHT PENS

The Trojan Light Pens have received great reviews
throughout the computer trade and are undoubtedly
the finest light pens available for Spectrum and

Dragon owners.
The advanced software enables you to draw pictures
on to your TV screen, create your own designs and
save and reload from tape No experience of pro-
gramming is necessary as the Trojan Pen comes
complete with a new advanced program cassette and

comprehensive instructions.
Each Trojan Light Pen gives the user the following

facilities in HI-RES:
* DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND;  DRAW BOX; a

DRAW CIRCLE; * DRAW LINE; a COLOUR FILL
DESIGNATED AREAS.

ALL FUNCTIONS IN FOUR COLOURS FOR THE
DRAGON. ALL FUNCTIONS IN EIGHT COLOURS ON

THE SPECTRUM.
Available in text: * DATA ENTRY AND PROCESSING;
* MENU SELECTION AND CONTROL; * GAMES

PLAYING.
Also programming hints and tips.

The Spectrum 48K Light Pen is only £17.25 (inc VAT
and P&P). The Dragon 32 Light Pen is only £11.50 (inc

VAT and P&P).

TROJAN PRODUCTS

166 DERLWYN, DUNVANT, SWANSEA SA2 7PF
TEL: (0792) 205491

RX 80T
RX 80F1
FX 80
MX 100F/T III
FX 100F7

GP100A
GP250X
GP700A Colour

OKI 80A
OKI 82A
OKI 83A
OKI 84A (P)
OKI 84A (S)
OKI 92P
OKI 93P
OKI 92S
040 93S

* PRINTERS * *

EPSON

SEIKOSHA

OKI MICROLINE

MANNESMANN TALLY
MT80
MT160
MT180
PIXY PLOTTER

9/45 RO
9/55 RO
11/40 RO
11/55 RO
SHEET FEEDER

STAR WRITER F1040
STAR WRITER F1055
SHEET FEEDER

CIUME

TEC

TOP SAVINGS
PRICE
EX VAT

£229.00
C256.00
C335.00
£375.00
C430.00

£175.00
0219.00
£349.00

£160.00
£269.00
C435.00
C655.00
C730.00
£395.00
C545.00
0460.00
£612.00

C265.00
£495.00
C600.00
£505.00

£1500.00
£1760.00
£1120.00
£1250.00

£490.00

£959.00
£1235.00

£459.00

DIABLO
630 RO
SHEET FEEDER

RICOH
RP 1300S
RP 1600S
RP 1600S SHEET FEEDER
RP 16000 TRACTOR
FLOWRITER

PRINTERS - OTHER
ANADEX DP6500 500cps
BROTHER HR1
CANNON AP400KSR
DRE 8925 240cps
JUKI 6100
OLIVETTI ET121 * INTERFACE
OLIVETTI INK -JET
OLYMPIA ESW102
PRINTRONIX P300 3001pm
SHINWA CP80
SMITH CORONA TP1
STAR DP510
STAR DP515

* MONITORS * *
NEC JB1201ME
NEC JC1201DE
NEC JC1202DHE
PHOENIX P12
SANYO 14in Colour Hi -Res
SANYO 14in Hi -Res

PRICE
EX VAT

£1699.00
£490.00

£945.00
£1165.00

0459.00
£138.00

£1249.00

£1718.00
C525.00
0760.00

£1465.00
C350.00
£830.00
£299.00
£675.00

£3683.70
E240.00
C299.00
£235.00
£299.00

£185.00
£325.00

545.00
C84.50

£280.00
C84.50

* * COMPUTERS * *

256K 0.315MB
256K 0 315MB MONITOR
256K 3151(x2
256K 315Kx2 MONITOR

APRICOT

SIRIUS
128K 1 2MB
128K 2 4MB
256K 2 4MB
2561( 10MB
128K MEMORY EXPANSION
256K MEMORY EXPANSION
512 MEMORY EXPANSION
WASP 40MB STREAKHARDDISK

OLIVETTI
160KB 2x320KB Disk Drives
160KB 2x640KB Disk Dnves
160KB IOMB Hard Disk

SPECTRUM 48K

SPECTRUM

COMMODORE
COMMODORE 64
COMMODORE DISK 1541
COMMODORE C2N CASSETTE
COMMODORE 1525 PRINTER
COMMODORE 64 INTERFACE
IBEX 64/Parallel INTERFACE
COMMODORE 1311 JOYSTICK
COMMODORE 1312 PADDLES
COMMODORE 8096

HX20 EXECUTIVE
HX20
C/X10

MAYFAIR MICROS

EPSON

5TH FLOOR 65 DUKE STREET LONDON W1 TEL 01-629 2487

PRICE
EX VAT

£1275.00
£1440.00
£1445.00
£1575.00

£1675.00
£2025.00
£2165.00
£2995.00
£225.00
[335.00
0473.00

£4495.00

£1995.00
£2395.00
C3995.00

£106.70

£156.51
C165.21

£36.51
£175.00

£29.69
C59.95

C6.09
£11.30

C735.00

£575.00
£375.00

01600.00
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Totally dev4ted to you!
Oric Owner is the official magazine devoted to the Oric 1 and Atmos home computers.
It's crammed full of in-depth information, advance news on the latest add-ons, superb programs and

interviews with the engineers who designed it.
The first issue is absolutely free when you buy your

Oric, so why not keep ahead of the latest developments Please send me the next 6 issues

and subscribe to further issues. A years subscription I enclose a cheque for (cheques payable to Tansoft Ltd)

of 6 issues is now only £10 (£15 overseas) so post Name

the coupon today. Address

Can you imagine life without it?

Postcode

Back issues are available for £1.20 each. If you missed your first
[free issue contact your dealer or Oric Products International who will
supply you with one.

ArainsciF I Tansoft Ltd, Units 1 & 2
Cambridge Techno Park Newmarket Road, Cambridge CB5 8PB it

ORIC OWNER SUBSCRIPTION FORM 7

Ia
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Audiogenic Vic -20 Games...

...never turn your back on them.

Spiders of Mars, Outworld and Cloudburst - three classic cartridge
games - now available on cassette! Bonzo and Kaktus, both bestsellers,
are now joined by the latest crazy mazey game - Shifty! From all major
software shops everywhere.
These incredible games cassettes all require 8K minimum RAM
expansion. All prices include V.A.T. and P. & P.
WRITE OR PHONE FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUES.

Audiogenic, PO Box 88, Reading, Berks, England. Tel: (0734) 586334.



DISC DRIVES
Sinclair QL
compatible

These you really need. Such a beautiful computer
and no fast large scale storage! Our disc drives are
Teac or Epson and are complete with case, control-
ler, power supply connecting cables and mains plug.
Twelve months full warranty. Use still allows RAM etc
to be added later. Plug in and go.
* Single cased, dual sided 40 track 500K total

unformatted £351.00
* Dual cased, dual sided 40 track 1 Mbyte total

unformatted £538.00
* Single cased, double sided 80 track 1 Mbyte total

unformatted £372.00
* Dual cased, double sided 80 track 2 Mbyte total

unformatted £585.00
* Single cased Drivetec 320, 3.3 Mbyte total

unformatted £644.00
* Dual cased Drivetec 320, 6.6 Mbyte total

unformatted £1,099.00
All prices + VAT, delivery included.

X COM (Services) Limited
648 High Road, London E10 6RN

Telephone: 01-539 4147. Telex: 8954853

SINCLAIR and QL are trade marks of
SINCLAIR RESEARCH LIMITED

ATTENTION ALL SIRIUS
AND APRICOT BUYERS

MAECLIPSE COMPUTERS
OUR PRICES PUT

OTHERS IN THE
SHADE

SIRIUS RRP ECLIPSE
1.2MB (128K) 2195 (2.4MB (256K) 2895 OUR PRICES ARE

10MB 3995 TOO GOOD TO BE
PRINTED!!

APRICOT, 2 DRIVES & MONITOR
RRP 1890 ECLIPSE 1580
(Including free software pack)
* FULL RANGE OF SOFTWARE AVAILABLE FOR
BOTH MACHINES *

PHONE ECLIPSE AND ASK FOR IAN OR HOWARD ON
THE HOT LINE

061-793-5622
ADD £30 CARRIAGE AND 15% VAT TO ALL PRICES

PRICES QUOTED ARE STRICTLY CASH WITH ORDER

WHEATSHEAF ESTATE, BOLTON
ROAD, SWINTON, MANCHESTER

HAVING TROUBLE
OBTAINING QUALITY
COMPUTER LENGTH

CASSETTES? . . .

JP MAGNETICS CAN SOLVE YOUR PROBLEM

10 x C.15 for £4.50 + 50p P&P
CASH WITH ORDER

We are specialists in the supply of bulk
custom wound audio/computer cassettes

TRADE AND EDUCATION
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

VERY COMPETITIVE RATES AVAILABLE
- CONTACT US FOR PRICE LIST/

QUOTATIONS NOW

0274.731651

JP MAGNETICS LTD
UNIT 4, 7 MARY ST, BRADFORD BD4 8SW

TEL: (0274) 731651
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ARIES -B20

Add20K
toyourBBC micro

in five minutes
Features
* Adds 20K of useable RAM to

your BBC Micro
* Run programs up to 28K long in

ANY SCREEN MODE
* Extra memory can be used

directly from BASIC I and II,
VIEW 1.4, FORTH, LISP, and
many other existing programs

* ARIES -B20 is compatible with
all correctly written BBC Micro
software, on cassette, disc,
sideways ROM or cartridge

* Don't be deceived: this product
is unique - no other expansion
unit has these capabilities

* Complete compatibility -ARIES-
B20 uses only documented
MOS facilities

* Fitted in 5 minutes using only a
screwdriver

* Simply plugs in inside the case
* No soldering or cutting
* (Unlike some add-on products)

will cause no damage to your

BBC Micro - can be
removed at any time

* Incredibly simple to
use

* Patent applied for

* Designed in Cambridge by
BBC Micro experts

* Top quality manufacture
* Unquestionably the most

important add-on ever
produced for the BBC Micro

* Top software houses are racing
to produce the "super -
programs" made possible by
the extra capacity

* 1 year guarantee.
* Available mail-order only
* Official purchase orders

accepted from bona -fide
educational establishments, all
other trade cash -with -order

* Price £99.95 including post,
packing and VAT

* If not completely satisfied with
your purchase, we will refund
your money in full providing you
return the ARIES -B20 in good
condition in its original
packaging within 14 days

Machine requirements:
* BBC Micro model B
* MOS 1.2 or later
* Plugs into CPU socket and 1

sideways ROM socket

Also available IEEE -488 interface.
Coming soon: Compatible ROM
expansion board.

How to Orden
Send cheque or postal order

made payable to: Cambridge
Computer Consultants Ltd and
forward to:
Cambridge Computer
Consultants Ltd, FREEPOST,
Cambridge CB1 1BR
Telephone Cambridge
0223- 210677

Please send me (Qty) ARIES- B20 (s) at £99.95 (incl. p.p. & VAT).
I enclose a cheque/postal order made payable to
Cambridge Computer Consultants Ltd for £

Signed

Name (block letters)

Address
Post Code

; Cambridge Computer Consultants Ltd, FREEPOST Cambridge CB1 1BR
Telephone Cambridge 0223-210677



It could be so
much simpler.

Training for Lotus 1-2-3TM
Training for dBASE II

2 -day workshops run weekly.

NATIONAL TRAINING SYSTEMS
9a Ulster Terrace, London NW1 4PJ
Telephone 01-935 4555
Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotus Development Corporation.
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Data Link 32

Special Introductory
Offer £365

LIMITED PERIOD ONLY.

Send your urgent mail around the world, error
free, in the space of a telephone call. This 32
thousand character store and forward unit
allows reliable and inexpensive world wide
message transfer. The DATA -LINK 32 may
be connected to the remote office by means
of a modem or an acoustic modem and tele-
phone. It's two key control and menu driven
display ensure ease of operation. An 80 charac-
ter liquid crystal display allows the user to view
and edit stored messages. Any RS232 com-
patible device may be used to enter or print
out stored messages. DATA -LINK 32 user
selectable features include: Automatic error
detection and correction, Handshake protocols
- Xon/Xoff, ETX/ACK, DTR/DSR, Trans-
mission speeds - 75 to 2400 baud.

2 year warranty.

We reserve the right to make changes and improvements in our
products which may affect the accuracy of the information
contained in this advertisement.

Design
International
Ltd, (0257) 452197

ter
for your Spe

Smart executivetype case, purpose built, with locks,
special hinges and lift-off lid.

Internal console allows neat installation of computer, power supply
and printer in fitted recesses. Provision for housing tape recorders up to
28cm x 15cm.

Aluminium switch panel eliminates constant removal of plugs for both
save/load and power off facilities and provides sockets for tape recorder
leads, to allow operation in convenient position shown.

All internal wiring and leads supplied to allow easy plug-in installation.
Case lid fitted with shock absorbing foam to protect components when

closed and with retaining straps for neat storage of mains and T.V. aerial
leads.

£4495
(plus p & p)

 Solves storage problems
Computer angled for

--..Konvenient use
Awids lengthy setting up
Hides most of wiring

 Case and console moulded in
black grained ABS plastic

Treetop Designs, 61 Widmore Road,
Bromley. Kent. BRI 3AA.

To: Treetop Designs
Freepost, Bromley, Kent. BR I 3UZ

Please supply cases at
£47.45 each (incl. p&p and insurance)

My cheque/P.O. for f.
is made payable to Treetop Designs

PLEASE PRINT NAME AND
ADDRESS

Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.
If you are not satisfied we shall of course
refund your money, if you return the
case undamaged within 14 days.
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Turbo Charge your ZX81 with our

ZX81 -FORTH ROM
with multi -tasking

Replaces your basic ROM to give you a totally new system.
The unique screen editor allows you to edit programs while
other programs are executing. Runs more than 10 tasks at
once. Schedule tasks to run from 50 times per second to
once a year. Ideal for control purposes. Uses all ASCII
characters and restores the keyboard to normal operation.
It contains a real-time clock and a large number of 32 -bit
words. Supports the ZX Printer. Allows machine code defi-
nition and needs at least 2K of memory. Supports 16K, 32K
and 64K RAM -packs. Three times faster than fig -FORTH, but
fig compatible. Available as a 'fit -it -yourself EPROM, with an
extensive manual for £25 plus VAT. Some ready -converted
ZX81's available.

Floating-point extension ROM - out soon!

Coming Soon!
FORTH -I/O cartridge for Spectrum - E59 plus VAT

Ask for details

And the old favourites:
nas-FORTH for Nascom £25 + VAT

pet -FORTH from £25 + VAT

David Husband
SKYWAVE SOFTWARE, 73, Curzon Road,

Boscombe, Bournemouth, BH1 4PW
Tel: 0202-302385
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We'll open your eyes
towhatyou can odo

withyour personal
computer.

Visi Oh is a revolutionary new type of
business software from the makers of Visi Calc.
Until you've seen it in action you won't
believe it. You won't believe how in minutes
you can use your PC screen like the top of your
desk shifting information from file to file. Or how
simply you can learn to integrate spreadsheet
calculations with word processing and business
graphics and many other applications. You won't
believe how much better budgeting, faster
forecasting and extra personal
productivity you can get from
your PC...Until you've had a
`hands-on' demonstration at
your nearest computer dealer.

Your
Nearest
MR On
Dealers

AVON: Bristol. Colston Computer
Centre, 0272 276619
BEDFORDSHIRE: Luton.
Shurland Computers, 0582 450710
 BERKSHIRE: Eton. MBS Soft.
07535 68171  Horton. MBS Soft,
02812 3865 Reading. Care
Software Technology. 0734 55521

Slough. Granada
Microcomputer Services. 0753
820966  BUCKINGHAMSHIRE:
High Wycombe. Debu$ Data
Services. 0494 448 I 77
CHESHIRE: Risley. MBS Soft. 0925
822261.  DERBYSHIRE: Derby.
Davidson Richards. 1)332 366803.

DEVON: Paignton. Devon
Computers, 0803 526303.
Plymouth. JAD Computers. 0752
662616 HAMPSHIRE:

Burseldon. Interface Network Ltd.
0421 212816. Southampton.
Computerland. 07113 39574
Winchester. Microchips. 0962
68085 HERTFORDSHIRE:
Hemel Hempstead. Data Efficiency.
0442 60155  Welwyn Garden City.
Tesco Business Centre. 07073
395(12 HUMBERSIDE: Hull.
Microprocessor Services. 0482
23146  LONDON: EC2. Personal
Computers. 1(1-377 12)11)  SWI6.
Pete & Pam Computers. 01-769
1022  SW19, Intelligence UK, 01-
740 5758 WI. Planning
Consultancy. 01-839 8890  WI.
Programs Unlimited. 01-487 3351
 WI4. Computacenter. 111-6(12

8405  WC I Bonsai. 01-58110902 
WCI. Spartex. 01-833 1867  WC2.

Digitus. 01-379 6968 WC2.
Informatics ( UK 1 Ltd, 01-242 0770

MANCHESTER: MI6. Cytek
(UK ).061 8724682  MIDDLESEX:
Teddington, Stag Terminals. 01-
977 3288  Uxbridge. Zynar. 0895
59831  NORTHAMPTONSHIRE:
Northampton. Computerworld.
0604 :11661 NORTHERN
IRELAND: Belfast. ICS Computing
Ltd. (1232 564:15
OXFORDSHIRE: Oxford. Oxford
Data Systems. 0865 717721)
SCOTLAND: Aberdeen, Abtex
Computer systems. 0224 647074 
Edinburgh. Scotbyte Computers.
(131 343 1005  Glasgow. The
By teshop (Glasgow (.1)41 221 8202
 STAFFORDSHIRE: Burton on
Trent, Peach Data Services, 11283

37601 Stafford, Micro
Applications, 0785 43414 SURREY:
Kingston Upon Thames. Geisco.
01-546 1(177  TYNE & WEAR:
Washington, Microcomputing,

0914176018  W. MIDLANDS:
Birmingham, Computer Services.
Midlands, (121 382 4171
Birmingham, CPS Data Systems,
021 707 3866 Birmingham,
Specialist Computer Centre. 021
643 4743  WALES: Swansea,
Computer Supplies (Swansea).
0792 297845 YORKSHIRE:
Bradford, RAM Computer
Services, 0274 391166  Sheffield,
Datron Micro Centre, 0742 585400

York. Yorkshire Micro-
computers, 0904 642941.

Test DriveVisi On on an IBM PC. XT.
Visi On I ntro-

duction to Personal
Computing. When you

test drive Visi On at your
dealer. We'll send you a
free copy of "Introducing
Visi On" (160pp).
retailing at 115

'Offer valid until 30th April 1984.

FUT HERE AND TAKE THIS COUPON TO YOUR NEAREST VISI ON DEALER,
SEE ABOVE FOR PHONES, OR SEND TO RAPID TERMINALS AT RAPID
HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS HP11 2ER.
I wish to test drive Visi On. Please have my nearest dealer contact me to fix a
demonstration.D I wish to receive more information about Visi On. El

1

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

PHONE

Visi On from VisiCorp is a Rapid Winners Product and Rapid Terminals
1....are sole UK distributors.
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meansbusiness
DISKING MEANS BUSINESS

* FREE SOLID BRASS LACQUER PEN for ALL Computer
Write or call (24hr answering) for our General Price List. Name

magazine and you will get your pen.
OUR business is here to serve YOUR business, and if you don't
slickest and most reliable UK disk supplier -we'll refund your

UK P&P is free, if we can't ship inside 4 working hours!'

Users *
this

find us the
monies in full.

FREE WITH EVERY TEN -PACK
OF DISKETTES FROM DISKING

1. SEE 10 LIBRARY BOX
The Superb See 10 library
box for storing and \
displaying ten diskettes.
Available individually at
£2.50 exc VAT, see under
'Diskette storage' PLUS

2. Disking COLOUF
CODERS'

A multicoloured pack of tel
fibre tipped pens for colou

coding your diskette labels-,, ..
Available individually at 49r

exc VAT per pack of to

reinforcement.

MEMOREX

-.?....4".- *..-

...r ?;4

MEMORY EXCELLENCE
Memorex diskettes will work well in ANY computer - they
have a reputation which is second to none.
51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for single OR double density and with hub ring

PRICES EXC VAT
10-40 50-90 100+

3481 SiS 48 tpi 21.90 20.90 19.90
349113/S 48 tpi 27.90 26.90 25.90
3504 S/S 96 tpi 27.90 26.90 25.90
3501 D S 96 tpi 35.90 34.90 33.90

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track
10 & 16 Hard Sector at same prices

\

0AW'vA

MAXELL - The Gold Standard
Maxell's newly packaged diskettes, consistently
meet or exceed all standards.
A quality to match the best.

51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density 48 tpi
media with hub ring
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100 +
MD1-D S/S 48 tpi 24.90 23.90 22.90
MD2-D D'S 48 tpi 32.90 31.90 30.90
MD1-DD S'S 96 tpi 32.90 31.90 30.90
MD2-DD D/S 96 tpi 42.90 41.90 40.90

48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track
10 & 16 Hard Sector at same prices

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100+
FD1-128 SiS S. 29.90 28.90 27.90
FD1-XD S/S D'D 34.90 33.90 32.90
FD2-XD D/S D/D 39.90 38.90 37.90
32 Hard Sector available at same price

Dysan

VA 1.11.',-a ti

Diskette

1,;,.0. Dysan Quality
110 ' maintained - prices redu

DYSAN
With new lower prices Dysan's impeccable
reputation is now a bargain. Go on, spoil yours
51/4" DISKETTES
Certified for Single OR Double Density, and al
with Hub Ring reinforcement
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100+
104/1D S/S 48 tpi 23.90 22.90 21.90
104/2D D/S 48 tpi 34.90 33.90 32.90
204/1D S/S 96 tpi 34.90 33.90 32.90
204/2D DiS 96 tpi 42.90 41.90 40.90
48 tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track
96 tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track
10 & 16 Hard Sector at same prices

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100+
3740/1 S/S SID 29.90 28.90 27.90
3740/10 S/S D/D 32.90 31.90 30.90
3740/20 D/S D/D 40.90 39.90 38.90
32 Hard Sector available at same price

DISKING 'SHATTERING' OFFER

MEMOREX
441 '

rVIEIVIOREX Hn
. t3sm

dB SERIES 90

To prove just how good MEMOREX
are, we at Disking are packing a
FREE MEMOREX C-90 Cassette
tape with every ten -pack of
MEMOREX floppies until June 30th
1984. This offer does not affect any of
our other promotions, and is in addi-
tion to them.

'PERFECT DATA' CLEANING KIT
In our experience the only cleaning kit that really
works, and works reliably.
Part No: Description Price
CK5 For 51/4" Drives 14.90
CK8 For 8" Drives 14.90

51/4" DISKING SUPERMAILERS
Will mail up to 4 diskettes in their envelopes, and
very rigid due to copyright design. Packed in
100'S.

Part No: Desc. 100 200 300
DSM Mailers 24.90 22.90 19.90

Disking Swing Lid Box
NEW Product!
STORES 60 MINIDISKS ....
Keep your lid on with the new superior Noi 41111 ,....:0-

anti -static Disking lockable swing -lid
box with convenient hinged smoked
Perspex lid, dividers and two keys.
Always keeps your disks in perfect
condition and even has concealed
carrying handles front and rear for
your convenience
PRP is 21 50. Our price exc VAT is just
Part No: Description
DSLB 60 Minidisk capacity

1-3 4,
17 90 15.!

Packed individually and 4 to an outer carton

.-...=144-11-.Vt'-^-4:"rr"'- ..,.'"--='-'7-:.0 -^..''-

SONY
3" MICRODISK 10-40 50-90 100 -,1/2

OM -D3320 S/Sided 42.90 41.90 40.90

(Auto shutter 0.5 MByte rating)
No library box available yet -sorry
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How To Contact DISKING:
By Telephone:
By Telex:
By PRESTEL:

By FAX:

(0428) 722563
858623 Telbur G
Page 2477310 - Please allow 5 days
for the order to reach us.
(0252) 721521

DISKING INTERNATIONAL
FREEPOST
LIPHOOK
HAMPSHIRE
GU30 7BR
UNITED KINGDOM

U.K. SHIPPING RATES INC. INS. BUT EXC. VAT
1/4" DISKETTES 8" DISKETTES 51/4' NEW 'SEE 10' LIBRARY BOXES DISKING SUPERMAILERS (51/4" only)
-2 PACKS each pack 95p 1-2 PACKS each pack (a, 1.60 SEE 10 1-4 off 40p 100 -PACK 3.00
-5 PACKS each pack 75p 3-5 PACKS each pack a/ 1.20 SEE 10 5-9 off af 30p DISKING COLOUR CODERS
-9 PACKS each pack at 60p 6-9 PACKS each pack ai) 90p SEE 10 10+ (a/ 20p 10 -Pack Multicolours 25p
3+ PACKS " POST FREE * 10+ PACKS * POST FREE * 8" LIBRARY BOXES LOCKABLE DISKETTE STORAGE
'/4" CLEANING KITS 8" CLEANING KITS LB8 1-4 off (d 60p All versions: 1 off 2.00, 2-7 off 1.30
ame postal rate as packs of 51/4" Same postal rate as packs of 51/4" LB8 5-9 off (a 45p each, 8+ post free
skettes, 10+ POST FREE diskettes, 10+ POST FREE LB8 10+ at 30p

Verbatim.

italife- Five Year Warranty
3 easy to see why they're the world market
bders. Perfect data retention everytime - for a
?time - Datalife.
14" DISKETTES
Ktified for Single OR Double Density, and all
ih Hub Ring reinforcement
IICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90
3525 S'S 48 tpi 22.90 21.90
3550 D/S 48 tpi 29.90 28.90
D577 S/S 96 tpi 28.90 27.90
3557 D'S 96 tpi 36.90 35.90
tpi suitable for 35 or 40 track
tpi suitable for 77 or 80 track
& 16 Hard Sector at same prices

DISKETTES
IICES EXC VAT

100+
20.90
27.90
26.90
34.90

10-40 50-90 100+
)34-9000 S/S S& Dens 31.90 30.90 29.90
)34-8000 S/S alDens 31.90 30.90 29.90
)34-4001 D'S a Dens 36.90 35.90 34.90
Hard Sector available at same price

Verbatim.

VEREX
Verbatim Verex come with a full one year warranty
but at a very popular price - you can't lose!
51/4" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100+
MD200-01 S SS D Soft 19.90 18.90 17.90
MD200-ASS SS D Apple 19.90 18.90 17.90

8" DISKETTES
PRICES EXC VAT

10-40 50-90 100+
FD34-1500 S SS DSoft 22.90 21.90 20.90
FD32-1500S SD D Hard 22.90 21.90 20.90
DD34-1501 D SD DSoft 29.90 28.90 27.90

STOP PRESS * STOP PRESS *
STOP PRESS * STOP PRESS

400 Brand New, Unlabelled Grey Superluxe Disk
Libraries (20 minidisk capacity) at half price to
clear. Minimum order quantity 10 pieces.
Only ... 4.90 each. (3.00 p&p per 10, 30+ FREE)
This offer is open to the trade OR end users.
First come first served.

E 10 LIBRARY BOXES
res 10 Minidisks AND when open displays them all at the same
3- Quite simply the best library box there is!
ICES EXC VAT
t No: Description 1-49 50-

10 Library Box 2.50 2.20

3 Library Box 3.00 3.00
A LOCKABLE DISKETTE STORAGE
!se storage boxes come in four sizes. two for mini disks and two
3" disks.
ry hold 40 or 80 diskettes and come complete with keys and
ders.

ICES EXC VAT
1 No:
5

Description
40 minidisk capacity
80 minidisk capacity
40 8" diskette capacity
80 8" diskette capacity

Price
14.90
18.90
18.90
27.90

HARD DISKS FOR YOUR MICRO
We can supply Hard Disk sub systems for most
micros - 5Mb from 1190.00 up to 40MB from
2480.00 - please call for details.

SAGE BUSINESS SOFTWARE
With a SAGE fully integrated Sales, Nominal &
Purchase ledger system costing only 375.00 how
can you go wrong?
In fact they even let you try -before -you -buy for
only 20.00, and refund that against your purchase.
Please call for a full list of packages and prices.
We will enclose a FREE pack of ten diskettes with
every SAGE software package sold.

NORMAL ORDERS - WE NOW WELCOME ALL OFFICIAL
GOVERNMENT ORDERS

We welcome orders from all Government Bodies including Schools.
Universities. Colleges. Hospitals. the Utilities. Research Establishments.
Armed Forces. the Ministries and local Authorities etc. We will despatch
within 4 working hours from receipt of your official order number received
either by post or over the telephone.

Everyone else cheques with order please payable to DISKING. If you
are a large establishment. and cannot raise cheques without an invoice
please post or telephone us with your order. and we will send a pro -forma
invoice by return, for your accounts department to pay against. Also bear
in mind. that you do have to pay VAT. which will be added to these prices

If you are in any doubt. please telephone us for assistance.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS
We welcome Access (Mastercharge). Barclaycard (VISA) & Diners Club
International. & there is NO credit card surcharge. You may write your
C Card No. on your order or telephone the order day or night. 365 days a
year. You may speak for as long as you like (but please speak up and
don't leave long gaps otherwise our machine thinks you've gone home)
and don't forget to give the following details:
1 Day time telephone number
2 Cardholder Name & Address
3 Delivery Invoice Address if different
4 Your Credit Card Number
5 Part Nos and quantity of what you wish to order
6 Normal, First Class or Special Post

YOU MAY LEAVE THE REST TO US!!

URGENT ORDERS
If you're posting your order, omit the word FREEPOST
from our address, and use our normal postcode GU30
7EJ and do not forget to stamp it FIRST CLASS. If you are
a Government body as defined under 'NORMAL
ORDERS' and are telephoning your official order OR are
an individual or company using your Credit Card No,
please make it clear that you wish to pay for your goods to
be sent to you by FIRST CLASS POST.

FIRST CLASS RATES
EXC VAT 5'/4" 8"
First TEN -PACK 2.00 2.50
Second & subsequent
TEN -PACK 1.50 2.00

DESPERATE ORDERS U.K.
Your options are:
DATAPOST Next day U.K. - order by 3.00pm or:
EXPRESSPOST Same day (ENGLAND) - order by
10.30am
Please telephone for further information.

PRICES SUBJECT TO EXCHANGE RATES &
AVAILABILITY

WATCH THIS SPACE TRADE CORNER WATCH THIS SPACE

* * FREE AEROPLANE * *

Being in the micro trade means you're dynamic
and energetic but probably sit in front of your VDU
too long like we do. So we've devised a way of
getting you out into tne fresh air - an aeroplane
that flies. Just call and ask for your flier and of
course we'll send you our 1984 trade price list
(Yes it's printed at last and even our secretary
can't believe it) We'll include your FREE sample
unlabelled diskette and supermailer AND an
application form for a DPC card to enable you to
buy at our 10,000 prices yet order only in '50s.
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PROGRAMSMICROMART
Apple Compatibles
Unbeatable
Prices

Free Peanut T -Shirt orders
over £50, state S.M.L.

Disc Drives
T1 National Panasonic, half height 179.00
T2 National Panasonic, half height, D/sided 249.00
HD1 New Mitac 10 M/byte hard drive 1095.00
Printers
For any computer with Centronics I/F
New low cost Daisystep, daisywheel 259.00
Shinwa CP80 192.00
Star Gemini 10X 210.00
Peanut KGP40, 40 column, plain paper 115.00
Peripheral Cards
Complete range available for your Apple, at new low prices, e.g.
Z80 CP/M: 32.00; 80 column: 42.00; 16K RAM: 36.00 etc..
many more - ask for list.
ComPuters
Two New models: RX8800, 64K, multifunction keyboard:
325.00; PC2000, business model, fitted twin disc drives,
printer output, RGB, PAL, serial. Runs CP/M, Basic, Pascal,
Forth etc: 795.00. Ask for details.
Carriage: under £100 add £3; over £100 add £5;
VAT add 1 5% (printers add £7)

Peanut computer
Unit 22W, Low Mill
DEWSBURY WF1 3 3LX
Tel: (0924) 499366 ext.W

Access
Welcome

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

HOUPSIElkil Computer
Interfaces

We specialise in computer cables made up to your
requirements at the lowest prices anywhere.

TEAC 100K disc drive £150.00
Wabash SS/SD 100k discs £15.00
Epson FX80 £361.00
Epson RX80 £261.00
Epson RX80 F/T £281.00
Epson FX100 £476.00
Also Seikosha, TEC. Buffers from 2k to 512k. A
selection of ribbons for most printers.
Epson FX £3.60 Shinwa CP80 £3.60
SCM TP-1 £2.00 Seikosha GP80 £3.60
Paper per 2000 sheets £12.00
Plotters, Monitors, Modems, C12 cassettes and Dust
covers for most printers & computer.

SEND NOW FOR OUR FULL DETAILED
PRICE -LISTS

Delivery within 30 miles oflondon FREE!
All prices shown are exclusive of VAT

MAIL ORDER ONLY

22 GREENHAM HOUSE.
55 STANBOROUGH ROAD. HOUNSLOW,

MIDDLESEX TW3 1 YF
Tel: 01-572 0656

NEW for NEWBRAIN

BUSINESS: (5, 42=5 cassette 42 progs)
Business Secretary/Accounts (5, 42) £230
10 Business Files (25, 10) £120
Integrated File progs (5, 9) £95
COSTING (including musical instrument making) each £24

APPLICATIONS:
Hotel, Restaurant billing/AND file from £24/14
Estate Agency/AND File from £24

HOME:
Home Secretary/Accounts (3, 19)
3000 -item SHOPPING list
375 -COCKTAIL files
CARD GAMES COMPENDIUM each vol.
Dice games and board games

£83
£11
£13

£10/13

ITALI N Dishes £13

No VAT: Carr. included

Mail Order incl. Access (no callers):

'0XscP"

EBORSOFT
Dept. PCW, 81 Hull Road, York Y01 3JS

Phone: (0904) 411873 (ansaphone lam-1pm)
Catalogue free: Business documentation £1 note

PCW is interested in programs written in any of the major programming
languages for all home and small business micros.

When submitting programs to PCW please include the following:-
(a) A cassette or disk of the program

(b) A listing on plain, white paper (typewritten if no printer available)
(c) Comprehensive but brief documentation (d) A suitable sae

Please mark (a), (b) and (c) with your name, address, program title,
machine (state minimum RAM where appropriate) and- if possible- a
daytime phone number. All programs must, please, be fully debugged.

Programs are paid for at the rate of £50 per page of published listing, plus
a£100 bonus for the Program of the Month, and must be the original work

of the author and not previously published. Send contributions to:
Surya, PCW Programs, 62 Oxford Street, LondonW1A 2HG.

A program for each of the three
Commodore home micros this month.
'Wordsquare' is an aid to designing
puzzles of the same name on a PET. 'Tax
analysis' is a VIC 20 program which
calculates your tax liability for the
preceding financial year. 'Plane attack'
is a fast action game for the Commod-
ore 64.

BBC users have five programs to
choose from. 'Terminal programs'
comprises two simple communica-
tions programs for the Model B.
'Splash!' is a complex board game -
the instructions are straightforward,
working out the best move is the

complicated bit! 'Abacus' is an educa-
tional program graphically illustrating
the use of an abacus. 'Pursuit Ship' is an
enjoyable game with an annoying
soundtrack. 'Disassembler' is included
mainly on the merits of its speed and
the easy -to -follow display.

r
Games

Scientific/mathematic

Business

Toolkit/utilities

Educational/Computer
Aided Learning

Program of the Month

BBC SPLASH!
by Jeff Aughton

'Splash!' is an infuriating strategy will interfere with the first. Predicting
game for a 32k BBC Micro. A colour the way in which a further stone will
display is essential to the game unless affect the existing pattern of ripples is
you happen to be a genius at working what the game is all about. Full
out grey scales! instructions are given within the

The game is played on a 7x7 board program.
and is based on waves. If you drop a Seasoned PCW Programs readers
stone into a pond, ripples will spread will spot theJeff Aughton touch-who
outwards from the centre. If you then else could call a delay procedure with
drop another stone into a different part the statement PROCrastinate?
of the pond, the second set of ripples

10 REM SPLASH - A GAME BY J.AUGHTON (FOR P.K.)
20 MODE7:VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
30 PROCrules -

40 PROCinitialise
50
60 REPEAT
70 MODE2:VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
80 PROCstart
90 PROCboard
100 REPEAT
110 MY.=3-117.

120 COLOUR7:COLOURI28
130 IF M%=1 THEN PROCyou ELSE PROCme
140 IF Tot%(M%)>24 THEN Win=1
150 UNTIL Win
160 PROCgover

.

170 PROCyorn("ANOTHER GAME? (Y/N)")
180 UNTIL No
190 END
200
210 DEFPROCinitialise
220 DIM A%(11,11),Tot%(2)
230 DIM Tabl 24,Tab2 24,Board 121
240 Temp=800:Tot=&71
250 SlankS=CHRS(30)+STRING$(20," ")+CHRS(30)
260 PROCtable(Tabl)
270 FOR I%=1 TO 11:FOR J%=1 TO 11
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PROGRAMS
PROCupdate(I%,J%,-1) z80

:90 NEXTJ%,I%
300 PROCass
310 ENDPROC
20
330 DEFPROCstart
:40 CLS: RESTORE 2990
50 PROCtable(Tab2)

360 FOR I%=3 TO 9:FOR J%=3 TO 9
370 PROCupdate(i%,J%,0)
380 NEXT J%, I%
.390 First=I:Win=0:Tot%(1)=0:Tot%(2)=0
4.00 PROCyorn("Want to start? (Y/N)")
410 IF Yes THEN M%=2 ELSE MX=1
420 PROCrastinate(200)
430 ENDPROC
440
450 DEFPROCboard
460 CLS
470 GCOL0,5:COLOUR6
400 FOR IX=96 TO 992 STEP 128
490 MOVE I%,64:DRAW I%,736
500 NEXT
510 FOR I%=64 TO 736 STEP 96 0
520 MOVE 96,I%:DRAW 992,1%
530 NEXT
540 PRINTTAB(2,6)"ABCDEF G"
550 FOR IX=1 TO 7
560 PRINTTAB(0,7+3*I%);I%
570 NEXT
580 FOR C7.=0 TO 4
590 I%=11:J%=C%+4:PROCshade
600 PROCupdate(IZ,J%,-I)
610 NEXT

COLOURO:COLOUR135 620

630 PRINTTAB (0,31 ) "Score: You=0 Me=0 ":
6:- ENDPROC
,,,50

660 DEFPROCyou
670 PRINTBlank$:"Letter? ";
680 REPEAT
690 X%=GET-62
700 UNTIL (X%>2 AND X%<10) OR X%=19
710 IF X%=19 THEN PROCquit ELSE PROCcont
120 ENDPROC
/30
'40 DEFPROCcont
50 VDU X%+62
/60 PRINTTAB(11,0)"Number? ";
70 REPEAT
/80 YX=GET-46
790 UNTIL Y%>2 AND Y%<10

. 000 VDU Y%+46
010 IF A%(X%,Y7.)>=0 THEN PROCplay("Y") ELSE M/.' -'L
020 ENDPROC
830
040 DEPPROCquit
050 PROCyorn(Blank$+"Want to quit? (Y/N)")
060 IF Yes THEN Win=2 ELSE. M%=2
070 ENDPROC
880
890 DEFPROCme
900 PRINTBlank$:"It's my move..."
910 PROCrastinate(150)
920 IF First THEN PROCquess ELSE PROCthink

411 97( PRINTBlank$:"I will move to ":
940 VDU X%+62,32,Y7,+46
950 PROCrsstinate(200)
960 PROCplay("M")
970 ENDPROC
980
990 DEFPROCquess
1000 First=0
1010 REPEAT
1020 X%=RND(9):Y%=RND(9)
:1030 UNTIL AX(X%,Y%)>=0
1040 ENDPROC
1050
1060 DEFPROCthink
1070 IF Tot%(1)>20 THEN RESTORE 3040:PROCtablefab-H
1080 IF Tot%(2)>22 THEN RESTORE 2990:PROCtable(Tab2,
1090 Max X=0
1100 FOR X%=3 TO 9:FOR Y%=3 TO 9

0

1110 IF A%(X%,Y%)>=0 THEN PROCchoose
1120 NEXT Y%,X%
1130 X%=X1%:Y%=Y1%
1.140 ENDPROC
1150
1160 DEFPROCchoose
1170 ?(Temp)=11*Y%-11+X%
1.180 CALL. BEST
1190 IF ?(Tot)>Max% THEN Max%=?(Tot):X1%=X%:Y1%=Y%
1200 ENDPROC
1210

411 1220 DEFPROCplay(A$)
1230 PROCsplash(0,200,A$)
1240 PROCsplash(1,100,A$)

MICROMART

Isn't it time you stopped
running your computer
at printer speed?

In ten seconds, your computer can
output enough print data to keep

your printer busy for fine minutes,
or longer.

With some applications, this simple fact can
mean that the computer spends 90% of its
working day waiting for the printer, instead of
computing. But the solution is cheap,
effective, and painless-and its here today.

Concurrent printing saves
time and money.
Plug a print buffer into your micro
system, and profit from the one
really useful feature of concurrent
processing: computing while you
print.

t time you are locked out of your computer ('V invoice
printing. graphics dumping, or whatever. remember that
installing one of our buffers will get your computer back
to computing, fast.

For the IBM PC matrix printer and Epson MX and FX
printers. the E/Buffer with 161: of data storage capacity
is just 109.25, including postage and VAT The 32k ver-
sion is £1437.5; the 64k version £201.25.

Data buffers loran other printers or plotters, and for use
o 5th other micro and mini computers, in RAM sizes from
3k to 256k.

A)Line Computer Systems
Di,tr,bufors of data buffers: prirl,
buffers: buffered and unbuffered

protocol converters

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES!!
On Apple Compatible Peripheral Cards

Buy direct from us to obtain all your Apple II
compatible peripheral requirements at lowest
prices available anywhere.

APPLE Compatible 6502 Computer £254.55
RAM Card 16k £34.50
RAM Card 128k £151.95
80 -Column Card £46.95
80 -Column card + auto 40/80 column switch £69.95
Z-80 CP/M Card £37.95
Super Sound PAL Card £33.85
EPROM Writer Card £41.50
Speech Synthesiser Card £25.95
Serial Interface Card RS232 £36.20
Disc Drive Controller Card £25.95
Disc Copy Card £30.75
Self -Centering Joystick £11.95

All our prices include air -mail postage to Europe
except for the Apple Compatible Computer. For
this item, please add £10.00 for delivery by sea,
or £30.00 for air -mail.
Send for our new catalogue - available now.

COMMUNICATIONS ASSOCIATES
Dept. PCW, GPO Box 7779, FiONG KONG

0) '11.291'



MICROMART
SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY
VOLUME I-STATISTICS & FITTING FUNCTIONS
Mean, SD, normal distribution, partial expectation,
Chauvenets criterion, least squares fit to polynominal

and arbitrary function, repetitive least squares fits,

covariance matrix, chi -squared statistic, matrix

inversion, solution of simultaneous equations.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a Simplex tableau, integer

programming, partial integer programming,
conversational linear programming system, least cost

mix problem.
VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS

Ranking, quantiles, frequency, 2 -way table,

correlation coefficient, T, chi -squared and F
distributions and their inverses, T test, chi -squared

test, Wilcoxson test, linear and multiple regression,

ANOVA 1 -way and 2 -way.
VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS &

SORTING ALGORITHMS
Fourier, FFT, Laplace, numerical integration and
differentiation. Exchange sort, Quicksort, Shell sort,

Tree sort.
Manuals including full source listings with
implementation notes and documentation -
BASIC £25 per volume PASCAL130 per volume

Software in CP/M (8" SSSD) or DEC RT-I I
(RX01) formats - £75 + VAT per volume.

CP/M TO DEC FILE TRANSER
Software to read and write RTI I format RXOI
diskettes under CP/M. Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette

- £25 + VAT.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD
57 Station Road, Southwater, Horsham

W. Sussex. Tel: 0403 731818

ILL BUSINESS
MACHINE?

Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd. are
specialists in the repair and service of the
IBM range of Personal Computers and
associated peripherals.
We offer a fast on -site nationwide service or
alternatively repairs can be carried out at our
workshops should you wish to bring your
machine in to us.

Maintenance contracts are available at very
competitive prices.
We also specialise in the repair of Commod-
ore, Apple, Superbrain and Osborne.
Trade enquiries welcome
For further information telephone or write
to:-

Mr. D. Wilkinson
Anita House,

15 Clerkenwell Close,
London EC1 R OAD
Tel: 01-253 2444

0
0 1J

71,11' cT

("1

ELEMENTARY MY DEAR WATSON!!
Sherlock Holmes (Melbourne) Spectrum 48k £11.95
Classic Adventure (Melbourne) Spectrum 48k £6.00
The Hobbit (Melbourne) C64/Spectrum/BBC B £11.65

ALL OFFERS AVAILABLE UNTIL END OF APRIL
UTILITIES

ED Assembler (Pictureque) £8.00
Spectrum Monitor (Picturesque) £7.00
Word Processor (Ouicksilva) £5.20
Hisoft Pascal (Hisoft) £22.00
Sprite Designer (ISP) £5.20

All prices include p&p. Send sae for list, state
machine. Cheques and P.O's to

LA MER SOFTWARE
22 West Street, Weston -super -Mare, Avon

Telephone: 0934 26339

PROGRAMS
''

1250 PROCsplash(2,100,A$)
1260 ENDPROC
1270
1.280 DEFPROCsplash(D%,W%,A$)
1290 FOR I%=X%-D% TO X%+D%
( 7 (7 cl FM 37..-21.7",. ru Vi.+-tri.

e tmo c7./.=A7.(Ix,x4)

t7.1 SOUND 17+1A,-9,4*RND(20)+40*D7.03-2*D%
L'320 IF CX>=0 THEN PROCshade
1321) IF C%=4 AND D%=2 THEN PROCtake(A$)
1340 NEXT J%,I%
0350 PROCrastinate(W%)
1360 ENDPROC
1370
1380 DEFPROCshade
1390 IF C%=7 THEN K%=1 ELSE K%=(C%+1)MOD8-2*(C%=4)
1400 PROCupdate(I%,J%,K%)
1410 GCOLO,A%(I%,J%)
1420 MOVE128* I %-280,932-96*J%
1430 MOVE128*I%-168,932-96*J%
1440 PLOT81,-112,88:PLOT81,112,0
1450 ENDPROC
1460
1470 DEFPROCtaKe(A$)

49 1480 COLOURO:COLOUR135
1490 PRINTTAB(2*I%-4,3*J%+1):A$
1500 PROCupdate(I7..,J%,-1)
1510 Tot%(M7.)=Tot7.(M%)+1
1520 PRINTTAB(11,31);Tot%(1);
1530 PRINTTAB(17,31):Tot7(2):
1540 ENDPROC
1550
1560 DEFPROCupdate(X%,Y%,K%)
1570 A%(X%,Y%)=K%
1580 ?(Board+11*Y%-11+X%)=K%
1590 ENDPROC
1600

. 1610 DEFPROCtable(X%)
1620 FOR I%=0 TO 23
1630 READ Y%
1640 ?(X%+I%)=Y%
1650 NEXT
1660 ENDPROC
1670
1680 DEFPROCrastinate(W%)
1690 T%=TIME
1700 REPEAT UNTIL TIME>TX+WX
171.0 ENDPROC e

1720
1730 DEFPROCgover

ID

41/ 1740 PROCrastinate(2o0)
1750 COLOUR7:COLOUR128:CLS
1760 IF Win=1 THEN PROCcomment ELSE PROCabandon
1770 ENDPROC
1780
1790 DEFPROCcomment
1800 D%=ABS(Tot%(1)-Tot%(2))
1810 A$"'"That was a near one!"
1820 IF D%>2 THEN A$="WOW!- a close game!"
1830 IF D%>4 THEN A$="What a good game!!"
1840 IF D'/.:'6 THEN A$="An easy win !!"
1850 IF D%>8 THEN A$="A MASSACRE",!,!!!"
1860 PRINT'A$ 0
1870 IF Tot%(1)>Tot%(2) THEN A$="YOU WIN" ELSE A$=" WIN"
1880 IF Tot%(1)=Tot%(2) THEN A$="1T'S A DRAW"
1890 COLOUR15:PRINT-A$:COLOUR7
1900 ENDPROC
1910
1920 DEFPROCabandon
1930 PRINT"GAME ABANDONED"
1940 PRINT'"SCORE:You=";Tot%(1);" Me=":Tot%(2)
1750 ENOPPLIC
,960
A970 DEFPROCass
19130 DIM Z% 60

w
1990 FOR IX=0 TO 2 STEP 2
:000 P%=Z%
2010 COPT IX
2020'.BEST LDX #100
2030 STX Tot
2040 LDX #23 0

. 2050 .LOOP1 LDA Tabl,X
2060 DEX
2070 .LOOP2 PHA
2080 CLC
2090 ADC Temp
2100 TAY
2110 LDA Board,Y
2120 BMI AGAIN
2130 CLC
2140 ADC Tabl,X
2150 TAY
2160 LDA Tab2,Y
2170 ADC Tot
2180 STA Tot
2190 .AGAIN PLA
2200 EMI TRISH
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PROGRAMS

40

2210
2220
2230
2240
:1250

2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2720

EUR #255
ADC #1
BNE LOOP2

.TRISH DEX
BPL LOOP1
LDY Temp
LDA Board,Y
TAY
LDA Tab2,Y
CLC
ADC Tot
STA Tot
RTS:]

AO NEXT
2350 ENDPROC
2360
2370 DEFPROCrules.
2380 REPEAT
2390 CLS:RESTORE
2400 VDU141:PRINTTAB(16)"SPLASH!"
2410 VDU141:PRINTTAB(16)"SPLASH!"

41/ 2420 PRINT'"SPLASH! is a brand new board game for"
2430 PRINT"two players. It is played on a 7 by 7"
2440 PRINT"board and the object of the game is to"
2450 PRINT"capture more squares than the opponent."
2460 PRINT"Thus,the first player to capture 25 or"
2470 PRINT"more squares is the winner."
2480 PRINT'"We take it in turns to play in any free"
2490
2500

PRINT"(ie uncaptured) square - playing in a"
PRINT"square affects those surrounding it."

2510 PRINT'"Initially,all squares are black.As the"
2520 PRINT"game progresses they change colour" 0
2530 PRINT"according to' the scheme:"'
2.540 REPEAT:READ X%:VDU X%:UNTIL X%=99
2550 PRINT ""If a square is left white at the end of"
2560 PRINT"a move,it is captured and initialled"
2570 PRINT"(Y=you M=me) by the moving player."
2580 PR1NT'TAB(7)CHR$(136)"PRESS SPACE TO CONTINUE";
2590 REPEAT:X%=RND(7):UNTIL GETS=" "

2600 CLS
26,10 PRINffPlayirliT 111 a squar.increases-i:rs -celour';
2620
2630

PRINT"by 3 steps (the sequence of colours is"
PRINT"given by the side of the board to help"

2640 PRINT"you - I don't need it).The (8) squares"
2650 PRINT"immediately around it have their colours";
2660 PRINT"increased by 2 steps and the (16) cells"
2670
2680

PRINT"around those are increased by 1 step."
PRINT'"Any white cells left at the end of the"

2690 PRINT"move are captured and cannot be affected";
2700 PRINT"by further plays." 0
2710 PRINT'"Being a machine -albeit a clever one,my"
2720 PRINT"patience is almost inexhaustible and if"
2730 PRINT"a stalemate situation occurs (which is"
2740 PRINT"very unlikely) I will not surrender the"
2750 PRINT"game-the onus is on you to do that."
2760 PRINT-If you wish to quit the game at any"
2770 PRINT"time,press 0 when asked 'Letter?'"
2780 PRINT'" Good luck - you'll need it !!!"
:2790 PROCyorn(CHR$(129)+"WANT TO READ THE RULES AGAIN? (Y/N)")
2800 UNTIL No
2810 ENDPROC
2820
2830 DEFPROCyorn(A$)
2840 *FX15,1
2850 PRINT'A$
2860 REPEAT:A$=GET$
2870 UNTIL A$="Y" OR A$="N"
2880 Yes=(A$="Y"):No=(A$="N")
2890 ENDPROC
2900
2910 DATA 134,221,32,145,47,32,134,221,32,146,47,32,134
2920 DATA 221,32,147,47,32,134,221,32,148,47,32,134,221

41

2930
2940

DATA .32,151,47,32,134,221,32,145,47,135,101,116,99

2950 DATA 16,1,8,2,8,9,16,10,16,11,16,12
. 2960 DATA 8,13,8,20,8,21,8,22,8,23,8,24
2970
2980 REM ** NORMAL WEIGHTS **
2990 DATA -1,-1,5,2,1,0,0,0
1000 DATA 0,-1,-3,0,7,0,0,0
1010 DATA -2,-3,-2,6,2,0,0,0
1020
3030 REM ** WEIGHTS FOR DEFENSIVE ENDGAME **
3040 DATA -1,-2,7,4,-6,0,0,0
3050 DATA 0,-6,4,1,6,0,0,0
2,060 DATA -5,-3,4,7,2,0,0,0

VIC 20 TAX ANALYSIS
by Cyril C Beer

'Tax analysis' is a tax assessment for a single person, the other a married
program for a 16k VIC 20. One listing is couple. If the first four lines of either are

MICROMART

SAGE II and IV
PHONE FOR OUR CASH PRICE

We offer the best cash deals on Sage.
Try the rest but come to the BEST -
We will match ANY cash price AND

give expert service.

Call the Sage & p -system experts at
Switch Software

10 Arnold Avenue, Grantham, Lincs.
Tel: (0476) 73527

The Data Machine
The new p -system multi -file database with
Pascal interface. Up to 20 interconnecting
records (size limited only by memory: e.g.
one may be 18k); automatically generates
input/display/report screen layouts (which
can be edited); Free format report and letter
writer: £495.00 + VAT
Full multi-user for Sage: £950.00 + VAT

Trade enquiries welcome

COMPUCLUB
CUTS THE COST OF YOUR

COMPUTING

SOFTWARE, RIBBONS, DISKS,
BLANK TAPES, ACCESSORIES

IN FACT ALL YOU NEED FOR
YOUR COMPUTER AT DISCOUNT

PRICES

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER WITH
SPECIAL OFFERS

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION £5
Details from:

COMPUCLUB
FREEPOST HP6 5BR

AMERSHAM
BUCKS

MONITOR AND COLOUR
TV

Why buy just a monitor, when you can
have a monitor AND a colour TV. Based on
the superb Philips 14" Colour TV. Inputs
for RGB, VIDEO, SOUND and UHF.
Suitable for home computers, video discs
and VCRs. £245.00
(Includes delivery and 6 pin video lead)

cFORTH FOR SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
with MICRODRIVES

Supplied complete with assembler, editor.
utilities and documentation £19.95

FIG -FORTH

Installation manual + source listing £12.50
Available for the following CPU's:6502.8080280,6800,
68000.6809. PDP-11

FORTH Disc systems available from
£25.00

CONGUIN SOFTWARE
14 GOODWOOD CLOSE,

MORDEN, SURREY SM4 5AW
Tel: 0524 381423

No callers please



MICROMART
BASIC COMPILER

For the BBC Micro

Turns Basic programs into really fast
machine codes. It is very easy to use

and comes complete with full
instructions. Suitable for the Model B

or Model A with 32K

CASSETTE £14.95
DISK £19.95

180 TRACK £2 extra
Enquire at your local computer store

or order direct (Post FREE) from:-

A.C.K. DATA
BBC Dept

21 Salcombe Drive
Redhill

Nottingham NG5 8JF
Tel: (0602) 262498 (after 6pm)

Dealer enquiries welcome

SOPHISTICATED GAMES FOR VIC 20
VIC CRICKET. Realistic game of skill and luck with all the
major rules of cricket correctly interpreted. Full scorecard.
printer and game save facilities. Needs 16K expansion,
£5.99. *
LEAGUE SOCCER. League championship game for two to
22 teams/players. Automatic fixtures, full action commentar-
ies, match facts. League tables, results check, postponed
games, etc. Non league matches also playable - the Vic will
even make the cup draw. Printer and game save. Needs 16K
expansion. £5.99.*
WHODUNNIT? Twelve guests have gathered for drinks at
Murder Manor. However one of them has more than drinks
on his mind. Thrilling detective game for one to six players,
with genuinely different murder every time. You can even
rename the suspects! Needs 8K expansion, £4.99.*
TOP OF THE POPS. Money making game about the music
business. Make your own records and see them climb the
chart. Printer and game save facilities. Needs 8K expansion,
£4.99.*
VIC PARTY 4. Contains MASTERWORD. A DAY AT THE
RACES, GAME X (Strip Poker), and CONSEQUENCES. Four
games ranging from the serious to the ridiculous. All good
fun - nothing offensive. Needs at least 3K expansion.
£5.99.*
Available from
SOPHISTICATED GAMES, Dept. WORLD, 27 Queens
Road, Keynsham, Avon BS18 2ND. Tel: 02756-3427.

WRITE FOR DETAILS OF OUR FULL RANGE.
 P&P free (UK) only All games sold subject to our
conditions of sale, which are available on request.

WITH
I TOP
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HE

MICRO

GET SWOT

48K SPECTRUM SPECIALISTS IN
USERS PROGRAMS FOR

PASS EXAMS
SECONDARY
SCHOOL

EASILY SUBJECTS

for

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
write, enclosing a STAMPED

ADDRESSED ENVELOPE to --

MICRO-SWOT,
FREEPOST,

55 Nash Square,
BIRMINGHAM B42 1BR

(no stamp required)

PROGRAMS
omitted together with TAB statements then calculate your liability.
(which have different effects on dif- 'Tax analysis' should not be treated
ferent machines), both listings as a substitute for a consultation with a
should run on most machines without qualified accountant (of which the
modification. author is one), but it can be used as a

The idea of both programs isto check rough guide. If you find that you are
that your tax liability is being correctly paying significantly more tax than the
assessed by the Inland Revenue. The liability calculated by the program, you
programs ask a number of straight- may well find it worthwhile to check
forward questions about your income, with your tax office that you are being
savings, investments and so on, and correctly assessed.

1 OPEN4.4
2 CMD4
3 LI!rl-

4 PRINT#4,CLOSE4
10 REM "(TAX PROGRAMME-C.C.BEER,WINTERBOURNE. BRISTOL.)
20 PRINT
30 PRINT
40 PRINT"TAX ASSESSMENT 1983/4"
50 PRINTTAB(3);"SINGLE.PERSON"
i',0 PRINT

70 PRINT
00 PRINT
90 PRINT 'N.B. ENTER ALL ITEMS NET OF TAX. (COMPUTER WILL GROSS -Us 'A -ERE 4,FCESS1,-,

RY)."

100 PRINT
.

110 PRINT"*ARNED INCOME@ -"
120 PRINT
130 INpuT0sPLARY &C..s"jS

140 PRINT
150 PRINPOTHER EARNED"
160 INPUT" INC. E";CiE

170 PRINT
180 PRINT 0
190 PRINT"4INVEST.INC,-"
200 PRINT
210 PR/NT"NAT.SAVS.BANK,"

220 INPUTNS
230 IFN.S4:=70THENNS.0

240 IFNS)70TNENNS=NS-70 6
250 PRINTTRB(11);"E":N8
1,60 PRINT

270 PRINT
280 PRINT"DIVS.;"
290 PRINTTAB(2W(GROSS "
300 INPUTD
310 D.INT((D*10/7)4100)/100

340 PRINT"BLDO.ROC."
350 PRINT " (GROSS)"

360 INPUTB
370 B=INT((B*10/7).100)(100
380 PPINTTAB(11);"6";B
390 PRINT
400 PRTNT"OTHER TAXED"
410 PRINT"INk,EST.INC."

420 PRINT "(GROSS) "

430 INPUTO1
440 01=INT(<01.10/7).100)/100
450 PRINTTABKIl>"E"i01
460 PRINT
470 APINT"OTHER INVEST."
480 PRINT "INC.NOT TAXED"
490 INPUT" AT SOURCE 5"42
500 IT=S+0E+NS+D+B+01+02
510 PRINT
520 PRINT"TOTRL INCOME,E"IT
530 PRINT
540 PRINTARLLOONCE91-'
550 PRINT
560 PRINT
570 PRINT"CHARGES ON "

580 PRINTTAB(5)1"INCOME,-"
590 PRINT
600 PRINT"DEEDS OF"
610 PRINTTR13(4);"COVENRNT";" E";

620 INPUTDC
630 DC4INT((DC*10/7)4100)/100
635 IFIC>5000THENDC=5000
640 PRINTDC
650 PRINT
660 PRINT"IS TAXPAYER"
670 PRINTTRB(3);"65 OR OVER YIN.";
680 INPUTA$
690 PRINTA$
700 PRINT
710 PRINT"(IF UNDER 65.HIONER PERSONAL ALLOWANCE OF £1785 IS OIVEN)"

.. 720 PRINT
w 730 IFAWN"THENX=1785

740 PRINT
750 IFFIWN'OOT0840
760 PRINT
770 AA=2360
780 X=IN1EAA-(IT-7600)*2/3)*100)/100
790 IFX<I785THENX=1785
800 IFIT<7600THENX=2360
810 PRINT"AOE FILLOW:";TAB(12);"c";X
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PROGRAMS
820 PRINT
830 PRINT
840 PRINT"OTHER ALLOW-"
850 PRINTTRB(4)5"ANCES: E";
860 INPUTOA
870 PRINTOR
880 PRINT
890 TA=X+0A
900 ZR=IT-TA
910 U=14600
920 V=2600
930 W=4600
940 Y=7100
950 Z=7100
960 IFZA<=0THENTL=0
970 IFZAAANDZA<=UTHENTL.ZA4.3
980 IFZAXU+DC)AND2AC.(U+DC)+VTHENTL.QA-(U+DC)*.4+CU+DCA.3
990 IFZRXU+DC+V)ANDZR<=(J+DC+V+W)THENTL=(ZR-(U+DC+Y))*.45+(U+DC)*.3+V41.4
1000 IFZFO(U+DC+V+W)ANDZR<=(U+DC+Y+W+Y)THENTL=CZA-(U+DC+V+W))*.5+(U+DC)*.3+V*.4+
W*.45
1005 LETES=U+DC+V+W+Y
1010 IFZA>ESANDZR<=ES+ZTHENTL=(ZR-ES)*.55+(U+DC)*.3+V*.4+14*.45+Y*.5
1020 IFZID(U+V+W+Y+Z)THENTL=(ZA-(U+V+W+Y+Z))*.6+(U+DC)*.3+V*.4+00.45+Y*.5+2*.55
1030 PRINT"TOTAL TAX"
1040 PRINTTAB(3);"LIABILITY E";INT((TL)*100)/100
1050 PRINT
1060 NT=INT((B*3/10)0100)/100
1070 PRINT" LESS NOTNL.TAX"
1080 PRINTTAB(4);"ON BSI. E";NT
1090 PRINT
1100 IFTL=OTHENNT.0 0
1110 IFNT:=TLTHENNT.TL
1120 PRINT"NET TAX"
1130 PRINTTABOWPAYABLE: E";INTC(TL-NT)4100)/100
1140 PRINT
1150 PRINT"TAX PAID"
1160 PRINTTAB(I);"(INC.TAX"
1170 PRINTTAB(2);" CREDITS): E";
1180 INPUTTP
1190 PRINT
1200 PRINT
1210 IFTPC(TL-NT)THENPRINT"TRX DUE: E"INTC(TL-NT-TP)*100)/100
1220 IFTPXTL-NT)80701380
1230 PRINT
1240 PRINT
1250 PRINT
1260 IE*D+84-01+02+NS
1270 PRINT"TOTAL INVEST-"
1280 PRINTTAB(2);"MENT INC:E";IE
1290 PRINT
1300 PPINT"TOTAL EARNED"
1310 PRINTTRB(4),"INCOME E";INT((IT-IE)*100)/100
1320 PRINT
1330 IFIE<=7100THENAR=0
1340 IFIE>7100THEN8R<NTMIE-7100)4.15)*100)/100
1350 PRINT"RDDL.RATE TAX."
1360 PRINTTAB(2);"(INV.INC.S/CHG) E";AF
1370 PRINT
1380 IFTPXTL-NT)THENPRINT"TAX REPRYT.E",INMTP+NT-TL)*100)/100
1390 IFTRY*(TL-NT)RNDTP=OTHENPRINT"NO REPAYMENT DUE";
1400 PRINT

READY.

1 0PEN4,4
2 CMD4
3 LIST
4 PRINTO:CLOSE4
10 REM"(TAk PROGRAM-C.C.BEER,WINTERBOURNE, BRISTOL)."
20 PRINT
30 PRINT
48 PRINT"TAX ASSESSMENT 1983/4"
50 PRINTTABOWMARRIED COUPLE"
60 PRINT
70 PRINT 0
80 PRINT
90 PRINT "N.B. ENTER ALL ITEMS NET OF TAX. (COMPUTER WILL GROSS -UP WHERE NECESSA
WO."
100 PRINT
110 PRINTAEARNED INCOME! -"
120 PRINT
130 INPUT"SALARY &C.;E",S
140 PRINT
150 PRINT"OTHER EARNED"
160 INPUT" INC. £",OE
170 PRINT
180 PRINT"WIFE'S EARNED"
190 INPUT" INCOME E";WE
200 PRINT
210 IFWEC*1785THENWR.WE
220 IFWE>1785THENWR=1785
230 PRINT"BINVEST.INC;-"
240 PRINT
250 PRINT"NAT.SAVS.BANK:"
260 PRINTTAB(3),"(SELF)"
270 INPUTNS
280 IFNS<=70THENNS=0
290 IFNS>70THENNS=NS-70
300 PRINTTAB(11);"E";NS
310 PRINT 0
320 PRINT"NAT.SAVS.BANK"
330 PRINTTAB(3);"(WIFE)"

0 340 INPUTNS

MICROMART

PROLOG INTERPRETERS

PROLOG is superior to conventional
languages (Basic,Pascal,C,Ada) in the
development of intelligent data -base

systems and other non -numeric
applications. More powerful than

LISP, and yet easy to learn and use,
PROLOG is the core language in the

Japanese fifth generation project. We
supply PROLOG -1 by Expert Systems and

MICRO -PROLOG by Logic Programming
Associates on most disk formats.

PROLOG -1 CP/M-80 £250 + VAT
PROLOG -1 CP/M-86 £330 + VAT
PROLOG -1 MS-DOS £330 + VAT
MICRO -PROLOG CP/M-80 £135 + VAT
MICRO -PROLOG MS-DOS £135 + VAT

iGREY MATTER
For more information call us.

4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF
TEL (0364) 53499

HAVE YOU
CONSIDERED

BAR CODES

Bar-codes give a speedy
and error free means of
data entry and provide a
foolproof method of identi-
fication for any item or
document. Typical uses include stock contro , libraries, filing
systems, security and checkpoint verification, point of sale
terminals, spare parts identification, etc. etc. Already most
grocery products are bar-coded at source and many other
areas of industry and commerce are following. Bar-codes will
soon be commonplace.

APPLE 2 PET BBC micro
A complete low cost bar-code identification system is
available for these micros. It contains all the hardware,
software and documentation needed to read and print
bar-codes, (using an Epson dot matrix printer). Most
bar-code formats may be read and the system may easily be
patched into an existing applications program.
£199.00 + VAT

*** NEW *** RS232 bar-code reader
This new stand-alone unit decodes the bar-code and converts
it into ASCII for transmission to the host computer via a
RS232 port. Complete with scanning wand, power supply
and cables. Works with virtually any computer.
£385.00 + VAT
More information on these products is available on request.
Please state your micro and area of interest. The decoder
board is available separately to OEMs.

DOT MATRIX & DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
LOWEST PRICES . . . GUARANTEED!

EPSON FX80 RX80
NEC 8023 STAR
SHINWA CP80
BROTHER TEC
etc. etc. etc.

Our pricing policy is to
match or better any
other advertiser. In addition ...
enthusiastic and knowledgeable
technical advice and backup is available to all our customers.
Delivery is from stock to your door, often within 24 hours.
Phone for a quote or write for full lists.

ALTER (CW) 1 GREEN LANE
WALTON-ON-THAMES, SURREY
please phone before calling 0932 244110

FX80

FTW303



MICROMART
 GO FORTH & * 

Laboratory Microsystems FORTHs - the
professional FORTHs complete with editors,
assemblers, turn -key compiler, many system
utilities, multi -tasking. and extensive docu-
mentation. These FORTHs are available for
8080, Z80, 8086/88, and 68000 processors
using CPM-80. CPM-86, MSDOS PCDOS. or
CPM-68K.

CPM-80 £60
CPM-86 £105
MSDOS PCDOS £105
CPM-68K £190

NEW - FORTH+ packages have 32 -bit stacks
and can access the full address space for both
program and data.

CPM-86 MSDOS PCDOS £190
CPM-68K £290

Nautilus Systems Cross -compilers - trans-
port FORTH to different processors, generate
ROMmable code, these compilers will run on
any of the FORTHs above. The complete
development system - a real time saver.
Choose targets from - 8080. 8086.88, Z80,
6800, 6301/6801, 6809, 68000, 1802, Z8,
990099000, Z8000, LSI-11. First compiler
from £230, additional targets from £95.
NEWBRAIN FORTH in PROM - screen
editor, full integration to NEWBRAIN i/o and
tape files, complete Z80 macro -assembler,
decompiler. utilities, and manual - £55 +
VAT.
EPROM/RS232 card and comms software also
available.
DRAGON FORTH cartridge - full fig -FORTH
with editor, colour, graphics, sound, - manual
includes source code of ALL supplied software
- £45 + VAT.
??? !!! JUPITER ACE DISC CONTROLLER
!!! ??? Well ain't that magic - just add power
and a disc drive - 3", 5", or EV. Includes full
FORTH DOS software - £98 + VAT. Addi-
tional disc utilities £15.
DIY FORTH kits - cheap portable FORTH -
Installation manual - How to do it, model.
definitions, editor £7. Source code listing for
one processor - choose from 6502, 6800,
6809, 8080. Z80, 8086/8088, 9900, 1802,
68000, Z8000, VAX. Apple ][, LSI-11. Eclipse
£7.
Comprehensive range of FORTH books in-
cludes -
Starting FORTH' by Brodie - the classic £16
'Systems Guide to fig -FORTH' by Ting £26

JaPe
Microprocessor Engineering Ltd
21 Hanley Road Shirley
Southampton SOI SAP
Tel: 0703 775482

SEARCHING FOR 'BEST PRICE'
FOUND 'BEST PRICEY GOTO

COMPUTER RRP Our price
CBM64 64K £199 £173
1701 COL. MONITOR £200 £180
4016 16k £550 £400
4032 32K £495 £420
8032 32K £675 E575
8096 96K £795 E675
DISK DRIVES
1541 170K £199 E187
2031 170K £295 £265
8050 1M £895 £595
8250 2M £895 £760
C2N CASSETTE £39 C35
PRINTERS
1520 (CBM64 PLTR) £148 £135
1525 (CBM64) £200 £180
1528 (CBM64) £300 £270
4023 8OCOL £345 0285
8023 136COL £625 £535
6400 DAISY £995 E845

VAT TO BE ADDED (u 15%
CARRIAGE - £5 PER ITEM
IF YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT WHY WAIT?
THESE ARE THE PRICES YOU NEED

ORCHARD COMPUTER SERVICES

Orchard House, 21 St Martins St
Wallingford, Oxon

Tel Wallingford (0491) 35529
Open 6 days per week

PROGRAMS
350 IFWS<=70THENwS=0
360 IFWS>70THENWS=WS-70
370 PRINTTAB(11);"E"A4S
380 PRINT
390 PRINT"DIVS.,"
400 PRINTTAB(2),"(GROSS)"
410 INPUTD
420 D=INT((D*10/7).100)/100
430 PRINTTAB(11),"£",D,
440 PRINT
450 PRINT"BLDG.SOC."
460 PRINT " (GROSS)"
470 INPUTB
490 B=INT((84110/7)*100)/100
490 PRINTTAB(11),"£";8
500 PRINT
510 PRINT"OTHER TAXED"
520 PRINT"INVEST.INC."
530 PRINT "(GROSS) "

540 INPUTO1
550 01=INT((01*10/7)1100)/100

0

0

560 PRINTTAB(11)"£";01
570 PRINT
580 PRINT"OTHER INVEST."
590 PRINT "INC.NOT TAXED"
600 INPUT" AT SOURCE £";02

0

610 IT=S+0E+WE+NS+WS+174.11+01+02
620 PRINT
630 PRINT"TOTAL INCOME,£";IT
640 PRINT
650 PRINT"SALLOWANCESP-"
660 PRINT
670 PRINT"WIFE'S EARNED"
680 PRINTTAB(3);"INC.ALLOW E" wR
690 PRINT
700 PRINT"CHARGES ON "

710 PRINTTAB(5);"INCONE,-"
720 PRINT
730 PRINT"DEEDS OF" 0
740 PRINTTAB(4);"COVENANT"," 6";

750 INPUTDC
760 DC=INT((DC*10/7)*100)/100
765 IFDC>5000THENDC=5000
770 PRINTDC
780 PRINT
790 PRINT"IS HUSBAND OR WIFE"
800 PRINTTRB(3);"65 OR OVER V/N.";
810 INPUTAS
820 PRINTAS
830 PRINT
840 PRINT"(IF UNDER 65, HIGHER PERSONAL ALLOWANCE OF £2795 GIVEN)";
850 PRINT
860 IFAS="N"THENX=2795
870 PRINT
880 IFAS="N"GOT0970
890 PRINT
900 AA.3755
910 X.INT((AA-(17-7600)*2/3)*100)/100
920 IFX<2795THENX.2795
930 IFIT<=7600THENX.3755
948 PRINT"ROE ALLOW.:TR8(12);"e0(

PRINT 950

960 PRINT
970 PRINT"OTHER ALLOW-"
980 PRINTTAB(4),"ANCES, £";
990 INPUTOA
1000 PRINToA
1010 PRINT
1020 TA=WR+X+0A
1030 ZA=IT-TA
1040 11=14600
1050 v=2600

W=4600 1060

1070 Y=7100
1080 Z=7100 0
1090 IFZAC=0THENTL=0
1100 IFZA>ORNDZAC=UTHENTL=ZA*.3
1110 IFZA)U+DCANDZA<=(U+DC+V)THENTL=(ZA-(U+DC))*.4+(U+DC)..3
1120 IFZA:(U+DC+Y)ANDZAC=(U+DC+V+W)THENTL2(ZA-(U+DC+V))..45+(U+DC)*.34.v.4
1130 IFZA>(L4DC+v+W)ANDZA<=(U+DC+V+W+Y)THENTL=(ZA-(U+DC+V+W))*.5+(U+DC)..3+v*.4+
W14.45

1135 LETES=U+DC+V+14+Y
1140 IFZA>ESANDUK=ES+ZTHENTL=(ZA-ES)*.55+(U+DC)*.3+V*.4+WS.45+41.5
1150 IFZA>(U+DC+V+W+Y+2)THENTL=CA-(U+DC+V+W+Y+Z))*.6+(+DC)*.3+vs.4+wo.45+Y*.5.
24(.55

1160 PRINT"TOTAL TAX"
1170 PRINTTAB(3);"LIABILITY £"INT((11)*100)/100
1180 PRINT
1190 NT=INT((B*3/10)*100)/100
1200 PRINT" LESS NOTNL.TAX"
1210 PRINTTAB(4);"ON BSI. £";NT
1220 PRINT
1230 IFTL=OTHENNT=0
1240 IFNT>=TLTNENNT=TL
1250 PRINT"NET TAX"
1260 PRINTTAB(3);"PAYABLE: £"JINT((TL-NT)*100)/100
1270 PRINT
1280 PRINT"TAY PAID"
1290 PRINTTAB(I);"(INC.TAX"
1300 PRINTTAB(2);" CREDITS) f:"
1310 INPUTTP
1320 PRINT
1330 PRINT
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PROGRAMS
1340 IFTP(.(TL-NT)THENPRINT"TAX DUE: f";INT(CTL-NT-TP)*100)/100
1350 IFTRXTL-NT)00701510
1360 PRINT
1370 PRINT
1380 PRINT
1390 IE=D+13+01+02+NS+WS
1400 PRINT"TOTAL INVEST-"
1410 PRINTTAB(2);"MENT INC:E";IE
1420 PRINT
1430 PRINT"TOTAL EARNED"
1440 PRINTTAB(4);"INCOME E";INT((IT-ID*100)/100
1450 PRINT
1460 IFIE<=7100THENAR=0
1470 IFIE>7100THENAR=INTMIE-7100)1.13)4100)/100
1480 PRINT"ADDL.RATE TAM."
1490 PRINTTAB(2);"(INV.INC.S/CHO> £";RR
1500 PRINT
1510 IFTPXTL-NT)THENPRINT"TRX REPAYT.E"JINT(UP+NT-TLA100)/100
1520 IFTR>.(TL-NT)FiNDTP.OTHENPRINT"NO REPAYMENT DIJE"
1530 PRINT

READY.

0,101

'Plane attack'
verted from
P Toogood.

COMMODORE

the

64 PLANE ATTACK
Houlsworth
con- full instructions are given within

by program.
and

by B

is an action game
a PET program

A joystick is required,

2 REM PLANE ATTACK
3 REM...BY P.TOOGOOD (ON PET)*
4 REM*.CONVERTED BY M
5 REM...B HOULSWORTH TO
6 REM...RUN ON COMMODORE 64.0*
7 REM
8 REM..USES JOYSTICK AND
9 REM...USER DEFINED GRAPHICS
10 REM
11 POKE53248.24,31
15 G05UB60000
20 BG.11sPOKE53281,BG:POKE53280,1
90 PRINT" .ram, P.A.TOOGOOD 1980 FOR THE PET"

W 100 PRINT" CONVERTED BY B HOULDSWORTH FOR COMMODORE 64 1.4.83"
110 GOSUB30000:GOSUB10000
121 REM 0 START * 0
200 PRINTPL$11PX.PX.K11X.X.K1
210 POKE1983-79,31
240 IFX>CCTHENB-K1

,.. 300 P.PEEK(PX.K1),IFP<>K3THEN55000W 310 POKE53281,88
320 K.127-PEEK(D7):IFBTHENK.KP
330 IFK.16ORK.XXTHENIFFB.KOTHENGOSUB1000:RI.K1113070500
340 IFK.4THENIFFC.KOTHENGOSUB6000:RI.K1:8070500
350 IFK.ITHENGOSUB7000:RI.K1180T0500
360 IFK.2THENGOSUB8000:8070500
380 IFK.FITHENGOSUB67001R1.K1
500 IFFBTHENGOSUB1500
510 IFFCTHENGOSUB6500
600 IFFQTHENGOSUB900

.., 650 IFFO.KOTHENIFFC=KOTHENIFINT(MF.RND(TI))0KITHENGOSUB5000
700 IFFOTHENIFML<PXTHENIFML<J1-KNTHENGOSUB56002FQ.K0
705 IFRITHENGOSUB9000
710 GOT0200:REM * END .
900 REM
905 IFPEEK(ML)<>KZTHENFO.KO:GO5UB5600:RETURN 0910 POKEML,K3.ML=ML-K2:1FML>PX-JGTHENIFML<PX.KITHENEX0EX+1,1:F0=1,0:GOSUB5600:GOSU
85600
920 IFEX>LYTHENB.K1
925 IFML<J7THENFO.KO:RETURN is
930 POKEML,KI:POKEML.54272,10:RETURN
1000 REM B
1005 W4=W4.K1sFB.K1:YY=KO:PN.XX*RND(TI)+JK:B1.PX.K6
1007 RETURN
1500 POKEBI,K3.810B1.K6:82.PEEK(81):IFB2=K3THENPOKEB1,J6:POKEB1.54272,7:RETURN
1510 IFBI>1943THENFB.KO:RETURN
1530 IFB2.K9THENFB=KO:RETURN

W 1540 YY.YY.KIIIFYY>PNTHENFB.KO:RETURN
1550 POKEB1,K3.POKEBI-K2,K3:RETURN
5000 REM M 0
5110 RM.INT(XX.RND(TI)):ML=MT(RM)
5120 IFFEEK(ML.K2).K3THENRETURN
5150 FO.K1:POKEML,KZ:POKEML+54272,10:RETURN

.. 5600 REM MHw 5650 FORA.KOTOJKsPOKEML-KI.A.K2,K4sPOKEML.A.K2,K4sPOKEML.KI.A.K2,K4
5652 POKEML-KI.A.K2054272,15:POKEML.A.K2.54272,15:POKEML+KI.A.K2.54272,15
5655 POKEJ9,A.K9.K2:NEXT
5670 FORA.KOTOJK.POKEML-K1+A.K2,K3:POKEML.A.K2,K3:POKEML+KI.A.K2,K3
5671 FORUU.11.02
5672 P01(E53248+17,156:POKE53248+17,155, 00 5675 NEXT:NEXT:RETURN
0000 P.FmC:
6010 IFL5.W5THENRETURN
6020 L5.L5+KI.F.C.KleYU.K0 0
6025 PT.JK*RND(TI)+KI.C1.PX.K6)RETURN
6500 FORA.KOTOJK.C2.PEEK(CI.A),IFC2.K9ORC2.JRTHENFC.KO:RETURN
6510 IFC2<>K3THENYU.YU.JB,POKECI.A,K4.POKECI.A.54272,8
6514 NEXT.FORA.KOTOJK.C2.PEEK(CI.A),IFC2.K4THENPOKECI.A,K3sPOKECI.A.54272,8
6518 NEXT.IFYU>PTTHENFC.K0
6600 CI.C1.K6IRETURN 0
6700 REM FG
6720 IFL3-W3THENRETURN
6730 L3.L3.KI:FORA.PX.KITGPX+17STEP3

.., 6750 IFPEEK(A)<>K9THENPOKEA,K7sPOKEA+54272,1W 6760 NEXT1FORA.PX.ITOPX.17
6770 IFFEEK(A)<>K9THENPOKEA,K3
6780 NEXT:RETURN
7000 A.PEEK(SE)..J3.XX
7010 IFPX>1069THENPRINT"MA0> 0.PL$1:PX.PX-39
7020 X.X.J0sRETURN
8000 A.PEEK(SE).10+XX

MICROMART

DISK COPYING SERVICE

Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often

made difficult because different.
manufacturers have adopted

different disk format standards.

We can copy your files to and from
almost any disk format including
CP/M, MSDICS, PCDOS, TRSDOS, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, PDP11, VAX, and IBM.

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00 + disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities
and tape to disk transfers.

For more information call us.

CalE, .

4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF
TEL. (0364)53499

NEWBRAIN
(a) MINI RAM -DISC UNIT only £59.95 This unit
provides the Newbrain user with fast, reliable,

non-volatile storage of BASIC and machine code
programs and data. Self -installing software is

supplied resident in the unit and this offers not

only disc emulation but also over 20 useful
extensions bottle Newbrain BASIC.

* 8k CMOS RAM with battery back-up
* DISC TYPE COMMANDS include: DIR, ERA, OPEN,

CLOSE, LOAD, SAVE, MCLOAD, MCSAV etc
* DEV command allows default backup device to be

TRACE, FAST, SLOW and HOLD facilities
MACHINE CODE load and save commands
HEX and BINARY numbers and arithmetic
HEX, BINARY string tests & conversions
WORD PEEK WORD POKE and other commands
Comprehensive DOCUMENTATION & EXAMPLES
MACHINE CODE MONITOR included FREE
Unit can be just a MEMORY EXPANSION to allow
larger screens and programs

(b) FULLY IMPLEMENTED RENUMBER
* To reside in MINI RAM DISC £10
* On tape for unexpended Newbrain £10

MICROTRONIX
19 BIRKBECK PLACE, OWLSMOOR,

CAMBERLEY, SURREY
(02745)33834

Prices include VAT. P&P FREE

NEWBRAIN
SU PERTYPE

An outstanding Word Processor for the NewBrain put
together with help from our personal and business users.
This is simply the best available. Tape £46 Disk £57.50

STATPAC
A new useful set of options to provide such aids as
standard deviations, moving averages, linear regression.

£10

Other NewBrain Bestsellers -
CHESS - A superb opponent with 6 levels of play.
Worth buying the micro for. £14.95
DATASTORE - Make it your address book, diary, client
info file etc. Choose up to 13 title headings. Searching
may be on up to 15 of these simultaneously. Very
versatile and only £9.95
BANK ACCOUNT - The most comprehensive yet the
easiest to use. Extensive facilities include selective
subtotalling etc. Gives better statements than the bank!

£9.95

NEWBRAIN DISKS ARE BACK!!
CONTACT US IMMEDIATELY FOR EARLY DELIVERY

OF A SUPER CP/M DISK SYSTEM!
All prices include VAT. Please add 50p p&p.

B MICRO LTD.
For the latest software and hardware lists, write or visit us at:
Suite 5. Belmont Chambers, Bakers Road, Uxbridge UB8'
1RG.Or phone anytime: 0895 57908. Visa facility.

IISA
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BBC MODEL B
STARTING TO PLAY AN

INSTRUMENT?
LEARN TO SIGHT READ MUSIC IN A
VERY SHORT TIME
FEATURES:

* SUITABLE FOR ANY INSTRUMENT
* ANY ABILITY LEVEL FROM BEGINNER TO

ADVANCED
* DEVISED AND USED BY TEACH ERS
* IDEAL FOR PUPILS SITTING EXAMS
* THE BEEB LETS YOU KNOW HOW YOU ARE

DOING
* STIMULATING - TAKES THE DRUDGERY

AWAY
** AN ADDITIONAL FEATURE FOR PIANO OR

ORGAN: FIND YOUR WAY ABOUT A 4
OCTAVE KEYBOARD (ON THE SCREEN) AT A
TOUCH OF THE RED KEYS

Send £7.50 now to:-

CHILDSPLAY, 2 South Drive
Uckfield, Sussex. Tel: (0825)4202
Dealer enquiries welcome

COMMODORE
2001.3000
4000-8000

We have the world's largest selection of software for
the PET/CBM range. We supply to schools, universi-
ties, large and small companies, government depart-

course home users.
We also manufacture add-on boards and plug-in chips
that can make your computer more powerful - the
most popular add-ons are our high resolution graphics
boards which give your PET better resolution than an
Apple!
IF YOU OWN OR USE A PET/CBM COMPUTER WRITE
OR PHONE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE. By the way, we
also offer software for the Commodore 64.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House, Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

NOW
ON SALE

PEEKING AND POKEING
THE SHARP MZ 700 SERIES

Includes additions to S -Basic and
copying, data handling, peeks and
pokes, Interpreter points, V Ram plus
second character set, plus more.

Available from most Sharp stockists £6.95, or
direct. Inc P&P from D. C. Brennan Eng, 14
North Western Ave., Watford, Herts. (Dept.
PCW).

Dealer enquiries welcome on 04243 2376

Peeking and Pokeing the MZ 80 K
Peeking and Pokeing the MZ 80 A

Still available at £4.30.

PROGRAMS

.

8010 IFF«1063THENPRINT",i4cw. .,"PLAC;:PX-PX+41
B020 Vt="LANDED SAFELY"
8030 RETURN
9000 REM LE
9010 POKEJ2,W5-L5+KX:POKEJ2+54272,1:POKEJ4,W3-L3+KX:POKEJ4.54272,1:R1=K0
9050 C$=. .+STR4(CC-X):C11=RIGHTIX(C$,JG)
9070 FORA=K1TOJG:VV=VAL1MID$(C$,A,K1)/sPOKEJ5+A,VV+KX:POKEJ5+A+54272,1:NEXT:RETU
RN

0

0

10000 REM I

10010 GOSUB50000
10015 D7=56320:SE=214:1U=1:KP.2:211=.'Y AND 'Z'. 0
10040 PRINT"! -:'PLANE ATTACK BY PETER TOOGOOD
10042 PRINT.,THE OBJECT IS TO LAND THE PLANE
10043 PRINT"BY DESTROYING THE BUILDINGS.:PRINT.WITH YOUR WEAPONS
10045 PRINT...PLEASE SELECT:
10050 PRINT.-4LEVEL OF PLAY:"SPC(13)"1 TO 3.180SUB50000
10060 GETWII:IFWS<.1.0R14$>"3"THEN10060
10066 R1.VAL(WS):GOSUB58000
10070 IFRI=ITHENCC=999:W3=7:W5-4:MF=22:FO=INT(2.RND(TI)+1):LY=2:EM=4
10080 IFR1.2THENCC=900:W3=5:W5=4:MF=15:F0=INT(3.RND(TI)+2):LY=1:EX=3
10090 IFRI=3THENCC=800:W3=4:W5.3:MF=13:FO=INT(3.RND(T1)+2):LY=0:EX=2
10210 PRINT"BOMBS WILL FALL STRAIGHT DOWN"
10220 PRINT
10260 K6=40:GOSUB58000
10270 PRINT",DAY OR NIGHT RUN:.SPC(10).D OR N.:GOSUB50000
10275 GETWS:IFW$<>.D.ANDWII<>.N.THEN10275
10280 PRINT" ":GOSUB58000:1FW$=.N.THENBG=11:GOT010310
10290 BG=14
10310 W$=..:PRINT. ,CONTROLS:.SPC(24).LIMITS:
10315 PRINT." ALL KEYS REPEAT IF HELD DOWN
10320 PRINT., <4JOYSTICK BUTTON 1> FOR BOMBS<UNLIMITED>
10322 PRINT.. <-4JOYSTICK LEFT:D FOR CLUSTER BOMBS<.W5">
10325 PRINT",. < JOYSTICK RIGHT)> FOR FOWARD GUNSC.W3.>
10330 PRINT"' < JOYSTICK UP:DOWN> FOR UP:DOWN CONTROL
10350 PRINT., UP CONTROL BURNS MORE FUEL
10355 PRINT..MISSILES WILL BE LAUNCHED AGAINST YOU
10360 IFLY>OTHENPRINT"YOU CAN WITHSTAND"LY"DIRECT HIT<S>
10390 PRINT"THERE ARE 6 MISSILE LAUNCH SITES.:Z$=..
10395 PRINT.THE.EX.1.VISIBLE ONES CAN BE BOMBED
20100 PRINT.... RANDOM OR SELF-DRAW TARGET? KEY R OR S .:GOSUB50000
20200 GETA$:1FAII<>.R.ANDA$<>.S.THEN202000 20205 POKE53281,BG
20300 PRINT" .:IFA$=.S.THENGOSUB21000
20400 IFA$=.R.THENGOSUB22000

el

20505 POKE53281,BG
7,A5c, Fr.RP-,%,T.7?:PRT'T"V"ilt4E:g
20600 PRINT".FUEL="... "C-BOMBS= F-GUNS...!. J,";:pOKE2023,64 e
20655 POKE53281,BG:POKE56295,13
20700 PRINT" ,;:B=0:10.0:FB=0
20750 FORA=0T055:POKE1024.A,K3sNEXTe 20800 FORA=OTOEXsPOKEMT(A).K2,JR:POKEMT(A)+K2+54272,1
20900 NEXT:EX=01P=0:X=0.FC=0:FQ.0.R1=0:AW.:RETURN
21000 REM SO
21010 PRINT" INPUT HEIGHTS <0-9> LEFT TO RIGHT KEY <=> TO END
21015 GOSUB50000: GOSUB56000
21020 FORA=35TOISTEP-1
21030 GETW$:IFW11=..THEN21030
21040 IFW$=.=.THENX=0:A.0:007021090
21050 X=VAL(WCIIFX.OTHEN21090

0 21060 FORS=ITOX:P.((K2$B)+A.80).POKEK-P,KB:POKEK-P.54272,BG+1:NEXT
21090 NEXT:RETURN
22000 REM RD
22010 GOSUB56000:FORA.35TOISTEP-1
22030 B=JKRND(TI>+FO:FC=INT(4.RND(TI)/:IFFC=KITHENB=B+XX
22050 FORFB=ITOB:P=(0(20.13)+A.80):POKEK-P,KB:POKEK-P.54272,66.1:NEXT:NEXT:RETURN
30000 REM PV
30020 FORA=0T02:POKE59466, 15: POKE59467, 16:NEXT 0
30050 K=0:FB=0:FC=0:F0=0:PX=0:ML=0
30100 A=0:K0=0:K1=1:K2=40:K3=32:K4=33:K7=36:K8=35:K9=33.KZ=34:KN=210:
30200 KX=48:J9=59464:J0=4.J8=.334:32.2007:J4=2020:J5.1990:37=1064,J1=1989
30300 J3=16:J6=37:JK=2:J8=3:DIMMT(5)
30305 1U=7:KP.14:XX=6:FORA=0705
30306 MT(A)=INT(18684.30$RND(TD)
30307 FORB=01-05:1FHT(A)=MT(B)THENIFA<>13THEN30306
30308 NEXT:NEXT:D7=547
30315 K=2023:PX=1029:JR.38
30325 PLII=.:ditliABM i'()*.:POKE53281,BG:RETURN
40000 REM RE
40010 FORA=0702500:NEXT: POKE53281,11
40014 PRINT"'.'!.'i STATUS AT GAME END...i.:PRINT" .V$.
40032 IFEX>OTHENPRINT.,EX.MISSILE HIT<S>
40035 PRINT" YOU USED UP:.
40040 PRINT...X. FUEL"
40050 PRINT...LS. C-BOMBS"
40070 PRINT"^"L3. F-GUNS"
40075 PRINT" "W4" BOMBS"
40080 PRINT....,... RESTART ? PRESS Y OR N ":GOSUB50000 0W 40090 GETA$:1FA$<>"Y.ANDA$<>.N.THEN40090
40094 IFA$=.Y.THENPRINT.:MCLR:BG=11:0070110
40096 PRINT" 1".END
50000 FORA.07015:POKEJ9,85:NEXT 0
50150 FORA=07015:POKEJ9,140:NEXT
50200 POKEJ9, 0: RETURN
55000 IFP.K9THENV$="LANDED SAFELY"
55010 IFP=K8THENV$=.CRASHED.:POKE53281,2:ML=PX:GOSUB5600:POKE53281,BG
55020 IFP=KZTHENVS="BLOWN UP.:POKE53281,8:ML.PX:GOSUB5600:POKE53281,BG
55030 IFP=K4THENB=K1:6070320
55040 GOT040000 e
56000 IFNF.OTHENRETURN
56005 FORA=1903701024TEP-I:POKEA,K3:NEXT:RETURN

0 58000 PRINT" .:FORA=07034:PRINTPL$I:NEXT:PRINT. .:RETURN
60000 RESTORE:FOR1=143367014336+64$8
60010 READA%:POKEI,AX:NEXT
60020 RETURN 561000 DATA170,1,128,1,128,1,128,85,0,60,98,98,126,98,98,98
61016 DATA0,124,98,98,124,98,98,124,0,60,98,96,96,96,98,60
61032 DATA0,124,98,98,98,98,98,124,0,124,98,96,120,96,98,124
61048 DATA0,124,98,96,120,96,96,96,0,60,98,96,102,98,98,60
61064 DATA0,98,98,98, 126,98,98,98,0,60,24,24,24,24,24,60
61080 DATA0,14,4,4,100,100,100,56,0,98,100,104,112,104,100,98
61096 DATA0,96,96,96,96,96,98,126,0,194,230,218,194,194,194,194
61112 DPTAA,98,98,114,106,1e2,98,48,0,60,98,48,98,98,92,60
61128 DATA0,124,98,98,124,96,96,96,0,60,98,98,98,106,100,58
61144 DATA0,124,98,98,124,98,98,98,0,60.98,96,60,2,98,60 061160 DATA0,126,90,24,24,24,24,24,0,98,98,98,98,98,98,60
61176 DATA0,98,98,98,98,98,52,24,0,194,194,194,194,218,230,194
61192 DATA0, 98,98,36,24,36,98,98,0,98,98,36,24,24,24,24
6120B DATA0,126,98,4,8,16,34,126,0,28,48,24,112,24,48,28
61224 DATA255,129,189,189,189,189,129,255,0,56,12,24,14,24,12,56
61240 DATA56,68,43,237, 154,77,50,12,0,32,64,254,254,64,32,0
61256 DATA0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,56,68,43,237,154,77,50,12 061272 DATA16,16,16,56,40,0,56,16,126,201,201,255,255,201,201,255
61288 DATA0,0,0,0,0,0,56,0,0,0,60,24,60,60,24,0
61304 DATA16,16,16,24,44,165,255,129,40,44,46,255,63,0,0,0

.

61320 DATA0,0,0,255,240,255,0,0,0,28.124.207.31,191.0.0

306 PC W



PROGRAMS
61336 DATA0,128,144,248,254,224,0,0,0,0,24,24,126,24,24,0
61352 DATA0,0,0,0,24,8,8,16,0,0,0,126,126,0,0,0
61368 DATA0,0,0,0,0,0,48,48,0,24,24,0,126,0,24,24
61384 DATA0,60,98,102,106,114,98,60,0,24,56,2,24,24,24,60
61400 DATA0,60,102,102,12,24,50,126,0,60,98,2,12,2,98,60
61416 DATA0,28,52,100,126,4,4,4,0,126,98,96,124,2,98,60
61432 DATA0,24,48,96,124,98,98,60,0,62,98,4,8,24,24,24
61448 DATA0,60,98,98,60,98,98,60,0,60,98,98,62,2,100,56
61464 00100,0,24,24,0,24,24,0,0,0,24,24,0,24,8,16
61480 DATA0,8,16,32,64,32,16,8,0,0,0,126,0,126,0,0

sr
,,.. 61496 DATA0,16,8,4,2,4,8,16,0,60,98,2,28,24,0,24

61512 DATA0,112,112,48,48,0,48,48,0,108,72,72,0,0,0,0

READY.

MZ-80K LABEL PRINTER
by Frank Rooney

'Label printer' runs under Sharp Basic
SP -5025 or, with minor modifications,
under Basic 5060. In common with all
MZ-80K programs not involving
graphics, it will run on the MZ-80A and
700 using one of the above interpreters.

The program allows the user to
design labels which are then printed
onto standard computer labels using
an Epson MX -80 printer. It can also be
used with other Epson -compatible
printers, though some of the print
options may not be available.

'Label printer' supports condensed,
expanded, normal, subscript, conden-
sed subscript and enlarged print styles.
Automatic centering is available as an
option and the program is menu -
driven. The Sharp's screen editor is
available when entering the content of
the label. Please note that CHR$(124) is
used as a demarcation symbol in data
statements in place of commas. This is
not an 'X', but is the graphics character
at the bottom -right of the keyboard.
This allows commas to be printed.

For conversion to Basic 5060 (avail-

able through the Sharp users club,
Yeovil College) the following printer
codes should be changed:
Cursor -down: CHR$(15)
Cursor -up: CHR$(14)
Cursor -left: CHR$(27)
To cancel condensed: CLR=CHR$(18)
To cancel enlarged: CLR=CHR$(15)

For conversion to other machines,
USR(62) sounds a beep to prompt the
user for input (usually BEEP or PRINT
CHR$(7); POKE 4466,X prints X lines
down the screen (usually achieved by
LOCATE x,y, VTAB(x) or PRINT§x,); all
other POKES and printer -control char-
acters are explained in remarks within
the program.

Lines 1190-1210 allow spaces to be
entered at the beginning of inputs
(leading spaces would otherwise be
ignored). As the program stands, 'Label
printer' copes with three types of label:
1 column of 31/2 x 17/16in, 2 columns of 4
x 1 Yisin and 3 columns of 23/4 x 1 7/16in.
To modify the program to handle other
types of labels, change the TAB data in
lines 1350-1430.

10 REM ,

20 REM I
LABEL PRINTER for SHARP MZ-80K I

30 REM with EPSON MX -80 F/T 3 printer I

40 REM E Frank R. Rooney Sept.'83 I

50 REM
60 POKE6347,124:REM Defines CHRS(124) . as DATA demarcation symbol
70 POKE10211,127,REM Allows TAB values of greater than 78
80 DIMT(3,7),P(7),E(34),L$(8),K(8),D(8)
90 REM 3 = ESC printer code
100 NP$=" <1> Normal print".DPS=" <2> Double print"
110 EPS=" <3> Emphasised print".DE$=" f4> Double Emphasised oriot"

130 PRINT"E"ITAB(12);"LABEL PRINTER":PRINTTAB(12)1"
140 PRINT" [For Sharp MO -80E & Epson MX80 FT/3]"
150 PRINT"DII This programme will print standard"
160 PRINT"tractor-feed sheets."

print-silabel170 PRINT"IlThere 6 z and ALPHA-"
1130 PRINT"NUMERIC syarembol, EXCEPTes, may beany used."
190 POKE53631,98:POKE53632.98:REM Prints "" on the screen
200 PRINT"(]There are 8 lines per label, and the"
210 PR1NT"print-size can be sleeted for each line."
220 PRINT"Press <Y> if the printer is connected.":USR(62)
230 GETAS:IFAS=""THEN230
240 IFAS="Y"THEN260
250 GOT0230
251 REM NE = Initialise printer
252 REM 30 = Ignore 'skip over perforations'
253 REM 32 = Sets line spacing to 6 lines per inch
260 PRINT/P"3@3022"
270 PRINT"IHOW MANY COLUMNS OF LABELS 7 (1, 2 or 3)":USR(62)
280 GETLW:IF(LW1).(LW>3)THEN280
290 IFLW=ITHEN310
300 FORX=ITOMLW-1).12).1).6:READZ,NEXTX
310 FOR1=21.07:READP(1):NEXTI
320 FORL=ITOLW.FORK=2.137:READT(L,K),NEXTK.NEXTL
330 PRINT"3Load the label sheet and allign the"
340 PRINT"printer head to print the top line on":PRINT"the label."
350 PRINT"II1 a Press any key to continue .il":USR(62)
360 GETES:IFI<S=""THEN360
370 G0T0980
380 PRINT"EKEY: <1> Blank line"
390 PRINT" <2> Condensed subscript"
400 PRINT" <3> Condensed"
410 PRINT" <4> Subscript"
420 PRINT" <5> Normal"
430 PRINT" <6> 66 Chrs per line"
440 PRINT. <7> Large"
450 PRINT" ...RETURN
460 PRINT"E"I:BS="labels":IELW=1THEN550
470 PRINT"Press <1> to print ACROSS the sheet"
480 PRINT" <2> to print DOWN the sheet"
490 GETAD:IF(AD<1).(AD>2)THEN490
500 IFAD=ITHENBS="rows of labels".GOT0550
510 PRINT"InIn which column do you wish to print ?"
520 PRINT"(Press <1> or <2> etc.) ";:USR(62)
530 GETL.IF(L=0).(L>LIOTHEN530
540 PRINTL
550 PR1NT"IEHow many "18$;" to be printed ";.INPUTN
560 PRINT"Ill . Press <5> to START PRINTING ."
570 GETAS.1FA$=""THEN570
580 IFAS="S"THEN600
590 GOT0570
600 FORM=1TON
610 FORI=IT08
620 PRINT"NPrinting"IMI" /"IN
630 IFAD=1THENFORL=1TOLW:PRINT/P"383032.1SPC(T(L,K(1)));:GOT0650
640 PRINT/P;TAB(T(L.K(I)));

MICROMART

MODULA-2 COMPILERS

MODULA-2 represents the state of the
art in programming languages.

Designed by Niklaus Wirth, the
creator of Pascal, MGDULA-2 features
include modules, program libraries,
separate compilation, concurrent
processes and low-level machine

access. It will supersede Pascal and
offers programmers a powerful
alternative to both C and Ada.

We offer a selection of MODULA-2
compilers by Volition Systems,

Logitech Corporation, and URI Systems
to run on CP/M-80, PC -DOS, CP/M-86,
APPLE, SAGE, and UCSD with prices
ranging from £75 to £360 + VAT.

For more information call us.

GREY MATTER
4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon TC)13 7DF.

TEL. (0364) 53499

sinus'
apricot
IOSUBS

A complete set of subroutines written in BASIC
allowing the programmer to easily develop profes-
sional user friendly software.
Subroutines allow: -
0 Alphanumeric, numeric, date, password data

to be input/output anywhere on the screen.
2) Automatic validation of input data.
3) Reverse video, Highlighted, Underlined attri-

butes on input/output fields.
4) Full editing facilities available during data

input mode.
Price £55 with demo software. inc VAT

Available on ACT Sirius 1 and Apricot

AIR-RAID
A fast action graphics game

Price £11.15 inc VAT
Available on ACT Sirius I and Apricot

For further details please contact

R.J.L. Software Ltd, Southgate Chambers
37.39 Southgate St, Winchester

Hants 5023 9EH. Tel. Winchester (0962) 60738

COMPUTERS
Spectrum 16K £86.90 Commodore 64 £161.00
Spectrum 48K £113,00 Electron £173.80
Dragon 32 £145.00 B.B.C.B. £346.95

Apple Compu'ters available

PRINTERS
Alpha Corn 32 Gemini 15X £325.0(1
(for Spectrum) £52.20 Delta 10 £32500
Epson RX80 F/T £250.00 Epson RX80 £220.00
Epson FX80 £330.00 Shinwa CP80 F/T £225.00
Star Gemini 10X uciaoci Printer Cable £ 8.50

MONITORS 14" COLOUR
Cable £170.00 'Microvitic £195.00 .TV Monitor £207.00

.All complete with lead Nomendy/Saba

CIUMANA DISK DRIVES
100K single without power supply £144. 200K double £299
with power supply, £173

Phone for price on other drivesACCESSORIES
aa C. Disk Interface £78.50
Upgrade A to B £57.00
Spectrum 16K to 48K £19.95
Joysticks analogue £15.00
Joysticks self centreing £16.50
Sidewise Rom Board £38.00
.27128 EPROMS ring for price
'2764 EPROMS ring for price
2271 Disk Controller ring for mice

`Discounts on volume
Large selection of software. Too many to list

Better price on any package supplied by newsagents
SAE for software list. State make of machine.

£1.25 discount on two pro -rata for volumes over two.
Add 80 pence Post & Packing for small items and £8.00 for large items.

ADD 15% V.A.T. TO TOTAL

Leigh Computer Systems
36 Derby Road, Hinckley, Leicestershire LE10 1QF

Tel (0455) 612139
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M & J SOFTWARE
DRAGON1N-FORTH £12
A cassette -based implementation of FORTH which includes a powerful text
editor and a 6809 macroassembler. All the power of Basic is retained by
being able to access Basic commands from FORTH. Da not be fooled by the
low price of this package - it represents unbeatable value for money and
comes complete with extensive documentation.

119 -FORTH ASSEMBLY SOURCE LISTINGS £7 each
Mailable for the following Processors -
6502. Z80, 6809. 8080. 1802. 9900, 6800. 68000, 8086/88 8 PDP11

MVP -FORTH ASSEMBLY LISTINGS £7 each
Available for 6502, 8086/88 8 8080 Processors.
These listings provide the source for an implementation of FORTH up to 79
standard.

11p -FORTH INSTALLATION MANUAL £5
A complete 'how to do it' guide to the implementation of FORTH from the
above listings. This manual contains the FORTH source written in FORTH. an
editor, an extensive glossary and lots more.

ALL ABOUT FORTH by Haydon £7.95
An excellent reference book with cross references to fig -FORTH, the
FORTH -79 standard and Starting FORTH. This book should be next to every
FORTH Programmer's computer.

51109 8 6502 MACROASSEMBLERS £5 each
Written in fig -FORTH, these listings require the minimum of alteration for
any fig implementation. Copies on tape can be supplied for Dragon and
Microtan users at E1 extra.

DRAGON COMPANION £4.95
A useful source of information on the workings of the DRAGON. It includes a
full 6809 disassemble,

Cheques & POS -

M 8 J SOFTWARE, 34 GRAYS CLOSE, SCHOLAR GREEN,

STOKE-ON-TRENT ST7 3LU. Tel: M7821 517876

J & F COMPUTERS
We stock a wide range of hardware, software

and peripherals for most of the leading home

computers, including SPECTRUM, BBC,
Commodore 64 and VIC 20. Phone or write
now for more details.

OUT NOW SYSMON machine -code moni-
tor programs give you access to machine
code on the VIC 20 and Commodore 64.
Features include Hex Dumps, Load and Save
of machine -code, Assembler, Disassembler

and lots morel At only £5.50 for tape versions

foreithermachine,or£10.00forSYSNAC)N 20
on an EPROM, it's an invaluable tool for the

serious programmer. Also, we program
EPROM's with your programs, from £10.00
-- write or phone for a quotation. Trade
enquiries welcome.

Send cheques/postal orders now to: --

J & F COMPUTERS,
DEPT A1,

ROSEHILL, LADOCK,
TRURO, CORNWALL TR2 4PQ

or telephone us (any time) on
St. Austell (0726) 882 758

Programming the

PET/C B M
By Raeto West

The Reference Encyclopedia for Commodore
PET and CBM Users
Comprehensive teaching and reference hook on
programming Commodore's 2000, 3000, 4000 and 8000
microcomputers and peripherals.
Many programs, charts and diagrams. 17 chapter, appendices.
and index. iv 5114 page large -formal paperback. ISBN 0 9907650
117. Price In UK and Europe £14.90 each I includes post and
packing). Five or more £12.90 each. 48 hour order turnaround

guaranteed.
From dealers and booksellers or direr,:
Trade Manager, Edward Arnold (Publishers) Ltd.
Woodlands Park Avenue, MAIDENHEAD, Berks
SL3 3LX.
Tel: (062682) 3104
"A masterpiece" - Creative Computing
"Essential - Educational Computing
"Excellent" - Jim Strasma
-Comprehensive & Accurate" -Jim Butterfield

Send orders and make cheques payable to:
Trade Manager, Edward Arnold (Publishers) Lid,
Woodlands Park Avenue, MAIDENHEAD, Berks SL3 3LX.

Scnd copy/ics Programming the PET/CBM at E14.90

I enclosechegueR0for f

NAME
ADDRESS

PROGRAMS

,.

641 REM 2 = Condensed characters - If Cancel
642 REM N = Enlarged characters - N Cancel
643 REM 3S1 = Subscript characters - OT Cancel
644 REM NE = Emphasisepd characters - OF Cancel
645 REM 36 = De rintig - 3H
650 CINK(I)GOT0660,oubl670,680,700,n710,740.770

Cancel

660 PRINT/P):GOT0800
670 PRINT/P"OSIE"::GOT0800
680 PRINT/P"2"::IFDII)=2TMENPRINT/P"M"f
690 GOT0800
700 PRINT/P"381";:GOT0800
710 IFD;11>2THENPRINT/P"NE";
720 IF(D(I1=2;,(D(I)=4)THENPRINT/P"36";
730 GOT0800
740 PRINT/P"OI";
750 IFD(I)=2THENPRINT/P"36";
760 G0T0800

0

770 PRINT/P"S";
780 IFD(I)>2THENPRINT/P"5E";
790 IFt(D(I)=21,(D(1)=4);THENPRINT/P"NG";
800 PRINT/PLS(I);
810 ONK1D60T0880,820,830,840.850,860,870 0
820 PRINT/P"NTV";.GOT0880
830 PRINT/P"E";;GOT0880
840 PRINT/P"NT";;GOT0880
850 PRINT/P"IF";;GOT0880
860 PRINT/P"6";.00T0880
870 PRINT/P"EOF";
880 PRINT/P"SH";
890 (FAD=ITHENNEXTL
900 PRINT/P.NEXTI;PRINT/P;NEXTM
910 PRINT"EPress <R> for MORE of THIS LABEL"
920 PRINT"2 <N> for a NEW LABEL FORMAT"
930 PRINT".5 <E> to EXIT from the program":USRI62)

... 940 GETA$:IFAS="E"THENPOKE6347,44:PRINT"N":END:REM Redefine . for demarcation 0
950 IFA$="R"THEN460
960 IFA$="N"THEN980
970 GOT0940
980 FORII=11.08:D1I1)=0:L$CII)="":NEXTII:1=1
990 PRINT"S Do you require automatic centering '7"
1000 PRINTTAB115W8(Y or N)":USR(62)
1010 GETCS:IFC$="Y"THENC=1:601.01040
1020 IFC$="N"THENC=0:801.01040
1030 GOT01010 0
1040 GOSUB380
1050 PRINT..8Line"kfl" KEY: ":USR(62)
1060 GETK(I):1E(K(1)=0),(K(I);>7)THEN1060
1070 PRINTK(I)
1080 IFKII)=1THEN1250
1090 PRINT"N"f:IF(K(I)=3).1K1I)>4)THENPRINT"KEY:".
1100 IFK(I)=3THENVC=2:PRINTNPS:PRINTDP$:PRINTLNS:0T01150
1110 IFK1I)=5THENVC=4:PRINTNP$:PRINTDPS:PRINTEPS:PRINTDE$:PRINTLNS:GOT01150
1120 IFKII)=6THENVC=2:PRINTNPS:PRINTDPS:PRINTLN$:80701150
1130 IFK(I)=7THENVC=4:PRINTNPS:PRINTDPS:PRINTEPS:FRINTDES:PRINTLN.:80701150
1140 GOT01160
1150 GETWI):IF(D(I)=0).(DII)>VC)THEN1150
1160 PRINT"BLIne";I
1170 POKE4466,13:PRINT"2";;FORA=1TOP(K(I);-1.PRINT"-";;NEXTA;PRINT"-"
1180 POKE4466,11;INPUT" ";LS(I)
1190 FORB=ITOPM/AD)
1200 IFPEEK(53688+8)<>0THEN1220
1210 NEXTB
1220 LE(I)=SPC(B-1;+LS;I;
1230 IFC=OTHEN1250
1240 Lf(D=SPC(INT(P(K;I))-LENILO(I)))/2)+Lt(I)
1250 I=I+1:IF1/9THEN1040
1260 PRINT"SThe complete label reads:22"
1270 PRINT"---..
1280 FOR1=11-08:PRINTL$11):NEXTI
1290 PRINT"----"
1300 PRINT"22Does this look O.K. ? (V or N)"
1310 GETAS:IFA$=""THEN1310
1320 IFA$="N"THEN980
1330 IFA$="Y"THEN460
1340 6OT01310
1348 REM - = CHR$1124) DATA Demarcation symbol
1349 REM No. of characters of different sizes per line - 1 COLUMN OF LABELS
1350 DATA50.50.29.29.25.15
1359 REM TAB Settings
1360 DATA0.0.0.0.0.0
1369 REM No. of characters of different sizes per line - 2 COLUMNS OF LABELS
1370 DATA53.53.36.36.25.18
1379 REM TAB Settings Column 1

1380 DATA3.3.0.0.3.0
1389 REM TAB Settings Column 2
1190 DATA46.46.44.44-47.44
1399 REM No. of characters of different sizes per line - 3 COLUMNS OF LABELS
1400 DATA33.33.21.21.18.12
1409 REM TAB Settings Column 1

1410 DATA2.2.1.1.1.0
1419 REM TAB Settings Column 2
1420 DATA30.30.29.29.29.28
1429 REM TAB Settings Column 3
1430 DATA57.57.57-57.56.56

[I T ITI xl.i. 1: lr I r liar/ ri:rxrtrrrrti comoexaeo supecll,

DOUBLE -PRICED CONDENSED

ELDERBERRY ., ...,  , , ,

14 I P4E t, orl,..
1983 DOUBLE -EMPHASISED NORMAL

Started: 18.8.82 Bottled: 6.2.83 6 6 CHARACTERS PER LINE
, ,,k.1 ,t
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BBC TERMINAL PROGRAMS
by T Harvey & M Orr

BBC 'Terminal programs' enable a
program to be rapidly transferred from
one BBC Micro to another using the
RS432 serial ports, and two BBCs to
communicate with each other telex -
style.

Listing 1 enables a program to be
transferred from one machine to
another. The primary use of the pro-
gram is in schools or sites where there
are more machines than disk drives. A
program can be loaded from disk to one
machine, and then rapidly transferred
to others without the need for full
networking.

To use the program, use an RS432
lead wired for communications (your
local Acorn dealer should be able to
supply this). Connect the two

machines, and type *FX 2,1 on the
machine to which you intend to send
the program. This disables the
keyboard, with the exception of the
BREAK key, and tells the machine to
accept input from the RS432 port as if it
were being entered from the keyboard.

You should then run the 'Master
terminal' program on the transmitting
machine and load the program to be
transferred, then follow the instruc-
tions given in the program. BREAK
restores the host machine to normal
use and OLD recovers the transmitted
program.

The second program comprises two
listings. One should be typed into each
machineto enable the two to communi-
cate with each other using the RS432

308PCW



PROGRAMS
link as above. As it is, the program is also interesting or - for the more
rather uninteresting but, as our referee ambitious-an arcade -style game with
points out, the technique used could two spacecraft battling it out, each
form the basis of some very imagina- player controlling one craft and receiv-
tive software involving two machines. ing data on the other player's move -

An 'Eliza' program, with two machines ments. If anyone wants to write some -

talking to each other, could be fun! thing for PCW Programs along these
Adventure programs, with two human lines, let me know.
characters playing simultaneously, are

10 MODE 7
20 PRINTTAB(10,2);CMR$(129):"MASTER TERMINAL"
30 PRINTTAB(12,3):CHR$(129):"BY T. HARVEY"
40 PRINTTAB(14,4);CHR$(129);"14/9/83"
50 *FX8,7
60 *FX7,7
70 PROCADVICE
80 REPEAT
90 INPUTLINE'"COMMAND:"A$

100 STX=INSTR(A$,"LIST")
110 IF ST%<>0 THEN *FX2,1
120 *FX3,3
130 *FX5,2
140 VDU2:PRINT A$:VDU3
150 *FX3,0
160 IF ST7.<>0 THEN END
170 UNTIL FALSE
180 DEFPROCADVICE
190 PRINT"ADVICE-"
200 PRINT"ENSURE THAT THE OTHER COMPUTER IS RECEIVING"
210 PRINT"I.E.*FX2,1 HAS BEEN ENTERED."
220 PRINT'"TO GET PROGRAM FROM TERMINAL:"
230 PRINT"*FX5,2:RETURN:*FX6,10:RETURN"
240 PRINT"VDU2:LIST:RETURN:BREAK:OLD"
250 PRINT""THIS MACHINE RECEIVES WHEN LIST IS":PRINT"ENTERED"
260 ENDPROC

10 MODE 7
20 PRINTTAB(10,2);CHR$(129);"TALKING TERMINALS"
30 PRINTTAB(8,7);CHR$(129):"BY T.HARVEY AND M.ORR"
40 PRINTTAB(14,4):CHR$(129);"14/9/83"
50 PRINTTAB(13,5);CHR$(129):"TERMINAL 1"
60 H%=FALSE
70 *FX8,7
80 *F17,7
90 REPEAT

100 IF H%=TRUE THEN *FX2,1
110 IF H%=FALSE THEN 140
120 INPUTLINE"ANSWER:"DUM$
130 *FX2,0
140 INPUTLINE'"DUESTION:"A$
150 *FX3,7
160 PRINT A$
170 *FX3,0
180 H%=TRUE
190 UNTIL FALSE

10 MODE 7
20 PRINTTAB(10,2);CHR$(129):"TALKING TERMINALS"
30 PRINTTAB(8,3):CHR$(129):"BY T.HARVEY AND M.ORR"
40 PRINTTAB(14,4);CHR$(129);"14/9/83"
50 PRINTTAB(13,5);CHR$(129);"TERMINAL 2"
60 *FX8,7
70 *FX7,7
80 REPEAT *FX2,1
90 INPUTLINE"QUESTION:"DUM$
100 *FX2,0
110 INPUTLINE'"ANSWER:"A$
120 *FX3,7
130 PRINT A$
140 *FX3,0

-
150 UNTIL FALSE a

COMMODORE WORDSQUARE
by Antony Gerrish

'Wordsquare' was written on a PET, but
should convert easily to both the
Commodore 64 and VIC 20. A printer is
essential.

The program generates word -
squares of the type found in puzzle
books using words entered by the user.
The words you enter will be hidden in a
grid of letters, and may read in any one_

of eight directions - up, down, left,
right and the four diagonal directions.

The program also offers an optional
answer sheet, showing the positions of
all the words without the dummy letters
used to fill the grid. The program
contains no instructions but is easy to
use by simply following the prompts.

When typing in the listing, please

MICROMART

C COMPILERS
We stock a wide range of C compilers

and utilities and can advise on which
one will best suit your needs.

CP/M-80 BDS C
AZTEC C
C/80
ECO-C
(2/C

WH I TESMI THS

CP/M-86

MS-DOS

Call

DIGITAL RESEARCH
MICROSOFT C
CI C-86
MARK WILLIAMS CC86
DE SMET C88
SUPERSOFT C

£110
£150
£50
£195
£90
£500

£210
£320
£299
£325
£100
£195

us for more information

GREY MATTER
4 Prigg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon T013 7DF.

TEL. (0364) 53499

13LAIIH CASSETTES
Rely on the professionals for guaranteed top quality computer/audio
cassettes at great value budget prices. Packed in boxes of 10,

complete with labels, inlay cards and library case.

Prices include VAT, post & packing

LENGTH BOX PRICE (IO) QTY. VALUE
5 mins (c.5)
10 mins (c.10)

£4.55
f4.40

12 mins (c.12) £4.45
15 mins (c.15) £4.50
30 mins (c.30) £4.70
60 mins (c.60)
90 mins (c.90)

£5.30
f7.00

Cheque/Postal Order enclosed for
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME. GET BEST TERMS, SERVICE & PRODUCT. BUY

DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURERS OF PROFESSIONAL BRAND CASSETTES.

NAME

ADDRESS

PROPESSIOnAl MAGIETICS RU
Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds LS103TY

FREEPOST Tel' (0534706066

Your own individual let-

terheading and continuous

stationery in A4 size on top

quality paper.

Artwork and design service

available.

Ask for samples and prices

Reed Computers Ltd
Vale Road, Windsor SL4 5JL

Telephone: 075 35 59272

PCW 309
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Ateudgcabt FORTH
Extended fig -FORTH

 Full use of screen editor.
 Full use of graphics.
 Full documentation supplied.
 Ram disk simulation.
 Named cassette files.
 Software tools, fig editor.
 User support.

Cassette version: £17

Optional extra: FORTH assembler
(enquire).

SAE for further details

Just Ask
47A DORNTON RD, LONDON SW12

Tel: 01-675 0205

Every CO;17116ineeds

vas 1 I ,I,I 11.1,1,0% ir

For ZX81 -
'Listen Creep, I am the leader.

SPECTRUM
BBC *...0,

p ;a

TRS BO
APPLE 4
NASCOM
VIC PET164 A ,

(Please stale)
39

NEW! PITCH

EXCLUS1V t CONTROL

CHATTERBOX
Genuine phoneme synthesis
speech - hence unlimited
Programmable pitch for more
(exclusive to Wm Stuart Systems)-
cabinet for quality sound -
amplifier. PLUS expansion
voice recognition system.
technical notes and software
outstanding educational unit.
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

'44;4Pr.)

II re can say anything!
- not just recorded

vocabulary.
natural intonation

solid tone
integral beep music

socket for BIG EARS
Full instructions

supplied with this

As see- ^ - BBC TV "Computer Programme"

*BIG EARS* s).0.79, ccs,.
SPEECH cs

INPUT
FOR ANY
COMPUTER
Hugely successful Speech Regnition System
complete with microphone. software and full
Instructions. ONLY £49
BUILT TESTED & GUARANTEED
PLEASE STATE COMPUTER UK101.
SPECTRUM, ATOM, NASCOM2, VIc 20, Micron.
ZX80.81, PET. TRS80, MZBOK APPLE II, BBC MICRO

ZX81 /SPECTRUM
MUSIC SYNTHESISER (Stereo)
.16 LINE CONTROL PORT

NEW
VIBRATO
CONTROL

Play 3 -part music, sound effects, drums etc. Full
control of attack. decay and frequency.
Input Output lines provide control and monitor
facility for Home Security. Robot Control. Model
Railway etc. etc_ Works with or without 161( RAM.

Full instructions.software included. AMAZING VALUE
Add keyboard to make a live performance AT ONLY
polyphonic synthesiser!
Note- up to 3 units can be used simultaneously, £19.50tKM
giving 9 music channels 6 461 0 lines £25.50 (BUILT)

THE COMPOSER
syrtros..er Music
Programme
Enter 6 play 3 oar, harmony
Inc1udee dernonstrahons
(SpectrumZXB1 'recommended C7

TALKING HANGMAN
For Cnalierpo,
The classic game

==7, ,71
accompaniment (Spectrum) te

ZX ARP/DRUMSEQ
Fascinating synthesiser
elemonstratons Generates
automat. sequences and
plays from keyboard Some
wed etlects (Spectrum,

=--.
_-...
--e.=--

£6

cHRomAcom,,,,,,
an you one sense Porno by
racking the eecre,

cornoinalion Pe1ore hme runs
out, WO Cnallerbor some

output ISPeoPPm)

COLOUR MODULATOR K,C16

RGB In. PAL UHF out (not for 2 X, BUILT £22

Please add VAT at 15% to prices.
Batclay.Access orders accepted by telephone

All enquiries
S.A.E. please

WILLIAM f&a,rtyrtoDown House MEMO
WU

STUART Nr Salisbury AIL
Wiltshire SP4 ODZ

SYSTEMS Ltd Tel 098 064 235

PROGRAMS
_note that the author has used two- or reverse -video and RVO for reverse -

three -letter codes to represent Corn- video off. You should, of course, enter
modore control codes. The meanings the standard Commodore codes rather
should be apparent: CLS to clear the than these mnemonics- consult your
screen; CD for cursor -down; CL for manual if in doubt.
cursor -left; CU for cursor -up; RVS for

5 REM WORDSQUARE BY A.P. GERRISH ;21/5/83/
6 REM
10 REM HAS SOUND ON CB2 LINE
20 REM
30 REM PRINTER OUTPUT 78 COLUMNS
40 REM
50 EEWECMILLEGAL ENTRY[CD]"
60 PRINT"ICLSP:GOSUB1000
70 INPUT"OUTPUT TO ERVSAIRVO3CREEN OR CRVS3PERVMRINTER ";AA$
80 AA$=LEFTCAA$,1)
90 IF AA$<>"P" AND AA$<>"S" THEN RUN
100 INPUT"ICIADO YOU WANT THE ANSWER SHEET ";AS$
110 ASS=LEFTCAS$,11
120 INPUT"CCDJMAXIMUM NUMBER OF WORDS ";KL
130 IF KL>2000 OR KL<I0 THEN PRINT"CCIMOUT OF RANGE":GOT0120
140 DIM ACKL)
150 PRINT"ICIMPLEASE INPUT WORDS.
160 PRINT"(CD)IF YOU WANT TO STOP TYPE 'END'.
170 PRIF"(CDITYPING S DELETES THE LAST WORD INPUT.
180 A$= '

190 I=1:PRINT"[CMCCDICCDr1
200 GOSUB1000:INPUT" -ICLAECLIcLI";ACI):IFLEN;ACII)>10THENPRINTEE$:6070200
210 IFACl/="t"THENI=1-1:ACI)=' :GOT0200
220 IFLENIACI))<3THENPRINTEE$:GOT0200
230 GG=O:FOR MD=1TOLEN(ACD) 0
240 MV=ASCIMIDCACI),MD,11/
250 IFMV<64ORMV:,90THENGG=1
260 NEXT MD:IFGG=ITHENPRINTEMGOT0200
270 IFACIWEND"THEN300
280 I=I+1:IFIALTHEN300
290 GOT0200
300 NO=I-1:I=0
310 I=I+1:D=I-1:IFI>=NO THEN380
320 D=D+I:IFD=NO+ITHEN310
330 IFD=ITHENPRINT"SORTING WORD "11;"[CL] ICUP:GOT0320
340 IFLENIACI;)<LEN(ACIDITHENG$=ACI>:A$II)=A$(D):ACD1=8$
350 IFACD.OACD)THEN320
360 GOSUB1000:GOSUB1070
370 D=I -1:601.0320
380 GG=0:FORI=ITON0-1
390 IFLEN01$(1)><LENCACI+1/)THENB$=A$M:A$(I>=ACI+1):ACI+1)=84:GG=1
400 NEXTI:IFGG=1THEN380

., 410 PRINT"[CDP:LK=0:FORI=ITONO:LK=LK+LENIA$M):NEXTI
w 420 AC=39:IFAA$="P"THENAC=78

430 DO=INTIILK*3)/AC)
440 IFDO<2THENDO=D0+2

, 450 DIMDCAC,D0)
460 PRINT"ECLS1"
470 FORI=1TONO:PRINTA$(1):NEXT
480 PRINT"[CD]SIZE:"AC"*"DO
490 FORW=1TO NO:LE=LENIACW))
500 PRINT"COUNT: 'IN0+1)-W"(CL3 ECU)"
510 Y=INTIFINDI1>*D01:X=INT;RND;11*AC)
520 AI=INTIRND(1)*3+11-2
530 A2=INT(RND(1)*3+1)-2:A=0:L=1
540 IFA1=0ANDA2=0THEN520
550 A$=MIDCACW),L,1>
560 K1=X+(11*L):K2=Y+IA2*LI
570 IFK1<1ORK2<ITHEN510
580 IFK1>ACTHEN510
590 IFK2>DOTHEN510
600 8$=DICK1,K2)
610 IFB$=ASTHENA=A+1:6070640
626 IFEJi.--TREN-840
630 GOT0510
640 L=L+I:IFL<=LE THEN550
650 IFA=LE THEN510
660 FORI=1TOLE:A$=MID$IACW),1,1/
670 D$IX+(A141),Y+(A2*I))=A$
680 NEXTI:NEXTW:PRINT"[CDP
690 POKE59467,16:POKE59466,32
700 FORI=1T010_

w 710 POKE59464,200:FORX=1T0100:NEXT
720 POKE59464,30 1FORX=17070 :NEXT
730 NEXTI
740 IFAA$="S"THEN770
750 PRINT"ICIAPRESS 'SPACE' WHEN READY.
760 GETA$:IFA$0 "THEN760
770 P01<E59467,0:P0KE59466,0
780 S=7:F=4:IFAAWS"THENF=3:S=F
790 OPEN3,F
800 GG=0:IFAS$="Y"THENGG=1,
810 FOR1=1TC:PRINT$3,
820 NEXTI:PORAINT113:FORI=17000
830 FORD=1TOAC
840 IFDCD,I)=""ANDGG=OTHENPRINT113,CH(64+INTIRND11/426+1)1;:GOTOB70
850 IFD$M,DDCDANDGG=1THENPRINT$3, ;:GOT0870
860 PRINT$3,,1);
87(1 NEXT:PRINT$3:NEXT
880 FORI=ITOACIPRINTW3,"-";
890 NEXT:PRINTV:I=0
900 IFSG=ITHENGG=0:PRINT413:3070810
910 GOSUB1190
920 FORD=1TOS

0 930 I=I+1:IFI>N0 THENBW":601.0950
940 B$=A$(1)
950 IFLEN03$)<10THENB$=8$+" ":601.0950
960 PRINT113,8$;:IFI<NOANDD<>STHENPRINT$3,":";

0 970 NEXT:PRINT113:IFI<NO THEN920
980 FORI=1TOAC:PRINT#3,"-';:NEXT
990 PRINT413:GOT01140
1000 POKE59467,16:P0KE59466,32
1010 POKE59464,10:FORX=11.010:NEXT
1020 POKE59464,100:FORX=1T010:NEXT
1030 POKE59464,0
1040 POKE59467,0:POKE59466,0:RETURN
1050 DATACONTENTS,COMPUTER,JUMPING,CROWDED,INDENT,RETURN,SCREEN,ROOM,MOVE
1060 DATAJUST,LIKE,VERY,THE,PIN,BIN,END
1070 IFV=1THEN1120
1080 READA$:IFA$="END"THENV=1
1090 PRINT" CCU)"
1100 PRINTACI)," - ";A$
1110 ACI>=ACRETUliN
1120 ACID= ":FOR HOD TO NO -1
1130 ACHI=ACH+1):NEXT:NO=N0-1:RETURN
1140 D$o"A TOTAL OF"+STR$INOW WORDS"

0 1150 FOR1=ITOAC/2)-ILEN(D$1/2/ 111

1160 PRINT113,' "_;_:NEXT:PINT113,D$
1170 FOR1=1TOAC:PRINT$3,'- 1:NEXT
1180 PRINT113:CLOSE3:END
1190 FORJ=1TO NO -1
1200 DD=J+I
1210 IF DD>NO THEN 1260
1220 PRINT"SORTING WORD "1,11"CCUY
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..

..

1230 IFLEWACDD))<LEN(ACJ))THEN1260
1240 IFACDD)<ACJ)THENE4=AUDD):14CDD)=A4U):A$(J)=6$
1250 DD=0D+1:80701210
1260 NEXTJ
1270 RETURN 41

BBC DISASSEMBLER
by S James & R Nurse

'Disassembler' is a fast machine code output has been made extremely easy
disassemblerfor the BBC models A& B. to follow by highlighting unconditional
When run, the program displays a jumps (JMPs and JSRs) in green, with
standard disassembly of the contents conditional branches in red.
of RAM beginning at the specified Two points to note are (a) in the ASCII
address. 'Disassembler' also displays a column, all screen display codes are
hexadecimal and ASCII version of the replaced by asterisks, and (b) the same
code,the hex to the left of the disassem- codes are likely to play havoc with your
bly, the ASCII to the right. printer. The program was tested on

The start address should be given in itself and on parts of the BBC ROM.
hex, but without the leading '&'. The

LIST
100 PCL=&70:PCH=&71
200 esctest=&9834 e
300 Oswrch=&FFEE
400 Osnew1=8,FFE7
500 Osrdch=&FFE0

prhex=&8570 600

700 sig=&70:col=&78:asc=&7A
800 Opcode=&72:Bytes=&73sFormat=&74:Mnemonic=&75
900 Baselo=11,76:Basehi=8,77:Temp=&78:Te1=8,79
1000 DIMmnem% 172,form% 78,data% 512,Bytes% 13,mach% 900,opc 100,opname% 201)
1100 READSmnem%
1200 FORT=OT012:READAS
1300 FORY=0T05sform%?(T46.Y)=ASCSMID$SA$,Y+1,1/S:NEXT:NEXT
1400 FORT=170131READBytes%7T:NEXT
1500 FORT=070511

READdata%?T:NEXT 1600

1700 strt=opname%:FORT=07012
1800 READnameS,loc
1900 ?(opc,T.4)=Ioc MOD 256
2000 ?(opc+T.4+1)=loc DIV 256
2100 ?Sopc+T+4+2)=strt MOD 256
2200 ?(opc+T*4+3)=strt DIV 256
2300 tstrt=name$:strt=strt.LEN(name$),1
2400 NEXT
2500 FORpass=0701
2600 P%=mach%
2700 C OPTpass.2
2800 .DISS JSRstart
2900 .DIS1 JSRprpc
3000 JSRdissbyte
3100 JSRprcalls
3200 LDAasc:CMPE128:BEODIS2:JSRprasci
3300 .DIS2 LDA0pcode:CMPE&4C:BEOline:CMPEUX:EIEOline
3400 .back JSRnextbyte:JSROsnewl
3500 JSResctest
3600 JSRkeys
3700 JMPOIS1
3800 .line JSROsnewli,IMPback
3900 .prpc LDA PCH:JSRprhexsLDA PCL:JSRprhex:LDAEASC.2:JSROssyrch:RTS
4000 .dissbyte LOYE0sLDASPCLS,YISTROpcode
4100 CMPE128:BCCsma11

0 4200 LDAESdata%+256) DIV 256:STABasehi
4300 LDAESdata7,+2561 MOD 256:STABaselo
4400 LDA0pcode:SEC:SIICE128:JMPgetinfo
4500 .small LDACdata% DIV 256:STABasehi 04600 LDAEdata% MOD 256:STABaselo:LDA0pcode
4700 .getinfo ASLAsTAY:LDASBaseloS,Y:STAMnemonic
4800 INYsLDA(Baselo),Y:STAFormat

6 4900 CMPEO:BNEr1:JMPerr:.r1 TAY:LDAElytes%,Y:STABytes
5000 LDYFormat:DEY1TYA:ASLAsSTATemp:ASLA:CLCsADCTemp:STAFormat
5100 .eret LOVE°

0 5200 .prnum LDASPCLS,Y:JSRprhex:LDAE32:JSROswrchsINY:CPYBytes:BNEprnum
57.00 LDA£9:SEMSBCBytes:SECBytes:SECBytes,JSRprbInk
5400 LDAco1:CMPE128:BE0 nocol:JSRaddincols

4, 5500 .nocol LDYMnemonic:DEY
5600 LDAmnem%,YsJSROswrch:LDAmnem%.1,Y:JSROswrch:LDAmnem%,2,YsJSROswrch:LDAE2

e
:JSRprbInk
5700 LDYFormat:LDXE6sCPYE54:BEDrel:CPYE48:BEQend

9 5800 .praddr LDAform%,Y:CMPEASC...:BEOaddress:CMPE32sBE0end:JSR&FFEE
5900 .prnext INY:DEX:BNEpraddr

fi,

OVVU .enu Mlb
0 6100 .address TYA:PHA:LDYBytes:DEY

6200 .addr LDASPCL),Y:JSRprhex:DEYIBNEaddr:PLAsTAYsJMPprnext
6300 .prmess TYA:PHA:LDYE0
6400 .prmes1 LDA(&86),Y:CMPE13:BNEprmes2sPLAsTAY:RTS
6500 .prmes2 JSR&FFEE:INY:JMPormes1
6600 .prbink CMPEO:BEOprblk2sTAX:LDAE32
6700 JSROswrch:DEX:EINEprblkl.prblkl
6800 .prblk2 RTS
6900 .rel LDREASC.&":JSR&FFEE:LDYEI:LDAPCL:CLC:ADCSPCLS,YIADCE2:STATel:LDAPCH
:ADCEO:JSRprhex:LDATeIsJSRprhex:JMPend
7000 .start LDAEO:STAcol:LDAE128eSTAsig:STAasc:RTS
7100 .keys LDAsigsCMPE1282BEOsigdo:LDAE&81sLDITO:LDXE0eJSR&FFF4:TXA:JMPtest
7200 .coloff CLC:LDAcolsADCE128:STAcoloRTS
7300 .ascoff CLC:LDAascsADCE1281STAasc:RTS
7400 .sigstp CLC:LDAsig:ADCE128:STAsigIRTS
7500 .sigdo JSR&FFEO:.test CMPEASC.A":BEOascoff
7600 CMPEASC.S.:BEOsigstp
7700 CMPEASC"C":1302coloff
7800 CMPEASC.N":BEGctrin
7900 CMPEASC"0":BEOctrlo .

0 8000 RTS
8100 .ctrIn LDAE142JSR&FFEE.RTS
8200 .ctrlo LDAE15:JSR&FFEE:RTS
8300 .err LDRE1ASTABytesILDAE169:STAMnemonic:LDAE9:STAFormatsJMPeret

MICROMART
RENTAL SALES * RENTAL SALES

RENTAL
Try out a system of your choice before commitment.
Avoid expensive purchase mistakes. This service is
available from a period of one day to point of decision.
Available to all users. Have a great deal and our own
complete Before and After Sales Service.

Hardware Software Printer Range
Apricot Pulsar Accounts TE.C.
Sirius Languages, Apl etc. N. E. C.
IBM Application Programs Qume
Apple Visicalc. Cad, Obese 2, Richo
BBC Educational, Tutorial, Epsons
Commodore Estate Agents, MicroLine
Ode Financial Control. Act Writer
Future FX20 Utilities, Spread Sheet Plotters

prog. etc. Juki

If you require Mall Order on Epson Printers, BBC,
Oric, Commodore and any others then why not phone
for best buy.

FREE SAME DAY DELIVERY 8 INSTALLATION WITHIN
LONDON AT YOUR OWN CONVENIENCE

MICRO RENTAL SALES LEASE
MICRO COMPUTER SPACEDROME INTERNATIONAL I M. S.14

3 WESTHOLNI, LONDON NW11
Tel: 01-458 5845
Open Mon.-.Sat. 8.30-7.00

/11020-CO/Wret

* All Risks Cover (incl. Transit)
- up to £8,000 for £20

* Increased Cost of Working - to reinstate
lost data

* Breakdown& Derangement-alternative
to maintenance agreement

Comprehensive cover at a
reasonable premium:-

Talk to us before taking a Maintenance Contract

Write with details of equipment and value to -

Geoffrey Hoodless & Associates
Freepost (no stamp required)

Woking, Surrey GU21 4BR

Tel Woking (04862) 61082 Answering Service.

LOW FLOPPY DISK
Prices -

BASF 5.25" SS/SD 15.00
DS/DD 23.50
SS 96tpi 24.50
DS 96tpi 29.00

Pnces per box of 10 plus ft per box p&p

FAST SORT UTILITY
Ascending order sort utility program for ACT Sirius 1 --
will sort any file created as a random file and containing
any number of records which may be of any length,
contain any number of fields (all subject to MS-DOS
limits), and any number of fields in sort key in any order.
Price £15.00 inc p&p

THE LAST ONE
The program generator that makes writing error free
programs so easy and quick.
We use it so we know how good it is!

Prices -
Compact version 50.00
Commodore 64 85.00
Apple 185.00
Others 330.00

All prices include p&p

Alt offers subject to availability and plus VAT al 15%.
Make chequesipo payable to BIMACS Ltd., and send to:

Moor House, Ratcliffe Wharf Lane
Forton, Preston PR3 OAN

Tel: 0524 792101
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MICRO ON
ICE!!

FREEZE FRAME YOUR MICRO,
instruction by instruction, to see

what's going on during educational
and debugging exercises. Find out

about PE's MICROSTEPPER

in

PRACTICAL
ELECTRONICS

April issue

ON SALE NOW

REPAIRS & SERVICE
* COMPUTERS (Business & Personal)

* DISC DRIVES (51/4 & 8")

* VDU's
* MONITORS
* PRINTERS
* S100 BOARDS

* EPROM PROGRAMMING
* MAINTENANCE CONTRACTS

48 hour service for alignment
and test of disc drives

A.N. ELECTRONIC & COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD

130B North Lane, Aldershot, Hants
Tel: Aldershot (0252) 25608

PET CONVERSIONS AND UPGRADES
It's here at new LOW low pull!
Don't throw out your old 9" PET.
The micro port 80 column conversion board for the 9" PETiCBM basic 4.0 or
upgrade 200110)0 series machines will upgrade it to a true 8000 series. Simply
plus nitnoto.th:or3nlimain loogipcatobterd,zxl.wyit 1010a31rnal.f=bkeyboard u

ROM facilities;nusPET

your
plied

complete with full fining instructions. or fitted free of charge at our workshops
Full money back guarantee within 14 days fl not delighted .. il2i5S00
Eotemally mounted switching unit for above (40/80 column sultablel
12" VDU (FAT 40) 8 column conversion coo 00
40-80 column switchable (biro machines in one!) 098.00
Full keyboard functions, ie TAB. ESC, REPEAT. SCROLL, p. down. DEFINE
WINDOW, LOWER CASE/GRAPHIC MODE AND DELETE ROMi2 "Cursor'. All
available in direct or program mode.
Any micro port converted machine is also upgradable to 8086 specification with our
64K add on board £250.00.

MEMORY UPGRADES
WHILE -U -WAIT conversion (Dynamic RAM PETS only).
Memory expansion' 86120 £53.90

166-320 from £43.80, 8k -16K 034.40.

CON &I QUALITY SOFTWARE
If you own a PET system with disk or printer and have added a Commodore 64. then
why not use your PET as an interlace for the 61? SIPOD is a IEEE to parallel IEEE
interface allowing you to use at the PET's disk drives. printer. plotters. modems etc
directly from the 64 No memory space is consumed within the 64 as SIPOD loads
and executes within the PET. SIDPOD is supplied complete with interface. lead and
instructions
PRINT UNK 04
Interlaces a 64 directly to any printer with centronics input The printer will respond
to all the normal basic 4 commands. Supplied complete with instructions and
interlace cable E26.00

WE ONLY SELL 0110 WORDPROCESSOR FOR DIE U. WE THINK IT'S THE BEST!
VIZAWRITE 64, TEXT formatting wordprocessor disk or cartridge 069.00
VIZASPELL 64, Spelling checker with 30,000 word dictionary E59.00
VIZAWRITE + VIZASPELL. Combined package (disk only) 099.00
MIKRO ASSEMBLER. Write machine code with the ease of Basic E50.00
ARROW, Save and load to tape up to 7 foes faster than normal 139.00
VICTREE, All toolkit and basic 4.0 commands + a lot more 049.00
ZOOM. An excellent machine code monitor for the 64 . 010 00
GRAPHIX 64. Easy to use high resolution graphics from basic 010.00
STIR. A most addictive and compelling game (Joysticks required) 017.35
Meal orders from schools, universities. major companies. etc. are welcome
UK customers please add 15% VAT. Prepaid orders are post free.
Telephone Mick Swell for details for any of the above at: MICROPONT. 7

CW61111814 Close, Bonham, Herb WEIS 2SO. Tet11-063113115.

PROGRAMS
8400 .addincols LOAFormatiCMPE54:BECIrelcsLDA0pcode:CMPE&4C:BECliumpiCMPE&6CiBE

OiumpiCMPE&20:BE0iumpiRTS
8500 .relc LDAEBIJSR&FFEEiLDAE129:JSR&FFEEiRTS
8600 ...lump LDAMJSR&FFEEILDAE130,JSR&FFEE:RTS
8700 .prasci LDAE32iJSRprtabiLDAE135,JSR&FFEEILDAEASC">.:JSR&FFEE
8800 LOVE°
8900 .prascl LDA1PCL),Y:CMPE32,BCCprasce,CMPEI2B:BCSprasce:JSR&FFEE:JMPnxt
9000 .prasce LDAEASC....JSR&FFEE
9100 .nxt INYtCPYBytesiBNEprascl
9200 LDAE4:SECi8BCBytes:JSRprblnk:LDAEASC.<":JSR&FFEE:RTS
9300 .nextbyte CLCiLDABytesiADCPCL.STAPCL.LDAPCM:ADCEO,STAPCH:RTS
9400 .prtab CMPEO.BEQprtendiSTA&BF:TXA:PHAiLDAE&86:JSR&FFF4:STXTelILDAWF:SEC
rSBCTel,JSRprblnkiPLAiTAXi.prtend RTS
9500 .prcalls LDABytes.CMPE3iBNEencal
9600 LDYE1:LDAIPCL),Y:STA&86:1NY:LDAIPCL),Y:STA&017iLDXE0
9700 .prcloopiLDA opc,X:CMP&86:BNEprcnxtiLDA opc-0.104:CMP&87:0INEprcnxt
9800 LDAE26,JSRprtab:LDAopc+2,X.STA&86:LDAopc+3,X:STA&87,JSRprmessiRTS
9900 .prcnxt INX:INX,INX:INX:CPX£52:BNEprcloop
10000 .encal RTS
10100 .erere JSRkeysiLDAsigtJSRprhexiJSROsnewl:JMPerere
10200 :3:VD116:NEXT
10300 MODE7
10400 PRINT".................... ..... ....tam."

.. 10500 PRINT"* 0.

10600 PRINT"* Fast Machine Code Dissassembler 0"
10700 PRINT"* By S.D.James & R.T.Nurse ..
10800 PRINT".
10900 PRINT.**** ...... . ****** ea... ******* ......"
11000 PRINT'" This is a 6502 Dissassember for the BBC Micro.lt takes a machin
e code program and converts it into the appropriate 6502 mnemonics
& addresses. It has been written in machine code"
11100 PRINT"so that it runs very quickly indeed."
11200 PRINT" Apart from the actual dissassembly this dissassembler generates
two other outputs.It prints out a hexadecimal version of the machine code
and also an ASCII version.When you dissassemble"
11300 PRINT"the hex is on the left of the dissassembly while the ASCII
is on the right.The ASCII is not totally true ASCII.As the character codes
less than 32 are screen codes they are replaced bya '.'."
11400 PRINT"Please press space to continue.";:REPEAT UNTILGETS=" "

11500
11600 PRINT" The dissassembler also does one otherthing.I4 the address of an o
pcmie- aLce.-..e,a Vire-Watari_irkrifille'Ll7e-'4.,,..,ne...Irc. -,V7t7....-tlt,
the name ofthe routine between the ASCII version!
11700 FRINT.and the dissassembly.It also highlights branches,JSR's and JMP's by
putting themin various colours:JSR's and JMP's in green and branrhes(condltion
al) in red."
11710 PRINT" During dissasembly,if you press various keys one or more cif

0 these functions can be enabled or dissabled. These are the keys and their
default. settings..
1720 PRINT" KEY CONTROLS DEFAULT"
1730 PRINT" === -------- "

1.740 PRINT" S Step on/off On"
1750 PRINT" A Ascii printout On"
1760 PRINT" C Colours On"

0 1770 PRINT" N Page mode On"
1780 PRINT" 0 Scroll mode Off.
1790 PRINT'

0 1800 PRINT
1900 INPUT.Starting address:",S$
2000 CLS

SIS 2100 VDU14
2200 S7.=EVALI"&..S4)
2300 'PCL .S% MOD 256
2400 ?PCH =5% DIV 256
2500 CALLDIS1
2600 DATAADCANDASLBCCBCSBEOBITBMIBNEBPLBRKBVCBVSCLCCLDCLICLVCMPCPXCPYDECDEXDEYE
IRINCINXINYJMPJSRLDALDXLDYLSRNOPORAPHAPHPPLAPLPROLRORRTIRTSS8CSECSEDSEISTASTXSTY

0 AXTAYTYATSXTXATXS???
2700 DATA"A ","Ege, ",.&. ","&.,0 ","&.,Y ","&. ","&.,X ","&.,Y
,"","&-. ","1&.,X).,"(Se.),Y.,"1&.) .

12800 DATA1,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,1,2,2,2,3
12900 REM6502-Data 0,0 Means non existent
13000 DATA31,9,103,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,103,3,7,3,0,0,109,9,103,2,7,1,0,0,0,0,103,6,7,
6,0,0
12100 DATA28,10,103,12,0,0,0,0,0,0,103,4,7,4,0,0,40,9,103,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,103,7,7,
7,0,0
13200 DATA85,6,4,11,0,0,0,0,19,3,4,3,121,3,0,0,115,9,4,2,118,1,0,0,19,6,4,6,118,
6,0,0
13300 DATA22,10,4,12,0,0,0,0,0,0,4,4,1113,4,0,0,133,9,4,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,4,7,118,7,0
,0
13400 DATA124,9,70,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,70,3,97,3,0,0,106,9,70,2,97,1,0,0,82,6,70,6,97
,6,0,0
13500 DATA34,10,70,12,0,0,0,0,0,0,70,4,97,4,0,0,46,9,70,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,70,7,97,7,
0,0
13600 DATA127,9,1,11,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,3,121,3,0,0,112,9,1,2,121,1,0,0,82,13,1,6,121
,6,0,0
13700 DATA37,10,1,12,0,0,0,0,00:1,1,4,121,4,0,0,139,9,1,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,7,121,7,0
,0 .

13800 DATA0,0,142,11,0,0,0,0,148,3,142,3,145,3,0,0,67,9,0,0,163,9,0,0,148,6,142,
6,145,6,0,0
13900 DATA10,10,142,12,0,0,0,0,148,4,142,4,145,5,0,0,157,9,142,8,166,9,0,0,0,0,1
42,7,0,0,0,0
14000 DATA94,2,018,11,91,2,0,0,94,3,018,3,91,3,0,0,154,9,88,2,151,9,0,0,94,6,(38,6,
91,6,0,0
14100 DATA13,10,88,12,0,0,0,0,94,4,88,4,91,4,0,0,49,9,88,8,160,9,0,0,94,7,88,7,9
1,8,0,0
14200 DATA58,2,52,11,0,0,0,0,58,3,52,3,61,3,0,0,79,9,52,2,64,9,0,0,58,6,52,6,6j,
6,0,0
14300 DATA25,10,52,12,0,0,0,0,0,0,52,4,61,4,0,0,43,9,52,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,52,7,61,7,
0,0
14400 DATA55,2,130,11,0,0,0,0,55,3,130,3,73,3,0,0,76,9,130,2,100,9,0,0,55,6,130,
6,73,6,0,0
14500 DATA16,10,130,12,0,0,0,0,0,0,130,4,73,4,0,0,'1,36,9,130,8,0,0,0,0,0,0,130,7,
73,7,0,0
14600 REM Data for Operating system call check
14700 DATAOsfind,&FFCE,Osgbpb,&FFDI,Osbput,&FFD4,0sbget,&FFD7,0sarge,&FFDA,Osfil
eAFFDD,Osrdch,&FFE0,0sasci,&FFE3,0snewl,&FFE7,0swrch,&FFEE,Osword,&FFFI,Osbyte,
&FFF4,0scli,&FFF7

BBC PURSUIT SHIP
by John Dean

'Pursuit ship' is a compelling arcade- ship in your sights and blast it into tiny
style game for a 32k BBC Micro. The pieces.
idea is simply I?) to locate the enemy The 'soundtrack' is maintained bythe
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PROGRAMS
procedure MUSIC, ADVAL(-8) being ments in lines 2540-2560. A screen-
usedto test whether there is room in the dump of the game in progress is given
SOUND buffer for another note. The below, and full instructions are con -
tune itself is held in the DATA state- tained within the program.

-

. .
_

.

.
..

. -

.

.

- ..

.. ... 1343.4.1,--m 161
',sem.' -71

10
20 REM . ..

30 REM * PURSUIT SHIP*
40 REM * *
50 REM . Author : J.A.Dean a

60 REM . Date : 1983 .

70 REM . Machine : BBC Micro 32K a

80 REM a a

90 REM
100
110 ONERRORRUN
120 87.=-1:MODE7
130 PROCINTRO
140 MODE2
150 REPEAT
160 PROCINIT
170 IFH7.=-1PROCSTARS(200,1.1):H5w0
180 PROCSTATIC
190 ONERRORPROCAGAIN:RUN
200 REPEAT
210 PROCSHIPMAKE
220 REPEAT
230 PROCSTARMOVE
240 IFADVAL(-8)>3PROCMUSIC
250 PROCSMOVE
260 PROCTESTSHOT
270 PROCUSEFUEL
280 PROCSPEEDUP
290 UNTILHIT OREMPTY
300 UNTILEMPTY
310 PROCAGAIN
320 UNTILFALSE
330
340 DEFPROCSTARMOVE:IFTIME<STARTIME%ENDPROC
350 VDU19,STARCOL7.,0,0,0,0:STARCOLXSTARCOLX+1
360 IFSTARCOL%>6STARCOLX=1
370 VD1119,STARCOL7.,7,0,0,0:STARTIMEY:=TIME.STARINT7.:ENDPROC
380 ENDPROC
390
400 DEFPROCSMOVE:LOCALTNX3,TNYX:IFTIME<SMOVETIME7.ENDPROC
410 IFIS="K"PROCKEYBOARD ELSEPROCJOYSTICK
420 IFRND(5)=ITXA7.=RND(MTV%/4)-MTVX/8:1FRND(2)=ITYD7.=-TYD7.
430 TXV7,7)0/%4-TXAX:IFTXV%:-MTVICTXV%=-MTV%:TXA%=-TXA%
440 IFTXV3>MTVXTXV7.=MTV%:TXAZw-TXA%
450 IFTXMOTYV7..MTV%.TXV7ELSE TYV7.=MTV%-TXVZ
460 IFTY07.<61TYV%=-TYVX
470 TNX7,7)(7.+TXV%-SXV%:TNYX=TYZ+TYV7.-SYV%
4130 IFTN)(7.)1875TNX7,1875:TXV7.=-TXV7.
490 IFTIWAK-1875TNV4=-1875:TYV7..-TYV%
500 IFTNY7.>1500TNY7,1500:TYV7,-TYVZ:TYD%=-TYD%
510 IFTNYZ.-1500TNY7,-1500:TYV7,-TYV7.:TYD%w-TYD7.
520 PROCSHIPSHOW(TNXX,TNY7.):PROCSHIPSHOW(TX7.,TYY.):TrX=TNMTY7,TNY%
530 SMOVETIME%=SMOVETIME7..SMOVEINTX:ENDPROC
540
550 DEFPROCSHIPSHOW(33,Y7.):MOVEX7.,Y7.:IFX7.<575PRINTSSELSEPRINTCHRS224
560 PLOT69,-490+(X7..150)/1945,-412.(Y%.1001/15601PLOT65,8,0:PLOT65,0,4
570 PLOT65.-8,0:IFABSXX,300ANDABSY%<300ANDRND(F7a3+15)=1PROCFIRE((7,64,Y7.-16)
580 ENDPROC
590
600 DEFFROCFIRE(X7.,YM:MOVEXX,Y7.:DRAW0,-512:SOUND17,1,100,15
610 PROCFUEL(11:MOVEX7.,Y%:DRAW0,-512:ENDPROC
620
630 DEFPROCTESTSHOT
640 IFIS=.1:.ANDINKEY(-99)PROCSHOOT
650 IFIS="J.AND(ADVAL(0)AND3)=1PROCSHOOT
660 ENDPROC
670
680 DEFPROCSHOOT
690 MOVE-32,16:PRINT.a.:SOUND16,-15,4,2:SOUND17,1,255,10:FROCWAIT(1)
700 MOVE-32,16:PRINT"."
710 IFTX%.,-128ANDTXX<OANDTY7.:2ANDTYV.32PROCHIT:FROCSTARMOVE
720 PROCFUEL(1):ENDPROC
730
740 DEFPROCHIT:PROCSHIPSHOW(TXX,TY7.):FORIX=-15700:1FADVAL(-8) ,3FROCMUSIC
750 SOUNDO,I7.,4,2:PROCSTARMOVE:NEXT:PROCSCORE(10):HIT.TRUE
760 IFF7.<91PROCFUEL(-10)ELSEIFF%<100PROCFUEL(F%-100)
770 ENDPROC
780
790 DEFPROCUSEFUEL:IFTIME;FUELTIME%ENDPROC
800 IFMOPROCFUEL(1):SOUND2,-15,150,1
810 FUELTIME%=TIME+FUELINTX:ENDFROC
820 0
830 DEFPROCSFEEDUP:IFTIME<SPEEDTIME%ENDPROC
840 IFSMOVEINTX>2SMOVEINT%=SMOVEINT3-1
850 IFFUELINT%>70FUELINT%=FUELINT3-10
860 MTV7,MTV7.+1:MSV7,MTV7..1.4.5
870 IFSTARINTZ>ISTARINTX=STARINT7.-1
860 SPEEDTIME%=TIME+SPEEDINT%:ENDPROC

0 890
900 DEFPROCKEYBOARD
910 SXV7,0:SYV7,0:IFINKEY(-54)SYV7.=MSV%

0 920 IFINKEY(-86)SYV7.=-MSV7.

MICROMART

IF YOU ARE

INTERESTED IN

ADVERTISING IN

MICROMART

CALL
CLAIRE

ON

01-636 6890

.

PCALC-The
Spreadsheet

for the
NEC PC8201A,

Olivetti M10,
Tandy 100.

.
Now your portable computer can be a .
complete system - with PCALC,
powerful spreadsheet program
specially designed to make the most
of your NEC PC -8201A, Tandy Model .
100 or Olivetti M-10 ( 16K RAM
required ). Supplied on cassette, .
complete with an easy -to -understand .
manual. Priced at only [25.00, PCALC *
is the low cost alternative to .
expensive ROM based software.

.

CAPRA-CINDERSTAN ASSOCIATES .

5 OLIVER COURT
SOUTH HILL PARK GARDENS *
HAMPSTEAD, LONDON NW3 2TE .

a

NO GIMMICKS
JUST GOOD HONEST PRICES

Commodore 64 £189.99
Vic 20 £89.00
Commodore Disk Drive £195.00
Commodore Dot Matrix Printer £199.99
(30 characters per second)

Commodore Dot Matrix Printer £299.99
(60 characters per second)

More bargains available for all makes of compu-
ters. Peripherals and software 10% off.

To STAMFORD COMPUTERS LTD.,
UNIT 4. RYHALL ROAD,
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE. STAMFORD, LINCS.

Name

Address

I enclose cheque/postal order for

Delivery within 21 days

Please forward me details of pen herals and
software for the CBM64lIl Vic 20 BBC'B' 
Spectrum E Atari E

PCW313
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MICROMART

PRINTERS NEW LOW
PRICES

Large selection available.
We specialise in interfacing to

SHARP
computers, including the new

MZ700
Other boards available including: -
EPROM PROGRAMMERS

MEMORY STORAGE
ADC

INPUT OUTPUT
RS232, ETC

PETERSON
ELECTRONICS LTD

ACADEMY STREET, FORFAR,
TAYSIDE, DD8 2HA

Tel: 0307 62591

64
PROGRAMMERS

WANTED!
If you've written a program for the Commodore
64 that's good enough to be featured in our full
page colour adverts phone Peter Calver on
01-861 1166 now!
We pay good royalties and will treat you fairly.
And by the way, if you're writing in machine
code on the 64 you ought to buy yourself a
copy of our MIKRO assembler cartridge. It's
powerful, easy to use, and worth every penny
of £50 plus VAT.

SUPERSOFT
Winchester House Canning Road, Wealdstone,

Harrow, Middlesex, HA3 7SJ
Telephone: 01-861 1166

MICRO -USER T-SHIRTS
& SWEATSHIRTS

I SPECTRUM
2 ORIC-1
3 I'M USER FRIENDLY
4 HAVE YOU SEEN MY

PERIPHERALS?
5 INVADER
6 ZAP 'EM
T-SHIRTS - 100% cotton in white, sky or
red, £3.25 each inc.
SWEATSHIRTS - Poly -cotton in white or
grey, £5.75 each inc.
All available in small -medium -large and
ex -large sizes.

Mail Order Only from:
ONE PER CENT SCREENS

Dept 1, Unit 12, Star Lane Estate,
Great Wakering, Essex

CALLING ALL CLUBS AND
RETAILERS

Have your name or product printed onto
T -Shirts or Sweatshirts. Minimum order

only 6.

PROGRAMS
e 930 IFINKEY(-701WOIX=MSVX

940 IFINKEY(-851SXV71.-MSVZ
950 ENDPROC

0 960
970 DEFPROCJOYSTICK
980 SXV7.=0:SYV7,0(IFADVALI<I6380SXV7.=-MSV7.0.)(16380-ADVAL(1))/16388)
990 IFADVALI>49140SXW,MSV70(((ADVAL(11-49140)/16380)
1000 IFADVAL2<16380SY1M=MSV7.*((16380-ADVAL(2))/16380)
1010 IFADVAL2>49140SYV7.=-MSVV.e((ADVAL(2)-49140)/16380)
1020 ENDPROC
1030
1040 DEFPROCSCORE(X):MOVE124,-412:IFX<>0PRINT;S74.MOVE124,-412.5%=S7.*1.2.X
1050 IFADVAL(-8)>3PROCMUSIC
1060 PRINT;SX;:ENDPROC
1070
1080 DEFPROCFUELCZT7ROVE124,-462:IFX<>0PRINT;F74:MOVE124,-462
1090 IFADVAL(-8)>3PROCMUSIC
1100 FY=F7.-=FY.

1110 IFFX.<1 EMPTY=TRUE ELSEEMPTY=FALSE
1120 ENDPROC
1130
1140 DEFPROCSTATIC
1150 YOU26,29,0;0;24,004300;200;:GCOLO,128(CLG:GCOLO,7(MOVE0,0:DRAW300,0
1160 DRAW300,200.DRAW0,200:DRAN0,0.MOVE116,67:DRAWICO,67.DRAW100,83
1170 MOVE184,67(DRAW200,67:DRAW208,83
1180 MOVE100,116.DRAW100,132.DRAW116,132(MOVE184,132.DRAW200,132.DRAW200,116
1190 VDU26,5.MOVE444,50:PRINT.Fuel..MOVE380,100:PRINT.Score":VDU29,640:512:
1200 MOVE60,01DRAW140,0(MOVE-60,0(DRAW-140,0.MOVE0,40(DRAW0,120(MOVE0,-40
1210 DRAW0,-1201MOVE120,160(DRAW200,160:DRAW200,100(MOVE120,-160:DRAW200,-168
1220 DRAW200,-100(MOVE-120,160(DRAW-200,160(DRAW-200,100
1230 MOVE-120,-1601DRAW-200,-160,DRAW-200,-100:GCOL3,81PROCSCORE(0)
1240 PROCFUEL(0)(FOR17,1106:SOUND1,1,4,5(PROCMUSIC

0 1250 PROCSTARMOVE(NEXTISOUND17,0,0,13ENDPROC
1260
1270 DEFPROCSHIPMAKE(LOCALMIFRND(2)=ITHENX7,1ELSEXX=-1

0 1280 TX7,18754(MTY%=RND(3051)-1526(TXV"A=RND(MTV7.)e-X%
1290 TYV7,(MTV%-ABS(TXV7.))e)(7.(TXAY,RND(3)-2(1FRND(2)=ITYD7.=1ELSETYD7.=-1
1300 PROCSHIPSHOW(TXX,TY7.).HIT=FALSE:ENDPROC

0 1310
1320 DEFPROCSTARS(N,D)(LOCALMEM=" es PURSUIT SHIP ee.(I7.=RND(-9):STARINT7,0
1330 PROCSTARMAKE(VDU29,640;512;IVOU5:GCOL3,8.MOVE-640,0(PRINTBS

0 1340 FORIX=ITONsGCOLI,(171MOD6).1:PROCSTARSHOW(SX,SY):PROCSTARSHOW-SX,-SY)
1350 PROCSTARNEXT(D)(PROCSTARMOVE:IFADVAL(-8)>OPROCMUSIC
1360 NEXT:STARINT1/4=10:8COL3,8(MOVE-640,0(PRINTBS:17,RNDI-TIME):ENDPROC
1370
1380 DEFPROCSTARMAKE(SX=RND(101)-1:SY=RND(101)-1,IFSX<25ANDSY<25PROCSTARMAKE
1390 IFRND(2)=1SX=-SX
1400 IFRND(2)=1SY=-SY
1410 ENDPROC
1420
1430 DEFPROCBTARSHOW(X,Y):X=X-(X MOD8):Y=Y-(Y MOD8):IFPOINT(X,Y)=OPLOT69,X,Y
1440 IFPOINT(X,Y+4)=OANDABSX>1600RABSY>128PLOT69,X,Y,4
1450 IFPOINT(X+8,Y)=11ANDABSX>3200RABSY>256PL0T69,X+8,Y
1460 IFPOINT(X+8,Y+4)=0ANDABSX>4800RABSY>384PLOT69,X.8,Y+4

0 1470 ENDPROC
1480
1490 DEFPROCSTARNEXT(D),SXSX.DiSY=SY*DilFABSSX>6400RABSSY>640PROCSTARMAKE

0 1500 ENDPROC
1510
1520 DEFPROCBLACKOUT(C):FORIX=1706.VDO19,17.,0,0,0,0:VDU19,17.+8,C,0,0,0
1530 NEXT:ENDPROC
1540
1550 DEFPROCAGAIN
1560 IFNOTHIT PROCSHIPSHOW;TX7.,TY7.;
1570 xFX15,0
1580 VDO19,8,7,0,0,0:6COL1,8
1590 IFS%>H7. HX=S7.:AS="The highest score!"ELSEASx"High score: "*STR$(11%)
1600 MOVE-640,325:PRINTAS
1610 Elf="Another game? (Y/N)"(REPEATUNTILINKEY$(58)=".:PROCBLACKOUT(2)
1620 MOVE-648,250.PRINTBS:REPEAT.K$=INKEYS(0):UNTILK$="y"ORKS="N"

0 1630 IFKS."N":VDO22,7,END:ENDPROC
1640 GCOL3,8:MOVE-640,250:PRINTBS:PROCSCORE(0):PROCFUEL(0)
1650 MOVE-640,325:PR1NTAS

0 1660 ENDPROC
1670
1680 DEFPROCINIT:VDO4:GCOL0,7:GCOL0,128:PROCBLACKOUT(2)

0 1690 VDO19,8,2,0,0,0,19,15,7,0,0,0:IFHZ..-1CLO
1700 VDU23,224,&01&038,7FleFFI,7F8g3F&OF&03
1710 VDU23,225,1,80SC0&FEWF&FEWC&F0&C0
1720 SS=CHR$224+CHR$2251MTV7,12:MSV7,24,S7.=0:DDX=6.F%=100(STARTIMEZ=0

'. 1730 STARCOLX=I(SMOVETIMEX=0:SMOVEINTZ=25:FUELTIME7.=0:FUELINTX=200
1740 SPEEDTIMEX=0:SPEEDINTX=1500(SX7.-8(SY7,0sEMPTY-FALSE
1750 ENVELOPE1,129,-6,-4,-3,16,32,96,64,-4,-2,-100,126,100:ENDFROC

0 1760
1770 DEFPROCINTRO
1780 BS=CHRS141.CHRS131+"PURSUIT S H I P"
1790 PRINTTAB(6,6)8S
1800 PRINTTAB(6,7)H$
1810 PRINTTAB(8,10)CHR$129"Author ( J.A.Dean 1983"

0 1820 PR1NTTAB(3,16)CHR$133"Do you want to use a Joystick or"
1830 PR1NTTAB(3,17)CHR$133"the Keyboard for control? (J/K)i.;
1840 REPEAT 11(=GETS:UNTILIS="K"ORI$="J"sPRINTI$
1850 PR1NTTAB(3,19)CHR$134"Do you want instructions? (Y/N),";
1860 REPEAMS=GETSIUNTILK$="WORK1f."Y.11FKS.'WENDPROC
1870 CLS
1880 PRINT You are the pilot of a Pursuit Ship and"

0 1890 PRINT"it is your task to seek out and destroy"
1900 PRINT"the alien craft -hich threaten Earth's"
1910 PRINT"safety."
1920 PRINT""There is a long range radar scan shown.
1930 PRINT"at the bottom left of the screen, this"
1940 PRINT"indicates the position of enemy craft"
1950 PRINT"relative to the view on the ship's main"
1960 PRINT'scanner."
1970 PROCSPACE
1980 PRINT ..."You must centre the enemy ship in your"
1990 PRINT"cross wires before firing to destroy it."
2000 PRINT"When you use the controls, the ship willmove ";
2010 PRINT"in the direction requested, giving"

4. 2020 PRINT"the impression of the target moving in"
2030 PRINT -the opposite direction!"
2040 PRINT""For each alien craft destroyed you will"
2050 PRINT"be awarded extra fuel. But note that if"
2060 PRINT"the aliens feel threatened they may wellopen ";
2070 PRINT"fire on you, and maintaining your"
2080 PRINT"defensive shield will reduce your fuel."
2090 PROCSPACE
2100 IFIS="K"PROCKEYINST ELSEPROCJOYINST
2110 PROCSPACE

314 PC W



PROGRAMS
2120 PRINTTAB(0,3)"There will be a short introduction whilethe ";
2138 PRINT"galaxy is drawn. When it is completeBATTLE ";
2140 PRINT"STATIONS will be sounded and the"'"game will commence."
2150 PRINT'""Rememberi firing your laser uses fuel," 0
2160 PRINT'being hit by the enemy uses fuel and"
2170 PRINT"fuel is consumed by the normal running"
2180 PRINT"of your ship. The only way to regain"
2190 PRINT"fuel is to destroy the aliens."
2200 PRINT'"The game ends when your fuel supply is"'"exhausted."
2210 PRINT-"Good Luck! I've a feeling you'll need it"
2220 PROCSPACE

0

2230 ENDPROC
2240
2250 DEFPROCJOYINST
2260 PRINTTAB(0,7)"You should use the left hand Joystick"
2270 PRINT"Press the 'fire' button when you have" "'found it!"
2280 REPEAT:UNTIL(ADVAL(0)AND3)=1
2290 PRINT""Fine, now you can use the Joystick to"'"move your ship."
2300 PRINT'"Use the fire button when the target shipis in your sights."
2310 ENDPROC
2320
2330 DEFPROCKEYINST
2340 PRINT""To move your ship, use the following"
2350 PRINT"keys (one or more at a time):"
2360 PRINT"'"
2370 PRINT'" Left ---- 'H".1' ---- Right"
2380 PRINT'. 'N' ---- Down.
2390 PRINT"'"Use the SPACE BAR to fire when you have"
2400 PRINT"the target in your sights."

0 2410 ENDPROC
2420
2430 DEFPROCSPACEOREPEATUNTILINKEYS(25)=""
2440 PRINTTAB(0,24)CHR$131"Press the"CHRS136"SPACE BAR"CHR$137"to continue..";
2450 REPEATUNTILINKEYS(0)=" ":CLS:ENDPROC
2460
2470 DEFPROCWAIT(X),WAITTIME7,TIME.X.REPEATUNTILTIME>=WAITTIME7AENDPROC 0
2480
2490 DEFPROCMUSIC:IFF%/16+1<DDXDDX=F7./16+1
2500 READPP7.1IPPP7.<0RESTORE:READPP7. 0
2510 SOUND3,-15,PPZ,DD7.:SOUND3,0,0,12IFADVAL(-8)>3PROCMUSIC
2520 ENDPROC
2530 0
2540 DATA0,0,12,12,28,28,12,12,0,0,12,12,28,28,12,12,20,20,32,32,48,48,32,32
2550 DATA20,20,32,32,48,48,32,32,28,28,12,12,0,0,12,12,28,28,12,12,0,8,12,12
2560 DATA48,413,32,32,20,20,32,32,48,48,32,32,20,20,32,32,-1

W 0

0:1101
DRAGON TRAKTRAP

by Bob Chappell
Dragon 'Traktrap' is a Snake by another trail is red, yours is yellow. The first to
name, running on the Dragon 32/64. win ten rounds is declared the winner.

The computer and player each lay a Use the arrow keys to control your
trail,the idea being to trap the computer direction. The computer controls the
while avoiding crossing your own or speed of the game.
the computer's trail. The computer's

1 REMSTRAKTRAP**BOB CHAPPELL*********15/1/613114a
2 CLEAR2990.G0T039
3 OHR 60104,5.6,7 0
4 M.0 RETURN
5 M.L RETURN
6 MetiRETURN
7 MeD.RETURN
8 FORJeIT04'A(J)e0.NEXTRI.INKEY. IFFIlle""THENAeLH.GOT013
9 AeRSURIII)IFF1.94THEAR00T013
10 IFFie8THENRe07013 0

11 IFIle9THENAe3 007013
12 IFRelOTHENRe4 ELSE MeLH
13 GOSUB3.1FH+M>=LI THENH-H-L3,IFPEEK(HeM).0G GOT016 ELSEGOT029 0
14 1FM-110.1.2 THENMeHeL3
15 IFTEEK(H+M)00G GOT029
16 LHeRiMeHeM.GOSUB26ReLD'IFAe2ORAe3THENFD=A
17 J.RND(24)1FJC5THENRm.PIF(FD.2RNDR.3)0R(FD.2ANDR3)THENAmFD
18 G08U83 IFDG+M>-L1 THENIFPEEK(DG-L3+M).00 THENDGeDG-L3 001022 ELSEGOT021
19 IFDG+M<.L2 THENIFPEEK(DG+L3+M)e0G TRENDGeDG+L3 GOT022 ELSEGOT021
20 JeDG+M+M.IFJ>L2 ANDJ<L1 ANDPEEKCJX>OG GOT023
21 IFFEEK(DG+M)<>0G G0T023
22 LD=R,DGeDG+MGOSUB27GOTO8
23 FORJeIT04
24 FORND(4),IFF(A)=1G0T024
25 A(A).1.GOSUB3IFPEEK(DG+M)e0G G0T022 ELSE NEXTGOT033
26 POKEH.159,SOUND2.1,RETURN
27 POKEDG,191SOUND1.1:FORJe1TOY,NEXTIFYIelTHENYmY-5 0
28 RETURN
29 FleN4-MzKe159.GOSU836.DSeDS+1:CLS3 PRINTR231," YOU ":1-15:" ME "MS:
30 FORJe1T05.PRINT8106," YOU CRASHED ",FORK.50T0250STEP50 SOUNDK.I.NEXT.PRINTRI
06," you crashed ",.FORKe2507050STEP-50,SOUNDK,1 NEXTK,J
31 IFDS<>10GOT054
32 FORJe1T08.PRINT0427," I WIN ":,FORKs1T05,SOUNDK*38,1.NEAT PRINTO427," i won "

,,FORKe5TOISTEP-1,SOUNDK*15,1.NEXTK.J.007066
33 ReDGeM.K.191GOSUB36.HSeHS.01,CLS4PRINT0231," YOU ";HS:" ME ";DS;

34 FORJe1T05;PRINT2106." I CRASHED ";JFORK=200T025216TEPI0'SOUNDK.1NEXT.PRINT010
6," I crashed "::FORKe25070200STEP-10.SOUNDK,INEXTK.J.IFHS<>10GOT054
35 FORJe1T08,PRINT8427," YOU WIN "J,FORK.207060STEP161.SOUNDK*4,1'NEXT'PRINTR427.
" eou win ";.FORKe607020STEP-10.SOUNDK*4,1,NEXTK,J:GOT066
36 IFFOL1-1 THEN19.13-32
37 IFP<L2+1 THENA=A+32
38 FORJe1T015.POKEA,K.SOUND.410,1.POKEA,42'SOUNDJ*10+5,1NEXT.RETURN
39 L. -1.R.1 U.-32'D.32'A=RND(TIMER).00-255
40 L1.'1536.1.2.1023.L3.512'FG..0
41 CLS'PRINTR8,"traktriP"
42 PRINT PRINT" YOUR TRACK IS"
43 PRINT.PRINT" MY TRACK IS",FORJ=1106T011151.0KEJ.159:NEXT,PORJ=1170701179,POKE
J,191.NEXT
44 PRINTiPRINT" WE BOTH LAY A TRAIL,AVOIDING
45 PRINT" CROSSING OUR OWN OR EACHPRINT" OTHER'S TRACK.NO BACKTRACKING!
46 PRINT:PRINT" TO FILTER THE COURSE OF YOUR".PRINT" TRACK.HIT ONE OF THE FOUR":p
PINT" ARROW KEYS WHICH POINT IN THE"PR1NT" DIRECTION YOU WISH TO GO."PFIHT
47 PRINT" Please Press the space key now";
48 Af.INKEY$IFAIO<>" "GOT048 0

MICROMART

VT100 COMPATIBLE
TERMINAL ONLY

£399 perLZgle

VT100 & VT52 compatible
Rugged metal case
Swivel & tilt stand
Printer port
Real time clock on 25th status line
Line/local switch
Menu set up mode
P31 green phosphor
12" anti glare tube

ASCII Keyboards
 Upper & Lower Case

plus Control
 Low Power

Consumption
 Shift 8 Alpha Lock
Model KB756A 56 Key
Model 103710 Numeric Pad
Model KB771 72 Key
Model KB777 77 Key

£44.50
£7.50

£57.00
£65.00

 AdvancedvideoektuMs
 Character graphics

(NoMiNo132columnismooth
suollanddoublesizecheactem)

MODEL 401 £399

 Autorepeat (Model 777)
 Parallel Data Output
 Metal Mounting Frame
 Suitable for Tuscan,

Tangerine etc.

Accessories available include
Metal Case £15.95
Edge Connector £2.25
DC to DC Connector £5.50
(tor operation off
single 5V supply)

HITACHI WORKSTATION

Compatible with IBM PC, IBM XT
Software available for 3270PC, 3270,3870, & DEC VT100

emulations.
STANDARD FEATURES
14" High res. colour monitor with 192K video ram advanced
basic, MS DOS, RS232 comms. XT version with 15Mbyte
winchester. 2 year on site maintenance.

MODEL MBE16002 from 02595

U.K. orders add 15% VAT on order total. Overseas
Orders add £6.50 to cover part cost postage and
documentation. Delivery all items ex stock.

Citadel Products Ltd
Dept. PCW, 50 High Street, Edgware,
Middlesex, HAS 7EP. Tel: 01-951 1848

PCW 315



MICROMART

DOUBLES YOUR DISKETTE

MEMORY IN SECONDS!

Flip -Jig turns your floppies into
flippies in seconds. Just insert the
diskette and punch a Write -enable

notch so that the unused second side
of single -sided diskettes is usable.
Flip -Jig pays for itself immediately

because every diskette you now own
or will buy is like owing or buying

two.
Order yours today

£23.00 inc VAT and delivery

Remittance with order to:

GRANNY SMITH
BCM 6502

LONDON WC1N 3XX

Typesetting on your
Microcomputer
Our customers are setting
books,brochures,pamphlets /tiol
and ads on their office /A,,..004,4/0,
micros. Find out how `,^.i4u..4(./Z40
you can do it and lc
save time and
money. Budget
Typesetting
News tells you
all you need
to know.
Send for your free copy

Budget Typesetting Ltd
21 High Street, London SE207 HJ
Telephone: 01-659 6622

FOR SMALL BUSINESSES
Range Includes.

SALES/PURCHASE LEDGER
BUDGET AND CASHFLOW FORECASTING

INVOICE PRINTING

CASH ANALYSIS SYSTEM

STOCK CONTROL

DATABASE

MALSHOT SYSTEM
ADDRESSING SYSTEM

Available for
NEWBRAJN, ORIC, BBC, SHARP M7700

For details contact

C.S.E. AUTOMATION LTD
Mercia Way, Bells Close Ind.
Estate, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

Tel: (0632) 644722

PROGRAMS
49 CLS,PRINT,PRINT" IF YOU RUN OFF THE EDGE OF",PRINT" THE PLAYING AREA,YOU WILL
"'PRINT" RE -APPEAR ON THE OTHER SIDE",PRINT" (PROVIDED THERE IS A GAP",PRINT" YO
U CAN GET THROUGH!).
50 PRINT:PRINT" APART FROM THE FIRST ROUND,".PRINT" THE NEST ROUND STARTS UP AFT
ER",PRINT" 10 SECONDS UNLESS YOU SELECT"!PRINT" ANOTHER TYPE OF GAME." I
51 PRINT" THE FIRST ONE TO WIN 10 ROUNDS",PRINT" WINS THE GAME. HAPPY TRACKING."
52 PRINT'PRINT" Please Press the space key now"

..

'.

53 ASH.INKEYO,IFAM.""GOT053
54 CLS'PRINT,PRINT" PRESS ONE OF THESE KEYS, -
55 PRINT'PRINT" F FAST SPEED.",PRINT!PRINT" M MEDIUM SPEED."!PRINT,PRINT
" S SLOW SPEED."!PRINT,PRINT" A ACCELERATING SPEED."
56 PRINT,PRINT,PRINT" which letter ?"
57 Y.0'Y1e0 Y3.0TIMER-0
58 IFTIMER>500ANDFG.ITHENASeL8.00T060
59 AS.INKEY8,IFAS.""GOT058
60 IFAO."F"GOT065
61 IFAIK="M"THENY.100,GOT065
62 IFF41."S"THENY.150GOT065
63 IFAS."A"THENY1.1,Y.150!GOT065
64 001058
65 LOWAR,FG.1!CLS8,H.1292!DG.1302:GOSU820SU827.8=RND(4),GOSU83!HeH.M,LHA,FOR
J.17050,NEXT,AeRND(40SUE13!DGeDG+M,GOSU826,GOSUB27.LD.A,GOTO8

I 66 FORJe1T03,FORKeITOLS K.SOUNDK*30,2.3,NEKTK,JCLS,PRINT8226."WANT TO PLAY R
GRIN (YIN) 7"
67 RII.INKEYO!IFAWY.THEN RUN
6B IFAIWN"THEN END
69 GOT067

'Inlay
program,
inlay
21
supplied
have

any

MICROSOFT BASIC INLAY CARDS
by Ian Masters

cards' is a short and simple print all the programs on a C-60 or C-90 tape.
producing blank cassette Written in completely standard

cards which have space for up to MBasic, the program should run on
programs per side. Inlay cards machine supporting an LPRINT USING

with cassettes often don't statement.
enough room to record details of

10 'CASSETTE BOX INSERTS by Ian Masters
20 '28 Sept 1983 in Microsoft Basic
30 'For use with MX100 Printer and 128
35 'column paper.
40 'The program will produce 6 cassette
50 'box inserts per sheet of 128 col by
60 '11 inch paper. Don't be tight, use
70 'good paper 80gsm and a good ribbon,
80 'for best results.
90 '140 sets line spacing to 1/6th inch
100 '15C) sets the emphasised mode ON.
110 AS=STR I NG$ (40, "_" )
120 B$=STRING$(18,"_")
130 C$=STRING$(19,"_")
140 LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(50)
150 LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(69)
160 FOR Z=1 TO 2
170 LPRINT A$;" ";A$;" ";A$
180 FOR 1=1 TO 15
190 LPRINT USING"##";I;
200 LPRINT B$;":";C$;" ";
210 LPRINT USING"##";I;
220 LPRINT B$;"1";C$;" ";
230 LPRINT USING"##";I;
240 LPRINT B$;"1";C$

NEXT I 250

260 LPRINT:LPRINT
270 LPRINT A$;" ";A$;" ";A$
280 FOR X=16 TO 21 0

290 LPRINT USING"##";X;
300 LPRINT B$;":";C$;" ";
310 LPRINT USING"##";X;
320 LPRINT B$;":";C$;" ";
330 LPRINT USING"##";X;
340 LPRINT B$;":";C$
350 NEXT X
360 LPRINT:LPRINT
370 NEXT Z
380 END

3 I6PCW



PROGRAMS

BBC Missile defender
by S Roden

'Missile defender' is a 32kversion of the points, the night falls and you are
classic arcade game. awarded another four cities. At 2000

Your task is to defend four cities points, day breaks and you are given a
against an onslaught of missiles. You further four cities (if you survive that
score 25 points for each missile you hit long).
but lose a city each time a missile Full instructions are contained within
reaches its target. If you score 1000 the program.

tohpririurar turcuceuu
L. 4 UM' ,.(c) SAWN ev3.1

IODIMB$(11).C(10)(FORAti=0T010(ElffAX)="S.ROCEN":C(AX)=500:NEXT(DIMR(3)
300N ERRORGOSUB1750

2

40tJ'OE7
50FROCINTRO
60PROCSETUP
70FORAX=0T03(R(A%)=1:NEXT
80bCORE=0
90VDLI23(10.32.0(0:0;

100CITIFS=4:CLS
110MISSILES=0
120SOM=12(SOS=16
130CLS:PRINTTAB(8.20);"(C)1983 S.RODEN":FORA=IT05000(NEXT
140MODE2
150VDU23; 10,32.0(0;0;
160X=650.Y=X
170IFM/SSILES)OTHENPROCMOVEMISS ELSEPROCMISSILES.COLOUR7(PRINTIAB(0.0):"SCORE=

-(SC)RE
0 180IFJ4="Y"THEN PROCJMOVE ELSEPROCMOVE1

1901ICITIES=OTHLNMOVE7(;,ROCFAME(PROCINTRO(CUT070
200IFDSCORE)=1000THENPROCBONUS(MISSILES.O.GOT0140
210GOT0170
2201EF PROCSETUP
230SCREEN=0:BSCORE=0
24080NUS=0
250SCORE=0
260VDU23.224,255,255,255,255,255.255.255.255
270VDU23.226.129.66.36.0,0,36,66.129
280VOLI23.225.100.101.105,110.100.255.255,255 0
290cLS
300ENDPROC

031DEF PROCSCREEN
320CLS(FORNX=1 TO 50.PLOT69.RND(1280).RND(1024)(NEXT
33000LOUR2
340PRINTTAB(0.31);CHR$224:(FORAX=IT019(PRINTCHR$224:(NEXT
35000LOUR3
360CCOL0,2
370PLOT69, 540.64:PLOT69. 640. 100:PL0T85. 740.64
380ENDPROC
39001-Y
400VDUR
410CCOLO.O.MOVEX.Y(PRINTCHR$226(IF(ADVAL(0) AND3)=1THENPROCFIRE
420XX=ADVAL(1) DIV256
430YY=ADVAL (2) DI V256
440X=X4.8(XX1205)-(XX(55))4SOS
450Y=Y4((YY(55)-(YY)205))4SOS
460IFX)1249 X=1
470IFX<-20 X=1.'48

480IFY)1024 Y=1024
490IFY(150 Y=150
500GCOL0,7(MOVEX.Y(PRINTCHR$226
51MOU4
520ENDPROC
5300EF PROCFIRE
540ENVELOPE2.7.2.1,1,1,1.1.121,-10,-5.-2.120,120
550SOUND100.3,2,255
560GC0I.O. 3(P1OVE650. 100:DRAWX.31.Y-13:CCOLO.O.MOVE650. 100(DRAWX4-31. Y-13
570XX=X+31(YX=Y-t3
580IFMR1=ITHENMX=M01,MY=MY1(MR=MRI:GOSUB630(MR1=MR
590IFMR2=ITHENMX=MX2(MY41Y2(MR=MR2(COSH86301MR2=MR
600I/MR3=1THENMX=MX3(MY=MY3(MR=MR3(COSUB6301MR3=MR
610IFMR4=ITHENMX=MX4(MY=MY4(MR=MR4(COSUB630(MR4=MR
615VIC4(COLOUR7(PRINTTAB(000);"SCORE,";SCORE(VDU5
620ENDPROC
6:10IIMX(YX.13 ANDMX)Y%-13 ANDMY(XX4-13 ANDMY)X%-13 THENPROCEXP(SCORE=SCORE+2501

R-0(BSCORE=BSCORE,25
640RETHRN
65(0EF PROCMISSiiTS
660IFRONUS)OTHENPROCCOLOURS ELSEVEK120
670MISSIIES=0(MR1=1,MR2=1.MR3=1.MR4=1
680SOM=SOM+I(SOS=SOS,11PROCSCREEN:PROCCITIES
690IFSOM)31TRENSOM=31(80S=35
700GOSUB750(MX1=MX.MY1=MY(A1=A
71000SUB750(MX2-MX:MY2=MY(A2=A

0 72000SUB75001X3=MX:MY3=MY.A3=A
7301;0018750:MX4MX:MY4=MY(A4=A
740ENDPROC
750A=RND(3)-RNER4)
760E11=1024
770MY=RND(1280)
780PLOT69.MY.MX
790MY=MY-.5
800MISSILES=MISSILES*1
810RETURN
820DE.T PROCMOVEMISS
8301FMR1=1TRENMX=MXI(MY=MY1(A=A1(COSUBEI8O(MX1=MX(MY1=MY(A1=A
8401FMR2.1THENMX=MX2IMY=MY21A,,A2:GMTMC:MX2=MX:MY2rMY:A2,C.
850IFMR3=1THENMX=MX3(MY41Y3:A=A3(COSU8880.MX3=MX(MY3=MY(A3=A
8601FMR4=1THENMX=MX4(MY=MY4(A.A4(GOSUE1880.MX4=MX,MY4=MY(A4=A
870ENDPROC
980000:,),6(PLOT69.MY.MX
890MX=MX-SOM
900MY=MY+A45
910DRAWMY.MX
920IFMY)1249TRENMY=0
9301.--MY(OTHENMY=1249
9401E15X)64 ANDMX(110THEN PROCCJTCK
950IFMX(60THENM.SSILES=MISSILES-1
970GCOL0.3
980RETURN
9/0DEI PROCEXP

MICROMART

POSEIDON
COMPUTER

SERVICES LTD.

Of Hampton S.W. London Dealer
FOR SIRIUS 1 APRICOT & PULSAR

COMPETITIVE PRICES - FULL UK DELIVERY

Bespoke Software and Consultancy

01 941 1447/5986 TELEX 8954665 GITS

CIF
I 0
FOB

EXPORT/IMPORT SPECIALISTS
FOR COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
AND SOFTWARE

POSEIDON COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
01 941 1447/5986 TELEX 8954665 GITS

-Way is for

send stamped addressed
envelope 100 x 225mm for free
programs and details of

the

NEWBRAIN
USERS GROUP

36 ARMITAGE WAY,
CAMBRIDGE CB4 2UE

LYNX
MACHINE CODE PROGRAMS

"ROADER" £5.95
A roadrace game with fast twisting road, obstacles, fuel, time and
distance, real time -clock, hiscore etc. 100% machine code with fast

graphics (yes, fast) and sound.

"CODER" £7.50
This is the assembler we use to write our games. It is also a

disassembler, machine code editor and test tool. tt works with CODE

LINES, RAM or ROM, includes a FAST BLOCK PRINT routine to
demonstrate BANK SWITCHING.

AND FROM ANDREW GOSLING £5.95

"TOEDER"
A highly addictive version of a favourite arcade game. With 4 levels

of play, 11 sheets to clear and hiscore. Many deadly enemies to

avoid in order to get your "TOES" safely through the gaps in the coral

reef and safety aboard the boats. Each time this is done a
progressively harder new sheet appears. 100% Machine Code with
fast graphics (yes, fast) and sound.

Send Cheque or P.O. to:
FL Software, 13 St Ronans Avenue
Southsea, Hants PO4 00E. Tel: (0705) 828295

ORDER FORM

NAME

ADDRESS

Please supply:

"ROADER" 0 "TOEDER" "CODER" r]
190. or Cheque enclosed £

PCW317
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ONE ONLY AT THIS PRICE
NEW APPLE III 256K WITH
PROFILE HARD DISK AND

MONITOR III
Complete with:

SYSTEM SOFTWARE
APPLEWRITER

VISICALC
QUICKFILE

BUSINESS GRAPHICS
CATALYST

£2,650.00 + V.A.T.

hoidens
COMPUTERS - TELEVISION - VIDEO
85 EISHERGATE, PRESTON PR1 2NJ TELEPHONE'107721 58038

£500 PRIZE!!
Zargon zapped? Kong KO'd? - then
try something completely different
- accept a real challenge

-SET SQUARE-
Sketch the square and solve the
cipher, reveal the key and unlock the
prize.

A fascinating program.
Send just £9.95 to:

ORXON (Dept P)
Glenroyd House
Bishop Monkton

Harrogate HG3 3RG
(State whether CBM64, BBC, Spectrum or Pet).

THANK YOU!
for your response to our call for
games programs. We enjoyed

evaluating them, but you didn't send
enough

PLEASE SEND MORE!
Immediate evaluation as usual, to: Ron Heyes,

KACE INTERNATIONAL
32 AVON TRADING ESTATE,

AVONMORE ROAD, LONDON W14
or TEL: 01-602 7355 (Ext 35)

ALSO WANTED -
Freelance machine code programmers

PROGRAMS
1000MR=0
1010ENVELOPE1, 130,80, -4,0,2,40, 50, It -1,1,0* 1,01ENVELOPE2,2.0,00,010,0,60, -1, -1 0

0,0,126,60
1020CCOLChloSOUND&13,0,10,255:SOUND$110,2,7,255:SOUND&111,1#10,255:0=1:FEIRB=1TO

20:PLOT690MY-10+PND(50),MX-10+RND(50):PLOTB5,MY-10.RNO(50),MX-10+RND(50):CCOLO,O
1030IFM=ITHENP=3ELSE0.1
1040NEXT
10.50MISILES=MISSILES-1
1060ENDPROC
1070DEF PROCFAME
1080CLS

0

1090PRINTCHR$141tCHR$129:" MISSILE DEFENDER HALL OF FAME
lIncPRINTCHR$141:CHR$129;- MISSILE DEFENDER HALL OF FAME
1110,1815,1
11201FC(1))SCORE THENGOT(11190
1130PRINTTAB(0,10)t"PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME"
11401NPUT,A$ I
1150411:REPEAT:A1(=A%-1:IFSCORE)C(AUTHEN 1170
116011NTILAZ=0
11.700,4%:IFD)10THEND.10
1180FOR F - 7 TO D :C(F-1)=C(F): 8CF-1)=BS(F):NEXT,B$(0)=AS:C(D)=SCORE
1190CLS:PRINTE7HR$141:CHR$129t" MISILE DEFENDER HALL OF FAME ":PRINTCHR$141
CHR$129:" MISSILE DEFENDER HALJ. OF FAME "'

1200rORA7.10TDISTEE IIPRINiC(AS)t"...,";IS(A%):PRINT,NEXT
1210VDU23,10,32,010101
1220BONU5=0:BSCORE
1230PRINT';CHR$116;" PRESS SPACE-8AR UR FIRE TO CONTINUE":
1240Ag=INKEY$(0):IF ADVAL(0)=10R AS." " THEN ENDPROC ELSE1240
1250GOT01240
12603CF,!EFN=0
1270MISSILE3=0
1280DEF PROCCITIES
12901FR(0)=ITHENPRINTTAB(3,29):CHR$225
13001FR(1)=ITHENPR.NTTAB(6,29):CHR$225 lb
13101FR(2)=ITHEWRINTTAB(13,29),CHR$22.5
13201FR(3)=ITHENPRINTTAB(1.6,29)1CHR$225
133000LOUR3
1340ENDPROC
1350DEF PROCCHECK
13601EMY)196 ANDM1(266 ANDR(0)=ITHENR(0).01PROCEXP:CITIES=CITIES-1:MISSILES=MIS

SILES-1
13701FMY)388 ANDMY(458 ANDR(1)=ITHENR(1)=0:PROCEXP:CITIES=CITIES-IsMISSILES.MIS

SILES-1
13801FMY)834 ANDMY(904 ANDR(2)=ITHENR(:')=0,FROCEXP,CITIES=CITIES-1:MISSILES.MI5

SILES-1
1390IFMY)1027 ANDMY(1097 ANDR(3)=ITHENR(3)=01PROCEXP:CITIES=CITIES-11MISSILES=M

ISSILES-1
1400MR=0
141'IDEF PROCMOVE
142=4115
1430CCOL0,0:MOVEX.Y:PRINTCHR$226:IFINKEY(-99)THENPROCFIRE
1440X.X.(INKEY(-98)-INKEY(-67))4SOS
1450Y.Y.(INKEY(-105)-INKEY(-73))4400
14601F1)1280 X=1
14701108-20 5.1279
148018'f)1024 Y=1024
1490IFY<I50 Y=150
1500600L0, 7:MOVEX,Y:PRINTCHR$226
1510VOU4sENDPROC
1520DEFPROCINTRO
1530VD1J23110,32,010(01
1540CLS
1550PRINTSPC(9):CHRS141tCHR$1291"MISSILE DEFENDER"
1560PRINTSPC(9)$CHR$1411CHR$129CMISSILE DEFENDER"
1570PRINT":" As the defender of the 1.st laser base on earth, your mission is
to destroy theincomins missiles before they destroy the four cities which you
are defending."
1580PRINT" You must destroy the missiles by alminsthe sights at the head of the
missiles (which arrive in groups of f,ur) and be firing your laser,"
1590PRINT'" If you are not using joy -sticks, use the following keys,"
1600PRINT
1610PRINTSPC(15))"Z - Left"
1620PRINTSPC(15):"X - Right"
1630PRINTSPC(15):"* - Up"
1640PRINTSPC(15):"? - Down"

1650PRINTSPC(11):"SPACE - Fire"
1660PRINT':CHR$116;" PRESS SPACE -BAR OR FIRE TO CONTINUE":
1710TIME=0:REPEATUNTILTIME,20
1720A%=(ADVAL(0) AND3):IFAX=1THENJS="Y":ENDPROC0 17300$=INKEYS(0):IFSS<>" "THEN1720
1740,Ill."N"sENDPROC
1750MDDE7:PRINT VDU23/11,32t0:0(07tPRINTSPC(7)tCHR$141:CHR$129:"THERE IS N

0 ESCAE!":PRINTSPC(7)1CHR$141;CHR$129;"THERE IS NO ISCAPE!",TIME=OIREPEATUNTILT
IME)2501RETURN
176m0EY PRUCBONUS
17708FX21,5
1780fORAX.01'0200 :iTEPS:SOUNDIt-10/AX,SaVOUI9r6,5,0,000VDUI9r2t4.00.0tVOU19,31

1o0tOr0:SOUNDI.-10,220-AXJ3tVOU2OtNEX1
1790IFBONUSIOTHENBONUS=0 ELSEBONUS.1
1,300PRINT""
IBIOCLS:PRINT FORAX.ITOCITIES:PRINTCHR$225;" "::NEXT
1820FRINT"X 100 ":CITIESe100:SCORE.SCORE,CITIES*100(BSCORE=CITIES*100 CITIES=4
1830TIME=0:REPEATUNTILTIME=250 II
1840FORAt=0T03:R(At)=1:NEXT
1B5OENDPROC
1860DETPROCCOLOURS
1870VDt119,60 Sp 0,0.0
188011M1192,4,0,0,0
1890VDU19,3,1,0,0,0
1900ENDPROC

Atari Pseudo -DOS
by Michael Jackson

Atari 'Pseudo -DOS' is an extremely
useful utility for Atari programmers.

One of the problems with Atari Basic
is that it doesn't support much in the
way of operating system commands:
it's often necessary to repeatedly exit
to DOS when developing a program
to perform disk -based functions.

'Pseudo -DOS' gets around the problem
by providing a selection of DOS com-
mands which are accessible from
Basic.

As well as supporting standard Atari
DOS commands in a more -or -less
standard format, the author has added
three extra commands of his own -

3181TW



PROGRAMS
two of them useful, the third one
downright dangerous!

To use 'Pseudo -DOS', enter the pro-
gram and save it to disk as a Basic
program. Then, next time you enter
Basic to work on a program, load
'Pseudo -DOS' first. It simply sits at line
30000 onwards as a routine on the end
of your own program. When you save
your program, 'Pseudo -DOS' will be
saved too. Obviously, your own prog-
ram must not overwrite it so you must
avoid those line numbers.

The standard DOS features available
are:
Disk directory: as Atari DOS.
Warm -start: performs a system reset.
Rename: as Atari DOS.
Delete: simply enter the filename

:' is not necessary.
Format: a very useful feature if you get
yourself into the awkward position of
not having a formatted disk to save a
program in memory while in Basic! A
silly position to be in, but it happens to
be the best!
Lock: simply enter the filename to lock.
Unlock: as lock.

In addition, there are three extra
commands: create autorun programs,
renameselect and inhibit/enable verify.

Create autorun programs allows you
to set a program to automatically run
when loaded, which is useful for
creating user-friendly packages. To
implement it, you must save the file

using the SAVE "D:" format. In order to
save space, you are restricted to a
five -letter filename without an exten-
sion, but this can be changed if you can
spare the extra memory.

Rename select is another command
designed to get you out of trouble.
Hands up everyone who has ever
overwritten a file by renaming another
file to a filename which already exists?
The old file is not actually overwritten,
you just can't get it back without being
an expert on Atari DOS. With rename
select activated, one of the identically -
named files can be renamed without
affecting the other. The ordinary Atari
DOS rename, of course, renames both.

Finally, we come to inhibit/enable
verify. I'm only mentioning this to warn
you against using it! It allows the
automatic verify -save routine to be
switched off. While this does, as the
author points out, halve the time taken
to save a file, you then have no way of
telling whether the save was correctly
executed! When you come back to load
the file, it may very well not be there.
Please, don't use it - and definitely
don't come complaining to me if you
do!

The program uses approximately
2.5k but can be reduced by omitting the
create autorun option. To call the
'Pseudo -DOS', GOTO 30000 in direct
mode.

30000 GRAPHICS 0: CLR :DIM 01155 (20),005
S (20)30004 REM PRINT OPTIONS
30005 7 -8-:7 PSEUDO DOS - BY MICHAEL
JACKSON, 1903:7

PIrt2-T7 :41:V.AVAJA2Ve4M. 2AINEM
AllTORTNN30020 7 C.RENAME FILEVERIFY.,7 D. DELETE FILE

IEBN

TE 2ERYFY":7 "E.FORMAT DISK-.
30025 7 " K.RENAME SELECT.,? -F.
LOCK FILE..30030 TRAP 30030:CLOSE 114:7 .7 SELECT
ITEM OR WigIUMMM FOR MENIV.:DUSS=3.0:

30040 7 :INPUT DOSS:IF DOSS,".. THEN 30
006
30049 REM .4.4.....W-4...145CAN CHOICE30050 FOR 1=65 TO 75:0,1-35:IF 1,69 TH
EN X...3.+10530060 IE ASCEDOSS)=T THEN GOTO (30000T
(182),30070 NEXT30075 7 "NO SUCH TTEM:GOTO 30030
30130 OPEN 1)4,6,0,"0:8...30131 INPUT 114,0055:7 DOSS:GOTO 3013130132 POKE 500,0:7=USRC504841
30134 7 ,'GILD NAME,NEN NAME.,GOTO 30200
30.36 7 -DELETE FILE SPEC ".:0010 30200
30138 9 SURE. YOU WANT TO FORMATCY,N)INPUT DOSS.XF DOSS...," THEN 30030
301.39 GOTO 10300
30140 -LOCK FILL SPEC ".:GOTO 30200
301.42 ? "UNLOCK FTTESPEC ";:GOTO 30200
30.44 GOTO 3000.0.46 7 'VERIFY PROCESS INHIBITED:POK1913,00:G0TO 30030
30140 7 -VERIFY PROCESS ENABLED... POKE1913,07:50TO 30030.0150 7 -RENAME: SELECT TY/NT;:INPUTOSSTIF DOsS,3,, THEN POKE 3110,104:7
RENAME SELECT DISABLED.,COTO 30030301.51 POKE 3110,0:9 -RENAME SELECT UNADLED.,DUSS.-D,,X=32:00TO 3014430199 REM .44.44-....44...MNPUT ETTESPEC

30200 INPUT DOSS.DUSSCLENEDUSST.1T,DOS6:01.0 6.381,0,0,DUSS:GOTO 3003030799 REM ROUTINE30400 XTO X,T11,0,0,0:IGOTO 30030
30399 REM 4............AUTORTIN.SYS ROUTINE
30400 CLR DIM NAMES(.1.2),CHOICES(1),SY
4.34/V?.. "AUTORUN FT1ESPFC ".:INPUT NOMES:IF LENTNAMESI>6 THEN -7 ...E55 THAN 6
3VItg'LlIN(rELWA;a7T7,2A42,3,,,0460 -7 -GOLD START WN0[4C/NT .:INPUTHOTCFS:IF CHICES... N.. THEN RESE=40
50400 IF CHATICES._,,-. THEN RFsET.,49
30490 -pLEASE
30500 FOR TO 159:RFAD 0:51,55CEENTS
30510 )ORE I30510 FOR T=UFNENAMES) TO . STEP -1
30520 SY55(1.56-I,.36-I)=NAMESTX,TI.0530 NEXT I
70540 SYSS I 1 , 143) ,CFIRS {RESET].550 7 "Ins...1 di..., and f,3< an v heT. .  
:POKE 764,255
30560 IF PEEK (764):.255 THEN 30560

iRFiR RIPT41t(WaMPUT7.7.71MSYSSC
1,I]):PUl HZ:A:NEXT I
30600 CLOSE. n2
00610 ? YEDR AUTORUN.SYS FOR ...NAMES;CREATED.,CTR :POKE 764.265:GOTO 3
000038640 DATA 255 255,0,6,144,6 162 0,109
30650 DATA 244,232,1.42,305.6,109,26,3,
1.33,20,..6.9,107,157,26,3,232,X09,26,330660 DATA 1.33 206,169 6,157 26,3,160,
0,162,35,177,265,153,167.6,260,202,208
.0670 DATA 247,169.67,X41,.11,6,169.6.
.41 1.1.2 6 1.69,21.,141.106,6,96,172,10630660 DATA 6,240,9,105,123,6 206,106.6,160,1,96,138,72,124,105.6.165,20530690 DATA 157.26,3.232,165,206,157.25
,3,104,170,169,155,160,1,96,0,0,030700 DATA 0,0 0,00,0,0,0,0,0,0,76,0.

32

30710 DATA :32,32.58,68,34.78,85,02.58
49,44,48,56,53,69,75,79.80.0,530720 DATA 255,226,2,227,2,0,6

MICROMART
RENTAL SALES RENTAL SALES

RENTAL
Try out a system of your choice before commitment.
Avoid expensive purchase mistakes. This service is
available from a period of one day to point of decision.
Available to all users. Have a great deal and our own
complete Before and After Sales Service.

Hardware
Apricot

Sirius

IBM
Apple
BBC
Commodore
Brie

Future FX20

Software
Pulsar Accounts
Languages. Apl etc.
Application Programs
Visicalc, Cad, Dbase 2,
Educational, Tutorial,
Estate Agents,
Financial Control,
Utilities. Spread Sheet
prog. etc

Printer Range
TE.

N.E.C.
Oume
Richo
Epsons
MicroLine
Act Writer
Plotters
Juki

If you require Mail Order on Epson Printers, BBC,
Oric, Commodore and any others then why not phone
for best buy.

FREE SAME DAY DELIVERY & INSTALLATION WITHIN
LONDON AT YOUR OWN CONVENIENCE

MICRO RENTAL SALES LEASE
MICRO COMPUTER SPACEDROME INTERNATIONAL ( WSJ.)

3 WESTHOLM, LONDON NW11
Tel: 01-458 5845
Open Mon.-,Sat. 8.30-7.00

COMPUTER
CABINETS

A range of cabinets and
housing units especially
designed for your home

computer system. Keep it dust
free, tidy and secure.

Write or phone for colour
brochure:

MARCOL CABINETS
PO BOX 69, SOUTHAMPTON

Tel: 0703 731168

NewBrain
Tape Housekeeping Utility

 Read, Copy or Compare tapefiles
 Any number of files on each tape
 Block sizes up to 10k
 Dump file contents to screen
 Printed record of filenames and sizes

Full documentation

£9.00 inclusive

SFT Computing
18 Ferney Road, East Barnet,

Herts EN4 8LF

PCW319
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NO GIMMICKS!

NO WAFFLE!

SIMPLY THE BEST

PRICE!
WORDSTAR/MAILMERGE/SPELLSTAR

NIMM aiMEM
IM M. IMP
ans , Personal

For Computer41I= oMMP

VER. 3.24
Mailmerge only £55
Spellstar only £99

FOR ONLY £299 I
m -YES

ALL
THREE

ACT
oz--wsinus1

Wordstar
only £199

II gappla III
OVERSEAS AND TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL PACK £369
SUPERCALC 2 £169

BASE 2 £337
MULTIPLAN £139
HOMEWORD WORD PROCESSOR/ALSO SUITABLE FOR
COMMODORE 64/ATARI £32.95
VISICALC 3.3 £149

By popular demand we are able to supply business,
educational and recreational software at DISCOUNT
PRICES for the following machines: Apple, Atari, BBC,
Commodore, Vic 20, DEC Rainbow, IBM, ICL, Epson,
Sinclair, Sirius, Spectrum, Texas, TRS 80, CPM 51/4 or 8

inch.
Please send SAE for full list

NEW HARDWARE
STAR DP 515 PARALLEL INTERFACE £269
OLIVETTI JP 101 PARALLEL INTERFACE £239
JUKI 6100 DAISYWHEEL £359
MOST PRINTER CABLES IN STOCK FROM
AROUND £7

USED HARDWARE
AppleilEuro64K,80colCPM,2drives,centronicsprinter

£1,000
AnadexDP9500printer £400
Hytek 04500 intelligent term with 2 x 1mb floppies CPM

andICLconlinsprogram £1,750
Crornencosystern3 £2,200
QUME Sprint 3-55, daisywheel, speed -feed, single sheet

feeder,QUMEparalleHnt £595
Micos 100 minicomputer (based on Data General

Nova 3/12), 2 Midas terminals, Centronics printer

64Mb fixed/exch CDC drive, includes Travel Agent

software, desk etc £8,500

All prices plus VAT in UK. Phone your Access or

Barclaycard number for immediate despatch (soft-

ware sent post free).

Photographic & Optical
Services Ltd

129-137 STANLEY ROAD
TEDDINGTON, MIDDX.

Tel: 01-977 3498
Answering machine after business hours.

Offers subject to availability.
Telephone first to reserve.

PROGRAMS

P MATRIX

TRANSFORMATION
by T Scott

'Matrix transformation' is an educa- be plotted on the screen.
tional program for the BBC model B The scale can be changed to allow for
running OS 1.2. different -sized images and the prog-

The program illustrates the way in ram is menu -driven. As an educational
which matrix multiplications are per- tool, it works alongside traditional
formed. The user enters a matrix and teaching methods: the program help -
the coordinates of an object, and the ing the user to understand the way in
computer calculates the resultant im- which the theory applies in practice.
age. The object and/or image can then

10 KEY 10 OLDXMRUNRM
20 REM
30 REM  MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS 
40 REM . BY *
50 REM . T.SCOTT
60 REM
70 CLEAR.00SUB 1810
BO MODE 1

90 REM **Define Characters.*
100 VDU 23,250,4,8,8,16,16,32,32,32
110 VDU 23,251,32,32,16,16,8,8,4,0
120 VDU 23,252,32,16,16,8,8,4,4,4
130 VDU 23,253,4,4,8,8,16,16,32,0
140 VDU 23,254,0,0,0,0,0,0,255,0
150 VDU 23,255,255,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
160 VDU 23;8202;010;0;
170 REM **Setup Variables..
180 DIM A(2,2),B(2,5),C(2,5)
190 A(1,1)=1:A(2,2)=1
200 B(1,2)=1:8(1,3)=1:13(2,3)=1:8(2,4)=1
210 N=4:S=40:E=0
220 PROCinitscale 0
230 MOVE 0,127:DRAW 1279,127
240 MOVE 896,127:DRAW 896,1023
250 PROCaxis
260 PROCcommands
270 PROCbrackets
280 GCOL 0,3
290 COLOUR 3
300 IF E=4I THEN E=DD:GOTO 330
310 PROCcalculate
320 PROCquestion("Command7")
330 IF E=1 THEN PROCinput(1,2)
340 IF E=2 THEN GOSUB 420
350 IF E=3 THEN PROCplot(1)
360 ,IF E=4 THEN PROCplot(2)
370 IF E=5 THEN PROCplot(1):PROCplot(2)
380 IF E=6 THEN PROCscale:PROCaxis
390 IF E=7 THEN RUN
400 IF E=8 THEN VDU 26:END
410 GOTO 280
420 PROCquestion("Columns?")
430 IF E>5 THEN SOTO 420
440 N=E:E=0
450 PRINTTAB(8,29);SPC(32);
460 PRINTTAB(8,30);SPC(32);
470 PRINTTAB(8,31);SPC(30);
480 PRINTTAB(7+N.3,29);CHRS(252);CHR$(254);CHR$(250):5PC(N.3-1);CHR$(252);
490 PRINTTAB(704.3,30);CHR$(253);CHR$(255);CHR6(251);SPC(N*3-1);CHRS(253):
500 PRINTTAB((7+N.1.5),31);"8";TAB(7+N.3,31):- = ":TAB(10+N.4.5,31);"C":
510 PROCinput(8,N)
520 RETURN
530 REM **Plot Axis..
540 DEFPROCaxis
550 COLOUR 2
560 PRINT TAB(3,0);"Matrix Transformations"
570 VDU 24,0;132;892;1023i
580 GCOL 0,1
590 FOR D=0 TO BOO STEP 40
600 IF D=400 THEN F=5 ELSE F=21
610 MOVE D+48,176:PLOT F,D+48,976
620 MOVE 48,0+176:PLOT F.848.0+176
630 NEXT 0
640 VDU 29,448;576;
650 ENDPROC
660 REM ...Print Commands*.
670 DEFPROCcommands
680 COLOUR 2
690 PRINTTAB(31,1);"COMMANDS"
700 PRINTTAB(31,2)1" 0
710 PRINTTAB(29,5);"1. INPUT A"
720 PRINTTAB(29,7)',-2. INPUT 13"
730 PRINTTA8(29,9);"3. PLOT B.
740 PRINWTAB(29,11);"4. PLOT C. 0
750 PRINTTAB(29,13);'5. PLOT MC"
760 PRINTTAB(29,15);'6. ArA,F.
770 PRINTTAB(29,17)1"7: RESTART"
780 PRINTTAB(29,19);"8. END"
790 COLOUR 3
800 E1d1PII0C
810 REM emPrint Initial Bracket's
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PROGRAMS
820 DEFPROCbrackets
830 PRINTTAB(0,29);CHR$(250);.+1 +0.1CHR$(251);CH94(250)1.+0 +1 +1 +0.1CHRI1(25

1);CHR$1254);CHR$(250);" .1CHR$(251);
840 PRINTTAB(0,30)*CHR$(252);°+0 +1.;CHRS(253);CHR$(252)I.+0 +0 +1 +1";CHR$(25

3);CHR$(255);CHRII(252)I. .ICHR$(253);
850 PRINTTAB(0,31);" A . B c-;
860 ENDPROC

REM ..Ask Questions.. 870

880 DEkk*Nuquestion(H*)
890 PRINTTAB(29,72);H$
900 E=SET-48 0
910 PRINTTAB(29,22)ISPC(11/1
920 ENDPROC
930 REM ...Input Matrices..
940 DEFPROCinput(Z,L)
950 X=0
960 FOR W-0 TO L-1
970 FOR Y=1 TO 2
980 Al.=."
990 COLOUR 2
1000 PRINTTAB(Z.W.3,28+Y)1.77.;
1010 COLOUR 3
1020 A..6ET
1030 IF A=45 THEN Alt="-.
1040 IF A=43 OR A$=.. THEN AS="+"
1050 IF A>47 AND A<58 THEN AS=At*CHRII(A)
1060 PRINTTAB(Z+14.3,28+Y);A$

0 1070 IF LEN(A$)<2 THEN GOTO 1020
1080 IF Z=1 THEN A(Y,W+1)=VALIA.) ELSE B(Y,W+1)=VAL(A4)
1090 NEXT Y,W
1100 ENDPROC
1110 REM ..Calculate Matrix C..
1120 DEFPROCcalculate
1130 FOR V=1 TO N*3-1
1140 PRINTTAB(9.0.3+V,29);. .;
1150 PRINTTAB(9+N.3+V,30)1" "I
1160 NEXT V
1170 FOR X=1 TO N
1180 C(1,X)=A(1,1).8(1,X)+A(1,2).8(2,X)
1190 C(2,X)=A(2,1).B(1,X)+A(2,2).8(2,X)
1200 L=LEN(STRS(C(1,X)))
1210 M=LEN(STRS(C(2,X)))
1220 PRINTTAB(9+3.(N+X) -L,29);C(1,X);
1230 PRINTTAB(9+3.(N+X) -M,30);C(2,X);
1240 NEXT X
1250 ENDPROC
1260 REM **Plot Matrices.*
1270 DEFPROCplot(P)
1280 N= -1:H=0
1290 GCOL 0,(4 -P)
1300 IF P=I THEN MOVE B(1,1).5.8(2,1).5 ELSE MOVE C(1,1).8,0(2,1).8
1310 PROCtest
1320 FOR W=2 TO N
1330 IF P=I THEN DRAW B(1,10.5,13(204).5 ELSE DRAW C(1,W).S,C(2,44).8
1340 PROCtest

0 1350 NEXT W
1360 IF P=1 THEN DRAW B(1,1).S,B(2,1).S ELSE DRAW C(1,1).S,C(2,1).8
1370 IF H>400/S THEN PROCrescale
1380 ENDPROC.

S 1390 REM ..Change Scale..
1400 DEFPROCscale
1410 PRINTTAB(29,24);.Input scale"
1420 PRINTTAB(29,25);.from lto100"
1430 PRINTTAB(29,26);"e.g.SCALE=6.
1440 PRINTTAB(29,27);"AXES=-6to6..
1450 INPUT TAB(29,22).Scale",S
1460 S=INT(S)
1470 PRINTTAB(29,22);SPC(11);
1480 IF S<1 OR S>100 THEN 0070 1450 ELSE S=400/5
1490 DEFPROCinitscale
1500 PRINITAB(29,24)ISPC(11);
1510 PRINTTAB(29,25);SPC(11);
1520 PRINTTAB(29,26);SPC(11);
1530 PRINTTAB(29,27);SPC(11);
1540 CLG
1550 PRINTTAB(5,27);.Scale; 'I -400/SI. to .1400/S
1560 VDU 29,010;
1570 IF E=41 THEN PROCaxis
1580 ENDPROC
1590 REM ..Warning For Point Off Axis..
1600 DEFPROCrescale
1610 PRINTTAB(29,24);.WARNINGs-.
1620 PRINTTAB(29,26);"Points off.;
1630 PRINTTAB(29,27);.scale.";
1640 DE.E
1650 PROCquestion("llescale?.)
1660 IF E=4I THEN 80TO 1720
1670 IF E<>30 THEN GOTO 1650
1680 PRINTTAB(29,24);SPC(11);
1690 PRINTTAB(29,26);SPC(11);
1700 PRINTTAB(29,27);SPC(11);
1710 ENDPROC
1720 5=400/(INT(H/10.1).10)
1730 GOTO 1500 0
1740 REM *.Test For Highest Point..
1750 DEFPROCtest
1760 IF P=1 AND ABS(B(1,10)>H THEN H=ABS(B(1,W))
1770 IF P=2 AND ABS(C(1,14))>H THEN H=ABS(C(1,14))
1780 IF P=1 AND ABS(B(2,W))>H THEN H=ABS(B(2,14))
1790 IF P=2 AND ABS(C(2,14))>H THEN H=ABS(C(2,10)
1800 ENDPROC
1810 REM **Information*.

0
1820 ON ERROR GOTO 70
1830 MODE 7
1840 PRINTTAB(7,0);CHR$(141);CHR$(131);.MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS.
1850 PRINTTAB(7,1)ICHRS(141)ICHR$(131);"MATRIX TRANSFORMATIONS.
1860 PRINTTAB(0,2)I.This program is designed to demonstrate the use of simple m

atrix tranformations.The commands are fairly simple but it isuseful to have some
understanding of matices..

0

1870 PRINTTAB(0,8);.INPUT This allows the user to type in a tranform
ati on matrix (A) or an object matrix (B). If the object mat 0li rix is selected to be entered then the computer asks for the";
1880 PRINT" number of columns or points contained in the matrix.

The maximum number of columns allowed is five."

0 1890 PRINTTAB(0,18)I.PLOT This is used to plot either one of or bot
h the object matrix (B) and the image matrix (C). If any pa
iota fall outside the screen the computer will ask if";
1900 PRINT. resealing is required."
1910 PRINTTAB(11,24);CHR*(134);.:Press any key>";
1920 O=SET
1930 CLS
1940 PRINTTAB(0,0)I.SCALE The scale used can be changed to suit th

e size. of matrices which need to be plotted..
1950 PRINTTAB(0,4)I.RESTART This resets the program and runs it fr

we the beginning..
1960 PRINTTAB(0,7)1.END This exits from the program."
1970 PRINTTAB(11,10);CHR$(134);.<Press any key>"
1980 Q=GET
1990 RETURN do

MICROMART

C12/15 CASSETTES
SUITABLE FOR

PROGRAMMING DIRECT
FROM MANUFACTURER,

COMPLETE WITH LABELS
AND LIBRARY CASE.

COMPETITIVE PRICES,
DISCOUNTS ON BULK

PURCHASES

LEEHOLME AUDIO SERVICES
LTD

MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH
QUALITY BLANK CASSETTES

350-4 LEA BRIDGE ROAD,
LEYTON, LONDON E10

TEL: 01-556 4748

APPLE II/IIE
PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE FOR

GRAPHICS AND BUSINESS
PERSONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The ultimate in software versatility

with total file sorting/editing control -
£29.95

GRAPHICS DIGITISER PACKAGE
For easy generation of graphics. Con-

tact us for details and price.
LIGHTPEN complete with demo soft-

ware for menu selection £25.00

FOR ORDERS OR INFORMATION CONTACT

ACTIVE RESEARCH
BOYNE HOUSE, COLLEGE ROAD,
CHELTENHAM, GLOS. GL53 7LD

Tel: (0242) 529355 (after 6pm)

T. GARLAND & SON LTD
(Meniberofthe Wm. Ayrton Group)

A dot matrix printer for under £200!
Mannesmann Tally Nett Delivered
MT80 198 238
MT160 430 505
MT180,C 648 755
EXP 500 283 335
EPSON Nett Delivered
RX80 250 298
RX8OFT 287 340
FX80 352 415
FX100 503 585
I/Face cables upon request

Prices quoted are subject to availability.
Delivered prices inc VAT & Carriage.
CWO please. Allow 28 days for delivery.

14A KENWORTHY LANE,
NORTHENDEN, MANCHESTER

M22 4EH

Tel: 061 998 4207

PrW,321



SHARP MZ8OK

SOFTWARE
CLOSING DOWN SALE

DATAMAN (M/C well-known arcade game) £4 00
4 -IN -A LINE (M/C pit your skill against the computer) £2.50
L -GAME (M/C improve your lateral thinking) £2.50
SEQUENCER (BASIC M/C test your memory game) £1.50
SNAKE -CHASE (M/C avoid the vicious viper!) f2.00
DRAUGHTS (BASIC classic board game using full rules) £4.00
SEARCH (BASIC M/C speed and memory arcade game) £1.50
GOMOKU (M/C oriental game of strategy) £3.00
PLAN CHECKER (BASIC football pools utility program) £1.00
BACKGAMMON (BASIC popular game all rules including doubling)

£3.00
OXO (BASIC WC ideal game for children) £1.50
STARMERCHANTS (BASIC intergalactic trading game) . . £4.00
SILENT RUNNING (BASIC M/C fast arcade action game).. £3.00
CATCH (BASIC AK catch suicidal tenants) £2.00
SHARPZEE (BASIC dice game involving skill and strategy) . £2.00
SOLITAIRE (BASIC peg game for lonely computer addicts) f2.00
CONDOT (M/C tactical game of dots and boxes) £2 50
ION -PATROL (BASIC original space game for all ages) £2.00
DIS-ASSEMBLER (BASIC useful utility for all programmers) £5.00

ALL PROGRAMS FOR ONLY £15.00

T. THOMAS, DATASOFT,
28 HOLDERNESS CRESCENT,

BEVERLEY,
N. HUMBERSIDE HU17 OBE

N.B. All prices include postage. Make all cheques payable to
T. Thomas

WANTED

PERSONAL

COMPUTERS
all models bought for cash

Morgan Camera
Company

160 Tottenham Court Road,
London W1.

Tel: 01-388 2562

IBM PERFORMANCE AT
WOLFCROWN PRICES

Are you really prepared to pay such a premium
for a name? Copam Personal Computer PC -301
is designed specifically to be compatible with
IBM off -the -shelf software and peripheral cards.
Each PC -301 consists of a main board, disk
driver card, multi function card, colour display
card, power supply, and two 327k floppies/IBM
format), housed in an IBM compatible case; and
a keyboard. The main board has 5 expansion
slots.

Each turn key system comes with a 12 inch high
resolution green phosphor Philips monitor and
MS-DOS 2.0 operating and the price is
£1499.00 from our premises in London.

Fully warranted and supported.

Write or phone:
WOLFCROWN LIMITED

101 JERMYN STREET, LONDON, SW1 GEE
Telephone: 01-930 1991

MICROMART

POOLSWINNER
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM

PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS. but NOSCORES.
AWAYS and HOMES

IT WORKS We guarantee the program performs signifi-
cantly better than chance

ADAPTABLE "Poolswinner'' allows the precise prediction
formula to be set by the user - you can
develop and test your own unique method.
Probabilities are given on every fixture -
choose as many or as few selections as you
wish

EASY TO USE Fully menu driven, with detailed instruction
booklet

DATABASE The program comes complete with the largest
database available -- over 20,000 matches.
The database automatically updates as results
come in

APPLE, BBC (B), COMMODORE 64, DRAGON, SPECTRUM
(48K), ZX8t (16K), ATARI 800

£15 (all inclusive)

Also available. COURSEWINNER - computer aided horse
betting for all above computers C9.50

Available from dealers, or direct (return of post) from
=22:11

VISA Satre Software elMEM.
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE 061 -428 7425

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

INTERESTED IN

ADVERTISING IN

MICROMART

CALL
CLAIRE

01-636 6890

SINCLAIR ZX
P.S.U. REPAIR

SERVICE
SPECTRUM - £4.95
ZX81 - Incl. p&p

ZX80 - Cheque or P.O.

PRINTER - 12 Month Guarantee

REPAIRED TO ORIGINAL SPECIFICATION

MODERN
ELECTRONICS

UNIT 5B, ENTERPRISE ROAD
MABLETHORPE, LINCS LN1 2 1RF

FLOPPY DISC SYSTEM FOR
SPECTRUM

FDC-1 MK2
* Disc operating system in ROM
* Password protected
* Occupies only the top 1K RAM space
* Duplicated Spectrum connector is

provided
* 100K storage for 40 tracks, single side

disc drive
* Will support two 40, 80 tracks, single or

double sided drives
* BASIC programs can be merged

£85.00 ex VAT
£1.00 P & P ex VAT

40 track, single drive boxed with PSU
(BBC compatible)

£185.00 ex VAT
£5.00 P & P ex VAT

Further details available from

TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH LTD.
356 Westmount Road, London SE9 1NW

Telephone: 01-856 8408

WIN
THE
POOLS?

SPECTADRAW 2- THE MOST POPULAR POOLS
PREDICTION PROGRAM OF 1983. NOW EVEN BETTER

VALUE IN 1984!!!!
AS REVIEWED IN PCW MARCH 1984

* Supplied with a database tape containing data on over 8.000
matches since 1980.

* Database is updated each week by user.
* Match and Division names already in the program - no

tedious typing every week!
* Program is menu driven for simplicity of use.
* Errors can easily be corrected - the program even checks

your entries!
* Comprehensive instruction manual designed to make the

program easy to understand.
* Will also forecast the least likely draws for those who prefer to

bet on fixed odds.
* Supplied together with SPECTASORT- the Perm Generation

Program which takes SPECTADRAW 2's predicitions and turns
them into ten 8 from 10 full cover perms. Complete your
coupon direct from the screen!!
SPECTADRAW 2, 8,000 MATCH DATABASE, SPECTASORT AND
INSTRUCTION MANUAL. THE COMPLETE POOLS PREDICTION
PACKAGE FOR THE 48K SPECTRUM - NOW AT THE
UNBEATABLE PRICE OF £9 95 INCLUSIVE (Cheques/POs
payable to B. S. McAlley).

SPECTADRAW, DEPT. PCW, 1 COWLEAZE,
CHINNOR, OXFORD OX9 4TD

SANYO
Now available the unbeatable

MBC 555
includes

WORDSTAR
MAILMERGE
SPELLSTAR
CALCSTAR
DATASTAR
REPORTSTAR
SUPERSORT
S BASIC

MS DOS
8088 CPU

128k RAM
2 by 5" FLOPPY

320k TOTAL
PARALLEL PORT

ONLY £899.00
CRT36 Mono Monitor £127.00

CRT70 High Res Colour £499.00

FULL SANYO RANGE AVAILABLE

Enquiries invited for Altos Multi-user systems

Orders/enquiries to:
DAVID BALL

L.T. Computer Systems Ltd
52 Market Street
Wigan, WN1 1MX

Tel: (0942) 47423

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
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There are some
people who think

that if a Printer looks
like an Epson,

it will perform like one.

It won't.
Imitation is

the sincerest form of flattery.
But there's only one Epson.

EPSON Extraordinary product.
Exceptional quality.

Epson (UK) Limited
Freepost, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 6BR

Sales Enquiries: Freefone 2730
General Enquiries: 01-902 8892

Telex: 8814169

PCW 323



The very latest

N :WS
from Spectrum

BIT PRINTER

An
inexpensive
quality printer
for the BBC 'B'

Just look at our fantastic low price on this super
Dot Matrix printer! The ideal machine for the home
user, the Bit Printer combines practicality with low
cost - now you can list programs for debugging
without spending a three -figure sum.

The Bit Printer interfaces directly with the BBC
'B' and you can see it at your local Spectrum
dealer now!

SPECTRUM £
PRICE ONLY

95

Now available!

COMPUTAPE
C15 Reel to reel cassettes for
under f1 - see your local
SPECTRUM dealer for details.

LATEST
NEWS

 For up-to-date news, information
& offers from SPECTRUM - see PRES-
TEL page 600181 for full details.

COMPUTER
DEALERS

(or prospective Computer dealers!)
if you would like to know more about
becoming a SPECTRUM APPOINTED
DEALER on an exclusive area basis,
please write to MIKE STERN or
DUDLEY IANGMEAD Spectrum (UK)
Ltd., Burrowfield. Welwyn Garden
City, Herts. or Telephone (07073)
34761

Fantastic Value from Spectrum!

SUPER -SAVER
CASSETTE RECORDER

For COMMODORE 64 &
VIC-20 ONLY E39.9S

UP TO £1,000
Instant Credit

With your Spectrum
Chargecard

 There's up to £1,000 worth of
Instant Credit available on a Spec-
trum Chargecard. See your local
SPECTRUM dealer for written
details (UK mainland only) Typical
APR - 30.6%

Another first from
SPECTRUM!

Introducing the exciting new

ORIC
ATMOS

II Lots of exciting programs
available
 Built-in centronics printer
interface (no RS232 needed - just
plug in your printer)
III Full -featured keyboard with

sculptured keys
 Seperate keys for cursor
control
IN Built-in speaker
 Special sound effects for
game programmers

HERE'S ANOTHER FANTASTIC FIRST IN HOME MICROS FROM SPECTRUM - the brand new
and tremendously exciting ORIC ATMOS 48K computer!

The ATMOS has taken a remarkable step forward in home computer technology. But
how?

Most Micros 'waste' a large amount of memory on operating functions like graphics, colour
and sound. Oric saw that by running these tasks from a ROM memory, a huge amount of the
ATMOS's valuable 48K RAM capacity could be freed for more advanced operations.

So the colour capability (8 graphics, 8 background), powerful sound synthesis and high -
resolution graphics of the ATMOS are achieved with fewer demands on computing power than
its competitors.

So what else makes the ATMOS so exciting? There's now a typewriter -style full -response
keyboard; it's directly compatible with most domestic cassette players; and there's a wide
choice of software. The ATMOS is designed for convienience, too - it uses extended Microsoft
BASIC; your printer plugs in without an RS232; and it comes complete with leads and everything
you need to get going.

We've a 4 -colour Oric printer (which accepts normal paper) at a terrific value -for -money
price. Soon, a 3" Microdisc Drive will be available, too, to complete the system. Take a look at
the superb new ORIC ATMOS, in its highly distinctive black -and -red trim, at your Spectrum
dealer NOW!

SPECTRUM PRICE

99

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZX-Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.



Now from Spectrum - a
complete business computer

system for under £900

RPM SOFTWARE

, LEDUFP

PRINT1144

COMMODORE 64
BUSINESS PACKAGE

 Extremely simple to use - no
computer experience required
 Complete & ready to run with
Sales/Invoicing & purchase ledger
programs. II Complete end -of -
month reports at the touch of a but-
ton - including Creditors/Debtors
lists Sales & cash lists, statements,
VAT balances etc.

Includes IV COMMODORE 64
 DISK DRIVE  COLOUR
MONITOR  COMMODORE

PRINTER II PURCHASE LEDGER
PROGRAM II SALES LEDGER

PROGRAM
 EASY SCRIPT PROGRAM

Plus!  FREE! GAMES DISK WITH
SIX GAMES

FROM ONLY

egg

Just Arriving! It's the new, superb
COMMODORE SX64 PORTABLE

FREE! FREE! FREE!
 FREE with each SX64 Portable three
superb programs - Easy Script, Future
Finance and Easy Stock.

BIG NEWS from Spectrum -
stocks are just arriving of the
incredible new Commodore
SX 64 Portable Colour Com-
puter - a dream come true for
the travelling executive! This
superb, compact Micro incor-
porates all of the top -selling
Commodore 64's functions,
and features a detachable,

full function keyboard
plus built-in colour
monitor AND single
disk drive. We're very
excited - you can see
it at your local Spec-
trum dealer now!

SPECTRUM PRICE

95
COMMODORE VIC-20

Super Value!

STARTER
PACK
A complete Home
Computer system
including the VIC-
20 Computer, a '-
Cassette Unit, int-
roduction to BASIC
part 1 -a simple explanation of
computer programs - Blitz, Type -A -
Tune, Race & Hoppit. A fantastic
deal!! and great value -for -money.
But HURRY! offer only while
stocks last.

SPECTRUM PRICE

Also available:
VIC-20 E99.95
Including 4 FREE ROM GAMES

Commodore
VIC-20, SOFTWARE PACKS
at HALF PRICE
 Multipack 1 Omega race, Voodoo castle, Cosmic crunch
Avenger  Multipack 2: Gorf, Adventureland, Raid on Fort
Knox, Mole Attack.  Multipack 3: Sargon Chess, The Count,
Mission Impossible, Cosmic Cruncher.  Multipack
Sargon Chess, Pirate Cove, Rat Race, Super Lander.  Mul-
tipack 5: Omega Race, The Count, Menagerie, Mole
Attack.

Each

Only

144 WHILE

Pack L19.93-
For the

COMMODORE 64
HOME USER

VIC 1520 Printer Plotter - Special January
Offer £99.99
COMMODORE 64 with 4 FREE
GAMES £199.99
SINGLE DISK DRIVE with FREE Easy Script
and Future Finance programs £230.00
AZTEC Centronics Interface £29.90
VISCOUNT Cassette Interface f12.95
Plus! 100's of Software Titles now available.

Commodore
1520 PRINTER

- PLOTTER

The 1520
printer plotter draws
in 4 colours, and prints
characters and numbers.

£99.99

STOCKS
LAST

COMMODORE 64
HOME ENTERTAINMENT

Package

SAVE E50
Includes: COMMODORE 64. COMPATIBLE
CASSETTE RECORDER, CASSETTE WITH 4

GAMES, ZETA CRACKSHOT JOYSTICK
(Normal Total Price £290.801

PRICE 411,

SPECIAL E
40) 411,th

23s

All these items can also be purchased seperately -
see your local Spectrum dealer

Just Arriving!
COMMODORE 1526

PRINTER

Superb Dot Matrix (near
letter quality printer)

£345.00

ACCESSORIES
FOR COMMODORE

Viscount Cassette
Interface £12.95
Alphacom 42 Printer with Vic
20 Interface (99.90
Stack Light Pen (28.75
Plus 80 16K RAM f37.99
Viscount 64K RAM f69.95
4 Slot Motherboard . f24.95
Adman Chatterbox £49.95
Stonechip 16K switchable
RAM £34.95

Turn the page for more super
offers from Spectrum

Not all stores carry every advertised item, please phone Oena.e !mining a iourneg  prices cOrrect at time of going to press taut

WITH
MPS01
Printer



The Top SO

SOFTWARE
TITLES

Selected by Britain's leading Software Distributor

MICRO DEALER UK

PROGRAM SUPPLIER MACHINE PRICE CBM 64Attack of the Llamasoft E7.50
Hunchback Ocean Spectrum E6.90 Mutant Camels
Atic Atac Ultimate Spectrum E5.50 3-D Combat zoneArtic Spectrum £5.95
Manic Miner Software Spectrum E5.95 Harrier Attack Durrell/ Spectrum CS.9S

Protects Martek
3-D Ant Attack Quicksilva Spectrum E6.95 Hobbit Melbourne CBM 64 E14.95
Alchemist Imagine Spectrum £1.50 House
Revenge of Llamasoft CBM 64 E7.50 Android Two Vortex Spectrum E5.95
Mutant Camels Invasion of BodyCrystal Spectrum E6.50
Death Chase Micro Mega Spectrum E6.95 Snatchers
Fighter Pilot Digital Spectrum E7.95 let Pac (VIC) Ultimate VIC 20 L5.50
Wheelie MicrosphereSpectrum E5.95 Lunar Crabs Micromega Spectrum £4.95
Mr Wimpy Ocean Spectrum £5.90 Arcadia 64 Imagine CBM 64 E5.50
Rommels Crystal Spectrum E6.50 Hunchback 64 Ocean CBM 64 E6.90
Revenge Microbot Softek Spectrum E5.95
Hover Bower Llamasoft CBM 64 E7.50 Metagalactic Llamasoft VIC 20 E6.00
Quaser 64 Voyager CBM 64 E5.99 Llamas
Galaxy 64 Anirog CBM 64 £7.95 Maziacs DK Tronics Spectrum E5.95
Lunar letman Ultimate Spectrum E5.50 Stonkers Imagine Spectrum E5.50
Hunter Killer Protek Spectrum E7.95 The Omega Run CRL Spectrum E5.95
Zzoom Imagine Spectrum £5.50 Missile Control Gemini BBC E9.95
Krakatoa Abbey Spectrum E5.95 Urban Upstart Richard Spectrum E6.50
Jet Pac Ultimate Spectrum £5.50 Shepherd
Scooba Dive Durrell/ Spectrum E5.50 Birds and the Bug -Byte Spectrum E5.95

Martek Bees
Crazy Balloons Software CBM 64 E7.95 Push Off! Software Spectrum L5.9S

Projects Projects
Halls of the Crystal Spectrum E7.50 Twin Kingdom Bug -Byte BBC £9.00
Things Valley
Speed Duel DK Tronics Spectrum E5.95 Fm in Shock Artic Spectrum E5.95
Valhalla Legend Spectrum E14.95 Thrusta Software Spectrum £5.95
Horace and thePsion Spectrum £5.95 Projects
Spiders Super Pipeline Taskset CBM 64 06.90
Kick -Off! Bubblebus CBM 64 £6.99 Ask to see these super titles at your local Spectrum
Pool C D.S. Spectrum £5.95 dealer NOW!

ACCESSORIES From SPECTRUM
C12 DATA CASSETTES £0.50
C15 DATA CASSETTES £0.58
VISCOUNT SINGLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY
(10) (FOR APPLE, COMMODORE, ATARI,
TANDY) £21.25
VISCOUNT SINGLE SIDED, SINGLE DENSITY
(10) 621.25
VISCOUNT DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DEN-
SITY (10) (FOR SHARP SUPERBRAIN, ETC.)

£33.81
VISCOUNT SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
96 TRACK (101 (FOR NASCOM, COM-

MOUORE 8050, Etc.) 151.36
EMPTY DISK CASES (FOR 51/4" DISKETTES)

£1.95
DISK HEAD CLEANER KIT £16.10
TELEVISIONS
12" T80 B&W PORTABLE £59.95
CTP3131 14" COLOUR PORTABLE . £229.95
COMPUTER CASSETTE RECORDERS

from £27.50
ZETA Joystick for ATARI, COMMODORE, VIC-
20 & 64, SPECTRUM & ORIC . ONLY £10.95

Superb value -for -money!

MEMOTECH
MTX SERIES

1 S

/./ .e/1 /1/41#

MEMOTECH MTX 512
64K RAM

16 User definable Function Keys  12 Key Numeric Pad
 280A at 4MHz  24K ROM containing MTX BASIC 
MTX NODDY FRONT PANEL DISPAY  ASSEMBLER/
DISASSEMBLER Video Display Processor with 16K
video -RAM  64K User RAM Twin RS232 Communica-
tions Board ROM Expansions: Node Systems  MTX
PASCAL  MTX FORTH Eight User Definable Virtual
Screens  Up to 32 SPRITES

SPECTRUM PRICE

1
Also available MTX 500
32K RAM £275

FDX DISK DRIVE
Up to eight Floppy Drives Colour 80
Column Board (optional) Fast Access Silicon
Discs Poweiful Floppy Disc Controller
Board CP/M 2.2 Supplied  Teletext
Compatible

SPECTRUM PRICE E995.00
Memotech 32K RAM Expansion £50
Memotech 64K RAM Expansion £85.00
Memotech 128K RAM Expansion.. E160.00
Memotech RS232 Communication
Port £60.00
SEPERATE EXPANSION ITEMS
Silicon Disc (256K) £385.00
80 Column Colour Board £100.00
Floppy Disc Controller Board £230.00
7 Way Bus & Support Software
for S.0 £50.00
MEMOTECH SOFTWARE
Backgammon (Cassette) £8.95
Chess (Cassette) £9.95
Blobbo (Cassette) £6.95
Kilopede (Cassette) £6.95
Super Minefield (Cassette) £6,95

DRAGON

DRAGON PACK
Including:
DRAGON 32, Computer Cassette
Recorder, Joysticks and Dragon
Games Pack.

ALL E
FOR
ONLY
Check with your local SPECTRUM dealer for
the price of seperate items.

DRAGON 64 £225.00

99

SHARP
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SHARP MZ-7I I
(MZ-700 Series Computer)

FREE! 10 CASSETTE BASED GAMES
The super new colour computer from
SHARP. Now available in limited quantities

including 10 FREE CASSETTE BASED
GAMES from SPECTRUM

E249.95
With FREE Cassette Recorder

SHARP PRINTER £129.95
CASSETTE RECORDER £39.95

SHARP MZ80A E399

Not all stores carry every advertised Item, please phone before making a iourney - prices correct at time of going to press FLOE



1020 PRINTER PLOTTER

ATARI
 16K RAM expandable to 48K  Full -
stroke keyboard  Full sound with 31/2
octave range 11 Graphic Display
modes  Full colour (256 Colours - 128
colours can be displayed at one time) Ask
to see this super new micro at your local
SPECTRUM dealer NOW!

ATARI 600XL
1010 CASSETTE RECORDER 649.99
1050 DISK DRIVE £299.99
1027 LETTER QUALITY PRINTER £299.99

£199.99

ORIC-1

For the more serious user -
the better programming machine

ORIC-1 16K E99.9S
ORIC-1 48K.... E139.95

HALF PRICE OFFER
Bring a copy of this ad when you
purchase an ORIC-1 16K or 48K and
get either the ORIC- 16K or 48K
Software pack at HALF PRICE (Titles
may vary in each pack)

800XL
SPECTRUM PRICE

4995
L159.99

TOUCH TABLET, TRACK BALL £39.99
SOFTWARE
DIG DUG £29.99
LONE RAIDER £14.99
And many more

CS100E
CS100
CS200E
CS200

FOR BBC
£217.35
£244.95
£254.15
£881.75

FOR DRAGON
CDS250 £365.95
CDS500 £401.80
CDS1000
CDD500 £557.60

BBC
Model B
SPECTRUM PRICE2399

Sensational Offer for BBC Owners!
OPUS
DISK DRIVE
for BBC Model 'B'

SPECTRUM LOW PRICE

£189 Including: MANUAL &
UTILITIES DISC

ACCESSORIES for BBC
Limited Offer!

BBC Dual Disk Drive
SAVE E53.85

ONLY E7S0.00

BBC BUGGY
E189.00

Now available:
RC DIGITAL TRACER for the BBC

ESS.S0
GRAF PAD Graphics Tablet E143 75
PROLINK Joystick Interface ... .

E9 95
BIT -PRINT Er Printer .. ..... £89.95
BBC Single Disc Drive E265.00
BBC Disk Interface Kit (Inc fitting) £97.00
Acorn Software Cassette -Based from E9.95
Acorn Disk -Based software £11.50
BBC Disk -Based software from E9.95
BBC BUGGY Spectrum Price £189.00
BBC Disk Manual & Utilities Disc' £34.50
QUICK -SHOT JOYSTICK Especially for the BBC - Spectrum Price £19.95

Sensational
PRINTER OFFERS

from Spectrum
Incredible
Value! from
Spectrum

NEW!

SEIKOSHA
Model GPIOOA Mk11

 Printing speed 50 C.P.S.
 Full Graphics capability
 Double width character output under
software control
 Centronics type parallel interface
 Paper width is adjustable up to 10
inches

SPECTRUM LOW PRICE

el
Other Printer

Bargains
SEIKOSHA GP100 VC L199.95
SEIKOSHA GP100 AS £199.95
SEIKOSHA GP250 X L249.95
EPSON FX 80 £495.95
EPSON Rx 80 L314.95
EPSON RX 80 F/T E366.85
ALPHACOM 42 for VIC-20, Commodore 64, Dragon.
Atari, BBC with required interface 699.90
ALPHACOM 3C for ZX Spectrum £19.95
MICROLINE 82A with RS -232 E299.95
MICROLINE 82A with Graphics E299.95
MICROLINE Model 92 L450.00
MICROLINE Model 83A L499.95
QUENDATA 60CPS Printer £229.00
Bit Print 24 for the BBC E99.95

ALPHACOM

ALPHACOM 41 For DRAGON. BBC. -
COMMODORE, ATARI (Interfaces extra)

Spectrum price E79.95
ALPHACOM 32 For ZX SPECTRUM

Spectrum Price E59.95
Paper Rolls for Alphacom printers
Box of 5 Rolls E6.00

STACK LIGHT RIFLE
&g,

Available for the SPECTRUM. VIC
20 and the COMMODORE 64
ArrivinR Now') comes complete

with 12 feet of cable and three
exciting action software garnes including 'HIGH
NOON SHOOTOUT with 'ull sound effects

Spectrum
Price

For Commodore
64, VIC-20 &
TX Spectrum

Including 3£29.95 FREE Games

UP TO £1,000
Instant Credit
 There's up to £1,000 worth of Instant Credit
available on a Spectrum Chargecard. See your local
SPECTRUM dealer for written details (UK main-
land only) Typical APR - 30.6%

Turn the page for more super
offers from Spectrum

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whats with the ZX Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.



Everything you've ever wanted for your

ZX SPECTRUM
Superb ZX add-on's from your local Spectrum dealer

DK'Tronics KEYBOARD
For ZX SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM PRICE
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New & exclusive to Spectrum!

INDESCOMP
Superb quality add-on's for the ZX SPECTRUM

SOUND
AMPLIFIER

;gm
£10.95

32K RAM
PACK

£39.95

JOYSTICK
Interface

£14.95

DOMESTIC
CONTROLLER

£49.9S
INDESCOMP RS232 & CENTRONICS I ALPHACOM Thermal printer for D(
PRINTER INTERFACE £49.95 SPECTRUM - NOW DOWN TO E59.95

DIGITAL TRACER

From RD Labs
for the ZX
Spectrum

L55.50
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ZX SPECTRUM
16K

£99.95
ZX SPECTRUM

48K
£129.95

Spectrum Computer Centres have no
connection whatsoever with the ZX
Spectrum Computer manufactured
by Sinclair Research Ltd.

VISCOUNT DISK DRIVE
Now from SPECTRUM a Disk Drive for the ZX
SPECTRUM. The VISCOUNT 51/4" DISK
DRIVE with interface system and complete
with all leads.

ONLY

£245
CHEETAH
32K RAM
Pack
£39.95

KEMPSTON
Joystick Lis
Interface
(Joysticks opt. extra)

CURRAH Speech Synthesiser . f.29.95
DK'TRONICS Lightpen £19.95
DK'TRONICS DUALPORT Joystick
Interface 114.95
STACKLIGHT Rifle with
3 FREE GAMES £29.95

Sinclair ZX INTERFACE 2
The new ROM Cartridge/Joystick interface.
Loads programs instantly! Takes two joysticks!
Just plug in and play. ONLY E19.9S

Plus New ROM cartridge software.

PRISM VTX 5000
MODEM

NOW, YOUR ZX SPECTRUM IS YOUR KEY TO THE
WORLD with the incredible PRISM VTX 5000

MODEM
II Versatile modem for ZX Spectrum (16K or 48K)
versions II Slim design fits easily, matches your
micro  Instant access to Prestel- &Micronet 800
information services  Instant communication
with other ZX Spectrum users IN Use the Prism VTX
5000 with a Sinclair printer - and print Prestel
frames

SPECTRUM PRICE £99.95

STONECHIP ACCESSORIES
For the ZX SPECTRUM

ECHO AMPLIFIER

£19.95
PROGRAMMABLE JOYSTICK

INTERFACE £24.95
Coming soon ... .

SPECTRUM KEYBOARD WITH
SOUND NO NEED TO TAKE

YOUR SPECTRUM APART

£59.95

MONITORS
Commodore
Model 1701
A superb Colour Mon-

itor with sound

SPECTRUM PRICE

£230
PHOENIX Amber E126.50
FIDELITY CM14 Colour E199.95
SANYO 14" Colour TV (ideal as a monitor)

E229..95
SANYO CDD 312SNB Colour Monitor ... E285.35
SANYO 12" Green Monitor L99.95

BOOKS
GRANADA PERSONAL
COMPUTING TITLES
The ZX Spectrum and how to get the
most from it £5.95
The Spectrum Programmer f5.95
The Spectrum Book of Games £5.95
Introducing Spectrum Machine
Code £7.95
The Apple II Programmer's
Handbook £10.95
Programming with Graphics £5.95
The Dragon & how to make the
most of it f5.95
Computing for the Hobbyist &
small Business f6.95
Simple Interfacing Projects - £6.95
The BBC Micro: An expert
guide E6.95
Commodore 64 Computing £5.95
The Onc-1 and how to get the
most from it f5.95

The Dragon 32 book of games £5.95
Computer Languages and their
uses £5.95
Lynx Computing £6.95
21 Games for the BBC Micro £5.95
Choosing a Microcomputer f4.95
Databases for fun & profit E5.95
Introducing the BBC Micro £5.95
SUNSHINE
The Working Spectrum £5.95
Functional Forth for the BBC £5.95
The Working Dragon 32

9Dragon 32 Games Master £155..955

The Working CommodpreA4 E5.95
Commodore 64 Machine Code
Master £6.95
The Working Dragon £5.95
The Working Spectrum E5.95
The Working CBM 64 £5.95
Dragon 32 Games Master E5.95
and many more,

Spectrum Computer Centres have no connection whatsoever with the ZX-Spectrum Computer manufactured by Sinclair Research Ltd.



There's a Spectrum Centre near you
AVON

BATH Software Plus, 12 York St
Tel: (0225) 61676
BRISTOL Brensal Computers Ltd,
24 Park Row Tel: (0272) 294188
WESTON-S-MARE K & K Computers,
32 Alfred St Tel: (0934)419324

BEDFORDSHIRE
DUNSTABLE Dormans 7-11 Broad Walk
rel: (0582) 65515
LEIGHTON BUZZARD The Computer Ctr
at Milton Keynes Music. 17 Bridge St.
rel: (0525)376622
LUTON Terry -More, 49 George St.
fel: (0582) 23391/2

BERKSHIRE
BRACKNELL Computer Centre, 44 The
3roadway. Tel: (0344) 427317
LEADING David Saunders, 8 Yield Hall
'lace Tel: (0734) 580719

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
IERKSHIRE MU Games and Computers
'45 High St Slough. Tel: T.B.A.
ILETHCLEY Rams Computer Centre,
17 Queensway. Tel: (0908) 647744

:HESHAM Reed Photography & Comp-
ters, 113 High St. Tel: (0494) 783373

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
:AMBRIDGE K P Computers Ltd. 19/20
farket St Tel: (0223) 312240
)pen 6 Days)
'ETERBOROUGH Ptrbrgh Communications.

1 Midland Rd. (0733) 41007

CHANNEL ISLANDS
UERNSEY Grubs, 3-5 The Pollett,
t Peter Port. Tel: (0481) 24682
ERSEY Audio & Computer Centre.
Peter St, St Helier. TeL (0534) 74000

CHESHIRE
LTRINCHAM Mr Micro 28 High St.
II: (061) 941 6213
HESTER Oakleaf Computers Ltd.
00 Boughton Tel: (0244) 310099
REWE Microman Unit 2,
28 Nantwich Rd. Tel: (0270) 216014
LLESMERE PORT RFR Computers, 1

3oltown Rd. Whitby. Tel: 051 356 4150
IACCLESFIELD Camera & Computer Cen-
e 118 Mill St. Tel: (0625) 27468
ORTHWICH Camera & Computer Centre.
Town Square Tel: (0606) 45629
TOCKPORT Wilding Ltd.
Little Underbank Tel: (061) 480 3435
!ARRINGTON Wildings, 111 Bridge St
?.1: (0925) 38290
!IDRIS Computer City, 78 Victoria Road.

(051) 420 3333
IILMSLOW Swift of Wilmslow, 4-6 St
Ines Parade. Tel: (0625) 526213

CLEVELAND
IIDDLESBOROUGH McKenna & Brown,
36 Linthorpe Rd. Tel (06421 222368

CORNWALL
T AUSTELL A B & C Computers, Duchy
ouse, 6 Lower Aylmer Sq.

(0726) 67337

CUMBRIA
ARROW-IN-FURNESS Barrow Computer
entre. 96 Church St. Tel, (0229) 38353
ARLISLE The Computer Shop, 56-58
ewther St. Tel: (0228) 27710
ENRITH Penrith Communications,
4 Castlegate. Tel (0768) 67146
pen Mon -Fri till 8pm
tHITEHAVEN P 0 Hendren 15 King St
it (0946) 2063

DERBYSHIRE
LFRETON Gordon Harwood 69-71 High

t Tel. (0773) 832078
HESTERFIELD The Computer Centre,
I Stephenson Place Tel: (0246) 208802
ERBY C T Electronics, at Camera Thorpe,
re Spot Tel: (0332) 360456

DEVON
tETER Seven Counties (Computers) Ltd., 7
arms Street. Tel: (0392) 211212
MOUTH Open Channel, 30 The Strand.
:I: (0395) 264408
LYMOUTH Syntax Ltd., 76 Cornwall
1. Tel (0752) 28705
IVERTON Actron Micro Computers,
7 Bampton St. Tel: (0884) 252854
0115UM Devon Computers, 8 Torhill Rd.,
astle Circus. Tel: (0803) 526303

DORSET
B OURNEMOUTH Lansdowne Computer Ctr
1 Lansdowne Crescent. Tel: (0202) 20165

DURHAM
DARLINGTON McKenna & Brown.
102 Bondgate. Tel: (0325) 459744

ESSEX
B ASILDON Godfrey's 28-32 East Walk,
Tel (0268) 289379
B ASILDON Godfrey's Computer Centre, 5
Laindon Main Centre Laindon. Tel: (0268)
416747
CHELMSFORD Maxton Hayman Ltd.,
5 Broomfield Rd. Tel: (0245) 354595
COLCHESTER Colchester Computer Ctr.
16 St Botolphs St. Tel: (0206) 47242
GRAYS H Reynolds. 79 Orsett Rd.
Tel (0375) 5948
11FORD Woolfmans, 76 Ilford Lane.
Tel: (01) 478 1307
LOUGHTON Micro & Movie Channel
309 High Rd. Tel: (01) 508 1216
ROMFORD Computer Centre, 72 North St.
tel 0708 752862

HAMPSHIRE
ALDERSHOT David Saunders, 51 Station
Rd., Tel (0252) 20130
ANDOVER Andover Audio. 105 High St.
TeL (0264) 58251
B ASINGSTOKE Fisher's, 2-3 Market
Place. Tel (0256) 22079
PORTSMOUTH Cygnus Computers Ltd.
261 Commercial Rd., Tel (0705) 833938
PORTSMOUTH (WaterloovIlle)G B
Microland, 7 Queens Parade.
Tel: (07014) 59911
SOUTHAMPTON RJ Parker & Son Ltd.,
11 West End Rd., Bitterne.
Tel: (0703) 445926
WINCHESTER Winchester Camera &
Computer Centre. 75 Parchment St.
Tel: (0962) 53982

HEREFORD
HEREFORD Melgray Hi -Tech Ltd..
49 Broad St. Tel (0432) 275737

HERTFORDSHIRE
BOREHAMWOOD Master Micro,
36 Shenley Rd. Tel: (01) 953 6368
HITCHIN Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division), 68A Hermitage Rd.,
Tel' (0462) 59285
POTTERS BAR The Computer Shop,
197 High St TeL (0707) 44417
ST ALBANS (Harts) Clarks Computer
Centre 14-16 Hollywell Hill.
Tel: (0727) 52991
STEVENAGE D J Computers, 11 Town
Square. Tel (0438) 65501
WATFORD SRS Microsystems Ltd., 94 The
Parade, High St. Tel: (0923) 26602
WELWYN GARDEN CITY D J Computers, 40
Fretherne Rd., Tel (07073) 28435/28444

HUMBERSIDE
BEVERLEY Computing World, 10 Swaby's
Yard Dyer Lane. Tel: (048? 881831
GRIMSBY RC Johnson Ltd. 22 Friargate,
Riverhead Centre. Tel: (0472) 42031
B ULL The Computer Centre,
26 Anlaby Rd. Tel: (0482) 26297

ISLE OF MAN
DOUGLAS T H Colebourn Ltd.,
57-61 Victoria St. Tel: (0624) 3482
(Just Opening)

ISLE OF WIGHT
COWES Beken & Son 5 Bath Rd. Tel:
(0983) 297181

KENT
DOVER Kent Photos & Computers, 4 King St.
Tel: (0304) 202020
GRAVESEND Marshalls Computers &
Cameras, 3 Windmill St Tel: (13474) 65930
ORPINGTON Ellis Marketing Ltd., 25 Sta-
tion Sq., Petts Wood. Tel: (0689) 39476
RAINHAM Microway Computers Ltd., 39
High St Medway Towns.
Tel: (0634) 376702
SEVENOAKS Ernest Fielder Computers,
Dorset St. Tel. (0732) 456800
SITTINGBOURNE Computers Plus, 65 High
St. Tel: (0795) 25677
TUNBRIDGE WELLS Modata Cmptrs Ltd.
28-30 St Johns Rd. Tel: (0892) 41555

LANCASHIRE
ACCRINGTON PV Computers,
38A Water St. Tel (0254) 36521/32611
BLACKBURN Tempo Computers, 9 Railway
Rd. Tel: (0254) 691333
BURNLEY IMO Computer Centre, 39/43
Standish St BB11 1AP Tel: (0282) 54299
BURY (Lance) Micro -North, 7 Broad St
Tel (061) 797 5764
PRESTON Wilding's. 49 Fishergate.
Tel, (0772) 556250

LEICESTERSHIRE
LEICESTER Youngs, 40/42 Beivoir St.
Tel: (0533) 544774
MARKET HARBOROUGH Harborough Home
Computers, 7 Church St.
Tel: (0858) 63056

LINCOLNSHIRE
GRANTHAM Oakleaf Computers Ltd. 121
Dudley Rd Tel: (0476) 76994/60000
UNCOLN MKD Computers, 24 Newlands,
Tel (0522) 25907

LONDON
ER Percivals, 85 High St. North, East Ham.
Tel: (01) 472 8941
ES McGowan, 244 Graham Rd., Hackney.
Tel: (01) 533 0935
EC1 Sidney Levy. 17-19 Leather Lane.
Tel: (01) 242 3456
EC2 Devron Computer Centre, 155 Moorgate
Tel: (01) 638 3339/1830
N 14 Logic Sales, 19 Broadway, The Bourne,
Southgate. Tel: (01) 882 4942
N 20 Castlehurst Ltd. 1291 High Rd.
Tel (01) 446 2280
NW4 Da Vinci Computer Store, 112 Brent
St., Hendon Tel: (01) 202 2272
SE1 Vic Odden's 6 London Bridge Walk.
Tel: (01) 403 1988
SE9 Square -Deal, 373-375 Footscray Rd.,
New Eltham. TeL (01) 859 1516
Sill Gatwick Computers, 328 Kennington
Park Rd. TeL (01) 587 0336
Adjacent to Oval Tube
SE15 Castlehurst Ltd., 152 Rye Lane,
Peckham. Tel: (01) 639 2205
SE2S Ellis Marketing, 79 High St, South
Norwood. TeL (01) 653 4224
SW111 Buffer Micro Shop, 310 Streatham
High Rd. Tel: (01) 769 2887
SW19 Emcom, 31 High St, Wimbledon. Tel:
(01) 947 7678
W1 Computers of Wigmore St., 87 Wigmore
St. Tel (01) 486 0373
W1 GK Photo & Computers, 92-94 Wardour
St. Tel (01) 437 0182
W1 Sonic Foto & Micro Centre, 256
Tottenham Court Rd. Tel: (01) 580 5826
W2 Devron, 4 Edgware Rd.
Tel (01) 724 2373
W3 Thames Computing 169 High St. Acton.
Tel (01) 992 6888
W7 TK Electronics, 11/13 Boston Rd.,
Hanwell. Tel: (01) 579 2842
WC2 City Camera Exchange, 115 Kingsway
Tel. (01) 405 0446

MANCHESTER
GREATER

B OLTON Wilding Ltd.. 23 Deansgate.
TeL (0204)33512
MANCHESTER Lomax Ltd., 8 Exchange St.
St. Ann's Square. Tel: (061) 832 6167
OLDHAM Home & Business Computers Ltd.,
54 Yorkshire St. Tel (061) 6331608
ROCHDALE Home & Business Computers,
75 Yorkshire St. TeL (0706) 344654
SWINTON Mr Micro Ltd., 69 Partington
Lane. TeL (061) 728 2282
Late Night Friday
WIGAN Wilding Ltd. 11 Mesnes St.
Tel (0942) 44382

MERSEYSIDE
B IRKENHEAD Fairs Cameras & Hi -Ft, Dacre
Hill, Rock Ferry. Tel: (051) 645 5000
HESWALL Thornguard Computer Systems,
46 Pensby Rd. TeL (051) 342 7516
HUYTON Ian Houghton 5 Huyton Hey Rd.
Tel: (051) 489 5785
UVERPOOL Beaver Radio, 20-22 White -
chapel. Tel (051) 709 9898
UVERPOOL (Aintree) Hargreaves, 31-37
Warbreck Moor. Tel: (051) 525 1782
SOUTHPORT Central Computers, 575 Lord
St. Tel (0704) 31881
ST HELENS Studio 55, 55 Ormskirk St.
Tel: (0744) 39496

MIDDLESEX
EDGWARE GK Photographic & Computers
106 High St Tel: (01) 951 1000
HARROW Camera Arts, (Micro Computer
Division) 24 St Annes Rd.
Tel: (01) 427 5469
HAYES Chipstop, 1000 Uxbridge Rd.
Tel: (01) 573 2511

STAINES Spelthorne Microsystems Ltd. 2
Kingston Rd. Tel: (0784) 55659/55554
TEDDINGTON Andrews, Broad St.
Tel: (01) 977 4716
UXBRIDGE J K L Computers, 7 Windsor St.
Tel (0895) 51815

NORFOLK
FAKENHAM Fastview, 12 Norwich Rd
Tel: (0328) 51319
NORWICH Sound Marketing, 52 St.
Benedicts St. Tel' (0603) 667725
THETFORD C B & Micros, 21 Guidhall St
Tel: (0842) 61645

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
NORTHAMPTON Dormans, 22 Princes Walk
Grosvenor Centre. TeC (0604) 37031

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
NOTTINGHAM Cameo Computer, 8/9/10
Trinity Walk Tel' (0602) 742912
N OTTINGHAM Jacobs Computers, 13
Middlegate Newark. Tel: (0636) 72594
(Just Opening)
WORKSOP Computergraphix, 132 Bridge
St Tel (0909) 472248

NORTHERN IRELAND
BELFAST Arthur Hobson Ltd, 37 Great Vic-
toria St. Tel (0232) 246336
CO ARMAGH Pedlows, 16 Market St.,
Portsdown Craigavon Tel: (0762) 332265
LONDONDERRY Foyle Computer Systems,
3 Bishop St. Tel, (0504) 268337
N EWRY Newry Computer Centre. 34
Monaghan St. Tel: (0693) 66545

OXFORDSHIRE
ABINGDON Ivor Fields Computers, 21 Sturt
St. Tel: (0235) 21207
BANBURY Computer Plus, 2 Church Lane.
Tel: (0295) 55890
HENLEY-ON-THAMES Family Computers
Ltd., 40A Bell St. Tel: (0491) 575744
OXFORD Ivor Fields, 7 St Ebbes St.
Tel. (0865) 247082

SCOTLAND
ABERDEEN North East Computers, 1-3 Ellis
St., Peterhead. Tel: (0779) 79900
AYR Vennals, 6A New Bridge St.
Tel: (0292) 264124
DUMFRIES Vennals, 71 English St
Tel: (0387) 54547
EDINBURGH The Silicon Centre,
6-7 Antigua St. Tel: (031) 557 4546
GLASGOW Victor Morris Ltd., 340 Argyle St.
Tel: (041) 221 8958
H AMILTON Tom Dickson Computers, 8-12
Cadzow St. Tel: (0698) 283193
KILMARNOCK Vennals, 49 Foregate.
Tel: (0563) 32175
KIRCALOY Kirkaldy Photographic Services,
254E High St., Fife. Tel: (0592) 204734
STIRLING R Kilpatrick, 58 Port St.
Tel: (0786) 5532

SHROPSHIRE
SHREWSBURY Computerama, 13 Cas-
tlegate. Tel TBA
TELFORD Computer Village, 4 Hazeldine
House Telford Town Centre. Tel: (0952)
504666

SOMERSET
TAUNTON Grays. 1 St James St
Tel: (0823) 72986

STAFFORDSHIRE
STAFFORD Computerama, 59 Forgate St
TeL (0785) 41899
STOKE-ON-TRENT Computerama, 11 Mkt
Square Arcade Hanley. (0782) 268620
STOKE-ON-TRENT The Microchip, 37 Sta-
tion Rd. Biddulph TeL (0782) 511559

SUFFOLK

BURY ST EDMUNDS Bury Computer
Centre, 11 Guildhall St.
Tel: (0284) 705772
IPSWICH Brainwave, 24 Crown St.
Tel: (0473) 50965
LOWESTOFT John Wells, 44 London Rd
North. Tel: (0502) 3742

SURREY

CAMBERLEY Camera Arts (Micro Computer
Division), 36 High St Tel (0276) 65848
CHERTSEY Chertsey Computer Centre, 1

Windsor St. Tel: (09328) 64663
CROYDON Classic Cameras 16 St. Georges
Walk. Tel: (01) 686 2012
EPSOM The Micro Workshop, 12 Station
Approach Tel (03727) 21533
HASLEMERE Haslemere Computers, 25
Junction Pl. (Adj. Rex Cinema)
Tel: (0428) 54428
N EW MALDEN Surrey Micro Systems, 31
High St Tel. (01) 942 0478
RICHMOND Crest Computer Services, 8 Hill
St Tel: (01) 940 8635
WALLINGTON Surrey Micro Systems Ltd.,
53 Woodcote Rd. Tel: (01) 647 5636
WOKING Harpers, 71-73 Commercial Way.
Tel (04862) 61061

SUSSEX

BEXHILL -ON -SEA Computerware, 22 St
Leonards Rd. Tel, (0424) 223340
CRAWLEY Gatwick Computer Services, 62
Boulevard. Tel. (0293) 37842
UTTLEHAMPTON Allan Chase Ltd., 39 High
St. Tel: (09064) 5674

WALES

ABERDARE Inkey Computer Services Ltd.,
70 Mill St. The Square Trecynon.
TeL (0685) 881828
ABERYSTWYTH AberData at Galloways, 23
Pier St. Tel: (0970) 615522
CARDIFF Randall Cox, 18-22 High St
Arcade. Tel: (0222) 31960
LLANDUDNO (Gwynedd) Computer Plus
Discount, 15 Clomnel St. Tel: (0492) 79943
N EWPORT (Gwent) Randall Cox, 118
Commercial St. Tel: (0633) 67378
PEMBROKE Randall Cox, 19 Main St
Tel: (064) 682876
WREXHAM T E Roberts, 26 King St.
Tel: (0978) 364404/364527

WARWICKSHIRE

LEAMINGTON SPA IC Computers, 43
Russell St. Tel: (0926) 36244
RUGBY The Rugby Micro Centre, 9.11
Regent St. Tel: (0788) 70522

WEST MIDLANDS

BIRMINGHAM Sherwoods, Gt Western
Arcade. Tel: (021) 236 7211
COVENTRY Greens, 22 Market Way.
Tel: (0203) 28342
DUDLEY Central Computers, 35 Church Hill
Precinct. Tel: (0384) 238169
WEST BROMWICH Bell &Jones, 39 Queens
Square. Tel: (021) 553 0820

WILTSHIRE

SALISBURY Whymark Computer Centre, 20
Milford St. Tel: (0722) 26688

WORCESTER

KIDDERMINSTER Central Computers, 20-
21 Blackwell St. TeL (0562) 746941
WORCESTER David Waring Ltd, 1 Marmion
House High St. Tel: (0905) 27551

YORKSHIRE

BRADFORD Erricks, Fotosonic House Raw-
son Square. Tel: (0274) 309266
DEWSBURY Home & Business Computers,
59 Daisy Hill. Tel: (0924) 455300
DONCASTER The Soft Centre 8 Queens -
gate Waterdale Centre Tel: (0302) 20088
HUDDERSFIELD Richards (Formerly
Lauries) 12 Queen St. Tel: (0484) 25334
HULL Computer Centre 26 Anlaby Rd. Tel:
(0482) 26297
LEEDS Bass & Bligh, 4 Lower Briggate.
Tel: (0532) 454451
SKIPTON Look & See 45 Belmont Bridge
Tel: (0756) 60078
YORK York Computer Centre 7 Stonegate
Arcade. TeL (0904) 641862

Not all tarry every advertised item, please phone before making a y  prices et time o going to press 1111011



SPECIAL OFFER for CBM 64
/4,0105

CB11644'-==_,
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80-COLUMN/GRAFICCARD
Digital clock

Mixpossibility of 80 -column screen with Hires
CBM64-screen (also in colour)

Graf ic pictures; can be switched to background

Upper line can be locked (for comments etc.)

Adjustable line spacing for greater clarity on
text screens

FREE ADDED ! Sophisticated Wordprocessor
with extended manual

£ 59.95
*Warning: Beware of

(inferior) imitations
of ZERO -products!

for VIC 20 and CBM 64
EXPANSION NI //

UNIT \
ith 2 slots £ 5.95

40/80 COLUMN CARD it
Turn your VIC 20 into a professional computer

40 or 80 colonies instead o122, very sharp and £ 55.95
stable picture, Try it out without obligation!

EPROM CARD
two 20/4 k EPROM sockets

Addresses are changeable. £ 5.95
 EPROM PROGRAMMER

for 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128,2532 EPROMS
Can be easily connected to your computer r £ 31
Control software in EPROM 6.50

*64 k RAM + 2 k EPROM
With sof Inure for RAM fi les. Easilyconnected

£ 55.954  EPROM -ERASER ...-
erases 4 EPROMS simultaneously

EXPANSION UNIT
With 5 slots, fully buffered,
switches for deselecting slots,
and on -board power supply

VIC 20 £ 29.95 * CBM64 £ 36.95

ze
ELECTRONICS

£ 26.50

 MACH3 PRINTER BUFFER
16k 32k 48k

par. input - par. output 86 £ 98 £ 109
serial input par. output 94 109 123

for all our products: Dealer inquiries invited

. All prices exclude VAT. Shipping costs £ 1.50
. Supplier to schools, universities and

government departments.
 We have good documentation of all our

products, free of charge.
All equipment can be tried out without
obligation; it returned undamaged within
10 days, you only pay postage and packing
costs.

149 KINGSTREET + GT.YARMOUTH NR30 2PA + TEL:(0493) - 2023
(NASH HOUSE)

A USER -EXTENDABLE BASIC \
WITH INBUILT SELF-

PROGRAMMING CAPABILITY
XTAL BASIC 3 comes with over 110 commands and functions

which the user can easily extend using his own vocabulary.
XTAL BASIC 3 contains its own on -screen editor, independent

of VDU or terminal, allowing fast, easy access and modification to
programs.

XTAL BASIC 3 permits variables of any length, multi -DIM
arrays, string arrays, integer arrays.

XTAL BASIC 3 handles all TAPE and DISC filing. It has
extensive user benefits, including.

* applicable to CP/M & Z-80 systems software
* 32 error -trapping messages, extendable
* compatibility with other BASICs
* 12K/24K size (according to system)
* large and growing range of software

XTAL BASIC 3 - cassette version £40.00
disc version £60.00

Full details are available on request. Licenses are available to
manufacturers and software houses at highly competitive rates.
VAT should be added to the above prices on all UK orders.

Phone, write or call
Crystal Research Ltd,
40 Magdalene Road, TORQUAY,
Devon TQ1 4AF

ArIL, Tel: Torquay (0803).27890.
=INN

A, pil.micaid. 1: 7., _j Mil
011 XTAL

CRYSTAL RESEARCH eAsic are devices owned
and used by Crystal Group companies.

MANCHESTER
HOME COMPUTER

AN EYE-OPENER FOR ALL THE FAMILY
Visit the show that brings you up-to-date with todaVs
technology. Whether you run your business, domestic

accounts, learn or play with your computer;
if you don't have one but want one; we
have all the hardware, the software, the

Bus Term. help and advice you could ever need.

Car Parks nearby

If you live in the North West don't miss it!

5th -7th Apr

Ate"
NEW CENTURY HALL CORPORATION STREET MANCHESTER
Opening hours Thurs & Fri 10-6 Sat 10-4. Adults £2.00 Children under 16 £1.00

330 PC W



SEESCAN DEVICES -

COMPUTER VISION SYSTEMS
IF YOU NEED TO: Count bacterial growth; process
animal behaviour; examine X-ray/photographic plates;
measure leaf area; study fractures in metals or could use
a low cost, well engineered, reliable image processing
package, then the Seescan Digital Camera and
Framestore for the BBC Micro at £465 inc VAT is a
must for you!

Menu driven software covers various applications and
fully documented programs show how to combine our
subroutines easily in your own programs!
Unit includes: monochrome camera, Z80A second
processor, 16K framestore, 2K RAM, 4K monitor ROM, 1
MHz bus interface, BBC software, comprehensive oper-
ators manual and listings of supplied software including
Z80 monitor, BBC assembly subroutines and BASIC
programs.

ALSO
We offer a range of

HIGH RESOLUTION FRAMESTORES
in monochrome or colour from:

256 x 256 x 16 shades
to 800 x 800 x 128 shades

DESIGN AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
By experienced design team, rapid personal service. We
guarantee to be competitive - let us quote for your
specific need.

Ring Seescan on 0223 314553/61376
or write to

Seescan Devices, 25 Gwydir Street,
Cambridge CB1 2LG

-SEESCAN DEVICES

KINGSLEY
ENTERPRISES

Tel: 0925 64207
Mail Order Discs

Prices are for boxes of 10 discs
Soft Sector Nashua Xidex

5.25" Diskettes
Dysan CenTech

SS/SD.48 15.00 22.00
SS/DD.48 17.00 19.00 23.00 25.00
DS/DD.48 19.00 24.00 31.00 31.00
SS/DD.96 24.00 25.00 32.00 35.00
DS/DD.96 25.00 31.00 40.00 40.00

8" Diskettes
SS/SD.48 20.00 26.00
SS/DD.48 21.00 23.00 30.00 30.00
DS/DD.48 22.00 27.00 35.00 37.00

Sony 3.5" (Apricot) Diskettes £40.00

Add carriage (£1 per box) and V.A.T. (15%)
Prices correct at time of going to press
Please write for full -range price list

KINGSLEY ENTERPRISES
87 Whitefield Road
Stockton Heath
Warrington
WA4 6NB

from BEL TECH
Software that doesn't insult

your intelligence
FOR BBC MODEL B  SPECTRUM 48K- COMMODORE 64K

BELBASE by John Marshall B.Sc. Fully Documented, User Friendly. Explanations,
Comprehensive Data Base with 20 Field Examples, Tests, Illustrations.
Records containing up to 150 Characters, Alpha/ CHEM ONE - Moles, Formulae, Reacting
Numeric, Amend, Insert, Delete, Sum, Save, User Masses & Volumes, Gases.
Defined Report Formats, Step Through. CHEM TWO - Balancing Equations, Atomic

Structure & Bonding, Rates of Reaction,

BELGRAPH Advanced Function Plotting.
Electrolysis, Energy Changes.

Input your own Equations, Parametrics, Bar Chart, BELGEN, Keep your Family Geneological
Pie Chart, Line Graph, Input Data from Records in a modern professional way.
File or Keyboard, Edit, Save, Name Records. Sort. Keyboard/File entry/Edit. Keyboard

M
Searches:-

Names, Dates, Places, Births, Marriages, Deaths.
by Andrew Chapman B.Sc. Male & Female Lines. These, and many other User

Professionally written revision package to '0' Level. Friendly Menu Options.
BEL CHE

SERVICE -5 STAR PLUS * Despatch normally within 24 hrs.
* VAT, p & p included. * Back up and data tape. * User booklet with each program.
* Registered user advice service. * Institutional orders accepted.

A

1E1

BEL TECH
Software

I

BEL PLAN BEL MATHS 1 &2

BEL STAT BEL PHYSICS 1&2
I

BEL TECH Limited, Stanmore Industrial Estate, Bridgnorth, Shropshire. WV15 5HP
Telephone: 07462 5420 (24 Hrs.)

COdetV 01O
TAPE DISC TOTAL

ary an,

BEL BASE 13.65 15.25

BEL GRAPH 14.89 16.45

BEL CHEM
Chemistry 1 8.50 10.35

Chemistry 2 8.50 10.35

BEL GEN 12.50 13.99
Geneology

TOTAL inc. P. & P. C

COMPUTER TYPE MODEL

DISC (it apPlic
CREDIT CARD No. PAYMENT BY CHEQUE, P.O.. VISA. ACCESS.

Please Complete & Return to:-
BEL TECH Limited, Stanmore Industnal Estate, Bridonorth,
Shropshire, WV15 5HP or

Telephone: 07462 5420 (24 Hrs.) PCW

PCW 331
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SERVICE AND EXPERTISE
Every Xitan dealer is backed by Xitan's service and
expertise, so that you can buy with confidence.
Established dealers interested in becoming registered
Xitan Software Dealers are invited to write or phone
for full details.

SCOTLAND

GRANITE CHIPS
21 Bon Accord Street
ABERDEEN AB1 2EA
Tel: 0224 22520

BYTESHOP (GLASGOW) LTD
266 Vincent Street
GLASGOW G2
Tel: 041 221 8202

COMPUTER SERVICES
(SCOTLAND) LTD
89/90 Westlaw Place
Whitehill Industrial Estate
GLENROTHES, Fife
Tel: 0592 773710

IRELAND

CARDIAC SERVICES CO.
95a Finaghy Road South
BELFAST
N. Ireland BT10 OBY
Tel: 0232 625566

MIDLANDS

4B MICROCENTRES LTD
North Bar
BANBURY
Oxon OX16 OTF
Tel: 0295 67551/2

BYTESHOP (BIRMINGHAM) LTD
94/96 Hurst Street
BIRMINGHAM
West Midlands B5 4TD
Tel: 021 622 3165

PLUME COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD
11 Newarke Street
LEICESTER LE1 5SS
Tel: 0533 559711

MARKET LOGIC LTD
Lower Weaven
LITTLE DEWCHURCH
Hereford HR2 6QB
Tel: 0432 70456/7

BASIC COMPUTERS AND
SYSTEMS LTD
72 Kingsthorpe Hollow
NORTHAMPTON
Tel: 0604 710740

BYTESHOP (NOTTINGHAM) LTD
92A Upper Parliament Street
NOTTINGHAM
Notts NG1 6LF
Tel: 0602 40576

NORTHERN ENGLAND

WESTERN COMPUTERS LTD
Blackpool Airport
BLACKPOOL, Lancs
Tel: 0253 404676

ENTERPRISE SOFTWARE
PRODUCTS LTD
158 Nantwich Road
CREWE, Cheshire
Tel 0270 215984

REAL-TIME COMPUTER
SYSTEMS LTD
28-32 Mill Street
CREWE, Cheshire CW2 7AN
Tel: 0270 256142

HOLDENE
Bray House
Leicester Place
LEEDS
Tel 0532 459459

COMPUTER GRAPHICS
WORKSHOP
38 Ullett Road
LIVERPOOL 17
Tel 051 733 9604

KBS COMPUTER SERVICES
State Insurance Bldg.
14 Dale Street
LIVERPOOL L2 4TH
Tel: 051 236 8333

BYTESHOP (MANCHESTER) LTD
11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach
MANCHESTER
Tel: 061 236 4737

ASET LTD
24 Princes Street
Southport
MERSEYSIDE PR8 1EQ
Tel: 0704 43008

DATA SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS
Unit 10, Enterprise Workshops
Albion Row
Byker
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
Tel: 0632 654280

COMPUTENTIAL
18 Woodlands Drive
Brooklands
SALE, Cheshire M33 3PQ
Tel: 061 973 1758

THOMSON COMPUTER SERVICES
56 Micklegate
YORK
N. Yorks Y01 1LF
Tel: 0904 35633

N.B. Although most products are available off the shelf, not all dealers
carry the complete range, and some may specialize in turnkey systems
rather than retailing individual products. Also, some dealers may carry
other software not supplied by Xitan.

NATIONWIDE DISTRIBUTION
Xitan Ltd. are long-established software distributors,
maintaining close links with the principal
U.S. software houses and supplying a nationwide
network of approved dealers: whatever your software
requirements, particularly in the professional sector,
it makes sense to talk to a Xitan dealer.

LONDON & THE SOUTH

PROTON COMPUTER
SERVICES LTD
2 Woodlands Drive
BEACONSFIELD
Bucks HP9 1JY
Tel: 04946 4910

BASYS LTD.
191-195 Shenley Road
BOREHAMWOOD
Herts WD6 1AW
Tel: 01 953 7303

IMAGO COMPUTERS LTD
4 Berkeley Square
Clifton
BRISTOL BS8 1HJ
Tel: 0272 213405/6

JOHNSON MICROCOMPUTERS
75/79 Park Street
CAMBERLEY
Surrey GU15 3XE
Tel: 0276 20446

DATAVIEW SYSTEMS LTD
Portreeves House
East Bay, COLCHESTER
Essex CO1 2XB
Tel: 0206 865835

TLR SOFTWARE LTD
76a Woodbridge Road
GUILDFORD
Surrey GU1 4QH
Tel: 0483 505275

MICROTEK
15 Lower Brook Street
IPSWICH, Suffolk
Tel: 0473 50152

ALBION COMPUTER CO. LTD
79-83 Great Portland Street
LONDON W1
Tel: 01 580 9611

BYTESHOP (LONDON) LTD
324 Euston Road
LONDON NW1 3BG
Tel: 01 387 0505

JAROGATE LTD
197-213 Lyham Road
Brixton
LONDON SW2
Tel: 01 671 6321

MAGITECH LTD
219 Regent Street
LONDON W1
Tel: 01 625 5534

NORDEN TECHNICAL
COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
(Construction industry)
37-41 Bedford Row
LONDON WC1R 4LF
Tel: 01 242 8546

SMALL TURNKEY SYSTEMS
31 Parolies Road
Upper Holloway
LONDON N19 3RE
Tel: 01 272 3530

TOUCHSTONE COMPUTERS LTD
319 City Road
LONDON EC1V 1LJ
Tel: 01 278 5708

4C's LTD
PO Box 24, Denmark Sreet
MAIDENHEAD
Berks SL6 6RZ
Tel: 0628 34562

ROUNDHILL COMPUTER
SYSTEMS LTD
Axholme, London Road
MARLBOROUGH, Wiltshire
Tel: 0672 54675

TELESYSTEMS LTD
The Geans
3 Wycombe Road
PRESTWOOD
Bucks HP16 ONZ
Tel: 02406 6365

BYTESHOP (SOUTHAMPTON)
LTD
23 Cumberland Place
SOUTHAMPTON
Hants SO1 2BB
Tel: 0703 334711

LUX COMPUTER SERVICES
Colonial Way
WATFORD
Herts WD2 4AT
Tel: 0923 47367

ELECTRONIC REVOLUTION LTD
1 Colonnade House
High Street
WORTHING
West Sussex BN11 1NZ
Tel: 0903 212011

While every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the
information provided, Xitan are unable to accept any responsibility for
errors.
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Business Systems.
Financial Planning.
Accounting
Accounting Plus Mediatech o

CalcStar MicroPro
Datebook Digital Marketing
Easy Planner IUS
Milestone Digital Marketing
Multiplan Microsoft
Pertmaster Abtex
PlanStar MicroPro *
Satellite Mediatech
SuperCalc Sorcim *
SuperCalc 2 Sorom *
SuperCalc 3 Sorcrm

Communications
BSTAM Byrom Software .
BST MS Byrom Software

Data Bases And File
Management Systems
Cardbox Caxton N *
DataStar MicroPro a . *
dBase II Ashton - Tate oi *
EasyFiler IUS *
EasyMailer II IUS *
Friday, Ashton - Tate a *
InfoStar MicroPro a *
Personal Pearl Pearl Software *
ReportStar MicroPro a *

Graphics
i

dGRAPH (for dBASE II) Fox 8 Geller *
DR GRAPH Digital Research
Fastgraphs Innovative Software
GSX Digital Research .

Languages
BASIC Compiler Microsoft a
BASIC Interpreter Microsoft a
BaZic MicroMikes
Business BASIC Microsoft
CBASIC Digital Research
CBASIC Compiler Digital Research *
C Compiler Digital Research
CIS COBOL MicroFocus
COBOL Microsoft
DR LOGO Digital Research
Eco - C Ecosoft
FORTRAN Microsoft
Level II COBOL MicroFocus a
MS -Pascal Microsoft
muLISP/muSTAR Microsoft
mu/MATH/muSIMP Microsoft
Pascal/MT. Digital Research *
Personal BASIC Digital Research
PL/I Digital Research . *
Pro -FORTRAN Prospero
Pro -Pascal Prospero a *
XBASIC Xitan a

Operating Systems
Concurrent CP/M - 86 Digital Research
Concurrent CP/M - 86 (IBM PCI Digital Research
CP/M Digital Research a

CP/M-86 (IBM PC) Digital Research
CP/M Plus Digital Research
CP/NET Digital Research
MP/M Digital Research

LARGE RANGE
Xitan

F
z I- r

Oa

XITAN LTD.
Xitan House, 27 Salisbury Road,
Totton, Southampton SO4 3HX
Tel. (0703) 871211 Telex 477929 XITAN G.

0.

U)

0.

0
U)
2

Programming Tools
(Inc. Cross Assemblers)
Access Manager Digital Research . *
Animator MicroFocus
Autocode (for dBASE II) Stemmos *
Display Manager Digital Research
Edit Microsoft a

. *

Forms 2 MicroFocus a
Macro (M80) Microsoft
Micro/SPF Digital Research *
M2C BASIC Digital Research a . *
Programmers Utilities Digital Research a . *
Quickcode Fox 8 Geller *
SID Digital Research a . *
SPP Digital Research a
WordMaster MicroPro
XASM Avocet
XLT-86 Digital Research

a
a

Statistics
Graphstat Holdene
MicroStat Ecosoft

Raining Packages
Hands -On BASIC MicroCal
Hands -On CP/M MicroCal a
Hands -On COBOL MicroCal a
Hands -On Level II COBOL MicroCal
Hands -On MS,DOS MicroCal
WP Workshop MAC a

Utilities
Copyall MicroMikes
dUTIL Fox 8 Geller

a

Fileshare Microlocus
Filestar MicroSec
Menu Manager GOSS
Microlib AMT
MUCOPY Wheatcroft Hards
Search and Find Program Makarna
Sort Microsoft
StarBurst MicroPro
SuperSort MicroPro a
SDISK Xitan

Word Processing
EasySpeller II
EasyWriter II IUS
MailMerge MicroPro
SpellStar MicroPro . .
Start ndex MicroPro
WordStar MicroPro a
WordStar Professional MicroPro .

Games
Deadline Infocom .
Enchanter Infocom
Flight Simulator Microsoft
Planetf all Infocom .
Starcross Infocom
Suspended Infocom

Witness Infocom a .
ZORK I Infocom
ZORK II Infocom
ZORK III Infocom

Ask us about formats -
the SOF

-
icroPro Inc., Microsoft,

a large range of software from other

ealers - so You Know Where to Look



BACK ISSUES SERVICE
Here is a complete guide to all available back issues of PCli,. A quick guide to their contents

is shown below. Check the coupon overleaf for the issues you require

Vol 3 No 6 (June 1980)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
TRS-80 II
Periflex 630/48
Softy Eprom Programmer
Exatron Stringy Floppy
FEATURES
Prestel Report
Z80 Interrupts
IEEE -488 Bus At Work!
PROGRAMS FOR:
PET, Uk101, MK14

Vol 3 No 12 (December 1980)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Raannd SP1
Microwriter
Micro Toys
FEATURES
Computer Art
CRAM
PET Pools Predictions
Screen Layouts
PROGRAMS FOR:
TRS-80, PET, MZ80, UK I01

Vol 4 No 1 (January 1981)
BENCHTEST
Transam Tuscam
FEATURES
Real Time Control
Finite State Automation
Singing PET
Printer Survey
PROGRAMS FOR:
TRS-80 , PET

Vol 4 No 3 (March 1981)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Onyx C8002
Bigboard
HP 34C (Calculator)
Software:
MTU Instrument Synthesis
FEATURES
Unix OS
Printerf acing
ALC Circuit

Data Compression
PROGRAMS FOR:
TRS-80, PET

Vol4 No5 (May 1981)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Pasca 640
PET Chromadaptor
MC Synthesisers (Apple)
Software:
Magic Wand (WP)
MVI'Famos (OS)

Vol 4 No6 (June 1981)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
NEC PC8001
ZX81
Software:
MP/M (OS)
Wordpro 4
FEATURES
Radio Teletype
Cassette Interface Project
PROGRAMS FOR:
UK101. Zor, , PET

tS

coPertiniter

Vol 4 No7 (July 1981)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS

Hardware:
Sharp PC -3201
Acorn Econet
Software:
Format 80 (Apple WP)
FEATURES
Shogi
TRS-80 Accident Research
The Zilog Z8 Family
PROGRAMS FOR:
ZX80, UK101, TRS-80, PET,
MZ-80K, ZX81

Vol4 No 8 (August 1981)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Tandy Model III
Lexisoft Spellbinder (WP)
FEATURES
Printer Survey
Viewdata Update
Microholism
PROGRAMS FOR:
ZX80, Apple, MZ-80K, PET

Vol 4 No 12 (December 1981)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Sharp MZ8OB
Philips P2000
FEATURES
Explor (part 1)
BBC Micro: The Background
Apple Turtle Graphics
School Network
Forth
Cubic Spline Curve Fitting
PROGRAMS FOR:
PET, ZX81

Personal iktt
Comptkte

Vol5 No3 (March 1982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
HP -125
Texas 99/4A
Software:
Compsoft DMS
FEATURES
High Density VDU Board (part
2)

Choosing a Database
DP Managers' Guide to Micros
(part 3)
3D Graphics
PROGRAMS FOR:
Nascom, ZX81, MZ-80K,
TRS-80

Vol5 No4 (Apri11982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Monroe OC 8820
S100 Colour Board
Software:

FMS -80 (Dbase)
FEATURES
DP Managers' Guide to Micros
(part 4)
Logo
DIY Data Screens
Comal-80
High Density VDU Card (part
3)
PROGRAMS FOR:
TRS-80, PET, ZX81

Vo15 No6 (June 1982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Spectrum
MZ-80A
Sharp PC1500 (Calculator)
Software:
DBMS2
FEATURES
Lisp
Picture Theory
DP Managers' Guide to Micros
(part 6)
PROGRAMS FOR:
RML, VIC 20, BBC, MZ-80K

Vo15 No7 (July 1982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
NewBrain
Mimi 801
Software:

Silicon Office
FEATURES
UCSD p -system (part 1)
Anatomy of the BBC
Micros in the classroom
PROGRAMS FOR:
TRS-80, PET, UK101, Atari

Vo15 No9 (September 1982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Microwriter
Olivetti M20
HP15C & HP16C (calculators)
Software:
Aquila (Dbase)
Select (WP)
E40 (File Compressor)
FEATURES
UCSD p -system (part 3)
Logo in Microsoft Basic
RS232 Interface (part 2)
BBC Colour Hi -Res
PROGRAMS FOR:
Apple, Genie, ZX81, PET,
BBC, TRS-80

Vol5 No 10 (October 1982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
HP -86
Positron 9000
Software:
Personal Pearl (Dbase)
FEATURES
Benchmarking
BBC Stereo Graphics
File Searching
Database Designing
CP/M-86 vs MS-DOS
Apple II Clock Card (part 1)
PROGRAMS FOR:
Sharp PC -1211 Calculator,
ZX81, PET

Vol 5 No 12 (December 1982)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Epson HX-20
Walters' 120 dot-matrix printer
Pluto board
Motorola MC68000 educational
board
Software:
Computer Scrabble
FEATURES
Ada
Database comparison
Intelligence test for computers
PROGRAMS FOR:
PET, T199/4A, Atari 400/800

Vol 6 No3 (March 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
G007 Graphics Board
Corvus Concept
Lynx
Prophet II
Lisa Mouse
Software:
DataPrism (Dbase)
Wordhandler II (Apple)
VisiOn Mouse
FEATURES
Networking (part 2)
IBM's Secret Micro
Notting Dale ITeC
Enhancing your MZ-80K
PROGRAMS FOR:
Atari, MZ-80K, PET

Vol 6 No 6 (June 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
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Colour Genie
Hitachi MB 16001
Competition Pro Joystick
(Spectrum)
Fuller Sound Modules
(Spectrum)
Software:
VisiCalc (Apple)
Tomorrow's Office (Sirius
Database)
Financial Director
Crossword Magic (Apple)
FEATURES
Occam
Lisp Eliza
Cross Figures
Logo
Accountancy Packages
PROGRAMS FOR:
BBC, Apple, MZ-80K, One 1,
PET, Commodore 64, Spectrum

Vol 6 No7 (July 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS

Hardware:
Apple Lisa
Epson OX -10
Osborne Executive
Epson FX-80 Printer

Software:
Microtax (Dragon)
Omnis database
ECalc (Epson HX-20)
PolyForth (IBM PC)
FEATURES
Warnier Orr Programming
(part 1)
Choosing Disks
Micronet 800
Cryptography
PROGRAMS FOR:
BBC, Atom, ZX81, Spectrum.
Genie, MZ-80K, TRS-80,
Apple

Vol 6 Nob (August 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Mannesmann Tally
160L Printer
Vectrex Arcade System
Fortune 32:16
Sord M5
NCR Decision Mate V
Tandy TRS-80 Model 100
Software:
Acornsoft View
Stable Software SCRED
Mathemagic/Graphmagic
Beta
Apple Lisawrite
Dataplan (Dragon)
FEATURES
Warnier Orr Programming
(part 2)
BBC Graph Plotting and
Curve 'Fitting
PROGRAMS FOR:
VIC20, MZ-80K, ZX81,
Jupiter Ace, Apple,
PET, BBC

Vol 6 No9 (September 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Pied Piper
NEC APC
Micro -Professor II
Software:
Tasword Two
Psion Vu-Calc
Microl The Spreadsheet
Micropro Infostar

FEATURES
Warnier Orr Programming
3)
Expert Systems
Sharp Logic
Program conversion
Sirius Graphics (part 1)
Computerising your business
(part 1)

Readers should note that all mail order
subscriptions, binders and back issue
enquiries must now be addressed to 55
Frith Street, London Wi.

However, for personal callers only, a
selection of PCW back issues, binders,
micro- computing books etc can be
purchased from the shop at 14 Rathbone
Place, London Wi.

_ndom number generation
PROGRAMS FOR:
Atom, Apple, BBC, Spectrum,
Atari, MZ-80K,TRS-80/Genie

Vol 6 No 10 (October 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Hardware:
Apricot
Electron
Tulip
Future FX20
Hyperion
MicroDrive
Software:
Sage 400
Micro FCS and Masterplanner
Perfect Calc
Delta
Microsight
FEATURES
Warnier Orr Programming
(part 4)
Sirius Graphics (part 2)
PROGRAMS FOR:
Sharp MZ-80K, BBC 'A' and

, Lynx, TI99/4A and PET.

Vol 6 No 11 (November 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Argus PPC
Tandy MC -10

Aquarius
FX System
Lotus 1-2-3
Optimum
FEATURES
Bulletin Boards
Print Big
Sort Trees for Beginners
Summer computer camps
Program conversion
Maths at a Pass
Computerising your business
PROGRAMS FOR:
BBC, Dragon, Osborne,
Newbrain, Atom, Oric and
VIC-20

Vol 6 No12 (December 1983)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Des Q
NEC PC -8201A
C/WP Cortex
SMT Goupil (1-3)
Canon AS -100
The Financial Planner
Search and Find
AGF Programmable Joystick
FEATURES
Check Your Digits
Learning with Logo
Music Micro, Please
Plane Thinking
Column Sort
Sinclair Graphics and Sound
Data Collater 1983
Spreadsheet Analysis 1983
Forth Benchmarks Round Up
Benchmarks Summary
Pascal Update
PROGRAMS FOR:
BBC, NewBrain, MZ80K,
Commodore 64, Dragon,
Spectrum, ZX81 and One.

Vol 7 No 1 (January 1984)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Ikon's Hobbit
AMS 3in Drive
Brainstorm
Tycom microframe
Commodore 715
Visual!

BusiFile Falc
Workslate
FEATURES
Music Micro, Please
Data Collater 1983
Interfacing the Apple
PROGRAMS FOR:
Sirius, BBC, PET, NewBrain,
TRS-80, Video Genie, T199/4A

Vol 7 No 2 (February 1984)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Xerox 16/8
Bullet
Sharp MZ-700
Gavilan
TK! Solver
Everyman
Homeword
FEATURES
Teach Yourself Assembler
A Beginner's Guide to Program
Conversion
Music Micro Please
Expanding Atom Basic
Micro Animation
PROGRAMS FOR:
Sirius, Spectrum, One, BBC,
NewBrain, Dragon, Atari.
MZ80-A and PET

Vol? No 3 (March 1984)
BENCHTESTS AND
REVIEWS
Canon X-07
Spectravideo
Macintosh
IBM PC Junior
Homelink
Stack Light Pen
Personal Data Base
PEACHCALC
FEATURES
Pools Forecasters
Long Live the NewBrain
Teach Yourself Assembler
A Beginner's Guide to Program
Conversion
Micro Animation
PROGRAMS FOR:
Atari, BBC, Atom,
MZ-80A&K, NewBrain,
IRS -80. Uric

PERSONA! COMPUTER WORLD SPECIALS
1984 Microcomputer Benchtest Special
£2.40 inc. P&P

20 leading micros reviewed by
thePCWteam.

Desktop Computing
£2.25 (Inc. P&P)
Comprehensive guide

to using micros to help
you in your business.

Keep your copies in order
with these strong,
attractive yellow binders,

£3.95 each (inc P&P)

Any one issue £1.50; all additional issues £1.00 each.
Benchtest special £2.40. Desktop Computing £2.25.
Binders £3.95 each. All prices include post and package.
*Overseas orders requiring Air Mail postage add £1.00 per
copy. Cheques/P.O. payable to Computing Publications Ltd,

53/55 Frith Street, London W1A 2HG. Please allow
up to 3 weeks for delivery and don't forget to state your
name and full address with your order. Please send me the
following copies of PCW. I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £.
Please tick appropriate boxes.

Volume 1 Volume 3 Volume 4 Volume 5 Volume 6 Volume 7 Benchtest Special 0
10 2 E
3 E

6E
12 ID

lE 3El
7E SE

5D
12E

6D 3D 40
9O 10E

6D
12H

7H 3 0 6 0
7 0 11 0

12 0 1 El 2 El
3 0

Desk Top Computing 0
Binder 0

Name Address

L J
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MORE MONITOR
FOR THE MONEY
DOUBLEMODE RGB
MONITOR 20", 22", 26" £97E.,7 5

.

Carriage £7.00 including free lead to suit
BBC or Electron

The Doublemode RGB colour monitor
cuts the cost of computer hardware to
the BBC and Electron user. A top
quality re -cycled TV. originally
developed for educational use, factory
reconditioned and tested to BSI
standards, including mains isolating
transformer with 5 year guarantee.

3 MONTH
FULL REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
Educational and computer club discounts
available. Trade enquiries welcome.

DOUBLE

MODE

DOUBLEMODE LTD.
16 Macadam Place,
South Newmoor Industrial Estate,
Irvine, KM 1 4HP.
Tel: Irvine 102941 216339

.(3

4\,1*; .INN A 0 '"-Ck
cel
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cl": -

cs: 19

A THOROUGHBRED
AN ELEGANT BODY WITH EXCELLENT REFLEXES

JP -831: PRINTER
 4 color (black, red, blue, green)

water ballpen text; graphic normal
paper printing

 40-80 columns selectable
 4 direction rotary printing, reversed

paper feed capable.
 12 character per second, 52mm/

73mm graphic printing per second
 centronic standard parallel interface

compatible to all Personal Computer

GRAND PRIXTM EX -7800
 DUAL CPU 6502 & Z -80A
 78 K RAM, 16 K ROM or 66 K RAM, 28 K ROM
 DISK CONTROLLER BUILT-IN
 80 COLUMN INTERFACE BUILT-IN
 PRINTER INTERFACE BUILT-IN
 PAL COLOR I/O PORT BUILT ON BOARD
 4 EXPANSION SLOTS
 AUTO SELECT 40/80 COLUMN TEXT DISPLAY MODE
 KEY BOARD: 42FUNCTIONS FOR BASIC & CP/M

3 USER DEFINABLE KEY

ELEXPO CO., LTD.

DX -45 54/4" floppy diskettes storage
 with automatic tracks for exhibition _of several

disk of at once in splayed fashion
 capacity: 45 diskettes
 packing: 37.5 x 17.5 x 20cm, 1.7 Kgs

3/F., NO. 14, FU-SHING N. RD., TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R. 0. C.
CABLE: ELEXPO TAIPEI TEL: (02) 772-4758
TLX: 13188 ELEXPO P.O. BOX: 34-169 TAIPEI, TAIWAN, R. 0. C.
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FINANCIAL TIMES
RUBLISNED IN LONDON AND FRANKFURT

FT launches program
for financial modelling

FINANCIAL TIMES REPORTER
THE FINANCIAL TIMES
its' first move into
computer software
launch yesterday of
modelling program
run on the more 'p
sonal computers.

The pro
is a co -o
Moneywisi
independe
company

The mo.
diversifica
business
Last mon
Corporatic
establish/1'
national
Service,
news sr

Mr
tive
Er

//
FT. MONEYWISE / TITLE_

runs on IBM PC,// COMPANY ADDRESS

IBM XT and Sirius
machines. / TEL. NO.

E/ Send to Moneywise Software Ltd, 226 Sheen Lane, London SW14 8LD.PCL1.1

FT. MON EYWISE is a venture of the Financial Times Business Enterprises Ltd.
and Moneywise Software Ltd. MONEYWISE is a trademark of MON EYWISE SOFTWARE LTD.

FT. MONEYWISE costs £395.00 + VAT recommended retail price.

Moneywise Software Ltd.
226 Sheen Lane, London

SW14 8LD. 01-878 8585

/ Please send me your
,1 comprehensive colour brochure

/ on FT. MONEYWISE.
/ I/my company uses/is considering a

16 bit micro.

/ We have/don't have a financial modelling
/ program (if you do, please state type):

/ NAME

/ COMPANY NAME
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WHAT BETTER PLACE TO BUY YOUR SOFTWARE THAN FROM A

SOFTWARE HOUSE Cs9T4)
COMMUNICATIONS -WORD PROCESSING - LANGUAGES - REPORT GENERATOR

ACCOUNTING - SPREAD -SHEET- DATABASE
Quick delivery
on most micro COMPETITIVELY PRICED training
computers PACKAGES
(8 & 16 bit)

helpful service technical support

*SPECIAL PRICE THE WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL (Wordstar/Mailmerge/Star Index/Spellstar) £480*

* We have experienced programming and systems design staff to offer advice.

* We keep up-to-date with the latest releases and upgrades of existing software.

* Lastly but equally important we offer a highly flexible and advantageous pricing system to
our customers. Whether you are a bulk buyer, a cumulative buyer, or a first time one-off buyer
you will find us competitive and helpful.

WORD PROCESSING

WORDSTAR - £265
MULTI -TOOL WORD - £248

SPREAD -SHEET FINANCIAL

DATABASE

DMS DELTA

DBASE II

DATASTAR

SUPERSORT

£446

£375

£158

£131

REPORT GENERATOR

INFOSTAR - £265
(Includes DATASTAR)

SUPERCALC 2 £180
CARDBOX £140

SUPERCALC 3 £265
CARDBOX PLUS £370 LANGUAGES

CALCSTAR £81
COMMUNICATIONS BASIC -80 Int. £233

MULTIPLAN £175 METATEX - £595 BASIC -80 Comp. £265

LOTUS 123 £338 (Telex Store Foreward) FORTRAN -80 £232

BISYNC80 3780 £525 PASCAL MT+ 86 £395

BISYNC80 3270 £525 CIS COBOL £383

ACCOUNTING ICL CO3 £595 LEVEL II COBOL £868

The complete range BSTAM £130 MACRO 80 £135

of PEACHTREE & IMAGE BSTMS £130 SUPERSOFT 'C' Comp.- £300

Please Ring or Write to: Tom Hooke or Roger Harvey

TEL (01) 606 6865/6
METASCYBE SYSTEMS LTD,
78 LONG LANE, LONDON EC1 A 9ET.
Post & Packing charge at cost. Prices do not include VAT. Prices are subject to change.

Some of the systems we support (plus all 8 inch SS/S0 IBM 3740 compatible formats):

ACT Apricot; ACT Sirius 1; Almarc series 8; Altos 5.25; Apple CP/M-80 16 sector; Basic/4; British Micro Mimi 802; Comart

Communicator; Compaq; Cromemco; DEC Rainbow; DEC VT -100; Decision 1; Eagle/AVL; Epson QX-10; Future Computers

FX-10; Future Computers FX-30; HMS Minstrel; Hewlett Packard; Hyperion; IBM PC; ICL PC1 (DRS -20); ICL PC (Rair Black

Box compatible) JC CP/M; JC Turbodos; KAY -Pro; Logica Vitesse; Micro Decision; Nano; NEC PC 8000; NEC APC; North Star

Advantage; North Star Horizon; Osborne 1; Otrona; Rair Black Box/Nano; Research Machines 380Z; Samurai; Sanyo

1000/1150; Sanyo 1250/4050; Sanyo 2000; Seiko; Shelton Signet SS; Shelton Signet DS; Superbrain SD; Superbrain QD;

Superbrain Jnr; Televideo TS802/803/1600; Torch; Victor 9000; Xerox; Zenith Z100
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Designed for the
hobbyist and professional
user alike, the Buzzbox is
a low-cost, micro -sized
300bps modem that offers
superb data communications
at an affordable price.

You can talk to other Micros,
Bulletin Boards, Bureaux - and
exchange programs with each
other, or discover what's happen-
ing around the world.

Buzzbox main features include:
 300bps full duplex CCITT V21
 Originate & Answer  No -fuss
installation - just plug in  Micro size
 Battery powered with mains adaptor option.

The unit is fully British Telecom approved
for direct connection to the 'phone line -
therefore eliminating most of the errors normally
associated with the use of acoustic modems.

From only £69.50 (exc. VAT), the Buzzbox is
within the reach of all computer users.

Scicon Limited - please call (0908)567567
for further details on the Buzzbox or other Data
Communications Products.

'cc

Ordering Information: Buzzbox £69.50, Mains Adaptor £9.50, Modular Adaptor £5.50
(optional Jack 420, £5.00), Carriage £3.50. All prices exclusive of VAT.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

601
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APPROVED for use with telecommunication systems run by British Telecommunications in accordance with the
/D. (ego cconditions in the instructions for use. o\Y`.,<\ ,,evc
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PETE & PAM THE APPLE, MP
AUTHORISED FOR APPLE SALES IN LANCASHIF

Rental RENTAL
RENTAL Rental

Want to rent an Apple?

THE APPLE PROFESSIONAL HOME COMPUTER

Pete & Pam distribute
Apple 8 bit products to a
network of approved Pete
& Pam dealers. If you feel
that you come up to the
high standard of dealership
required, apply now. It
could be the start of a
profitable relationship!

YOU GET:
An Apple Ile. - Disk Drive with Controller.

TV Modulator (Colour and Sound). - Exclusive Apple Bag.
Plus MONEY OFF VOUCHERS FOR:

£25 off Apple Ile Monitor (£149 + VAT).
£25 off 1 of the Apple discovery games.

or Apple Logo - or Applewriter Ile - or Quickfile Ile,
46% off Micronet 800 Service a saving of £79.95 which includes:

 Modem.  British Telecom Jack Plug Installation.
 Communications Card.  Postage/Packing/Insurance.

1 days FREE training at an Apple Training Centre Value £100.
Various Vouchers for money off Pete & Pam distributed software.

£999 including VAT
Get into Personal computing in a big way!

Or an IBM PC...a QX10...
a Printer or anything else
you can think of? Call
either of our offices for
a quote - from one
machine to fifty, from one
day to a thousand years.

LL CABLES
UNLIMITED yy

We can make any cable
to your specifications.
Our"CablesUnlimited"
staff will cut and solder
to sort out your cable
problem - fast!

SOFTWARE
WHOLESALE
Pete & Pam distribute a
wide range of computer
software to discerning com-
puter dealers throughout
the world.
We offer computer dealers
the best prices and support
on a whole range of
products, from publishers
such as Ashton Tate, Micro-
soft, Micro Pro, Software
Publishing and Softword
Systems (Multimate IBM
PC). You may not be
getting the best deal from
your present hard -selling
distributor, no matter how
big the name and reputa-
tion. Call us now, it could
be the start of something
good.

APPLE IN EDUCATION : SPECIAL NOTICE
OF GREAT INTEREST TO UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGES, POLYTECHNICS, ITEC'S, SCHOOLS, YOUTH TRAINING SCHEMES

As part of a Pan -European incentive scheme, Apple are offering very substantial discounts to educational users of all Apple equipment except Apple
Ile bundles, Lisa, and Apple 32. The offer starts in January and ends 31st March, 1984.

PLEASE CONTACT US NOW FOR DETAILS - DISCOUNTS UP TO 40% ARE AVAILABLE! - MAKING THE APPLE Ile EVEN GREATER
VALUE FOR MONEY!

EPSON PRINTERS - WHOLESALE
Pete & Pam distribute EPSON, OKI, and other fine printers to computer dealers throughout th.
country. If you're a computer dealer and haven't yet discovered the advantages in buying fron
Pete & Pam, give our sales staff a call NOW. We pride ourselves on excellent prices, fast delivery

top class technical support and service facilities. You've nothing to lose an(
a lot to gain.FX-80

Crosstalk
The crosstalk 16 XVI com-

munications package can
emulate many other terminals.
It can capture data and
transfer data files with error
checking.

You can instruct it to call
up "LOG IN" and "S"
commands to another com-
puter, It is simple to operate
and has a "help" facility.
It is fast and comes set-up
to operate on IBM 3101,
DEC VT 100, ADDS View-
point, Televideo 910/920.
Supports IBM PC and ACT
SIRI US.

£134.48 + VAT

RX-80 (FT) £319.00 - MX -100 (FT) £475.0(
FX-80 £438.00 - FX-100 £569.0(

LQ-1500 £1100.00 - DX -100 £475.0(
RX-80 (T) £279.0(



PC, & EPSON SPECIALISTS!
kND LONDON, AND IBM PC IN LONDON.

THIS IS "BUY -YOURSELF -A -BUFFER -MONTH"
You71 never again have to waste time waiting for your printer!
A buffer will instantly increase your efficiency, and eliminate, the
frustration of waiting for a printer to finish. Now you can simply
dump your printing data directly to a buffer and CONTINUE PROCES-
SING! Buffers come in a variety of styles, methods, and sizes. There is a
buffer available for any combination of computer/printer. If in doubt,
ask our staff for advice.

MICROBUFFER IN -LINE
FOR ALL OTHER COMPUTER/PRINTER OR COMPUTER/MODEM

COMBINATIONS
The Microbuffer In -line is a stand-alone printer buffer with a minimum
of 32K. It is easily upgraded to 64K with four user -installed RAM
chips. It can be further user -upgraded, 64K at a time, to up to 256K
by adding low-cost memory
expansion modules.

Microbuffer In -line features a front panel with three Touch Sensor
controls; one to clear the buffer, one to perform complete self -test,
and a copy botton to reproduce the last document up to 256 times
without any computer intervention. (When a document takes several
hours to prepare and a copy machine isn't available, this feature can
save a great deal of time.)

Both the parallel and the serial versions can be used with virtually any
computer (including TRS-80, Atari, IBM, Apple, Osborne, NEC, etc.)
and any printer (including Epson, Centronics, NEC, C.Itoh, IDS,
Anadex, Qume, Diablo, TI -810, etc.).

Microbuffer In -line requires no user modification of software-it
installs easily, in seconds.

32K Parallel In -line £199 + VAT 32K Serial In -line £199 + VAT
64K Parallel In -line £225 + VAT 64K Serial In -line £225 + VAT

64K additional add-on (max 256K in total £116 + VAT
ALL BY PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS INC.

EPSON INTERNAL PRINTER BUFFERS
These buffers go inside the printer and use its power supply.
16K Practical Peripherals Parallel (upgradable to 64K) £115 + VAT
8K Practical Peripherals Serial (upgradable to 32K) £115 + VAT
(Supports hardware handshake + XON/XOFF up to 19200 baud)

8K Wizard Parallel (upgradable to 64K) £109 + VAT

APPLE INTERNAL BUFFERS
Bufferboard docks to your existing interface, takes up one slot and
using the Apple power supply.

16K Bufferboard £109 + VAT 64K Bufferboard £169 + VAT
Available for Apple parallel/Epson parallel/and Grappler Interfaces.

BUFFERED INTERFACES
Combined printer interfaces and buffers, taking up one slot and using
the Apple power supply.
16K Buffered Grappler Parallel £179 + VAT
16K Microbuffer II Parallel £139 + VAT
16K Microbuffer II Serial £139 + VAT
16K Gram Serial/Parallel £129.95 + VAT
64K Gram Serial/Parallel £218 + VAT

Head Office:
IEW HALL HEY ROAD, Rossendale Lancs., BB4 6JG
I: (0706) 212321 & 227011 Telex: 635740 PETPAM G

London Office:
1 GLENEAGLES ROAD, London, SW16 6AY

1: 01-769 1022 &01-677 7631 Tlx: 923070 PPCOMP G

Peter Fisher of Pete & Pam says "I've been using a Macintosh
for a couple of weeks now. The machine is excellent. It's fast,
using a 32/16 bit 68000 processor, and has many superb
features, employing software techniques that are years ahead
of competitors. The mouse pointer and "pull -clown" menus
make the machine one of the easiest to learn I have come
across. I recommend that every potential purchaser of a micro
computer for personal/business/office use see the MACINTOSH
before making a decision. Ask for a copy of a 10 page review
now.

BASF FINE
FLEXIBLE DISKS

WHOLESALE
If you're a computer dealer,
and want the best disk media
at the best price - call us. We
offer fast shipments and competi-
tive prices on a whole range of
disk media.
10 Disks for the price of 9!
Single Sided Single Density
suitable for Apple.

10 for £16.11 + VAT
100 for £148.50 + VAT

Double Sided Double Density
suitable for IBM PC.

10 for £24.75 + VAT
100 for £225.00 + VAT

Double Sided 96tpi suitable for
Sirius/Victor.

10 for £30.60 + VAT
100 for £279.00 + VAT

A whole range of other disks
available - ring for details.

5%" Disk Boxes £1.95 + VAT
5"/." Head Cleaning Kits

£15.95 + VAT

 edis

Pete Pam Computers
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PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT  go
Lines open for orders

9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon - Fri (London)
8 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon - Fri (Lanes)

9.30 a.m. - 3 p.m. Sat (both offices)



A new accent on
PC performance
These instantly installed plug-in expansion boards offer major functionality
enhancement for the IBM PC and other micros. They come with full software support
on floppy disk.

FORTE MODEL PC 78
Gives your PC direct access to your
mainframe (IBM 43xx through 30xx).
A single plug-in board connects to your IBM
3274/3276 Cluster Controller via existing
coaxial cable. No extra phone lines, modems
or peripherals.
El Entire functionality on floppy disk, no PROM

changes.

111 Parity check memory on display RAM.
El Complete configuration from keyboard.
1:1 Re -configures colour attributes to taste.
El Choice of Basic or C, with broad sub -routine

library
O Serial interface.
O User-friendly, high-speed file transfer.

PARADISE MULTI -DISPLAY BOARD
Saves a slot in the PC. Colour display
controller, monochrome display controller
and printer interface all on one plug-in
board.
El Compatible with PC/XT and all the best

productivity software.
El High -resolution colour graphics, fully IBM

compatible.
0 2 pages of high -resolution graphics,

facilitating animation or high demand
graphics operation.

VLSI 1553 -NET
The ultimate in user-friendly Local Area
Networks (LAN's) - very low cost, very high
speed, plus reliability that approaches a
1.0E-1 7 bit error rate.
El Connects IBM PC, Apple 11/11E and any S100

bus micro.
El 3 megabit/sec transmission rate, operating at

around 15% utilization and giving a '
throughput which approximates to that of
current 10 megabit bandwidth LAN's.

El Superior error checking, collision detection
and collision avoidance.

E Flicker -free scrolling, even in colour.
El External switch or software control for

monochrome or colour mode.
 IBM character sets and test modes.
O Compatible with widest range of RGB and

composite video monitors.
O IBM type printer port.
El IBM-compatible light pen and RF modulator

ports.

El Lives entirely within constraints of host
operating system, preserving upward
compatibility: e.g. the interface to the
IBM PC is at the ROM BIOS level.

0 Simple coax connection.
O Up to 4000 feet, without the use of

repeaters.
 Protocol entirely contained in

software, permitting various
implementations of LAN protocols.

01 Variable blocks sizes supported, from
20 bits to over 64K bytes.

ACCENT ON PERFORMANCE
Accent Computers is a new European force in
specialised hardware distribution, bringing you
selected state-of-the-art products from
some of the world's most innovative
designers and manufacturers.

Accent Accent Computers Ltd
PO Box 62 London SW10 9LT
Tel: 01-370 0862
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PACKAGES

PCW's 'Packages' section is produced bi-monthly, alternating with our ' In Store' hardware
guide. We have confined coverage to business packages which are available and supported

at national level and which have been in use for at least six months in a minimum of five
sites. Producers of packages which fall within these constraints should send for details or

updates to: Tracy Dear, PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W. 1 .

The layout has been designed to allow you to discover
which packages are available for the application you
have in mind and to show you which packages are
available for your computer if you already have a
machine. In either case the code enables you to look up
the supplier's name and telephone number in the table
below.
All details published are the latest made available -
some may have changed since this issue went to press.

Code Company
AI ACT
A2 Arbel Ltd
A3 ADP Network services
A4
A5
A6
A7
AS
B1
132'

B3
B4
85
Be
Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

Alamo Comp. Serv.
Anthony Ashpitel
Attar Computers
Aurora Software
Abtex Computer Systems
Bromley Computer Consultancy
Bonsai Ltd
Benchmark Computer Systems
Bristol Software Factory
Byte Soft Systems Ltd
Business and Administration Systems
CAP-CPP Products Ltd.
Commodore
Comp Prog &Systems Sery
Comput-a-crop
Computastore Ltd.
Computech
Compass
CWP Computers
Criterion

Telephone
021-454 8585

0603 39381
01 388 1912

0642-310381
0379 852807
0942 608844
0532 589980
0224 647074
01 697 8933
01 5800902
0272 735022
0272 735022
0480 215005
01 953 7303
01-4040911
0753 79292
0942-38831

0507-604271
061-832-4761

01-7940202
Standish 426252

01-8283127
0493 53956

CIO Caxton Software 01-379 6502 MIO ME-TEC Computer Services
C I I Claremont Control,. Ltd 06699 21081 MIS Molimerx Ltd
Dl Dataview Ltd 0206 869414 MI2 Mountain Software Services
El ESDU International Ltd 01 437 4894 M13 Micro Planning Services
GI Graffcom Systems Ltd. 01-727 5561 01 Omicron Design
G2 Grama (Winter) ltd. 01-6368210 02 Open Computer Services
G3 Great Northern 0532589980 P1 Padmede Computer Services
G4 Gecas Micros 01-6293758 P2 Personal Computers Ltd.
G5 Grade One Glossop 63819 P3 Professional Computer Services
G6 Graham Dolan Software Ltd 0734664343 P4 Prestige Computers
HI Holland Automation 06286 63695 P5 Precision Software
H2 Hevacomp Ltd 0742 661003 RI Rockliff
F0 H.B. Computers 0536 83922 SI SMG Micro Computers
114 Wordcraft Systems 0332 683892 S2 The Soft warehouse
1-15 HotelMicrosystems Ltd 01-3288737 S3 Sosoft Ltd
11 Intereurope Software Design 0734 786644 S4 Systematics International
12 Intex Datalog Ltd 0642 781193 SS Sumlock Bondain
13 Ismail Computing Services 01-8020019 S6 Stemmos
14 IBIS Business Information Systems 0244317527 S7 Software Aids Int
.11 T. V. Johnson 0276 20446 S8 SD Micros
KI Keen Computers 0602 412777 S9 Southdata Ltd
LI Lifeboat Associates 01-8369028 SIt Saphire Systems Ltd
L2 EMG 01-6880088 T1 Tridata Micros Ltd.
L3 Ludhouse (Computing) Ltd. 01-749 3834 T2 Templeman Software
L4 Logic Comp Systems 01-222-1122 T3 The Micro Solution
1.5 Logic Plus 0582 594539 T4 Tip Data Ltd
MI Micro Computer Applications Ltd. 0258 55100 T5 TABS Ltd
M2 Microteck . 01-3003075 U I Unique Computer Application Ltd
M3 Microsys Ltd 051 426 7271 VI Vlasak Electronics Ltd.
M4 Micropro International 01-4995777 V2 Vauntberry Ltd
M5 M.A.P. Comp Systems 061-624-5662 WI Wisbech Computer Services
M6 Mercator 0272 731079 W2 West farthing Comp Services
M7 Micros For The Movement 01-3876192 W4 Walton Microcomputer Ltd
MS MMG Consultants 06845 63555 XI Xetal
M9 Mediatech 01-903 4372 X2 Xitan Systems Ltd

0603 070620
0424 220391

0276 72772
0272 684530
07843t809

0273 671666
02514 21892
01-3771200

061 624 4065
021 561 2001
01-3307166

051-521 5830
0474 55813

01-637 2108
0202 735656

0440 61121
01-250 0505
01 602 6242
01-904 8139
01 836 9520
01-994 6477
01-5540582

021 622 6085
0789 66237

0608 3256
0375 33910
026464166

05827 66551
0494-448633
0329 235846

094564146
03265-4098

Camberly 28366
061 678 0234
0703 334711

Application/Machine Price Code

Analysis ledger

Application/Machine Price Code

Bursar package

Philips P2000 £100 P4

Appointments planner

Act Sirius I

Apple II
Challenger
CP/M

£1 15
f300
£25

POR

C7
A6
('7
04

Arable recording & costing

CP/M £1500 C4

Architects package

CP/M £750 M6

Assembler des

PET/CBM £50 1.2

Auction package

CP/M £700 M6

BBC Basic

CP/M '495 MIO
Grundy 8200 595 M 10

Bill of materials

Apple II
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP Al
Cromemco
IBM
PET/CBM
Superbrain
8080/280

£199
£850
£199
£400
£850
£390
£850
£390
£199
£450
£390

T5
B5
T5
(14
V2
HI
B5
HI
T5
13
HI

Bookmakers package

CP/M POR 87

Bookshop stock control

Sorcerer £1450 L2

Budgeting package

Apple II
Apple II
CP/M
Cromemco
North Star

Horizon

£125
£125
£95
£95

P2
T2
B5
B5

£95 B5

Building estimating

Apple II
CP/M
IBM
Sirius

£570
£325
£325
£325

S8
C9
C9
C9

Building services

Apple
Apple
IBM
North Star
Sirius

POR
POR
POR
POR
POR

H2
13

H2
13

H2

Bureau de change

PET/CBM £8 H3

CP/M POR M8

Cash flow

Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
CP/M
CP/M
Cromemco
North Star

Horizon £95 B5
PET/CBM £195 DI

£125
£80
£100
£250
£95
£95

P2
VI
CS
L3
B5
B5

Car showroom sales

Sorcerer £1900 L2

Cash register

CP/M £300 06
Cheque writer

C BM/8032
PET/CBM

£90 P3
£90 P3

Company secretary

CP/M £650 C4

Construction cashflow

Apple II £75 S8

Construction expenditure

Apple II £250 S8

Construction financial control

Application/Machine Price Code

Apple II
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP /M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
Famos
IBM
North Star
Horizon £250 B3

PET/CBM £225 H4
PET/CBM £50/150 C2
PEI /CBM £150 11

PET/CBM £150 G2
Superbrain £300 S6
Tandy Model I £25-90 M I
Tandy Modell £60 S2
Tandy Model 1 £150 31

Tandy Model I £32.50 MII
Tandy Model I 1 I £270 A4
8000 Series POR C2

£125 T2
£450 C4
£100 03
£250 B3
£295 G5
£225-485 S9
£155 X2
£295 M4
£1500 M2
£295 M4

Debt collection

CP/M £150 04
CP /M £450 V2

Dental laboratory

Apple II
Dental records

Apple 11
CP, NI

E280 A6

£1700 A6
£500 G6

Apple II £750 S8 Department store order program

Construction valuations

Apple II £500 S8

Sorcerer £2500 L2

Double glazing costing

Container accounting Contract costing

CP/M
CP/M

£750 M5
£2000 L3

CP/M & utilities
Tandy Model II £165 MI

Credit control

Apple II
CP/M
PET/CBM

f98
POR
£650

P2
04
B4

Customer file

CP/M
Famos

£900 G4
£1000 M2

Dairy mongement

CP/M L1500+ C4

Database management retrieval

A CT800
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple 11
Apple II

£225 H4
£150 K2
£60-140 S2
£150 S5
£75 P2
£100 S4
£100 C8

North Star
Horizon £750 WI

CP/M £1500 V2

Forth parameter collection & Qualification

CP/M £95 M10
Grundy 8200 £95 M10

Eire payroll system

CP/M E650 M5

Estate agent

Apple II £850 S5
Apple II £850 K1
Apple II £175 P2
Apple II £130 C8
Apple II £750 S4
PET/CBM £30 H3
CP/M £700 135

CP/M £850 S9
Simpled Triton 3 £350 B3
MZ-80K £195 W I
Superbrain £600 S6
Superbrain £600 C3

Equipment lease/rent/HP

CP/M £400 GI

A pplication/Machine Price Code

Expense analysis

Philips -P2000 (150 P4

Farm accounts

CP /M £750 (4
Financial & arable management

CP 'M £2200 C4

File handling

PET/CBM £225
PET/CBM £645

H4
DI

Financial modelling

Act Sirius 1
Apple II
Apple II
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
Cromemco
North Star

Horizon
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
RAIR Black Box

£595
£450
£360
£400
£95
£425-535
£400
£400
£95

£95
£425-535
£250
POR

Al
P2
C8
GI
B5
AI
SI I
V2
B5

65
Al
DI
A3

Financial planning

Act Sirius 1
Apple II
CP/M
CP/M
UCSD-P

£150
£250
£245
£90
f350

A
S4
G4
X2
S4

General ledger/NL
Apple II
Apple II
Apple 11
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
CBN/8032
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

CP/M
Cromemco
North Star
Horizon

£300
£300
£455
£225
£295
£250P
£600
£490
£199
£350
£500
£375
£400
£400
£400
£275
£390
£250
£300
£425
£500
£400
£1000
£199
£950/
1250
£400
£400

S5
K2
P2
VI
C6
S4
T2
L4
T5
W3
L3
LI
GI
513
I35

S6
S7
B3
WI
SI I
G6
M5
B1
15
V2

M9
B5

£250 B3
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DataFlex ... available in single and multi-
user versions for 8 and 16 bit systems. Plus
extensive support for local area networks.

And with DataFlex, 16 bit operation means
16 bit! Not 8 bit converted. That means at least
12 open files with 10 indices and up to 6 fields
per index. Just compare that with some other
so-called 16 bit databases.

Fully interactive transactional updating,
multifile screens and reports, up to 125 data
files, 255 fields, 4K per record and 8

If you are going up in the world, lift off with DataFlex.
16 ANNING STREET,DmA NEW INN YARD, LONDON EC2A 3HB
Telex: 27341 Telephone: 01-729 4460

Exclusive United Kingdom Distributors for Data Access Corp, Miami, FL U.S.A.

megabytes per file ... these are just some of
the attributes of DataFlex.

CP/M and MS DOS compatible. You can
use it with your SIRIUS, IBM PC, and
EQUINOX EQUATOR to name a few.

You can start with single user and expand
to multi-user. MS DOS and CP/M networks,
MP/M-86, Novell Sharenet, PC -net, DMS Hi
net, TURBOdos. DataFlex supports all of these
and many others.

344PCW



PACKAGES
Application Machine Price Code Application/Machine Price Code Application/Machine Price Code Application/Machine Pricc Code

North Star
Horizon

PCC 2000
North Star
Horion

PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
Philips P2000
Sharp PC320I
Superbrain
Superbrain
Tandy Model I
Tandy Model 11
Tandy Modell
Tandy Model 1
Tandy Model II
UCSD-P
Vector
8080/180
8080/Z80

£400

£400
£200
£200
£199
£100
£450
£400
£400
£90
£200
£225
£225/325
£425
£350
£400
£357
£275

M3

B5
C2
H3
T5
P4
P2
M3
S6
M1
MI
MI I
TI
TI
S4
CS

,LI
03

North Star
Horizon

PET/CBN1
PET/GBM
North Star
Horizon

PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
Philips P2000
Sirius
Superbrain
Superbrain
Superbrain
Superbrain
Tandy Model I
Tandy Model II
Tandy Modell
Tandy Model Il
Tandy Model III
Vector
Vector
8000 Series
8080/Z80
8080/Z80

£900
£800
£199

£990
(£50)
£650
£650
£650
£1250
£990
£1200
£1000
£1200
£300
£600
£75
£795
£550
£1000
£1250
POR
£950
£995

85
S3
T5

M3
C2
.11

G2
P4
14

M3
S6
T3
SI
M I
M l
JI
01
A4
C5
14

C2
LI
G3

Letter writer Challenger
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M-86
Famos
North Star
Horizon

North Star
Horizon

North Star
Horizon

PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
Philips P2000
Scorcerer
Sirius
Superbrain
Superbrain

£24
£450
£475
£450
£500
£390
£500
£350
£425
Lease
£495
£450
£300
£199
£395
POR
£600
£325
£500
£1500

£350

£390

Lease
£200/350
£400
£150
£150
£150
£10
£199
£300
£250
£600
£390
£400

C7
L3
LI
C4
GI
M3
B5
B3
011
WI
G6
M5
BI
15
G4
W4
M9
M12
02
M2

B3

M3

WI
CS
12

G2
JI
C2
H3
T5
P4
L2
14

M3
S6

Apple II
Apple 11
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
North Star

Horizon
Superbrain

£80
£99
£150
£99
POR

£150
£150

VI
T5
M3
T5
G4

M3
M3

Local government housing maint

RAIR Black Box

POR A3

Magazine subscriber

cp/N4 £950 S9

Mailing Lis!

Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
IBM
North Star
Horizon

PET/CBM
PET/CBM
Sorcerer
Tandy Model I
Tandy Model II

£50-150
£300
£300
£40
£100
£450
£250
£75
POR
£250
£149
£149

£195
£15
£35
£290
£40
£62-50

S2
S5
KI
P2
S4
C4
GI
S9
G4
UI
M4
M4

W I
Al
H3
L2
MI
M 1

General purchase transaction proc.

CBM/8032 £495 S3

Greyhound race program

Apple II £750 M6 Investment portfolio
___

Health authority PPM Tandy Model I £20 S2

Sorcerer £2500 L2 Invoicing

Housing association package Act Sirius I

Act Sirius 1
Act Sirius I
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II

£95
£265
£195
£295
£300
£140
£1000

C7
01
Al
S2
P2
VI
T2

PET/CBM POR 517

Hotel billing
Philips P2000 £500 P4

Hotel management

CP/M
North Star

£750 H5
Apple II
Challenger
CP/M

£199
£25
£325

15
C7
L I

Tandy Model I
Tandy Model I

£25/38/ S2
£25/38/55 HI

Superbrain
Tandy Model I

£250+
£200

T3
M I I

horizon 750 H5 CP/M £250 M3 Mail shot Tandy Model I £218 TI
5 AIR Black Box POR A3 CP/M £250 S7 Tandy Model II £375 TI

Act Sirius I
Apple II

£95
£14

Al
S2Incomplete records CP/M £100 135 Tandy Model 11

UCSD-p
£300+ 01

sa
Act Sirius I

Apple II
£1200
£250

Si
S2

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

£100
£300
£300

B3
WI
BI

Apple II
Apple II

£40
£25

P2
T2

8000 Series
8080/Z80

£250£
250

£475
C2
LI

Apple II POR KI CP/M £199 T5
Apple II £99 T5 8080/Z80 £275 G3

Apple II £425 P2 CP/M £400 04 CP/M £450 C4 PET/CBM £150 G2
Apple II £490 L4 CP/M POR W4 CP/M £90 M3 PET/CBM £150 31
CP/M £750 M3 CP/M £400 M9 CP/M £100 S7 PET/CBM £150 C2
CP/M £250 85 CP/M £249 PI CP/Ivl £50/150 G5 Sorcerer £250 L2
CP/M £975 B3 CP/M £280 UI CP/M £99 T5 Tandy Model I £249 M1
CP/M £750 WI CP/M £390 HI MCZ Zilog £250 11 TRS-80 £200 M11
CP/M £915 MS Cromemco £100 135

North Star TRS-80I £218 K I
CP/M £155 C10 IBM £390 HI Horizon £90 M3 TRS-801 £218 TI
CP/M £400 G4 North Star Superbrain £90 M3 TRS-8011 £375 I I

Cromemco £250 85 Horizon £100 B3 Tandy Model I £75 + G4 8000 Series £250 c 7
North Star North Star Tandy Model II £75 + G4 8080/Z80 £475 I 1

Horizon £750 M3 Horizon £250 M3 Tandy Model III £160 A4 8080/Z80 £275 GI
North Star North Star Victor £600 14

Membership RedingHorizon £250 B5 Horizon £100 B5
Apple II £75 P2North Star PET/CBM £350 Al

Horizon £975 B3 PET/CBM POR JI CP/M POR G4 Perpetual Inventory
Philips P2000 £150 P4 PET/CBM £199 T5 MCZ Zilog £250 11

CP/M £150 135Superbrain £750 M3
Motor DealerSuperbrain £1200 SI

Philips P2000
Sorcerer

£150
£290

P4
L2

Cromemcoemco £150 BS

Tandy Model 1 £25-50 NI1 Superbrain £250 M3 Act Sirius 1 £345 C7 Personnel records
Tandy Model I £40 MI I Superbrain £150 S6 CBM/8032 £950+ P3

Apple II
CP M
N1CZ Zilog

£98
£450
£400

P2
C4
II

Industrial cleaning package Tandy Model I
Tandy Model II
Tandy Model I

£90
£200
£25

MI
MI
MI i

CP/M
Famos

POR
£5000

G4
M2

CP/M £1000 /31
NEMO price adjustment

Industry Factory loading Tandy Model 1
Tandy Model II
Tandy Model II

£75
£125
£265

TI
TI
01

Apple II £200 S8
Petaid report generator

CP/M £1000 X1 Nominal ledger Order entry/invoicing
PET/CBM £250 S3

Petsoft programsTandy Model III
UCSD-p

£280
£350

A4
saIndustry work study CP/M-86 £500 02

DM5 £1000 XI PET/CBM £160 JI
8080/780 £325 LI Apple II £99 T5

Inn Management 8080/Z80 £390 HI CBM/8023
CA/M

£750
£350

P3
GI

Pig management

Act Sirius 1 £185 C7 Jewellers System CP/M £395 G6 CP/M £1250 C4

Instrument logging CP/M £1000 S7
CP/M
CP/M

£300
£550

M5
LI Pipeline pressure drops

Sorcerer £500 L2 CP/M POR G4 CP/M POR BI Apple II SIO

CP/M
CP/M

£99
£400

15
M9Insurance broker Job costing Pipeline sizing

Act Sirius 1 £450 C7 Act Sirius I £350 C7 CP/M £249 PI Apple 11 SIO

CP/M POR G4 Act Sirius I £265 01 IBM
8080/Z80

£395
£550

B2
LI Point of sale

Apple II
Apple II

£990
£199

X1
T5Insurance renewals

Order Processing
CP/M £400 M9

CBM/8032 £1200 S3 CP/M
CP/M

£350
£990

M3
X1 Applell £99 T5

Postal advertising response packages

Integrated [nets Apple II £350 S2CP/M £395 06 CP/M £99 T5

Act Sirius I £795 01 CP/M £450 M5 CP/M £500 G4 Price lister
Apple Il
Apple II

£300
£855

P2
VI

CP/M
CP/M

£300
£199

131

T5
CP/M
Philips P2000

£400
£200
£400

M9
P4
14

'PET/CBM £12 H3

Product ManagementApple II £1500 T2 BOS
CP/M

£1500
£1500

14
V2

Sirius
Vector £400 14Apple it £1470 L4 CP/M £1000 XI Act Sirius 1 £245 C7

Office adminApple I! £300 W2
Production analysisApple II

CBM/8032
£199
£1500

T5
P3

CP/M
CP/M

£600
£495

A2
C9 Apple II f 100 S4

Apple II £75 P2
CP/M £950 L I IBM £495 C9 Pad to plotter systems
CP/M £750 C4 North Star Production control
CP/M £1100 GI Horizon £350 M3 Apple II £250 P2

CBM/8032 £650+ P3CP/M £990 M3 PET/CBM £199 T5 Apple II £180 C8

CP/M
CP/M

£690
£900

135

135

Philips P2000
Sirius

£400
£495

P4
C9 Payroll

CP/M
PET/CBM

£2400
£650 +

V2
P3

Act Sirius 1 £300 + 01 Prof appts groupsCP/M £950 133
Superbrain £350 M3

CP/M £1200 SI I Tandy Model II £265 01 Act Sirius 1 £195 Al
8080/Z80 £275 G3CP/M £199 T5 UCSD-p £350 S4 Apple II £200 S2

CP/M £3400 M9 Job order control Apple II POR S5 Prof appts individ
Cromemco £690 I35 Apple Il POR K I

8080/280 £275 G3 8080/Z80 £220 G3
Cromemco £900 B5 Apple II f200 P2

Famos £2000 M2 Legal precedents Apple II £375 V I Prof client billing
MZ-80K
North Star

£150 P2 Apple II
Apple II

£375
£250P

C6
S4CP/M £1150 C4 8080/280 £330 G3

Horizon
North Star

£950 83 Leisure
Apple II
Apple II

£490
£199

L4
15

Programming aids

Apple II £550 W5 Apple II £40 P2Horizon £690 85 CBM/8032 £375 P3
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COMPANY SUFFERS
LARGE THEFT ANDDAMAGE TO
COMPUTERS
THE further prospects ofha been seriously affected

CAN YOU AFFORD
SIMPLY TO HOPE
YOUR INSURANCE

IS 0.K?
Following the continuing success of
computer insurance for users we have developed
111361-giitaitlic for computer dealers, software
houses and allied businesses giving:-

* WIDE COVER

* SAVINGS

* SECURITY

* DISCOUNTS

'All Risks' anywhere in the U.K.
including transits, demonstrations,
hotels, exhibitions, equipment 'on loan'.
Professional Indemnity and Legal
Expenses insurance optional.

stlILLIILLIPLL,c gives you
excellent value for money with
significant premium savings. Are your
present premiums based on 'video'
rates?
All 11113(ifLLAILLIElikc and
ttLitatLMIZ policies are
underwritten by members of the British
Insurance Association.
Extra savings for members of the
Computer Trade Association.

11(i10LJULITUtif Computer Insurance for Users
gives:-
* SAVINGS Very significant savings over the cost

of a full maintenance contract
* CHOICE Repairer of your choice coupled with a

speedy, efficient claims service
* AUTOMATIC ADDITIONAL COVER

a) 'All Risks', including transit, on all equipment
b) Additional expenses, including those of hiring

alternative equipment and recompiling data etc.

Quotations from (quote full value of computers and stock):-

HALSEY & COMPANY
205 Passage Road,
Bristol, BS10 7DL.
Avon.
Telephone (0272) 503716

Independent Registered Life and General Insurance Brokers
Official Brokers to the Computer Trade Association

Approved Agencies given

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES

TORCH Z80 DISK PACK + FREE SOFTWARE £730
Price of complete system including BBC model B, Printer, etc..

AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
OUR RANGE INCLUDES: ALL EPSON & MICROLINE PRINTERS,
VIDEO PRINTERS, SEIKOSHA, TEC 1550 & ANADEX PRINTERS

WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS
OUR RANGE INCLUDES: ALL BROTHER & NEC PRINTERS

OLYMPIA, RICOH, TEC, QUME, DIABLO 630 & THE JUKI 6100

MCP -40 PRINTER & PLOTTER
* 4 colours
* 40 or 80 characters

per line, ideal for
plotting charts, etc..

* High resolution -100 s/inch

OUR PRICE £118

BROTHER EP44 - £200

7 & &

BASF FLOPPY DISKS OTHER BASF MEDIA
8" DISKS, DISK PACK

COMPUTER TAPES,

DISK CARTRIDGES

WE CAN SUPPLY: RIBBONS, LISTING PAPER, BUSINESS FORMS,
LABELS, DISK STORAGE EQUIPMENT, CLEANING KITS, CABLES,
LISTING PAPER BINDERS, PRINTERS, PLOTTERS & MONITORS

All prices are exclusive of delivery and VAT.

TELEPHONE TO ORDER OR FOR FURTHER DETAILS

01-998 3700.
FREE PRICE LIST AVAILABLE. FULL BACK-UP SERVICE.

10 S-Sided/S-Density £15

10 S-Sided/D-Density £22

10 D-Sided/D-Density £24

T.F.H.DESIGNS
109 HIGHVIEW ROAD, EALING, LONDON W13 OHL.

A BUREAU FOR
YOUR COMPUTER

ONLY

£29.95
+ £6 P&P

* Easy to assemble
* Robustly built
* Rich teak finish
* Adjustable divider

positions
* Big storage shelf

for manuals &
libraries

* Approx size
width 37" height 36"
depth 18"

PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY

POST THIS COUPON TODAY!

Please send me a Computer Bureau
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £35.95 (inc. P&P).

Name

Address

Post Code
Send to:

Stuart Computer Tables, Unit -1, Stechford Trading Estate, B'ham
B338BX



PACKAGES
Application/Machine Price Code Application/Machine Price Code Application/Machine Price Code ApplicationNachine Price Code

Project mangagement Apple II £199 15 CP/M £350 Ul Purchase ledger £200 M 1
Apple £695 MI3 Challenger £25 C7 CP/M £495 C9 Purchase ledger £225 M 1 I

CBM/8032 990 CII CP/M £450 GI Cromemco £700 85 Purchase ledger £375 TI
IBM 1100 MI3 CP/M £500 L3 Famos £1500 M2 Purchase ledger £375 TI
IBM 1600 CII CP/M £425 LI its" £395 132 Sales ledger £90 MI
Sirius 990 M13 CP/M £400 M3 IBM £495 C13 Sales ledger £90 MI
Sirius 1600 CII CP/M £400 135

MZ-80K £150 P2 Sales ledger £225 MI I
Victor £990 MI3 CP/M £365 S7 North Star Sales ledger £225 TI

CP/M £350 B3 Horizon £250 B3 Sales ledger £375 T IProperty management CP/M £300 WI North Star Statistics £45 S2
CP/M £750- CP/M £425 SI I Horizon £900 M3 Stock control/recording £30-50 M 1

-15000 C4 CP/M £495 T4 PET/CBM £195 12 Stock control/recording £300 MI
CP/M £400 M3 CP/M £200 M5 PET/CBM £300 B4 Stock control/recording £200 MII
CP/M £1000 BI CP/M £300 BI PET/CBM £150 C2 Stock control/recording £48 S2
North Star CP/M £199 T5 PET/CBM £150 JI Stock control/recording £115 31
Horizon £400 M3 CP/M £400 G4 PET/CBM £150 G2 Stock control/recording £200 TI

Superbrain £400 M3 CP/M £950- PET/CBM £250 RI Stock control/recording £375 TI
UCSD-p £175 S4 -1250 V2 PET/CBM £35/25 H3 Stock control/recording L265 01

CP/M POR W4 PET/CBM £199 T5 Time/cost recording POR MlPublishers System CP/M £400 M9 Philips P2000 £300 P4 Time/cost recording £575 MI
CP/M £1850 S7 CP/M £249 PI Sirius £495 C9 VAT register £15 MI I

Purchase ledger CP/M
CP/M-86

£390
£500

HI
02

Sorcerer £390 L2
Superbrain £900 M3

Video hire system £460 A4
Word processing £74 MI

Act Sirius I £395 AI Cromemco £400 B5 Superbrain £300 S6 Word processing £200 MI
Apple II £300 S5 IBM £390 HI Superbrain ' £450 T3 Word processing £45/95 JI
Apple II £300 K1 North Star Tandy Model I £30-50 MI Word processing £15 MI I
Apple II £295 C6 Horizon £250 83 Tandy Model II £300 M1 Word processing £30/60/
Apple II £300 P2 North Star Tandy Model I £48 S2 90 S2
Apple II £315 VI Horizon £400 M3 Tandy Model I £200 HI Word procesing £295+ 01
Apple II
Apple II

£250P
£300

S4
T2

North Star
Horizon £400 B5

Tandy Model I £115 JI
Tandy Modell £200 TI Typing tutor

Apple II £490 L4 PET/CBM £300 B4 Tandy Model I £375 TI CP/M £50-125 A5
Apple II
Challenger

£199
£25

T5
C7

PET/CBM
PET/CBM

£800
POR

Cl
JI

Tandy Model II £265 01
8080/Z80 £275 03 Utilities

CP/M £450 GI PET/CBM £200 C2 8080/Z80 £325 1.1 Apple II £40 P2
CP/M
CP/M

£500
4425

L3
LI

PET/CBM
PET/CBM

£350
£199

C7
T5 Survey analysis Apple II £20 C6

CP/M £50 B5
CP/M £400 M3 Philips P2000 £200 P4 CP/M £645 M6 ITT 2020 £20 C6
CP/M £400 135 Sharp PC 3201 £390 P2

Surveying Utility setCP/M £395 S7 Sorcerer £490 L2
CP/M 250 B3 Superbrain £400 M3 CP/M £500 G6 PET/CBM £78 H3
CP/M
CP/M

£300
£425

W I
SI I

Superbrain
Superbrain

£300
£199

S6
T5 Text file librarian Various engineering

CP/M £495 C/6 Tandy Model I £90 M1 Apple II £125 S4 Tor4tronix. E I
CP/M
CP/M

£200
£300

MS
81

Tandy Model Il
Tandy Model I

£90
£225

Ml
MI I Time/cost recording Various thermal insulation industry systems

CP/M £199 T5 Tandy Model I £225 TI Act Sirius I £800 SI BOS £2000+ T4
CP/M £950- Tandy Model II £375 TI Apple II £450 S2 Hewlett Packard El

-1250 V2 UCSD-p £350 S4 CBM/8032 £800 SI VAT masterCP/M FOR W4 £400 C5 CP/M £400 GI
CP/M £400 M9

/,.Vector
*CU0 Series £250 C2 CP/M £200 M3 PET/CBM £25 H3

CP/M £400 G4 /Z80 £275 G3 CP/M £250 133
VAT registerCP/M £450 Ul 0/Z80 £425 LI CP/M POR G4

CP/M £495 X2 8080/Z80 £390 HI CP/M £750 M6 Tandy Model I £15 M11
CP/M-86
Cromemco

£500 02
I35

CP/M POR W4
North StarS/L, P/L & stock control Video hire system

North Star Apple II £900 P2 Horizon £250 B3 Act Sirius I £125 C7
Horizon £250 B3 Apple II £1000 T2 North Star CP/M - £499 G4

North Star CP/M £1000 L3 Horizon £200 M3 CP/M £795 L5
Horizon £400 M3 CP/M £900 85 North Star Tandy Model Ill £460 A4

North Star CP/M £900 G4 Horizon £450 W 1
Video messageHorizon £400 B5 CP/M £1200 M9 Philips P2000 £300 P4

Sorcerer £490 L2 Cromemco £900 B5 Superbrain £200 M3 Apple £200 G3
Sirius £325 14 North Star Superbrain £800 SI

WarehousingSuperbrain £400 M3 Horizon £900 B5 Tandy Model 1 POR Ml
Superbrain £300 S6 Philips P2000 £950 P4 Tandy Model It £575 Ml CBM/8032 POR SI
PET/CBM
PET/CBM

£300
£200

B4
C2 Solicitor'sCBM/8032complete record accounting Tour operators package £375 P3

PET/CBM POR 31 Apple II £3000 S2 Sorcerer £2900 L2 Word processing
PET/CBM £350 H3 PET/CBM £1785 DI Travel agency sects ACT 800 £375 H4PET/CBM £199 T5 Act Sirius I £295-325 AlSolicitor's packagePhilips P2000
Sharp PC320I

£200
£300

P4
P2

Superbrain £800 S6 Act Sirius 1 £295 + 01
Apple II £60 S2

Act Sirius I £1400 SI Tandy Model ITandy Model I £90 MI CBM/8032 £1400 SI Apple II £75 K I
Database management/Tandy Model II £200 M 1 Compucorp £2000 QI Apple II £75 S5Tandy Model I £225 MI I CP/M £1250 M5 information retrieval £25-50 MI Apple II £150-300 P2Tandy Model I £225 TI CP/M £750 M6 Database management/ Apple II £75 JI

Tandy Model 11 £375 TI CP/M £2000 MI2 information retrieval £270 A4 Apple II £120 VI
UCSD-p £350 S4 Sorcerer £3500 L2 Database management/ Apple II £180/95 S4
Vector £400 C5 Superbrain £1400 SI information retrieval £60 S2 Apple II £30 C8Victor
8000 Series
8080/Z80

£325
£250
£275

14

C2
G3

tiStieSStatistics Database management/
information retrieval £32.50 MI I

Database management/

Apple II £500 T2
Apple II £99 T5
CP/M £260. C4

Apple 11 £150 G3
8080/Z80 £425 LI Apple It £100-195 P2 information retrieval 4150 JI CP/M £400 GI

Quotation estimating Apple II
Tandy Model I

£140
£45

CS
S2

General ledger/NL £90 MI
General ledger/NL £200 MI
General ledger/NL £225 MI I
General ledger/NL £225/325T1
General ledger/NL £425 TI
Incomplete records £25 MI
Incomplete records £40 Ml 1

CP/M £250 M3
CP/M £250 SII
CP/M £1000 BI
CP/M £99 T5
CP/M £420 V2
CP/M £295 X2
CP/M £350 MI2

Act Sirius I
CP/M
Philips P2000

£125
POR
£400

C7
G4
P4

Stock control/recording

Act Sirius I
Act Sirius I
Apple II

£265
£195
POR

01
Al
K1Recruitment Agency

Act Sirius I £345 C7 Apple 11 FOR S5 Invoicing £90 MI
Apple II
Apple II

£150
£80

G3
S2

Invoicing £280 A4
Invoicing £200 MI £500CP/M

£295 M4
Famos M2Reinforcement bar schedule
IBM £295 M14

Apple II £150 S8 Apple II £75/300 P2
VI

Invoicing £75 TI
£125 TI IBM £375 B2

Renewals ledger
Apple II
Apple II

£285
£500 S4

Invoicing
Invoicing £265 01

North Star
Horizon £250 M3

Philip P2000 £200 P4 Apple 11 £490 L4 Integrated accts £300 MI PET/CBM £375 H4Apple II £199 TS Integrated accts £550 A4 PET/CBM £325 C5Report generator M/8032 £175 P3 Integrated accts £600 MI PET/CBM £75/150 C2
CP/M POR G4 M/8032 £199 15 Integrated accts £75 31 PET/CBM £75/150 JI

Challenger £25 C7 Integrated accts £795 01 PET/CBM £75/150 G2Requirements planning CP/M £325 LI Investment portfolio £20 S2 PET/CBM £35 H3
CP/M £700 V2 CP/M

CP/M

£750-
1500
£350

C4
GI

Invoicing £25 MI I
Job costing 4265 01
Mailing list £40 MI

PET/CBM £249 P5
Philips P2000 £230 P4
Superbrain £250 M3

Resource optimiser

Apple II

Sales ledger

£295 CIO CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

£900
£700
£550

M3
135

I35

Mailing list £75 MI
Mailing list £25/38/

55 MI I

Tandy Model I £50/75 MI
Tandy Model II £74-50 MI
Tandy Model I £200 S2

Act Sirius I £395 Al CP/M £250 B3 Mailing list £50-150 S2 Tandy Model I £45/95 31
Apple II
Apple II

£300
£300

S5
K I

CP/M
CP/M

£300
£395

W I
G6

Mail shot £75 + G4
Mail shot £160 Al Tandy Model I £15

Tandy Model II £2
H I

95 + 01
Apple II £295 C6 CP/M £450 MS Mail shot £75 + G4 Vector £400 CS
Apple II £300 P2 CP/M £300 BI Payroll £200 MI I 8000 Series £250 C2
Apple II £3t5 VI CP/M £199 15 Payroll £218 TI
Apple Il £250P S4 CP/M £500 G4 Payroll £375 TI Work In Progress
Apple II £600 T2 CP/M £400 M9 Payroll £300+ 01

CP/M £850 I35Apple II £490 L4 CP/M £249 PI Purchase ledger £90 MI
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There's only
one personal

computer shop
worth visiting...

Personal

Computers
Personal Computers Ltd., the U.K.'s first

personal computer company, now have a Home
Computer shop, where you will find the best

hardware and a vast range of the latest
software-in stock!

PLUS SPECIAL DEALS ON MOST ITEMS!

MAIN DEALERS FOR

ATARI  COMMODORE 64
SINCLAIR SPECTRUM  VIC 20

call in and see for
yourself!

218 BISHOPSGATE, LONDON EC2M
Tel. 377 2060

DISCOUNT PRINTERS
EPSON RRP C&E PRICE
RX8OT £279 £219
RX8OFT £319 £249
FX80 £438 £339
MX100 £475 £376
FX100 £569 £447
MANNESMANN TALLY DOT MATRIX
+ Correspondence quality
MT 80, 80 COL, 80 CPS £260 £210
MT 160, 80 COL, 160 CPS £499 £420
MT 180, 180 COL, 132 CPS £749 £600
MT 180 Commodore IEEE 488 £749 £600
DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Daisyshep 2000, 16 CPS Qume
compatible £289
TEC F10-40 Daisy £1,285 £950
Watanabe MP 100 Plotter £750
APRICOT EXPANSION
MEMORY 256 K £395

512K £695
PHONE FOR LATEST PRICES ON HARDWARE & SOFTWARE

Delivery: £7 per unit (Securicor) £4 per unit (G.P.O.)
Note: All prices exclude VAT CASH WITH ORDER

C&E
Micro

smysi

apricot
C & E MICROTRONICS LTD.
Unit 3, Walderslade Centre,

Walderslade Road, Chatham, Kent ME5 9LR

MEDWAY (0634) 63036

DISCOUNT S/WARE
FOR YOUR
NEWBRAIN

ADVENTURES
120 rooms. 50 treasures and dozens of monsters to do battle with, make this a very
exciting game. Machine Code. Save game facility. RRP £9.00, our price £5.00.

CRIBBAGE
Learn the techniques of the game by playing against the computer: Normal rules with
full instructions for the beginner. RRP £5.00. our price £3.00.

CHESS
The original Grundy version with exceptional graphics and several levels of play. RRP
£13.00, our price £7.00.

OTHELLO
Another high resolution Graphics game. RRP £5.00, our price £3.00.

WOODCUTTER
A very fast Arcade type game. RRP £5.00. our price £3.00.

NEWBAS
Quite definitely the best Z80 Assembler. RRP £40, our price £20.

BRAINWRITER
A word processor with many features. RRP £34.50, our price £18.00.

DIRECTORY II
A fast search card -index Database. RRP £20, our price £10.00.

UTILITIES
Graphics dump (Epson. Oki, Star). Renumber printer line lengthener etc. RRP
£15.00, our price £8.00.

PAGES
Automatic display system, word processor and 20 page storage facility with print out.
RRP £35.00, our price £10.00.

DIARY
Keeps 365 days appointments-as used by an airline in Jersey. RRP£100.00,our price
£50.00

Special for * floppy disk offer * BASF and Disky - perfect quality disks.
Never again at this price!! 40 track or 80 track (state which).
Packet of five disks . £6.00 per pack.

NO EXTRAS, WE PAY THE POSTAGE

CLARE COMPUTERS
NETHERGATE STREET, CLARE, SUFFOLK

Plus -1
Computing

A wide range of software is available by
mail order, for example:

LOTUS 1-2-3 £325
WORDSTAR £290
dBASEII £375
FRIDAY! £195

... AND MORE!

We also supply application software, either
packaged or tailored to meet your
business's special requirements.
Prices are exclusive of VAT but include delivery charges
within the UK. On -site support for installation and training
is available as an optional extra. Access and Visa accepted.

Send for a full price list and further details from:

PLUS -1 COMPUTING
36 BOSTON PLACE, LONDON NW1 6ER
TELEPHONE: 01-723 8646

348 PC W



Readers will be pleased to know that, due to our clever layout ideas, the
Transaction File is up-to-date and waiting cut down considerably. Ads are
accepted only on the form below for a flat fee of £2.50. Please don't specify
issues as we can't oblige. Ads cannot be repeated unless separate forms are
sent in. We will only accept entries from non-commercial readers. Thank

you for cooperating.
 APPLE II Europlus. 80k,
centronics, RAM, language, + colour
cards. Apple monitor III + stand.
Apple disk drive II + disks TV
interface, all leads + manualsf 800.
Tel: Torrington 2979.
 Science of Cambridge Mk14,
micro. Anycondition. Contact Paul
Madgwick, Matterhornstrasse 62,
8000, Munich 82, West Germany.
HP21005, Mini -Mainframe £150,
Teletype TTY33 £120, High speed
tape reader£50, HST punch £50,
complete system £350. Tel: Wroxham
(06053)3154.
IIINEWBRAIN model AD.
Handbook, beginners guide and tape.

Hardly used. £200. Tel: Bandeswell
(036-288)451.
 SHARP MZ80K. Hi-resgraphics
board, Basic compiler and £150 plus
software, 48k RAM. Contact K A
Smith, 35 Maycock Grove,
Northwood, Middx or telephone
Northwood 26111 ext 435, Monday to
Friday 9-5pm.
*SHARP MZ80k. 2/4 MHZ, high res
graphicsboard, reset switch, external
volume control. Cc's software,
books. All first classcondition, £325
ono. Southend 48109 eves. Buyer
collects, will demonstrate.
IIIINEWBRAIN model AD.
Programs, manual and `Newbrain
Dissected' book £160. Epson
intelligent RS232 interface with 2k
buffer (type 8148)145. Tel: 01-994
2938 eves.
*SHARP MZ80K. 48k, reset,
volume, software, 3 Basics, machine,
Fortran, Forth, Assemblers,
w/processor, utilities, + games.
Interface for Epson/Shinwa printer.
Cover manuals, books. Delivery
possible. £290 ono. Darlington (0325)
467068.
*TELETYPE KSR33. 20MA loop
110 baud. Ideal cheapprinter.
Excellent working order + manuals.
Delivery considered. £75. Tel:
Darlington (0325)467068.
CASIO FY -702P pocket computer,
incl. printer and tape interface. 12
months old, asnew, £120 ono. Tel:
(031)3433696.
 SHARP MZ80K,48k, Basic,
Pascal, manuals, games, books of
programmes. Excellent condition,
hardly used as working away from
home. £235 ono. Tel: Brentwood
(0277)224336.
 6MH8 SHARP MZ80k. Single
disk, £400+ worth of software
including FDOS operating system,
Pascal, Fortran, Forth, XTAL Basic.
Over £1,300new. Owner going
abroad, reluctant sale, £500. Tel:
01-3493006, North London.
OSHARP MZ80K. 48k RAM, much
software including Word Pro +
manual, compiler, blue -keys, Basic +

5510, 5060. Some games, H/Finance
etc. Manuals, books, very good
condition, £270 ono. Tel: Accrington
(0254)32653.
 P8000 Production Eprom
Programmer. Up to 8 x 27128 blank
check. RS232C interface. Also
UV141T eraser unit. £450 ono.
Contact Adrian Loening. Tel:
Coventry (0203)21633.
*NEC PC8031BE. Dual disc drive,
new unused, with controller PC8033
for NEC PC8001BE. Manual, high
quality unit, see PCWJune 1981. £475
. Wanted HP41C accessories. Tel:
Peter on 01-3005275 after 7pm.
 SUPERBRAIN QD. 1.4Mbyte
computer £1200 and Microline 83A
printer £300. Bankrupt stock. All one
year old and less than half list price.
Tel: 024976601.
1,64k TUSCAN S100 with twin
DS/DD discs and software. Current
cost over £2,900, ft ,150 ono. AIso48k
Lynx £135 . Full details from Tony
Sweetsur. Tel: 078288459 (home);
0614869292 (work).
*VIDEO GENIE, EG 3003,16k,
C/W, I/case, sound integral cassette,
software including editor, assembler,
monitor, LEV 4 Basic, + a few games
£150 ono. Tel: 0469 77661.
*BBC model B. 1.20S, Wordwise,
green screen monitor, cassette player.
All with original boxes in good
condition. Lots of software,
magazines, books and club
newsletters. Tel: 01-8635301.
 SHARP MZ-?K. 48k, printer,
MZ80P3 and interface unit MZ80
1)0, very good condition, lots of
software, utilities andmanuals, £550
ono. Tel: Edward, Nuneaton (0203)
373504 (eves).
 SHARP MZ-80K. 48k, Enhanced
Basic, Pascal, Forth, M.Code,
Editor-Assem, reloc-loader, sym.
debber, Fortran, + manuals. Offers
over£250 welcome. Tel: 01-2542334
(eves and weekends).
IIILYNX, 48k. Excellent condition,
includesserial printer cable,
newsletters and manual. A bargain at
£149 ono or swap for ZX Spectrum.
Tel: Newark (0636) 79786, ask for
Andrew.
 PET. Commodore 3016,16k, new
ROM, large keyboard with manual,
sound box, cassette and many
programs. Excellent condition, £250
ono. Tel: Basingstoke (0256)23959.
ONEWBRAIN 'A'. Asnew £90.
Proceeds for charity, (Save The
Children), quick sale needed to
sponsor a child in the Third World.
Write, Richard Thompson , St .
Catherine's College, Cambridge.
(*APPLE, 64k, 2 drives, RGB
monitor and orange/black monitor,
Epson MX80 FT 2 printer, 80

column, Z-80 card, over 50 disks
including Wordstar, SBase, Visicalc,
many games. Other extras. £1,250.
Garton. 01-2574012.
//BBC model& 12 months old.
Leads, manual, + official BBC
cassette recorder and £250 worth of
software. Selling to buy an Apple.
£350. Tel: 01-8880073.
*COLUMBIA Data Products.
1503-3 multi-user CP/M, MP/M. Lots
of good business software, LSI
ADM3A terminal, Olivetti daisy
printer. Seller desperate -first
reasonableoffer secures. As new. Tel:
Barry on Windsor (07535)59183.
OUK101. 32k DRAM card, 64 x 32
display, disk controller, toolkit 2,
Forth, Wordwizard disks. Quick sale,
will split, offets?. Also Teac 51/4in
drive £110. Sieikosha GP801110. Tel:
Geoff on 01-5051761 or 01-7398422
ext 120.
*COMMODORE PET 4.0. 32k ,
with cassette and software including
Invaders, Treasure Trove 1,2,7,
assembler, speech, etc. With manuals
all very g condition £350 ono. Tel:
Heywood 60854 after 5.30pm.
*BBC model B. Disc interface,
Watford DES ROM, Wordwise,
Cumana DS/DD 400k single drive,
own PSU. Zenith monitor 12"green
screen. Epsom MX8OFT3 printer
£900. May split. Tel: 01-8689517 after

7Cm131 BBC `B'. DFS, ZX400k drives,
Econet, Z8Osecond processor, View,
Wordwise, Beebcalc, most
Acornsoft , including Forth,
Advanced user guide, joysticks, etc.
Worth over £2,000, £1,3190 ono. Tel:
Welwyn Gardin City 25824.
BBCB. With Acorn DFS, + Teac
100k slimline disc drive, joysticks, and
all my software and magazines £520.
Tandy CGP115 colour printer with
BBC lead £115. Tel: 066333907.
*TANDY TRS-80, 16kLii, excellent
condition, all manuals, leads etc, inc
£200 software (Temple-of-Apshai,
Edtasu, Adventuresetc etc). Ideal
first computer £99 or highest offer.
Tel: Chris on 0701461563 (Hants).
OTRS80. 48k, L11, monitor, single
disk, Epson F/T80 printer, leads,
manuals, LDOS, NewDos 80+,
TRSDos, Accel 3, Scripsit, Visicalc.
Dozensof software disks, dozensof
games. £700. Tel: Wells (0749)75783.
 OLIVETTI ET351. Text editor for
sale including twin disk drive plus
quantity of discs etc, £1,500. Tel:
01-3630356.
APPLE II. Fully working, £300.
Tel: Smith on 01-4665026.
IDAPPLE II. 48k, with disk drive,
monitor and software. All for £650
ono. Tel: 0442833571 (after 6pm).
*BBC model B. OS1.2, Wordwise,
Beebcalc. chine, manuals, tapes

including Music Processor, Microtax,
all Atom user, Beebug magazines,
CCR800cassette recorder, £350. Tel:
Orpington 25052.
("SHARP MZ80K. 48k, excellent
condition, manuals with two Basic
tapes andChess, Bridge, Labyrinth ,
Gomoku and othergames, with
original box. Bargain at £220. Tel:
Lincoln 293.
 LYNX. 48k, immaculate condition,
unused andstill in box. All leads,
manuals and two user mugs. Bargain
at £160. Write to Ian Paton, 39 Yates
Street, Liverpool L86 RD.
 SHARP MZ-80K, 48k, integral
monitor, cassette, boxed, excellent
condition, 4 Basics , software, 15 spare
cassettes, cover, reset switch,
manuals, Z80 book. £300 ono,
bargain. Tel: Barnsley (0226)766342
(after 4pm).
 COMMODORE 4032. Cassette +
Commando and Arrow. Many games
including Petchess and Apshai. £350
ono. Tel: Oliver on 0684568757 (after

2 rm).SHARP MZ-80A. 48k, excellent
condition, boxed with dust cover,
manuals, software worth £100,
includes Space Invaders, Erogger,
Pac-Man, Horse Race Analysis,
Adventures etc. £380cash. Tel:
Rochdale (0706)31489.
*BBC 'B'. Cassette deck, including
cables, manuals, Beyond Basic. With
£400 worth of software, Atari joystick
adaptor, OS 1.2, 12 months old,
excellent condition. Must sell quickly,
moving abroad. £440 ono. Tel: 01-994
8385.
 GEMINI. RAM64k card £75 ,
Eprom card £50, Nascom I/O card
fully populated £75 , Hobbit tape
system (for NASCOM) +13
cassettes! £75 ono. Tel: Brighton
(0273)506569 (eve).
 SHARP MZ-80K. 48k RAM,
manuals, books, Sharpsoft usernotes,
various Basics, Forth, Assembler,
Machine Code, Pacman, Space
Invaders etc. Excellent condtion in
original box. Just £275, possible
delivery. Tel: Reading 508434.
OTRS80 Model I. Green monitor
£50. First disc drive with TRSDOS
and SmallDos £150. Tel: Rayleigh
Essex (0268)743967 after 6pm or
weekends.
 NEWBRAIN AD 32k. High
resolution monitor. software
technical manual, assembler, tape
recorder andall leads necesary. £310
ono, can split, buyer collects. Tel:
Keyworth 3465.
 SHARP MZ80K. MZ8OFD +
MZ80P3 + MZ801/0. Includes
manuals, leads, user notes, toolkit,
XTaI Basic, Fig -Forth + many games
Incl. Invaders, The Valley, Star Trek.

£750 ono. Tel: South Benfleet (03745)
56940.
 APPLE software -dBase II,
Visi-Calc, Magicalc, Applewriter.
Wordstar, Cobol, Payroll, Ledger,
many more business, utilities,
adventure, arcade games. Large
selection program manuals. SAE list,
J. Davey, 44, Hazelm ere Road,
Stevenage, Herts.
 SHARP MZ80K. 48k + speed
Basic, Forth, database and many
more business programs, games,
utilities. Also books and cover. All in
excellent condition £275. Tel: Dean
(0594)25142 eves.
IIIINEW SHARP MZ700. Built-in
cassette unit. 4 languages, loads and
loadsof software. Novelty soon wore
off. Just like new. Cost £300+ -
accept £225. Tel: Hornchurch (Essex)
(04024) 47330 eves.
 APPLE II. 48k, disk drive. Sony
TV/monitor, colour card, Digitek 16k
RAM card. Fortran & Pascal
software. Tool kit, latest games,
paddles, manuals, books. £1 ,COOono
Tel: DavidByfleet 41045.
*HEWLETT Packard HP41C
programmable calculator. Statistics
pack, mint condition, with all
manuals, case, overlay cards etc. First
offer over £100 secures. Tel: Crawley
(0293)885007 after 7pm.
'WANTED M6800 multi -board
computer. With plug-in cardsfor disc
control, Eprom burner, serial and
parallel peripheral ports + space for
experimental card. Tel: 049463868.
CBM business computer system.
PET 4032 computer, 32k , 12 in 80col
VDU, 8250 twin disk drive IMB each.
Epson MX80 printer, software, discs,
books, paper, £1,100 ono. Tel:
Huddersfield 512386.
ONASCOM 2 . 32k RAM, I/O board.
Kenilworth case, GM805 disk system
software, Pascal Zeap, Naspen,
Nasdiss, Debug, £650. Sinclair ZX81
16kRAM, DKTronics keyboard, £80.
Tel: Steve for details on 096923459.
OCOMPUTHINK double drives
with control board and lead £350.
Dolphin BD80 printer£175.
RS232/1-EEE 4888 interface unit
£100. All for Commodore PET. Tel:
Leics 673536.
ACORN ATOM 12+12k + BBC
Basic board, PSU, manuals, £130.
Tel: Cambridge (0223)213241.
TANDY hi -resolution graphics
unit, model 1, 380 x 192 resolution,
user definable characters (12 x 6),
demo software, onboard Eprom
16k/48k enhances basic. Also gives
lowercase. Cost £170 - accept £85.
Can instil. Tel: Fairseat 823126.
TRS-80 Model I, 48k, expansion
interface, monitor, editor/assembler
tape + games, utilities and books,
£225. Tel: Bath 833794.

TRANSACTION FILE ADVERTISEMENT FORM
All Transaction File ads must be submitted by readers on this form or a photo -copy of this form. Maximum 30 words. Print one word
per box, very clearly. Name,, address and/or telephone number must be included in the 30 words. All ads must be accompanied by a
flat fee of £2.50. Make cheques or POs payable to Personal Computer World. Ads accepted from private readers only. Ads cannot be
repeated (unless sent in on another form) and we cannot guarantee to print an ad in any specific issue. Please help our typesetter to
help you by printing your ad very clearly. Send form to: Transaction File PCW, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

Please find enclosed my cheque/PO for £2.50 for the following Transaction File ad.

L
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LI MicroSight

MicroSight I on the BBC model B includes:-
 A CCTV camera with lens and tripod.

MicroEye vision interface 256 x 300 resolution
with 8 bit video plus all cables.
Fully documented hardware and software.
MicroSight software package with area perimeter
routines as well as disk and printer dumps.
Hi Res software package with mode 0 display,
disk and printer dumps and thresholding.
Package using mode 2 high quality display.

All for £495 + VAT
MicroScale
An image processing package with editing area and
perimeter calculations, dimensioning, windowing,
threshold and contrast setting. £295 + VAT

MicroEye
Vision interface 256 x 300 resolution 256 grey
levels with full documentation and software for BBC
Sirius, IBM, Apple, RML, CBM etc. £295 + VAT

MicroScale II
Image analysis for the IBM PC with:-

Object area measurement (absolute and %)
Perimeter measurement to user defined scaling
User definable and standard windows.
Disk and printer dumps.
Dimensioning and object counting.
Fully documented C software. £1950 + VAT

Also available for Hewlett Packard and Sirius.

For further details contact:-

RS The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Herts. SG8 5QH Telephone (0223) 208926

STAINES 55659

The Spelthome Microsystems
Computer Centre has a wide
selection of

SOFTWARE
HARDWARE
PRINTERS

PERIPHERALS

We have the largest selection of
SOFTWARE in Middlesex for
the .

SPECTRUM, BBC, VIC 20.
CBM64, DRAGON, ORIC.

SORD, ATARI

We stock a wide range of
peripherals -

-k PADDLES *
* JOYSTICKS *
* MONITORS *

* RECORDERS *

We will replace any goods sold
instantly where they prove
defective.

If you are looking fora complete
range of computers with all the
software for

* GAMES *
* EDUCATION *

or
* BUSINESS *

pay a visit to our showrooms,
open 6 days a week, 9-6.00pm

and see our special offers.

Showrooms are in Staines High
Street opposite MFI

DEALERS
Our range of
JOYSTICKS
PADDLES

SOFTWARE

offer increased
earnings, and our

ALFA range is

unbeatable- contact
Debbie

0784-55554

Spelthorne Microsystems Ltd
2 Kingston Road
Staines, Middx
0784-55659,55554
Telephone your order now

BARCLAYCARD ACCEPTED

Introducing the low-cost high -value

ALIA
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM

0,,E1195.00 VAT

COMPARE THE SPECIFICATION

 12" High Resolution, Green Phosphur Monitor
 DUAL 500K FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
 STATE-OF-THE-ART Z80 Multi Processor CPU
 Professional QWER TY keyboard
 British Design & Build
III 12 months warranty

COMPARE SOFTWARE
II Industry Compatible CP/M" (Digital Research)
 Intelligent Systems Guide
 Integrated Accounting System

- SAGE (Normal cost £375.00 + VAT)
- Sales Ledger- Purchase Ledger
- Nominal Ledger
Optional - Stock control - Invoicing

 Word Processing, Select from our list
Over 10,000 other Programs to choose from at competitive
prices from SMCC & suppliers.

COMPARE THE SERVICE
II 12 months -8 hour response' for maintenance in UK for

£100.00 + VAT
ON -SITE - BY NAS

 Instant support for problems and upgrades
 14 Day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

' average On site response time during normal working hours

COMPARE PRICES
ALFA -D 2x500K drives
ALFA -DI ... 2x1Mbyte drives
ALFA-DW 6Mbyte Winchester
ALFA -DWI ... 12Mbyte Winchester
Prices cwo, delivery extra, subject to order confirmation.

£1195.00 + VAT
£1495.00 + VAT
£1995.00 VAT
£2495.00 - VAT

COMPARE PRINTERS
STAR 10x Matrix 80-136 Columns
STAR DP8480 Matrix, 132 Columns
EPSON-RX8OT Matrix
EPSON FX80 High Quality Matrix
SILVER REED EXP500 15cps Daisywheel
DIABLO 630 API Quality Daisywheel
DIRECTOR DY40 40cps Daisywheel
Other models available. POA.
Offers subject to availability: prices cwo, post, delivery extra

£189 + VAT
E199 + VAT
E220 + VAT
£350 + VAT
£345 + VAT

£1495 + VAT
£995 + VAT

COMPARE ADD-ONS
NETWORKING -LINK 250 ALFA'S from £150

 Modems - from £79.95
 RAM upgrades - from £75.00
 COMMUNICATIONS - MICRO, MAINFRAME
la HIGH RESOLUTION COLOUR MONITOR £995

includes Pluto board'

FREE QUOTATION

Whatever your application, SMCC can save you £££'s, we
can assist you in SOFTWARE selection and resolve your
problems ... Try SMCC before you buy your computer
system, you will receive a service second to none and what
can you lose from our FREE Quotation Service?

RING SMCC -
STAINES 55659
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TRANSACTION FILE
*PROFESSIONAL Apple ONASCOM. NAS-SYS 3, graphics printer interface, RS -232 + paddles NAS-SYS III, Zeap (ROM), Appleparallel card. Excellent
compatible system, 80k RAM, 2 ROMS, assemblers, disassemblers, and professional monitor. Only £999. Dis/Debug, Pascal, hullforth, condition, owner upgrading. Realistic
drives, RS232 centronics parts. 12in
high-res monitor, £1,199. Shugart 8in

NAS-debuger, Basic,
Cottis/Blandford interface,

Call Umesh after 6pm. Tel: 01-985
2548. Hurry!

Des-Mos, Dcs-Dash, plus much more
software (cassette). All

price £300 ono. Tel: Wakefield (0924)
255681 (anytime).

dnves, f 160, centronics 101 printer, motherboard, buffer (NASCOM) *CENTRONICS 101AL heavy duty documentation £350. Tel: (0827)  PET 32k, new ROM, toolkit,
160cps £60. Full Duplex modem 300 and micropower 64k RAM (both matrixprinter. 132 column tractor 892183. cassette/soundbox, manuals, many
baud £75. Tel: (0435)830 680. faultybut diag.nosed). Many other feed. RS 232 serial or parallel  Sharp MZ80-A. Built-in monitor progs and mags £300. 2031 disk +
ACULAB floppy tape for TRS 80 g dies,PSLI, £130. Tel: Canterbury interface. Complete with stand and + tape, perfect condition , boxed, Diskoprochipf 300 ono. Tel:
with manual and approx 20 wafers. 710720 eves. service manual. £100. Tel : Nantwich extended Basicand Defender tapes. Maidenhead 73667.
Perfect condition, hardly used, £60
ono. Tel: Horley (02934)76683, ask

*SHARP MZ80K. 48k with Basic,
manual, user mags 1-7 + 3 others,

(0270)68165 after 6pm.
11111SUPERBRAINMKI (QD),

Manuals. £299 ono. Tel: (0383)
720549 after 5pm.

HP2100Sm ini mainframe £150,
TTY33 £120, High speed tape

for Nicholas. Basic and Forth tapes, dust cover, £1,250. Wordstar, Mailmerge,DBase  Printer , Trendcom 100, Thermal recorder f 50, HSTpunch £50, X -Y
*ATARI Writer, new word original packaging, £280 inc postage. II, MBasic, CBasic,BStam. dot matrix 40 column and high plotter £50 orcomplete system £350.
processor£50. Interface module mint
cond, £110 ono. Visicorps Visicalcfor

Trevor Day, 19 Drayton Road,
Cambridge CB1 4EU

Macro -80, Pascal , Bascom and more.
Also Rutishauser sheet feeder (fits

resolution graphics, 40C. P.S fitted
with IEEE 488 interface and lead £95

Tel: Wroxham (OW53) 3154.
11111NEWBRAIN AD, almost new

Atari, unused, cost £160- accept most printers) £280. Tel: 01.229 8802. ono. Tel: Heme156576. £170. Also Sanyo 12in hi-res monitor.
£120. Also various games, half price.
Tel: 0582 28209 (Luton).
 DBASE II £185 ono. For Osborne

*VIDEO GENIE I. Mint condition,
original box, manuals etc. Some
games, £120. Tel: Mr Cole on 01-921

*SIRIUS Act 1. I am a new user and
looking for people in NW London to
exchange information, hints and

VIC-20. 16k RAM pack, and
software worth £150. +C2N
taperecorder 5 months old, under

green phosphor screen with anti -glare
cover, model DM8112CX, almost
new £75. Tel: Bristol (0272) 690345.

I, Cardbox, £70 ono. Sanyo green
monitor , f85 ono. All asnew. Tel:
Marriott on 01-736 5898.

8128 day or (0732)848132 after 6pm.
OZX81, 16k RAM. DKTronics
keyboard. in full working order as

ideas. Tel: 01-3285625
(eves weekends).
*COLOUR GENIE Series I

guarantee. Books and joysticks and
printer optional. Worth £300sell £200
only with accessories £400. Tel: John

*Unused APPLE Ile, boxed,
£620+ VAT. Tel: 01-743 8751.
*APPLE Ile system. As new, disc

*OSBORNE 01. Double density + new. lOgames including Multifile. computer. 16k, 16 colours, 3sound Tucker, (0622) 843385 6.30-9pm drive, 80column card, TV modulator,
CP/MCBasic, MBasic, Wordstar,
Supercalc, Mailmerge. Little used.

Complete with leadsetc, £80 ono. Tel:
Steve on 01-4864488 ext 318,

channels and software, Basic,
manuals and typewriter keyboard,

weekdays only.
e ATARI 400, 48k, cassette

paddles, software selection
£895 +VAT. Tel: 01-743 8751.

£950. Tel: Watlington (049161)2155. 9.30-6ym £125. Quick sale imminent. Tel: recorder, joysticks, manuals, Basic, IBM 320k. Diskette drive new!
 NASCOM 2. 32k RAM, NASYS 3, e AP LE II Europlus. 2 Apple Adam on 0476 63415 eves. musiccomposer, Pacman, Ricochet, Boxed, unopened. Best offer secures.
Zeap, Debug, Naspen, sound board drives, DO5 3.3. Kagamonitor, *WANTED for VIC 20, monitor, Pacific Coast Highway. Cost £455, Myerscough, Eldon Court, Eldon
+ many games including Logichess. Draxis daisywheel pnnter, 16k printer, disk drive, 64k RAM. accept £250. Tel: 021-705 1839 Grove, London NW3 5PN. Tel:
All hardware housed in Vero 19in
rack. £300 or offers. Tel:Newcastle

language card + 80 col card +
Mountain clock card, Versawriter Bennett Hill Farm, Salmonby,

Horncastle, Lincs. Tel: 06584 739.
(Solihull).
*Microsoft Basic 80 manual and disc

01-7946879.
 Sharp MZSOK, 48k. K Basic, A

(0632) 634197. graphics tablet, Applewriter II +  EXIDY SORCEROR II. 48k with (interpreter) for Torch/BBC. Pristine Basic, M/C, Pascal, Forth, Fortran,
IBMZ-80K. 48k RAM, includes Visifile + bookeeper + other BMC 12in monitor. Word processor, condition. MPI list price £232, accept Sargon, Chess, Monopoly + lotsof
screen, taperes, perfect condition, software, £1,450. Tel: 01-455 3608. development packs, software, £95. Tel: Hastings (0424)435 289. programs. VGC1300 ono. Tel:
dust cover, manuals, software worth *SPECTRUM 48k. Software cover. manuals & extras, only £550 ono. Tel: *APPLE II Europlus. 48k, and Cumbernauld (02367) 24501, Jimmie.
overf500. Asking£200 for computer Excellent condition, £100. Tel: 01-5040010. language card,2 Apple drives, Dos  Sanyo -1000, 64k RAM CpiM, 320k
andf 100for software. Nearest offers Redhill (0737)66650.  PET 3016. 16k, green screen, large 3.3, Kaga monitor, Praxis daisywheel drive, 12 inch screen, detachable
Tel: Ascot 21071, 8pm to lOpm.  ATARI 400. 48k, cassette, and keyboard, new ROM, cassette deck, printer, Visifile, Applewriter II, keyboard. Year old, hardly used, £950
 NASCOM2. 48k , cased with Zeap Basic, also over £1,000of professional books, manuals, some software £225 bookkeeper, 80 column card, Clock ono. Includes software, disks,
assembler, Nasdis, Debug, Naspen programs including Donkey Kong, ono. Tel: Marlow (06284)74623. card, graphicstablet, one year old, centronics, RS -232, programmable
text editor, Sargon Chess, all Dig -Dug, Pengo, Youst, Popeye,  ZX-81. 16k RAM, printer over 30 hardly used (private) £1,600 ono. Tel: charactergenerator, Treben, 2
manuals, some games and magazines, Pole -Position. Joysticks, books,

,

games + other software, books. All in 01-455 3608 (eve). ICnowle Dr, Harpenden, Herts AL5
£150. Tel: Colchester 841293. manuals, all for only £200. Tel: 0903 original packing. All leadsetc. Cost *Printer, Texas Instruments silent 1RW. Tel: (05827) 66516 after 7pm.
 SHARP MZ80K. 48k RAM. Dust
cover, Zen assembler, monitor
listin manuals etc. Very goodg,

42013.
OTRS-80 Modell. 48k. 2 40TR

ND80, LDOS manualsdrives,ewos-
overf 200 -sell for £85. Tel: Jason on
01-553 5617 after 6p m.
 PET4032. (FAT 40), double disk

700dot matrix printer and keyboard
£150. Including manual, 5MBy to
cartridge disc drive, unused, (DRI

ONEWBFtAIN AD. Almost unused,
still in originalpacking, complete with
manual power supply , all leads. All

condition, £220 ono. Tel: Deepcut + software games and business drive, tractor printer, daisywheel 4000). Manual available, only £125. yours for only £160. Tel: Graeme Park
(0252) 836747 eves. programs. Value £500 -total cost printer, (spare daisywheels, ribbons), Tel: Newbury (0635)43855. on Kilbarchan 4142 or Lochwinnoch
IMENITHH89.MTR84. Zenith £750ono. Tel: (0702)587210 eves. Superscript word processor. Many OTandy TRS-80 Model I, LII, 16k 842972 now!
CPM 2.2 must go in exchange for 11111HITECH (LS100 Bus), high extras. Ideal for businesses. £1.550 with monitor etc and much software 11111NEWBRAIN AD, (the one with
Apple software (business) or resolution colour graphics board and ono. Tel:0702 610649 after 6pm. etc £15 0 ono. Tel: 01-994 1963. additional built-in display). With
hardware. Tel: 01-624 6080 (Ian, software. Half pricef 145. Lots of *Tuscan S100, 24k RAM, dual 380k handbook, beginners guide, cables
office hours). North Star format software, cheap, e 8  Commodore PET 4016. 12in each, SS/DD 5in drives, CP/N1 and etc, as new f 150. Tel: Park Street
IfITRS-80 Model I. Expansion CP/M, C/Basic, utilities. Must clear screen, including tape deck, disc Basic. Only £490. Hyder. Tel: 74156 (eve) or Radlett 2211 (day). Mr
interface 48k , £300. Green VDU, £50 now. Tel: (0293)515201. programs, Epror.n programmer, 01-427 7742 (eve and weekends only). Catchpole.
2 disk drives, £300. MX80 printer, *SHARP PC -1500. CE -150 printer, IEEE tocentronics interface, books.  APPLE III Europlus, Disk drive EITRS 80, 48k 22 Monitor, CTR80
£290, word processing and mailist CE -159, RAM/ROM. CE -151 RAM, Excellent condition. Offers around and controller and professional recorder, lowercase numeric keypad,
programs included. Tel: Richardson
(0482) 843303 (Hull) after 8pm.

CE -152 recorder, CE -153 software
board, CE -15A applications

£350. Tel: Aylesbury (0296)25984
(eve).

monitor. Loads of software and disks,
manuals andextra books and lessons if

programmes Scripsit mailing list and
games Aculab and Waifers, dot

*NEC PC8001. With hi-res colour software, £275 ono. Tel: Aldershot 111110RIC Atmos brand new all leads, you want, excellent condition £750. matrix printer. All leads £500 . Tel:
monitor and cassette. Excellent 24461, ext 2668, office hours. only £135 ono. Oric printerf 115 ,large 'el: (0244) 677712 (eve) (Chester). (09274)27733 (Northwood, Middx).
condition, games software and OWANTED M6800. Only selection Oric software half price. *Sharp MZ80K, 48k, twin drives, Ivor.
technical manual included. Mr A multi -board computer with disc, Finnally TI99 + Muncarran all leads interface. P3 printer, sales purchase, *EPSON HX-20 + microcassette
Pettit, 2 Caburn View, Fide . Nr Eprom burning and experimental £50ono. Tel: 01-485 8393 after 4pm. nominal ledgers on disk + other drive with 4 tapes. Carrying case and
Lewes, Sussex BN8 6LX. Tel: (079) board facilities. Tel: Beaconsfield,  APPLE11 interface boards. Aim 16 software. Excellent condition £850 charger included. As new 1450 ono.
159492. Bucks 3868 eves/weekends. channel 8 bit A/D convertor (used ono. Chris Clinch. Tel: Eastbourne Exchange for alternate system
 MICROLINE 80 printer. Friction  32k PET 4000 Series. With toolkit, twice) £60. UnusedCCS 7720A (0323) 23880 (day), 640950 (eve). considered. Tel: 01-435 0431 (8-5pm)
tractor, rollpaper, pound sign, dust cover. manuals and lots of parallel (PIA) board£35. Hobby Card 11Microprocessor board. Including or 01-960 6483 (after 6pm).
recently overhauled, ribbons, software, pristine condition, £295 £10. Tel: 041-942 1644 (eve). timer, I/0, and Basicchips. Fully  Acorn ATOM 12+12k and power
manual, parallel interface, £150 ono. ono. Also Supersoft faster Basicchip, Genie/TRS-80. Pascal compiler documented £67. Acorn ATOM, supply, £50 of software, II games
Brandes, 46 Field Way, Chalfont St £15. Tel: Flax Bourton 2830 (Bristol) V5.3 £50. VIDEO GENIE & 32k good working order. including colour including Chess. All leads, total worth
Peter, Bucks. Tel: (0753)882982. eves/weekends. expansion interface £350. Tandon board (needs software). Ideal for about £300, only 010 ono, with
IllaRS-80. 32k, interface, monitor , 3
double density disk drives and

IDVICTOR 9000 (Sirius). 128k,
1.2Mb drives, TEC FP 1500-25 daisy,

TM100-3, 80TRK drive £95. Write for
details and full list: Mike Tubby, P.O.

wordprocessor, bargain at £68. Tel:
Burscough 894948.

manual. Tel: Huddersfield (0484)
31546.

software including Visicalc, Profile accounting software (PL/SL/CB) Box 119, Leicester LE27EP.  DRAGON 32. Joysticks + OAPPLE11.48k+ disk drive and
and Editor Assembler. Excellent
condition , f 750 ono. Tel: Dave

modeller, WP/mail, manuals, disks,
stationery, 8 months warranty, little

 Sharp MX80K. 48k, hires, Xtal
Basic, Basicextensions, integer Basic

software including Donkey King,
Cyrus Chess, Dragon Forth. Price

controller, colour, clock, and
Alfmusiccards. Pascal, Spreadsheet ,

Milburn on 01-928 1777 X4110 days. used, worth over £4,500 -sell £3,500 compiler, Sharp and Hisoft Pascal, new over£300. My price £130 ono. andmany other programs and
 ATARI 400. 48k, joystick, Jumbo ono. Tel: 01-660 7979 eves. Knight's Fortran, £250 ono. Seikosha Tel: Nick Goodwin, Honey (029-34) manuals £895 ono. Tel: Bob on
Jet Pilot, Basic Defenders + manuals.  BBC Model B. Version 1.2 GP80D printer £100ono. Tel: 4405 (Surrey). Reading 760421 ext 365 during
18 months old, £200. Tel: Robert or operating system and all Acornsoft Medway 377755. TexasInstrumentsTI59. Magnetic working hoursonly.
David Fisher on 0l-9777689 after 5pn, games + VU -FILE database  Sharp MZ-80K. 48k, dust cover, card, mogrammable calculator and  SORCE.RER 52k, CP/Msystem .
weekdays only. package, £375 (genuine buyersonly). Knight s Basic, user manual, several PC100C pnnter unit. All twin 8in dnves (1.2m), monitor and
OTRS-80or GENIE software. Tel: 01-263 8730after 8pm. games, Lesil tape, £300. Tel: Norwich documentation, Maths module, all for lotsof software including Wordstar.
Microsoft Basic -80 compiler. Ryan *BARGAIN SE1KOSHA GP80A (0603) 20890after 6pm. J. Bond. 8 £175. Tel: (0753)655624 (West Microsoft disc, Basic and Fortran.
Macfarland Cobol compiler. printer with paper £80 or with Genie Dell Crescent, Dereham Road, London), ask for Keith. Buyer pascal MT+ . Tel: Keith,
Moimerx Pascal compiler. Forth interface £100. 21 Wheatcroft Close, Norwich, Norfolk NR5 8QB. collects or possibly can deliver. Southampton 789230 after 6pm,
language. Some books, original Danesmoor, Chesterfield,  PET. 32k RAM, professional  Chesscomputer, Morphy Encore. offers invited.
manuals and master disks. All half Derbyshire. Tel: Chesterfield 862461 keyboard, high resolution graphics, As new, little used, cost f 178, sell£100 *Sharp MZ-80K 48k RAM, Basic.
original price. Tel: 0482 867349. (work); Sheffie1d696832 (home). and 3022 printer. Must collect £400. ono. Features 91evelsof play Forth, Pascal, Fortran. Complete
*APPLE software. Arcade/ *PET 2001.8kRAM, small Tel: (0283)32415. Enpassant, Castling, Queening with with manuals, dust cover andmany
adventure games, business, utilities + keyboard, cover and green screen + 048k Spectrum, Microdrives, under promotions, Take back, Hint programs, £220 ono. Can deliver
over 150 software manuals. SAE list, J several books including PET printer, paper, lightpen, etc. Tel: 01-866 6195. Devon and Cornwall area. Tel:
Davey,44, Hazelmere Road, Revealed. Over 70 programs programmable joystick, RS232 ONEC-PC8001BE. 5 vol self tutor, (08403)409 (eve only).
Stevenage, Herts. including assembler, disassembler, interface and software for sale, cost rave reviews, asnew boxed complete  Sharp MZ-80K 48k , 2-4Mhz. Reset
ONEWBRAIN Model AD with
booksand software, immaculate

Tim, Backgammon, Chess, Tuition,
£200. Tel: Horsham 58609.

£507 new, will sell for £375 ono. Tel:
Mike, 01-959 7382.

with cablesand manuals. New £600,
sacrifice £300. 18 months old, friends

switch, hi-resgraphics board, external
volume control, + £££ software,

condition, hardly used. Bargain price *CORTEX. 64k, colour sprites. OTRS80 Modell. accessories gone BBChence sale. Tel: 01-866 books, magazines, user group notes,
off 120. M Othman , 27 Jermyn St , powerful, £300. Tangerine, Basic 26-1181 voice recognition unit £24. g195. etc. £325 ono. Tel: Southend (0702)
Liverpool L8 2XA. Please write. XBug fully expanded, 2 hi-res boards, 26-1180 speech synthesiser£42. Video  Sharp MZ-80K. 48k, dust cover, 48109.
 ITT 2020. 48k. Disk drive with
paddles, Jailbreak , 16k RAM card
and software. Little used. Tel: Biggin

offers. Apple software, Visicalc,
Applewnter, businessgraphics,
Omnis, Pascal, games galore,

monitor (black screen) £26. Light pen
£13. Carrycasef 12. Tel : 061440
8569.

many utilities, games, magazines,
books, including Zen, Forth,
Centipede. Excellent condition 1280

*Sharp MZ-80K + Epson printer
interface and graphics ROMS.
Massesof software including Wdpro

Hill 73958, £550 ono. hardware. Lots more. Tel: (0483) *Olivetti MIO, portable, 8k, tape, ono. May split. Also Quantum, Hi-res wordprocessor, Pascal , Forth, Chess
'VIDEO GENIE, EG 3003. sound 68116. printer and bar code reader ports, board £75. Tel: 01-771 5531 after 6pm. (3 versions!), Draughts. All the
included, built in cassette. Machine  BARGAIN, TRS-80, Model I, 8x 40 adjustable LCD display. Similar ONASCOM-2. 48k, Nas-case, arcade stuff. £295. Tel: (0603)618995
language programs, flight simulation, Level II. 16k, including.manuals, TANDY 100, built-in Basic, text, Nas-Sys3, graphics, prototype board (eve).
arcade Scramble + many others. perfect condition , in onginal telecomms, calendar software £425 with two sound generators, extension  Casio FX-702P pocket computer , as
Books + mags. Only £150 all in. Tel: packaging. Only £95 cash-nooffers ono. Tel: 01-539 1697 after 7pm. Basic, text formatter, games, toolkits, new in original packing. With FP -10
Bamsley41155. -first come first served. Tel: 01-599 Sharp MZ80K, 48k. Plus £100+ assembler, dis-assembler, little used printer, spare paper. Also FA -Z
EPSONHX 20. 32k with expansion 1611 (day). software and booksinc Sharp £350, offers. May deliver. Tel: cassette interface, "program library",
unit and microcassette drive,
travelling case transformer, games,

EXIDY SORCERER. 48k , single
315k floppy, professional green

assembler £350 ono. Tel: Sheffield
321953.

Driffield (0377)46919 (eve).
*Sharp PC1251, + CE125, various

and manualsf 75 ono. Tel: Glasgow
041-9423682.

software. Cost new, f 680, 4 months monitor, RS232 printer with eV. GENIE. Expansion box, 32k programs £125. Twin 80 track Teac  MZ80A 48K, + MZ80A Basic +
old -first £350. Tel: Sheffield Supercalc, T/maker, Spellbinder, (EG3014) in first classcondition £100. disc drivesfor Tandy TRS80£425. mZ8OK Basic (runs both MZ80A and
369000. compiler, many arcade gamesand Tel: (0454) 778336(Bristol). Tel: Tim Martin, 01.7366582. MZ8OK Basic programs). 40games +
OBYTEWRITER daisywheel nine Scott Adams original *VIDEO GENIE EG3003. Sound  Epson HX20 portable micro with Sharp software pack (5 tapes). Year
typewriter/printer for sale. Less than 1 adventures, £750. Tel: Herne Bay and all accessories including about £40 microcassette and some software, all old, new condition, boxed, incredible
year old. Centronics compatible (02273)4576. of Kansas programmes in VGC£75. in fitted case. Only 3 monthsold. Tel: bargain £360 ono. Tel: 01-560 6023
interface with TRS-80 Model 1 cable ,  APPLE II. 48k + disc drive. System Tel: (0454) 778336(Bristol). 01-242 3620 (day), 01-958 4452 (eve) eves.
1300 ono. Mark Burgin, West has following cards: 80 -column, Z-80, Nascom-2. Cased, 48k RAM, (Alan).  RESEARCH machines380Z. 12k
London. Tel: 01-567 2024. integer, language, Eprom writer, Gemini I/O board, Castle interface, OIDS440 Paper Tiger printer and ROM.32k RAM. RS232 board. Fast,
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TRANSACTION FILE
veryreliable and powerful. All
manuals etc. £200. Also Teletype 33k,
excellent working order, manuals,
stand, £150, together £300. Tel:

RAM cartridge, super expander
graphics cartndge , games software
worth £230+ , books worth £50. Total
system worth£400. For sale at £200

Equipment Corporation, DEC
PDP8/L, Not a toy. Minicomputer,
ideal for control and real time
processing. Access to professionally

(0484)515946, ask for M. Sarwar.
 Nascom 1. Upgraded 32k RAM,
Nas-sys 3, cuts, Zeap ROM, Futura
graphics board  enhanced Basic,

Anadex DP -800 printer. 80 LPM,
serial/parallel/ current loop interface,
£125. Tel: (0234)852942 (day), or
(0234)857491 (eve).

Sunbury62808days. ono. Tel: Mike on 01-4850556. written software through Decus, Naspen. Nascalc, Pascal, adventure 020 Verbatim Datalife double sided
 BBC'S '. Disc interface , control
data ZL I41B drive, new cassette.

IIIITRS-80/1, 48k, vdu, Genie
expansion box, cassette, lowercase,

£650. Exchange W. H. Y . tel: (0294)
822180.

games, tapes, books, magazines,
Creed teleprinter, cassette, TV, £250.

96 TPI 5
Sharp MZ 80B includes printer.

Zenith green screen monitor. £200 amplifier, 1250+ software, books TRS80 Model 1,48k, expansion Tel: Luton 26149. interface card, hi-res card, lotsof
best games, 12 discs including utility,
many extras, all cables, £700. Tel:

£350 or offer. Tel: Colin details.
Demo Erith 38298 after 6pm , 01-854

interface, Scripsit +1/c. Microchess,
many games + lotsof books. Hardly

OHP-34C. With rechargeable pack +
2 rechargeable batteries in good

software £800 ono. Tel: 01-6441944
eve. D. Sharma, 7 Croft Court, Prince

01-7647402 around 7pm. 8888 ext 2183 office hours. used, only £175. Tel: 01-57800360r condition. New £120, selling for only of Wales Road, Sutton, Surrey SM1
*PROFESSIONAL wordprocessor Sharp MZ80A. One month old, 01-3888190(work). £55. Tel: 01-9466637 after 7pm and 1PD
Burroughs Offiswriter 4CO.Pull
communicationsfacility, 12in screen,
twin disk drives, separate keyboard,
new condition, cost over£4,000-
only £900 for quick sale. Tel:0435

boxed with all software + dust cover
+Zen editor, assembler. Poverty
forcesquick sale. Tel: 01-7615921.
(VIDEO GENIE, + Eg3014
expansion interface (48k) and

 Nascom II, 32k RAM. 12k ROM.
Kenilworth case, "Hobit" digital tape
drive (6000 bps), Naspen, Hitachi
monitor, graphics chip. Will separate
or the lot for £400 ovno. Tel: Oxted

weekends.
 Epson TX -80, dot-matrix printer.
Upper and lowercase, block graphics,
friction paper feed, parallel interface.
Old model soonly £85 ono. Tel:

 Sharp MZ-80K 48k RAM, £225,
includes monitor and cassette deck.
Most languages include several
Basics, hundreds of games, utilities,
word processors etc. Cover user

830680. software £220 ono . Tel: Tarvin (0829) (08833 ) 6200. Coventry (0203)418576 (Cartwright). notes. (061)7968375 eve
 Commodore VIC 1540 disk drive, 40569.  Sharp MZ-80K, 48k RAM, built-in Commodore PET 2001. With (Manchester).
+ disks, leads, manual, + Vicfilef 160  BBC model B. With Star DP510 monitor and tape deck. Extras, Pascal Computhink and ICDE printer +  S100. DynamicRAM64k. By
ono. VIC 1515 printer + manual + printer and cassette recorder. Extras language, tapes, dust cover and cassette player, £80 software. All for Central Data Corp, £100. Tel: (041)
leads + paper. Needs new ribbon £130 include joysticksand software. Will Knight s Commander. Gamesinclude just £650 ono. Tel: Andrew on 01-444 3329999extn4786 during office
ono. Tel:01-3013930 after 6.30pm. include all issues of Beebug and Acorn Asteroids adn Electron 22622, 4754 (eve). hours.
 GENIE I 16k , 32k expander with User magazines. Must sell, £600. Tel: excellent condition £295. Tel: OTRS-80 Model 1 , Leve12. 48k, *BBC B. Immaculate condition.
RS232 and double density, 2 single Ingrebourne 40451. Broxton 450. lowercase mod, with monitor. Boxed Tonsof software , BBC datarecorder,
Teac drives, Epson MX-100III
printer,50 disks, software, manuals

OTRS80Mod III, 48k, integral disk
drives, monitor with 20 disks and

ATARI 400 with Basic, manuals,
recorder, joysticks. 4 brilliant games

with manuals and +50 cassettes, most
containing sof-mare +CTR80A

Microvoc sound system. computer
conceptsgraphics ROM, Voltmace

enc. Cost over£2,000, may separate. much software £850 ono. Cost cartridges. All hardly used, in cassette recorder, £250. Tel:Bexhill joystick. Worth£600 but settle for
Realisticoffers. Tel: Hull 867349. £1,700+ Nov/82, includes manuals, excellent condition. The whole lot 220272 (STD 0424). £399 ono. Tel: (0978)355044 eve only.
 PET 4032, 4040. 3022 system leads, cassette drive and all original yours for only £250. Cost me £400. Sharp PC1251. Pocket computer NECAPC Monochrome 2 x 8in 1
wanted for youth club. Goodworking packing. Tel: Bill on 01-5722917. Tel: Nick on 01-6037905. with printer and cassette recorder. megabyte disc + benchmark
condition. Tel: 061-6820554 (9-5pm).  APPLE II+ , 48k £399. Disk  PET 2001. 8k, new ROM, large New Dec '83, unused, cost £180, sell wordprocessor + spare disc,
Sharp MZ80-K, 48k RAM, integral drive/controller £249. 2nd disk drive keyboard, assembler in ROM, worth for £100ono. V. Bryant, Wrington. dustcover. Almost new. Bargain at
monitor and cassette, dust cover, user £199. Language card (64k upgrade) £50. Cassette deck, soundbox, very Avon. Tel: 862451. £1,900. Also Brother HR15. Tel:
notes, lots software including Speed £65. CTV modulator £55. Epson good condition. All books included  Sharp MZSOK + MZ80P3 + MZ80 Oxford (0865)511493 toview and
Basic, Forth and Machine Code,
games, 1260. Tel: Kings Langley

FX80FT3 £395, + card£45. Coolstack
fan £59. Applewriter II £29. All

£195. Tel: 01-427 283 1 (eve).
BBC model B. As new 051.2,

I/O. Reset switch + some software,
£800ono. Buyer tocollect. Contact:

further details.
BBC, model B. Ferguson tape

65549. manuals and disks. Tel: 01-5054470. (boxed), f350 + postage or buyer Mr A. G. Ashford, Little Berwick, recorder, joysticks, some software, all
OTRS-80Model I, Level II, 16k ,
green screen, cassette,manuals, +

 HP-41CV. Extended functions
module, lowercase with manuals.

collects. Tel: 041-8126065 (anytime).
(Glasgowarea).

Enfield Road, Evercreech, Shepton
Mallet, Somerset BA4 6L.I. Tel:

as new, £325 orvery near offer.
Hitchin 814827.

approx f 100 of books and software. Includes syntheticprogramming  HP41C. With 3 memory modules (0749)830659 after 6.30pm. 411TRS-80 + 32 k interface + monitor
£195 ono. Tel: Otley 467426 (Nr book, £210 ono. Ask for Rabin Ezra and card reader. All manuals very Calcstar disk and manual. Brand + 3 double density disk drives +
Leeds). on 01-591 1478 (eve). good condition. Little used, would new, unused and sealed. Standard software including Visicac and full
 Seikosha GP100A. Good as new,
for sale £150. Including manual and

 PET 4008.32k with cassette,
manuals, and Machine Code books.

cost £360, sell half price £180. Tel:
01-3703830.

eight -inch format, £40. Tel:
Portsmouth (0705)811446 after 6pm

editor assembler. Excellent
condition. Will accept any offer

lead. Tel:01-9207350 (day), 01-947 Also Football Manager program, and  Sharp MZ-80K, 48k, integral orweekends. around£650. Tel: 01-9977578 (after
6579 (eve). Petchess (normally £25) + Cracks Of monitor and cassette recorder, Cole terminal contention unit
 Sharp MZ-80A, 48k , Basic,
manual , 9 monthsold, with over f 100

Doom (f 16 worth), + others £300.
Tel: 01-8685117.

excellent condition with many
programs. Bought for£450willsell for

B1019. Use for networking up to four
terminals to one DCE. RS232C

2Fm).NewBrain AD, ROM box with
Brainwriter, Console, cassette

of software including Pacman,  NEC APC, twin disks, colour. only 1250. Tel:021-7711203 after interface complete with built-in recorder, 12in Hitachi monitor,
Defender, Invaders. all boxed, cost
overf700, accept £350 ono. Tel:

CP/M86, with business software value
£1,000. All new and unused. Total

5pm. Bargain.
*BBC model B. Monochrome

power supply and manual. Offers
£200 ono. Tel: 041-639 2115 eve.

mailist and directory software ,
manuals, £320. Tel: Sandy (0767)

Simon , Tunbridge Wells (0892) cost £3,700, sensible offers, buyer monitor, cassette recorder, manuals,  Epson HX-20. With micro cassette 261094.
33549. collects. Tel: 01-9926044 after 6.30pm books, leads, some software. 2 years drive and terminal software, £380. Printers, Teletype, (data
OPCW, All issues from Vol 1No I weekdays. Beebug,f390 ono. Tel: 01-2725896. Tel: Michelle 218191 (day). dynamics), quiefizedASR33, RS232(1978) to Vol 6 No 3 (1983). Make me
an offer for the set. Gerry Purdue,

 PET 3032 with C2N cassette and
£150 worth of games, all in verygood

SharpMZ8OB , MZ80P5 printer still
boxed, genuine reason for sale,

or (0234)855808 eve).
TransamTUS AN. Twin 180k disk

interface, ASCII code, keyboard,
paper tape reader and punch (for data

Walton -on -Thames 223676 or 29 condition , £300 ono. Tel: Camberley excellent bargain at f 1 .195 ono. drives. CP/M software, £800. Tel: storage), with stand, £40 ono. Tel:Laleham Road, Shepperton, Middx. 64059 (eve). Hurry must sell. Tel: Heckmondwike Michelle on (0234)218191 (day), eve, Norwich 56606, 30Glenalmond VIC-2(1. Cassette recorder. 16k  For The Experimenter, Digital 401921/2 or after 5pm Huddersfield (0234)855808 (eve). Norwich.

This month Rupert Steele gives an explanation of the significance of
corn puter clubs.

What are computer clubs?
Spring is in the air, and it's just aboutthe
time when the novelty of the Christmas
present is working off. You've played
the three games programs in the
manual of your QWERTY-987, apart
from the one which gives you a

'SYNTAX ERROR AT 1234' message.
You've bought some video games on
tapes, but when you zap the starblaster
within a second of the throng firing at
you the screen goes blank, and if you
type LIST it says 'PROTECTED PRO-
GRAM'. You've run the cheque book
balancing program, which displays
your overdraft in graphic detail, but
doesn't have provision for the credit-
card interest.

Sounds like you need some new
ideas, if the computer is not going to
find its way into that heap in the corner
where the cuddly donkey given to you
by Aunt Mabel has made its home. Or
perhaps you wanted to know what the
inside of a Z80 looked like. Why don't
you take the plunge and join a computer
club?

'What computer club? Where? What
does it do?' Computer clubs come in
roughly three varieties: closed, local
and user groups. Closed computer

clubs are those formed around a place
of work, a school or another club/
society, and are not necessarily res-
tricted to group members. Such groups

Miss Pegwell has quite an aptitude forcomputers
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ACC N
have a number of advantages. At a
place of work, a computerclub has easy
access to premises (and possibly
equipment); the people are familiar
and (if the meetings are lunchtimes or
early evenings) an almost captive
audience.

By their nature, closed clubs do not
generally advertise their existence to
the world at large, but I have neverthe-
less heard of many; I'm sure it's an
effective way to run a computer club in
the right surroundings. Nevertheless,
such groups tend to be under the eye of
the Boss and are hardly practicable in
small firms where there won't be
enough interested people. Also, spend-
ing more time at work may not be
everybody's cup of tea.

While easy to set up, closed clubs can
be a second best compared to a good
local club. A local computer club is an
entirely independent body, at which
computer hobbyists meet from the
local area. Some local clubs cover a
small area (there are a large number
within London, for example) while
others tend to cover a larger area, such
as some of the Scottish clubs which
cover 500-1000 square miles each.

Some local clubs specialise in a

particular type of computer, such as the
BBC Micro. At such clubs, everybody
will be a Beeb person, and Beeb ideas
will be almost exclusively discussed.
One of the problems with such an
arrangement is that as technology
develops, machine specific local
groups run a risk of being left behind;
this has happened to some TRS-80
groups. Also, a machine specific group
is less likely to become involved in new
ideas, which can be important to
preserving the vitality of the club.

One difficulty always faced by local
clubs is somewhere to meet. Ideally, a
meeting point should be free (or
extremely cheap) and conveniently
situated, with a decent number of
mains points, and it should be available
in the evenings. A telephone line (even
if restricted to local calls by PABX
circuits) is also very useful. Most local
clubs have to manage with rather less
than this, but if you know of a venue for
your local club that is possibly better
than its present one, for goodness sake
tell the club about it.

Local clubs publicise themselves in a
number of ways such as notices in
libraries, articles in the local paper,
interviews on local radio and through
technical colleges. They also gain
publicity through national media, such
as computer magazines. The ACC (the
Association of Computer Clubs) main-
tains an up to date list of clubs around
the country, which is published from
time to time in PCW. Various old pirated
versions of the ACC list are published in
some magazines (including clubs that
have folded and/or moved), so be
warned- if it doesn't say ACC, the list is

likely to be out of date.
Of course, the ACC club list only

remains upto date if peopletel I us when
a club is formed (or, sadly, ceases).
Write to me atthe address below and I'll
make sure the list is updated. At the
major computer shows, the ACC runs a
database program containing the clubs
list, and visitors can find out their local
computer club. It could be yourclub- if
it's on the list. We also answer enquiries
by post- write to me for the address of
a nearby computer club. Commercial
users: when we mail out to our clubs,
we provide a free set of labels in
exchange for your mailing our material
out with your mailshot. Write for
details.

The third category of computer club
is the National User Group. This type of
club is machine specific or sometimes
manufacturer specific (for example, the
BBC Micro, or Commodore). Unlike the
other categories, the national groups
do not hold meetings although they
occasionally hold conferences. They
work essentially by newsletter, ex-
changing information between mem-
bers, Some have arrangements for
obtaining discounts on software or
hardware, and some market their own.
Others have libraries of programs
contributed by the members. National
user groups are involved in other
activities such as Club Spot 800 on
Prestel (some local clubs are here as
well), and most appear at the major
shows and exhibitions in a 'Club
Avenue', consisting of groups such as
BASUG, BEEBUG, ICPUG, LASERBUG,
NATGUG and soon.

The ACC clubs list includes the
National User Groups for the rarer
machines as well as the more popular
micros. Write to me for details of the
national group for your machine. My

advice is that if you're looking for more
from your personal computer, you
should join both the National User
Group appropriate to your machine
and a local club. It's probably worth
looking around for a local club before
starting your own, as many clubs are
short of active members, and one good
club is better than two so-so ones. Of
course, if there is a closed group
appropriate to your situation, then you
should consider joining that instead of,
or as well as, the local club.

Club news
After the information about types of
club, here are some reports from clubs
around the country.

Mr P A Golder of 6 North Avenue,
Swanton Morley, Dereham, Norfolk
NR20 4LG writes to tell me of NOGA-
TUG (Norfolk Genie and TRS-80 User
Group). His phone number is Swanton
Morley 491, and he'd be delighted to
welcome new members to his group.

On a different note, Mr Ken Robson of
Traquair, Innerliethen, Tweedale EH44
6PJ writes to tell me of the Peebles
Amateur Radio and Computer Club.
The club was formed nine months ago
and has 20 members, but they're likely
to expand. So, if computers talking to
each other over the air (or computer
transmission, reception of morse) is
your thing, this computer club will be of
special interest to you.

Dr J A Lack writes from The River
House, Coombe Bissett, Salisbury,
Wiltshire SP5 4LX to tell me that he has
started a Salisbury BBC user group.
Write to him or mailbox him on
Prestel/Micronet number 072277303.

And finally for this month, the Not-
tingham Microcomputer Club has
formed a BBC Micro User Group (other
user groups within the Nottingham

'He takes his Space Invaders games terriblyseriously.'
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TOMORROW WITH SZAMALK
FLEXIBILITY, STABILITY
- Education, Training, Consulting
- IBM, HwB, ICL, Datapoint, HP, SIEMENS Expertise
- Application Projects and Contract Programmers
- Program packages:

Software Technological Tools and Technics
Mathematical Approaches

- ICL Traderpoint - Turn -key Projects
- Joint Ventures
- References:

France, England, Germany, Austria, Switzerland
Norway, Sweden - software deyelopmment, packages
Kuwait, Iraq, Syria - training, consulting

Welcome to our stand at the exhibition ''HUNGARY TODAY

USED
MICROCOMPUTER

SYSTEMS
We buy and sell used

business microcomputer
systems

8 + 16 Bit micros
available from

stock
Dot matrix and daisy wheel

printers
Wide range of software

INTERLEX
Imperial House

Lower Teddington Road, Kingston
Surrey KT1 4EP

Telephone: 01-943 0968

Dirty Heads Destroy Data ... use.

Floppiclene
The World's Leading Diskette
Drive Head Cleaner

send for free Computer Cleaning
Wallchart
AUTOMATION FACILITIES LTD
Blakes Road Wargrave
Berkshire RG10 8AW England
1TWargrave (073 522) 3012

COMPUTER CLEANING PRODUCTS

ENHANCE YOUR ATARI' 810
HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT

Speed up program development, loading, execution, and copying time by reading
disks up to 3 times faster. Complete compatibility with existing software, with
faster disk initialization, and reduced wear on the disk drive mechanism. No
soldering or trace cutting required, complete installation instructions included,
or contact your dealer. Diagnostic program included.

SOFTWARE ENHANCEMENTS (require HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT)

HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM

Guaranteed to produce executable backup copies of any disk which can be read
with a standard ATARI 810" disk drive. Backup those important disks in your
library or use HAPPY BACKUP for small scale software production. Com-
pletely automatic duplication of format and data content of the source disk.
Single and multiple drive versions available. Backup copies will work on a drive
without the enhancement.

HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM

Combines self booting programs which reside one per disk into one disk with
many self booting programs using the HAPPY COMPACTOR file structure.
Programs are then executed from the self booting HAPPY COMPACTOR
menu, and may later be extracted back onto a single disk. Compacted programs
disk will execute only on a drive which has the HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT.
Pays for itself by reducing the number of backup disks you need, in addition
to the added convenience.

HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM

User friehdly program to generate source disks with custom track format.
Format is specified on a per track basis. Examples of usage and interpretation
of results are included. This system requires a more advanced level user.

HAPPY 810 ENHANCEMENT WITH SINGLE DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP $249.95
MULTIPLE DRIVE HAPPY BACKUP PROGRAM $ 49.95
HAPPY COMPACTOR PROGRAM $ 49.95
HAPPY CUSTOMIZER PROGRAM $ 99.95
CALL OR WRITE FOR ORDERING INFORMATION Sorry
credo cards accealed Dealers may mauve, send reiterhead

HAPPY COMPUTING
P.O. Box 32331
San Jose, CA 95152
1408) 251-6603

'ATARI BIC rs d trademark ul ATARI

no coo or
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The puzzle
that needs a computer

Alien present the ultimate in word
puzzles -30 integrated crosswords

Which form a Cube.
All locations of this t dimensional
puzzle are contained in the
computer programme and you

can complete any part you
wish using the display on your
TV and computer keyboard
Understanding all the
relationships between the

crosswords is not possible without the
computer but as yOu proceed you will
discover new routes to help achieve
the solution

Features. Solution Store, Instant
Display, Anagram Function, Character
Location In memory.

This IS a tough puzzle with a degree
of difficulty - It s the ultimate but its
not impossible Full instructions are included
with the programme
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SPRAKEFIELD LTD
137 HIGH STREET SOUTH
DUNSTABLE, BEDS. Tel: (0582) 608818

Awccess

p
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE

PRICES DOWN ON SOFTWARE & PRINTERS

FLOPPY DISKS - BOXES OF 10

VERBATIM 51/4" 1-3 4-7 8+
MD525 SSDD 19.78 19.26 18.78
MD550 DSDD 28.12 27.38 26.69
MD577 SSQD 30.53 29.75 28.98
MD557 DSCID 36.92 35.96 35.05
DYSAN 51/4"

104/1 SSSD 28.13 27.70
104/1D SSDD 30.43 29.96
104/2D DSDD 43.34 42.68
204/10 SSQD 42.28 41.64
204/2D DSQD 56.08 55.23

27.29
29.52
42.05
41.02
54.40

FREE LIBRARY CASE WITH
EVERY BOX

F ANT ASTI
OFFER"

MANNISMAN
TALLY

MT80 only

£260.44

SOFTWARE

dbasell £442.75
Lotus 1-2-3 £341.55
VisiCalc £183.97
WordStar £284.63
Mailmerge £143.75
Spellstar £143.75
Perfect Writer £189.75
Perfect Calc £112.21
Perfect Files £228.08
Basic Compiler £272.55
Pascal Compiler £241.50
C Compiler £345.00

(Apple, Commodore, IBM, DEC, CP/M)

MONITORS

Hi -Res 12" Monitor
Green £92.68
Amber £99.44

Colour 14" 800 -dot RGB
for IMB PC
£570.61

PRINTERS
Epson RX80 £282.50 Seikosha GP100A £212.14
Epson FX80 £439.44 Smith Corona TPI £347.44
Epson MX100 £474.62 Ricoh RP1600 £1501.43
Oki M80A £231.08 Ricoh RP1300 £1133.43
Oki M82A £336.62 Flowriter £1559.61

Singles, pairs, three of a
kind, six-packs, round

dozens -you name
it- We'll send it!
Single sided - double density

£1.50 each.
Double sided -double density

£2 each.

Now you can buy high quality
media in any quantity you like at really

low, low prices. 51/4" disks with labels,
read/write protect tabs in a convenient

mailing pack.
AND SO GOOD THAT WE GUARANTEE IF YOU CAN FIND A FAULTY ONE

WE'LL SEND YOU TWO BY RETURN.

Just clip the coupon and send it with a cheque to
the address below.

Disco Technology Ltd., 20 Orange Street
London WC2 H 7ED. Tel 01-930 3873

\jail of the Rushworth Dales Group

Access card holders can ring
01-930 3873 (24 hours)

Dealer enquiries on
01-930 3619
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 Europe'
No 'I group
retail outlets

Check our
ulti-national
etwork for

our nearest
dealer

The
Apple He
Business
Package

IIM=M1
111.11

 Backed by
an after -sales
service second

to none

 Up to £1,00
instant credit

Write for
details

save over £1,200 with the BIG
4.1111111.

olMIMM
111111

The heart of the system is the Apple Ile Microcomputer, it's the
latest version of the famous Apple II personel computer. It
incorporates the latest in LSI technology and other state-of-the-art
advances. Its unique modular design incorporates 8 slots which
allow user expansion capabilities no other personel computer
can match. This package includes Disk Drive with Controller plus
a second Disk Drive, a suite of Business Software which includes
Sales Ledger, Sales Invoicing, and Purchase Ledger by Peachtree
Software International, TV Modulator, £25 Apple Software Rebate
Voucher, Certificates, MicronettlPrestel Discount Software
Certificates and a Catalogue of Hardware and Software.

Normal recommended retail price £2668

BIG=7---=-7-= PRICE, Just £1449

Micro Management Head Office:
16 Princes Street, Ipswich, Suffolk. Tel: 0473 219461
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BBC Hardware

A full colour 32K ROM computer with
text and graphics modes up to 640 x
256 graphics and 80 column text
screen, extended Microsoft basic,
built in assembler 1 MHZ and tube
interface, sideways ROM, RS 423, AID
converter.

BBC Model B £399

Memotech
MTX Series

This new and very versatile computer
is aimed at the lower end of the bus-
iness market and the home computer
enthusiast. Highly expandable disk
drives which will be available early
spring. The Memotech is able to take
on many peripherals. Separate
numeric key pad and functions key
pad enabling fast data entry input.
CPM compatible. The Memotech
comes in two different versions:
MTX500 32K of user RAM - £275

, MTX512 64K of user RAM £315

Electron
Son of BBC at selected
Big dealers now!

Manufactured by the same
company as the BBC, who have
used their experience and
knowledge to great effect to
produce another winning
computer. Many BBC programs are
compatible with the Electron.

k Electron £199

Atari 600XL

A fully expandable home computer.
Ideal for the first time user. With
cassette recorders, disk drives,
printer, joysticks and other add-on
peripherals. 2000 software titles
readily available. All peripherals for
the Atari 600XL are completely
compatible with the Atari 400 and
800 machines already on the
market.

16K £159.99
64K £249.99

ammaimplimrMIIM.



Commodore 64 Sinclair ZX

Colour, sophisticated ROM/
RAM user, full business
applications, disk drives
available, sound, UHF/
composite video, proven
basic language,
exceptional value, high
resolution graphics,
many "add-ons" E229

Spectrum

16K and 48K basic, colour
and text and graphics. Vast
range of software,
including educational.
Many add-ons now
available.
16K £99.95 48K £129.95

CONCHESS MASTER CLASS
VIDEO

This remarkable chess
game comes in 3 different
finishes. Warning ... try it
once and you're sure to
buy it.
Models available:
ESCORTER £179.99
AMBASSADOR £229.99
MONARCH £279.99

Finding it hard to come to
terms with user manuals.
Master Class videos will
take you step by step and
make first time computing
much more enjoyable. Hire
or buy for a very low cost.

DRAGON 32

32K RAM, colour, extended
basic, sound 5 octaves 255
tones, vast software range,
typewriter keyboard,
standard cassette drive,
high resolution graphics
256 x 192, text 16 + 32.

DRAGON 32
DRAGON 64

£174.99
£225.00

TORCH Z80
DISK PACK 800K.

Dual disk drive complete with
Z80 second processor and
CPM to run on the BBC. Gives
BBC 64K of usuable RAM. Ideal
for a small business machine
with CPM giving access to a
huge range of software
currently available on CPM
machines. E839.50

PRINTERS DISK DRIVES MONITERS

SEIKOSHA GP100

SEIKOSHA GP250

EPSON MX100

EPSON RX-80 PRINTER

EPSON FX-80 PRINTER 160cps

SMITH CORDONA DIWHEEL

TEC STARWRITER (40cps)

TEC STARWRITER RIBBON

MCP40 (Colour Printer)

JUKI 6100 (Daisywheel)

SEIKOSHA GP -700A
(Colour Printer)

C°SMOSJP80

£215.00

£276.00

£488.75

£339.25

£454.25

£511.75

£1265.00

£7.47

£171.35

£458.85

DISK DRIVE 100K SINGLE

DISK DRIVE 200K SINGLE

DISK DRIVE 400K SINGLE

DISK DRIVE 800K DUAL

1 DRIVE CABLE FOR ABOVE

£488.75 2 DRIVE CABLE FOR ABOVE

£288.85 TORCH Z80 DISK PACK

£201.25

£241.50

£396.75

£711.85

£12.65

£17.25

£839.50

RGB COLOUR MONITOR STDIRES

RGB COLOUR MONITOR HIRES

PLINTH FOR RGB MONITOR

RGB CABLE

12" GREEN MONITOR

12" AMBER MONITOR

FIDELITY MTV 1400

Mon itorIT.V.

£247.25

£632.50

£8.63

£5.75

£99.00

£120.75

£247.25
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The Bs 411MINIP International Dealer Network
Chester -Le -Street Lancashire St. Austell

Pharmacy Computer Systems Knowledge Computer Centre Blackpool Computer Stores Computavision
Copeland 15 Northburns 179 Church Street 4 Market Street
37 Stamford New Road Chester -Le -Street Blackpool St. Austell
Altringham Co. Durham Lancashire 0726 5297
Chhirese 0385 881014
061 928 0087

0253 27091 Stirling
Dartford Lerw lc ir Micro Store

-t-'' +` Anirog Computers Tomorrow's World 38 The Arcade
Everyman Computers 29 West Hill 20 Commercial Road King Street
80 Charlotte Street LAIHIVIU, Kent Lerwick
Ballymoney 0322 92513 Shetland Isles
Co. Antrim 0595 2145

rc..........N. Ireland ',owl?, London
0265662116/62658 First Byte Computers Computers of

10 Castlefields Wigmore Streeterr fht)tdhut'' London Road 87 Wigmore Street
The Micro Centre Derby London
1756 Pershore Road 0332 365280

Central Region
0786 64571

Cotteridge
Birmingham
021 458 4564

...../1-.400 U., /

"vh
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Stoneleigh
Diamond Duel Records
75 The Broadway
Stoneleigh
Surrey
01-393 4944

Stroud
Dover International 14110 Le1111C2b rit-Il., The Model Shop
Computer Centre Earls Court 22 High Street
18119 The Charlton Arcade London Stroud

Computus (East Anglia) High Street 01.373 500016607 Glos.
3 Church Street Dover, Kent Maidenhead 04536 5920
Bishops Storttord 0304 212433
Herts. Chiswick Organs Surbiton
0279 506802 45 Nicholsons Walk Computasolve Ltd

l

Evesham Micro Centre 0628 31765
Maidenhead 8

St. MarksMarks
Parade

Hill
Braintree Computer Centre Crown Courtyard 1
Masetield Road Bridges Street Marlow Surbiton

Surrey
Braintree Evesham, Worcs. Citybench 01 390 5135
Essex 0386 49641 2/4 Eton Place

0376 24922
Marlow Swanland

Hanley Bucks Beverley Computer Centre
Town Computer Store 06284 75244 5 Mereway

Automation Services 30 Town Road FiewtonLe-Willows Swanland
42 Dunraven Place Hanley, Stoke On Trent N. HumbersideSource Computers
Bridgend 0782 287540 0482 881911
Mid Glam 4 Cross Lane

0656 3550 Haverford West Newton -Le -Willows Taunton
Merseywide Sinewave Computer Services

Computer Centre 092 524394 Corporation Street
Gamer 18 Riverside Market
24 Gloucester Road Haverford West Norfolk Taunton

Devon
Brighton Dysed Abacus 0823 57526
Sussex 0437 2776128228 12a Pottersgate

0273 698424
Norwich Truro

Heckmondwike Norfolk Truro Micro Ltd
Bristol Thoughts and Crosses 0603 614441 Unit 1 Bridge House

Brensal Computers Ltd 37 Market Street New Bridge Street
24 Park Road Heckmondwike Peteriee Truro
Bristol West Yorkshire General Northern Computing Cornwall
0272 294188 0924 402 337 8 Whitworth Road 0872 40043

South West Ind. Estate
Brigham demei Hempstead Peterlee Uxbridge

Computer Systems (Torbay) Faxminster Ltd Durham J.K.L. Computers
Pump Street 25 Market Square 0783 860314 7 Windsor Street
Brixham
Devon
08045 6565

B oml ey
Data Store High Wycombe
6 Chatterton Road South Bucks Computer Centre
Bromley c/o Hull Loosley & Pearce
Kent 123 Oxford Road
01-460 8991 High Wycombe, Bucks.

ry.
0494 442311

Entertainment in Leisure
88 The Rock
Bury
061 797 3463

GCC Cambridge Ltd
66 High Street
Sawston
Cambridge
0223 835330

Steves Computer Centre
Castle Arcade
Cardiff
0222 41905

Hemel Hempstead
Herts.
04 42 55044

*nr,r, mulch
Comptel Computer Systems
112a North Street
Hornchurch, Essex
04024 46741

Horsham
,1l) JIVIC

13b West Street
Horsham, W. Sussex
0403 52297

Orchard Business Systems Ltd
34 East Street
Horsham, W. Sussex
0403 684.51

Preston
Format Computing
67 Friar Gate
Preston Welling
Lancs. North Kent Computer Centre
0772 561952 52/54 Bellgrove Road

Reading Welling
Rxraii.ur

The Berkshire Camera Centre
154 Friar Street
Reading
Berkshire Wolverhampton
0734 599345 Wolverhampton Computer Centre

17119 Lichfield Street
Pre Wolverhampton

Tollgate Video 0902 29907
Tollgate Garage
New Winchelsea Road
Rye For your nearest European Dealer
E. Sussex telephone Belgium or Holland
Rye 223106 ffelgicim
Scunthorpe Micro Management

Ashby Computer Centre Belgium
186 Ashby High Street Ballaerstraat 75
Scunthorpe 2018 Antwerp
S. Humberside Belgium
0724 871756 03-238 9284

Uxbridge
Middlesex
0895 51815

Kent
01-301 2677

Ci-.k.1,r:sfr,tg.. , Southend
Essex Computer Centre r., c , ,c .', Estuary Software
216 Moulsham Street Brainwave 261 Victoria Avenue Nederlands
Chelmsford 24 Crown Street Southend Road Huisstraat 98 2406
Essex Ipswich, Suffolk Essex Ah Alphen-aan-den-riin
0245 358702 Ipswich 50965 0702 43568 01720 - 72580

Holland
Micro Management

CHECK wrffl YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR SPECIAL BARGAINS AND NEW PRODUCT FILEASES
(All products normally in stock, but to prevent a wasted journey phone your local dealer first before calling. All prices inclusive of VAT)



club exist for Atari, Commodore, Sinc-
lair and Dragon). The liaison man is
John Day, 8 Warkwell Close, Chilwell,
Nottingham NG9 5FR, tel: (0602)
225660. It intends to form Interest

Sections to bring like-minded users
together, such as educationalists, radio
hams, games players, businessmen,
and so on.

For further information about the

ACC, or to contact your local club or
National User Group, write to:
Rupert Steele
17 Lawrie Park Crescent
London SE26 6HH Tel: 01-778 6824

BENCHMARKS
A listing of the Benchmarks used when 100 REM Benchmark4 200 PRINT"E"
evaluating micros is given below. An 110 PRINT "S" 210 END
explanation can be found in the Decem- 120 K=0 220 RETURN
ber '83 issue. 130 K=K+1

140 A=K/2*3+4-5 100 REM Benchmark 7
150 K<1000THEN 130 110 PRINT"S"
160 PRINT"E" 120 K=0

100 REM Benchmark 1 170 END 130 DIM M(5)
110 PRINT"S" 140 K=K+1
120 FOR K=1 TO 1000 100 REM Benchmark5 150 A=K/2*3+4-5
130 NEXTK 110 PRINT"S" 160 GOSUB230
140 PRINT"E" 120 K=0 170 FORL=1T05
150 END 130 K=K+1 180 M(L)=A

140 A=K/2*3+4-5 190NEXTL
100 REM Benchmark2 150 GOSUB 190 200 IFK<1000THEN 140
110 PRINT"S" 160 IFK<1000THEN 130 210 PRINT"E"
120 K=0 170 PRINT "E" 220 END
130 K=K+1 180 END 230 RETURN
140 IF K<1000THEN 130 190 RETURN
150 PRINT"E" 100 REM Benchmark 8
160 END 100 REM Benchmark 6 110 PRINT"S"

110 PRINT"S" 120 K=0
100 REM Benchmark3 120 K=0 130 K=K+1
110 PRINT"S" 130 DIM M(5) 140 A=r2
120 K=0 140 K=K+1 150 B=LOG(K)
130 K=K+1 150 A=K/2*3+4-5 160 C=SIN(K)
140 A=K/K*K+K-K 160 GOSUB220 170 IFK<1000THEN 130
150 IFK<1000THEN 130 170 FOR L=1 TO 5 180 PRINT"E"
160 PRINT"E" 180 NEXTL 190 END
170 END 190 IFK<1000THEN 140

DIARY DATA
Readers areare strongly advised to check details with exhibition

organisers before making arrangements to avoid wasted journeys due

London

to cancellations, printer's errors, etc.

13-15 March(Wembley Conf Centre), Computer Trade Fair. Contact: Reed Exhibitions,
(01) 643 8040.

Chester (Northgate Arena), Computer & Business Equipment Show. Contact: Glendale
Exhibitions, (0244) 45031.

13-15 March

Glasgow (Albany Hotel, Holiday Inn & Anderston Centre), Scottish Computer Show.
Contact: Clapp & Poliak, (061) 832 4242.

13-15 March

Brighton (Met Exhibition Hall), Computer Aided Design Conf & Exbn. Contact: Reed
Exhibitions, (01) 643 8040.

3-5 April

Peterborough (Saxon Inn), Information Technology Road Show. Contact: David Eccles
Enterprises Ltd, (07072) 66322

3-5 April

London (Wembley Conf Centre), Audio Visual '84. Contact: Nigel Thomas, (01)688 7788 ext 550. 9-12 April

London (Cavendish Conf Centre), Computers For Builders Exbn. Contact: A4
Publications Ltd, (088385) 2051.

12 April

London (Central Hall, Westminster), London Computer Fair (ACC Micro Robotics
Conf held in conjunction on 21st). Contact: Tim Collins, (01) 930 1612.

19, 21 & 23 April

Wales (Elephant & Castle Hotel, Newton, Powys), Mid Wales Computer Exbn.
Contact: JO Dale, (0686) 28715.

24 April
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C0MMUNICAT10NS
1 PCW welcomes correspondence from its readers but we must warn

that it tends to be one way! Please be as brief as possible and add 'not
for publication' if your letter is to be kept private. Please note that we
are unable to give advice about the purchase of computers orother
hardware/software-these questions must be addressed to
Peter Bright (see 'ComputerAnswers' page). Address letters to
'Communications,' Personal Computer World,
62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG.

Hypnosis
I would liketo appeal through
your pages for help in a
ratherdelicate matter. I refer
to Com puterAided Hypnosis
(CAH),with which I and a few
friends have been
experimenting recently. Our
work has unfortunately led
us into a rather embarrassing
situation, and we need some
expert advice as soon as
possible. The factsare as
follows.

Westarted playing around
with computersa couple of
years ago, using a
Commodore Pet. We played
gamesand taught ourselves
to program, but after a year
orso we became bored and
began to look around for
more interesting thingsto do
with ou r computer. One of
our number had recently
visited a summer
entertainment at Blackpool
which involved a stage
hypnotist, and had been
made to do some rather
strangethings bythis man.
We decided to experiment
with CAH.

At first, progress was slow.
We made no real progress at
all until weacquired a more
modern computerwith a
colour monitor, since it had
become obvious that both
colourand good graphics
were essential in
establishing the initial
trance. Ittookthree months
to crackthis part of the
problem, and we realised we
had made the necessary
breakthrough when young
Len Boot, who was at the
keyboard testing our latest
idea, suddenlywent all
glassy -eyed and fell off his
chair. Ittook us three hours
and much alcoholic
beverageto get him backto

normal.
We had great difficulty

de -bugging atthis stage,
beca use anyone who sat
down to putthe system
through its pacessoon found
themselves in the same
difficulty asyoung Len -
theytended to fall to the
ground and require a certain
amount of rehabilitation
afterwards. We eventually
got round the problem by
having Mrs. Goodbody (she
does odd jobsfor us) stand
nexttothescreen with
instructionsto count
backwardsfrom five and
snap her fingers loudly
whenever the operator
began to sway.

It dawned on us at about
thistimethatthe system we
had devised was open to
misuse, and almost
immediately ourfears were
realised. One of our number
came in one afternoon
following a long, liquid lunch
and began to modifythe
communications routines in
a fairly relaxed way. The
resultswere unfortunate,
particularly since itwas the
vicar who had volunteered to
be our guinea pig that

evening. In responseto the
computer, our dear reverend
suddenlystood up, climbed
on to the coffee table and
began to sing an extremely
vulgarsong. Further
embarrassment was
avoided only bythe presence
of mind of Mrs. Goodbody,
who snapped her fingers just
as he began to remove his
trousers.

We-that isto say, the
more responsible members
of our group-were
natu rally scandalised at such
behaviouron the part of a
colleague, and we
immediately asked him to
gather up hisfloppies and
find another group
elsewhere. Unfortunately,
since he laid claim to a
quartershare in the colour
monitor, we could not get rid
of him until we had had a
whip round to pay him off.
Thiswas our biggest mistake
of all.

Of course,you can guess
what happened. Before he
finally departed he found
timeto modifythe system
quite extensivelywithout our
knowledge, sothatwhen the
rest of us eventually got

backto working on itwe
found that a number of
post -hypnotic -suggestion
(PHS) routines had been
incorporated where they
were least expected, and we
all, at onetime or another, fell
foul of them.

Butthere's more. There are
several prosecutions
outstanding as a result of our
recent behaviour. One of us
has been apprehended three
times for directing traffic
outside thetown hall, and
another is on probation for
attempting to hijackthe 16.22
Victoria to Dovertrain.

It is vitalthatwe reverse the
effects of our CAH software,
butwe are unableto modify it
forfear ofwhat it might make
usdo while debugging it! We
need to contact an
experienced CAH man
immediately- perhaps
someone working in the field
at a university-who can
show us howto solve this
problem. If such a person
would be kind enough to
contact mevia these pages
wewould all appreciate it
very much. I regret having to
do itthisway, but my
colleaguesfeel they have
enough on their minds at the
momentwithoutthe
publicitythat might follow
the publication of our
address.
W F Harrison, Chatham, Kent

ft ft Ai

Political

asides
Is it really necessaryto
indulge in smug political
asides in a computing
publication of PCW's
calibre?
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C0MMUNICATI.0NS
I referto the reference to

Automata UK and theAtari
defence contract in
February'sChip Chat.
Implying thatthosewho fight
wars are childish is a callow
attitude in a world already
burdened with tyranny and
arrogance, not leastthat of
the cravenly anonymous
Guy Kewney responsiblefor
this section. One might as
well suggestthat Ms Bird lay
down arms in her
single-minded wa r on
sexism,thus saving the
English language from
further mutilation.
N Vincent, London WC1

(Guy Kewney is not
responsible for Chip Chat-
Ed)

Upstart
Ifind thatthe very handy
'BBCWord'- December
PCW's Program ofthe Month
-also works a treat on the
upstart Electron.

Pernickety programmers
mightwant to amend lines
350, 500 and 580 to read
Mode6, and Electronspeak
prefers # to £ in lines 3020,
3050,3160,3190 and 3210.

In practice, mind you, it
doesn't make a scrap of
difference.

If onlyAcorn weren't
quoting 'about a yea r'for the
necessary hook-upto a
printer!
David Taylor, West Clandon,
Guildford

Magazine

criticisms
I am writing totell you that I
thinkthe new layout and
lettering of your magazine is
awful.

Most articles' titles have
dots everywhere and the
letters are too far apart. What
ha ppened to the old
'Benchtest'triangle?1
though it looked very
eye-catching: now we have

stripeswith clashing colours.
Isthere a chancethatyou will
reverttothe old style? When
you changed it in December
1981 itwas quite adequate,
and I'm sure many of your
readerswill agreewith me.

I just hope the quality of the
articles doesn't deteriorate
as hasthe image.

I was also annoyed to see
that in the February issue,
Paul Overaa's assembly
language article does not
include the 6809
microprocessor, asthis is the
only 8 -bit processorthat isn't
hopelessly out of date.
Surely his course is more
suited to a February 1980
issue?The 8080 is almost
completelyforgotten (sorry,
DAI owners), the Z80 is
hanging from its lastthread,
and CP/M andthe 6502
because of Commodore and
Acorn's obstinacy in not
accepting newtechnology.
The 6809 is virtually
software -compatible up to
and including the 6502, so
there shouldn't be too much
troubletranslating old 6502
programs/languages.

Does M r. Overaa realise
how many 6809 users there
are, how many Dragon 32s
have been sold?

Could PCWgive more
attention to today's
technology rather than
outdated microprocessors?
Paul Hills, Cornwall

(Editorial now has more
colourwhich, together with
the newlogos, is designed to
help you find editorial pages
immediately. We leftout the
6809 becauseso few
machines use it, but Teach
YourselfAssemblershould
still be useful to Tandy and
Dragon owners-Ed)

Latin

Quantum

Leap
As if computer user manuals
weren't unintelligible
enough.

No sooner do you publish a
cartoon commenting on the
lamentable standard of
English language used in
many instruction manuals
supplied with
microcomputersoftware,
than Clive Sinclaircomes up
with the solution (possibly as
a resultof some of his
dealingswith MENSA!).

In orderto attract only
those with a classical
education to his 'Quantum
Leap' micro, it appears that
the manual forthis system is
written in Latin (see page
eight of the brochure
accompanying the latest
issue of PCVV),thus ensuring
that, as it's unlikely that
anyone without a grasp of
Latin will be ableto produce
programsfor it,those that
are produced will be
beautifully documented.

Or isn'tthe manual ready
yet?
David J A Clarke, Trent Micro
Systems, Nottingham

1111 0 0 0 All

Check digits
I read with interest Michael
G rose's article on check
digits in your December 1983
issue. However, I think
there's a dangerthat readers
might assumethat, because
of its pedigree,the specific
system discussed (the
International Standard Book
Numbersystem) is oneto be
recommended. In fact, it has
certain weaknesses.

(twill notdetect all multiple
transcription errors
involving two or more
consecutive, identical, digits.
Forexample, the
transmission of 11122111 as
11166111 will go undetected.

Similarly,thesystem is
weak in connection with shift
errors in codes in which
adjacent digits add upto 11.
For exam ple, the
transmission of 380000 as
3800000 willgo undetected.

If a reader is juststarting to
design a coding system and
wishesto include check
digits,then he should
consider using the
remainder from dividing a
code by 97. Forexample,for

the basic code 45703,
45703/97 = 471 remainder
16; thusthis code is always
quoted as 4570316.

Such a system will detect
all sing le transcription
errors, multipletranscri ption
errors involving two or more
consecutive identical digits
and transposition errors, has
no obvious weaknesses with
regard to shift errors (this is a
difficult errorto be more
specificabout) and will
detect 99.0`)/oof all errors.
WG Wild, Fareham, Hants

Software

piracy
I cannot say how deeply I,
and I am sure many others,
reg retthe article on page 13
of February's PCW. Far from
helping 'thefight against
software piracy', you have
weaklyand cravenly caved in
towhatamountsto a denial
ofthe reasonable rights of
purchasers-and
incidentally, since the matter
was settled out of court, it
does not create a legal
precedent.

lam completely opposed
to software piracy, as to any
other method of defrauding
an author of the fruits of his
labour. However,
anti -copying devices are a
totally unreasonable answer
and should be banned. If I
buy a painting,lam entitled
to reframe it, to photograph it
for insurance purposes or
private study, and even to
modify it: what I cannot do is
to make and sell prints of it.

IfIbuysoftware,Ishould
have an absolute rightto
copy itfor backup purposes,
to modify or configure itto
my particular needs, and to
make it more convenient or
fasterto load and use.

lam not interested in
games personally, but I am
outraged atthe suggestion
that, having paid out money
for cassettes, I cannot resave
a selection onto disk. This
nonsensewill hardly,for
example, help the sale of
Sinclair Microdrives when
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the most obvious use is to
re -save a selection of games
cassettes for easy selection
a nd fast loading.

You have a dutyto your
readers (who are the
customers of your
advertisers and the only
reason the latterare in
business),to ensurethat
purchasers receive value for
money,which includes
being ableto make use of the
softwarethey buy in any way
thatdoes not infringethe
reasonable intellectual
property rig hts of authors.

In a business application,
an uncopyable program
could well be in breach of the
Sale of GoodsAct as 'unfit for
purpose' if good user
practice required the ability
to make copies. Either
software protection should
be made illegal, or software
houses should be required
by lawto exchange protected
copiesfor unprotected on the
purchasersigning a licence
agreement, the fee for which,
to avoid oppression of
customers, should beset by
law at not more than 50% of
the purchase price of the
original program. In
addition,you should refuse
software advertisements
unless they state whether or
notthe programs are
protected and, ifthey are, the
terms on which copyable
versionsfor proper uses are
available.

(therefore hopeyou will
rethinkyour position, which
is retrograde and harmful to
the reasonable rights of
those who have paid for
software and have a rightto
makefull proper use of it.

William Lyons, London NW3

Acorn replies

We full ysupport Mr Lyons'
assertion that those who
have paid forsoftware have a
right to make full proper use
of it. However, his use ofa
painting as an analogy is not
reallya good comparison
since the possibility for
'piracy' is small; few people
would accepta photograph
ofa painting as a reasonable
substitute for the original,
and to setup and make high
quality prints of a painting
would bean expensive
undertaking. The reason why
software piracy is such a
problem is that unless a
cassette is protected, a user
can obtain a perfect copy,

indistinguishable from the
original, at no more than the
cost of a blank cassette. We
therefore feel it is essential to
protectoursoftware with
locking devices; however,
theseareonlydesigned to
inhibitthe unlawful user, and
it is a definite policy that
theseshould not hamper the
honest user.

Without these locking
devices we are certain that
illegal copying of our
programs would be far more
widespread and it is not only
the software companies like
ourselves who suffer-
manyauthors rely on
royalties from sales of our
programs to reward their
work and every illegal copy is
depriving authors of their
rightful royalty.

Also, the cost of
developing certain types of
software, particularly the
more serious software
applications, is generally
very high and the only way
that we can charge a low
price for such applications is
if we are fairly sure that the
original investment in
developing this software
will be recouped over a
large number of sales. If
copying is not discouraged,
software companies may
find it uneconomic to
develop these types of
programs or to publish
specialist titles where the
envisaged number of sales
is fairly small.

Unfortunately, we do not
knowofanyway of
preventing unlawful copying
while allowing the rightful
ownerof the program to
make backup copies, or to
transferacassettecopyto
disk. However, we do offer a
free ofcharge replacement
service for any faulty
cassette ordisc returned at
anytime during its use, and
we have organised a cassette
replacement scheme
wherebycustomers can
return theircassettes and
receive brand new disc
copies at half price.

We feel that these policies
provide the only feasible
compromise to giving a free
rein to piracy on the one
hand, and unnecessarily
restricting software
publishing
on the other.
David Johnson -Davies
Managing Director
Acornsoft
Cambridge

No

government

approval
Nowthat portable
large -memory micros are
available (Husky Hunter,for
example)that can run CP/M
programs such as WordStar
and Supercalc, a whole new
dimension has opened up to
the software piracy industry.
How can anyone stop people
downloading programsto a
portable and re -loading
them elsewhere?

Also, although the British
Government (via the MoD) is
a major user of portable
micros, the Central
Cornputer&
Telecommunications
Agency, which evaluates
micros and recommends
machinesto prospective
users in government
departments, apparently has
no category for portable
micros, and cannot actually
approve them.
Odd?
Peter Bush,Saffron Walden,
Essex

if Of

Useful utility?
10 REM useful utilityfor PCW
readers
20 REM A NOBLE
50 REM Burton on Trent
60 REM Staffs DE127AL
70
80 total= 0:last
page=400:page= 1
90 REPEAT
100 IF page = ADVERTS
THEN SOUND FART ELSE
SOUND TRUMPETS
1101F page = ADVERTS
total =total + 1
120 page=page+ 1
130 UNTIL page=last page
1401 F (100*tota II/last
page>30%THEN REJOICE
ELSE CANCEL SUBS AT
NEWSAGENT
150 goto30000
160
170
180
190
200
30000 PRINT"Go on . . .

Publish and be damned!!"
30010 END

Anon

Pet

Wave

conversion
PCWPrograms are excellent.
Keep upthe good work. Does
anyone have a conversion of
the Pet Wave Simulation,
PCW, October 1983, pages
280-82, for the
BBC model B?

William Cooper, Swansea

Dear

PCW

subscriptions
Well,you just lost one
subscriberto PCW. Don't get
thewrong idea-I'll still read
PCW,I just refuse to pay
£3.33 forthe privilege of
having the magazine sent
directfrom you to me when
for 85 pence (plus p&p) I can
get the same magazine a few
days later.

Unlessyou can justify
£2.45 as postage and
packing this is one reader
who will (grudgingly)wait a
few days.
D Harker,
Ipswich

(We're verysorryaboutthe
increase in subscription cost
-the postage is very
expensive. Why not reserve
an issue each month at your
newsagent?See the
newsagent card in this issue
- Ed)

p
Program

listings

problem
!can seethe needfor small
printfor long program
listings.

'can see how a coloured
background discourages
photocopying.
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16 BIT
COPAM INTELLIGET PC -301

PERSONAL COMPUTER
PC301 SPECIFICATIONS:
Microprocessor: Intel 16 bit CPU 8088
Operation System: MS DOS 2.0
User Memory: 128K Expandable to 512K
Disk Drives: Dual DSDD 720 Kbyte
Interface: 2 Serial RS -232 Port
1 Parallel Centronics Port
8 Expansion Slots
Power Supply: 100W Enough to Support Hard Disk
Keyboard: Capacitor Type 50 Million Strikes
Resolution: 640 x 400 Dots with 16 Colours
Calendar Clock

SOFTWARE
COPAM INTELLIGENT PC -301 uses the MS-DOS 2.0 as
operating system.
COPAM INTELLIGENT PC -301 can be used to run countless
package those are designed under MS-DOS such as 1-2.3,
Multiplan, Wordstar, VisiCalc, DBASE II, Copy II PC . . . etc.
IBM PC compatible package can be used on CPAM
INTELLIGENT PC -301, this compatibility will assure you the
ever increasing supply of more powerful package in the
future.
The CP/M-86 will run the COPAM INTELLIGENT PC -301,
the meaning of this compatibility is the software which
developed under CP/M-86 can be used on theCOPAM
INTELLIGENT PC -301.
AVAILABLE SOON IN '

7

LANGUAGE

£1750

L4

14414444414144410114 04414141 4 4 1

1 4-4 1 1'1 1 4

G BASE -64A
Dual processor Z80 and 6502
based system with 64K memory
expandable to 192 Kbyte.
Keyboard: 72 typewriter style
ASII keyboard. 63 function keys,
31 one key command, all with
upper/lower case function. Built
in mini -writer.
Self -test to check Rom, sound,
pattern, color and Ram. £320
Also available in

-

I

(without monitor)

INTERFACE CARDS FOR
APPLE'

 8088 processor card for Ap-
ple TM PC to run the DOS 2.0
and CP/M-86 operating sys-
tems software £350

 Z80 card £42
 80 column card £49
 128K Ram card £180
 RS232 £35
 Eprom writer card 2716,

2732, 2764, 2516, 2532,
2564 £40

 Printer buffer card. From £65
 PAL colour card £59

Other cards: 6809 card, IEEE
4888 card, Wild card, Music
card, 16K Ram card &
Communication card. From
£35

Multitech slimmer half -height
5.25 -inch minifloppy disk drive,
100% high quality, AppleTM II
compatibility. This slim, stylishly
designed drive provides 143
Kbytes of storage with 35 track
compatibility. The slimmer
provides a 34 pin standard
format interface for use with the
IBMTM PC. £175

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PRICES EXCLUDE VAT, P&P. SPECIFICATION SUBJECT TO CHANGE

SOLID STATE NUTRONICS LTD
70 BROOKWOOD ROAD, LONDON SW18 5BY
TELEPHONE 01-7881982 TELEX 8812093 NUTRON G
Personal callers to: VISIONSOUND, 251C-253 Wimbledon Park Road, London SW19.

Southfields District Line Station
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C0MMUNICAT10NS
But my eyes are dim, I

cannot see.
Us grandparents, who

havethetime and patience to
type in these programs have
a problem!
Brian Gill Oldham

(I do sympathise. Sorry
things have been coming out
small sometimes- watch
out for an improvement, or
you can also download our
programs Micronet- Ed)

 or
No NewBrain

information
lwas very interested in G
McMullon's letter in the
January issue of PCW, as I
have a NewBrain with twin
disk system and expansion
unit butcannotget hold of
any detailed information to
enable meto make proper
use of it. The Technical Notes
towhich Mr McMullon refers
seem to be just what I want.

I have written to Tradecom
International, Brainwave
Software Ltd and
AJ Electronics quoting the
substanceof Mr McMullon's
letter and asking for
information.

Perhapsthrough your
columns I might askall users
of NewBrain disksystemsto
add theirsupport by writing
to Tradecom and Bra inwave,
thus adding weightto my
requestto them.
RobertW McCall,
Maidstone, Kent

The party's

just beginning
Martin Banks may enjoy
reminiscing aboutthe good
old days ofthe DIY computer
market butthis is no excuse
foraccepting defeat in front
of the IBM onslaught. As he
more accurately says at the
end of his article 'On the
other hand ...',the British

home computer market with
itsferocious independence
and reputation for
entrepreneurshipwill not
easily knuckle underto the
threatfrom its big blue
brotherfrom overthewater.
IBM may have a stranglehold
on the business market but
this is only because
standardisation isso very
desirable among firms
whosevery livelihood may
depend on theircomputers
and the speed at which they
can communicate with each
other.

Indeed, against
competition like Sinclair,
Acorn, Commodore and
Atari,who arewell versed in
the ways ofthe bitter
back -biting ofthe home
computer market, IBM may
have bitten off morethan it
can chew.As Martin says, TI
and Mattel have already
retreated licking their
wounds despite large
resources,and IBM,with its
large corporation may well
misread what isa highly
volatile situation in which the
average 14 year old
computerwhizz-kid will not
take kindlyto being dictated
to by the likes of IBM.

IBM is certainly 'looming
ominously' overthe market,
but with the launch of the
new Sinclair QL it would
appearthat David has it in for
Goliath once again. After all,
who is going to pay
enormous sums (to the home
useranyway)fora PCJunior
when an only slightly
inferior QLcan be obtained
for £400? In fact, ifthe current
trend continuesthe two big
markets developing
upwards and downwards
respectively look like
meeting head on in the
middle,which will certainly
shake upthe computer
market and it maywell be
IBM that retireswith a sore
head.

The main problem IBM can
pose to thecurrent market
leaders isthrough its ability
to supportthe product with
massive resources and
reliability. However, it seems
to have arrived on the scene
justtoolateforthisto have
the impact it might once have
had. Sinclair, Commodore

and Acorn have all had their
problems in supplying both
hardware and software on
demand, but in three ur four
yearsthey have learnt many
lessonsthat IBM still has to
face, particularly that of
dealing with production
schedules of over 100,000
machines a month,
something that even IBM
mayfind tough to deal with.

Nextyearseemsto be the
year, not in which thefun will
come to an end, butthe one in
which the computer user will
betreated to a bloodthirsty
battle the like of which can
never be matched on any
computerscreen.Asfor
buying India for jaded
executives, that may be the
only placethe IBM
executives willfind work if
they losethis particular
battle.
Bob Wade, Orpington, Kent

Unreliable
Mr.Whitfield's letter in your
February issue struck a
responsive chord with me.
Asa professional technical
translator, I makefull use, all
day and everyday, of the full
facilities of a word processor.

Afew months back,the
adulatory reviews ofthe BBC
Micro led metothinkthat I
should bring my equipment
upto date and order a BBC
machine, completewith the
essential disk drive.

In due (delayed) course the
machine arrived, but minus
the 'non available' disk drive.
Attempts to familia rise
myselfwith it showed that it
would print only gibberish,
and further investigation
revealedthat I had been
given a bonusintheshape of
an inter-busshortcircuit in
the printer interface section.

Enforced use of cassettes
soon introduced meto the
Acorn philosophythat
cassette program buyers
need to spend a further£10
on a bookthattellsthem how
to use the program.
However, most books of this
kind are not available.

My dealer has now

received the necessary
interfacechipsforthe disks,
buton fitting them found
once again thatthe system
was inoperative, and after
much delving into the works
found an IC holder minus
contactsforthe IC pins.

Fortunately my trusty
'obsolete' Genie II plus
'obsolete' Word -for -Word
keeps my professional
practice going. I naturally
feel thatlhave been the
victim of a racket when I
surveythe very expensive
pile of Acorn junk littering my
office, but moreto the point I
am extremely concerned
thatsuch an unreliable
product, marketed by a
companywhose marketing
methods my solicitor forbids
meto describe, should be
receiving powerful official
supportfrom the BBC and
from government ministries
in its introduction into
educational establishments.
R A Fereday, OBE., PhD.,
Hove, East Sussex

Out of stock
I recently had to replace the
power supply unit on my BBC
Micro. Living closeto central
London, I rang the Acorn
shop at Covent Garden and
wastold that not only did
they not have one in stock,
but were also unableto order
one. It seemsthe reason for
this isthattheshop does not
have an order number
allowing them to order
spares; the shop is owned by
Acorn!

Theshopwasunableto
give me the name of a dealer
who would be ableto supply
a power unit, offering me
instead the telephone
number of the Customer
Services department in
Cambridge-'they might be
able to help'. Perhaps not
suprisingly, ifthis incident is
typical,the customer
services number seemsto be
permanently engaged.

Any ideas on where] can
buy a BBC power supply unit,
anyone?
Sean Phillips, EC2 END
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HIGHLANDS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
2 COWELL ST., LLANELLI, DYFED

SA151UU
ACORN Tel: 05542 70517

COMPUTER

ACORN BBC OFFICIAL DEALERS
£

BBC B 348.26
100K Cased Shugart drive 185.00
100K Dual Cased Shugart drive 310.00
Disc I -F Kit including fitting 95.00
Speech Synth including fitting 48.00
Light pen including software 39.00
Tarren Digigraph including software 70.00
Analogue Signal Analyser for BBC 350.00
(converts beeb to dual beam storage scope fourier transform, screen dump to printer etc)
64K printer bufferfor BBC 159.00
Torch Z80 Disk pack (including four Perfect Software packages) 825.00

WINCHESTERS ON THE BBC-we have now been appointed dealer/support centre for the
GSL Winchester System for the BBC

PRICES
5 Mb 1,650.00
10Mb 1,900.00

AMCOM E -NET SYSTEM
Incorporating Winchesters available from us.

CALL FOR OUR NEWSLETTER

All items carriage free. We are suppliers to local authorities, technical colleges,
universities and MSC training Projects. All prices exclude VAT. Educational discounts
available.

PRINTERS, ACCESSORIES SOFTWARE , BOOKS

We are a registered Xitan Software dealer,
renowned for our service.

MAGAZINE S

The Logica Vitesse
Personal Computer

We've got the
Professional Solution

108ica vffesse
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Amid cries of 'ageist
product promotion', writers
on the new US magazine PCjr
aren'tgetting the chanceto
writeat all becausethe
launch has been delayed.

David Schissler, director
ofthe publishing house
hoping to produce the
periodical, blames IBM for
not getting the machines to
the dealers on time. At the
last count, each store had
one PCJuniorin stockfor
windowshopping only.

* * *
The QL almost swept the

micro market clean before it
was announced. QDOS, the
operating system with
kudos, was originally to
have been known as
Domestic Operating
System, DomesDos for
short. Goes on working
even after the rush (for QLs
that is), killing 99% of all
known bugs.

* * *
New York publisher

Harper and Row has
produced a glossary for
Gweeps which should be
groked by users and !users
alike. This glitch -free
manual provides a
canonical reference to the
cuspy talk we're supposed
to flame. Time magazine
has given it a rave review,
but it's certain that this
moby mumblage will punt
before login to language
used in the real world (Noun,
singular:where hacks don't
live).

* * *

Junk food becomes junkie
fodder for four
programmers from Imagine
Software. Their cruel boss
has locked them in a
dungeon for three months

with nothing but limitless
supplies of soft drinks and
take -away toasties. If they
haven't produced the
biggest and best games
ever for the Spectrum and
Commodore 64 by launch
time in May, they'll be sent
to a fate worse than the
biggest and best game ever
written. The signs are that
targets will be met: with
only six weeks gone, both
programs already have
titles.

* * *
Model Brigade describes

itself as 'a small select
group of working models
and promotion girls with a
wealth of experience:
efficient, attractive and
conscientious, and aiming
to satisfy both client and
girls by ensuring that
financial arrangements are
sensible, in so far as the
client is not overcharged
and the girls are suitably
rewarded for their
endeavours.' This pen
portrait comes in a letter to
Computer Town UK!
suggesting that personality
girls will enhance CTUK!
events. Well, Model
Brigade, all CTUK! events
depend on the voluntary
service of participants:
ChipChat is sure you'll agree
this is a sensible financial
arrangement, and we look
forward to seeing you soon.

* * *
Radio 4's Roger Cook

featured restaurateur Peter
Sanders on a recent
'Checkpoint' programme.
Mr Sanders, ex -barrister
and Ferrari owner, runs
West End restaurant
La Vie en Rose, where
Hitachi launched its PC.

Cook interviewed a number
of people who were far from
happy with Sanders'
business practices; we hope
Hitachi managed to escape
without serious commercial
damage from its association
with Mr S. Anyone else
contemplating La Vie en Rose
as a press conference ven ue
might bewise to have a chat
with RogerCookfirst.

* * *

Have you heard about the
Metropolitan Police
Computer Group? The
group newsletter's
communications page is
rumoured to begin: 'My
program was proceeding in
an orderly fashion when I
observed a bug acting in a
manner likelyto arouse
suspicion.'

* * *
10 MEWN "A
20 GAN X =1 AT 10 CAM 3
30 PROCIO(A + 1000),X
40 NESAS X

No, not another newhack
lingo, but Basic Cymraeg
700forthe Sharp MZ-700.
Welsh TJs are keen to
compute in the vernacular,
so David Computer
Software of Stockport has
come up with the answer. A
company spokesman told
ChipChat: 'Oh yes, in
mid -Wales particularly they
prefer to do everything in
theirown language.' Wel1,1
mean, don'twe all?

* * *
Oh dear, there goes

another petard, and hoist
with it is Commodore
Computers UK, whose
recent adverts have been
promising 'peripherals not
promises'. Customer
Richard Hargrave waited six
months for a 1526 printer

BLUDNERS
BBC 'Video Credits
Generator' (PCW, February)
suffered an attack of the
gremlins. In lines 160, 170,
180 and 200, the 'less than'
(<) and 'greater than' (>)
signs crept off the page

when nobody was looking.
The relevant lines should
read 'IF C1<1 OR C1>7 .';
'IF C2<1 OR C2>7 ...'; 'IF
0<1 OR 0>2 .'; and 'IF
S<1 OR S>10

Line 230 also wrapped

before cancelling his order,
but-and here's the rub-
Richard is a member of the
legal profession and has
written to the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA).
Tough luck on Commodore,
but good news for all those
consumers who, after much
frustration with a variety of
manufacturers, end up
trying to forget the whole
sorry business of their
missing equipment. In fact,
anyone can - and should -
write to the ASA with details
of advertising apparently
'calculated to deceive the
consumer'. The more we let
'em get away with it, the
more they try it on.

* * *
The single most

expensive item on the Royal
shopping list last year was a
£9 million refit for the Royal
Yacht Britannia.
Maintenance on palaces ran
to £8 million, so in an
attempt to tighten belts and
improve efficiency in palace
budgeting, £133,000 has
been spent in the last two
years on a Burroughs 930
minicomputer and seven
microchip -based word
processors. A select
committee of Palace
security staff is expected to
announce soon that tourists
in the 1985 summer season
will be able to watch the
Changing of the Robots at
11 am and 4 pm.

* * *
Word processors are

revealing the truth about
their users, and the truth is
that the users can't write.
IBM gets at least one call a
week from US universities
begging for a program to
teach good writing habits,
and willing to pay anything
for one. So, IBM has
developed algorithms for
style -checking software -a
prototype is soon to be
installed in Carnegie
University. One option
under consideration is a
sexist -prose checker. Have
youputthat hyphen in the
right place?

* * *

onto the next line at a rather
unfortunate place: there
should be a space between
the quotes, or the last part of
the line can be written as

GETS=CHR$(321'.
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rowwith
EEDATA Systems

CEEDATA Hi -Tech Systems feature the ability to
grow with low cost in mind and supports your
needs and skills at all times.
Invest in our system and be sure that
Improvement does not mean Replacement.
All our computers are fully upgradeable from the

asic model right through to full networking and
.B.M. compatibility.
ach computer comes complete with 1 year's

"On -Site" guarantee.
ur "K2" keyboard with user-friendly function
eys (processor in the keyboard as well) will

. how you how to find your way round all sorts of
ome and business packages.
e have many configurations to suit individual
eeds and your dealer will be only too pleased to
elp you to more fully understand and operate

our up-gradeable system.

0
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Featured Software are Registered Trade Marks of:
Micropro. ttt Caxton.
Standard Micro Systems. tttt Ashton Tate.
Denyent Data Systems Ltd. Qudos.
Microsoft. " American Traoing International.

t Sorcims. "41 lansyst Software Ltd.
tt Dietronic.

11111111111 I I

System 8500

The following are
just some of the very useful and
interesting pieces of software that you will find very easy
to operate using the CEEDATA micro. and K2 keyboard.
Wordstar' I nfostar Mailmerge' Rescue
Spelstar' Calcstar' Multiplan-- Electronic Thesaurustt
Supercalct Cardbox Itt Datastar' Retrieve-
Obese II tttt lankeys Mailman" A T I **

Plus over 15,000 other packages.

SPECIFICATION OPTIONS:

111111111

RAM: 64K -128K -256K
ROM: 2K - 4K

CPU: Z80A - Z8OB - 8088

OP. SYSTEMS: CP/M - CP/M PLUS- CPIM86 - MSDOS

ADDITIONAL UTILITIES: BACKUP. BCOM. CRC, DISK, DUMP, EDIT, ERASE. FCOM. FORMAT,

HFORMAT, IMAGE, MOVE, PARK, SETUP, TERMINAL. UNLOAD, VERIFY AND OTHERS.

DISKS: SINGLE OR TWIN. (DOUBLE DENSITY. DOUBLE SIDED.)

STORAGE: 386K - 760KBYTE PER DRIVE FORMATTED

HARD DISKS: 10 - 20MBYTE

VDU: 12" NON -REFLECTIVE, P31 GREEN PHOSPHOR DATA FORMAT 24X80.

Bandwidth 26MHz. - SEPARATE MONITOR FOR MODULAR SYSTEMS.

INTERFACE: FROM 2 TO 3 x RS 232 (V24) SERIAL PORTS. CENTRONICS COMPATIBLE PARALLEL PRINTER

PORT, BUS EXPANSION INTERFACE AVAILABLE. VIDEO 0/P BNC 75 OHM SOCKET FOR

ADDITIONAL SCREENS. BAUD RATES FROM 45 THROUGH TO 38400 BAUD.

CLOCK: ON THE 16 BIT MODEL. BATTERY BACKED REAL TIME CLOCK. CALENDAR. SECS. MINS. HRS.

DAYS. MONTHS. YEARS.

KEYBOARD OVERLAYS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THE MOST POPULAR
SOFTWARE, HOWEVER OTHERS MAY BE CREATED UPON REQUEST.

Ask your computer dealer about our range or telephone/write to:
The Sales Manager. CEEDATA Ltd.. Glebe House. Armlield Close. East Molesey. Surrey. (01.941.4889).

(DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED)

PLEASE STATE: NAME 

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:



Maximising
The British computer industry is small when
judged by international standards. Two large
American companies control 90% of world
markets. They can do this because their
products represent the standard by which
others are judged. When these standards are
accepted by the marketplace they have the
effect of stabilising the technology. Thus CP/M is
accepted as the industry standard operating
system for 8 bit processors, and subsequent
computer development has employed this
standard, with the dual effect of making both
man and machine portable. Operators can
use different computers, with CP/M, and
software can be switched from machine to
machine. For the end user the emergence of



technolo
these standards is critical because they allow
him to experiment with the technology without
risk of entering blind alleys where systems and
products disappear. In order to avoid this
situation Memotech has employed these
standards within the MTX Series.

In the UK there has been such rapid
development in microsystems that in many
cases users have been seduced by the
technology rather than the standards they
should be following. In educational and
business applications the need for continuity is
obvious. This is accentuated by the
development of database technology, where
very large information files are accumulated,
the primary expense being the input of data.

Companies and schools will not relish the idea
of trying to rescue data when the standard 32
bit machines appear in two years time.

There has been a tendency for
manufacturers to launch machines which are
still on the drawing board, and for which no
software standards exist. CP/M 80, the industry
standard micro operating system, supports tens
of thousands of commercially available
software packages. IBM take the view that
things should be done properly and then
released to the user. This is a well tried and
clearly well tested premise which Memotech
has implemented in the MTX series.

The MTX Series begins with the MTX500,
which costs £275.00 including VAT. The

MTX512, illustrated below, costs £315.00
including VAT, has 64K of User RAM plus 16K of
dedicated Video RAM, and comes with
extended BASIC, a powerful
assembler/disassembler, Front Panel machine
level editor/monitor, and Noddy, a new text
and graphics processing language.

Also included in the series, and available
now, are the DMX80 printer at £295.00
and the CMX and MMX monitors.

MEIVICITECH
For further information, full technical
specification and prices write to:
Memotech Limited
FREEPOST Witney, Oxon. 0E8 6BR.



CFIRST CHOICE FOR
Pliii#APPLE ACCESSORIES

 ALL ITEMS FULLY GUARANTEED FOR ONE YEAR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FREE POSTAGE & PACKING WITHIN UK

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
Inc.

Net VAT
PRINTER INTERFACE CARDS Net

Inc.
VAT

1VCP-0t1 Advanced Visicalc Ile 218.00 250.70 ISIM-001 Aristocard Parallel 65.00 74.75

1VCP-010 Business Forecasting Model IS1M-002 Aristocard Serial 71.20 81.88

(req Visicalc) 65.00 7475 1CCS-003 Asynchronous Serial I/F (77104) . 113.00 129.95

1ASH-001 dBASE 11 Version 2.4 1013N-004 Buffered Grappler 16500 19435

(CP/M) 350.00 402.50 1DIG-006 Digrtek Printmaster (Basic,
1CAX-001 Cardbox (CP/M) 132.00 151.80 CP/M, Pascal) 69.00 79.35

1COD-001 CDEX Training for Visicalc 37.52 43.14 1 ORN-001 Grappler
IMP13.006 Detester (CP/M) 128.00 147.20 xCentronics,Nec)Epson,Anade1GRM 98.00 112.70

1STO-001 DB Master Version 3.02 134.00 154.10 001IPB 18K
1STO-002 DB Master Version 4.0 199.00 228.85 I serial/parallel & buffer) 122.00 140.50

1STO-003 DB Master Statistics 62.00 71.30 1PRA-001 MPB16K (Epson 16K buffer) 109.00 125.35

1STO-004 DB Master Utilities 1
(links with Visi Series) 62.00 71.30

1STO-005 DB Master Otilies 2 62.00 71.30 80 COLUMN CARDS & ACCESSORIES
I FOX -002 D-Util (for dBasell)
1DJR-001 FMS -80 (CP/M)

61.00
196.00

70.15
22540 1VI5-002 Applewriter II preboot disk

1ASH-002 Friday (CP/M) 165.00 189.75 (Vision 801 18.00 20.70

11SM.002 Graphmagic I ELI -003 Ramview 80 Ile 52.55 60.43

(bar -pie charts etc) 57.00 65.55 1EL1-004 Ramview 8064011e 125.00 143.75

1ART-004 Meg icalc 99.00 113.85 1VID-002 Softswitch (for Videoterml 2500 23.00

11SM-001 Mathrnagic 57.00 65.55 1UMI-002 Uterm

1SOF-001 Mutliplan (DOS) 170.00 195.50 (inc shift mod & font editor 127.00 146.05

1BLY-001 Ornnis 64K (also for Ile) 245.00 281.75 1VID-019 Ultraterrn 284.00 326.60

15WP-001 PFS File (also for Ile) 79.00 90.85 1VID-024 Ultraterm AW preboot disk 12.30 14.14

1SWP-003 PFS Graph (also for Ile) 79.00 90.85 IVID-023 Ultraterm VC Preboot disk 29.40 33.81

1SWP-002 PFS Report (also for Ile) 79.00 90.85 1V1D-003 Video Enhancer II 83.00 95.45

1FOX-001 Ouickcode (for dBase 111 189.00 21735 1VID-010 Video Inverse Eprom 18,45 21.21

1APL-004 Ouickfile (Ile only) 57.00 6555 1VID-001 Video Videoterrn 175.00 201.25

IEXB-001 Savvy Professional 335.00 385.25 1VIS-003 Visicalc preboot disc

1VAR-001 Sidevise (Prints Visi sideways) 4000 45.00 (gives 80 cols with Vision ea 39.00 44.85

1MPR-015 Starindex (CP/M) 94.50 108.67 1VIS-001 Vision -80

1MPR-005 Supersort (CP/M) 131.00 150.65 (Inc softswitch & inverse) 185.00 212.75

1BUS-001 The Incredible Jack 129.00 148.35 1TYT-002 VC -Expand 80 47.00 54.05

1DJA-001 The Last One 132.00 151.80 1VER-001 Super Expander 80.2 76.00 87.40

1VCP-001 Visiulc (also Ile) 135.00 165.25
1VER-004 Visi-k (Visicalc consolidation) 1%45 22.36 MONITORS & COLOUR CARDS
1LCC-003 Visiulc Utilities 3230 37.14
1VCP-006 Visidex 135.00 155.25 1DIG-004 Oigitek Colour card 79.00 90.85
IVCP-005 Visit ile 135.00 155.25 I DMS-004 DMS RGB Colour card 75.00 86.25
IVCP-002 Visiplot 135.00 155.2h OKAG-001 Kaga 12' Green Screen 105.00 120.75
IVCP-003 Visitrend/plot 155.00 178.25 1M1C002 Microvitec Colour Monitor 265.00 304.75

IMIC-001 Microvitec Colour Card

WORD PROCESSING (for above) 3500 40.25
1ZEN-001 Zenith 12" Green Screen 89.00 102.35

1APL-008 Applewriter Ile 109.25 125.63
1APL-017 Applewriter ll
IELI-001 Format 80

84.55
123.00

97.23
141.45 GRAPHICS UTILITIES & MUSIC

lONL-003 Horneword 34.00 39.10 1PEN-005 Additional Fonts & Char Sets .. 1125 1523
1SVS-002 List Handler 33.20 38.18 16130-005 Arcade Machine II 40.80 46.92
1ART-003 Magic Words 46.50 53.47 1608001 Elitstik 245.00 281.75
1HAY-001 Pie Writer 2.2 99.75 114.71 1PEN.001 Complete Graphics System 44.00 50.60
1SEN-009 Sensible Speller Imulti version) 79.00 90.85 1SRS-015 EZ Draw 3.3(1I+ only) 26.50 30.47
1ONL-003 Screenwriter 11 I G1B.001 Gibson Light Pen 236.50 271.97

(70 COLS without 80 col. card) . 7500 86.25 1165.004 G ra forth (fast 3D plus music) 47.45 54.56
I BRD-020 The Bank Street Writer 42.70 4510 1PEN-002 Graphics Magician
1SVS-001 Word Handler 3585 45.82 (new version) 37.95 43.64
I MPR-001 Wordstar Version 3.31 (CP/M) 228.00 262.20 1SUB-002 Graphics Package (Sublogic) .... 76.00 87.40

1SVN-004 Higher Text 11

PRINTERS (many different fonts)
1KDA-001 Koala Pads

21.80
8100

25.07
100.05

OEPS-005 Epson 9X-80 26500 304.75 1MTN-004 Mountain Music System
OEPS-001 Epson FX-80 116 voice) 246.00 282.90

(160 cps & prop spacing) .. 399.00 45585 1APL-020 Pascal Animation 41.00 47.15
OEPS-002 Epson FX-100 (wide carnage) 499.00 573.85 1APL021 Pilot Animation Tools 4100 47.15
OWAT-001 Digi plot II (6 pen plotter) 755.00 868.25 I BUD -001 Pinball Construction Set 23.70 27.25
1APL-011 Silentype printer (Inc 1/F) 192.00 220.80 1PEN-007 Special Effects 1 26.55 30.53
OMPL-001 Star Gemini 10X 219.00 261.85 101)8-025 The Artist 51.30 58.99
OTEC.001 Tec Starwnter F10140cps) 109500 1263.85 1VSR-001 Versewriter (graphic digitizer)  .179.00 205.85

trr(DEVISE for Visicalc users
SIDEVISE allows APPLE H, II+ and Ile users to
print their VisiCalc spreadsheets sideways. No
longer does the width of the printer limit the size
of your spreadsheet. 240 plus VAT

PACE
0274 7 2 9 3 0 6

Available from
PACE SOFTWARE LTD.
92 NEW CROSS STREET,
BRADFORD BD5 8BS.
Tel. (0274) 729306
Telex 51564

CODE NO DESCRIPTION NET

16.67
21.79
26.45

106.95
23.00
43.64
3580
41.40
30.47

2.58
25.00

INC VAT

14.14
1857
34.50
18.34
29.44

TOTAL

I enclose my
SUPPLIES LTD.
Product for use with
Name

1VSR-002 Versawriter Expansion Pack 1 .

IPHN-001 Zoom Graphix
(similar to Birstik zoom) 23.75 27.31

11NS-002 Electric Duet
(creates 2 part rnusicl 18.95 21.79

1TRO-001 S.A.M.
(Software Automatic Mouth) . 65.00 74.75

UTILITIES
1SW0.014Arnper Array (Routine

Machine Lib) 32.75 37.66
15WD-013Arnper Chart (Routine

Machine Lib) 32.75 37.66
1SWD-015Amper Sampler

(Routine Machine Lib) 32.75 37.66
ISW0-012Amper Screen

(Routine Machine Lib)

Inc.
Net VAT
24.70 28.40 SYSTEMS EXPANSION

1SEN.004 Aplus
(Applesoft Structured Basic) 18.95 21.79

1BEA-005 Apple Mechanic (Beagle

32.75 37.66

Bros) 18.95 21.79
1SOF.010 Assembly Lang Dev

(6502, 080, 80801 79.00 90.95
10UA-002 Bag of Tricks 24.70 28.40

1SEN.018 B.E.S.T.
(Enhanced Software Tool) 24.70 28.40

1SEN-011 Build Using
(gives ''Print Using"
commands)

100S-001 C.I.A. (disk utility)
10EN-001 Copy II Plus 4.0
ISWD-011Disk Library (inc CP/M

& Pascal)
13E4-001 DOS Boss (modifies DOS

commands)
1SEN-0t4 Edit Soft

(powerNI macro line editor)
1VVYT-001 Fast DOS
1SYN-013 Global Program Line Editor

(supports 80 cols)

1SEN-010 Image Printer II
1VER-003 Locksmith 4.1
1SWD-006 Mer lin Macro Assembler
1SWD-016Munch-a-Bug
1HAY.010 Orca/M
15WD-0013Prrntographer

1PCE -002 Rosetta
(Pascal to DOS/DOS to Pascal)

(ELI -005 S.C. Macro Assembler
104R-001 Snapshot Copy. III. & Ile)

15WD.009Speedstar
(assembles 12000 lines/min) . 63.50 73.02

ZUNI -003 Structured Basic (U -Micro) 85.50 98.32
15E6.001 Super Disk Copy III 22.00 25.30
1SOF-007 TASC Compiler

(handles very large programs) 113.00 129.55
1SEN-013 The Bug (assembly tang

debugger) 32.30 37.14
1VER-008 The Inspector 35.00 40.25
1SWD-010The Routine Machine

(machine language routines) 40.00 46.00
10E4-009 Type Faces (req Apple

Mechanic) 1210 14.14
18E4-002 Utility City 18.95 21.79
1EL1-002 Wildcard Plus 93.00 106.95

r PACE SOFTWARE SUPPLIES LTD.
I 92 New Cross Street, West Bowling, Bradford BD5 8BS

19.00 21.85
33.25 38.23
3755 43.64

Inc.
Net VAT

1010-001 16K Rarncard (Digitek) 65.00 7.75
1M-001 32K Ramcard (Titan/Saturn) 122.00 140.30
IM -007 128K Rarncard (Titan/Satum) 284.00 326.60
1VER-002 128K Rarnex .rd 275.00 316.25
1TYT-005 Accelerator 11-) 285.00 327.75
1FMJ-001 Coolstack

(holds 2 drives, monitor & fan) 65.00 74.75
IAPL-006 DOS Upgrade kit 13.2 to 3.31 .. 36.00 41.40
I TYT-006 Ember

(Titan auto RAM bank selector) 33.20 38.18
1VSA-1304 E -Z Port (games socket extender) 15.90 18.28
1VSA005 E -Z Port II

(twin games socket extender) 22.00 25.30
1HAL-002 Hard disk 10Mb (HAL. inc 1/F) .  1950.00 2242.50
1HAK-001 Hawk 34 way VIA card 49.00 56.35
I HAK-002 Hawk IEEE -488 card 189.00 21735
1 LCC-001

LowerC'semAoddarr(with shift 32.303
1PCT-001 Pact Clip on fan

527:14

1GLA.001 Time Kit WOO 6440
1VID-016 Videx Function Strip

(req Enhancer 11) 28.50 32.77
1VIS.004 Vision 128 Ram Card 24000 276.00
1ALS-002 Z -Card II

(includes CP/M) 103.95 119.54
1UNI.001 Z130 Card U -Micro (card only) 73.00 83.95
150E-003 Z80 Card Microsoft

lint) CP/M & MBasic) 215.00 247.25

LANGUAGES
1APL022 Apple Logo ........ . 116.00 133.40
1 APL -007 Apple Pascal (req 64K) 142.00 163.30

34.95 40.92 IAPL-014 Apple Not 65.55 75.38
1APL-009 Apple Super Pilot 122.50 140.87

15.95 1834 150E005 COBOL 80 (CP/M) 420.00 483.00
I MSF.001 Forth Metacrah 65.00 74.75

2175 2731 15FT.002 Forth 11 42.00 48.30
1595 21.79 ISOF-006 Fortran 80 (CP/M) 119.00 136.85

1TER-001 Terrapin Logo 95.00 109.25
39,00 44.95 IINS-003 Transforth (full floating point) 65.95 75.84

22.80 26.22
6100 72.45
42.00 48.30
32.25 3708
66.45 76.41
33.00 3755

35.00 40.25
57.00 65.55
9100 10095

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS
1PC9001 Disk Once

(full Apple compatablei
IPCT-002 Disk Drive Controller card
OELE-001 Disc Head Cleaning Kit

120 discs and fluid)
OALB-004 Disk Tray (40 disks, lockable)
OALEI-003 Disk Tray (90 disks, lockable)
1NAM.001Epron Programmer
1SVS-004 E -Z Learner
ODRE-001 Finger Print (Epsonsi
1SUB-003 Flight Simulator II
1KFT.001 Joystick (self -centering)
1TGP-003 Games Paddles
OBAS.002 Plastic Disc Library Box
9JDP-001 Prosier Training Guide
OPOW.001The Plug

(mains noise suppressor) 12.30
150E-008 Typing Tutor II 16.50
1BRF.002 UHF Modulator (with sound) ' 30.00
OVIR.001 Verbatim 5.25" disks (101 15.95
IDTS-005 Zaxxon 2560

14900 171.35
42.00 48.30

1450
leas
2100
93.00
20.00
37.95
32.00
3500
26.50

2.25
25.00

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

Address Town

County Postcode Tel. No.

cheque payable to PACE SOFTWARE

011e

=1

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
J
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SOFTWARE FOR THE

SERIES

CHESS
A fully comprehensive chess package. Ten
levels of play, from novice to championship
standard. Pitch your wits against the

computer with this fast, versatile machine
code program.

TO A DO
The object of the game is to navigate each of

five toads across a road and two rivers
without being run down or drowning (toads
can't swim).

ALICE IN
WONDERLAND
A fully interactive machine code adventure
game set in Wonderland, You play the part
of Alice, and explore the fascinating world of

Wonderland, full of excitement and

suspense. Delve deep into tunnels, caves and

wells in search of hidden treasure.

e40 KILOPEDE
Eliminate mushrooms and the descending
segmented Kilopede to gain bonus points -
avoid killer crabs, fleas, spiders and

jellyfish which chase you across multiple
levels of increasing difficulty.

SUPER
MINEFIELD
The object of the game is to get from one side

of the minefield to the other without being
blown up. You only get one life so be careful

- not all the mines are visible. The only way
you can tell how many mines are nearby is by

looking at the mine detector in the top right
hand corner of the screen.

BUD BBC)
Run at high speed around the maze collecting

treasure and fruit worth bonus points - but
don't get caught by the Blobbo-eaters!
Tactical dodging must be employed to avoid
them. If you're caught or step on a skull and
crossbones you lose one of your three lives.

KNUCKLES
Move Knuckles around his maze, using a
joystick to kick Roks and Magic Squares.
The object is to line up the Magic Squares,
using the fire key, and so advance to the next

level, gaining a level bonus.

Please send for our free
colour catalogue of Business,
Education and Games Software.
Illustration: Nick Mynheer.

Continental Software Limited,
Unit 23, Station Lane,
Witney, Oxon



OVER 20,000 PEOPLE
CAN'T BE WRONG
ACT SIRIUS1
£2,195
£2,895

Powerful 1.2Mb data storage with 128K
RAM and including two of the industry
standard operating systems at 16 -bit level,
CP/M-86 and MS-DOS. PLUS Basic 86.

2.4Mb data storage with a big 256K RAM for
the really demanding business applications.
Includes CP/M-86, MS-DOS and Basic 86.

Above are two very good reasons why more people have bought the ACT Sirius 1 than any
other 16 -bit microcomputer in the U.K. Here are a few more:

ACT Sirius 1 is a superb user-friendly machine incorporating a comprehensive 'soft' keyboard,
a 12" high resolution screen for crisp, clear definition and a wide range of memory options
including a 10Mbyte Winchester version and a choice of three plug-in expansion boards.

The range of available software is simply unrivalled in the personal computer field.
Over 1,000 software packages now exist to provide complete solutions to

the needs of large and small businesses alike.
And of course the ACT Sirius 1 is backed by the strength and resources of ACT. The Pulsar
range of true 16 -bit software for accounting, planning and word processing; ACT Training

Centres open to all; nationwide field service; a full range of printers and consumables.
And, the most complete and professional dealer network in the U.K.

Over 20,000 people are rightly convinced that the ACT Sirius 1 is the best machine
of its kind in the country.

CAN YOU REALLY AFFORD TO BE WRONG?

ACT SIRIUS 1,THE UK'S BEST
SELLING 16 -BIT

MICROCOMPUTER.
Please send me

details of the ACT Sirius 1.

Name:

Position:

Company:

Address:

Tel. No:

ACT (UK) Limited
Shenstone House,

Dudley Road, Halesowen, West Midlands 863 3NT,
Telephone: 021-501 2284

Telex: 337007





DIRECT DISK SUPP1
4      OUR NAME SPEAKS FOR ITV a II   111

BARGAIN BOX BASF DISKS
SINGLE DENSITY sso £10.99 per 10 £99.99 per 100

DOUBLE DENSITY ssDD £12.99 per 10 £119.99 per 100

Apricot Disks - Sony 3.5" - Are you paying too much???
Our Price: only £37.99 per 10

£69.99 per 20 p&p as per price matrix
£299.99 per 100

Easy
Or

3M
pricing. Use the DDS Price Matrix

DIAL -A -DISK, for firm quoted prices..

Verbatim®
Datalife 5 year warranty

for the right price first time.

maxelL
5.25" single sided disks Code 1-9 10+ Code 1-9 10+ Code 1-9 10+

double density 48tpi 744 14.99 13.99 525 17.99 15.99 MD1-D 22.99 20.99

quad density 96tpi 746 22.99 20.99 577 24.99 22.99 MD1-DD 30.99 28.99

5.25" double sided disks Code 1-9 10+ Code 1-9 10+ Code 1-9 10+

double density 48tpi 745 21.99 19.99 550 25.99 23.99 MD2-D 30.99 28.99

quad density 96tpi 747 26.99 24.99 557 32.99 30.99 MD2-DD 41.99 39.99

p&p per 10 disks .75 FOC .75 FOC .75 FOC

See -10 library box 1.99 1.75
p&p per See -10 .75 .30 Prices per box of 10 disks excluding VAT
ABA lockable boxes ryvNext day. -.1.1115delivery
M35 - 40 disks 13.99 12.99 Under 100 disks £7.50, over 100 FOC tali --
M85 - 80 disks 16.99 15.99
p&p per ABA box 1.75 FOC

Same day delivery by quotation Iiirri*, Piga

' .....,..z

%NO(Carriage at cost on 3-9) M-35 M-85

Hard Sector formats available ex -stock.
Price as per soft sector equivalent
(eg Verbatim 525-10 see 525-01 price
£17.99 per 10).
8" disks, single density, double density
or double sided.
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES.

DIAL -A -DISK
-

"8101-5Or4der1 1144H"ne
Answering service

for out of hours
orders

HOW TO ORDER:
1. Complete the coupon below and post with
your cheque, using our FREEPOST address. A
first class stamp gets it there the next day.
2. Urgent orders: DIAL -A -DISK 01-541 1144.
Dictate your order, with ACCESS or VISA, and
they're as good as received.
3. Collect from our offices, phone and they will
be waiting for you between 10.00 and 17.00

weekdays. (Other times by arrangement).
4. Crucial Orders: Same day delivery by
arrangement.
5. Official Orders: Orders from Government
Departments, Local Authorities, Universities,
Schools etc. are very welcome and receive
immediate attention. Telex orders to 932905
(Larch G) attention LAN.

All offers and prices subject to change without notice ilk All
III  II ill II IIII  III NM "%,.

Direct Disk Supplies Ltd., 29 Dagmar Road, Kingston, Surrey KT2 6F wir

r
To: Direct Disk Supplies Ltd., FREEPOST, 29 Dagmar Road, Kingston, Surrey KT2 6BR. PCW 4/84

Code Qty Description Price

Name

Address

Postcode Tel

Nett price
Carriage
Subtotal
VAT 15%
Total payable to DDS f

Cheques payable to DDS

Signature:

Debit my Access/Barclaycard No:



This month the mutant camels strike back, with plumbers, manic train
drivers and cosmic guerillas bringing up the rear. Commodore 64,
Atari, Spectrum and Oric machines make further strategic moves.

REVENGE OF THE MUTANT

CAMELS
Supplier: Llamasoft
Computer: Commodore 64
Price: £7.50

Remember the mutant camels that
invaded the Earth in last month's
Screenplay? Well, they're back, but this
time they're on our side.

A group of these camels has
apparently been convinced of their
loyalty to Earth (with the aid of 10,000
telepathic MetaGoats), so a brave band
of them (five per game) are off to do
battle with the Zzaxians on their
Psychological Disorientation Warfare
Development planetoid, Phensyk III.
This planetoid is used to develop
bizarre disorientation weapons sche-

befilot54 .fifilL4 *EXT Za'E as "

duled for use against Earth but now
thrown against the attacking camels.

It's this variety of nasties that sup-
plies the flavour of this sequel game.
There are 42 different screens of nasties
for your camel to plod through before
you achieve the usual goal of a high
score.

To survive, and thereby achieve a
decent score in Revenge, you must
discover tactics for each of the screens
you meet. The tactics employed are as
varied as the screens themselves. In
some screens there are safe spots
where your camels can walk unhin-
dered. In other areas you must shoot
your way out, and yet in others the
aliens' nastiness is directly related to
your own aggression.

Before the action begins, each screen
title is displayed in the form of a pun,
which rapidly wearsthin as the humour

II ilk EE ik *

01 OE O4 OE 04 OE Ok OE

A AAAAA ,t`

A 4.

DELTA 4
Supplier: Nectarine
Computer: 48k Oric
Price: £8.95

As if designed deliberately to bear out
my remarks on arcade clones in the
Spectrum reviews, here's a 'new'
arcade game for the 48k Oric. Delta 4
consists of four individual games, at
least two of which you will recognise
immediately, linked together in a 'laser -
gramme' on the cassette inlay that

informs you that the Galactic Alliance is
under permanent attack on four fronts.
You have the option of going on a 'tour
of duty' which covers all battle fronts in
turn, or you may select any one front on
which to fight. Your enemy is a force of
implacable invading alien androids.

Delta 4 loads very easily - which is
just as well, as it's recorded at 'fast'
speed only. Once the tape has loaded, a
tap of the space bar takes you into -
stop me if you've heard this before -
Space Invasion. As the inlay tells you:
'An armada of invading aliens seems to

is lost along with your camels. These
screen titles include: 'Mind your axe
Eugene', 'Manic Minter', 'Inky, Pinky,
Blinky and Thud' (Pacman characters),
'Through pastures blue' (exploding
sheep), 'No Cruise is good Cruise' and
'Haven't we met somewhere before',
which features an attack by ships
similar to those in the original 'Attack of
the Mutant Camels'.

'Revenge' is an object lesson in both
the use of sprites and the Commodore
64's sound capabilities, but as the
gamestactics are learned and practised
by the player, the game's addictive
qualities rapidly decrease. TH

Presentation 90%
Addictive quality 35%

Use of Graphics 90%
Value for money 60%

be sweeping inexorably down to
annihilate our planet'. You can stop
them by positioning your laser base
and firing at them as they descend. If a
single alien reaches the planet surface
you will lose all your lives, and perhaps I
should mention that there's the occa-
sional chance to take a potshot at the
alien Mother Ship; this scores a

bonus...
After seeing off the Space Invaders,

you move on to Crossfire. Here you
control a swivelling turret gun at the
crossroads of four channels, down

PCW 377



Enjoy the hilarious antics of the Comical Mouse as he overcomes all dangers to win the
heart of the lovely princess by collecting her lost diamonds. He must climb ladders, slide
down the chutes, use transporters and trampolines to jump across divides to escape and
outwit his pursuers. Six screens with three levels of difficulty.

VIC 20
J.S. f7.95

AVAILABLE NOW

COMMODORE 64 SPECTRUM
J.S. f7.95 48K J.S./K.B. f5.95

AVAILABLE APRIL AVAILABLE APRIL

TRADE ENQUIRIES: ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD. 29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/8
MAIL ORDER: 8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS/VISA 50p POSTAGE & PACKAGING



which the robots pour in a kamikaze -
style attack.

Then it's onwards, ever onwards, to
Cosmic Guerillas, in which two flights
of robots are lined up in formation, one
on each side of the defending bases.
Protecting the bases are three layers of
protective pods. The robots move
inwards to remove the pods one at a
time, thus exposing the bases them-
selves to attack. You attempt to thwart
them by firing upwards from the
bottom of the screen. Destroy the
guerillas and the pods will re-form for
the next wave.

The final part of the Delta 4 package
will also bring on a touch of déjà vu.
Missile Command is, surprisingly, Mis-
sile Command. This particular version
limits you to 10 missiles per wave for
each of your three turrets, so you must
be careful to avoid wasting shots.

THE TRAIN GAME

Supplier: Microsphere
Computer: 16/48k Spectrum
Price: £5.95

The Train Game has been on sale for a
few months now, but earns its place
here as an example of an increasingly
rare breed - a totally original home
computer game. With very few excep-
tions, the monthly batches of 'new
exciting' games for the popular
machines are, on closer examination,
mere anagrams of themselves - like
Status Quo singles! Conventional
arcade games all fall into a few clearly
defined formats and, while not denying
that some companies do manage to
maintain a high standard of stunningly
good games, I find that the bulk of the
material that arrives for review consists
of the same old games, disguised with
the aid of various cosmetic differences.
This is best illustrated by taking as an
example Quicksilva's Games Designer
package - the blurb boasts that the
Games Designer will allow the user to
create a whole range of professional -
looking arcade games, but in fact all
these games must operate in one of
four formats. Using the Space Invaders

Each of the games has eight levels of
difficulty, and on completion of a game
the player moves automatically to the
next game at the same level. When you
can beat all four games at one level you
will move onto the next automatically.
The Hall of Fame gives an overall score,
rather than displaying individual high
scores for each game.

Despite the fact that there's nothing
too new here, it must be said that this
cassette is very professionally pro-
duced. There are demo modes for all
four games, plus a digitised photo-
graph of author Andy Green, which
certainly shows off the capability of the
Oric's hi-res mode. At the lower levels,
Space Invasion in particular is abys-
mally slow -moving, but things improve
considerably as the levels get higher.
The controls are kept very simple, and
the graphics and sound are certainly as

format, one game features witches on
broomsticks who must be shot down in
the usual manner. The graphics for this
are certainly well done - but this can't
disguise the fact that you are still
playing Space Invaders .

The Train Game, refreshingly, re-
fuses to be pigeon -holed - there's not
an alien, a ghost, a frog or a robot in
sight. Instead, it harkens back to those
far-off days when every small boy's
dream was an electric train set - and
when every proud father would buy
one so that he could play with it himself.
Load the cassette, and a plan view of a
railway network appears with a blue
train chugging merrily around the
circuit. Pressing any number between
one and seven gets rid of the demo and
puts you in charge of the train. At the
simplest level, all you need do is guide
the train around the circuit, switching
points as necessary and stopping at the
stations to pick up passengers. All the
points are labelled with a single letter
and pressing the relevant key deter-
minesthe path the train takes. To stop at
a station you need only press the '1' key.
Of course, there are hazards- a wrong
points setting leads to derailment, and
if you delay too long before stopping at
a station there's a good chance that one

good as they need to be. I found the
procedure for moving directly to any
game other than Space Invasion rather
tiresome - you must wait until the
demo mode cycles to your chosen
game, then press CTRL while the game
is being displayed. Still, if you are an
arcade freak who owns an Oric and you
don't yet possess a copy of Missile
Command or Space Invaders, you
might as well try this. Taken individu-
ally, the games may not be quite as
good as other versions that have the
luxury of the whole of addressable
RAM to draw on, but they do the job
morethan adequately. SM

Presentation: 90%
Use of graphics: 75%
Addictive quality: 30%
Value for money: 70%
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or more of the passengers will go white
with rage and hijack the train when it
finally arrives, or else the platform will
fill up and members of the public will
end up on the tracks. You start with four
lives and lose one with each of these
incidents. Onscreen at all times is a
display showing your current level, the
number of lives left, the speed of the
train and your score.

This is all great fun, but the novelty
would soon wear off if this were all that
happened. However, picking up 25
passengers allows you to move to the
next sub -level. At level 1 your blue train
is replaced by a red one and things
proceed as before, with the exception
that this time you must remember to
press '2' to make the train stop at a
station. Another 25 passengers and on
you go to sub -level 3 and a magenta
train...

Progress through the levels is auto-
matic, but as you become more profi-
cient you may elect to start off at a more
difficult stage. The Train Game gets
very difficult indeed - as you reach the
higher levels you find yourself in
charge of three trains at once, any one
of which may only pick up passengers
of the same colour. If nothing else, it'll
do wonders for your keyboard techni-
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que- you must hit the right key out of a
choice of 20 or so, and you must do it
without hesitation. Just to add to the
fun, the odd 'lost' express or goods
train will appear from the tunnel at the
bottom right of the screen. The only
way to get rid of these interlopers is to
send them back whence they came -
but make sure that one of your own
trains doesn't follow or it's another lost
life. There are also 'bonus' games, in
which train direction is changed by
means of a turntable instead of points -
switching.

All in all, there are seven main levels
of play. Levels 1-6 each have five

sub -levels while level 7 features no less
than nine. Each sub -level has a unique
combination of trains and speeds, and
when you finally get bored with all the
alternatives you can go through the
whole thing again using a different
track layout.

The Train Game impressed me
greatly. After the initial period of
familiarisation I soon got the hang of
the controls, and the action at the
higher levels is fast and furious enough
for anyone. The huge number of
possible combinations ensures that
this is not a game that will pall quickly,
and the sheer novelty of the concept

makes a very welcome change from the
hordes of arcade clones. The Spectrum
even manages a passable imitation of
the noise of a steam engine, although
this does grate after a while (it may be
switched on or off as desired). The
graphics could have been a little better,
but this is a minor quibble in this
instance and in no way detracted from
my enjoyment of what is a very well
thought out and hugely entertaining

SM
75%
65%
90%
90%

game.
Presentation
Use of graphics
Addictive quality
Valuefor money

-_-_,141I TASKSET LTD
RIGHTS RESERvED PRESS FIRE TO PLAY

SUPER PIPELINE

Supplier: Task Set
Computer: Commodore 64
Price: £6.90

Despite the label 'arcade games', there
are very few so-called games that
would actually survive the coin -slot
test. I doubt the enjoyment of these
games at 20p a go. Super Pipeline
would do very well if it were installed in
pubs and arcades alongside the Gala-
xians, Pacmen and fruit machines. In
fact, I wouldn't be at all surprised if it
were the first game to make the transi-
tion from home computer to arcade
against the flood of games moving
from the arcade to the home.

The idea behind the game is basically
simple, as are all the best games. You

are a plumber whose job it is to ensure
that oil flows along the pipe that winds
from the top left hand corner of the
screen down to the barrel at the bottom.
The oil flows through at a steady rate
until 1000 gallons are collected.

Obviously, this would be too easy
without any nasties acting against you
and so the Commodore 64 organises a
three -pronged attack.

To the right of the pipe is a ladder, up
which two of the attacks approach. The
first is a series of men who run up the
ladder and along a shelf above the pipe,
dropping plugs that break the pipe and
stop the flow. Being a good union man,
you don't repair these breaks yourself,
as it's the job of your mate to do the
work. All you have to do is lead your
mate to the damaged pipe.

However, the ladder is also the entry

NEBULA

point for spiders which drop down on
the pipe and try to bite (kill) you. Luckily
you are provided with a gun to shoot
these spiders (and the men while
they're on the ladder) and if all else fails
your plumber's mate is dispensable,
since as one dies another is employed.

The third prong of the attack is more
deadly and consists of lobsters which
cannot be shot, and pursue you until
they taste blood.

When the barrel has been filled you
move on to the next screen which
consists of a longer pipe, more spiders
and more frequent lobsters. TH

Presentation 60%
Addictive quality 70%
Use of graphics 75%
Valuefor money 65%
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Supplier: Red Shift
Computer: 16/48k Spectrum
Price: £6.95
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My decision this month to try to get
away from Spectrum arcade games,
and instead to concentrate on material
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that involves planning and strategy
rather than just good coordination and
a quick trigger finger, took me to a small
shop -cum -office in darkest Stoke
Newington. Here, a large sign saying
'CONFLICT' leads intothe lair of the lads
from Red Shift, all of whom seem to
hate arcade games but who positively
wallow in the delights of war -gaming.
(For the uninitiated, it should be stated
thaewar gaming' is a term that covers a
wide range of activities, from recreated
battles of the past fought out on a
table -top, using painstakingly exact
scale models of the troops of the period,
to board games like Diplomacy.)

A computer is an ideal aid to this sort
of gaming. It will map out the playing
area, keep track of the relevant moves
and the relative strengths of the com-
batants, and can be used as an oppo-
nent when no humans are available.

I had initially been attracted by Red
Shift's adverts for Apocalypse, a game
which can be best described as 'all -
encompassing'. Documentation for
Apocalypse points out that play may
last from four hours to four years (yes,
years!), and expansion packs may be
bought, allowing, for example, scenar-
ios from the fall of the Roman Empire,
the Napoleonic Wars or future wars in

SS ACHILLES

Supplier: Beyond Software
Computer: Atari 400/800 with 48k +
one joystick
Price: £19.95

When I first saw this game in the office I
thought it was a version of an excellent
board game produced by TSR Hobbies
called the 'Awful Green Things From
Outer Space'. It's based on those awful
Sixties space films where countless
spaceships were invaded by alienswith
a common aim: to destroythe Earth. SS
Achilles is obviously inspired by those
same films but they have missed their
chance to produce a really good game,
in which the crew would fight the aliens
with whatever weapons they could
find.

Unfortunately, the crew of SS Achil-
les has given up without a fight and is

distant galaxies to be played out by two
to four players (any millenium between
0 and 7999 AD may be selected).
However, as a newcomer to this type of
computer gaming, I allowed myself to
be persuaded that Apocalypse could be
left to a later occasion, and instead
picked up a copy of Nebula for this
review.

Nebula is described as 'a game of
strategic galactic conflict'. Players (any
number between one and five) take the
roles of emperors attempting to ex-
pand and control their empires, all of
which are based in different star sys-
tems. Inhabitants of the various sys-
tems are forced to serve their emperor,
but imperial control may be threatened
by war with other empires, civil unrest
and plague.

To start with, it is necessary to select a
galaxy in which to play. Nebula offers a
choice of four different galaxies, and
the documentation explains which one
is best for one -player games, or for
short or long encounters. There are six
different races inhabiting the galaxy,
and a seventh - the Drakar - appears
only when the one -player option is
selected. Two different maps of the
selected galaxy are displayed side by

the left hand map

content to collect its ill-gotten gains
before escaping in a shuttle.

Realism takes a day off, as this game
results in a version of the age-old maze
format. Happily, there are still sufficient
differences to make the game worth
playing but I can't help feeling that SS
Achilles is the game that got away.
Having said that, the game is a race
against time and is well worth playing.

The objective is to collect as many of
the alien relics (acquired from earlier
exploits) as possible, before escaping
in the shuttle. Of course, ever present in
your mind, and indeed the ship, is the
alien growth which is slowly taking
over. The growth starts from a seed and
gradually spreads throughout the ship.
Ultimately you must destroy the
growth but its progress can be delayed
by sealing doors with sealant guns.

To add to your troubles, additional
seeds infect the ship and start other

shows the distribution of the six races,
while the right hand map is colour -
coded and shows the resource levels of
the systems. To win the game, the
victory conditions must be set, and
tailored to suit the length of game
desired.

Andy at Red Shift assured me that the
computer would thrash me at my first
attempt (it did), and that the instruc-
tions, although confusing at first
glance, are in fact easy to follow if you
accept Red Shift's recommendation
to load Nebula first and then go through
the instructions while actually playing
the game.

I found Nebula to be an extremely
absorbing game; the graphics are clear
enough, although this game would
benefit from a computer that uses the
full screen size, as the two adjacent
maps mean that the figures are quite
small. It's certainly a game that will
stand up to repeated playing, and is
recommended to anyone who can
stand to put a bit more thought into
their games -playing. SM

Presentation 85%
Use of graphics 80%
Addictive quality 90%
Valuefor money 90%

growths. Alien spores also move freely
around the ship and are a hazard that
should be avoided.

The game is played at any of five skill
levels which range from INEPT to
EXPERT. It lasts about twenty minutes
and ends when you are killed or escape
in the shuttle. Your performance is then
assessed and a rating is awarded,
ranging from a Commendation (the
lowest of the low) to a Platinum
Imperial Medal.

The graphics are adequate but dis-
appointing when compared with the
title page illustration of the ship itself.
The game is initially confusing but, as a
passing colleague commented: 'It
grows on you.' TH

Presentation
Addictive quality
Use of graphics
Valuefor money

80%
50%
50%
50%
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SERIOUS DECISIONS

NEED11-E SUPPORT

OF OUR80 COWMNS

Most serious users of
micro computers require
the facility to display in 80
columns, especially for word
processing. Try this on most
monitors and the result will
be a frustratingly fuzzy image.

The Microvitec CUB 653
gives the user not only
glowing colour, but also pin -
sharp -images, thanks to a
medium resolution screen
653 pixels wide by 585 high,
plus a selective transmission

panel giving super -high
contrast. These features
make this model from the
CUB range of monitors
the perfect partner for
the high resolutions
generated by BBC B,
SINCLAIR L., I.B.M.,

COLOUR DISPLAYS

ELECTRON, ORIC, APPLE II

and Ile, and many others.
So if you wish to sharpen

your image, whether in the
office or at home, decide
Microvitec:

Remember-the highest
quality doesn't have to
mean the highest cost.

Call at your local dealer
orcontact us direct and we'll
send you full details with a
pleasant surprise - our
price list.

Microvitec Ltd., Futures Way, Bolling Road, Bradford BD4 7TU. Tel: (0274) 390011. Telex: 517717.

Microvitec Monitors are available from computer dealers, selected branches of W. H. Smith, lohn Lewis Partnership, Lasky's and other leading retailers.



For every
business problem

we've gota
digital solution

ACT Sirius 1 leasing available from £12.00 per week

Apricot leasing available from £10.00 per week

d

ORB leasing available from £25.00 per week

From the smallest to the largest application our
knowledgeable staff will provide the most efficient
and cost-effective solution from our comprehensive
range of six computers, fifty makes of printer and
several hundred software packages.

Our leasing schemes save the burden of
capital cost and our new interest -free credit plan
offers even greater savings.

Call us today for advice - or send for our
price list. You will find the service you expect from a
leading computer company.

Digital Solutions Limited
The Coach House, The Broadway, St Ives
Cambs PE17 4BX
Telephone Huntingdon (0480) 300728
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What name would
you give apersonal computer

store with the best hardware,
software, service, support,
training and maintenance?

We named it

We pride ourselves in being able to offer you a combination of
expertise with hardware and software that will provide the
most suitable system for your particular needs.

Our hardware products are from the world's most reputable manu-
facturers including Apple, IBM and DEC and our software is proven
and totally reliable from companies such as Lotus, Microsoft, Visi-
corp, Ashton Tate and Systematics. We want to ensure that you get
total 'value for money' from your system so as well as providing the
best hardware and software, we also have excellent training facilities
where classes are deliberately limited in numbers to enable each
attendee to benefit from maximum personal attention and 'hands-on'
experience. Our training centre is located at our showroom in Bishops -
gate and is well equipped and staffed by full-time professional person-
nel. The courses include an introduction to personal computers as
well as specific courses on applications products covering word pro-

cessing, information manage-
ment and financial planning
using Lotus 1-2-3.

Another important part of our
after -sales support is our ser-
vice and maintenance depart-
ment, employing engineers
who have been expertly trained
by the manufacturers. We
believe that total after -sales
service is imperative, so we also
provide a hot-line telephone
service ready with support and
advice to enable you to
maximise the benefits of your
investment.
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Your satisfaction is our priority.
To find out more, phone 01-377 1200 to arrange an informal
meeting or attend one of our free business seminars.

IBM
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PERSONAL COMPUTER DEALER

9ppk
Dealer

4gersonatConinuters
218 & 220/226 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4JS Tel 01377 1200


